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REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL

OF THE

AGEICULTUEAL COLLEGE
GUELPH,

FOK THE YEAR ExNDING 31st DECEMBER, 1877.

Ontario AaRicaLTURAL College.
GuELPH, December 30th, 1877.

T(j the Honourabk The Commissioner of Agricultme :

Sir,—I have the honour of submitting for your consideration the Third Annual Re:
port of the departments under my charije of the Ontario Agricultural College and Experi-
mental Farm for the official year beginninn- 1st November, ISTfi, and ending 31st October,

1877. And as we were not able to open this fall until the 1st Movember, I will include in

the following summary all events up to the date of writing—30th December—in other

words the whole of 1877, and the last two months of 1876. I say " the departments under
my charge," and in order that these may be clearly distinguished allow me to ennunierate
the various divisions under which the- work of the Institution is carried on. There are six in

number, viz. :—*

t. Theoretical College Instruction,

II. Practical Farm Instruction.

III. Farm Management.
IV. Experiments.
V. Business Department.
VI. The Boarding Hodsb and College Buildings.

The second, third and fourth are under the direct charge and supervision of my col-

league, Mr. Brown, and for an account of the years' operations under these three divisions, I

would refer you to the able and exhaustive report of that gentleman which follows. The
first, fifth and sixth belong to me, and as the report just mentioned is lengthy, 1 will, in

order to make the aggregate number of pages an average, describe the year's work as briefly

and succinctly as possible.

I. Theoretical College Instruction.

Before proceedini? to describe the progress, allow me to specify clearly the ends that have

been kept in visw. We have sought always to remember that this is a technical Institution,
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and that under this particular department we have " to train " young men in the theory of

improved husbandry. We have not fallen into the error of giving- a general education, or

into the other extreme of teaching merely an art, but have sought to attain the mean be-

tween the two. And we have done this by taking as our central subject, agriculture in all

its branches. And as the breeding, rearing and feeding of farm animals enter as im-

portant factors into that subject, the study of their structure and diseases forms the next im-

portant subject under the head of Veterinary science. Closely connected likewise, stands the

study of the plant and soil as the instruments of productioil, and to understand them it is

necessary to know something of Chemistry, Geology and 15otany. And lastly, the student,

in order to conduct his business and occupy his relative position in the community, must have

a fair training in English and Mathematics. The college work proper was therefore divided

into the four departments of:

—

I. AORICOLITJRK.

II. Veterinary Science.

I
]. Chemistry and Geology.

\ 2. Natural Histoky.
English and Mathematics.

III.

IV.

The work under tho.se four departments had been going on for a year and a half when
last I penned my report, and experience had shown that the study of each was ])erieetly com-

patible with the thorough acquirement of the necessary skill in the " art of husbandry."

The first department was under the charge of Professor Brown ; the second under that of

Professor Grange, V.S. ; the third was temporarily occupied by Peter H. Bryce, M.A. ; and

the fourth, with the last division of the third, was undertaken by myself At that time we
had forty pu[iils in attendance—representatives, as may be seen from the following table, of all

jiortious of the Province and of different denomiuatiuus therein :

—

Cuiudien.

Duudas
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SECOND TEAR.

Ayriculture : Scientific:—
Introduction.— Histm-i/ of Agriculture^.Ancient, mediaeval, modern

; Literature—
standard works —reports of Societies—periodicals : Varieties of F'lrinitvt—-dairy—stock

ordinary mixed husbandry.

Soils.—Origin, distribution, physical properties and classification of soils ; Reclama-

tion of lands—forest clearing—stumping, stoning, fallowing, &c.

Preparation of the Land for Crops. Ordinary operations of tillage—plough-

ing, harrowing, cultivatins;. rolling— subsoiling, levelling—general cultivation most ap-

propriate for the various kinds of soils.

Succession of Crops.—Importance and necessity of rotation—principles thereof

—

rotations suitable for various soils ; crops—root, forage, cereal —treated with reference

thereto.

Veterinary Srience

:

—
Veterinart Pathology.—Osseous system—giving the nature, causes, spmptoms,

and treatment of the various diseases of bone as splint—spavin—ringbone, &c.

Musndar .s7/stew—nature— causes—symptoms—and treatment of flesh wounds, &c.

Syndesmology—nature—causes—symptoms—and treatment of bog spavin—«urb, and

other diseases of joints.

Elanitar system—nature^causes—symptoms—and treatment of corns—sand crack

and other diseases of the foot.

Odontolouy—describing the diseases of the teeth ; also the mode of determining the

age of the animals of the same.

Chemistry :

Organic ("'hejiistry.—Scope of the division of the science—organic compounds

derived directly or indirectly from plants and animals—artificial formation of organic

compounds—classification of organic bodies and their complexity—determination of

the empirical and rational formulae of organic bodies ; Wood spirit and its derivatives

—methyl compounds—chloroform—acetic acid and ist compounds—alcohol and the pro-

cess of fermentation—constitution of oils and fats—manufacture of soap and candles
;

starch and sugar, and the other amyloids and glucoids—manufacture of sugJir—tartaric,

lactic, citric and malic acids The flesh-formers or albuminoids and their congeners
;

Essential oils and resin^s—varnishes—petroleum ; Vegetable Alkaloids—qainine—
strychnia ; aniline dyes ; urea ami uric acid ; Animal Chemistry, Vegetable Chemistry.

English and Mathematics :

Shakespeare's " King John." Mensuration.

First Year.
Agriculture, Practical :

Introduction.—lliston/ of Aqriculture— Ancient, mediaeval, modern ; Literature—
standard works—reports of Societies—periodicals; Varieties of /arming—dairy—stock

—ordinary mixed husbandry.

Soils.—Origin, distribution, physical properties and classification of soils ; ReclamOy-

tion of lands —forest clearing—stumping, stoning, fallowing, &c.

Preparation of the L \nd for Crops.—Ordinary operations of tillage—ploughing,

harrowing, cultivating, rolling—subsoiling, levelling—general cultivation mo.st appro-

priate lor the various kinds of soils.

SUCJOESSION of Crops.—Importance and necessity of rotation—principles thereof

—

rotations suitable for various soils ; crops—root, forage, cereal—treated with refernc

thereto.

Veterinary Science :

Anatomy and Physiology op the Domestic Animals^—Horse—bog—sheep

—

pig. Osseus system.
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Chemistry

Inorganic Chemistry.—Scope of chemistry- atomic theory—chemical affinity

—

the non-metallic elements—oxygen—hydrogen^water—its nature—occurrence—func-

tions— states, and decomposition—nitrogen—the atmosphere—ammonia—its sources and

important uses—oxides ot nitrogen—nitric acid and its importance to plants.

Natv/ral Histmy :

Zoology.—Nature of life— vital force— differences between animals and plants

—

diU'erences between ditl'erent animals—morphology and physiology—definition of species

—origin of species—classification—characters of the general classes and orders of the

Invertebrates, with examples.

English and Mathematics ;

Keview of past school work in English Grammar and Arithmetic.

The work of thi.s term was closed by a written examination of three days' duration, held

juBt before the Christmas vacation, when only four failed to pass ; forty-two per cent, of the

whole number took honours, and the great majority showed that good use had been made of

the opportunity afforded in the College by the various lectures during this term.

The Winter Term.

At the beginning of the work of the winter months, Mr. Bryce, who had lectured for six

weeks in the fall, was appointed Lecturer in Chemistry and Assistant Kector, after an abortive

attempt to obtain a suitable man to perform the duties of the Rector's position, which thence

forward as previously devolved on myself The usual routine was followed, and the amount
overtaken in the several subjects may be judged from the following summary :

9

Second Year.
Agriculture :

General Economy of the Farm.—Laying out a farm—formation and management
of roads and lanes ; Fencex—varieties—position—mode of construction—materials

—

movable fences—hurdles , Hedges— varieties—methods of planting—after cultivation
;

Bmldvngs— dwellings, out-buildings, stables, barns, sheds— principles of construction

—

plans and specifications.

Genkhal 1>usim<:ss op the Farm.—Capital necessary-—value and prices of laod,

stock, implements and improvements—value of all kinds of labour—making of inven-

tories—keeping of stock and produce registers ; Markets—economical laws regulating

them—customs affecting them—modes of buying and selliug—common laws refatiag to

agriculture— relation of agriculture to other industries.

AiiBORicuLTURE.—Application to the American continent—different kinds of trees

—

occurrence, habits, uses, values—value of timber as a crop—raising of trees from the
.iecd bed—what parts of the country should be planted— planting operations— transplant-

ing large trees—enclosing and draining planted ground—management of trees with a
view to shelter and economy.

Miscellaneous Subjects.

Veterinary Science

:

IJiyestirr, sijstem— nature cau.ses— .symptoms and treatment of spasmodic and flatulent

colic—inflammation of the bowels— acute indigestion— tympanitis in cattle—impaction
of the rumen, and many other common diseases.

Crrcidalory system—descriliing the diseases of the heart and blood vessels.

Resj)irnlory susle.m—nature—causes—symptoms—and treatment of catarrh—aasul

gleet^—roaring—bronchitis—pleurisy— inflammation of the lungs, &c.

Uriiiul . Ayslevi—nature—causes—.symptoms—and treatment of infiammation of the

kidneys, &c.

\
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Nervoun njslcm—nature—causes—symptoms—and treatment of lock-jaw, string

halt, &c.

Sensitive system—nature—causes—symptoms—and treatment of tlie diseases of the

eye and ear.

Generative system—nature—causes—.symptoms—and treatment of abortion—parturi-

tion—milk fever, &c.

Tegumental system—nature—causes—symptoms—and treatment of scratches—sallen-

ders—mallenders—parasites—and other diseases of the skin.

Chemistry :

Agricultural Chemistry. —History of the connection between agriculture and
chemistry— the food of plants—the origin and nature of .soils—analysis of soils—rela-

tion of different plants to the soil—compo.sition of different crops—chemical changes-

during the growth of different plants—rotation of crops—manures, special and general

—the composition of farm-yard manure—nature and analysis of guano and superphos-

phates—other manures—feeding of animals—foods—ingredients of foods—relation of

increase to composition of food—economy of food.

Practical Chemistry.—Chemical manipulation—the practical testing of waters,

soils, foods, superphosphates, and other manures, and the preparation of the common
gases, and the common acids.

Natural History :

Entomology.—Structure and physiology of insects—metamorphoses of insects

—

senses of insects—in.sects injurious to vegetation—to growing plants— to fruits—the

apple, plum, pear, peach, small fruits, &c.

English and Mathematics

:

English.—English composition—the sentence—the paragraph—rhetorical figures

—

their u.>-e and abuse—species of composition—qualities of style—varieties of style. Essay

writing—familiar and business correspondence. Political Economi/— wealth—labour

—

capital. Production—distribution—exchange—government, and the position that agri-

culture holds in each—relation of agriculture to all the other industries of a nation.

Mathe.matics.— Mensuration—the mensuration of every kind of .surftice, including

the quantity of land cultivated by various machines—the surface occupied by different

crops— the measurement of solids, including the contents of tanks, ditches, wells, ma.
nure heaps, walls,jthe materials for roads, timber, &c. Surveying in its commoner bran-

ches—fields surveyed with the chain and cross staff—heights and distances found by the

use of the theodolite—levelling practised. Book-keeping with reference to all kinds of

farm accounts and farm bu-iness, with the methods of keeping stock registers, sales, &c.

First Year,
Agriculture :

Breeding, Rearing, and Feeding of Animals.—Horses suited for agricultural

purposes—various breeds -breeding—feeding and general management : Cattle—charac-

teristics of the various breeds— Shorthorns, Herefords, Devons, Ayrshires, &c.—methods
of breeding—crossbreeding— in and in breeding—pedigree system—rearing young stock

— the fattening process—relation of food to increase- -dairy management—butter and

cheese management—the factory system—realization : .S'Acc/)-— characteristics of various

breeds—long wools, medium wool.s, short wools—breeding and management of ewe flock

—winter and spring feeding— rearing of lambs—relation of food to increase : wool—tex-

ture, quantity and quality—dipping and salving—quantity maintained per acre : Swine
— characteristics of the various breeds—breeding and management of sows—stores—fat-

tening— relation of lood to increase— bacon curing: Poultry—characteristics of the var-

ious breeds—general management.
Implements of the F.\rm.—Mechanical principles entering into their construction

ploughs, harrows, cultivators— other tillage instruments—sowing machines, grass seed

and manure distributors ; mowing and reaping machines ; haymaking and harvesting

5
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machines ; threshing and dressing machines ; barn implements ; waggons ; sleighs
;

carts ; straw cutters ; turnip cutters and pulpers ; implements used in stock feeding
;

common steaming ; implements of less general use.

Veterinary Science :

Anatomy and Phtsiologt of the Domestic Animals — Horse, ox, sheep, pig

muscular system ; syndesmology : planitar system ; odontology ; digestive system ; cir-

culatory system ;
respiratory system ; urinary system : nervous system

;
sensitive sys-

tem
;
generative system ;

tegumental system.

Chemistnj :

• Inorganic Chemistry.—Sulphur and its compounds-sulphuric acid, its manufac-

ture and uses—phosphorus-the asiricultural importaDce of phosphoric acid-carbon, sili-

con, flint, sand, silicates, chlorine, bromine, iodine, <tc. : The Metals—the alkalies, sodi-

um, potassium, soda, salt, calcium, lime, plast€r ; lead and its compounds ; iron—its

ores and manufactures ; arsenic—its compounds and detection ; gold, silver, platinum,

tin. &c., &c. ; occurrence and uses ; alloys.

Organic Chemistry.—Scope of the divisions of the science—organic compounds

derived directly or indirectly from plants and animals— artificial formation of organic

compounds—classification of organic bodies and their complexity—determination of the

empirical and rational formuhi^ of organic bodies : Wood spirit and its derivatives—me-

thyl compiiunds— chloroform—acetic acid and its compounds—alcohol and the process

of fermentation—constitution of oils and fats—manufacture of soap and candles: starch

and sugar, and the other amyloids and glacoids—manufacture of sugar—tartaric, lactic,

citric, and mallic acids. The flesh-formers or albuminoids and their congeners : Essen-

tial oils and resins—varnishes—petroleum : Vegetable alhiloids—quimne, strychnia : ani-

line dyes ; urea and uric acid : Animal Chemistri/. Vcgetahle Chemistry.

Natural History :

Zoology.— Special -tudy of Infusoria, Scolvcida, Annelida, and Insecta. General

characters of the Fertcbrates—the various orders, with morphological and physiological

distinctions of each, illustrated by common examples. Special study of the families of

the Ares, containing the insectivorous birds, and the families of the Mammalia, contain-

ing all the various farm animals. Comparative anatomy and physiology of ftirm ani-

mals.

English and Mathematics : i

FInglish.— Study of the etymological, syntactical, and rhetorical forms of the English

Inn'.'uagc—history of its formation—elements enterin<; into it— its connection with other

lnn>;uai;e8. Analyti?al study of Shakespeare's " Macbeth," and of extracts from some of

tlie other Kn"l'sii classics.

.M ATJlEMATirs.

—

Arithmetic— Review of past irorl: in arithmetic vith special view to

farm accminis—tables of weights and measures— proportion—interest—di.scount—part-

nership—square and cube roots -Mental Aiilhmetic.

Book-keejring—With reference to all forms of farm business.

The work of this term was closed by a five days' written examination, held during the

last week of March. This has now been made the closinir Annual Examination of the

scholastic year. The subjects upon which the examination was held can be seen by
reference to Appendix <;. They include all branches upon which lectures had been

delivered, from the l.")tli .\prii, |S7(>, until the .'Ust .March, 1877. \ fair idea of the

treatment of the various subjects will be given by a glance at the papers themselves.

Tlie students who were succijssfnl in pa.ssinir the examinations were arranged in three

classes. Tlinse who had answered over seventy per cent, of the f|uestions were arranged

in the first cla.ss, over fifty per cent, in the second, imd over forty per cent in the third.

The class li."! cnntaininj: tin- names in order will he found in Appendix D. On the

30th day of March, the closing exercise" of the College were held, at which the leading

local agriculturists, friends from the town, and representatives of the press were present.

6
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All expressed themselves as much pleased with the results of the year's College work,

and the expression was in quite a few cases all the more acceptable, as coming from those

who had been until then lukewarm friends of the Institution. Prizes were distributed

to the first in first-class honours in each subject, and the School was declared closed

until the 1.5ih of April.

During this term, we were honoured with a visit from the members of the Legisla-

ture. As you formed one of the company on that occasion, and are fully acquainted

with the objects and results of the visit, I need not say anything further than to express

the satisfaction with which all the oflBoers of the Institutton witnessed the interest mani-

fested in its welfare.

TuE Spring Term.

We resumed work again on the 1.5th of April, when the place of our second

year students and others who had left us was tilled by selections both from the list on

hand, and from names received in answer to an advertisement inserted in a few of the

leading newspapers. Lectures during this term began at eight in the morning and ended

at five in the evening in order to allow to the .students the full benefit of all opportuni-

ties for outside practical instruction. This was accomplished by dividintj the first year

into two divisions, the first of which had the opportunity of receiving outside training

in the forenoon, and inside instruction in the afternoon—the other vice versa. The sub-

jects treated of during the term will be clearly seen by the following synopsis of each lec-

turer's work.

Second ^ear :

Agriculture, Scientific :

Cultivation op Crops.—The various crops : Cereals—wheat, oats, barley, &c. :

Legumiuous—peas, beans, &c. : Roofs— turnip, carrot, potatoe, &c. : Forage or Herbage

—tare, ucerue. clover, grasses, flax, hemp— cultivation most appropriate for each
; Seeds

—purchasing—testing—preparing—changing ; Sowing—kind and quantity of seed

—

method of sowing ; After Cultiration—harvesting—consumption, or preparing for mar-

ket—cost of production—laying land down to grass—management of grass and pasture

land.

Improvkment of Soils and L.\.nds.—Improvement by thorough ordinary cultiva-

tion—subsoiling : Braining—its value—principles—various methods of draining—for-

mation— levelling for—materials used in formation— cost and remuneration ; Manuring
—farm-yard manuring ; Application, uses and properties of artificial manures— lime,

plaster, salt, bones, superphosphate, nitrate of soda, &e. , S:c.

Veterinary Science :

General Sub.iect.s.—The external form of the horse—thorough treds—half-bred

hunters—harness animals—draught animals. The external forms of stock—breeding

—selection of animals— crosses—transmission of hereditiry diseases ; spavin—splints,

side bones—ring bones— grease—blindness— roaring, &c., and their remedies—sterility

abortion—general management to produce successful gestation— parturition—natural

and prseternatural presentations—their treatment. The management of young stock

—

weaning—feeding— methods of preventing blood di-seases. Feeding animals—ventila-

tion—water—stabling. The influence of climate upon animals.

Demonstration of Anatomy in the Dissecting Room.

Chemistri/ and Cognate Subjects :

Analytical Chemlstry.—Qualitative and quantitative analysis, especially the ana-

lysis of soils, manures and farm produce.

Meteorology.—History and scope of mefem-olog;/—weight of atmosphere—how ascer-

tained

—

barornetei— various kinds—manipulation
;
Temperature—how observed and cal-

culated

—

thermometer—varieties, Fahrenheit, centigrade, &c.—use of each—manipula-

tion ; solar and terrestrial radiation— moisture of the atmosphere ; mists—fogs—clouds
;

rain— snow—hail ; winds and storms ; miscellaneous—causes aflFecticg the climate—in-

fiuenee of climate on vea;etation.

7
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Natural History :

Systematic and Economic Botany.—Special morphology and general classification

of plants, flowerless plants—mosses—fungi, &c. ; flowering plants—characters of larger

divisions. The orders containing important agricultural and economic plants— the

cereals—grasses— roots with geographical distribution— agricultural seeds and fruits.

First Yeak.
Aijriculture, Practical :

Cultivation of Crops.—The various crops ; Cereals—wheat, oats, barley, &c.
;

Zeguminot(s—rfeas, beans, cVc. ; lioot.i— turnip, carrot, potatoe, &c. ; Forage or Herbage
—tree, ucerne, clovers, grasses, flax, hemp—cultivation most appropriate for each ; Seeds

—purchasing—testing—preparing—changing; Sowing—kind and quantity of seed

—

method of sowing ; After cultivation—harvesting—consumption, or preparing for mar-
ket—cost of production—laying land down to gi-ass—management of grass and pasture

land.

Improvement of Soils and Lands.—Improvement by thorough ordinary cultiva-

tion— subsoiling ; Draining— its value—principles—various methods of draining

—

formation—levelling tor—materials used in formation—cost and remuneration ; Manur-
hi(j—farm-yard manuring ; Application, u.ses and properties of arti/icial manures—lime,

plaster, salt, bones, superphosphate, nitrate of soda, &c., &c.

Veterinary Science

:

Matehia IMedica.—Giving the preparation, actions, uses, doses, of over one hundred
of the principal medicines used in Veterinary practice.

Chemistry aiid Cognate Subjects :

Chemical Physics.—Force and matter—correlation of force—properties of matter

—

gravity, cohesion, heat—light—magnetism—electricity : forms of matter— liquids

—

solids—gases.

Geology.—Geological epochs— classification of rocks- -stmctures—stratification-

cleavage—foliation, dip, fault—denudation ; elevation and depression of land ; degra-

dation of rocks by acqueous and atmospheric agencies—formation of soils—Canadian

geology.

Physical Geogeapuy.— Connection between physical geography and geology

—

distribution of laud and water—^^superficial configuration of Ontario— theory of wells and

spriugs.

Niilunil llixturi/

:

'

.

Botany.— Siniclund and pliysiological—iutcruai structuie of plants— cells and ves-

sels—construction and development of the external parts of plants—root— stem— leaf

—

flower—seed—fruit—Physiology of cells and vessels— chlorophyll, starch, gum, sugar,

crystals, &c.—movement of fluids and gases— nutrition and respiration—reproduction

—methods of fertilization—hybridization—varieties—propagation—budding— division
;

diseases of plants —smut—rust - mildew, &c.

The work of this Term was closed by a three day's written examination. The stu-

dents attained a toleral)ly fair standing, but they invariably fail in succeeding so well in

this term as during the previou.s two, irincipully because their minds arc fully occupied
with the outside traininj; and work which, at this season of the year, are so important

The Summer Term.

The school is closed for the two summer months of July and August, and the students
spend their whole time— ten hours a duy^at work or training iu the fields, the yards,

tlie garden ir the Awf. During ibi.-- period I was bu.sy sending out circulars to all parts

of the Province. Some eight thousand wi-re distributed during the summermonths.
and by this means, many, especially, of the farming community beccme better acquainted

8
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witli our plans, systems, and iiiuis. During those months, also, written circulars were

Ibrwarded to each County Council and each Electoral Division Agricultural Society

giving them the right to nominate a young- man from the County or Riding as a student,

and circulars were also sent to each Township Council, and each Township Agricultural

Society, giving them tXvi privilege of making a similar nomniation.

THE FALL TERM—1877.

Owing to the fact that our buildings were not ready for occupation we could not open

until November 1st, though the majority of our old students were with us by the 15th of

October. On the former date we resumed woj'k with some eighty-four names on the roll.

There have been a few changes and some new arrivals since, and the number on it, as

will be seen by reference to Appendix k, is at the date of writing, eighty-seven. Two or

three whose education was very deficient have on my advice gone back to the Public School

again, and one promising young lad was taken from us by the hand of death at the end of

the month ot November. The disease—congestion of the brain—if not induced, was doubt-

less increased in severity by the fact of the young lad's earnest desire to stand well in his

classes, and the close attention to his books consequent thereupon. Everything was done

that skill or attendance could do, but all was in vain.

A glance at Appendix A will show the various parts of the Province from which our

students are drawn. They are pretty equally distributed. A few came from outside, but

almost all these are possessed of means and intend to purchase and settle in our midst. The
following table will give an idea of the counties from which the pupils come, and of the re-

ligious denominations to which they belong :

—

Counties. Pupils.

D. of Algoma 1

Brant 2

Bruce ... 1

Carleton 2

Dundas 1

Elgin ... 5

Frontenac 4
Glengarry 1

(irey 3

Halton , 2

Hastings! •• -^

Huron 1

Kent 1

Lanark 4

Leeds 1

Counties.

Lincoln

Middlesex

D. of Muskoka
Norfolk

Pupils.

2

2

2
•2

Oxford 4

Ontario '• 5

Perth 3

Peel 1

Simcoe 2

Victoria 2

Waterloo 3

Wellington 3

Wentworth 3

York 8

Province of Quebec . .

Prince Edward Island.

Nova Scotia

Britain

Religious Denomination.
Roman Catholic. 2

Eiscopalian 29

Presbyterian 26

Coiigre";ationalists 1

Canada Methodist ; la

Primitive Methodist 1

Canada Baptist 6

Plymouth Brethren 2

Quaker . 5

As t'.e foremen outside were altogether unable to handle so many, the whole have been

divided iijto two divisions—one receiving practical training outside in the forenoon, and the
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other in the afternoon. It will be seen that there are four divisions in the work of the

College proper. There is a second and first year, a special class consistino; solely of winter

pupils, and a preparatory class fir those whose opportunities in educational matters have

been deficient, but whose knowledge of farm operations is good. Perhaps the best method

of showing clearly the every-day routine of College work is to give our time-table with which

I shall close the year's record of work in the class-room.

SECOND YEAE.

Hours.

8—9

Monday.

Study.

Tuesday. Wednesday. Thursday.

Study. Mathem.atic3. Study

Friday.

Mathematics.

9-10

10-11

11—12

Mathematics.

Chemistry.

Agriculture.

English.

Meteorology.

Mathematics. Englisli

Chemistry. Meteorology.

Veterinary, j Agricultiu'e. Veterinary.

Mathematics.

Chemistry.

Veterinary.

FIRST YEAK-1st Division and Special Division.

Hours.
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FIRST YEAE—Special Division.

Hours.

p. M.

7—9

Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday. ' , Thursday.

I

Friday.

1.30-2
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lady mentioned being an efficient housekeeper, and under her able and economical manage-

ment, all household affairs have moved with uiideviating regularity and punctuality, whilst

she commands from all the students the respect and consideration commensurate with her

anxiety for their comfort and their health. The rules and regulations relating to the Board-

ing-house, will be found under the heading of " General Regulations," in Appendix B. The

conduct of the pupils during the year, has, on the whole, been excellent. Difficulties to be

settled by tact, or even by severe measures, there have been, and always in a place like this

there will be, but violation of rules and regulations have been few and far between. Con-

nected with the Boarding-house is a reading room. It has beeu supplied during the year with

the following papers and periodicals, partly by the Literary Society which the resident stud-

ents have formed amonsrst themselves :

—

Toronto Glohe (daily),

" Mail,

Guelph Mercury,

Hmdd,
Canada Farmer,

Farmers' Advocate,

A merican Agriculturist,

Chicago Live Stock Journal,

Scientific American,

Mark Lane Fxjjress, '

North British Agriculturist,

Irish Farmer's Gazette,

Counrty Gentleman,

Ca7utdian Illustrated News,

Harper's Monthly,

Grip,

And the following Periodicals are placed each Sabbath on file :-

Sunday Magazine,

Good Words,

Quiver,

Family Treasury,

Leisure Hour,
Si' mIay at Home.

Althougli I may not be the proper person to judge, yet I cannot refrain from eipressing

my opinion that wo have succeeded in making our Hoarding-house, as far as circumstances

would permit, a veritable homo for the residents, surrouuiling them with the neces-sary re-

straints, and bringing to bear what influences we could, in order to train them up in manli-

ness and virtue. Religious instruction, in the technical sense of the term, lies, of course,

outside of our sphere, but all the residents have been constant attendants at the churches of

the denomination to which they respectively belong, whilst the clergymen of those denomina-

tions are atforded every facility of visiting, becoming acquainted, and spiritually caring for

the youn^ men who have placed tiiemselves under their pastoral charge. I couduct a Bible-

class each Sabbath afternoon, which is open to all the students who desire to attend.

A large addition has this year been made to our Boarding house, giving us now accom-

modation for eighty students. North and north centre wings have been added to the main
College building. The former is 40 x 50 feet deep, three stories in height. The first two

floors are intended for a private residence, whilst the mansard floor is used as dormitories.

The north centre wing is likewi.se three stories in heighth, 42 x 53 feet. The ground floor is

used as a dining-room, and the other two as dormitories. A full description will doubtless be

found in the Report of the Public Works Department, under the control of which it has

been erected. '

III.

—

The Business Department.

As Bursar, I perform the duties of this department. The regular otfice work of the

Institution is increasing in volume. There are the regular accounts, and the farm accounts

with the books requisite for each ; and besides these there is a regular account with each

pupil. Some lt;.37 letters alone were .-ent oat during the year. Besides these, 8.$()0 circulars,

similar to that found in Appendix B, and 2000 of last year's reports were distributed, prin-

ei pally to loading farmers, in each Township of the Province. Circular letters were also sent

to eacUl 'onnty Couneil, to each Town.-hip ( 'ouncil, to each Klcctoral RidiuL' -Vgricullural So-

ciety, and to each Township Agricultural Society, 'i'lie effett will doubtless be to make Ui

better known to all classes of tlie community. We midc an attempt .also to establisii
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A Statistical Bureau.

The objects of this proposal were stated in the last Annual Report, as follows :

—

" A fair amount of crop and other statistics relating to agriculture are at present col-

lected by the Secretary of the Bureau of Agriculture, and published in the Commissioner's
Annual Report. My proposal is to use somewhat the same agencies, but extend the sphere

of operations and the subject matter of the statistical reports, so as to include the whole Pro-

vince and everything relating to agriculture therein, and publish reports monthly, or every

two months at the farthest. In other words, I recommend that in this Province we follow,

with such variations as our circumstances require, the plan adopted by the Department of
Agriculture at Washington. The benefits that would accrue to the agricultural and all other

interests, by adopting such a course are evident ; and the reflex benefits to the Institution

would not be few in number."

In order to do the best possible with the means on hand, circulars were sent to the War-
den and the Clerk of each county, and the Reeve of each township, asking their co-operation

in preparing a list of reliable correspondents from each township of each county in the Pro-
vince. In almost every case the response was most favourable, and the clerks especially put
themselves to considerable trouble in assisting us. The Reeves of 203 townshi])s sent in on
an average the names of some twenty influential farmers in each of their separate localities,

and thus we have a list of 4109 correspondents. This was all that could be done this year

as our means were altogether too small to dream of publishing reports. The little that was
done, however, has shown that the scheme, if properly carried out, would be a very popular

one, and it is to be hoped therefore that the appropriation this next session will be sufficient

to enable something to be done in the way of publishing.

Tlie Financial Departmeid.

This will be found in the several tables of Appendix E. The first table shows the amount
expended for the eleven months ending 30th Nov., 1877, out of the appropriation granted for

that year. The second table shows the estimated amount required for the next year, 1878.

The third shows in abstract form the farm income and expenditure for the financial year be-

ginning 1st November, 1877 ; whilst the fourth shows the estimated farm income and expendi-

ture on maintenance account for the same period of 1877-8.

The total amount granted on maintenance account was $17,360 ; and by a glance at table

I. it will be seen that $15,397.88 of this has been spent, leaving $1,961.12 to cover all ex-

penses on this account for December—a sum more than suificient for the purpose, as my
books, just closed, show a balance of over $80 to my credit, from which will be subtracted a

few sums paid direct from the Treasury Department, the exact amount of which I do not of

course icnow, but certainly not above $70. By the practice of rigid economy during the first

part of the year, we have been able without exceeding our appropriation to provide for double

the number of students during the remaining portions of it. The only two items that require

explanation are the one of "Experiments," and the other of "Printing, Stationery, &c.," as

these both exceed the separate sums set apart for the specific purposes. The first has been

caused by the extra expense entailed in looking after the Centennial Seeds, which was not

known at the time of the Estimate, and the second has been occasioned by the extra expense

incurred in printing 2,000 reports and 10,000 circulars, which expense I should have fore-

seen, but did not. I hope that as the total expenditure has been kept below the total income,

this will be excused. All the items under Capital Account with the exception of that refer-

ring to the Library, Laboratory, and Museum are entirely beyond my control, the money
being spent by the Professor of Agriculture and" Earm Superintendent, under whose report

will be found a satisfactory account of their expenditure. Of the amount granted for the for-

mer purpose, some four hundred dollars have been expended in the purchase of leading agri-

cultural Works for the Library, but as the various Herd Books are included in that list, it

will be seen by those who have an acquaintance with the matter, that little was left for the pur-

chase of books properly so called. Having obtained duplicates of the agricultural seeds that

were exhibited by Ontario at the Centennial, as well as a few of the samples of exhibits of

other countries purchased by the Government, cases have been made and the whole placed

in our museum. The model of a horse and cow, besides other models, were purchased at
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Philadelphia by Dr. May, I suppose at the order of the Government. These were expensive,

and absorbed a large portion of the fund, so that the greater portion of the grant has gone

this year into the museum.
Table B is an estimate of expenditure for the year 1878. The items under " Pood" and

" Household Expenses," have been compiled bv taking the sum expended under each heading

for the previous twelve months, in a household of 46 persons, making a pro rata calculation,

and then the estimate for a houssehold of 96 persons. The only item above the margin is

that of " Fuel," to which has been added a sum sufficient to cover the expense of heating the

house of the Professor of Agriculture and Farm Superintendent. Two items which appeared

last year have this time been omitted. These are "Statistical Bureau," and "Bonus to

Pupils." The former should come more properly under Section VII of the Estimates

—

" Agriculture. Arts. Literary and Scientific Institutions." than in the estimates for this In-

stitution. The second, by our new sy.'^tem, is done away with, and the bonus will hencefor-

ward be on the other side, until gradually the pupils pay at least the most of the cost of their

own board. That is the end we must here aim at, and it will be attained too. but only now

by a gradual process, as the granting of a bonus established that most dangerous of all things

—a bad ]irecedent.

In the Rolumn of " Salaries and wages " it will be noticed that the housekeeper's staff

of servants is increased, owins of course to the increase to the size of the biiildinir and the

number of pupils in attendance. The least possible number compatible with cleanliness and

efficiency is asked for. It may be possible to pay the wages of the servants with sums re-

ceived from the students for board, but it would be hazardous this year to risk it. Should

the end of the year find this the case the money can be refunded, but meantime it had better

go into the estimate It will be seen, too, that an addition of 8200 is asked to the salaries

of the " Professor of Chemistry " and " Farm Foreman " respectively. It is, in my judg-

ment, absolutely necessary, not only as an encouragement to officers who have succeeded

well in their respective departments, but as an act of justice to the departments themselves.

The Professor of Chemistry lectures to the several years on the subject of Chemical Physics,

Inoraranic. Organic, Agricultural, and Analytical Chemistry, Geology and Meteorology. He
has charL'C, besides, of the Laboratory, and is expected to train his second year students in

Practical Chemistry, and his third year students in the qualitative and quantitative analysis

of soils, foods, and manures. He must likewi.se be a practical chemist and make any such

analy.ses that may be required or his time permit. The scientific attainments therefore that

he puts to use are equal to those of the Professors of (^hemistry in any of the colleges, and

far sujierior to those of any Science Master in our High Schools, Collegiate Institutes, or

Normal Schools. There are two classes of men attainable for the ))osition,—the first from

the older countries, the second from our own. The former cannot be procured for less than

£400 sterlins; per annum. The latter can be obtained as srraduates of our universities who
have followed a scientific course therein, but they must train themselves for this special work

here. The salary offered will brine: these, but it will hot keep them. Were encouragement

given—say in a graduated increase proportionate to success.— any such young man might

be induced to devot<^ his abiliti(>s in a direction hitherto not followed in the Province, and

explore ground where discoveries of great value to agriculture are likely to be made. The
onlv other of our public institutions with anything of a similar nature attached are our Pro-

vincial Normal Schools. The Science Masters there do not require to use one-third of the

scientific attainments of the Profes,sor of Chemistry here, and they receive $500 per annum
more. What I ask for is a graduated increase of 8200 until at least that point is reached.

The second increase is under the department of the Institution controlled by ^Ir. Brown who
ha.s doubtless given his reasons for recommeding it. It may not be out of place, however, for

me here to say that the occupant of the position has well earned the right to any increase,

and you will allow me farther to say that the salary asked will only place him on a par with

others holding similar positions on equally large farms in the Province, to say nothinir of the

rf.sponsibility entailed in the oversight of the work in the field and vards of eighty .'tudentfi.

And allow me in conclusion to say on this matter of increa.se that it will be only on the ground

of supjiorting the diL'nity and success of the Institution that either my colleague or myself

will be heard, and our words will partake, not of the clamor of the friend, but of the decision

of the judge confidently h.anding that decision to the court of appeal.

In Table III of Appendix E, is given an abstract of the Farm Income and Expendi-
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ture for the financial year beginning 1st November, 187fi, and ending 31st October, 1877.
Divested of all details, the balance sheet stands somewhat thus :

—

Cash receipts from all sources * §5,217 51
Cash expenditures 4,714 36

Balance on hand §503 15

Besides this balance, which is in the shape of notes payable on the 4th of April next,
there has been, it will be noticed, about four hundred dollars worth of stock added to our
herds and flocks.

IV. Recommendations.

In these, I will confine myself only to my own departments, and then only to general

questions. In the first place, the accommodation is still too limited. During 1878 and the

Fall Term of 1877, I have filed 154 applications. And as the Institution becomes more o-en-

erally known, as it is, and not as it was represented at the last general election, it is every
way likely that the number of applications will never fall below, say one hundred and twenty
in any one year. We have room for eighty, but the accommodation for the other forty can
easily, and at very little cost, be obtained. Let the space between the main building and the

school be filled up with a south centre wing, and the necessary space is at once obtained, and
an ugly gap taken away

;
and as there are are only two walls to build, the cost will not exceed

$5,000. If the centre could be raised another story and a tower placed in front— and both
would cost only .$3,000 more—there would be a tine college with a frontage of 240 feet, an
average depth of 45 feet, having accommodation for all the otiices. a residence for the Presi-

dent, three class-roouis, a library, reading-room, museum, and ample accommodation for 120
students. Surely a sum less than one-tenth of what will be spent at two of our asylums a

sum of $8,000—will never be grudged when such a result can so easily be obtained. Of
course I am not now speaking of the revote of the remainder of the .$25 000 voted last year,

which is still unspent. That still stands for purposes sorely needed. Ten servants and the

matron are cooped up in six rooms each 10 x 12, with eight feet ceilings ; our kitchen, pan-
tries, laundry, and scullery, built for thirty students, are all too small now with three times

the number, and a storehouse is wanting altogether. These should all have been added to this

year, and only the barest necessity compels us to work away with them as they are for this

winter. Besides these important additions, a complete heating apparatus will need to be put
in during the ensuing season. Sixteen coal stoves, with a small ten-horse engine, and badly
arranged and badly laid steam pipes laid from it to one-sixth of the buildin», is an arrange-

ment at once dangerous and wasteful. And add to this, absolutely no appliance for puttino-

out any fire but a couple ot small fire extinguishers and buckets of water here and there

—

no tanks, no hose, and little water—and it will at once be seen that before the additions to

the back buildings are completed, and a heating apparatus with ample tanks attached put in,

the most—indeed the whole—of the $10,000 or $12,000 left from the first vote wiU have
been gone. And these latter must be built. Therefore it is that I ask for $8,000 additional to

increase our accommodation to one hundred and twenty.

I will trouble you with but a couple of other recommendations and they were both made
by myself last year, .\llow me to quote from that report :

—

" Again, it is advisable to look forward to the time when the Institution can stand on its

own footing. It is easily conceivable that when well established, the students will be readily

willing to pay for board and washing if tuiton is free, and thus a great part of your Main-
tenance Account may be abolished. And it is positively certain that when put into shape,

the Farm will pay its own expenses. When these branches of expenditure are struck off,

there remains but the salaries of the staff. In order for ever hereafter to meet this charo-e,

I think it would be highly advisable to set apart six townships on the proposed line of the
Canada Pacific Railway, through Ontario, as a land endowment for the benefit of this In-

stitution. From the time the Railway was under way, these townships would pay the
salaries of the staff. This would be but following the practice of the United States, as the
land scrip there, forms a large ))art of the revenue of each Agricultural College. Were this

carried out, at the end of the first ten years of the existence of the College, it would with the
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exception ot the cost of experiments and permanent improvements in the shape of buildings,

be self supporting."
" The second suggestion that I would make regarding the School i,s, that it shonld be

affiliated to the University of Toronto. In offering such a suggestion I would disclaim any

intention of making the Institution a department of any university. As the term is usually

understood, that could only be effected in this instance by using the teaching of University

College. With that educational Institution the proposal has nothing to do. It is with the

University of Toronto, as an examining body, that I would desire you to deal. In the first

place, then, it is highly advisable that the students who complete their course with us, should

receive not only a certificate of attendance, but u certificate or diploma which would testify

that they had studied successfully the various subjects embraced in the curriculum. Such a

certificate, diploma, or degree, is given in every similar institution. Now the more weight

this certificate can carry, the greater value will it be to the graduates, and the greater will

be the ultimate advantage to the Institution. But that has been too recently established,

and is too little known for any certification by its masters to carry the weight, the value, or

the influence, that a similar certificate from such a body as the Senate of the University of

Toronto could command. Agsiin, whilst this Institution might be called a " Public Institu-

tion," it is, unlike all other Public Institutions, essentially an educational one. But it stands

outside of our present educational system, for its ends are special and its training technical.

The more, however, all our educational institutions are brought into harmony, the better will

it be for the success and stability of each. To this rule we are no exception. We have at

present no status in educational circles, and are consequently without the reflex influence

w4iich the possession of it commands amongst the cla.sses we more especially desire -to reach.

Such a status would be obtained, and our Institution placed in harmony with our whole edu-

cational .system, by affiliation with the University of Toronto. Still further, it is a well-

established rule that certificates of qualification should never issue on the results of examina-

tions conducted by the teachers. That rule will be followed in the event of the course

suggested being adopted. And lastly, in order to give us the power to grant diplomas or /

degrees, wo would require a charter from Parliament. The time may come when this Insti-

tution, standing at the head of affiliated agricultural schools iu the Province, would have a

legitimate right to make such a request. But that time has not yet arrived, and there are

slight signs of its dawning on the horizon. Instead of Parliament increasing the number, its

true policy is to buy up existing charters, and make one degree-granting body for the Pro-

vince. Iu view of the soundness of that policy, it would be an evidence of legislative folly to

ask for this place such a power ;
and a sign of legislative wisdom to put it in affiliation with

that body, which under whatever name, —University of Toronto, or University of Ontario,

—

is destined to be the only degree-granting body in the Province. Many other argument*
might be adduced, but these will be sufficient to show the reasons for, and the ends to be
attained by, afBliation with the University of Toronto."

Taking then a retrospective view of the year's operations, we may conclude on the Emer-'
.sonian theory of progress, that we have advanced, that revolving in our smaller circle for the

last two years, we have now broken the circumftrence and emerged into a still larger and
wider, who.se area is greater and whose circumference extends farther than ever before. We
have (luring the past year become better known throughout the country, and I hope better

appreciated. In the College proper we have increased our accommodation, doubled the num-
ber of our students, and yet have to shut the doors to half as many more who cannot get in.

We have taught to tho.se students, and taught thoroughly, the subjects laid down iu the cur-

riculum,—Agriculture and tlie elements of the allied sciences of Chemistry, Botany, Zoology,

Kntomology, Geology, and Meteorology. We have instructed them likewise in Veterinary
Anatomy, Physiology, and Pathology, English and Mathematics. Turning \o the farm, we
have taught them tiie various operations of husbandry, and that not by theory but by down'
right, hard, practical, every-day work. We have conducted thereon a whole series of exper-

iments, and are now ready, by fields prepared for the purpose, to quadruple the number of

them. We have tried 94 varieties of Fall Wheat, and IS'J of Spring ; 13 of Barley, and

48 of Oats; 19 of Pea.s, and 42 of Corn ; l.i of Gniases, and 7 of Clovers ; lOof Potatoes.

and 8 of carrots ; 13 of Mangolds and 22 of Turnips. There have been tested seven different

modes of cultivation, and fifteen kinds nf manure, and we have tried the effects of many
different kinds of food in fattening the various classes of animals. The account of the suo-
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cess of each of those experiments will be found in the precedini:; pages. And we have gone on
at t lie same time with the improvements necessary to brin'j; the farm into the shape of a model
farm. There have been built 710 rods of fencing, and 730 rods of drains have been laid.

Twenty-seven acres of wild natural pasture 1 md have been brought under the plough, and
sixty-five acres, foul with weeds, have been thoroughly cleaned. A greenhouse has been
erected, a garden put into regular rotation, roads and walks graded and gravelled, shrubberier

and hedges planted
; and all this has been carried on and completed, besides performing the

regular work of the farm. In whatever direction therefore it is considered, in teaching, in

experimenting, or in improving, I repeat that, taking a retrospective view of the year's ope-

rations, progress—indisputable progress— has been made.

But it may be asked, is the " Farm " ever going to pay 1 As a farm, I answer unhesi-

tatingly it ever will, just the same as any other firm well managed will pay. But if by the

question is meant the College as well as the Farm, I simply answer by asking what College

ever did pay except in the education of its pupils ? J.>o our Public Schools, our Ui-h Schools,

our Collegiate Institutes, Upper Canada College, any of our colleges or universities pay in

the technical sense of that word t The expenses of the staff and their buildings are always

a charge upon revenue, and it wil' ever be the same here. And again it may be asked, what
success has attended the Institution, and what greater success may be expected from it "i The
an.swer to this question must entirely depend on the standard of success formed in the mind
of the questioner. Theobjects nimed at by the institution, are to " train young men in the theory

and practice of husbandry," and to " conduct experiments tending to the solution of questions of
material interest to the agriculturists of the Province." The instrument at hand was a farm
of f)50 acres. Out of that was to be made a model farm, an experimental farm, and a College;

in which the teaching was to be co-existent and co-temporaneous with both of the former.

At the end of three years, for it is nearly that since we really began, where do we stand ?

In the first place—midway in the work of making a model farm. One hundred and
twenty-six acres of natural pasture land have been brought under the plough, and forty-seven

still remain to be broken up. Half the tarm has been underdrained, and the half of the

remainder requires it. A little over nine hundred rods of fencing have been built, and seven

hundred more are needed. Fields have been laid out, others straitened, many levelled and
cleaned, whilst roads to them all have been made or improved. Thirty acres in front have been

placed in shape, as the horticultural section of the farm, with garden lawn, trees, shrubberries,

flower-beds and borders, forcing houses, green houses,—in a word, all the usual divisions in that

department. In the second place, other forty acres have been laid off as the experimental

section of the farm, and a glance at my statements in the last paragraph, and at the Report
of the Professor of Agriculture for this year and last, will show what has been done towards

furthering this important object of our establishment. In the third and last place, about

half the buildings belonL;ing to a regular college have been erected, a staff of teachers

appointed, a curriculum of study laid down, and for the last three years that course has been

faithfully carried out. Since the opening of the institution one hundred and eighty-eight

students have enrolled their names as pupils, and have remained with us for a shorter or longer

period of time—a few for the regular two years, but the great majority for an average of
twelve months. Of the number mentioned, eighty-seven names are now on our roll ; and of
the remaining one hundred and one who have left our halls, s-eventy-onc are known to be
following agriculture or horticulture as an occupation, four are completing their course in

Veterinary Colleges, eighteen are known not to be following either occupation, and of
the remaining eight we have no trace. Sixty-four of the present eighty-seven are from the

farm or garden directly, and all, the remaining twenty-three as well, have signified thuir

intention of making either agriculture or horticulture their life work. Such are some
of the data whereby present success or failure may be judged, and we leave themi

in the hands of any impartial and honest critic, knowini; full well the character of

the decision that will be rendered. And I see no reason why the future should not be more
successful than the present. Should the same measure of support at present granted by the

representatives of the people be continued, in other two years the farm will be a model farm,,

a system of experiments, popular, practical, and SL-ientific, will be established, our College-

building, solid, massive, and imposing, will be finished ; tlie College course will be as thor-

oughly systematised in its practical training as it is at present in its theoretical class-work
;

and we will be doing what no other educati mal institution in the Provmue can attempt—send-
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ing eighty per ceot. of our ^Taduates back with a fair amount of hisher education to be classed

amongst the n^ st intelligent |iioducers from the soil And should the suL"-'estions I have had

the honour to make be c.irrii'd out with the payments by the students and from a revenue fund

a large portion of the objectionable part of nur expenses will be abolished, and we will take

rank no longer as a " Public Institution " in the same category as Hospitals and Asylums,

but will have attained the position of one of the most prominent of our Provincial educational

institutions, coming after, if not before, our Normal Schools, and looked upon with pride as

one of the most promising of all the Technical Colletres affiliated to our Provincial University.

Such can be our near future, the horizon that bound.-^ the view. What may be beyond I

know not, nor do I care to know, for I am certain that when it is reached a wider area

stretches far in the distance. But of one thin;; I am sure, that if during the last two decades

of this century the inhabitants of this Province with an impoverished soil under tlie full

operation of the law of diminishing return, with the want of accumulated individual capital,

and under a system of peasant proprietorship, are going to place our ai;riciiltural e.^cpo^ts on

which iit presnnt the national wealth depends, on the world's market, in competition with those

of other countries, whose capital is abundant and whose labour supply is never limited and

alwavs cheap, then such competition can inly be rendered successful by the increase through-

out the great body of producers of the general intellitjence and the si>ecial agricultural know-

led<;e and skill which is at present possessed only by those who form the van-guard of the

farming communitv of the Province. Within that educational sphere, in the not distant

future, lies the work of this Institution, and within that sphere I am confident of its success.

i have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient .servaat,

Wm. Johnston,
FriDsident.
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^PPE]SrDIX A..

LIST OF MATRICULATED AND NON-MATRICULATED STUDENTS.

WINTER SESSION, 1877-78.

Division I.— Second Year.

No. Name. P. 0. Address. County.

1. Carpenter, Ernest H St. Catharines Lincoln.

2. Crompton, Edward London. England.

3. Davis, Charles J Pembroke Wales.

4. Parlinger, William K Morrisburgh Dundas.

5. Graham, David Wallbrldge Hastings.

6. Logan, Thomas Guelph , Wellington.

7. Naismith, David Mount Forest Wellington.

8. Stewart, William Hornby Halton.

9. Shaw, William C Thamesville Kent.

10. Warren, John B Oshawa Ontario.

Number of Second Year Students 10

Division II.

—

First Year.

No. Name. P. 0. Address. County.

1. Ash, William St. Catharines Lincoln.

2. Awty, Foljambe Mitchell Porth,

8. P>ell, Andrew... Montreal Quebec.

4. Bratton, John B London Middlesex.

5. Cann, Mark Huutsville Muskoka.

6. Carey, Edward Ch;irlottetowQ P. E. Island.

7. Clutton, John G Goderich Huron.

8. Chase, Oscar A Sparta Elgin.

9. Dick,Arthur Toronto York.

10. Dickson, James D Pakenham Lanark.

11. Dickson, Samuel Pukenham Lanark.

12. Dunkin, Thomas L Norwich Oxford.

13. Elliott, John Onondaga Brant.

14. Elwell, William Montreal Quebec.

15. Ferguson, John Onondaga Brant.

16. Hartshorne, Lawrence Hamilton Wentworlh.

17. Jopling, William Avonback Perth.

18. Knight, John* Souris P. K. Island.

19. Mann, John Granton Midditsfx.

20. McFarlane, Norman , Actonvale Quebec.

21. Mnnnrieff, Edward Orillia Simcno.

' Deceaseu.
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No. Name. P. 0. Address. County.

22. Muntz, Herbert A Alport Muskoka.

23. Lawson, Bruce A Halifax Nova Scotia.

24. Nieol, Arthur,. , Cataraqui Frontenac.

25. Paige, Arthur Sparta Elgin.

26. Randall, John..., Newmarket York.

27. Robertson, John Montreal Quebec.

28. Robinson, Charles B IMiddlemarch Elgin.

29. Stover, Francis Norwich Oxford.

30. Tate, William Belleville Hastings.

31. Wilkinson, Peter Cambray Victoria.

32. Wilkins, Mark Gait Waterloo.

33. Willson, John D Oakville Halton.

34. White, George P Clarksburg Grey.

Number of First Year Students , 34

Division III.

—

Farm Preparatory Year.

No. Name. P. 0. Address. County.

1. Barclay, James T Listowel Perth.

2. Bonnard, Lewis Hamilton Wentworth.

3. Brecken, John F Charlottetown P. E. Island.

4. Exham, Francis Monkstown Ireland.

5. Greig, George H ...Toronto York.

6. Gillespie, George H. Hamilton Wentworth.

7. Hay, Alvin R Toronto York. I

8. Hopkins, John G Lindsay Victoria.

9. Jenkins, Lewis L Charlottetown P. E. Island.

10. Simmers, Herman J Toronto York.

11. Stirling, John A Kingston Frontenac.

12. v'^telfox, John W London England.

13. Warren, William Oshawa Ontario.

14. Wilson, William Kingston Frontenac.

Number of Farm Preparatory Year Students 14

Division IV.

—

School Prep.\ratory Year.

No. Name. P. 0. Address. County.

1. Austin, Clements B Ottawa Carleton.

2. Bawden, William G Kingston Frontenac.

3. Boomer, Albert J Hawkesville Waterloo.

4. Buttertield, Je.«se S Norwich Oxford.

5. Bristow, William London England.

6. Carney, Richard Sault St. Marie Algoma.

7. Cowan, Alexander Ottawa Carleton.

8. Chalmer.^, Henry D Smith's Falls Lanark.

9. Fewster, Richard Homing's Mills Grey.

10. Heaslip, Francif^ ...Toronto York.

11. Hodgson, Francis Homing's Mills Grey.

12. Jones, .lonas Gan;moque Leeds.

13. Mills, Francis Sparia Elgin.

14. Moore, Murray A. Norwich O.xford.

1.5. Koliertson, Francis 'I oronto York.

16. Toohey, Patrick Chepstow Bruce.

17. Willi.«, John Whitby Ontario.

Number of School Preparatory Year Students 17
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Division V.—Special Course—First Year.

No. Name. P. O. Address. County.

1. Clark, .James Montague Lanark.

2. Buncombe, Orlando R Waterford Norfolk.

.'?. Brown, Leopold A Alymer Elgin.

4. Fyfe, Alexander Guelph Wellington.

5. Hewson, James Tullamore Peel.

G. Lackner, Franklin Hawkesville Waterloo.

7. Major, John S Whitevale Ontario.

8. Major, William H Whitevale Ontario.

9. McLennan, Roderick Riviere Pcaisin Glengarry.

10. Shand, Charles H Port Dover Norfolk.

11. Toole, Lewis Mount Albert York.

12. Warnica, Angus W Painswick Simcoe.

Number of Students in Division
,
I.— Second year 10

Do. do. Division 'II.—First year 34

Do. do. !< Division III.—Farm preparatory year 14

Do. do. j. Division IV.—School preparatory year 17

Do. do. Division V.—Special course 12

Total number of Students 87

APPEIS-DIX IB.

CIRCULAR OF THE ONTAHIO AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

« FOR THE

SCHOLASTIC YEAR, 1877.

Staff.

(a) WiLLiAJi Johnston, M.A., PrcMdent, Secretary and Bursar.

(&) William Brown, Esq., Professor of Agriculture.

(c) Peter H. Brtce, M.A., Professor of Chemistry.

{d) E. A. A. Grange, V.S., Professor of Veterinary Science.

James Stirton, Instructor in Farm Department.

John F. Barron, Instructor in Horticultural Department.

James Mackintosh, Instructor in Mechanical Department.

Introduction.

The Institution, known as the " Ontario School of Agriculture and Experimental Farm,"

is situated about a mile to the south of the town of Guelph. The Farm consists of 500

(a) Gold Medallist of the University of Toronto.

(b) Gold Medallist of the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland.

(c) Gold Medallist of the University of Toronto.

(d) Formerly Lecturer on Anatomy in the Ontario Veterinary College
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acres, about 400 of which are cleared, and is composed of about every variety of soil. It is

in the centre of :m extensive agricultural district—one unrivalled in the Province for the

raising of stock. Readily accessible by rail from all parts of the Province, in close proxim-

ity to a town at once one of the finest grain and stock markets of Ontario—noted besides for

the strong moral and religious tendencies of its people—no site could have been found more

eminently suited for the establishment thereon of such an Institution.

Immediately upon taking possession, the Government appointed a Commission to enquire

and report icgarding "the manner of adapting the said farm and management and control

thereof to the purpose of a Model and Experimental Farm." A few extracts from the Report

of this Provincial Farm Commission will show clearly the basis upon which the Institution in

nt present established :

"The name of the Institution should be 'The Ontario School of Agriculture and Ex-
" perimental Farm.'

" The objects of the Institution should be—First, to give a thorough mastery of the

" practice and theory of husbandry to young men of the Province engaged in Agricultural or

" Horticultural pursuits, or intendins; to engage in such ; and second, to conduct experiments
" tending to the solution of ((uestions of material interest to the Agriculturists of the Province,

" and publish the results from time to time."
" That the Farm should be separated into five distinct departments, namely

:

" 1. Field Department.
" 2. Horticultural Department.
" 3. Live Stock Department.
" 4. Poultry, Bird and Bee Department.
"5. Mechanical Department.

" All permanent improvements on the Farm should be carried out on a gradually
'' developed system, and in such a manner as to exhibit and test the comparative values of the

" most approved method of executing the several works ; and to test the cost, convenience
" and durability of the several appliances from time to time recommended for adoption on
" the farms of the Province."

In order to carry out the suggestion of the Provincial Farm Commission, the Govern-

ment made such improvements on the residence found on the place as would best utilize it

for present purposes. Accommodation was provided for about twenty-five pupils, a Principal

and Rector were appointed, and a Foreman for each of the following four departments

engaged, viz. :

1. Farm Department.

2. Live Stock Department.

3. Horticultural Department.

4. ]\Iechanical Department.

"o-o-

The Institution was opened in May, 1874. Since that time many improvements have

been made rn the Farm, and tlic facilities at hand for the purposes of education greatly

increased. The nucleus of a breeding stock, consisting of sis different breeds of cattle, five

of sheep, three of pigs, and eight of poultry, has been secured, and the latest and most im-
proved im])lements bought.

A mansard story, giving accommodation for eighteen additional students, has been placed

on the main building; and a three-story structure, with Veterinary and other class rooms, to

be used entirely for school purposes, has been put up. An addition is in course of erection,

which will, when completed, as is hoped this fall, increase the accommodation to about a

hundred.

The experience gained during the last two years h.is enabled the following course of

study, rules and regulations, to be drawn up. These are published in order that the people,

and especially the farmers of the Province, may sec at a glance the terms of admission to, the

subjects taught in, and the benefits to be conferred on its pupils by " The Ontario School of

Agriculture and Experimental Farm.''
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r.—TERMS OP ADMISSION.

Before admission to tlie School as a pupil, each candidate, being at the full age of fif-

teen years, will produce the foUowinp; certificates :

—

1. As to moral conduct.

2. As to physical liealth and strensfth.

.3. As to the assent of his parents or guardian for admission.

4. As to his intention to follow agriculture or horticulture as an occupation.

The standard of education necessary for admission as a pupil, will be as follows : about

equal, as will be seen, to the fifth class of a good Public School

:

1. Reading, writing, spelling.

2. English grammar—analysis and parsing of simple sentences.

.S. Arithmetic—to Proportion.

4. Outlines of General Geography, and Geography of Canada.

Those who can produce certificates of entrance into any High School, those who hold

Teachers' Certificates, or are graduates or under-graduates of any University in Her Majesty's

Dominions, are considered to possess the literary qualification requisite for admission.

Those who, by residing in parts of the country not furnished with good schools, or

through other unfavourable circumstances, cannot pass the entrance examinations, but who
nevertheless are fairly skilled in farm operations, will be allowed to enter the preparatory year,

which year will be by them largely spent in the school. Those who know nothing of farm

operations will be likewise allowed to enter the preparatory year, which in their case, will

be mainly spent on the farm.

Farmers' sons or other.? followinir the occupation of farming, will be allowed to attend

classes during the Winter Session, which shall count as a year under conditions hereinafter

specified.

II.—COURSE OF STUDY.

The instruction given at this Institution is divided into two parts :

\ 1. Course of Study.

2. Course of Apprenticeship.

The former has reference to the theoretical, and the latter to the practical instruction.

The regular course of study for matriculated students is oue of two years. There is a special

course for those attending during the Winter Session, whereby no apprenticeship being un-

dertaken at that time, additional studies are possible, and the whnle field covered in two Win-
ter Sessions—called two years.

The course of study is as follows :
•

First Ye.xu.

Suhjeds :

Practical Agriculture. Chemistry.

Veterinary Anatomy. Botany.

Veterinary Materia Mcdica. Zoology.

I'hjsical Geography. Geology.

1 nglish. Mathematics.
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Second Yeak.

Subjects :

Agriculture. Agricultural Chemistry.

Veterinary Patholoiry. Economic Botany.
Veterinary Surgery and Practice. Entomology.
Book-keeping. Meteorology.
Levelling and Surveying. English Literature.

Prepakatory Year

For those v-ith jxior cduration, hut with skill in/arm operations.

Subjects :

Arithmetic History.

•Grammar. Reading and Spelling.

Geography. Writing and Correspondence.

Preparatory Year

For those ivith fidr education, hut irith no knowledge offarm operations.

Subjects :

English. Mathematics.
Farm Apprenticeship. School Instructions on Farm
Garden Apprenticeship. ope-rations.

III.- DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION.

I.

—

Agriculture.

Introduction.—i/wiory of Ayrivulture.—Ancient, mediaeval, modern ; Literature
standard works— reports of Societies—periodicals ; Varieties offarming—Aaitj stock—ordinary mixed husbandry.

Soils.— Origin, distribution, physical properties and classification of soils; Reclama-
tion of lands—forest clearing—stumping, stoning, fallowing, &c.

Preparation op the Land for Chops.—Ordinary operations of tillage—ploughing,
harrowing, cultivating, rolling—subsoiling, levelling—general cultivation most appro-
priate for the various kinds 0/ .soils.

SufCESSION OF Oriii's.— Importance and necessity of rotation—principles thereof—
rotations suitable for various soils

; crops—root, forage, cereal—treated with reference
thereto.

Cultivation of Chops.—The various crops ; 6't'r-Y,/s—wheat, oats, barley, &c ;

Leguminous— i>c:is, beans, &c. ; /iVx)^— turnip, carrot, pntatoe, &c. ; Forage or Herbage
—tare, lucerne, clovers, grasses, flax, heini.—cultivation most appropriate for each

;

.Seerf-s—purchasing—testing—preparing—changing; ,'<ou-imj—kind and quantity of seed
—method of sowing

; After nilliivtioH—harvesting—coimtmptio7i, or preparing Lr
market—cost of production—laying land down to grass-management of gra.ss and pa.s-
ture land.

Improve.mknt of Soils and Lanh.s.- Improvement by thoroudi ordinary cultiva-
tion— .subsoiling

;
J)r,iining~its value— principles— various methods of drain'ing—for

Illation— levelling for—materials u.sed in lormation—cost and remuneration
; Manuring

--farm-yard manuring; Application, us 's and yrnpevnes of artifcial VMuures—liwe,
plaster, salt, bones, superphosphate, nitrate of soda, &c. &c
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Breeding, Rearing and Feeding op Animals.— Horses suited for agricultural

purposes—various breeds—breeding— feeding, and general management ; Cuttle—char-

acteristics of the various breeds—Shorthorns, Herefords, Devons, Ayrshires, &c.—me-

thods of breeding—cross-breeding- -in and in breeding— pedigree system— rearing young
stock— the fattening process—relation of food to increase—dairy management, butter

and cheese management—the factory system— realization ; Sheep— characteristics of

•various breeds—long wools —medium wools— short wools—breeding and management of

ewe flock—winter and spring feeding—rearing of lambs—relation of food to increase
;

<wool— texture—quantity and quality—dipping and salving—quantity maintained per

acre
; Sivine— characteristics of the various breeds—breeding and management of sows

— stores—fattening— relation of food to increase—bacon curing ; I'oultry— characteris-

tics of the various breeds—general management.

Implements op the Farm.—Mechanical principles entering into their construction ;

ploughs— harrows—cultivators — other tillage implements — sowing machine?—grass

seed and manure distributors
;
mowing and reaping machines ; hay making and harvest-

ing machines—threshing and dressing machines ; barn implements ; waggons— sleighs

—

carts; straw cutters—turnip cutters and pulpers ; implements used in stock feeding

—

common—steaming ; implements of less general use.

General Economy of the Farm.—Laying out a farm—formation and management

of roads and lanes; Fences—varieties—position— mode of construction— materials

—

movable fences—hurdles; Hedges—varieties—methods of planting—after cultivation;

Buildings—dwellings, out-buildings, stables, barns, sheds—principles of constructioo—

^

plans and specifications.

General Business of the Farm.—Capital necessary—values and prices of land,

stock, implements and improvements—value of all kinds of labour—making of inven-

tories—keeping of stock and produce registers ; MarJcels— economical laws regulating

them—customs affecting them—modes of buying and selling—common laws relating to

.agriculture—relation of agriculture to the other industries.

Aeboriculture.—Application to the American continent—different kinds of trees

—occurrence, habits, uses, values—value of timber as a crop—raising of trees from the

seed bed—what parts of the country should be planted—planting operations— trans-

planting large trees—enclosing and draining planted ground—management of trees with

a view to shelter and enconomy.

Miscellaneous Subjects.

II.—Science.
I.—Chemistry :

Chemical Physics.—Force and matter—correlation of force—properties of mat-

ter—gravity, cohesion, heat—light—magnetism—electricity ; forms of matter

—

liquids—solids—gases.

Inorganic Chemistry.—Scope of chemistry—atomic theory —chemical affinity

—

the non-metallic elements—oxygen—hydrogen—water, its nature—occurrence—func-

tions—states, and decomposition—nitrogen—the atmosphere—ammonia—its sources

and important uses—oxides of nitrogen—nitric acid and its importance to plants

—

sulphur and its compounds—sulphuric acid, its manufacture and uses—phosphorus

—

the agricultural importance of phosphoric acid—carbon—silicon—flint—sand—sili-

cates—chlorine—bromine—iodine, <fcc.; The metals—the alkalies— sodium—potas-

sium—soda—salt ; calcium—lime—plaster ; lead and its compounds ; iron—its ores

and manufactures; arsenic— its compounds and detection—gold, silver, platinum, tin,

&c., &c.—occurrence and uses—alloys.

Organic Chemistry.—Scope of the division of the science—organic compounds
derived directly or indirectly from plants and animals—artificial formation of organic

compounds—classification of organic bodies and their complexity—determination of

the empirical and rational formula' of organic bodies ; JVood spirit and its deriva-

tives—methyl compounds—chloroform—acetic acid and its compounds—alcohol an<l
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the process of fermentation—constitution of oils and fats—manufacture of soap and

candies ; Starch and suriar, and tlie other amyloids and glucoids—manufacture of sugar

—tartaric, lactic, citric and mallic acids. The flesh-formers or albuminoids and their

congeners ; Essenticl oils and resins—varnishes—petroleum ;
Frr/etable Alkalmds^

quinine—strychynia ; aniline dyes; urea and uric acid ; Animal Chemistry. Vegetahh

Chemisirii.

AGRiCULTCriAL CHEMISTRY.—Hi-story of the connection betR'een agriculture and

chemistry—the food of plants

—

tiie origin and nature of soils—anal3-sis of soils

—

relation of difTerent plants to the soil—composition of different crops—chemicJ

changes during the growth of different plants —rotation of crops—manures, spcciil

and general—the composition of farm-yard manure—nature and analysis of guano?*

and superphosphates—other manures—feeding of anim.als—foods—ingredients ot

foods—relation of increase to composition of food—economy of food.

Practical Chemistry.—Chemical manipulation—the practical testing of water,

soils, foods, superphosphates, and other manures, and the preparation of the common
gases, and the common acids.

Analytical Chemistry.— Qualitative and quantitative analysis, especially the

analysis of soils, manures and farm produce.

(a.) Throughout all tlif courses, both of Inhoratori/ and experimental lectures, a constant

endeavour is made to illustrate the principles of the pure science of Clteniistry, on which tlie

whole teaching is based by agrieidtural examples.

II.—Natural History and Entomology :

Botany.—Structural and physiological—internal structure of plants—cells and ves-

sels—construction and ilevelopment of the external parts of plants—root—stem

—

leaf—flower—seed—fruit—Physiology of cells and vessels—chlorophyll, starch, gum,
sugar, crystals, &c.—movement of fluids and gases—nutrition and respiration— re-

production—methods of fertilization—-hybridization—varieties—propagation—bud-
ding—division ; diseases of plants—smut— rust—mildew, &c.

Systematic and Economic Botany.—Special morphology and general classifica-

tion of plants, flowerless plants—mosses—ferns—fungi, itc. ; flowering plants—char-

acter.s of larger divisii^ns. The orders containing important agricultural and economic
plants — the cereals—grasses—roots with geographical distribution—agricultural seeds

and fruits.

ZoOLOCJY.—Nature of life—vital force—differences between animals and plants

—

differences between different animals—morphology and physiology—definition of

species—origin of species—classification—characters of the general classes and orders

of the Inrertebrates, with examjiles. Special study of Infusoria, Scokcidi, Annelida, and
Insirta. General characters of the Verlchratcs—the various orders, with mor])hologi-

Cid and physiological distinctions of each, illustrated by common examples. Special

study of the fiimilies of the Aves, containing the insectivorous birds, and the families

of the Mammalia, containing all the various farm animals. Comparative anatomy
and physiology of farm animals.

Entomoloot.—Structure and physiology of insects—metamorphoses of insects

—

senses of insects—insects injurious to vegetation—to growing plants—to fruits—the
apple, plum, pear, peach, small fruits, &c.

III.—Geology, Physical Geography and Meteorology :

Geology.—Geological epochs—classification of rocks—structures—stratification

—

cleavage— roliatioti, dip, fault—denudation; elevation and depression of land ; de-

gradation of rocks by aqueous and atmospheric agencies—formation of soils— Cana-
dian geology.

PnysicAL Geography and Meteorology.—Connection between physical geog-

raphy and geology— distribution of land and water— superficial configuration of On-
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tario—theory of wells .iiul springs. History and scope of meieorology—weight of at-

mosphere—how ascertaineil

—

haromder—various kinds—manipulation ; Temperature

—how observed and calculated

—

thermometer—varieties, Fahrenheit, centigrade, &c.

use of each—manipulation ; solar and terrestrial radiation—moisture of the atmos-

phere ; mists—fogs—clouds ; rain—snow—hail ; winds and storms ;
miscellaneous

—

causes affecting the climate—influence of climate on vegetation.

III.

—

English and Mathematics.

English.—Reiieiv of past school work—stud)' of the etymological, syntactical, and

rhetorical forms of the English language—history of its formation—elements enter-

ing into it—its connection with other languages. Analytical study of one of Shake-

speare's plays, and of extracts from some of the other English classics each year

—

English composition—the sentence—the paragraph—rhetorical figures—their use and

abuse—species of composition—qualities of style—varieties of style. Essay writing

—familiar and business correspondence. Political Economy—^wealth—labour—capi-

tal. Production—distribution—exchange—government—and the position that agri-

culture holds in each ; relation of agriculture to all the other industries of a nation.

IMathematics.—Arithmetic.—Eeview of past uwk in arithmetic, vilh special rieio to

farm accounts—tables of weights and measures—proportion—interest—discount

—

partnership—square and cube roots

—

Menial Arithmetic, Mensuration—the mensuration

of every kind of surface, including the quantity of land cultivated by various machines

—the surface occupied by different crops—the measurement of solids, including the

contents of tanks, ditches, wells, manure heaps—walls—the materials for roads-
timber, &c. Surveying in its commoner branches—fields surveyed with the chain and

cross-staff—heights and distances found by the use of the theodolite—levelling prac-

/tised. Mechanics—methods for calculating the weights of different materials—the

units of work performed by various agents in the execution of particular works

—

the strength of materials—the mechanical powers—friction—the steam engine, &c.

Those parts of dynamics which have reference to agricultural machinery, such as cen-

trifugal force—accumulated work.

IV.

—

Veterinary Science.

Anatomy and Physiology of the Domestic Animals.—Horse —ox—sheep—pig

—Osseous system—muscular system—syndeamology- -planitar system— ondontology

—

digestive system— circulatory system— respiratory system— urinary system—nervous sys-

tem— sensitive system—generative system—tegumental system.

Veterinary Pathology.—Osseous system—giving the nature, causes, symptoms

and treatment of the various diseases of bone as splint—ringbone, &c.

Muscular system—nature—causes—symptoms—and treatment of flesh wounds, (fee.

Syndesmohgy—nature— causes—symptoms—and treatment of bog spavin—curb, and

other diseases of joints.

Planitar system—nature—causes—symptoms—and treatment of corns—sand crack

and other diseases of the foot.

Odontology describing the disease of the teeth ; also the mode of determining the

age of the animals of the same.

Digestive system—nature—causes—symptoms and treatment of spasmodic and flatulent

colic—inflammation of the bowels—acute indigestion— tympanitis in cattle—impaction

of the rumen, and many other common diseases.

Circulatory system—describing the diseases of the heart and blood vessels.

Eespiratoi'ii system—nature—causes— symptoms and treatment of catarrh—nasal gleet

—roaring—bronchitis—pleuri.sy—inflammation of the lungs, etc.

Urinal system—nature—causes—symptoms—and treatment of inflammation of kid-

neys, &c.

Nervous system—nature—causes—symptoms—and treatment of lock-jaw, string-halt.

&c.
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Sensitive sijsteiii—nature—causes—symptoms—and treatment of the diseases of tln^

eye and ear.

Generative system—nature—causes—symptoms—and treatment of abortion—parturi-

—tion milk fever, &c.

Tegumental si/stem—nature—causes—symptoms—and treatment of scratches— sallen-

ders—mallenders—parisites—and other diseases of the skin.

Materia Mf.dica.—Givino; the preparation, actions, uses, doses, of over one hundred

of the principal medicines used in veterinary practice.

General Subjects.—The external form of the horse—thorough-breds—half-bred

hunters—harness animals—draught animals. The external forms of stock—breedintr

.^selection of animals—crosses— transmission of hereditary diseases
;

spavin—splints,

side bones—ring bones—grease—blindness—roaring, &c., and their remedies— steril-

ity— abortion—general managements to produce successful gestation—parturition

—

natural and prasternatural presentations—their treatment. The management of young

stock—weaning—feeding—methods of preventing blood diseases. The feeding of ani-

mals ventilation—water—stabling. The influence of climate upon animals.

A.

—

Demonstration of Anatomy in the Dissecting Room.

A.—H ORTICULTURE.

Occasional lectures are all that as yd are given on this important subject.

IV.—COURSE OF APPRENTICESHIP.

I The pupils will be daily distributed to eiich of the following departments :

—

1. The Live Stock Department.

2. The Field Department.

3. The Horticultural Department.

4. The Mechanical Department.

They will be taught the manner of performing the various operations in each depart-

ment by the Instructor or his Assistants in that department ; and being distributed alterna-

tely to each, it is expected that at the end of two years a thorough apprenticeship will have

been served

The instruction received in the classroom will, as far as possible, be illustrated and ex-

emplified in the fields, yard and shops. The following may be taken as a few of the opera-

tions, in tlie performance of which apprenticeship will be served :

—

Field Department.—Cleaning, harnessing and management of horses, ploughing

—

harrowing—cultivating

—

drilling—sulisoiling— sowing broadcast by drill—planting

—

hoeing and grubbing—haying by scythe and mower—harvesting by cradle and reaper

stoning— thrcsliing—winnowing—marketing—draining—levelling—land measuring

—

stumping—logging—chopping, &c., iVc.

Live Stock Department.—Cutting— pulping—steaming—mixing— feeding—clean-

ing—and general management of caltit'. Feeding—lambing—shearing—castration

—

dipping—salving—hurdling— and general management of sheep. Feeding and gene-

ral management of other stock and poultry.

HoRTKiLTURAL Dki'art.mf.nt.— Digging—ploughing—raking—seeding —planting
—hoeing—mowing—harvesting—storing—and general management of vegetables,

flowers, and lawn. Pruning—grafting—budding—mulching—cleaning—harvest-

ing and storing—and general management of an orchard. General management
of propagating houses, green houses, vinery, nursery, hedges, w.alks and roads,

&c., &c.
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Mechanical Department.—Planing—sawing— nailing—grooving—matching

—

morticing—framing and general use of commoner mechanical tools. J'encing

—

hurdle-making—gate making—and management of general farm improvements.
Repairs of all farm buildings, implements, machines, &c., &c.

V. SESSIONS AND EXAMINATIONS.

For those taking the regular course there will be two Sessions in each year, a winter
and a summer one, The former will commence on or about the first of October, the lat-

ter about the middle of April.

There will be a vacation at the end of each Session.

Examinations, which every student is required to pass, will be held at the close of

the Session—in each inside Department, on the subject of Lectures in that Department
for that Session ; and in each outside Department, on the work of that Department for

the Session.

For those taking the special course there wUl be but one Session—the Winter Ses-

sion—extending from the first of October to the end of March. To those who pass the
requisite examinations, not only on the regular studies, but on the special ones likewise,

this Session shall count as a year, and* shall be so designated.

VI. DIPLOMAS AND DEGREES.

A diploma will be given to each student who completes his course of study, and
passes satisfactorily all examinations, both ou the subjects contained iu the curriculum,

and on the operations in the course of appreuticeship. Arrangements are being made,
whereby diplomas or degrees so gained, will be issued by the University of Toronto.

VII. RESIDENCE ; LABOR ; FEES ; REMUNERATION.

It is desirable that all students taking the regular course should reside in the build-

ing. As the town, however, is distant but a mile and a half, they may board iu the town
and attend the Lectures, or go through the usual routine.

The number of hours of labor for regular students wUl vary with the seasons, but
the arrangements will be such that an annual daily average of not more than five hours
will be obtained and enforced, in the case of all matriculated students.

Tuition will be free.

Board and washing will be charged at cost.

For skilled work faithfully and zealously performed, payment at the rate of ten cents

an hour will be made—for all other in proportion.

By this arrangement the cost of education will be reduced to a minimum. To a
farmer's son, able and willing, with moderate experience in farm work, the cost should be
little nr nothing, and in no case should.it be more than fifty dollars per annum.

Farmers' sons intending to be farmers, or others engaged in that occupation, who
take the special course, will attend during the Winter Session only, and will reside either

in the building or in the town, as circumstances may permit. For such students tuition

M'ill be tree. Board and washing will be chaiged at cost rates. No opportunity of de-

fraying the expenses can i)e piomised to those taking the special course, but if work should
requiie to be done, the same rates will be observed as have been previously mentioned.
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VIII.—A.—GENERAL RULES.

I.—STUDENTS ARE REQUIRED

—

1. To render cheerful and willing obedience to orders.

2. To conduct themselves in a gentlemanly and orderly manner at all times.

3. To avoid all noisy or boisterous conduct iu or about the building;.

4. To observe neatness of dress at prayers, meals, and lectures, and tidiness in their

rooms.

H.—THE FOLLOWING PRACTICES ARE ABSOLUTELY FORBIDDEN :
—

1. Profane swearing, improper language, and gambling.

2. Use of intoxicating liquors, cards, or fire-anus.

3. Use of tobacco while on detail, in or about tlie Ijuildint;. or iu any place except in tlie

smoking room.

4. Entering the domestic apartments without permission.

5. Absence without leave.

B.—GENERAL REGULATIONS.

1. The students who reside in the building will be under the charge of the President.

2. Each stu<icnt. upou eutruuce, shall sign a declaration that he will coafonu to the ruL's

and regulations of students.

3. A register shall be kept of the attendance of students at prayers, work and lectures.

4. All students shall attend morning and evening prayers, unless exempted from doing

so, in conse((uence of the objection of their parents or guardians.

5. They shall regularly attend their respective places of worship on Sabbath forenoon.

6. No student shall be absent from the Institution after the time of evening prayers,

except by permission of the President.

7. Students will be furnished with everything in the shape of furniture, bedding, towels.

&c., that may be requisite, but e.icli will be accountable for every such article placed at his

disposal.

8. A deposit of five dollars will be required on entrance, to meet everything in the way
of breakage.

9. Every student damaging or breaking anything is required to report the same, that

the value of the repairs may be charged to his account.

10. The morning bell shall be rung at 5.30 a.m.; bell for morning prayers, at G a.m. ;

breakfast, at fi.SO a.m. ; farm bell, at 7 a.m. ; school bell, at 9 a.m. ; farm bell, at 12 noon
;

dinner, at 12.30 p.m. ; farm and school bells, at 1.30 p.m. ; farm and school bells, at 4.30

p.m. , tea, at 5 p.m. ; school bell, at 7.30 p.m. ; bell for evening prayers, at 9 p.m. ; lights

out and doors closed at 9.30 p.m.

11. The President is authorised to impose fines and other penalties, for the infractioD

of rules and regulations.

12. No student whose moral cnudnct, industrial or intellectual progress, is unsatisfactory

to the staff, will be allowed to remain at the Institution.

IX.—GENERAL REMARKS.

A few general remarks on the appliances and advantages pos.sesscd by this Institutioii

for training youni: ni'n for a.'ri.'ultural pursuits, may, in cunclu-^ion, be given.

CLAS.Sli8 OF SlUDENTS.

There are in our Province, as a general rule, at least three clashes of young men whom
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an Institution of this kind can benedt. The first class are those who, from our cities and
towns, or from other countries, with or without a small capital at their command, desire to

obtain the necessary apprenticeship The second nlass is farmers' sons, or the sons of those

closely connected with that occupation, who wish to complete their education before commen-
cing their life-work. Both of these are provided for in our resjular course. And lastly,

there are farmers' sons or others engaged in farming who cannot possibly remain during the

summer months, but desire to obtain an agricultural education. These are provided for in

the special course. By t.iking that course they can overtake the studies of the Institution,

and be back on their own farms to commence their spring work, returning again iu the (all.

TEACHING APPLIANCES ON THE FARM.

The farm itself is being gradually laid out, cleaned and drained, and the students as-

sist in those operations. The best and most approved of the various farm implements and
machinery are used. The po.ssession of six breeds of cattle, five of sheep, three of swine,

and ten of poultry, is in itself an important advantage for the purpose of instruction. Be-'

sides this, there are in the immediate neighbourhood over a score of different herds, and they

are regularly visited. In the adjacent town, monthly fairs, tat cattle shows, and a central

exhibition are held. All of these are visitei by the students, who regularly report. It is

expected that this .summer a cheese fict'iry nwl a dairy, on a small but complete scale, will

be furnished. These appliances speak for themselves.

EXPERIJIENTS.

A portion of the farm has been laid out in experimental fields and plots, and regular

systematic experiments, with varieties of grasses, cereals and roots, with different manures
and different modes of cultivation, are being carried on. In these the second year students,

as far as practicable, are engaged. Besides these field e.^perimeuts. others in the feeding of
ii\e stock, to test the various kind and preparation of food, are, during the winter season,

engaged in. The value of such experiments to the agricultural interest in the Province need
not be pointed out. The discovery of one or two thoroughly successful varieties of wheat,

oats and peas, would not only cover all expenses, but pay for the place itself '.n a couple of

years by their value to the country. Without, mentioning this, however, it will be seen that

flie second years' students are trained in the modes of c:iriying out experiments.

TEACHING APPLIANCES IN THE SCHOOL.

These are constantly being added to, although in the meantime they are not so numerous
as might be desired. Especially is the want felt in the Department of the Professor of

Chemistry, for as yet there is bat a small working laboratory in connection with the Institu-

tion. Appliances are usually in a .school the growth of years, and with lour teachers

—

masters of their subjects—the College may be said to be fairly equipped.

VETERINARY DEPARTMENT.

This most important department has been fairly started. A class-room and a dissect-

ing roouj have been built, and are in operation, and it is expected that during the present

year an infirmary will be fitted up. Arrangements are being made wherebv the course at
this Institution will be accepted as equivalent to a year's attendance at the Ontario Veteri-

nary College.

LIBRARY, MUSEUM, AND READING ROO.M.

The library is well selected, and, though small, is being constantly augmented. A.

museum is being established. Already it contains some fifteen bundled samples of grains,

gra.si-es, woods, wools, flax and hemp, together with between three and four hundred speci-

mens of insects injurious to vei^etation. And it is continu;dly increasing. The reading-

room is furnished with daily and weekly newspapers, with some half-dozen general, and llie

eading a'zricultural |it;riodicals. of Canada, the United States ana (jreat Britain, A few
additions are likewise made by the Literary Society.
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ADVANTAGES OF THE COURSE.

Besides becoming fairly skilled in the various operations of a farm, the student takes

part in the cultivation of a garden, and learns all garden operations. He acquires likewise

skill and knowledge in the use of tools, so that he is not only able afterwards to make his

own repairs, but knows well when any such work is properly done He sees for himself the

thorough working of a farm, the effects of various rotations and different modes of cultiva-

tion, and becomes acquainted on the experimental ground, and in the class-room, with many
varieties of grasses, grains, roots and manures. Tho different breeds of cattle, sheep, swiue,

and poultry, of common use in (Canada, become familiar to him from daily contact with

them ; and the excellencies and defects of each he learns by lectures in the class-room,

and reference in the yards. He is taught the method of keeping live stock registers,

accounts of field cropping, and regular farm accounts. By personal observation he

learns the routine of auction sales of farm stock and produce, of ordinary fairs

and stock markets, and of the common grain market. He becomes acquainted with the prices

of stock, implements, produce, building and improvements, and is prepared to perform the

hugitifss of a farm. He obtains in the Veterinary Department a knowledge of the structure

and functions of farm animals, and the most approved methods of preventing and treating

the ordinary diseases to which such animals are liable. And the study of the relations of the

plant, tliesoil, and the animal to each other, and to his profession under the names of Botany,

Chemistry, &c., not only opens out to him the reasons for the rules of the best farm practice,

and enables him afterwards to discover other such rules, but it likewise forms in him intellec-

tual habits of reasoning correctly, systematically and thoroughly, which cannot fail in after

life to make him as well a better citizen as a better farmer. And lastly, by this, as well as by
the teaching in the class-room, by reading the standard works in the library, and the news
papers and periodicals in the reading-room, by contact with his fellow students, and by dis-

cusions carried on with them in their [..iterary Society his mind will be sharpened, strength-

ened and widened, his power of thinking, and ability to express his thoughts greatly

increased ; and, learning the true relation of his business to all the other industries of the

country, he will be enabled in after life to take that influential position which the importance

this occupation imperatively demands. If the student be careless, thouglitlesa, or lazy, few
of those advantages will be reaped ; but if he be attentive, energetic and diligent, the majority

of them will undoubtedly be appropriated.

APPF.ISrDIX c.

EXAMINATION PAPERS.

Easter, 1877.

Scholastic Year, 1876-77.

AGPJCULTURE.

Examirur : William Bkown, Esq.

1. (Jive the rotation of cropping; adopted on this farm, and name, on the accompanying,'

plan, the cro|)S of each field for lw76 and 1877.

2. What .should be aimed at in the construction of all implements and macliioery

—

chis<ifyiDg those used in agriculture, in the order of their requirements, beginning with spring

work ?

3. Lrive the points of a good Ayrshire cow.
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5. Detail the judging of wool, and say where you find the different qualities of it on a

sheep.

6. Classify wheat, oats, barley and rye, and give the particulars to be attended to in

their selection for seed.

7. Give such a description of our five pure breeds of cattle that any person could easily

select by it.

8. Name respectively the Ion" and short wooled sheep of this farm, distinguish the
individuals of each, so that they could be ea.«i]y recognised.

9. What are the requisites of a good building af any kind 1

10. What is dairy management in its widest sense ?
'

SECOND YEAR.

AGRICULTURE.

Examiner: William Brown, Esq.

1. On the accompanying plan of this farm name the crops of 1876, and give a short

statement of the management of each field.

2. Describe the general management of ewes at lambing time.

3. In feeding animals, what conditions should guide us, and what kinds of food are best

to make fat, bone and blood respectively ?

4. Judge and report, according to our standard, on the points of Oambridge lOth.

LAND MEASURING AND LEVELLING.

1. Calculate the area of our plea.sure grounds according to E on the plan, using a scale

of 1-1 6th of an inch to a chain.

2. On a straight line across the centre of fields 1 to 5 inclusive, the following is a run-
ning IcTel .

—

Back Sight. Fore Sight.

Road Fence—3.5 7.2—Centre of field 1

2 1 . 4.1—Pence between 1 and 2
8.3 1.2—Centre of 2

2.0 7.0—Between 2 and 3
4.4 5.6—Centre of 3
4.2 4.2—Between 3 and 4
1.3 6.3— Centreof 4
4.5 .". 5.0—Between 4 and 5

14.0 0.1—Centre of 5

10.4 14.0—Road Fence.

Complete the field book, and uiake section on a scalo of ^ of an inch to each 100 feet

horizontal, and each foot vertical—the fields being equi-sized and each ten chains broad.

FIRST VEAR.

SHORTHORN HISTORY.

Examiner : W. Johnston, B.A.

1. Distinguisli the Shorthorns from the Herefords, the Devons, and the Ayrshire s
respectively.

2. " Improved Shorthorns."

(a) Explain fully the meaning of the term.

(b) Sketch the early history of the improvements.

(c) Describe the points in which they were principally needed and made,

.
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3. " Charles (IoIUdss, Thomas Bates, Thomas Booth, Richard Booth."

(a) Sketch briefly the breeding career of each.

{b) Name their herds and the most famous bulls used in each.

4. (a) How did the Shorthorns become so quickly known and generally preferred ?

(h) Show the immediate results by (|UOtations from the CoUings' sales.

5. (ft) Name the most important breeders cotemporary with the Oollings.

(b) Name as many as you can of the famous breeders of to-day in Britain and the

United States.

6. Give a concise sketch of Shorthorn importations into Canada, and a list of our most

famous herds.

7. " Knglish, American, and Canadian Herd Books."

(a) Sketch the history of the establishment of the first.

(b) Name the compilers of each.

(c) State any difference in admission.

(d) How are the numbers recorded in each ?

S. Give points of a Shorthorn as regards

—

(a) Muzzle. (<) Spine.

(b) Head. (/) Rumps.

(c) Crops. ((/) Tail.

(d) Fore Ribs. (A) Touch.

9. Write brief notes on " the Kyloe controversy," " in and in breeding," " prepotency,"

" family blood," '' pure vs. perfect Shorthorn," " prices w. vaJue of Shorthorns."

SECOND YEAR.

AGRICULTURAL AND ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

Examiner: Peter H. Bryce, B.A.

1. (a) State any peculiarity of C which explains the assertion " Organic Chemistry
"

is the Chemistry of the C compounds.

(i) State the chief peculiarities of the Organic Compounds.

2. (a) Give the preparation and forinnla of Ethyl Alcohol.

(6) State the amounts per cent, of Alcohol in " Proof Spirit of the Excise.

3. («) Describe preparation and give formula of Acetic Acid (vinegar).

(b) Show frnui what you know of the composition of woody tissue that vinegar may
be prepared by di.stillation of wood.

4. (rt) Describe, with fornmla.s showing the reactions, the preparation of Soaps

(6) State the difference in composition of hard and soft soap, and the modification

forming Castile and Glycerine .Soaps.

5. (n) DescriUe the preparation of Cane Sugar.

(b) Show by formulas the intimati' relations of Caree iSugar, Grape Sugar and Starch,

and the elements of their formation in plants.

6. (a) State the chief organic constituenis of wheat.

(b) On what do its .nuperior nourishing qualities, over so called " Starchy " food, de-

pond ; and give the reason why '• brown flour " is more nourishing than " white " ?

7. (rt) .State the causes and form of decay.

(i) State the action and name of .some " preventives."

8. (a) Give the sources, preparation and formula of Urea.

{b) State from your knowledge of its constituents, what important part it plays in

vegetable growth.

9. (a) State the principal sources of Carbonic Acid (CO.) (1) in the air, (2) in the

soil.
''

(6) Describe Boussingault's cx[)eriuients Irom which ho coneiuded that plants derived

ji
of their C. 0. from the air.

(c) State any circumstances modifying tiic accuracy of his eonclusions.
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10. State the sources of Nitrogen (N) in plants, and its importance to vegetable

growth.

11. (a) Write a paper on the formation of the soils of Ontario.

(b) State in what respects virgin soils are superior to lonfr cultivated soils.

12. From your knowledge of the constituents of plants establish an argument—(1), for

" rotation of crops.

(2) The use of artificial manures.

13. ((() On what soils would Chil Saltpetre (Na C. 0.) act most favourably?

(6) Give reasons.

14. (a) State the beneficial effects derived from action ofgypsum on soils,

{b) State also the beneficial eftects derived from superphosphates.

15. State the various means under the subjects

—

1st. Preservation ]

2nd. Reconstruction > of fertility in Soils.

3rd. Development )

FIRSr YEAR.

CHEMISTRY.

Examiner: Peter H. Beyce, B.A.

1. (a) State the elements which occur in nature as gases.

(A) Describe the occurrence, preparation and properties of Oxygen (0).
(cj Write formulas for its compounds with (H) and (N).

2 Describe the occurrence, preparation and properties of Nitric Acid (H NO), and
Amonia (N H). ^

3

3. (a) Describe the preparation and uses of Bone Charcoal.

(6) Describe the occurrence, preparation and properties of C 0.

4. (a) Describe the modes in which Sulphur occurs in nature.

(b) How is H S prepared 1

2 4

5. (a) Name the Haloid elements, and give, with formulas, a compound of each.

(6) Describe the preparation and properties of H and H F.

6. (a) How does Phosphorus occur in nature 1

(b) Describe the preparation of Baracic Acid, and give the composition of Borax.

7. (a) What are the distinguishing properties of the metals ?

(b) Classify them.

8. (a) Describe the preparation, and give uses of Nitre (K N 0).

(b) Describe the preparation of gunpowder.

9. («) How does Oa. occur in nature ?

(b) Give formula, mode of occurrence and properties of Gypsum.
10. («) Describe the preparation and uses of zinc.

(b) Give the composition and mode of occurrence of Epsom Salts.

11. (a) Give an outline of the process by which Iron (Fe), is extracted from its ores.

(i) Distinguish by composition between " wrought iron," " cast iron " and " steel."

12. (a) Describe the extraction of silver from its ores.

(6) How many small amounts of silver be profitably extracted from lead ?

SECOND YEAR.

ENTOMOLOGY.

Examiner: Peter H. Bryce, B.A.

1. The term " Insect" is derived from the body of the animal being constricted at cer-

tain " points." Name, and give the distinguishing characteristics of each part.
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2 (a) Describe the " masticatory" mouth of an insect.

(6) Show wherein it diifers from the " suctorial" mouth.

3. Describe the " respiratory" organs of an insect.

4. Show how the motion of an insect's wings aflects respiration.

5. Give the distinguishing characters of the Coleoptera.

6 (a) Give the classes of the order Coleoptera.

(b) Explain the terms " Geodephaga," " Brachelytra," " Sternoxi." and "Malaco-

dermata," with examples, showing the appropriateness of each term.

7. Describe and classify the " Wood Tiger Beetle" (" Cicindela Sylvatica.")

8. Give the characteristics of the " Water Beetles" (" Hi/dradfphaga."}

9. Give the distinguishing differences of the families '• Dytiacidoe" and " Cfyrinidce."

10. (a) Give the general characteristics of the " Necropahaga."

(b) Describe and classify " Necrophorus Alarginatus."

FIRST TEAR.

ZOOLOGY.

Examiner : W. Johnston, B.A.

1. In the field of Natural History point out clearly the domain of Zoology, distin-

guishing it on the one hand from that of Biology, and on the other from that of Botany.

2. " Morphological and Physiological types.'' Explain fully, and point out the six lead-

ing Morphological types in the Animal Kingdom, naming the divisions founded on them, and

giving the distinctive points of each.

3. Illustrate the different modes of reproduction in the Animal Kingdom, giving the

metamorphoses that in particular cases are undergone, taking as examples, amongst others^

an amoeba, a medusa, a tape worm, an insect, and a frog.

4. Describe the locomotive organs of the first three divisions of the Invertebrates.

5. Describe briefly the structure of a sponge, a fluke, a crab, a spider, and an oyster,

classifying each.

6. Give the anatomy and physiology of an insect, and name the orders of the Insectu,

with examples of each order.

7. Mention the general characters of the Vertehrata, name the orders, and point out

the modifications of the skeleton in fishes and in reptiles.

8. Describe the varieties of the integumentary covering found in the Vertebrates, and
the structure of the organs u.sed in respiration in fishes, birds, and mammals.

9. Name the orders of birds, distinguish between the orders, and give a few examples

of each.

10. Name the orders of the Mamimdia with examples, and distiuguish between the

Ungulata and the Camivora, between the Troglodytes and Mnit.

11. Describe fully the digestive system of the Ruminants; name the families, giving

examples and distinctive characters.

12. In comparing the anatomy of the horse, the cow, the sheep, the pig, and the dog,

point out the differences in the skeleton and the digestive system. Classify each animal.

13. Write iirii'f notes on "tests," "thread ci'lls," "coral reefs," "lingual ribbon."

"funnel," " swimming l)ladder," •' raarsupium,' "whalebone," " horns vs. antlers," "facial

angle," and on the cxprcs-sions, " Life is a product of organization," " Species is but a de-

velopment from pre-existent forms."

FIRST YEAR.

BOTANY.

Examiner: W. Johnston, B.A.

1. Define the term Botany, and show the difference between Structural and Physiologi-

cal Botany.
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2. (a) Distinguish between cells and vessels.

(b) Enumerate the varieties of each.

(c) Give the composition of a cell.

3. Describe the structure, and sjive the parts of root, stem and leaf.

4. (a) Name the parts of a flower minutely.

(h) Describe the structure of the reproductive organs.

5. Give the parts of the .seed, and name the simple fruits.

6. (a) Give the contents of cells and vessels.

(6) Describe the processes o( nutrition, especially the circulation of the sap.

7. (a) Give the chemical changes that take place from flowering to seed ripening.

(b) Describe the process of fertilization.

8. (a) Give the method and rationale of hybridization.

(J) Show its importance to the gardener.

9. (a) Enumerate the causes of disease in plants.

(h) Give a list of the commoner diseases.

(f) Describe the processes of development and treatment of rust, smut and mildew.

SECOND TEAB.

METEOROLOGY.

Examiner : Pkter H. Bryce, B.A.

1. (a) State the principle on which the use of the barometer, as a weather indicator,

depends.

(b) Describe Adie's barometer.

2 (a) Describe the requisites of a good thermometer.

(b) State the precautions necessary to insure the registration of the correct tempera-

ture.

3. (a) Explain the use of " maximum ', and "minimum " thermometers.

(b) Describe any one of each kind.

4. (a) Explain the influence of forests on climate.

(6) Illustrate by reference to the climate' of Ontario.

5. (a) " The specific heat of a substance is the number of units of heat required to

raise the temperature of one pound through one degree." Show how this goes to explain the

fact that the fruit trees on lands lying along our lake-shores are less injured by early frosts

than those farther inland.

6. (a) Show in what way snow aifects the temperature of the soil.

(b) Show how it affects the growth of winter wheat in Ontario.

7. " One of the most important consequences of evaporation is the loss of heat,

which accompanies it."

Show the relation between this statement and the fact that drainage raises the

temperature of the soil.

8. {a) Explain the action of the " dry and wet bulb thermometers as an Hygrometer."
{b) Explain what is meant by the Dewpoint, and show the value of its determina-

tion to the horticulturist.

9. (a) Describe fully the causes of the " Trade-winds."

(b) Show how they are modified during the summer on the Indian Ocean.

10. Explain fully the " laws which seem to govern storms."

SECOND YEAR.

ENGLISH AND BOOK-KEEPING-.

Examiner : W. Johnston, B.A.

1. Show by a table the relations of the English on the one hand to the German, and on

the other to the Romance tongues.
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2. By reference to the history of Britain, show at what periods the Latin and the Scan

dinavian elements entered into the composition of our language, and give examples of both

elements.

3. (a) Describe the various|divisions under which the English language is usually studied.

(h) Define, with examples, the rhetorical figures of Antonomasia, Metaphor, and
Synecdoche.

4. (a) Give the various kinds of English composition.

ih) Define, with examples, ode, epic, lyric, pastoral, tragedy, comedy.

5. (a) Describe a few of the qualities of style,

'i) Enumerate the varieties of style.

" Tlie raven himself is hoarse
That croaks tlie fatal entrance of Duncan
Under my liattlements. Come, you spii'its

That tend on mortal thoughts, nnsex me here
;

And fill me, from the crown to the toe, top full

Of direst cruelty ! make thick my blood,

Stop up the access and passage to remorse
;

That no compunctious visitings of nature
Shake my fell purpose, nor keep pace between
The effect and it! Come to my woman's breasts

And take my milk for gall, you murdoring ministers.

Wherever in your sightless substances
You wait on nature's mischief .' Come, thick night,

And pall thee in the dunnest smoke of hell,

That my keen knife see not the wound it makes.
Nor heaven peep through the blanket oi the dark,
To cry " Hold, hold."

(a) Wiere the Norweyan banners flout the sky.

(h) Aroint thee, witch ! the rump-fed ronyon cries.

(c) Weary se'ed nights, nine times nine.

(d) Till that Bellona's liridegrooni, lapped in proof
Confront him with self-comi)arisoii8.

(c) Greater than both hy the all hail hereafter,

(f) There is no coigne of vantage but this bird has made
His pendant bed and procreant cradle.

Shakespea re's Mtichith

.

6. (o) Point out all the figures of mtp/tony, syntax, or rhetoric, found in the extracts,

(i) Explain all allusions.

7. (a) Give derivation of and synonyms for the italicised words.

(b) Paraphrase the single extracts.

8. Distinguish between historic and poetic truth, and illustrate by the play of Mac-
beth, comparing the points of the real history and the dramatic one.

9. Compare the characters of Lady Macbeth and her husband, as drawn by Shakes-

peare in the play.

BOOK-KEEPING.

1. Put in their proper place, in your Farm Books, the following memoranda;

—

April 22nd, 1800.-—Two teams and two men working in Field No. IG. Sowed by hand
on Field No. 12, 19 bushels 28 lbs. barley, worth G8.', cents per bushel. Drove into town

towards evening. Bought from Jas. Smith, seedsman, on credit, 4 bushels 24 lbs. clover

seed, at ?8.25 per bushel, and G bushels 12 lbs. Timothy seed, at 83.80 per bushel. Settled

in cash, my'notc for 8240, at eight per cent., given in favour of William Jones, on January
7th, 1874. Cow Sally dropped a heifer calf this afternoon. I value it at 880. Four Cots-

wold lambs to-day, •84.').

Oct. 4th, 1H7G.— All day threshing 38G bushels barley that came off Field No. 12.

Besides threshers, were five hands from neighb mrs, self, my two men, and my three teams.

Paid threshers 83.2.') per hundred—ca.sh. Sold to John Black this evening for cash, four

berks at 812.2.") each, and two lots N. E. corner of my farm, nearest the town—one 98x97
links, and the other 92x954 links, at $150 per acre.
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FIRST YEAR.

ENGLISH AND BOOK-KEEPING.

Examiner: W. Johnston, B. A.

1

.

Distinguish between the Ayran and Non Ayran groups of language, giving exampleg

of each.

2. Show how the Celtic and Latin elements were introduced into the English language.

3. Distinguish between etymological, syntactical, historical and rhetorical analysis, and

illustrate by the following extract :—
" 1 have ventured

" Like little wanton boya that swim on bladders
" This many summers on a sea of glory."

4. What is a figure 1 Define Pleonasm, Simile, Metaphor, Personification, Metoni/my,

and give examples.
" The boast of heraldy, the pomp of power "

" And all that beauty, all that wealth e'er gave
"

" Await alike the inevitable hour "

" The paths of glory lead hut to the grave."

(a) How bowed the woods beneath their sturdy stroke !

(6) Some heart once pregnant with celestial fire,

(c ) Some mute itiglorious Milton here may rest

Some Cromwell fjniltless of his country's hlooil,

(d) Forbade to wa^le through slaughter to a throne

(c) To quench the blushes of iitgenuons shame.

(/) And melancholy marked him for her own."
Crray's Elegy.

5. (a) Point out all figures of euphony, syntax or rhetoric in the preceding extracts.

(b) Paraphrase the expressions " boast of heraldy," " pomp of power," and
extracts (b) (d) and (e).

6. (a) Explain all allusions in the single extracts.

(6) Give the derivation of the italicised words in the same.

7. Analyse the first extract, and parse the italicised words.

BOOK-KEEPING.

L Put in their proper place, in your Farm Books, the following memoranda :

—

April 22nd, 1876.—Two teams and two men working iu Field No. 16. Sowed by hand on
Field No. 12, 19 bushels 28 lbs. barley, worth 68i cents per bushel. Drove into town towards
evening. Bought from Jas. Smith, seedsman, on credit, 4 bushels, 24 lbs. clover seed, at $8.25
per bushel, and C bushels 11 lbs. Timothy seed, at S3.80 per bushel. Settled in cash my note
for $240 at eight per cent., given in favour of William .Jones, on January 7th, 1874. Cow Sally
dropped a heifer calf this afternoon. I value it at §80. Four Cotswold lambs to-day, $45.

Oct. 4th. 1876.—All day threshing 386 bushels barley that came of Field No. 12. Besides
threshers, were five hands from neighbours, self my two men, andmyjthree teams. Paid threshers
$3.25 per hundred—cash. Sold to John Black this evening for cash, four Berks at 812.25 each,
and two lots on N. E. comer of my farm, nearest the town—one 98 y. 97 links, and the other
92x95-4 links, at $150 per acre.

SECOND YEAR.

VETERINARY MATERIA MEDICA AND PATHOLOGY.

Examiner ; E. A. A. Grange, V.S.

1. What is meant by an astringent ?

2. Mention three medicines which act as astringents.

3. Describe the actions, uses, and dose? of aloes.
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4. What is the dose of Epsom Salts for the age as a purgative ?

5. Describe the actions, uses, and doses of laudanum.

6. What is a deordorizer ?

7. What is a disinfectant ?

8. What is a rubefacient ?

9. What is besicant ?

10. What is a suppurant ?

11. What is a stimulant ?

12. Describe the actions, uses, and doses of extract of Belladonna

CATTLE PATHOLOGY.

1. Describe the nature, causes, symptoms and treatment of Osteo Sarcoma.

2. Describe the nature, causes, symptoms and treatment of Impaction of the Rumen.
3. Describe the nature, causes, symptoms and treatment of white scour in calves.

4. Describe the nature, causes, symptoms and treatment of Tympanitis.

5. Describe the nature, causes, symptoms and treatment of choking.

FIRi5T AND SECOND YEARS.

VETERINARY ANATOMY.

Examiner : E. A. A. Grange, A^S.

1. Name the bones of the fore extremity of the horse.

2. Name the bones of the hind extremity of the ox.

3. Name the division of the spinal column.

4. Name the different parts into which the alimentary canal is divided.

5. What are the essential organs of digestion %

6. Name the dilations entering into the formation of the stomach of the ox.

7. Describe the scapula.

8. Describe the Femur.

9. Mention the organs of circulation.

10. Mention the organs of respiration.

11. Describe the stomach of the horse.

12. Describe the pulmonary circulation.

13. Mention the various structures forming the foot.

14. What parts i.s the hoof divided into ]

15. Give an anatomical .description of the heart and large blood vessels If'ading from, and
entering into it.

16. What arc divisions of the brain ?

17. Name the coverings of the brain.

18. Give the name of, and mention the parts to which the cranial nerves are distributed.

19. What three cla.sscs arc nerves divided into ?

20. Name the three layers entering into the formation of the skin.

FIRST YEAR.

VETERINARY MATERIA MKDICA.

Examiner: E. A. A. Grange, V.S.

1. Mention the circumstances wiiich modify the actions of medicine.

2. What is meant by an antispasmodic ?

3. What is meant by a touic?

4. What i.s meant by a refrigerant?

5. What is meant by a sedative ?

6. What is meant by a narcotic?

7. What is meant by an antidote ?
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8. Describe the actions, uses and doses of acetic acid.

9. Describe the actions, uses and doses of alcohol.

10. Describe the actions, uses and doses of aconite.

1 1

.

Describe the actions, uses and doses of aloes.

12. Describe the actions, uses and doses of alum.

13. Describe the actions, uses and doses of carbonate of ammonia.
14. Describe the actions, uses and doses of belladonna.

15. Describe the actions, uses and doses of cantharides,

1 6. Describe the actions, uses and doses of carbolic acid.

A-PPEN^DIX (D).

ONTARIO AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

Class Lists.

Sessional Examinations : Easter, 1877.

SECOND YEAR.
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APPENDIX E.

FINANCIAL TABLES.

Table L—APPKOPEIATION EXPENDITURE

For Eleven Month.s ending 30th November, 1877.

A.

—

Maintenance Account.

I. Food.

Meat, fish and fowl $1,094 34
Bread and biscuit 473 77

General groceries and butter 1,111 72

II. Household Expenses.

Fuel 822 70

Light 96 62
Laundry, soap and cleaning 61 12

Furniture and furnishings 341 26

Repairs and alterations 374 36

III. Business.

Advertising, postage and stationery 936''71

Statistical Bureau 124 05

IV. Miscellaneous.

Medicines •• 56 89
Maintenance of Chemicals 30 79

Contingencies 383 05

V. Experiments 686 90
VI. Salaries and Wages 8,133 44

VII. Bonus to pupils 680 96
815,397 88

B.

—

Capital Account.

Library, Laboratory and Museum $ 399 80
Permanent improvements 3,668 98
Implements 928 02
Buildings 195 78
Trees and Shrubs 283 38

$5,475 96

Table II.

—

Estimated Appropriation Expenditure for 1878.

Food.

Meat, fish and fowl $2,600 00
Bread and biscuit 1,200 00
General groceries 2,600 00

Carried forward .?6,400 00
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Brmight f<yrw(wd 16,400 00

II. Household Expenses.

Fuel
l,t)U<J uu

^.:, 300 00
JLiignt 9f.A f^r.

Laundry, soap and cleaning -'^" ""

Furniture and furnishing 4^" ^"

Repairs and alterations *"" ""

III. Business. ^„ , „„

Advertising, postage and stationery """ ""

IV. Miscellaneous. ^,
Medicines

Maintenance of Chemicals '"" ""

Contingencies
^00 00

„ „ t. 600 00
V. ETperiments 11260 00

Salaries and Wages.

No.

„ ., , 1 $2,000 00
President

\ -, nnn aa
Professor of Agriculture and French Languages 1 2,000 00

Professor of Chemistry .-; 1 M«0
Professor of Veterinary Science and Practitioner. ... 1 600 00

^r^. 1 300 00
Physician |

?-V°™ eoSTo
f,^'^^""'' 600 00

9^T 1 300 00
Matron t, 7-.^ an
Kitchen, Dining-room, and House Maids t 'ov w
La-^-^^f

I moo
Engineer ^ ^
Assistant Do., for six months 1 iO" "^

Messenger 1
J

t^"

Temporary Assistance
.$n,310 OO

Carried Forward 11,260 00

.$22,570 00

Capital Account.

Library, Laboratory and Museum |1,000 00

Building South Centre Wing..... o.OOO 00

eatiDs '

Furnishing 7,000 00

$19,000 00
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REPORT
BY THE

FAEM SUPEEINTENDENT
AND

PROFESSOR OF AGRICULTURE.

Ontario School of Agriculture,

GuELPH, 30th November, 1877.

To the Honourable The Commissioner of Agriculture :

Sir, —In submitting the Third Annual Report on the outside departments of this In-

stitution, I beg to bespeak a much greater measure of attention than was necessary last

year. The growth of any enterprise implies progress, which, in our case, stands for im-
provements in organization, further facilities for education, better modes of imparting
information, better knowledge of men and things, a clearer view of the association of science

and practice, and more perseverance and systematic application in such combinations.
With these our history should now be intimately related ; if it is not so, I fear that public

money and individual worth have been misapplied. It is therefore for the purpose of
ascertaining these important facts that your attention is thus solicited. I am of opinion
that our existence as a School of Agriculture is at that stage when sound public opinion
should, or should not, give it the veto. There has been in the life of other similar estab-

lishments, in the United States and Europe, too much of that sort of indifference and
heartless support, which, not only sickens those in charge, but which, at the same time,

weakens their best efforts, and largely deadens all germination.

But more : have we not seriously compromised ourselves by what we have already
done as a country % Is it not the case that our yield and quality of wheat is above the
average of this cotitinent, and shall it be allowed to decrease ? Is our root cultivation

not already famous, and can we allow it to fall off? Who can breed the general purpose
horse so well and supply the old and new worlds with him 1 Who helps now to give the
British peasant his beef, and the peer his $20,000 cow ] In those and other respects

Canada is forecasting her future—a future neither distant nor doubtful in magniticence,

and unlimited even by what as yet we do not ourselves know—the great unsurveyed
north and west

It is obvious then that we are Ijound to follow and help, or lead and teach. If the
efl'orts of our School hitherto have been a success corresponding to circumstances, it would
be well to say so, and at once give it a permanency and independence away from the reach
of all interference other than that which looks directly to the country's weal.

With this introduction I am sliid to be able to advise you of large and substantial

progress in all departments—in what, and how much, it is now my pleasant duty to re-

cord under the following heads ;
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I. The Field.

1. Cropping Abstracts.

2. Detail Management.
3. Cost of Production.

4. Value of Labour.

II. The Live Stock.

1. General Condition.

2. Increase to Stock.

3. Management.
4. Feeding and Breeding Animals.

5. Animal Service to Public.

6. Wool.
7. Sales of Live Stock.

III. The Gaeden.
IV. The Mechanical Department.
V. Our Koot.s and Cereals.
VI. Experiments.

\. Feeding Sheep.

2. Feeding Cattle.

3. Field Plots.

v''II. The Centennial Seeds.

VIII. Outside Instruction.

1. General.

2. Judging Cattle.

3. Visit to Michigan State, Agri. College.

IX. Recommendations.
X. Summary.
XI. Inventory and Valuation.

L THE FIELD.

In order to follow intelligently the not<;s under this branch, reference should be made to

last year's report where a general description of the farm, the system of cropping now in use,

and how the total area i.s accounted for, are fuUj' given.

The accompaiiiiig plan exhibits an outliue of the whole, with the reterence numbers to

fields, the letters A, B. C, D and E being respectively, the prospective Orchard ; Paddock ;

Experimental Plots; Kitchen Garden, and Pleasure Grounds:
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EXPERIMENTAL FARM GUELPH.
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My next duty is to submit a table showing the area of each field, with the nature and
quantity of crops cultivated during the past season :

CROPPING TABLE. 1877.

Field.
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On comparini"- last year's table with this, it will appear that with the exception of field

8 the rotation of (1) Peas, (2) Wheat or Oats, (3_) Roots, (4) Barley seeded, (5) Hay, 0, 7

Pasture, has been adhered to strictly.

DKTAir, MANAGEMENT.

Any lesson from the doinfj,s of uihcrs uoccss;irily lies in special management, and as there

can be no real value in statii ^ the results of certain work without details, I propose that you
should condition that the Annual Report of the Ontario Experimental Farm embrace u full

account of every point in the treatment, progress, and result of the cropping of each field

—

whatever that result may be. Acting upon this recommendation, and without further pre-

face, I shall at once begin with :

Field 1.

The soil of this varies considerably, part being occupied by gravely knolls, part good

sharp loam, and about two-thirds of it deap loam of a heavier character, that wasunderdrained

two years ago. In 187(5, ten acres were Turnips, iMangolds, and Carrots, and nine very old

pasture—unbroken for 20 years. After these roots we had wheat this season, four spring,

varieties, thus :

Lost Nation 2.16480 Acres.

Odessa 1.00850 "

Manitoba 95440 "

Golden Drop 5.60880 "

The preparation for these was part fall ploughing with ordinary plough, and the remaiii-

der with gang plough in spring, and all harrowed once previous to the drilling of grain ; drills

9 inches apart. Before sowing, two hundred pounds of salt per acre, broadcast with the hand
were applied, the rate per acre for wheat being 1 bushel and 3 pecks. The land was then

rolled and seeded by hand machine, with the following clovers and grass

:

Common Red Clover (5 lbs. per acre.

Alsike Clover 3 " «

Pea Vine Clover 2J " "

Timothy 6 " "

We had a good braird all over, seed being good, the land in excellent heart, and weather

propitious. At and after heading, however,'plants were caught in the li;_htcr soils by drought,

but depth and drainage kept up both straw and grain well. The Lost Nation and Golden

Drop were best, the others being comparatively poor and badly rusted, but this did not ap-

pear to materially check its progress.

The produce per acre was

Lost Nation 25 bushels

Odessa 10 "

Manitoba 13 "

Golden Drop 20 "

Formorespecificaccount of straw, head and grain, see chapter on "Our Cereals of 1877."

Little can be said about the peas. The tough sod being ploughed in spring, and
having to be harrowed, gave a very irregular seed bed. Sown with Prince Albert and
Golden Vine varieties at the rate of 3 and 2i bushels per acre respectively, the former
was best in stravir, the latter best in pods—being fuller bodied.

Field 2.

With the same cultivation as No. 1, and similarly laid down to grass, the crop here
was six-rowed barley, from 2^1 bushels of seed per acre, produce 35 bushels an acre, which
may be classed as good No. 2 for grain ; straw, short ; soil, an irregular light and gravelly
loam, in fair condition.

5
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Field 3.

Much of this field is taken up with a large gravel pit and wet uncultivated spots

—

one-half of the surface, however, being a good loam. Four acres were under fall rye for

fodder, which gave two cuttings on the parts early used. The new sub-division of the

farm gave this field a stripe of old grass from No. 4, which was put to peas, as shown in

table. Fifteen acres were under oats, of kinds thus :

—

Potato 78000 acre

Hopetown 70000
Emporium 86000
Tartarian 63000

Brazilian 11.95000

Potato gave thirty, Hopetown 45, Emporium 55, Tartarian 55, and Brazilian 35

bushels per acre, over all, both straw and grain were good ; as to individual characters,

see " Our Cereals of 1877."

Field 4.

In spring we broke up six acres of this and cropped with peas, which returned 25

bushels per acre. The greater part of the land is new, was rough with stumps and stones,

which necessitated much harrowing for a good seed bed among the tough old grasses
;
pod-

ding, good ; straw, fair ; soil, a good loam.

Part of Field 6 was also this season ploughed for the first time, and cropped similar

to No. 4, but not so good a result.

Field 8.

Our hay fields were 8, 11, 16 and 21, all unequally bedded both in varieties and their

distribution over the surface, in consequence of difficulty in securing plants, eitlier from

fall or spring .sowing. Produce, \\ ton per acre for 8 and 11 and f of a ton from 16 and
21 per acre ; the hay was top-dressed with 150 pounds of gypsum per acre.

Field 9.

Oats of the following sorts, sown witli a broad cast machine, and afterwards also har-

rowed for better covering. A good average crop on flat well drained land of average loamy
character in fair heart.

Tartarian 4.9 acres, 35 bushels per acre

New Brunswick 4.2 " 20

Long Fellow 3.3 " 35

Brazilian 8.8 '* 50

Fieldn 10 and 13.

These were our root division and subdivided thus :

Potatoes, 4J acres.

Turnips, 25 "
i

Mangolds, 9 "

Carrots, 1^
"

In potato cultivation we had three plans on trial : 1st. Drilling and i)lacing the sets

Mow the farm-yard dung ; 2nd. Drilling and ])lacing sets above manure ; 3rd. Broadcast-

ing manure, ploughing under, and planting sets in the common plough furrow—every

third one. Drills thirty inches apart, sets twelve inches. Manure, fifteen waggon loads

per acre, each load weighing on an average 3,000 lbs. of mixed horse and cattle manure,

—not enough rotted however.

^.,^^The first plan was GO per cent, ahead of the second and equal to the third ; the

second had many blanks, and much irregularity in plant-coming. In arid climates it is

6
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obvious that a tuber set upon farm-yard manure, lying in a body between drills of earth,

and to be afterwards covered by said earth has much less chance of success than plantmg

immediately upon the bottom of the drill below the manure, or by the third method re-

ferred to. The causes are plain enough.

1st. Want of moisture in immediate contact below.

2nd. Having to search for rootage.

3rd. Irregularity in depth.

All potatoes were remarkably equi-sized and unusually large, and are of average meali-

ness, with the best on gravelly knolls ; kinds. Early Rose, Late Rose, Cromptons Surprise,

Brunell's Beauty. Produce, 1-50 bushels per acre. ^^ n a -^u

The Colorado Bug was bad, but repeated applications of Pans Green, mixed with

Gypsum, saved the crop.

Turnips.

The cultivation of these demands more notice ; all the land had been fall-ploughed,

and on 21st May, at the rate of 15 loads per acre, well rotted farm-yard manure was

scattered over the surface, then ploughed under, harrowed, and grubbed so as to tho-

roughly mix and pulverise, the land now received a rolling and an application ot the

followino- special manures, scattered broadcast by the hand, after intermixture in a heap.

Bone dust 250 lbs

Superphosphate 250

Gypsum 100 "

Salt 250 «

Per acre.

Drillino- and sowing began 11th June, and was finished on 20th June, having been

undertaken according to state of weather, and progress as regulated by efficient work.

For 20 days after this any stranger would not have ventured one dollar an acre tor the

chance of our season's crop of turnips ;
growth came so slow and irregular, so blanky and

spotted that at one time we entertained serious thoughts of re-seeding part. Lite however

was but dormant, for with rains succeeding the long drought, we were secured in a lull

braird of plants of three distinct stages, which of course necessitated more than one

thinnino-. Horse hoe cultivation in addition to three hand hoeings, was regulany over-

taken "After this, progress was vigorous, with an overrush of leaves and a tendency to

thick necks, besides an unusual number of long, strong, rootlets that made harvesting

difficult. . 1 i.., L

Thirty-five acres of roots is no unusual sight in some countries, and while not common

in this the experimental interest should not overshadow the success obtained m this case, as

associated with ordinary farminst, which it really has been. But one spot of sterile gravel

broke the close mass of green that lay over two fields of as fine a crop of Swede turnips as

need be desired. The produce of each sort is fully tabulated in " Our Turnips and Mangolds

of 1877," the average being 766 bushels per acre.

'

Mangolds.

The manao-ement of these, in regard both to cultivation and manuring, was similar to

turnips with the exception of an additional quantity of salt, and less bone dust. Sown on

24th May they came very irregularly, and did not make up as the turnips did—many blanks

remainino'all season—though odd plants kept appearing at all times, but mostly too late to

deserve a'ttention. This occurred largely where the experiment of non-steeping the seed was

tried. That thoroughly soaked came earlier, more regularly, and more profitably. Seed was

not pure, and may have" been old also. Average produce, 777 bushels per acre.

The harvesting of so many roots has been a matter of considerable difficulty. When our

cellars were filled, and some fifteen acres still untouched, we had no resource but to pit in the

fields It is a fact worth noting, that owing to the uncertainty of weather during the latter

part of October and first week of November, the rush of work in storing of roots greatly

shortens bulk, as, when leaves begin to decay, and the natural final swelling of the bulb is

afoot, the necessity for their preservation comes on, and immature roots are harvested.

7
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Carrots.

Our field carrots were an entire failure. On 28th May we sowed the White Orthe,

y^Tiite Belgian, Altringham, and Giant White, and few plants of any kind ever appealed.

Weather and inferior seed may be associated in this, cultivation having been liberal, upon a

good deep loam. An unusually good catch of Greystone, and some Aberdeen Yellow Bullock

Turnips, took the place of this failure, and added largely to our bulk of root.s, as shown in

table.

A broadcast sowing of Indian corn for fodder, gave over 80 tons from three acres of this

field, (13.)

Field 14.

Here Brazilian and New Zealand Oats constituted the crop. Formerly a rough and wet

field, but part drained and summer fallowed in 187.5-6, we had heavy straw upon what whs

a first cropping, and over all, a large average both of straw and well-filled grain. Much was

badly lodged by heavy rains. The three acres of oats and tares for fodder gave thorough

satisfaction—two heavy crops on early cut parts. We have manured and ploughed eleven

acres of this in preparation for next year's mangolds.

Some natural hollows in connection with the newly reclaimed parts of this field, failed to

maintain a green blade after drought set in—the cause, simply want of moisture in a deep

loose vegetable moss, not yet mould.

Field 18.

With like cultivation and management as given the wheat of No. 1, the following kinds

occupied this field.

Rio Grande 1 '7 acres producing 15 bushels per acre.

Clinton I'l

Egyptian "5

Golden Drop '8

Russian -9

Swamp -1

Red River -1

Fife 5-7

15

20
20
25

18

12

20

The soil is a light clay loam in good fertile condition, and exposed, except on the South-

east. On 9th August, the following memoranda were taken :
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was most pure, and with three others tillered best, the Egyptian tillering least, and was worst

with mildew. The condition of the grain will be mentioned in the cereal table.

Fidel 17.

This hot-bed of thistles has been repeatedly ploughed, and on one half of it, when in sod

in July, we attempted an experiment in a catch crop of rape, which we purposed eating off

with sheep in the fall. Throwing over the rough surftice as flat as possible with the common
plough, and harrowing, we drilled rape two feet apart in order (o keep down weeds by horse

hoe cultivation. Very few plants came up in consequence of drought, and no doubt by the

presence of the open and dry soddy bottom. As showing that the failure was owing to these

facts and not any spuriousness in seed, we were incidentally put in possession of a valuable

lesson. The previous fall students had been trying several ploughs on sundry spots of the

field previous to a Match, and as forming part of the rape experiment these spots were also

seeded. In every case of the fall ploughing the rape came regular and strong.

On the other half of this field, Clawson, Silver ChafF, and Gold Medal (fall) wheats have

been sown, have come away regularly and are not too proud in preparation for severe weather,

by having been sown a stage later than the usual practice. As I write (26th Nov.,) the

braird seeps safe, is not acquainted with the Hessian Fly, but is slightly rusted.

Cost of Production.

Having thus exhausted our detail management of field cropping, the question naturally

arising at this stage is,—What is the cost of production ] Herein lies, I need hardly say,

much of the marrow of all rural economy, and unless we can show reliable and financially

satisfactory figures in every case, subject, of course, to unforeseen circumstances, our lessons

will be of no use to the public, as well as dangerous to students, and without credit to our-

selves. All this, be it remembered, has no direct bearing upon the other question,—Is, or

can, an Experimental Farm be made self-sustaining? There should, in the future, be no
difiSculty in .separating two such distinct problems as education and ordinary farm work even

in our examples, but at present there are difficulties, and until they are removed it is unfair

to expect any solution. Need I point that our fields are yet in.sufficiently drained, are not all

under a regular course of cropping, have broken, uncultivated spots, and are still much over-

run by weeds ? No doubt I could even now make you a column or two of figures that, .so far

as figures go, would show conclusively our farm to be a profitable investment. There are few
things so simple to construct as balance sheets, and as few things so deceiving— not always by
reason of purpose unrealness, as by looking through an enthusiasm that enlarges and mis-

places. For the next three years, then, I am of opinion that any figures of cost will be un-

necessary.

Value of Labmr.

At the same time, in order to give an idea of the amount and value of labour being
expended in making things model by the students and ordinary farm hands, in addition to

sums for permanent improvements, the following memorandum will speak for itself:

Filling open Ditches 30 days' work.
Removing old fences, stones, &c 150 "

Removing stumps and levelling 510 "

Total 690 days
of one workman, or equal in value to !?700.

We have also overtaken considerable additions to the drainage of fields. 3, 4, and 15, with
the money obtained for the purpose, tho students assisting as opportunity occurred.

II.

—

The Live Stock.

It will naturally be expected that this should be one of the most interesting chapters in

the hi.story of the farm for the past season, especially upon the back of the importations in

9
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September, 1876. If it fails to be so, the fault will be mine, as material in so many shapes

is on hand that a good-sized volume would not exhaust what is generally considered valuable

by most breeders, /. c, not only detail management but the condition of animals during win-

ter and summer, the result of breeding in the different classes, diseases, deaths, and any pecu-

liarities of the several breeds. There should be no hesitation in giving facts on such important

subjects, as I presume one of the objects of the farm is to collect and record for the use of the

public, failures and success, our aim being to avoid what is superfluous.

Cattle.

Shwt Horns :

—

Our thorough-bred imported Bull, " Duke of Bedford" (36,466), now two years and eight

months old, has increased in weight 2701bs. since his arrival on 20th September, 1876, a

quantity that could easily have been 100 per cent, more had we followed the usual practice of

show feeding. He has kept the superior handling that has always characterised him, and,

what is important among so many students and visitors, has also kept his good temper. Our
want of suitable accommodation for bulls has made bull management less creditable than I

would have wished—unnaturally long hoofs, more scurfyness, even with currying, and more

hot blood, than would be were the animals at large in loose boxes, and certainly more untidy-

ness. from the same cause. It becomes a question worthy of note whether animals imported

from a temperate climate, to one of extremes, will maintain their original characteristics,-

—

general form, hair, skin, colour, &c., better or not, if continuously housed on the one hand,

or grazed in summer on the other. And indeed the important consideration of regular and

safer breeding is perhaps one of the first in the question of soiling versti^s grazing.

The Cows Rosalie and Ury 11th, both imported, have shown some ditference in dispo-

sition that is worth noting. The former was got as a heifer in rather high llcsh by prepara-

tion for exhibition at the Highland and .Agricultural .Society of Scotland, and since the sea

voyage has never been thoroughly on her feet, and has not made up in size as was expected,

—

the while that general health and breeding do not fail. On the other hand, ITry, having been

accustomed to less pampering on the share-and-sharealike of Aberdeenshire management, has

not only bred well, but, for a young cow, is showing a development that bids well as a near

relative of the Ury that took the diploma at Philadeljihia last year. For a description of

their calves see " Increase to .Stock.''

Our home-bred bulls, Cambridge Chief, Senator, and Cambridge Duke, have made fair

progress—Senator pos.sessing a frame and points that speak of future merit, despite the colour

that in these times condemns him. I have failed to get one sound reason for the prejudice

that at i)rc.sents exists .against white cattle, especially in America. Any delicacy in constitu-

tion is but a theory built upon the idea that white or paleness invariably accompanies sickness

in all animals,—nothing more. There can be no objection to a fashion in colours, by the taste

of the breeder, or in those who purchase ; but we must have fact.-: for any inferiority. It is

well known that most of the eminent short-horn progenitors were pure white, and looking at

the prize rings in Britain now, it will be found that white still takes off most of the honours.

Our home thorough-bred cows .ire Louan of Brant .ith, M.irtha, and Cambridge 10th

—all in excellent breeding condition. Louan is such a heavy milker, that flesh for show

purposes, while breeding, need not be looked for, even were it desirable. It may be in-

teresting to mention that a late visitor, a good old country judge, valued Cambridge at

81000 ; she cost us iJ-toO. Lady Elizabeth, from Martha, by Cranbeiry Chief [2922] is

offering well, though faring alike in the fiehls with the common grades ; she is our only

thorough-bred two year old heifer.

Herefords :

The Duke of Connanght (4,')2J^). being now three years and eleven months old, has

necessarily not added so much to weight compared with younger animals—from 1475 to

1658 lbs., but his better m.aturity has given a Hiiish that contrasts well with the others as a

conimiin example lesson to the school. With reference to this bull I may be pardoned in

saying that some good judges, from Britain and this continent, have been asked to point

out any fault he possesses,—and when all that can be .said is, that his head and horns are

too _/Inc as a characteristic of the breed, you will have an idea of his individual merits.

10
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His produce this year will fully maintain such commendation,—see " Increase to Stock,"

and " Sale of Live Stock."

The cows. Princess Mary 2nd and Heatherbell, have improved both in size and flesh

since importation ; are evidently excellent grazers, and have already established themselves

as first-class nurses.

Devons :

Prince Albert Victor has increased from 762 to 1100 lbs., and, being now two years

and three months old, is not likely to be a heavy animal of the class. The judgment of

the Royal Agricultural Society of England last year has not been misplaced in his case,

as a sweeter, more even, and fully developed Devon according to age is not common.
The heifer, Nellie, is in calf to Mr. Kudd's " Sir Charles," has kept in superior con-

dition, and has more than doubled her weight within twelve months.

Ai/rshires :

It is quite likely that if put into the ring here, our bull of this breed would meet with the

same disfavour as in some Short Horns, in point of colour, but that it would only be a pre-

judice is certain by what he has done in Scotland in always taking a first or second prize when

in competition with the best of his class. He has kept a steady progress from 1,305 to 1,541

lbs., and fortunately has no tendency to the fatness that spoils. As a representative of the

true and large milkers, Sir Walter has already proved himself a good getter.

The cows Beauty and Flora 3rd of Drumlanrig, have not yet had an opportunity of

proving their qualities, as, unfortunately they both slipped their calves at six and one-

half months, from a cause or causes apparently in no way connected with auy contagion or

infection on the premises. Thus, Beauty had but ten days' rest from the old to the new milk-

ing. Juno 2nd., as a heifer when imported, has since dropped a calf to Sir Walter, at full

time—a very large bull calf that did not live long. Her rush of milk caused sickness for a

time, and so altogether our present report on Ayrshires, though meagre, is not disheartening

for the future, for the reason that health is good and breeding certain. We have been offered

a considerable profit on the price paid for Beauty.

Angus or Aberdeen Polls :

So far as I am able to ascertain, we are the only breeders of this class in Canada. My sur-

prise is that we are so ; that earlier introductions have not been made, upon the well-established

fact of the possession of almost every property that commends itself in animal life, second only

to the Short Horn in the power of improving other breeds by crossing, but certainly superior

in hardiness, and not second in early maturing and weight of flesh. Need I point to the

r nnual competition at Christmas shows in England, where Angus or Aberdeen Polls have

repeatedly been awarded the highest honours ; or the important and significant fact that

animals costing $350 last year now fetch .^450 under similar circumstances.

I have pleasure therefore in calling special attention to our four animals of this breed :

Gladiolus (1161), now two years and six mouths old has fallen ofi' more in flesh than is desir-

able, owing to a peculiar unsettled disposition, but health and handling are good. Weight

1428 lbs.

Leochell Lass, 4tb,has maintained her very superior square-evenne.ss, along with remarkable

docility. Unfortunately she aborted her calf at six months, so that any chance of judging of

produce is now left to June or July next. This cow was lately valued at $470 by a com-

petent judge. Eyebright has changed in shape and style .so much for the better from her

heiferhood that we can now speak of two imported cows apart from the fact that she has given

us a remarkably fine heifer calf, for an account of which see " Increase to Stock."

This cursory glance at the condition of our cattle would be incomplete without reference

to the grades. Strong, roomy, and good breeders, we have had choice of several good calves

by the thorough-bred bulls, keeping heifers when good, and making steers for fattening.

The two year old fat steers now in hand for next Christmas will show the character of this

first cross, that it is not so difficult or expensive to make 1,400 lbs. live weight per head from

the produce of good grade cows and a thorough bred Short-horned bull. The heifer calves

are not yet of age to demand much notice, the oldest is in calf and has all the appearance of

an average thorough bred.

11
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SHEEP.

Leiceifers :

Our single specimen of the improved Enulish, Bokewell Leicester^a three shear ram of

second class quality—has adapted himself to changes, apparently with greater ease than most

of the other sheep, and retains the Sbda-water-bottle outline that distinguishes the type
;

weighing 230 lbs., he has the unusual heart-girth of 50 inches, which is proportionately

more th::n any other on the farm.

The Border Leicester ewes, for the most part, have not made their mark in the way anti-

pated, for a reason not chargeable to any Canadian management, but the ram happily is al-

ready well known and highly valued. All lirceders and judges of the class visiting from the

United States and the Dominion concur in pronouncing the sheep -ilmost perfect. Girthing

,51 inches, weighing 290 Ib.s. ; brisket 10 inches forward of arm and 14: inches from ground,

he is clothed all over, is active, and a good getter. See "Wool" for weight and quality of

same in this and other cases.

The other Leicesters, of and from earlier importations, have kept good strong framed,

with excellent fleeces, and have been giving lambs with even superior coats by a ram of 6rst

class pedigree and individual worth. What the shearling rams sold recently, have since done

at Agricultural shows, is evidence of this commendation.

Gotfwolds :

This flock has been a success ; the shearling ewes, bought in 187-4, have regularly pro-

duced good average stock, many superior, superior not only in frame, but in weight and qual-

ity of fleece by rams from both Lane and Walker, of England. The shearling ram imported

last year, having been long leg sore after the journey, became with the season's work rather

flanky and dry coated ; now, however, he is showing the points and quality of the Lane stock,

is splendidly woolled, girths 48 inches, weight 27.5 llis., and stands .32 inches in height at

shoulder.

Another long wooled breed is t*-e West Dereham .\bbey type of Cotswolds and Lin-

colns of which we have a ram and five ewes, besides lambs. These were establislicd by Hugh
Alymcr, of Norfolk, England, by the use (f Cotswolds and Leicesters upon a Lincoln base

—the principal object being weight and iiuality of wool. The ram which resembles a Cots

wold more than a Lincoln, has kept in full condition, weighs 292 lbs., girths inches, and

stand inches high. The ewes seem proportionately small to the male, are very neat, com-

pact, and evidently srood nurses. Though disposed to class these as Cotswolds, yet with the

fact of iheir being allowed to compete in the Lincoln class in England, I consider it advisable

to make no alteration at present.

South Doums:

We have been specially fortunate in the possession of a really good ram, by purchase

from F. W. Stone, of Guel])!], who imported from Sir William Throckmorton, England.

I wish to draw particular attention to the adaptibility of the South Down to this district,

a circumstance to be accounted for probably by our height aliove sea and lake level, and
that we overlie a limestone formation. The habitat of these sheep while free of much
continuous frost and snow, is yet high lying, exposed, and composed of chalk, or loose

limestone. Of all our breeds liere no lambs come so early-strong, none are hardier and
make tiiore rapid progress in proportion to size than the South Down

;
they are also less

liable to disease, are belter searchers of food, and, as is well known, have a world wide

reputation for superior flesh.

Oxford Pninis

:

Another class of short wools is the 0.\ford Downs, which are of a much larger tyjie

from cros.ses by Sonth Down, Flamp.-iliire Down, and Cotswold, as suited the purpo.sp of

the breeder in making a combination of e.xtra flesh, wool, and hardiness, or shall I say,

an attempt at a model in the carcass of the Leicester, the wool of the Merino, and the

hardiness of the South Down 1 The ram, two-shear, weighs 265 lbs., girths 47 inchi'S,

and stands 26 inches in height, the ewes are very symmetrical, and in comparison with

other breeds are heavier in n-lation to the male.

12
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Increase to Live Stock.

I shall show this under the two heads of "Our own breeding" and "By purchase"

—keeping, of course, within the period of my own management.

Our own breeding :

Short Horns.

1876 April 26th.—Senator, white, out of Louan of Brant 5th, by Baron Pawktt [2716],
'

16,241.

Lady Elizabeth, roan, out of Martha, by Granherry C'lmf [2922].

Sept. 10th.—Cambridge Duke, red and white, out of Cambridge lOth, by 3rd Duke

of Springivood [3087]. ^

Decern. 8th.—Manrico 2nd, red and white, out of Hosalie, by f«f"^^ C^^,b05).

1877 April 16th —Emperor, red and white, out of Martha, by Cambridge Chief \:^Jf^\-
'

May 4th.—Louan of Guelph, red, out of Louan of Brant 5th, by 3rd Uuke of

Springivood [3087].

July 10th —The Model Duke, roan, out of Urn 1 1th, by Duhe ofBedford (36,466).

Sept 18th.—CAiiBRiDGE Queen, red and white, out of Cambridge 10th, by Duke

ofBedfwd (36,466).

Herefords.

1876, Dec. 29th.—Duke of Argyle, out of Princess Mary 2nd, by Duke of Connaught

1877 Jan. 9th.—Duke of AiANCHESTER, out of Heatherbell, by Duke ofConnaught (4528).

Angus, or Aberdeen Polls.

1877, —Eyebright 2nd, out oi Eyebright (3001), by Sir Wilfred (1157).

With reference to these additions to our herds, permit me to note that Smator is a

deep compact animal that, with more tiesh, would not stand third-rate in any ring
;
that

Cambridge Duke, though rather leggy and somewhat irregular by youth, is ot good quality

;

that Manrico 2nd is a lengthy one, of good style and fair promise ;
that LadyEhzabHh is

making good progress though underfed to many ideas, and points as a valuable addition

to our breeding stock.
,

,• .i u <• „j

It is crratifying to be able to state, that, in the estimation of the pubhc, the Hereford

calves are not inferior to any of the class in the country- to say more would be super-

tiuous, to say less would be unjust—not forgetting, at the same time, that pubhc opinion

is often a very unsafe foundation to build upon.
, , • a j- j *•

The merit of the Aberdeen polled heifer, Eyehright 2nd, may oe briefly disposed ot

by reference to the fact that a recent visitor—a well-known Aberdeen judge—considered

her well worth $200 ; for roomyness, evenness and style, with a beautiful head and neck,

she is unusually pretty; her sire is Sir Wilfred (1157), that has twice taken first honours

at the shows ot. the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland ;
length from shoulder

to tail, 3 feet 1 inches
;
girth, 5 feet 3 inches

;
weight, 625 lbs.

The grand result of our cattle breedina; mav be set down as a fair success m numbers,

but out of the eleven only four are females, and thus we will be later in completing the

standard herds the farm is capable of maintaining.

Sheep.

From forty-three Cotswold ewes, inclusive of the Deerham Abbey Long Wool or

Lincoln, we have seventeen ram and twenty-six ewe lambs, which came in the end ot

March and first week of April.

F.-om nine Leicesters, English and Border, we have six ram and six ewe lambs.

From ten South Down ewes, we have five ram and seven ewe lambs, which <^ame in

February. Without extra feeding two of the ram lambs now weigh 16.D and 140 lbs.

respectively.
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From three Oxford Downs we have two ewe lambs, twins, one of the ewes did not

hold and another aborted four weeks before time.

So then, the Leicesters are in the lead with 133 per cent., the South Downs show
120, the Cotswolds 100, and the Oxford Downs 66 per cent., all alive and doing well.

Pigs.

Our five Berkshire brood sows brought up fourteeu boar and nineteen sow pigs from
five litters ; the two Prince Albert Windsors have had a litter each, from which we count

two boars and eight sows.

Poultry.

Without particularizing, for reasons mentioned under management of this branch, it

will be enough to say that while we have been able to secure, by our own breeding, and_
on shares with various parties, a few specimens of each kind, there has not been that sure

and vigorous hatching which characterizes out-door management.

Dogs.

I am aware that the purchase and importation of Scotch collie dogs for this farm, has

been looked upon as something outside its action, something not needed by the country,

and therefore a misapplication of funds. I gave, as shown in last year's report, §81 for

two dogs, and one bitch then a pup. Two litters a year is common with dogs, but re-

stricting to one, as in our case, what is the position i The sale of a litter of seven shows
$67 as the public opinion on the subject ; need I add more ]

Horses.

We have no pure bred horses so called
;
general purpose Canadian, and four-fifths

bred Clydesdales are the two stamps among the fourteeu in our possession, which, as a

whole, are much superior to the average of the country. We have bred one filly and
two colts from two of the best cross-clyde mares, the former a very sweet strong chunk,

and the others too heavy for general purposes.

Management of Live Stock..

We keep seven objects distinctly in view :

—

1.—A vigorous growth of young animals without forcing.

2.—A full condition of all breeding animals, m:ile and female, without over feeding.

3.—Change of food according to age, state of breeding, and season of the year.

4.—Quantity, according to age, size, and object of individual animal.

5.—Economy of food, as regulated by markets.

6.—Confining food as much as possible to what is produced on the farm.

7.— Regularity.

IN WINTER Wli GIVE

Callk a mixture of cut fodder and roots, with meal, in the following proportions :

—

Hay 1 part by weight.

Straw 2 " "

Indian Corn fodder 2 " "

Turnips 5 " "

Beans

Barley Meal
> a sprinkling.

10

Mangolds are kept until late. Some calves get a little oil cake.

SIteep.—Whole peas and straw, a few oats and peas, and a little bran with pulped turijipij

and mangolds ; at times a little hay.

Uvrsei.—Bran, hay and oats, with boiled barley, canots and brau.

14
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Piys receive heated house refuse, raw peas and barley-meal-broze.

Puullri).—Wheat and barley refuse, peas, cabbage, bran, Ac.

IN SUMMER WE GIVE

Housed Cattle.—Eje fodder, clover, Indian corn fodder, tares and oats ; all are grazed

except bulls and calves.

Sheep on poor pastures a little bran and oats or peas, with rape on ground in fall.

Horses.—Hay and oats, with tares and oat fodder.

Figs, same as winter, in addition to some green fodder, and a run in fallowing fields or

stubble, and rich uncultivated hollows of old pasture.

Poidtry, same as winter, and at all times getting access to sandy gravel, earth, and a few

bones.

Steaming Food.

Last winter we steamed the cattle food by the followingsarrangement :—With a six-horse

power vertical boiler, from Leonard & Son, of London, Ontario, steam is generated in a part

of the premises distant from barns, and conducted under ground by 2-inch cast iron pipes

encased in double boxes of sawdust packing, which are surrounded by straw in the outside

drain. Both wood and coal are used as fuel. In the feed room, 1.50 feet distant, are two

boxes of 2-inch pine, 8x4x5 feet, firmly bound with iron and wooden clasps, having top and end

doors. The bottoms of these boxes are double, and enclose a circle of perforated pipe which

is connected with that from the boiler. These boxes, or vats, are tilled by the top, and both

doors being firmly wedged, steam is opened, and on an average, thirty minutes suffice to thor-

oughly soften the whole mass of cut hay, straw, corn, and turnips. All animals soon become

fond of steamed food, the material being sweetened and made easier of mastication ; but whe-

ther as healthy lor all purposes in animal lite, it is yet our province to determine. Meantime

we can assert that what is usually called rubbish—chaflf, rotted roots, unsound straw and hay,

can be safely used when steamed. More details, with cost and results, in next annual.

Feeding of Breeding Animals.

This is a fitting opportunity to make a strong representation on a vitally important sub-

ject. One of the evils of these times of Short Horn fevers, and public competition with

animals of all sorts, is the high or over-feeding of those set aside for breeding purposes. Many
breeders can point to cases where by an innate fecundity, or the possession of special reproduc-

tive powers, both male and female take no harm from the artificial life to which they aje

treated ; that this is the exception however, and not the rule, is the serious experience of

most exhibitors, of those who say " I have no chance unless I do like my neighbours." This,

unfortunately is so far true, for all men are not competent to judge between animals with and

without much fat—many are afraid to submit their judgment to the easier critic upon a lean

beast—fat on the other hand conveniently serving as a blind, though of itself not always so.

I am aware this subject is not a new one on this continent, and certainly not so in Europe,

having again and again been zealously handled at various agricultural meetings. But there

has been no thorough action ; while it is a fact that not a year passes without the warning of

individual writers, the disappointed cry of unsuccessful exhibitors, and the faiut and uncertain

response of numerous clubs, all acknowledging the evil but all afraid to grapple with it, there

is still no provision for the exclusion of breeding animals shown in an improper state of fatness.

It is invariably laid over as rathe dangerous or too difficult of solution.

But want of action does not detract from the interest that still marks its history, in which

it seems almost superfluous to sketch how these marks arise. Need I ask if the farmers of

Canada are unaware of the evils that arise from the unnatural process of getting-up to a show

condition, animals that are held as breeders, male or female, practices that are the decided

cause of non-production incapacity of the male, weakness of progeny, irregularity in birth,

uidirect cause of abortions, more liability to diseases and inability to withstand them, deteriora-

tion in nutritive value and wholesomeness of flesh, giving more room for fraud in exhibiting,

ditiiculty in judging, and much unneoessary expense. I have said thoroughly, because at some

exhibitions it is understood the judges have power to reject animals of the description named,

or that they will not be allowed to award where overfeeding is evident. All this is without

any clear instructions, leaving an uncertain power in the hands of men who, not always inde-

15
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pendent, uninfluenced, and uninterested, willingly noninterfere where any indefiniteness

exists.

I consider the present state of matters on this subject a standing protest on the intelli-

gence of modern farming. The cure is simple : Let Agricultural Societies appoint the right

judges with full powers, their decision being final.

ANIMAL SERVICE TO PUBLIC.

In this 1 aai glad to be able to report a largely increased desire to secure service from

the most of our breeds of cattle, sheep and pigs.

But for the long distances from some of the principal breeders of Short Horns, our Duke
of Bedford would already have scores instead of thirty cows on his list. It has given U8

much pleasure to exchange service with two of the principal Hereford herds in the Dominion,

as well as with one of the best of the Devons. Some prefer the Ayr.shire for their gr.ade and

Canadian cows, with the view to milking properties, but none as yet have honoured the Ab-

erdeen poll with a $b fee. »

I presume the intelligent Canadian farmer knows well that the heaviest beeves in Bri-

tain are crosses by thoroughbred Short Horn bulls on the An-^us or Aberdeen polled cows, and

that one of the best combinations of beef and milk is a Short Horn on an Ayrshire cow. It

cannot be out of place to mention that for many years I had the management of a herd of

the latter cross in Scotland and took prizes with fat steers of the same.

Our .S3 fee j)er head for sheep has had no effect in checking the demand for Border

Leicester service—a whole tlock having come as far as forty miles. Others have been more

limited, for the Colswold, South Down and Oxford Down, in the order named, and but one

breeder patronizing the Bakewell Leicester.

Some thirty sows have come to our " Prizeman," and invariably have given unusually

well marked and pointy litters. Several white sows of any breed, size, or quality, have taken

our Prince Albert Windsor boar.

As I fiod many are ignorant of the pedigree of our male animals, what follows will save

trouble in future :

Short-Horns :

Dam. Sirb. Brbedeb.

DUKE OF BEDrOBD
Got by King Tom

Louise " Prince Louis

Beiuty " Fiizclarence

Miss Folly " Prince Alfred

Folly " Paris

Butterfly " Vani,'aurd

Lady Bird " Kobiu Hood
Millicent... " Anticipation

Folly " Emperor
" Young Windsor
" Windsor

Hereford :

DUKE OF OONNAUOHT

Sultana

Priacess Teck
Lupa ...

Grey Dahlia 2nd

Got by Alexander

Prince Leopold
Ajax
Attingham
Wallord
Wonder

(.36,466)

(31,.521)

(22,603)

(14,5.52)

(13,494)

(7,314)
(6,,'J45)

(4,970)
(7oO)

(1,014)

(699)

(698)

(4,528)

(3,653)

(3,351)

(1,843)

(911)

(871;

(420)

T, C. Booth.

II. M. The Queen.

Devon.—Pkinge Albert Victok (
)

Got by Napier (888).

Rosebud, got by Prince Imperial (1189).

Ayrsldre.—Sir Walter.
Duchess of Drumlanrig.

(As yet no herdbook tor Ayrshire Cattle.)

IG

H. .M. The Queen.

Duke of Buccleuoht
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Angus vr Aberdeen FolL- Earl of Fife.-Gladiolus (1161).

Got by John Bright (642).

Carriemulzie (1701). Laird (434).

Bess of Bogt'ern (1 225). A pure bull.

.Jane of Bogfern (540). Grey-breasted Jock (2).

Leicester Sheep.—Bakewell, from Thomas Stamper, of Highlield, Yorkshire, England.

Border, from Thomas Ferguson, of Kinnochtry, Scotland.

//»n(;o/n.—( C'otswold ]J from H. Aylmer, of Norfolk, England.

Oxford Down.—From H A. Brassey, of Aylesford, England.

South DowiK—(Being selected from England.)

Gotswold.—From Lane, of Gloucester, England.

Prince Albert Windsor Fig.—From H. M. The Queen.

Got by Sir Roger.

Prim " Sam.

Bess " Duckering.

Betty " Buckiand.

Berkshire Hoar "Prizeman."*
" Prizeman" was bred by Mr. E. Tombs, of Shelton, Bampton, England ; imported by

Messrs. Birrcll & Johnston, Pickering ; and is full brother to Messrs. Saells' four Belles of
Shelton and Roiial Tombs. Prizeman was sired by Baron Sout/ierop, dam by Lady ICeticot by
daptain Langford, &c.

Milk.

As yet no special record has been kept of quantities or quality, under particular con-

ditions of pasture, and winter feeding, with any breed. On this important subject we are

likely next spring to l>e in a better position to overtake certain experiments in connexion with
the establishment of the Cheese and Butter Factory.

The Grade Durham Cows, during Summer—May to October inclusive—gave an average
of y^ quarts per head per day.

Our Wool.

It would be easy to leave this out altogether, or at the least to say that so many
sheep gave so much wool, and that the quality considering the conditions was very fair

—

that its soundness, colour, softness, and fineness were most creditable. I cannot so dis-

miss such an important subject, however, and propose to enquire into some of the more
valuable characteristics of this article of produce. In order to base arguments upon data
that are at once original and reliable, I have taken the trouble to draw up the following

table relative to the wool of our different breeds of sheep :

—

TABLE SHOWING SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF OUR 1877 CLIP OF WOOL.

Breed.
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In this it will be observed we have seven specimens of long and three of short wools,

that all the animals are rams, with the exception of one, and all two-shear, with the ex-

ception of three, thus allowing a favourable comparison as regards age. The weight of

fleece refers to the heaviest in each case, the percentage of wool to weight of animal is

perhaps easier understood by saying that for every 100 lbs. of flesh there is, in the case

of the South Down for example, 3^ lbs. of wool ; the length of wool is, as taken after clipp-

ing and without being stretched out; strength of fibre meaus the breaking power of a single

fibre, lOO being equal to one ounce avoirdupois ; elasticity is the difference between the

wool with its spirals on the one hand, and when drawn out to full length on the other,

for example, the length of the South Down is given as 3i inches, add to this 46 per

cent, of itself and we have fully 5 inches as the actual length of the v.'ool. I know of no

better practical way of showing the stretching property of wool ; the number of spirals

per inch is given in the eighth column.

Let us now make some comparative notes, with the proviso that all the sheep were

similarly housed, and otherwise underwent similar treatment.

With reference to long-woolled sheep and the relation between weight of carcass and
weight of fleece among the two-shear, it will be observed that considerable difference ex

ists. The Lincoln cross, and the Canadian Cotswold take the lead in producing 7 lbs. of

wool to every 100 lbs. of fle.-»h, the least being the old Bakewell type, which is only 4

J

or exactly equal to the Oxford Down.
Observe how exactly the strength of fibre follows this weight of wool thus : 1st.

Canadian Cotswold ; 2nd. Lincoln cross, and Leicester Lincoln cross equal ; 3rd. Border

Leicester ; 4th. Imported Cotswold, and 5th. Bakewell Leicester. Is there then, or

should there be another relationship between weight and strength 1 If certain feeding

gives health, and health produces a heavy crop, that crop naturally should be stronger

than another under poorer feed ; the inference here is supported by facts, and indeed it is

also borne out by the length of fibre, in which, with one exception, the animals take the

same standing.

Again, another practical question may be put,—is there any relation between strength

and the number of spiral.s per inch ? Leaving out the lamb, and placing all the 4 and 5

spirals together, the mean ol their .strength is 108, or 11 above the average of the whole,

which is 95. The seven spirals give a strength of 72; 12 gives 150 ; and 13-14 gives 69.

Here then we have the largest number of spirals represeatiug the least strength, and the

least number of spirals showing somewhat over the average strength, but tlio second largesl

gives the greatest strength, and the second smallest a good deal under the average, so that

with our present data, which has a mean of 8 spirals to 100 of streogth we cannot definitely

say that the fewer spirals the more strength, though such is the leaning of the figures.

A vigorous Cotswold ram lamb has also the average strength of wool, but is largely de-

ficient in elasticity and the number of spirals per inch.

The two breeds of short woolled rams cannot fairly be compared, because of age, and

while both arc Downs, the Oxford is essentially a made up animal though admitted as u dis-

tinct breed, and with us has not yet proved itself as either good or poor particularly iu any

respect. For carcass the Oxford is not as much ahead as appearance indicates, even allowing

he may reach out before another shear ; tlic wool is 44 per cent, more per carcass, is one third

longer, is double iu strength, but is less elastic by 1(5 per cent. An Oxford Down ewe, that

had no 1 imb is not only about equal iu weight of fleece but had much longer wool, and io

other resj)ects is not much behind the ram.

The average clip of 109 long wools, all thorouglibreds, was a little over oiue pounds per

head ; that of the short wools being GJ pounds, all unwashed.

Sales of Live Stock.

Previous to October, 1876, we disposed of a number of young Berkshire pigs, at

figures ranging from ?15 to ?30 each, but with this exception, no thorough bred stock has

been sold privately. There are reasons for this ; The question of the disposal of surplus

live stock ;;t this Institution is one that atl'ects the I'rovince. We cannot take the ])ositiou

of an ordinary farmer and say that we cjiii sell to whom we choose, or act ui)on the motto

—first come first served. As a provincial establishment, the aim should b« to distribute
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our overflowings without risk of even the suspicion to partiality by private bargains.

Public sales alone will avoid this. But even a public sale may stand in the way of attain-

ing the object desired,—that is, the distribution of animals of kinds better than what
exist in many parts of the country ; for it is plain, that speculators, not only in Canada,
but the United States, will out-bid the most of farmers—for superior lots at least. It may
then be said we ought to condition that all classes should be retained within the Dominion
for a certain period, and thereafter are free to any market. Granting the suggestion, how
are we to follow up the individual life and history of each animal throughout this immense
country 1 It is simply impossible, and I am not even prepared to recommend what others

may—that the sales be confined to the farmers of the Dominion.

In making our debut then, as disposer.'* of thorough-bred stock, it is well to establish

something with the Government that has already been so liberal in promoting the agricul-

ture of the country.

Acting upon such opinion, we had our first annual sale on the 4th Oct. last, without
any restriction or reservation whatsoever. A detailed pedigree catalogue was issued,—of

the " Announcement " of which the following is an excerpt :

—

" The Government of Ontario have pleasure in drawing attention to this the first

sale of thorough-bred stock at the Experimental Farm. The question of the disposal of

surplus live stock has been carefully considered, and, while most of the animals could have
been well sold by private bargain, it was deemed advisable, in the interest of the general

farmer, and with the view to a wider distribution, to make an annual public sale. The
stock now offered are either directly imported, or mostly from recent importations. The
pedigrees will show the stamp of each class, and although no high feeding of breeding
animals is allowed, individual excellence will, as a whole, be found good without such prac-

tice. At the same time it must be remembered that the stock kept at the Institution is

not so much for the purpose of breeding with the view to immediate profit as for purely
educational purposes, and in avoiding the more commonplace types of thorough-breds there

has been no desire to reach the blood that brings its thousands of dollars per head."

As it will be well to keep a record, even in a public report, of how our stock is being
distributed, and the price realized, let the following concise table be examined :

—

PUBLIC SALE OF LIVE 8T0CK ON 4TH OCT., 1877.

Class. Animal Sold. Dam.

Short Horu . L'amljridge Chief... Cambridge 10th. . .

.

.iSenator Louan of Brant 5th

Cambridge Duke... 'Cambridge 10th.

"
... iManrico 2nd !. Ro.salie

Hereford Duke of Argyle ... i'rincess Mary 2nd.

" Duke of Manches'r
I

Heather Bell ....

Cotswold 12 Shear Ram, Greyl
"

I
Shearling Ram

j

Leicester 2 ShearRam, Good-
wood

" Shearling Ram

South Down.., Aged Ram, Stone.
Shearling Ram

Sire. Purchaser.

CranberrvChief[2922]lJ. B. Kidd .

Baron Pawlett [271til,

[16241] (Peter Mahan
3rd Duke of Spring-
wood [3087]

Manrico (2tiS05) ....

Duke of Connaught
(-1528)

David Beltrner .

-Joseph Thomson.

Palmer

Grey .

.

Kirby
Goodwood

.

19

I Throckmorton .

IStone

J. W. M.ickie
jF. VV. Stone
Thomas McRae . . .

.

A. Neilson
James L. Squiers .

.

Richard Reunelson.

,

George Atkinson .

.

James I^aird

|W. B. Mills
Kichard Rennelson .

,

Thomas Waters . . .

.

Robert Gowanlock .

.

Robert .-\ikins

James Craig
George Cherry . . .

.

Robert B. Fleming.,
J. B. Ridd
A. Nicol
R. Cromar

Price.

$ cts.

61 00

60 00

100 00
84 00

100 00
75 00
51 00
44 00
25 00
12 00
Ifi 00
11 00
23 00
13 00

18 00
li on
24 I

38 00
25 00
24 00
24 00
26 00
20 00
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PUBLIC SALE OF LIFE STOCK ON THE 4th OCT., 1877.—Coniimuid.

Glass.
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farm, whether the power of private sales should not also be allowed in cases of special large

profits at any time of the year.

Grant me this medium of sayinsf to farmers that next year's sale will not only be more

extensive, in greater variety of breeds of both sexes, but in all probability of higher indivi-

dual excellence.

It is suggestive of more than one thing that animals purchased at this sale have since

taken the following prizes :

1st. For yearling Short Horn bull at Puslinch.

1st.
" " West Wellington.

1st. For Leicester ram at West Wellinarton.

1st.
" shearling ram at Walkerton.

1st. For South Down shearling ram at Elora.

2nd. "

1st. For South Down ram lamb at "

2nd. For Berkshire boar pig at Walkerton.

And we hold a number of letters, of which the following is a sample, all anxious to pur-

chase at once—all certain to come to next sale.

C — , October 29th, 1877.

" Dear Sir,—I am sorry I was not aware of the sale of stock at the Model Farm until

it was past, especially so when I see the moderate prices obtained at the sale, prices which

bring such stock within the means of the ordinary farmer like myself.

I write to ask if you have some animals left of pure Short Horn breed which you wish

to sell, &c., &c.

C P ."

To Manager of Model Farm.

III.—THE GARDEN.

Active and substantial progress mark the work of this department, and altogether it is

now time to advise the public of what we have on hand here as an educational and specially

productive source.

Improvements.

These, according to present views, are about completed. The grading and gravelling of

roads and walks have been largely overtaken, with trenchins, levelling, and the removal of

old fruit trees; the lawn, by special attention to repeated cuttings, is now an established bed

of good grasses. An artistic flower plot, lined with cedar hedging, flanks the green house on

the south, and was a show of itself last season. The north part of the pleasure grounds has

been finished with shrubbery and a spruce hedge of 300 trees ; the new green house is near

completion, and banking, levelling, and sod-laying is in progress in front of the new College

buildings.

Kitchen Garden.

The rotation of cropping adopted is :

—

1—Onions and Celery.

2—Potatoes.

3—Carrots.

4—Cabbage and Cauliflowers.

5—Peas and Beans.

6—Tomatoes and sundry creepers.

Heavy manuring is given to 1, 2, and 4, and comparatively little for the others.

In No. 1 Break were celery plants, onions, and potatoes of varieties.

In No. 2 Break were potatoes of kinds.

In No. 3 Break were carrots and parsnips.

In No. 4 Break were cabbages and cauliflowers.

In No. 5 Break were peas and beans.
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In No. 6 Break were asparagus, cabbage, potatoes, melons, squashes, cucumbers, toma

toes, and early peas.

In the north garden were potato onions, radishes, strawberries, spinage, and Dutch sets,

lu the west border, tobacco and deciduous trees ; in the south, Indian corn and Mr
McRae's tree seeds ; and in the east were rhubarb, seedling asparagus, and herbs.

The produce of 1877 is thus estimated :

—

132 bushels Potatoes S 82

120 •' Onions 140

.500 plants. Celery 2.")

50 bushels Parsnips 30

40 bushels Beet 20

600 bushels Carrots, off J acre 120

3000 Cabbage 150

500 Cauliflowers 25

20 bushels Peas 15

25 bushels Beans 27

Asparagus 10

Melons 10

Squashes 8

Cucumbers 10

Tomatoes 12

Radishes, Spinach, Tobacco, Indian Corn 22

Rhubarb and Herbs 34
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YltUlT^.—Cuntinued.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.
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IV.—THE MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT.

The students' interest in this continues unabated, and their value of the labour, irrespec-

tive of education, may be thus summarised for the past season :

Students

New Water Closet

Sundries in College

Coal House
Sundries on Farm
Flooring Stable

Brick Cottage repairs

Farm Buildings

Waggons, Machinery, Pumps, (fee

.Experimental Farm and Cellar

Addition to Carpenter's Shop
Sundry Jobbing iu Mechanical Department

8 Sheep Racks

8 Sheep Troughs
Four Steaming Boxes
Sheep Hurdles

Conveying Steam Pipes

Sundries for Live Stock Department

Fencing

Lahour.
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The cost of .straight rail fencing has been :

Post holes 9

Cedarpists 15

Old rail posts 14

Tie wire 3

Workmanship 10

8 .51 per rod.

We have adopted this plan in order to use up the best of the old rails that are giving

place to new fences : posts are planted 11 feet apart, at same depth and height as others,

and on one side of each, not more than four inches distant, another post of old rail is

driven into the ground. Old rails, cut to proper length, are now laid atop of each other

between saiil posts until the desired height is reached, when the whole is kept in place by
a tie of wire round top of posts. This is a good fence for cattle and sheep, but needs a

rail nailed on top of posts for horses that are in the habit of reaching over and pressing

against pannels.

The dry stone dyke is only in progress, but, when finished, to stand 4J feet, with

cope-stone, will cost .11.75 per rod. exclusive of carting stones. It will unquestionably

be the most permanent and ultimately cheapest fence on the farm.

The wire is also only in progress, but its construction and cost may be noticed :

Post holes 13

Cedar posts 22

Toj.rail 3

Wire ..; 42

Staples 4

Workmanship 15

S .99

As equi-sized as possible, and not over five inches in diameter at small end, the posts

are pitted in the usual manner seven feet apart, with a straining post properly braced at

distances required by the nature of the ground ; the wire of No. 8 galvanised, being fastened

to posts with staples, and a sawn rail nailed on top in order to prevent jumping.

Hurdles.

These are only for sheep and young cattle, 4 feet in length, having 4 rails of pine or

hemlock, with ends and top rail of oak, ringed with iron for driving, as well as being

bolted at principal joints ; diagonals of pine nailed. AVhen placed iR line hurdles are held

together by wooden pins through corresponding holes in post ends.

Gates.

We have several specimens of these—all wide, for reaping and mowing machines. The
difficulty is to retain strength by lessening weight, and keeping down cost by use of little iron.

Of six bars, 4.8 feet in heia;ht from ground, and one diagonal, all bolted, and having an

iron spring .sneck and heavy hinges, gates, according to weight and quality of materials, range

in cost from .?4 to .S7 each. We pay great attention to what is usually considered of secondary

importance—the fastening of gate posts : By sinking two heavy beams underground between

and morticed to the gate posts, we secure si.\;-tenths of the permanency of those erections.

Steaming Apparatus.

This, as explained under Feeding of Live Stock, consists of :

One six-horse-power vertical boiler, &c S377.37
Attached force pump 20.00

Piping and taps for 1.50 feet 95.00

Two steam vats, with piping and taps 90.00

$572.37
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OUR ROOTS AND CEREALS.

OUR ROOTS OF 1877.

Next to the improvemeuts of our breeds of cattle and sheep, in view of more rapid and

heavier growth of beef and mutton for exportation, is that of the best food for them. The
position of Ontario with reference to the first, is happily an established fact, needing but a

few years more to spread wliere as yet it is more difficult than even conveyance to dis-

tant lands ; the position of the second is therefore at present of probably more national im-

portance when we consider not only that at any time supplies of Indian Corn from the United

States may be cut off, but that our alterations of climate with their attendant animal and

vegetable pests in the season of growth are so uncertain as to demand the best energies of

scientific and practical men. Are we prepared to compete with our neighbours in sending

beef to Britain as good and cheap uponfood of our own (jniwiny 1 Can we now do so with

hay, straw and roots for six months in the year ? It is well to have within our reach, as we
generally do, in abundance— supplies of farinaceous subsidiaries, yet in my opinion it would

be better to rely more on root crops. I have no desire to arrogate on any subject without

the possession of repeated experiments to subslautiate, nor have I gathered from my own experi-

ence here or from that of others in Canada, that many roots— say of turnips- with hay and

straw, are as quick and cheap in beef raising as any other kinds of food, but with the long

established fact, in my own experience and that of hundreds of others, that upon turnips and

hay alone, much of the best beef in Britain is produced, there is certainly call for trial on the

part of an institution established for such purposes with others. You will find elsewhere, therej

fore, a recommendation for a careful experiment on this point, and meantime the object in in-

troducing it here has reference to the Turnip and Mangold, and their cultivation. How we

managed to raise very fine crops of some 13 varieties of Swedes and 8 of Alangolds under

many difficulties during the past season we have already seen ; many other farmers in Ca-

nada do the same thing—the most do not to any extent ; they say seasons are capricious,

labour is costly, and there is as much nutrition iu other things of less bulk and less trouble,

and that are of more universal use or application.

We will examine somewhat in deiiiil the relative value of our srops of Turnips and

Mangold.s, and first submit a table of figures made up in the field showing certain weighings

and calculations that may guide us to future work.

OUR FIELD TURNIPS AND MANGOLDS OF 1877.

KIND.

Turnips—Swede.

Dnimmond's Improved..
Royal Norfolk
Carter's Imrterial Hardy
Marshall's Purple Top .

.

East Lothian
Hall's Westbiirgh
White Swede
Watson's Purple Top .

.

Lainj,''s Purple Top ....

Skir%'inL' '.s Improved ....

Bangholm
Sutt<jn'8 Champion ....

Rennie's

Mean

Aberdeen 'V^ellow Bullock
(rreystone

Average
weight
per bulb.

Lbs.

4 2-10

5 1-10

4 510
3 5-10

3 3-10

2 8-10

4
4
4
3
3

4

4

5-10
2-10

9-10
3-10

9-10

2 5-10

3 5-10

Weight
per cubic

foot.

.

C"''''=
I>epth i"mcheB per ^^jj

lb.

Lbs.

71
70.6
69.1
67.4
65.7
6t.4
63.2
112.2

6fl.7

.">y.«

59.8
59.

57.2

C3.8

47*

47}

24.3

24.7
24.9
25.6
26.3
26.8
27.3

27.7
•2XA
'2«.«

28.8

29.1

30.2

:«.3

3(i.4

Fully

3

Umfer
Fully

2C

Fullv

4
Fully
Fully

FiUly J

T.VSTE.

Acrid
do ....

Sweet
do ....

do
Very acrid
Sweet ....

do
Medium .

.

Sweet ....

Very acrid
Mediiuu .

.

<lo

Sweet

.

I do .

Weight
per acre

:

full crop.

Tons.

36
44
39
30
28
24
34
39
37
26
33
37
42

.Mi

21
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OUR ROOTS AND CEREALH.— Contimied.

KIND.
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Could the Ontario Experimental Farm therefore grow 10,000 lbs. of beef with these twenty-

six acres of turnip? and nine acres of mangolds.

I have much pleasure in adding an analysis by our chemist, Professor Bryce, of six of

the different swedes—four of the greatest and two of the least weight per cubic feet, accord-

ing to the previous table. There seems to be little or no relation between this weight and
any of the figures he records ; indeed Rennie as the smallest cubic class, is nearly an average

of the whole in solids ; Carter however being high in all respects.

Turnips.
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OUK CERKALS OF \^n.—Continued.

r

KIND.

Wheat.— Con.

Fanner's Fnend . . .

.

Mammoth Spring ..

Hard Time
iSonora
|Cook's
[Provence
I'rince Edward Isl'd

Post McDonnell
Click Club
Mammoth White .

,

Spring'

Purple Straw
Tasmania
Ked Chatr
White Tuscan
Brook,s

Odessa
Keap Crown
Fife

Golden Drop
Manitoba
Lost Nation
Rio Grande
Swamp
Red River
Danzio

Red River
McCarling
Red Fern
Imperial
Russian
Egyptian
Rus.siaii

Blue Stem
Red River
China
Christie No. 1 , . .

.

Do " 2 ....

Baltic

Black Sea
Farrow
French
Ivory White
Providence
RussianGoldenStraw
Arnautka
Fort fitt

Ocean .

Spelt

Straw.

s

w
M

VW

M

VW
M

W
M
S

M

M
W
S

M
W
M

S

w
s

M

M

S

M
S

h

M
S

L
L

M
L

M

Head.

g : -2 s
1-1 ; osfN

4

44
4

34
34
4
A

34
li
4
3
4
;{

34
4

3
?,

-^

3

2i
3

34
3
3
3

n

3
4
5

24
2
3

3i
4
4
4

2i

2i
34
2

3i
2i
3
3

4i
2i
4

34
2

Grain.
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OUR CEREALS OF 1877.—Continued.
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OUR CEREALS OF \%11.—Continued.
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Note first the almost equal weia;ht of the pens, 730 and 722, and in respect to previous

treatment, dispositions, and other circumstances preliminary in such cases, I beg to refer to

the rules laid down in last year's report, to all which due attention was paid. Feedina; took

place at 7, 11. .30, and 5.30 daily ; weighings were weekly, and five weeks adopted as the limit

of change to differently prepared food.

The experiment consisted in the use of a mixture of cut hay, whole peas, bran, and cut

Swede turnips—in the one case raw, and in the other by steaming in vats erected for the pur-

pose (see Mechanical Department). Accurate notes of quantities of food and the cost thereof

were kept according to the following table :

—

EXPERIMENT IN FEEDING SHEEP.

Pkn 1.—Five Sheep on Raw Pood.
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Pen 1 on raw food, started with a weight of 730 lbs., and during the first seven days

lost flesh to the extent of 6^ lbs., a circumstance owing no doubt to the sudden change of

treatment and food—not so much, if any. to the weather, for the following week, with a much
lower temperature—the lowest of any during the period of ten weeks- -there appeared an

increase of no less than 2(3 lbs., on 3:J per cent., less hay and turnips. Indeed large con-

sumption of food seems to have had less etiect in adding to weight of flesh than other condi-

tions, as, observe how on the third week—temperature being about equal—over 62 per cent,

more hay and turnips give 109 per cent, less increase than that of its predecessor. Succeed-

ing this, however, occurs the largest addition in the whole trial uf raw food —wanting only one

lb. to make as much as one lb. of flesh per head per day ; true, the weather was then milder,

but so is the fifth week, during which the increase is 2.3 per cent, below the average. Let us

follow the change of the same pen for another five weeks :—Removed from raw to steamed

food, the animals give an increase of 10 oz. per head per day for three weeks continuously,

during which not only the quantities of food but the temperatures were very uniform. You
will notice the somewhat unusual evenness of temperature from 5th .\pril to 10th May, and

upon this, with the regular consumption of food, I am unable to account for the sudden fal

ling oflF during the fourth week—such a falling off as implies some derangement somewhere.

We say it was not in climate, nor in larger ur smaller quantities of any kind of food, and it

could not be any mouth disease, as the materials were consumed, nor couM it be in tlxe sto-

mach, for many examinations every day told of no need of medicine. It is generally under-

stood that young animals void less excrement, and come and go much more irregularly than

aged ones, but here again we may be at fault without reliable experiments.

Pen 2 began with steamed food, weighed 722 lbs. on entry, added a little during the first

week, and on the second, one of the most severe in weather, and one in which all the sorts of

food were, in quantity, under an average of the period, each sheep laid on more than 1^ lbs.

per day, and so on in lesser proportions for the remaining three weeks, but always adding,

never going back. The same animals, when changed to raw food, however, at once fell ofi' to

a large extent, but recovering the shock, and getting a considerably larger proportion of peas,

they made | lb. each per day. Instead, however, of keeping up more or less to this recovery,

as did pen 1 in its first stage, we have to record a break in the shape of minus 2, an isolated

and unaccountable fact to be placed alongside the fourth week of the second stage of pen 1,

as already noted.

As regards results and costs, without reference to attendance, we have the following

figures :

—

On raw food, one ram lamb thirteen months old, newly shorn, comfortably housed, and

having a mean temperature of 25*^ outside, will eat daily 1-5 lbs. of cut Swede turnip, 1| lb.

of bran, 3i lbs. of whole peas, and 2| lbs. of cut hay, adding 6oz. to weight, at an expense

of 3 J cents, or say 9^ ce^its per lb.

On steamed food, one ram lamb thirteen months old, newly shorn, comfortably housed,

and having a mean temperature of 2-5 "^ outside, will eat daily 16 lbs. of turnips, li lb. of

bran, 31- lbs. of whole peas, and ih lbs. of cut hay, adding 8ioz. to weight, at an expense of

four cents, or say eight cents per lb.

This experiment then points meantime to five things :
—

1st—That sudden change of food, raw or cooked, affects young sheep deleteriously-

2nd—That severe C(jld temjierature has little or no effect ou young shorn sheep, well

housed, and regularly fed on a variety of good
i
leutiful food, raw i.r cooked.

3rd—That large consumption of fuod, raw or cooked, does not always imply a large, or

any, addition to weight of mutton,

4th—That sudden fluctuaticms in the life of young sheep, so managed, seem to be unac-

countable, both with raw and cooked food.

5th—That, adding the expense of steaming there is practically no difference in the cost

of production, by this experiment.

Memo.—Hay, .$8 per ton of 2,000 lbs
;
peas, 63 cents per bushel of 60 lbs. ; bran, $9

per ton ; turnips, 8 cents per bushel of 60 lbs.

Experiment in i'attle Feeding.

As a trial, preliminary, for the purpo.se of a lesson, and in order to gather some facts for

a more extended experiment, we nlaced four cattle under special feeding for the period of ten

3
'
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weeks, beginning 20th March and ending 29th May last. Of our own breeding from grade

cows, by a thorough-bred bull, these steers were selected, mated, and managed under conditions

similar to the sheep. Archie was 27, Sam 21, Jim 23, and Bob 24 months old when thus

taken in hand. I prefer to keep the names of the animals for the sake of easier retierence to

the school and others, as they are still on hand for Easter. All were previously fed on steamed

hay, straw, and turnips.

Examine first the accompanying table, in which it will appear that Archie and Sam,
goini; in with a joint weight of 2,.540 lbs., came out in six weeks with an addition of 144lbs.

under raw iood. or a mean of lilb. per head per day ; transferred to steamed food they made
76lbs. in tour weeks, or say l^lb. per head per day. Jim and Bob. as mates, with a joint

entry of 2,278 lbs., under steamed food: show an increase of y2 lbs. in six weeks, which is

about 1 jjylli. per head per day. Chanired to raw food for four weeks, they barely keep their

own. Uniting the individual results under each heading, we find that cooking is 18 percent,

better than raw. almost the same quantities of food being used—less actually in the former

case ; but further than stating that fodder means a mixture of cut hay. straw and turnips,

and that meal is crushed peas and corn. I do not purpo.se at this time entering upon any more
comparative notes for reasons already stated.

PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT IN CATTLE FEEDING.

Date. Raw Food. Steamed Food.

Archie. Sam. .Jim.

March 5iO

May 1 .

.

" 2'.l .

.

1268

1344

(76)

1078

1146

(68)

Fodder (aj

Mc-ul (b)

Bran (c)

'J'..tal J.

I

+ 144

2328

672i

299^

1212

1198

-(14)

Bob. Archie.

1148

1160
I

I (12)

-2

1344

1392

(48)

Jim.

+ 142

74.0

456

180

(a) 3073

(b) 1128i

(c) 479J

+76

808

456

180

1170

114C
I

1212

1174 (42)

(28)
j

i

+ l(i»

(a) 2<)98

(bj 1121i

(f) 479i

Bob.

1098

1148

(50)

+ 92

21*.I0

66.">4

299i

licvise, therefore, by observing five things :

—

1^|—That much judgment among .so few animals is necessary to secure equal feeding

properiies,— Arciiie and 8am under steam (48) and (28), showing the only material dilTer-

eDce, the oth<;rs making up and falling off almost alike in the individual mating.

2nd—That a change from steamed food of ordinary nutritive properties, to raw food,

richer ;ind in variety, is very good— .Vrchic and Sam.
3iii—Th.it rich food steamed and given to the same animals, has no appreciable advan-

tage fi)r four weeks at least.

4ih—Thut animals continued on steamed food of a richer kind, is not so good as our
econd observation—Jim and Bob.
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.5th—That a change from steaming to raw is a decided case of no progress for one

mouth

EXPERIMENTAL FIELD PLOTS.

With so much explanation in the introduction of this last year, it is simply unnecessary

to rehearse the objects, plan, and mode of management adopted, in addition to much minu-
tiae in all possible forms, in work requiring great care and lorethought.

It will suffice to do two things this year,—tabulate results and abstract the apparent
or real conclusions in each class of experiments, with the following for general reference :

—

Plot 1 Turnips, Superphosphate.

2 " Bone dust.

3 " Nitrate of Soda.

4 Potatoes, diti'. size sets.

5 Mangolds, with and without Liquid

Manure.

6 Wheat, with and without Nitrate of

Soda.

7 Barley, without manure.

Turnips, with and without Lime, &o.

8 Carrots, " "

9 Mangolds, Fall and Spring manuring.

10 Wheat, no manure.

11

12 " "

13 Rye-grass, Nitrate of Soda.

14 " Gypsum.
15 Barley and Millet, Nitrate of Soda

and Superphosphate.

16 Wheat, F. Y. manure.

Barley, "

17 Wheat,
18 Lucerne, diff. manures.

19 Clovers, difl'. manures.

20 Mangolds and Sugar Beet, with Gyp-
sum and Bone-dust, and Super-

phosphate and Salt.

Plot 21 Forty-one kinds of Wheat, Oats, and
Barley.

22 Wheat, Superphosphate, Lime, Li-
quid Manure.

23 Oats, no manure
24 Oats, Gypsum, Leached Ashes.

25 Indian Corn, Superphosphate, Gyp-
sum, and Nitrate of Soda.

26 Wheat, Farm-yard manure.

27 Oats and Barley, Bone-dust, Salt.

28 Wheat, on Summer fallow.

29 Summer Fallow.

30 Turnips, Farm-yard manure, Gyp-
sum, and Nitrate of Soda.

Peas, Litne, Gypsum.
Same as Plot 30.

Wheat, Farm-yard manure.

31

32

33

34
35

36

37

38

39

40

" Bone dust.

" No manure.
" Cultivated.

" Gypsum, Bone-dust.

Potatoes, Hills versus Drilling.

Clovers and Grasses.
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OUR EXPERIMENAL PLOT ROOTS OF 1877.

KIND.

TnKNiPS. —Swede.

Eennie
Skirving
Roya) Norfolk
Sutton's Champion . . ..

Bruce's East Lothian

.

HalVs Westburgh . .

.

Mangolds.

Eaatem Mammoth

.

Yellow filobe

Eastern Mammoth. ...

YeUow Globe
Mammoth Long,Ked.
White Sug.ar Beet . .

.

Mammoth Long Red.
White Sugar Beet . .

.

CABBOTS.

Altringham

White Belgian

.

Altringham
White Belgian..

Plot.

9
9
9

20
20
20
20

Previous Crop and
treatment.

Wheat, without
manure.

Wheat, subsoiling,

no manure.

Buckwheat
without manure.

Turnips, F. Y. man-
ure.

Manure, 1877, per
acre.

[Bushels
.per acre.

and Lime

Superphosphate, -500 lbs.

BonelJust, 16 B

Nitride of Soda, 1.50 lbs.

f>20

467
875
880
1042
889

F. Y. Mamire, 20 loads
in fall of 1876 721

721
" in spring 615

•' 587
Gypsum, 4 B, and I 707
Bone Dust, 16 B

I
478

Superphosphate, 350 lbs.! 8.57

And salt, 15 B I 7.55

F. Y. Manure, 20 loads,!

and Lime 200 B 248
I

.514

without Lime
|

322
.500

Remarks.

1 Damaged
J by grub.

See notes.

FIELD PLOT EXPERIMENTAL CONCLUSIONS.

1.—That a hea^-y application of farm-yard manure witli five kinds of Fall Wheat,

upon land previously cropped with Indian Corn without manure, gives 12 bushels more

grain, 7G2 lb.s. more straw, and 11.^ lbs. more chaff per acre than unnjanured land pre-

viously summer fallowed.

2.—That five Fall Wheats with farm-yard manure give a mean of 50 bushels 51 lbs.

grain, 2,972 Ihs. straw, and 880 lbs. chaff per acre.

3.—That the Silver Chaff had 7 bushels 22 lbs. more grain, 1,G48 lbs. more straw,

and 2581bs. more ohatT per acre than the mean of other four kinds.

4.—That wheat, of kinds, vary much less in production on unraanured land, than on

that with farm-yard dung,—ranging from 35.1:: to 40.50 and from 44.00 to 56.52 re-

spectively.

5.—That Fall Wheat on good loam, with a south-eastern exposure and in a mean
temperature, "O'^S' by day, and 48°8' by night, takes 70 days to mature, calculating from

the date of Spring Wheat brairding.

6.—That Fall Wheat, cut close to the ground and removed, when coming in head at

one foot in height, will recover to such an extent as to lose only 18 per cent, in compari-

son with its own kind, and is six days later in maturing.

7.—That sub-soiling and deep ploughing the previous season on well manured land

under root crop, have no material effect on a following crop of Spring Wheat.

8.—That the hoe cultivation of Spring Wheat, with half the gfcl, is 186 per cent,

better for grain, 160 per cent, better for straw, and 112 per cent, better in weight per

bushel.

9 —That an application of 100 lbs. of Nitrate of Soda to Barley, on land previously

under Indian Corn manured with farm-yard dung, and 350 lbs. Superphosphate, is only 5

per cent. Ifss in grain and 9 per cent, less in straw than 500 lbs. of Superphosphate simi-

larly applied.
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10.- -Tliat Spring Wheat takes 14 flays longer to mature than the Fall varieties.

11.—That on the hasis of a variety of Swede turnips producing an average of 767

bushels per acre with farm-yard manure ;— Nitrate of Soda gives 198 bushels more, Bone
dust 91 bushels more, and Superphospliate 223 bushels less per acre.

12.—That the manuring and ploughing of land in Autumn in preparation for man-

gold cultivation, is 20 per cent, better in amount of produce, than the same work in

Spring.

13.—That Superphosphate and Salt, to long red mangolds, is 17 per cent, better, and
to White Sugar Beet is GO per cent, better tlian Gypsuij) and Bone-dust together as

manure.
14.—That under applications of farm-yard manure and Lime, the White Belgian

Carrot is 43 per cent, better than the Altringham similarly managed.
15.—That top-dressing clovers with (1) Liquid Manure (Farm Yard), (2) Nitrate of

Soda, (3) Soot, and (4) Bone-dust, gave respectively : 6^"^ tons ; 6^^^, 3/^-, and &j% tons,

—quantities of manure being 150 lbs. Nitrate of Soda ; 20 Bushels Soot, and 1 6 Bushels

of Bone-dust.

16.—That top-dressing Ryegrass (a mixture) with 100 lbs. Nitrate of Soda, in the one

case, and 200 lbs. of Gypsum in the other, resulted in 2,450 and 2,050 lbs. per acre respec-

tively, or one-fifth of a ton in favour of Nitrate of Soda.

17.—That the cultivation of Lucerne {AfeJiciujo Sativa) in drills, with frequent use of

the horse hoe, and manuring with farm-yard liquid in the one case, and Nitrate of Soda in

the other, gives J, 800 lbs. per acre in favour of the liquid ; that cutting four times during the

season results in a produce of 6 tons and 8121bs. per aero, and that the fifth growth was equal

to an average of the others.

IS.—That our grass plot gave the following order of merit in regard to endurance of the

second arrowth durinc; drouL'ht :

—

Grasses.

1—Orchard.

2—Timothy.
3—Rye-grass.

4—Sweet Vernal.

Clovers.

1—Sanfoin.

2—Red Clover.

3—ALsike.

4_White.

19.—That in a trial of Golden Vine Peas
and Gypsum as fertilizers, the former gave 8

while the Gypsum gave 5 bushels more grain a

The following Fall Wheats have been sown

Essex Red.

Egyptian.

Diehl

Treadwell.

Clawson.

Gold Medal.

Golden Kernel.

Hybridized sort.

Silver Chaff.

Arnold's Victor.

Giant Red Chaff.

Lennies' White.

Soule.

Bull Forward.

Spanish.

Victoria.

Mexican.

Australian.

New Zealand Red Chaff.

Oregon Club.

39

with the common white variety, using Lime
bushels more grain and G401bs. more straw,

nd 130 lbs. more straw than the Lime.

in the Experimental Plots :—

-

Australian Pearl.

New Zealand Velvet Chaff.

Frampton's White.
Excelsior.

Hedge Pin.

Canada Winter.

Russian Winter Club.

Fultz.

En2;lish Winter.

Satin Chaff.

Amber.
Mammoth.
Diehl Fife.

Bush Prolific.

Tasmania.

Cook's White.

French.

Canada White.

May Red.

Victoria Purple Straw.
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Mediterranean. I Bush's Lartre White.

Nursery. j
White Lamma'.

Turcana. ' Michigyn.

Arnold's Hybrid.
j

Champion Winter.

Bush's Hybridizei. ' Fife Club.

Tappahannock. Red Winter.

Kentucky. !
Blue Stem.

Post.

Duff.

llust-proof.

These will be reported upon next year.

Siberian.

Greek,

VllL—THE CENTENNIAL SEEDS-

You are aware that the Honourable D. Christie, and others, obtained at Philadel-

phia many kinds of agricultural seeds for deposit and rtl'ereuce at Toronto, and that part

of these were forwarded here for ex])erimcnt.

I beg to report that we sowed a little of each in field A with the view to various facts :

1.—How far they were fresli and good for seed.

L'.—What .^iome were,—all not being named, or distinguished, as in the case ofWinter
and Spring wheats.

3.—Whether some were of any pyactical value, and
4.—Whether they would succeed in our climate.

Much of the seed had been old or destroyed by some process not uncommon in ex-

liibitiou .samples, as fully 50 ])er cent, did not germinate ; others, peas for example were

marked by weevil, and despite the commendable ])recautions adopted at Toronto, it is

feared that insect life kept good in several cases.

For the present therefore, and until with larger samples now obtained from the growth

of the past season,—we can have quantity to compare and vary experiments, it will suf-

fice to name those that have had fair success.

Besides the grains, we have kept specimens of the mature plants in most cases, and
of course Winter Whe^iL cannot be reported upon until next season.

Wheat—(Spring).

1.

—

Prooidence, from Oregon, sown 2nd May, l)rairded 14iii May, in head 31st June,

and harvested 8th August. Grain light coloured when sown, is now red.

2.

—

Click Cltih. from Oregon, same dales as above.

3.

—

Farmer''s Friend, from Tasmania, half germinated.
4.

—

Goos, from Iowa, very little came, in head 8th July, and harvested 18th August.
5.

—

Hiussian Golden Straw, from Iowa, half germinated on 15th May, headed 8th

July, harvested 13ili August.
6.

—

Algerian, from Iowa, half germinated 14lh May, in head InA July, harvested

13th August.
7.

—

AriMUlka, from Department of Agriculture U. S., brairded 14th May, headed

31st June, and harvested 9tli August—some five varieties in the sample grown.
8.

—

Bulmatu, from Prince Edward Island, in head Gth July, harvested 8th August,

part dead.

9.

—

Spring, from France, brairded 15th May, in he^id 12th July, harvested 20lh Aug.
10.

—

Mainnuth S/triiu/. from Washington, dates same as No. 9.

1 1 .

—

Chili, from Washington, half germinated 20th May, headed 8th July, harvested

20th AugusU
12.

—

Stnwra, from Washington, harvested 13th August.
13.

—

Pr.sl McDuwull. from Australia, in head 8th July, harvested 20th August.

li.—Mumnwlh IF/kT*, from Oregon, " " "

15.

—

Spring, from Fort Pitt, harveste<i 8lh August, germinated well ; badly mixed.]
16.

—

French Spring, from Fort Pitt, same date as No. 8.

1 7.—/Uinvi« Spring, "
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1 .'S.

—

Red liiver, from Washington, badly rusted.

1 y.

—

Cook's Upriiig, from Washingi on, harvested 20th Acgust.
20.— White Tuscarom, " " "

21.

—

Bush Hard Turn, from Washington, harvested 9th August.
22.

—

Hunter's JFhite, from New Zealaod.

23.

—

Great West /Spring, in full head 12th July, harvested 13th August.
24.— /F/tj/le!, from Russia, " 9th " 10th

25.

—

iSpelt (German Wheat), from Germany, braided 18th May, and harvested 10th
August.

The following wheats failed to germinate :
—

Goldsmith, from Tasmania.

Lamard's Prolific, from "

Brcemar Velvet, from "

Oats :

—

1.

—

Early Trellow, from Washington, harvested 20th August.

2.

—

Barley (Birlay 1), from Kansas, in head 31st June, cut 27th July^

3.

—

Somerset, from Washington, in full head 8th July, cut 28th July..

4.

—

Brown, from France.

5.

—

Grey, from France.

G.—-Colorado, from Iowa, headed 31st June, cut 1st August.

7.— White, from Halifax. " 24th July.

8.

—

Black Brown, from France, headed 8th July, cut 6th August.
9.

—

Side, from Oregon, headed 8th July, cut 6th AugusS.

10.

—

Black, from France, " " 20th "

11.— W7w<(^ ^'/tOMW, from Iowa, " " 6th "

12.— White, from Colorado, headed 31st June, cut 26th July.

13.

—

iShort, from Australia, " " 24th "

14.

—

Bulman's Black, from Prince Edward Island, in full head 8th July, and harvested

30 th July.

15.— White Bussian, from Washington, headed 8th July, cut 31st July.

16.— White, from Chicago, headed 8th July, cut 31st Jaly.

17.

—

Pole, from Washington, •'
" 6th August.

18.-

—

Russian, 31st July.

19.— ir/u76, from Russia,

20.— ?r/iifc, from New Zealand, '• " 8th August.

21.

—

White, from South Australia, headed 31st June, cut 27th July.

22.— Burr, from Washington, headed 31st June, harvested 31st July.

23.

—

White Shower, from Washington, headed 31st June, harvested 1st August.

24.

—

Side, from Washington, headed 31st June, harvested 31st July.

25.—/"otoii, from Tasmania, " 1st July, " "

Barley :—

1.

—

Darling Downs, two-rowed, in head 8th July, cut 4th August.
2.

—

Long Two-roweil, from Washington, " 31st July.

3.

—

Spring, from Kansas, headed 26th June, cut 30th July.

4.

—

R.ed River, from Washiogton, headed 25th .June, cut 25th July.

5.— Chevalier, tworowed, from Washington, headed 12th July, cut 8th August..

6.

—

Tlumet, two-rowed, from Iowa, headed 8th July, cut 31st July.

7.

—

Black, from Spain, (a comparative failure).

8.

—

Six-rowed, froiu Washington, headed 24th June, cut 6th August.
9.

—

Prohcstier, two-rowed, from Washington, 4th

10.— Dark, from Russia, in head 31st June, harvested 1st August.

The general character of many of these ]ilants is given in the chapter ou " Our Cereals

of 1877."
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fulness in language, impartiality, appropriate discipline, and the non-committal to a single

act that -would stand as a bad example. How much there is in all this none can tell with-

out trial—not of months hut of years, and just as it is easy to correct and criticize the

performances of others, so, in our case, I find many men wise and fatherly above anything

to which I can lay claim.

That each student, or batch of students, is detailed daily and alternately to the field,

stock, garden, and cai-penter's .shop, and that each mu.st work at least five hours a day at

anything with his own hands, you know. What the principal works are, and how they

are done, you also know, so I need not elaborate. But there are some duties special to

ourselves, and me particularly, to which I beg your attention.

When, at regular work under the various foremen, students have to be examined, in

order to ascertain progress and record individual merit daily; lectures with me can be re-

lieved bv walks over fields in illustiation or confirmation of class-room assertions, exam-

ination of stock and implements at home, visits to other herds and flocks, and attendance

on sales and markets ; and here allow me to note that no one man in my experience can

command the attention and do justice to more than twenty students at the same moment
outside,—whether in note-taking of field management, condition of soil, crop or stock,

handling of implements, use of level, chain, or other special practice.

Alt writers on agricultural education place much value on a student being in a position

to visit well managed farms, eminent herds and flocks, as well a? markets and other sales

of farm stock and crop. It is plain that such means of acquiring information, of check-

ing one's own practice, of judging and making acquaintance with every form of animal

life, and of .studying the current prices and forms of conducting business, must really be

invaluable to all farmers, but specially to young men preparing for the profession. I have

found it to be so here. Experience has shown me that under proper management a very

large proportion of the success of my class-room work lies in out-door visits. 1 say under

proper management, as no practice is so open to misuse. Let me explain : I am lecturing

on the characteristics of short-horned cattle ; our own animals have been examined, both

by outside visits and taking a particular one to the class-room platform ; much interest is

excited by this practical mode of procedure, for each student has to handle and explain

every point himse'f, and in order still further to impress and amplify, a visit to a neighbour-

ing breeder is decided upon. The nature and importance of this is explained, captains and

drivers are appointed, the rule of the road laid down, and note-taking arranged. Supplied

with judging papers (see " Judging of Cattle "), the farmer, on our arrival, gives a .sketch

of how Ins herd was made up, naming principal families and animals, and thereafter in-

troduces us to each. I name one or two each of the most and least prominent animals,

male and female, which are examined, handled, and valued according to our form. At
college such papers stand for examination, and merit given in the usual manner. Again,

we attend a market, the customs, rules, and tricks of which have been explained
;
private

note-taking on the singularly various and fertile life of such an agency is also attended to,

and in the clas.s-room a formal report is made out by each, on forms provided. So again

with reference to sales, where, besides the attendant lessons in the arrangement and con-

duction of business, we have a private examination of the animals previous to their dis-

posal, in which, judging of pedigree, points and general stamp, we speculate as to value
;

thus, when put to the hammer, we gather checks on our own opinions, and altogether lay

up much food for future use.

So then, all this without a .systematic plan, would drift into mere holiday runs, in

confirmation that it is very much otherwise, I have pleasure in enclosing reports by the

second-year .students, who, with myself, attended the joint sale of short-horned cattle at

London, in June last.

You will allow me to take advantage of this public document to express my own
thanks, the thanks of the students, and, may I add also, the thanks of the Government

of Ontario, to the following gentlemen for cordial invitations to visit their establishmenta,

some of which have already been taken advantage of :

—

Thos. McEae, breeder of Galloway cattle, &c., Guelph.

Geo. Hood, " Hereford

F. W. Stone, "
S. Horns, &c.,
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Geo. Rudd, breeder of Devon, cattle, >.^c., Puslinch.

J. S. Armstrong, " S. Horns, " Eramosa.
J. & W. Watt, " " " Elora.

J. & R. Hunter, "

W. F. Clarke, " Ayrghires, " Guelph.
W. Whitelaw, " Leicesters, &c ,

" "

James Cowan, " S. Horns, &c., " Gait.

John Pipe, "
S. Horns, " Guelph.

The Hon. Geo. Brown, " " &c., " Bow Park.

David Boyle, President of Elora Schools, for valuable lessons

on visiting his Museum.
Robt. Little, Cheese Factory, Puslinch.

James Goldie, Flour Mills, Guelph.

Tlios. McRae & Son, Woollen Mills, Guelph.

Another lesson, belonging properly to the outside, is reports by students on the result

of experiments in the feeding of live stock, as well as those regularly on hand in the Held
experimental plots : Thus facts are impressed by the care required in gathering them and
putting into shape,—facts in quantities and values of different kinds of food for different

animals, its preparation, rate of consumption, cost, and effect under a variety of conditions,

by character and age of animals in changes of temperature, and facts in ehaiacter of soil

and plant as affected by various manures, modes of cultivation, and weathers.

As a help to this work, and certainty of more value otherwise, as an exercise and
matter of business, is the keeping of a Record of daily events on the farm— cliiefly with
reference to work,—why it is done, and its cost. I also allow merit for these papers at

our examinations. Other forms of comjietition are ploughing-malches at home, spade-dig-

ging, sheep-shearing, turnip-thinning, and mechanical work. In ploughing, we have diffi-

culty in satisfying the keen desire for practice on the part of almost every student. With
the large number now on hand I am satisfied that anything more than two lessons each
per annum cannot be overtaken, unless the plan is adopted of setting aside one team solely

for this purpose, as well as one spot of land—a sort of perpetual-bare-fallow that would
of necessity be turned over ten or twenty times a year. lu plougliing competitions we
note the following points :—-1. Best feering ; 2. Clean cut, cut side anil bottom ;

'6. Best
furrow, form and compactness ; 4. Grass or stubble covered ; 5. Best huish. Spading is

easily arranged, and I find is an art needed, and appieciated by most.

Our fiist sheep sliearing competition came off with much interest, and, as you call

understand, it is oidy tlie second year students that are allowed this privilege. Our
judging points for this work are :

Quality 50 Marks.
Expedition 30 "

Rolling Fleece 10 "

General Management 10 "

The mechanical competitions are regulated by quality of work, management of tools,

and expedition.

JUDUINO CATTLE.

When the Marquis of Tweeddale, some twenty years ago, advocated a change in the

manner of ju<lging cattle, he could have no idea that the United States would be the first

to set the example, or that so late as their Centennial would mark, if it really does so,

. the inauguration of the new plan. I have no intention of making lament on the sort of

Conservatism that guides the rural mind, even among the most intelligent farmers, in this

very plain matter, but having introduced it us part of our t<Mchiug here, and recognising

the great importance of the subject, some explanation will not he out of place.

Thiee men meet to say which one of five animals is best ; they examine, handle, argue,

differ, re-examine, classify, and discuss until two agree, and of course the other has to sub-

mit. Three or four of the exhibitors are ilissalisfieil with the award and natural! v demand
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explanation , the invariable reply is something indefinite,—it is our opinion, the reasons are

our own ; if they condescend to any particulars, there is so much mixing with collateral

references and individual positiveness that any committal to one defect or one distinct

point is rare. Thus, much ill feeling is caused, and a great deal of harm often done to

Agricultural Societies that are otherwise very prosperous. This well known state of mat-
ters can be easily remedied. When men are appointed to value a farm, arbitrate a dif-

ference in any business, or judge reaping machines and ploughs, they submit a written re-

port setting forth the reasons for their decisions, in order that others may be satisfied of

the line of action adopted, whether it is in accordance with the recognised best principles

and other established rules of business. Why should thejudging of animals be an exception
to this simple and fair order of things t Why should not the directors of the Agricultural

Societies hold the written awards in all such cases of importance as this—not necessarily

for publication, but as documents of value for reference to those interested t Any one
who is afraid to place his detail judgment on record is no judge ; true, many men will

unerringly sort a number of animals in their respective order of merit without any pro-

cess of figuring or much reasoning, but while this is a gift to be admired and cultivated,

it is not one that will give general public satisfaction.

With regard then to the system of judging by detail points having a certain value
attached to each, it is evident that to make it universal there should be a recognised
standard for each breed, and for this purpose it is only necessary that the leading socie-

ties agree to name a committee whose report should be held binding upon all English
speaking lands at least. I do not say that the work of the committee would be simple,

for among so many admirers of so many types, say of Short-horns, easy agreement could
not be looked for. For example some wish to recognise colour, size and fatness, as points
in Shorthorns ; others say they are quite unimportant, and perhaps undesirable.

In appending the scale of points used by us here, it will be understood that no pre-
tention is made to completeness either in detail naming of points, or the relative value of
the same—the object being to fix the principle and teach the plan. I take pleasure in
adding the mean of last year's, judging by the students of five of our bulls, so as to give
the public an idea of the process.

Can it be doubted that the new plan is much more correct, uniform, easy, and more
educational ?
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The system of detail account-keepiri!,' is good. With regard to domestic arrangments

1 found the monitorial system in use : The Hall, including the dormitories and boarding

arrangements, is divided into districts, over each of which a captain and lieutenant are

appointed from among the students by their own choice, but subject to approval of the

faculty. This appeal to discipline by self-government is said to work well.

The chemical department is evidently very complete, little inferior, if it is so, to some

university ones. With a se]iarate block of buildings, including .storage, dressing-room,

library, office, laboratoiy, lecture amphitheati-e, and working room, all completely finished,

and sup|>lied with tirst-class apjiaratus, there seemed little left to desire.

In horticulture much attention is paid to out-door decoration, dnd some plot experi-

ments, with an arboretum, are under good management. There is a well-built modern

range for conservatory, vinery, anil other house plants.
" There is no mechanical department proper,—no instruction in repairs, use of tools,

or the m.aking of new articles. The management and mode of distributing implements

are excellent.

The steading of offices and barns are commodious enough for the requirements, if thev

are now modern enough in arrangement. The land worked as a farm is not over 200

acres, though 600 surround tlie college. The system of cultivation is under a manage-

ment that cannot lie other than good, but how far it is handled as a special and practical

detail education. I had not time to so thoroughly examine as to risk an opinion. Meantime,

I have, however, too much respect for those I met at Michigan, and am too much inter-

ested in the progress of our profession to pass over one or two things :

1.—The character of the thorough-bred stock is decidedly below what it should be

in these days.

2.—I am open to correction in saying that the only threshing macliine is a two-horse

tread-mill.

H.—There is no permanent field experimental plot.

4.—Vegetable garden produce is at a minimum.

I venture the following analysis of the comparative importance that seems to be at-

tached to education, there :

English, including a general education •'iO

Botany and llorticiiltuie ... 20

(^lieiiiistry 20

Farming .... 10

100

I cannot too liij;hly compliment the State of Michigan on having excellent business

men, and thorough g( utlenieii in tlie management of their Agricultural College.

X.—RECOMMENDATIONS.

I beg to advise with reference to moneys required for various purposes in 1878. In

this I shall be brief, in the hope that the fact of the recommendation being made will

suffice to show its necessity without much argument being required. I shall ask for noth-

ing that is not absolutely needed to maintain our status, support progress, and otherwise

carry out the objects of the institution.

1.

—

Progress of Permanent Imprmements.

A question of some importance is that of completing all the permanent improvements

required on the farm, at once, or extending them over a series of years. There are good

reasons for either view. If at once, the public may be pleased with an earlier model, and

larger earlier returns may be looked for as regards cropping. If extended over a series of

years, the education that necessarily accompanies such works as drainage, fencing, and
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reclamation of land will be imparted to a much larger number of students than if all were
done in one or two seasons,—and the exjsense will be distributed. I approve of the lat-

ter view, placing, as I do, much more value on education than on attention to any public

humour as regards apple-pie older, or immediate large returns. At once means :

Drainage $3,000 00
Fencing 2,500 00

$5,500 00

A decision on this point would simplify arrangements, and make work more pleasant.

Meantime I ask $1,500 to drain parts of fields 14, 15, 16 and 17, and $1,000 to fence boun-

dary lines, without which all our previous expenditure in these directions will sta.ad as

examples of want of plan, purpose and progress.

Our manure court is not equal to the average Canadian one either in position,

proper foundation or shelter, and while 1 support the view that much money should not

be expended on what is no model steading of otEces, I cannot overlook our immediate
wants, especially in relation to education, and therefore have no hesitation in asking for

$1,200 to erect a cover for manure, a slu-lter for animals, a means of collecting liquid

manure, and to give, overhead, an addition to our Granary and Barn.

Connected with this is proper footing for cattle, and my own work along with the

students in the examination of individual animals immediately outside stables and sheds.

We have all along borne with the rough, untidy and awkward gravelly surface to and
from passages, and cannot delay in making up to wliat our iieiijhbours possess. This is

$250.
Again, you have yourself very properly brought under my notice the great danger

incurred by the present mode of housing bulls, where two are tied alongside, and where
in the event of one getting loose, $800 or $1,000 might be lost any morning. This seems
careless enough, upon the fact that $1,200 would obviate the risk, l>y the building of

wooden partitions, feeding passage and outside courts, so that the animals might run at

large, eacli in his own place,—securing safet}' and more health by exercise.

Upon the back of double students, we have had to establish a tool and implement
check similar to what, with myself, you saw at Michigan. This is working well in the

mechanical department, wliere the necessary accommodation exists, but neither order nor

accuracy can be carried out in the present field tool house—a low " lean-to " over a root

cellar, small, damj) and dark. Many farmers, without pretending to model, possess a
harness room adjoining stables, bolli for ])reservation, order, and safe-keeping, so that in

connection with the tool house I proi)ose the following additions to our l)uildings.

The implements an<l harness would take the place of the tenipurary waggon and cart

shed, and of couise another range would have 10 be provided for the latter as shown on
sketch between stable and piggeries. The estimated cost of these is :

Harness Room $500 00
Implement Room 500 GO

WaL'gou and Cirt shed 350 00"OD"

$1,350 GO

I want $1,000 for experiments, in the feeding of cattle, sheep and pigs, and for the

regular maintenance of the Permanent Experimental Plots lus well as further trial of the

Centennial seeds and an allowance to the chemist for minute special manure enquiries. I

am of opinion that one of our present most prominent duties is to ascertain how far, in

our conditions of climate, we can follow the British practice of feeding or fattening steers

in winter upon turnips and hay, or straw alone, in the whole, or cut state respectively, and
raw or cooked in the latter case. We may not for many years have the like opportunity,

as, with over 600 tons of turnips and mangolds, now safe in store, more objects than one
will be attained by the purchase of experimental stock.
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The following implements are indispensable for the future :

Horse Lawn Mower $160 00

Hand " " 25 00

Single Waggon 100 00

Plough for Experimental Department 35 GO

Iron Roller 60 00

Strong Horse-power Root Pulper 50 00

Wooden Harrows 20 00

Stone Lifter 35 00

Circular Saw, Bench, &c. 50 00

Gang Plough 30 00

Cultivator 30 00

Improved Grain Drill 100 00

695 00

In thanking the government for the liberal response to my wants of last year—all

being granted with one exception, I again ask for the exception,— $250 to begin an Ar
boretum as recommended by the commissioners in 1874.

By reference to the particular subjects of education as explained under " Outside

Instruction," I trust I have but to ask to receive $250, for the purpo.se of incidental

expenses in visiting herds and flocks, markets and sales, and in the management ot

this, I beg to suggest that your own special order be received previous to each disburse-

ment.

As elsewhere noted, the buildings connected with the horticultural department are al-

most completed, and all that is now needed to make things model is a vinery to cost $150,

and $350 for heating apparatus to the whole green-house range.

The annual allowance to supplement feed and fodder is, as it should be, a lessening

one where progress exists, and for 1878 the estimate is only $500.

And now finally on a most important subject.

While it may be said that our various breeds of animals are kept largely for educa-

tional purposes, we are also to a certain extent breeders, and as such have to look forward

to an infusion of new blood as required in the progress of our young females. Any-
thing like inand-in breeding, except as a matter of experiment, cannot be entertained

here, so that in pig and sheep life we have already to arrange for a change of males l)efore

next autumn. This applies to South Downs, Cotswolds, and Border Leicester sheep, and
Windsor pigs.

I believe I but express the wish of the progressive farmers of the Province in saying

that the Government Farm should have a breed of horses suitable for general farm-work

—a combination of strength and activity—from which to breed and give service to

those who wish it. Many have spoken to me on the subject, and the general feeling is in

favour of the lighter stamp of Clydesdale.

As regards the mode of obtaining these animals, it is obvious that direct importa-

tions would be of more nation.il benefit than selections from those alreai ly imported.

One South Down Ram $150 00
" CotswoldRam 200 00
" Border Leicester and 5 Ewes 500 00
" Lincoln and 5 Ewes , 550 00
" Berkshire Boar 150 00
" Windsor " 100 00
" Clydesdale Stallion and two Mares 3,000 00

$4,650 00
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CLASSIFICATION OF ESTIMATES.

1. Permanent Improvements $6,750 00
2. Live Stock 4,650 00

3. Implements 095 00
4. Experiments 1,000 00
5. Trees and Shrubs 250 00
6. Feed and Fodder 500 00
7. Incidentals 250 00

$14,095 00

Such, I repeat, are the requirements of the outside departments for the coming year

—wants that cannot be curtailed if steady progress is desired, and they are no more than

a fir.st-class farmer would estimate for himself. We have already made such advancement
that, rather than retrograde, or stand still, it would be advisable to change materially the

aim of the Farm Department. If no more is required than an experimental station, and
a model farm of a size to represent the mean of a Canadian one, we have 300 acres too

much, but if we are to keep up our breeding stock as it ought to be done, no change is

necessary. I say this in order to make my position clear with you and the public, as in no
case could 1 be asked to be responsible for the future, sliould funds not l)e fortlicoming.

It might be argued that the sale of these 300 acres would form a fund from which the in-

terest would suffice to make experiments and assist in maintaining the smaller model

XI.—SUJIMARY.

What the position of the outside departments of the School of Agriculture now is,

may, it is fairly presumed, be gathered from the foregoing report.

With the tacit understanding, in 1876, that five years would be allowed in which to

undertake the various improvements deemed necessary to place the whole in a condition

deserving of imitation— that will stand as a model—it is our duty to ask if, during the

past year, progress has been made in accordance therewith.

To summarise: an indefinite mode of cropping has given place to one that is at least

systematic and based on .sound sense, supported by practical and scientific experience ; new
lands have been brought under the plough by the removal of obstructions in the form of

tree-stumps, stones, and water, and old lands, by drainage, have been made amenable to

modern cultivation ; fencing, with the view to the economy of space, utilization of ohl,

and examples of various forms of the same and dilferent materials, now sub-divide two-

thirds of the farm.

We have already on record, for future use by our own cultivation, the characteristics

of some 230 kinds of wheat, oats and barley, besides over twenty sorts of turnips and
mangolds, and numerous other agricultural products. By special experiment in modes of

cultivation, usi-s of manures, and other conditions affecting vegetable growth, some im-

portant facts hitherto doubtful, unknown, or disbelieved, in ordinary practice, have l>een

establisliid or laid open as interesting for further investigation ; and similar points in

animal life have received careful attention, us from time to time Illustrated in the feeding

of cattle, sheep, and pigs.

The general man;igement of live stock in all possible lorms, with all the leading breeds,

is a subject of daily study, wherein we should be gathering valuable information in accli-

matization, breeding, crossing, upbringing of young, soiling, riding, milking, wool-bearing,

and others :—in practical proof of part success at least, the recent sale of surplus stock

after two years' management, stands as a fair beginning, under considerable commercial
depression.

We are in possession of many more horticultural and arboricullural subjects than the

largest and best of farmers in any country requires, and more than many protessioiial es-

tablishments could catalogue as personal property ; and our mechanical appliances, while

not complete, have kept pace with the requirements of a progressive plan, whereby any-

hing outside the needs of an extensive first-class larmer, is not recognized.
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These, in their innumerable detail and connections, go to make the whole subject of

outside work and education in which the Government of Ontario have now an invested

capital of over $100,000.

The public question therefore should be,—Is a fair interest being realised on this in-

vestment in the shape of,— -education thoroughly applied and appreciated,—in products,

economically and successfully matured for national distribution, and in special enquiries

on the relations of animal and vegetable life ? The country answers in the affirmative by
her one hundred sous now here or waiting for admission—not in patronage of any begin-

ning nor by special solicitation, but solely as the natural response to a want thus so liber-

ally supplied, and now established upon its own merits.

Such being the case, the future of The Ontario School of Agriculture ought to take

a proud place in the annals of the country—big with associations, in the individual ex-

perience of our future Legislators, who will recall the pleasant and profitable time of their

early manhood at Gaelph, as they support the liberal and unanimous estimates of the

coming year— big with profitable reminiscences to the aged farmer as he reminds his son

of the purchase at The Experimental I'arm, from which the valuable herd that now tills

his stalls was established—and big in the experience of others who will in many ways
speak kindly of their Alma Mater.

Two of the five years have gone,—what the remaining may record will depend, not

only on the farmers themselves, through whom supplies are virtually good, but the teachers

must be wary, that not one essential is allowed to fall off, or even stand still,—there must
be a moving forwards, or there may be death.

I wish to express the many obligations under which I lie to Mr. Johnston, the Pre-

sident of the Institution, in special duties during my occasional absence, and in general

help freely given when wanted,—as also to the several foremen, who have all along, under
difficulties and worries, evinced an uudeviating interest in our work—emulation and har-

mony always ruling.

To Messrs. Campbell, Sangster, and Carpenter, superintending students of the ex-

perimental plots, and Mr. Davies, of feeding experiments, I beg to tender thanks for as-

sistance well and faithfully done.

I have the honour to be, sir.

Your obedient servant,

W. Brown.

To the Honourable S. C. Wood,
Commissioner of Agriculture.
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APPETsrr>ix.

INVENTORY AND VALUATION OF OUTSIDE DEPARTMENTS.

Farm—Live Stock.

Horses.

11 Working horses $1,390 00

2 Two-year-old colts 200 00
1 Oue-year-old colt 75 00

$1,665 00

Cattle.
Jiort-horns

:

1 Two-year-old bull $ 350 00
2 Bullcalves 200 00
5 Cows : 2,000 00

1 One-year-old heifer 200 00
2 Heifer calves 300 00
1 Steer calf 25 00

$3,075 00
IJerefords :

1 Three-year-old bull $300 00
2 Cows 600 00

Devons :

1 Two-year-old bull $300 00
1 Three-year-old heifer 300 00

A d een Polls :

1 Two-year-old bull $200 00
2 Cows 600 00
1 Heifercalf 100 00

Ayrthires :

1 Three-year-old bull $200 00
2 Cows 400 00
1 Three-year-old heifer 200 00

O'rade Short-horns :

6 Cows $300 00
2 Two-year-old heifers 100 00
2 One " " 60 00
3 Heifer calves 30 00
1 One-year-old steer 25 00

$900 00

$600 00

$900 00

$800 00

'Yorking and Fattening Oxen :

2 Working oxen $100 00

4 Feeding steers 280 00
2 Feedingcowa 160 00
1 Feeding heifer 76 00

$515 00

$615 00

Carriedforward |9,070 00
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Brmght forward $9,070 00

Sheep.
CotswoMs :

2 Two-shear rams $150 00
25 Ram lambs 625 00

46 Breeding ewes 1,380 00

leEwelambs 690 00

Leiceders :

2 Two-shear rams $150 00

6 Ram lambs
18 Breeding ewes
6 Ewe lambs

South-Downs :

1 Ram lamt
12 Breeding ewes
7 Ewe lambs ...

$150 00
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Brought forwwrd $487 00

1 Pleasure-sleigh ... 40 00
1 Seed Drill 60 00
1 Broad-cast Seeder 60 00
2 Eeapers 130 00
2 Mowers 125 00
2 Horse-rakes 40 00
1 Cultivator 20 00
2 Horse-powers ]80 00
3 Jacks 50 00
2 Separators 250 00
8 Shafts 30 00
1 Drag Sawing Machine with Saws 35 00
2 Fanning-mills 40 00

Wheel-barrows, Curry-combs, Brushes, Oil-cans,

Wrenches, Saws, Hammers 30 00
4 Iron Ploughs 30 00
3 Iron Beam Ploughs 45 00
1 Metal-beam Plough 10 00
1 Double-mould Board Plough 30 00
2 Gang Ploughs 40 00
1 Sub-soiler 20 00
2 Scufflers 30 00
1 Turnip-drill 12 00
4 Sets of Iron-harrows 60 00
1 AVooden-roUer 20 00

Shovels, Spades, Forks, Stone-boat .... 70 00
5 Sets of Team harness 150 00
6 Sets of Plough-harness 60 00
1 Set of Light harness 30 00
2 Sets of Cart-harness 25 00
1 Barn-truck 4 00
2 Sets of Weighing-scales 40 00

Half-bushel measures, Horse-blankets, Bags, Chains,

Picks, Baskets, Scythes, &c 100 00
4 Hay Racks 32 00
1 Water-cart 90 00
1 Straw-cutter 30 00
I Grain-crusher 25 00
1 Cake-crusher 20 00
3 Root sheers and pulpers 80 00

Poultry implements 15 00
75 Cattle chaina

' 30 00
8 BuU leaders 16 00
2 Feed boilers 8 00

Sheep racks, troughs, &c 100 00

$2,759 00
Gakden.

1000 Flowerpots 860 00
3 liakes 3 00
16 Spades 20 00
12 Shovels 15 00

12 Draw hoes 8 00

Kiik'-L' -SCLL ' Carried fmnard $106 00
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Brought forward $106 00

5 Dutch hoes 3 00

3 Scythes and suaiths 5 00

2 Garden ploughs 20 00

1 Cultivator 8 00

2 Wheel-barrows 6 00

5 Screens 5 00

3 Trowels 1 20

6 Pruning saws 4 00

4 Manure forks 3 00

3 Potato forks 4 00

2 Garden reels and lines 3 00

3 Tree scrapers 50

5 Hammers 3 00

1 Pair of edging shears 2 00

2 Pairs of hedge shears 4 00

6 Watering pots 7 50

1 Pair of pruning shears 3 00

1 Syringe 5 00

2 Pruning knives 2 00

40 Hot-bed Ughts 70 00
3 Picks 3 50

Knife, bill, hook, dibble 5 00

1 Set double harness 30 00

1 Set cart harness 8 00

1 Garden cart 40 00

1 Gravel screen 15 00

1 Set garden harrows 10 00

1 Road scraper 5 00

1 Garden roller 10 00

1 Handcart 3 00

2 Garden sickles 50

1 Mower 40 00

2 Edging knives • 2 00

4 Spuds 1 00
1 Stove 13 00

4 Potatoe dusters .. 1 00

1 Seed drill 7 00

1 Steel square 2 00

Compass, plyers 1 00

6 Baskets 1.50

3 Thermometers 1 50

10 Markingirons 10 00

2 Axes 3 50

24 Hyacinth glasses $4 00

1 Oflacedesk 2 50

6 Pick handles 1 50

4 Hay rakes 50

3 Markers 75

1 Crow-bar 1 50

4 Handglasses 4 00

2 Brooms 60

2 Workinghorses , 300 00

$794 05
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Mechanical Department.

6

3

3
1

3

3

1

3

2

1

2

1

1

2

20

1

2

3

1

6

6

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

11

1

1

]

1

2

2

4

1

1

2

1

3

2

1

3

1

6

2

1

Hand cross-cut saws.

Rip saws

Fine cross-cut saws ,

Compass
Draw-knives .

Braces

No. bit;

bits :

No. i bit .

6 bits.

8 "

10 "
.

14 "

16 " .

1

5
" ' 7

bit; 5
" 12 bits; 2
" 15 bit; 2

Boring machine
Car ^ in

Gimlet bits

Screw-driver bit

Oil-stones

Sinouthing-planes

Jointer

Half-Jointers

Jack-planes

Iron circular plane

Set hollows and round No.
" match I inch

16

Side bead

Centre bit

Rabbit plane 1

J

Hammers
Stone ,

Bench axe
Broad axe

Screw-wrench
Cold chisels ..

Spoke shaves

Try squares

Framing square

Panel frammg square

Mallets

Level

Drag saws
Large cross-cut saws..

Framing saw
Gauges
Trowel
Screw drivers

Chalk lines

Common line

$9 00

5 25

4 75

1 00

3 00

7 50

10 00

2 Tool bags

1 Wire-tightener

6
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Brought forward $148 52

1 Bench-brush 40
5 Carpenter's benches 35 00
2 Ladders 6 00
2 Scratchawls 10

4 Paint brushes 4 00
4 5 Gallon oil-cans 4 50

3 Gimlets 45
1 Grindstone 3 00

1 Store 6 50

$207 47

ABSTRACT OF INVENTORY AND VALUATION.

Livestock $14,339 00
Farm Implements 2,759 00
Garden 494 05
Mechanical 207 47

$17,799 52

w
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SUMMARY
Of the estimated Expenditures of the Province of Ontario, for the Financial Year

ending 31st December, 1878.

No. SERVICES.

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

IX.

X.

XI.

XII.

Civil Government

Legislation

Administration of Justice

Education

Public Institutions, Maintenance

Immigration

Agriculture, Arts, Literary and Scientific

Institutions 2G

Hospitals and Charities 27

Miscellaneous Expenditure 28

Public Buildings

—

(1 ) Repairs 28

(2) Capital account 28

Public Works

—

(1) Repairs I 31

(2) Capital account |
31

TO BE VOTED.

SP For current
P-i expenditure.

3

7

8

11

16

25

$ cts.

158,897 00

131,350 00

294,960 00

544,715 00

507,296 00

37,500 00

103,450 00

66,638 12

55,447 50

9,700 00

On capital

account.

$ cts.

For other
purposes.

3,700 00

Colonization llo.ul.4

V I ! I. Charges on Crown Lands

XIV.

XV.

Refund Account

Unforeseen and Unpi ovidcd
,

Total

jl. Currunt expendituie f')r 1.-C7

2. (^n capital account

3. Other piirposes

Amount of Estimates

31

34

34

36

89,000 00

50,000 (10

J2,062,653 62

308,986 66

24,300 00

85,700 00

S CtB.

70,713 76

418,986 56 70,713 70

2,05L',C.^3 C'J

418.936 56

70,713 76

d,542,363 94
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ESTIMATES OE EXPENDITURE

OF THE

PROVINCE OF ONTARIO,
FOE THE YEAR 1878.

To be voted per Statement (A)

I.—CIVIL GOVERNMENT.

.3158,897 00.

No. of

Vote.

3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

To Salaries and Contingencies of the several Departments at Toronto :

Government House
Lieutenant-Governor's Office

Executive Council and Attorney-General's Department
Treasury Department
Secretary and Registrar's Office

Department of Public Works
Do AgriciUture
Do Immigration

Public Institutions
Crown Lands Department
Miscellaneous

To be voted
for 1878.

§ cts.

.0,580 00
3,350 00

14,980 00
16,600 00
26,025 00
20,172 00
1,200 00
1,400 00
7,350 00

52,280 00
9,960 00

158,897 00

Voted for

1877.

3 cts.

5,512 00
3,350 00

15,170 00
17,900 00
25,300 00
20,022 00
1,200 00
1,400 00
6,650 00

52,060 00
10,210 00

158,774 00

SERVICE.

1. Government House.

Expenses.

Water
G.as

Fuel
Repairs
Furnishings
Planting and I'lants

Gardener and Caretaker
Assistant Gardeners
Contingencies (clearing away snow, carting ashes, sweeping flues, &c.)

.

To be voted
for 1878.

is cts.

265 00
900 00

2,000 00
700 on
200 00
mo no
500 IJO

715 00
200 00

Voted for

1877.

$ cts.

265 00
900 00

2,000 00
700 00
200 00
100 00
432 00
715 00
200 00

5,580 00 .5,512 00
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I.—CIVIL GOYERNi/lENT.—Continued.

SERVICE.

Private Secretary
Official Secretary
Messenger

2. LlEniENANT-GOVEKNOK'S OFFICE.

Salaries.

Expenses.

Contingencies

3. Executive Cooncil and Attorney-General's Office.

Salaries.

Attorney-General and Premier
Clerk of Executive Council and Deputy of Attorney-General
Secretary
Assistant Clerk of Executive Council and Attorney-General's Department.
Second do do do
Third do do do
Assistant Messenger

Expeitscs.

Towards establishing a Law Library
Fuel, gas .and water $580 00
Rent 1,200 00
Housekeeper . .,. 500 00
Fireman 3tJ0 00

Contingencies, including stationery and repairs

4. Treasurer's Office.

Salaries.

Treasurer salary .

Accountant
Clerk

i of §2,640 00

Shorthand Writer and Clerk of Contingencies

.

Clerk
Messenger and Clerk

Audit Branch.
Auditor
Book-keejjer
C'lerk (.'Surplus Di.strilmtion, Insurance and Municipal Loan Fund)

Expenses.

Cost of maintenance of East Wing, including repairs, one-third formerly charged
to each Department

Housekeeper, with house, fuel and light
Fireman
Contingencies . . >

To be voted
for 1878.

S cts.

1,200 00
800 00
400 00

950 00

3,350 00

.5,500 00
2,800 00
1,200 00
1,000 00
600 00
400 00
160 00

400 00

1,320 00
1,600 00

Voted for

1877.

S cts.

1,200 00
800 00
400 00

950 00

14,980 00

4,500 0(1

2,000 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
800 00
.500 00

1,400 00
1,100 00

2,000 00
400 00
400 (HI

1.500 00

16,600 00

3,350 00

5,500 00
2.800 00
1,200 00

•JOO 00
600 00
600 00
2.50 00

400 00

1,320 00
1.600 00

15,170 00

4,.")00 00
1,800 00
1.000 00
1,000 00
800 00
500 00

2,000 00
1,100 00
900 00

2,000 00
400 00
400 00

1,.500 00

17,900 00
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I._CIVIL GOVERNMEMT.—C'oTiimwed

SEKVICE.
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I.—CIVIL GOVERNMENT.—Coiiimued.

SERVICE.
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I.—CIVIL GOVERNMENT.—ConciucW.

SERVICE.

10. Crown Lands Defartmedt.—Continued.

Salaries.

—

Continued.
Accounts :

—
Accountant
Bookkeeper
Clerk
Do
Do

Registrar
Housekeeper, with house, fuel and light

Messenger, do do

Expenses.

Contingencies, including repair, west wing . .

.

11. Miscellaneous.

Cost of Official Gazette
Queen's Printer, salary
Clerk.

To be voted
for 1878.

Contingencies, including stationery anil postage
Inspector of Registry Offices (including travelling expenses)
Inspector of Division Courts

Do Travelling Expenses
Inspection of Offices of Deputy Clerks of the Crown, Deputy Master and

Registrars in Chancery and County Courts, travelling expenses

$ cts.

2,000 00
1,2.50 00
1,2.50 00

8.50 00
750 00

1,600 00
500 00
500 00

10,.500 00

52,280 00

4,200 00
1,200 00
360 00
100 00

2,000 00
1,400 00
400 00

300 00

9,960 00

Voted for

1877.

$ cts.

2,000 00
1,250 00
1,250 00
850 00

1,600 00
500 00
500 00

12,000 00

52,060 00

4,200 00
1,200 00
360 00
100 00

2,000 00
1,400 00
650 00

300 CO

10,210 00

II.—LEGISLATION.

To be voted per Statement (A.) Sl31,350 00.

Ko. of

Vote.

1 Legislation.

To be voted
for present
Session, and
for Salaries,

&.C., in 1878.

$ cts.

131,350 00

Voted for

1877.

$ cts.

131,550 00

SERVICE.

1. LEGISLATION.

Details.

Mr. Speaker's salary
Clerk of the House, salary :

Clerk, Assistant
Law Clerk
Clerk

7

To be now
voted.

S cts.

1,.500 00
1,800 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
600 00

Voted in

1877.

$ cts.

1,500 00
1,800 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
600 CO
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IT.—LEGISLATION.—Coni-inu^d,

SERVICE.

Deta Us.—Continued.

Librarian
Clerk of the Crown in Chancery
Accountant of the House and Stationery Clerk {also Queen's Printer)
Sergeant-at-Arms
Housekeeper and Chief Messenger, with house, fuel and light
Three Messengers
Fireman
Night Watchman ,

Sessional Clerks, Writers, Messengers and Pages

Expenses.

Pestles and cost of House Post Office

Stationerj-, including Printing Paper, Printing and Binding
Printing Bills and Iiistributing Statutes
"Library for Books and Binding
Indemnity to Members, including Mileage
Subscrijitions to Newspapers and Periodicals
Repairs and Furniture
Fuel
Gas and other lighting
Water
Contingencies

To be now
voted.

$ cts.

1,200 00
400 00
400 00
600 00
r.oo 00

l.:H.i0 00
400 00
450 00

8,000 00

4,000 00
20,000 00
3,000 00
2,800 00

72,600 00
1,000 00
2,000 00
1,.'>00 00
1.700 00
450 00

3,000 00

131,3.50 00
I

Voted for

1877.

3 cts.

1,200 00
000 00
400 GO
600 00
600 00

1.3.-.0 00
400 00
450 00

8,000 00

4.000 00
20,000 00
3,000 OO
2,800 OO

72,600 00
1,000 00
2,000 00
i.r^o 00
1,700 00

4.50 00
3,000 00

131,.5.50 00

III.—ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.

To be voted per Statement (A.) , . S294,960 00.

No. of

Vote.
A.

Court of Chancery
Court of Queen's Bench
[Court of Common Pleas
Superior Judges and Court of Appeal
Practice and other Courts
Criminal Justice .'

Miscellaneous Justice

To be voted
for 1878.

S cts.

20,.345 00
9,520 00
5,360 00

15,610 00
4,900 00

180,200 00
5it,025 OO

Voted for

1877.

294,960 00

S cts.

20.145 00
9,520 00
5,:«0 00

1.5,610 00
4,860 00

163,200 00
r.9.822 50

278,517 ."iO

SERVICE.

Delailt.

1 CODBT OP ChANCEUT.

Sa'ariet.

Master
Taxing (Jfficer

Clerk
Junior Clerk

8

To be voted
for 1878.

cU I

3,000 00
1,400 00
1.000 00
GOO 00

Voted in

1877.

lU.

.3,000 00
1.400 00
1,000 00
600 00
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III—ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.— Continued.

SERVICE.

1. CoDRT OF CSASCSBY.— Continued.

Salaries.—Continued.

Clerk of Accounts
Registrar
First Assistant Registrar
Second do
Clerk
Do in Registrar's Department
Do of Records and Writs
Do Records Office

Referee in Chambers
Clerk to do
Usher of Court , ,

.

Messenger and Housekeeper, with house, fuel and light

Expense!.

Contingencies of the following offices :

—

Judges' Library 200 00
Referee in Chambers 350 00
Accountant 225 00
Master's Office 300 00
Registrar's Office 720 00

2. Court of Queen's Bench.

Salaries.

Clerk of Crown and Pleas
Senior Clerk
Clerk (including attendance at Court of single Judge)
Junior Clerk
Clerk of Process
Assistant to do
Housekeeper and Messenger, with house, fuel and light
Usher and Crier, do :

Assistant Messenger

Expenses.

Contingencies, including $100 for Judges' Library

3. CouKT OF Common Plkas.

Salaries.

Clerk of Crown and Fleafi

Senior Clerk
Junior do
XTsher and Crier

Expenses.

Contingencies, including .SlOO for Judges' Library

4. Superior Judges and Court of Appeal.

Salaries.

Allowances granted by 33 Vic, cap. 5, Ont. Statutes
Registrar of Court of Appeal
Usher and Crier
Assistant Messenger

9

To be voted Voted for
for 1878. 1877.

cts.

1,400 00
2,100 00

1,200 00

1,000 00

600 00
500 00

1,200 00
ti50 00

2,000 00
900 00
000 00
400 00

1,795 00

20,:^45 00

3,000 00
1,400 00
1,300 00
600 00

1,400 00
.500 00
500 00
160 00
160 00

500 00

9,.520 00

2,500 00
1,400 00
1,000 00
160 00

300 00

5,360 00

II

13,000 00
2,000 00

r,() 00
160 00

S cts.

1,200 00
2,100 00
1,200 00
1,000 00
600 00
500 00

1,200 00
650 00

2,000 00
900 00
600 00
400 00

1,795 00

20,145 00

3,000 00
1,400 00
1,300 00
600 00

1,400 00
500 00
500 00
160 00
160 00

500 00

9,520 00

2,.500 00
1,400 00
1,000 00
160 00

.mo 00

5,360 00

13,000 00
2,000 00

50 00
100 00
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III.—ADMINISTRATION OF JVSTICK—Continued.

SERVICE.
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III—ADMINISTRATION OF JIJSTICK—Concluded.

SERVICE.

6. MisoELLANEOua JUSTICE.

—

Continued.

Provisional County of Halihiirton.

Stipendiary Magistrate, salary
Admiuistratioii of Justice ....

Provincial Police, at Clifton and Fori Erie.

Salary of Police Magistrate

.

Admiuistratioii of Justice .

Other Services.

To pay Sheriffs, Criers and Constables in attending Courts of Chancery and
County Courts, Deputy Clerks of the Crown and Pleas attending Assizes,

and their postages, &i;

Seals and other contingencies
Registration Books for Muskoka, Parry Sound and Thunder Bay
Lighting and heating Osgoode Hall
Furniture, matting, &c. do

_. ._

For emjilnyment of Shorthand Reporters of evidence on trials at the Assizes and
in Election Courts

_.

Expenses of County Judges in grouped Counties

To be voted
for 1878.

IV.—EDUCATION.

cts

1,200 00
.500 00

Voted for

1877.

S cts.

1,000 00
500 00

1,700 00

1,000 00
4,000 00

5,000 00

6,000 00
300 00
100 00

3,000 00
300 00

7,000 00
1,0.50 00

17,750 00

To be voted per Statement (A) $544,715 00.

1,500 00

1,000 00
4,247 50

5,247 50

6,000 oa
500 00
200 00

3,000 00
500 00

7,000 00
1,050 00

18,2.50 00

No. of|

Vote.
A.

9
10
11

12
13
14
15

Public and Separate Schools
Inspection of Public .ind Separate Schools
Schools in New and Poor Townships
High Schools and Collegiate Institutes
Inspection of High Schools and Collegiate Institutes

Dep,artmental Examinations
Training of Teachers
Siiperannuated Teachers
Nornuil and Model Schools (Toronto)
Normal .School, Ottawa
Educational Museum and Library
'.Journal of Educatio-n

I

Maps, Apparatus and Library Books
Educational Depository
Ed\Kation Department
Miscellaneous

To be voted
for 1878*

S cts.

240,000 00
28,850 00
12.000 00
78,800 00
7,800 00

11,400 00
17,750 00
35,200 00
22,9.50 00
11,700 00
3,455 00

35,000 00
I

9,335 00
21,97.^ 00
8,500 00<

544,715 00

Voted for

1877.

$ cts.

240,000 00
28,600 00
12,000 00
78,000 00
7,800 00
5,8.50 00

12,2.50 00
35,500 00
26,750 00
13,850 00
3,9,50 00
2,360 00

60,000 00
8,505 00

19,050 00
5,800 00

560,205 00

11
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IV.—EDUCATION. -Continued.

SERVICE.

Details.

1.—Public and Separate Schools

2. Inspection of Public and Separate Schools.

5,100 Public and Separate Schools at S5
Proportion of payments to Inspectors in the Territorial an<l remote Districts,

viz.:— (1) Alj?oma, (2) Parry Sound, (3) Nipissing, (4) Haliburton, and (5)

the nortiiern parts of the Connties of Victoria, Peterborough, Hastings,
Addinyton, and Kenfrew

Stationery, postages, printing paper, and jncidentiils

3. Schools in New and Poor Townships.

In Organized Townships, proportion
In Unorganized Townships, in aid .

4. High Schools and Colleglvte Institutes.

95 cxi.stin^' Hi"h Schools, and 8 Collegiate Institutes (103)

2 new High Schools
8 Collegiate Institutes, at $750 additional each

5. Inspection op High Schooi^'and Collboiate Institutes.

Three Inspectors' salaries, at $2,000
Payment of actual expenses incurred in travelling

Do do
Stationery, printing paper, postages and incidentals

unpaid in 1877 .

6. Departmental Examinations.

Central Committee of Examiners, 8 in number, comprising the Chairman, 3
High Schoollnspectors, and 4 Public School Inspector;', for i)reparing Ex-
amination Papers for (1) Ist, 2iid and 3rd Class Public School Te.acherK and
Normal School Students; and (2) Higli School Entrance and Intermediate;
for personally conducting the examination of First Class Certificates .and of
Xorinal School Students, and reading and valuing the answers, and also of
candidates for ^d Cla.ss Certificates ; also for examining and reporting on
Library and Prize Books

Do do unpaid in 1877
Travelling expenses of non-resident Members
20 SubKxaniinere, twice a year, including travelling expenses (Gfor Intermediate

in 1877)
Postages, Blationeiy and incidentals
Mcdal»for coiiiprtition— Teachers' Examinations
Jieri.tion nf 3'fxt-hooks

Confidential printing of examination papers—
(1) Further type, press, and material
(2) Ink, fire, light and incidentals

(3) Pajier for printing ; also for certificates, forms and circulftra
Salary of I'rinter, .?830 (and wages of Pressman and' Assistant, as occasion

requires, S.500)

To be voted
for 1878.

ft- cts.

240,000 00

25,500 00

2,.500 00

850 00

28,8.50 00

10,000 00

2,000 00

12,000 00

72,000 00
800 00

6,000 00

78,800 00

6,000 00
900 00
300 00
600 GO

7,800 00

3,&50 00
900 00
400 00

3,000 00
400 00

(JOG 00
2.W 00
6.50 00

1,.^50 00

11,400 00

Voted for

1877.

S cts.

240,000 00

25,250 00

2,.500 00
8.50 00

28.000 00

12,000 00

72,000 00

6,000 00

78,000 00

6,000 00
(iOO 00

1,200 00

7,.800 00

2,800 00

400 00

400 00
400 00
IOO 00

1,000 00

750 00

5,850 Ofl

12
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IV.—EDUCATION.—Co?zfinMef/.

SERVICE.

7. Training of Public School Teachers.

Travelling expenses of students (say 200) at Toronto and Ottawa Normal Schools,

two sessions each
Towards maintenance (say 200)

Towards Public Schools selected as Coimty Model Schools
Additional required to make up fiUl allowance of §100 each to 40 County Model

Schools for 1877 .
_. _.

County Teachers' Institiites and Associations

Balance due in 1877 (re-vote in part)
_.

Printing paper, stationery, travelling expenses and incidentals

Inspection of Model Schools

8. Superannuated Public and High School Teachers and Inspectors.

Annual retiring allowance to 325 Teachers, &c
Do for 1st and 2nd class Teachers and High School Masters, &c
Do to worn-out Teachers, non-contributors, over 6.5 years of age

Medical examination fees, printing jmper, and incidentals

9. Normal and Model Schools, Toronto.

Salaries.

The Principal
Science Master
Mathematical Master
Writing and Book-keeping Master
Drawing Master
Music Master
Teacher of Reading and Elocution

Do Domestic Economy of a practical nature
Gymnastic Master
Head Master of Boys' Model School
First Assistant do
Second do do
Third do do
Head Mistress of Girls' Model School
First Assistant do
Second do do
Third do do
Clerk of the Normal and Model School
Head Gardener and Keeper of Grounds, with house and fuel

First Engineer, with fuel and rooms
Second do
Third do
Janitor of Normal School, including scrubbing, wSshiug, &c.

Do Bovs' Model School
Do Giris' do

Assistant Gardener ,

Expemes.

Half cost of stationery and text books (other halfpaid by the students J

Half cost of maps, apparatus and library books (other half paid out of library,

map, and apparatus ^rant)

Half cost of prize books for Model School Pupils (other half paid out of library,

map and apparatus grant) -

(The aboite mill in future be supplied out of the Depository Branch.

)

Lariie models of mechanical jymoers, yeologicul specimens and instruments for vocal

Text and reference books for master, and reading room for students .

Stationery, printing paper, chemicals and supplies

To be voted
for 1878.

$ cts.

2,000 00
0,000 00
4,700 00

2,000 00
2,500 00

2.50 00
300 00

1,000 00

17,750 00

32,.500 00
2,000 00
500 00
200 00

35,200 00

2,000 00
1,800 00
1,500 00
1,000 00
600 00
500 00
300 00
300 00
300 00

1,200 00
1,000 00
800 00
700 00

1,000 00
800 00
700 00
650 00
POO 00
410 00
410 00
400 00
360 00
4.50 00
420 00
400 00
400 00

•AM 00
400 00

Voted for

1877.

S cts.

4,000 00
3,200 00
2,250 00

2,.500 00

300 00

12,250 00

32,500 00
2,000 00
1,000 00

35,500 00

2,000 00
1,800 00
1,.500 00
900 00
600 00
500 00

300 00
1,200 00
1,000 00
800 00
700 00

1,000 00
800 00
700 00
6.50 00
600 00
410 00
410 00
400 00
360 00
450 00
420 00
400 00
400 00

2,500 00

550 00

250 00

950 OO
200 00
500 00

13
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IV,—ED UCATIO'N.—Continued.

SEKVICE.

Expenses of grounds, plant and plant-houses

Fuel and liyht

Water and hose pipe

Petty repairs, furniture and' Incidentals

10. Normal School, Ottawa.

Salaries.

The Principal
Mathematical Master
Science Master
Writing .%nd Bookkeeping Master
Drawing Master
Music Master
<;ierk and Accountant
Drill Instructor
First Engineer and Gardener
Second do and Assistant Gardener
Two Labourers on grounds in summer, at $240
Janitor •

Do to pay for scrubbing and cleaning

£xpen8e3.

To be voted
for 187S.

ffa'fcost of stationery and text books (other half paid bii the students)

Halfonstof maps, apparatus and lihraru books (other half paid out of librari/,

maps and apitnratus rjrant)

(The aiove will in future be paid out uf Depositorij Branch.)
Text and reference books for ma-sters, and reading-room for students

Stationery, printin" paper, chemicals and supplies

Expenses of grounds (including plants, shrubs, trees, &c.)

Fuel and light

Water
Petty repairs, furniture and incidentals

11. Editcatiosjal Museum amd Libbary.

School furniture, maps and apparatus, and models of school houses

Historical boolcs relating to various Provinces

Specimen text-books for reference

Engra\ings, casts and photographs
Frames for do, and fittings .

Repairs, painting, and restoration of pictures and casts

Binding ( 'anailian books and pamphlets
Ke|ioi-ts and Ixniks on education

Printing paper for catalogues, and incidentals

Fire, water and light (proportion)

Caretaker

.Journiil of Education

S cts.

.500 00
l,7o0 00

5.o0 00
.550 00

22,950 00

2,000 00
1,500 00
1,500 00
300 00
200 00

• 200 00
800 00
2.50 00
rofi 00
300 00
4*0 00
3r>(l (HI

1.50 00

200 00
400 00
400 00

1,200 00
300 00
.500 00

11,700 00

.,.500 00^
100 00
200 00
100 00
ISO 00
2.50 00
200 00
175 00
200 OO
4.50 00
100 00

3,455 00

Voted for

1877.

S cts.

650 00
1,750 00

5.50 00
550 00

26,750 00

2.000 00
1.500 00
1,.500 00
200 00
1.50 00
1:50 no
800 00

(iOO 00
.360 00
4S0 00
.3(;o 00
150 00

2,000 00

COO 00

200 00
400 00
4<I0 00

1,200 00
300 00
.500 00

13,850 00

3,750 00

200 00

3,!»50 00

2,.3C0 00

14
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JY.—EDUCATION.—Continued.

SERVICE.

12. Maps, Apparatus, Library and Prize Books.

Purchase of stock of Public and High School text-books
Do books ou the Theory and Practice of Education, for Teachers' Libraries

Payment of proportion of purchases of Prize and Library Books by School Cor-
porations from Booksellers

Purchase of Maps, Apparatus and Library and Prize Books for supply of Public
and High Schools

'

13. Educational Depositoby.

Salaries.

Superintendent of Depository

.

Cashier
Despatch Clerk
;Seni.ir(.!lerks(4)

Junior Clerks (3, one new) . .

.

.Messenger and Postman

Expenses.

To be voted
for 1S78.

$ cts.

7,000 001
)|3,000 00

I

5,000 00
"

20,000 00.

Postages
Stationei-y

Puel, water and liyht

Printing paper for forms and circulars

.

Printing catalogues
Packing paper, twine, nails, &c
Cases, shelving, fixtures and painting .

Furnishings, incidentals and repairs. .

.

14. Education Department.

Salaries.

Minister of Education
Deputy Minister
.Secretary
Chief Clerk and Accountant
Clerk
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do (new)
Do (new)

Junior Clerk
Do
Do
Do

Caretaker, including all allowances for cleaning, washing and scrubbing

Expenses.

Postages
Printing paper for circulars and blanks
Fuel and light

Oince stationery and account books
Books on education, periodicals, papers, law and other reports
Law appeal cases

Office furniture apd fixtures, petty repairs and incidentals
Yearly and half-yearly blank forms for trustees
Travelling and other expenses in necessary inquiries under Revised Statutes,

Tit.e 15, c. 203, s. 5, sub-s. 23

35,000 00

1,400 00
1,000 00
520 00

l,7.'"i0 00
000 00
365 00

5u0 00
.500 00
050 00
450 DO
3S0 00
350 00
300 00
300 00

i),335 00

4,500 00
3.000 00
2,000 00
1,-iOO 00
1,000 00

ilild 00

1, 100 00
550 00
700 00
550 00
000 00
57.1 00
550 OU
400 00
350 00
300 00
500 00

550 00
000 00
5(10 OO
4(iO 00

200 Oil

200 00

250 00
300 00

200 00

21,975 00

Voted for

1877.

$ cts.

60,000 00

60,000 00

1,400 00
900 00
520 00

1,500 00
420 00
365 00

500 00
500 00
650 00
450 00
350 00
350 00
300 00
300 00

8,505 00

500 00
800 00
SOO (lO

,200 00
000 00
900 01)

- 3,600 0!)
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IV.—EDUCATION.—OoTicZttded.

SERVICE.
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v.—PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS, MAINTENANCE.— CoTiimuerf.

SERVICE.

1. A.STLUM FOR THE INSANE, ToROHTO.— CoHtinUcd.

Salaries.—Continued

.

Carjientirs 2
Gardener 1

Assistant Gardener 1

Porter or Messenger 1
Baker . 1
Tailor 1
Farmer and A ssistant 2
Team.ster 1
Night Watchers 3
Chief .attendants 7
Ordinary Male Attendants 17

Females.

Matron 1
Assistant Matron 1

Chief .Attendants 6
Ordinary Attendants 17
Night Attendants 3
Cooks 7
Laundresses '. 5
Housemaids 5
Seamstres.s 1

9.5

Expenses.

Medicine and medical comforts
Fuel
Butchers' meat, fish and fowl .-

Flour
Butter
Beer, wine and spirits

Gas and oil

Groceries
Fruit and Tegetables

Bedding, clothing and shoes
Furniture and furnishings
Laundry, soap .and cleaning
Farm, feed and fodder
Miscellaneous
Eep.-iirs and alterations

Printing, postage and stationery

2. Asylum fob the Insane, London.

{For 730 Patients, G50 in 1877.)

Salaries.

Medical Sujjerintendent
Assistant Physician
Second Assistant do
Bursar
Steward
Engineer
Assistant ditto

Bricklayer and Plasterer
Stokers
"Cajpenters
Gardener
Assistant Gardener

No. of officers

and employees.
1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1

4

2
1

1

2 17

To be voted
for 1878.

S cts.

l.O.'iO 00
2(i-l 00
216 00
240 00
350 00
400 00
480 00
21(1 00
720 00

1,848 00
3,024 00

400 00
192 00
C72 60

1,656 00
.360 to
741 OU
.)04 00
4t;S 00
108 00

23,440 00

350 00
11 ,.500 00
12,500 00
8,000 00
4,5110 00
1,850 00

2,7.50 00
8,.500 00

7.5<1 00
5. .500 00

1,500 00
1,200 00
1,500 00
1,500 00
2,0110 00
750 00

88,090 00

2,000 00
1,000 00
800 00

1,400 00
750 00
740 (10

400 00
500 00

l,l(it (.0

1,050 i:o

40(1 (Id

240 00

Voted for

1877.

$ cts.

1,050 00
216 00
216 00
240 00
350 00
400 00
480 00

720 00
1,848 00
3,552 00

400 00
192 00
672 00

1,6.56 00
3(i0 00
948 00
096 00
468 00
108 00

22,-548 00

3.50 00
11,.500 00
12,.50O 00
8,000 00
4,.500 00
1,8.50 00
2,300 00
8,000 00
750 00

6,000 00
1,500 00
1..500 00
1,500 00
1,.500 00
2,000 00

7.50 00

87,048 00

2,000 00
1,(X)0 00
600 00

1,200 00
601) 00
740 00

550 00
1,104 00
1,0.50 00
400 00
240 00

I
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v.—PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS, MAINTENANCE.—Cowimited

SERVICE.

2. Asylum for the Insane, London.— Continued.

Salaries. —Continued.

Butchei' and .Jobber .

Porter or Messenger.
Bak,
Assistant Baker.
Tailor
Farmer

.

Ploughmen 2
Night Watchmen 3

Chief Attendants 3

Ordinary Male Attendants 19

Cowman 1

Females.

Matron
Assistant ditto

Chief Attendant
Ordinary Female Attendants.
Night .'Vttendants

Cooks

1
1
1

20
3

Laxmdresees
Housemaids
Dairymaid
Seamstress
Porteress
Salaries and wages for 6 months of the year for 16 attendants and

servants on opening of Refractory Asylum on 1st July, 1878.

No. of office™

Medical Siiiicrintendent.

Assistjint Pnysician
Burnar
.St^'ward

and em

Storekeeper
Engineer
A!<.siHtiint Engineer
CarjH-nter

jloyeea.

18

To be voted
for 1878.

94
Expenses.

Medicine and medical comforts
Fuel
Butchers' meat, fish and fowl

Flour
Butter
Beer, wine and spirits

Gas and oil

Groceries
Fruit and vegetal)le8

Bed<ling, clrithing and shoes

Furniture ami furnishings

Liiuudrv, soap antl cleaning
Faini, feed and foflder

Miscellaneous
Repairs and .ilterations

Printing, Postages and Stationery ,

3. AsTI.L'M FOR THE INSANE, KINGSTON.

[For 430 Patienls, 366 in 1877.)

Salaries.

.? cts.

21(! 00
192 00
3G0 00
211) 00
400 00
400 00
672 00
720 00
900 00

4,0.56 00
216 00

400 00
200 00
2.tO 00

2,472 00
360 00
564 00

• 4.56 00
696 00
120 00
120 00
120 00

1,290 00

25,780 00

4.50 00
12,000 00
14,000 00
8,000 00
4,^ 00
1,850 00
3,000 00
9.500 00
1,000 00
8,000 00
1,500 00
3,000 00
2,000 oO
1,500 00
2,000 00
750 00

!t7,8;« 00

2,000 00
1,000 00
1,200 00
500 00
500 00
700 00
400 00
450 00

Voted for

'

1877.

S cts.

216 OO
192 00
360 00
192 00
264 OO
400 OO
672 oO
480 00

1,356 00
3,.5r6 00
216 00

400 00

.540 00
2.1(iO 00
240 00
.540 00
4.56 00
696 00
120 00
240 00

22,800 00

,3.50 00
11, .500 00
12..5()0 00
(i..5(Ht 00
4.001) 00
1.S.50 00
•.'.:M)0 00
7,.5(M) 00
1,000 00
7.000 DO
1,.500 00
1.7.">0 00
2,WK) 00
l.">00 00
2,000 00

7.50 00

8«>,800 00.
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v.—PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS, MAINTENANCE.—(7o7?hi7wc(7.

SERVICE.

3. ASYLDM FOR THE INSANE, KINGSTON.

—

Continited.

Salaries.—Continued.

Baker 1
Cook 1
Farmer 1
Gardener 1
Ploiijjhman 1
Pdrter and Messenger 1
Night Watch 1
Attendants (who are also tradesmen) S
Ordinary Attendants 14

34
Females.

Matron 1
Assistant Matron 1
Attendants 10
Night Watch 1
Laundresses 2
Domestics 2

51

Medicines
Butcher's meat, fish, fowl, &c. .

.

] 'utter

Flour
Fuel
Gas and oil

Groceiies
Fruit and vegetables
Milk
Bedding, clothing, and shoes . .

,

Furniture and furni.shings

Laundry, soa]^ and cleaning . .

.

Printing, postag^^ and stationery
Farm, feed and fndiler

Repairs
Miscellaneous

4. Asylum for the Insane, Hamilton.

[For %m Patients, '210 in 1S77.)

Salaries.

Medical Superintendent

,

Assistant Physician
Bursar
Engineer
Assistant Engineer
Stoker and farm hand. .

.

Carpenter
Gardener and Farmer . .

.

Messenger and Porter . .

.

Chief Attendant
Night Watch
Ordinary Attendants . .

.

Extra assistance

No. of officers

and employees.
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1

1

1

5

I

To be voted
for 1878.

.? cts.

4on 00
360 00
400 00
400 00
360 00
240 00
360 00

1,800 00
4,480 00

400 00

200 00

1,200 00
120 00
264 00
168 00

17,902 00

250 00
8,000 00
2,7-50 00
6,000 00
8,000 00
1,000 00
5,000 00
2,000 00
1,000 00
4,000 00

1,000 00
600 00
600 00

1,2.50 00
500 00

1,000 00

60,852 00

1,600 00
800 00
800 00
600 00
240 00
240 00
.500 00
400 00
200 00
300 00
365 00

1,200 00

Voted for

1877.

S cts.

o s
'u 9

« en

o

.2 u

52,195 00

1,600 00
800 00
800 09
1)00 00
240 00

500 00
400 00
200 00
300 00
240 00

1,200 00
240 00

19
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-PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS, MAINTENANCE.-Cotiimwed

SERVICE.

Asylum for the Insane, HAMiLTON.-Contmucd.

fetecifa.—Continued.

Femala.

Matron
Chief Attendant
Ordinary Female Attendants

Night Attendant
Cooks

.'.'.v.'.'.'..'.
Laundresses .!.!....
Housemaids
Seamstress and Tailoress

1

1

8
1
2
3
4
1

37

Expense$.

Medicine and medical comforts .

.

Beer, mne and spirits

Fuel ^•V'jVr'"
Butchers' meat, fish and fowl

Flour, Ijread, &c
Butter
Milk
Gas and oil

Groceries
Fruit and vegetables

Bedding, clothint,' and shoes

Laundry, snap ;ui.l cleaning . . .

.

Furniture ami furnislungs

Farm, feed and fodder

Repairs and alterations

Miscellaneous
Water supply •,•••.

Printing, postage and stationery

5. ASTLDM FOR IDIOTS, ObILLIA.

(For 150 Patients.)

Salaries.

Medical Superintendent

Bursar
En^neer
Assistant Engineer

Gardener
Chief Attendant
Night Watch •••
Ordinary Male Attendants .

Messenger and Porter

Stable-keeper

No. of officers

and employees.
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
1

Female:

Matron
Chief Attendant ;••;••

Ordinary Female Attendants.

Night Attendant
Cooks

.

Laundresses .

To be voted

for 1878.

S cts.

Voted for

1877.

cts.

3()0 00
200 00
900 00
120 00
264 00
:«4 00
432 00

144 00

10,049 00

100 00
.300 00

3,.500 00
3,7.'J0 00
2,7.50 00
1,.500 00
1,000 00
900 00

i,m) 00

1,000 00
2,000 00

.500 00
500 00
7.50 00
500 00

1,200 00
500 00
3.50 00

300 00
200 00
9G0 00
120 00
264 00
,m OO
432 00
144 00

9,924 00

100 00
.500 00

3,000 00
4,000 00
1,000 00
1,500 UO

34,649 00

1,600 00
800 00
600 00
.340 00
.375 00
300 00
340 00
960 00
240 00
120 00

300 00
225 00
480 00
120 00
252 00
252 00

1,000 00
4,000 00
1,200 00
2,200 00
750 00
500 00
7.50 00
.500 00

1,200 00
.500 00
;j50 00

33,574 00

1,600 00
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)

A. 1878

v.—PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS, MAINTENANCE.—Cow^mued

SERVICE.

5. Asylum fok Idiots, Orillia.—Continued.

Salaries—Continued.

Housemaids ....

Seamstress ....

Extra assistance .

4
2

30

Expenses.

Medicine and medical comforts .

Fuel
Butchers' meat, fish and fowl . . .

,

Flour, bread, &c
Butter
Gas and oil

Groceries
Fruit and vegetables
Bedding, clothing and shoes . . .

.

Iiaundry, soap and cleaning . . .

.

Furniture and furnishings
Farm, feed and fodder
Repairs
Miscellaneous
Milk
Printing, postage and stationery

To be voted
for 1878.

S cts.

.384 00
228 00
150 00

6. Provincial Reformatory, Penetanguishene.

{For ^30 Inmates, 190 in 1S77.)

Salaries.

Warden
Bursar
Surgeon
Chaplains
School Teachers ^

Chief Guard and Steward
Superintendent of New Industries
Carpenter Instructor
Cabinetmaker Instructor
Instructors in Cooper, Shoe and Tailor shops
Farmer
Ordinary Guards (against 5 Guards, Drill Instructor and extra

assistance
Night Guards
Stable and Gatekeepers ;

No. of officers

and employees.
1

1
1

2
2
1
1

1

1
3

1

27

Expenses.

Rations
Clothing '

'

'

*

Bedding
Farm, farm stock and stables
Hospital
Library and schools
Fuel ^l...ll'.'.'.'.'.['.'.'.'.'.'.\\'.'.'.'.'.

Cleaning, light and laundry
Furniture, tools and shop fixtures

21

8,066 00

200 00
l,.50O 00
2,700 00
1,800 00
1,000 00
300 00

2,000 00
600 00

1,500 00
4.50 00
400 00
500 00
400 00
600 00
200 00
300 00

22,516 00

1,600 00
850 00
500 00
800 00

1,000 00
600 00
550 00
500 00
500 00

1,200 00
400 00

2,520 00
1,080 00
S20 00

12,620 00

6,000 00
3,000 00
850 00
700 00
150 00
500 00
350 00
450 00
600 00

Voted for

1877.

S eta.

384 00
200 00
2.50 00

7,718 00

200 OS
2,000 09
2,500 00
1,.500 00
1,200 00
500 00

2,000 00
600 00

1,.500 00
400 00
400 00
400 00
400 00
600 00
600 00

22,518 00

1,600 00
850 00
500 00
800 00

1,000 m
600 00

400 00

1,200 00
400 00

2,.»0 00
720 00
520 00

10,890 00

5,.50O 00
2,800 00
700 00
500 00
ino 00
.500 00

450 00
500 00
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v.—PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS, MAINTENANCE.—Co^fmued

SER VICE.
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v.—PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS, MAINTENANCE.—Cowiwtted.

SERVICE.
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v.—PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS, MAmTE^ANCE.—Continued.

SERVICE.
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v.—PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS.—Cowchtderf.

SERVICE.

11. School op Pkaotical Scienob.

Salaries.

Professor in Engineering
Assistant in Chemistry
Drawing
Assistant in Natural Philosophy

To be voted
for 1878.

Expenses.

Chemicals and other incidentals in the different branches.
Gas

.

Fuel
Water
Ordinary repairs.

Attendant

$ cts.

600 00
500 00

500 00
50 00

400 00
80 00
100 00
450 00

2,680 00

Voted in

1877.

$ eta.-

1,200 00
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VI.—IMMIGRATION.—C'o7iiimi€d.

SEKVICE.
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YIL—AGRICULTURE, ARTS, LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC

INSTITUTIONS.—CWfmwerf.

No. of

Vote.
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IX.—MISCELLANEOUS EXPENDITURE.

To be voted per Statement (A) $5.5,447 50.

No. of

Vote.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19

License Lav)—tmcards expenses in municipaHties where " Temperance Act
of 1S64 " is in force ^

To cover expenses of collection of revenue for law stamps and licenses .

.

To cover expenses in connection with niuniciy-ialities and other funds ....

iTo provide for expenses attending the settlement of the Municipal Loan

I

Fund debt and surplus schemes
|To provide for expenses re Ontario and Quebec Settlement (re-vote in part)
jExpenses re International Exhibitions
To provide for exjienses re Northern and Western boundaries (re-vote)

in part)

Mamage Licenses, printing and incidentals
Inspection of Railways
Ontario Rifle Association
Insurance on jiublic buildings and furniture
Consolidation of Statute Law

Do do [for advance on type)

Expenses of elections

Do contested elections
I County Court Judges, for expenses of revision of voters' lists for 1878. . .

.

To cover gratuities to officers whose services may be disi)ensed with
Allowance to late Superintendent of Education
For repairs and care of Brock's Monument
Allowances to Counties under provisions of .30 Vic. Cap. 31 :

—

County of Haldimand S6,000 00
Do Oxford 2,232 .50

Do Halton 6,000 00

To be voted
for 1878.

S cts.

1,500 00
500 00 !

200 00
4,000 00
400 00

4,000 00
200 00
.500 00
600 00

11,315 00
5,000 00

2,000 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
5,000 00
4,000 00

Voted for

1877.

•? cts.

2,000 00
2,.500 00
500 00-

600 00
4,000 00
4,000 OO

4,000 00
400 OO
.500 00
600 00

2,200 00
35,000 00
7,000 00
2.000 OO
1,000 00
3,000 00

\ 12,474 16

400 00

14,232 50

55,447 50 !! 82,174 16

X.—PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

To be voted per Statement (A.) S318,686 'S.

No. of

Vote.

1
2
3
4
5

6

7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20

A.

Asylum for the Insane, Toronto
do London
do Hamilton
do Kingston

Asyhim for Idiots, Orillia
Provincial Reformatory, Penetanguishene
C'entral Prison. Toronto
Deaf and Dumb Institute
Blind Institute
School of Agrictdture
Education Department and Normal School, Toronto
Normal School, Ottawa
Osgoode Hall
(iovernment House

I Parliament Buildings
Algoma District
Thunder Bay do
Nipissing do
Muskoka do
Parry Sound do

1 Ee-votes included in above
2 Expenditure on Capital Account (new) .

3 do for Repairs

To be voted
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X.—PUBLIC BVJLT>mGS,—Continued.

SERVICE.

Details.

1. Asylum for the Insane, Toronto.

Ke-vote of unexpended balance of estimated cost of new buildings, additions,

etc. , as sanctioned by last year's vote

Fumitiire and furnishings for Medical Superintendent's house and two new pay-

ing wards, new boiler and washers for laundry, range for kitchen, etc

2. Asylum for the Insane, London.

Balance of cost of new buildings, additions, etc. ,as sanctioned by last year's vote,

(including re-vote of S22,500 being the unexpended balance of last year's

appropriation)
Furniture and furnishings for new refractory-wards and cottages for chronics

260 patients— 2 new heating boilers, laundry appliances, material, etc

3. Asylum for the Insane, Hamilton.

Balance of cost of new buildings, additions, etc., as sanctioned by last year's vote,

(including re-vote of .?52,000 being the unexpended balance of last year's

appropriation)

Additions to and imjjrovements of drainage
Furniture and furnishings for two new wings, rear extension, and Medical Su

perintendent's house

To be voted
for 1878.

4. Asylum for the Insane, Kingston.

Gas-house and apparatus, improvement to water supply, and completion of

laundry, carpenter's shop, &c
Furniture, fm-nishings and chattels in the Asylum, when taken over from the

Dominion, value as per award
Additional furniture and furnishings to replace worn-out articles, two new heat

ing boilers, laundry furnishings, etc

5. Asylum for Idiots, Ohlllia.

Additions, gas apparatus, etc , re-vote

Fence around Asylum property and improvement of grounds, etc.

To pay for lands, as per award
Be-vote of fiu'nishing appropriation of 1S77
Ornamentation, planting, road construction, etc

6. Provincial Reformatory, Penet^ujguishene.

Materials for two small cottages (work to be done by prison labour)

Machinery for new industries, furniture and furnishings foradditionalinmates,etc.

7. Central Prison, Toronto.

Repairs to laundry
Fumitxire and furnishings for hospital and for dormitories, and materials for

building, etc. , to be done by prison labour

8. Deaf and Dumb Institute.

Re-vote of unexpended balance of estimated cost of new buildings, additions,

etc. , as fJanctioned by lafit year's vote

Steam heating apparatus, etc

Furniture and furnishings for new dormitories, Principal's house, material, etc.

.

29

$ cts.

3,500 00

4,387 40

52,500 00

15,105 30

87,000 00
10,000 00

8,350 00

11,000 00

16,700 64

4,745 00

2,000 00
3,000 00
4,700 00
335 28
450 00

3,000 00

5,000 00

600 00

4,155 50

7,300 00

7,000 00

3,531 44

S cts.

7,887 40

67,605

105,356 00

32,445

10,485 28

8,000 00

4,755 50

17,83i 44
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X.—PUBLIC BUILDINGS.— Conimtterf.

SERVICE.

9. Blind Institute.

Balance nf coat of additions, etc., as sanctioned by last years vote (includ-

ing a re-vote of S7,500, being the unexpended balance of last year's appro-

priation

Root and ice houses I

Furnitiu'e and furnishings for new Wing, materials, etc

10. School op Agmcultuue.

Re-vote of unexpended balance of cost of new buildings, additions, etc.,

sanctioned by last year's vote
Bank of {!ommerce— to cover advances
Library, Laboratory, and Museum
Permanent improvements
Implements

11. Education Department and Normal School, Toronto.

General reiiairs, etc

12. Normal School, Ottawa.

Improvements to grounds

13. OsGooDE Hall.

General repairs, etc.

14. Government House.

Ke-vote for general repairs, furnishings, etc.

.

Improvements to grounds, etc

15. Parliament Buildings.

General repairs, planting, etc

IC. Algoma District.

Registry Office, Sault Ste. Marie, revote
Two lockups on Grand MauitouUn Island

17. Thunder Bay District.

Furnishing Court Room, etc., and for fences, etc

18. NiPissiNo District:

Repairs to lock-up at Mattawan

1. MusKOKA District.

Repairs to Registry Office, Bracebridge
Lock-up at Bracebridge

Parry Sound District.

Repairs to Registr}' Ottice

Lock-up at Parry Sounrl .

.

30

To be voted
for 1878.

S cts.

H,.500 00

3,720 00

5,000 00

5,000 00
1.000 00
3,000 00
500 00

3,000 00

2,000 00

3,000 00

2,500 00
1,600 00

2,500 00

2,500 00
6,000 00

2,000 00

200 00

200 00
3,000 00

200 00
3,000 00

s: cts.

18,220 00

14,.')00 00

3,000 00

2,000 00

3,000 00

4,000 00

i2,500 4||

8,500 00

2,000 00

200 00

3,200 00

3,2oo

00
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XL—PUBLIC WORKS

To lie voted per Statement (A) .S28,000 00

No. of
Vote.

SERVICE. Re-vote.

I

(Estimated.)

Public Works.

Muskok.i River Works
Stop logs, etc. , at Miiskoss Falls Works .§.500 00
Dredging cut at entrance to river 1,500 00
Rock bl.asting, piers and slides 5,000 00

Malay's and Fairy Lakes Works
('ribwork to protect embankments above lock, and completion of

i^ridge and dams
Gull and Burnt River Works :

Dams and slides, Stormy, Little Bear, Bear Lakes and
outlet

^ _ S3,000 00
Rock blasting and side piers, Burnt River, and replank-

|

ing Fenelon Falls slide 4,000 00
Dredging out dam, Gidl Lake sluice 2,000 00

Surveys, inspections, arbitrations and awards, and charges not otherwise
provided foe

Maintenance of locks, dams and swing bridges
Lockmasters,' caretakers' and bridge-tenders' salaries

SUMMARY.

$ cts.

1,100 00

200 00

New vote.

1. Re-vote, included in above
2. Expenditure on capitiil account (new) . . .

.

3. Do for repaii's and maintenance

1,300 00

I

.ll 1,300 00

.1 23,000 00

.
1

1

3,700 00

28,000 00

* cts.

7,000 00

2,000 00

9,000 00

6,000 00
2,000 00
1,700 00

26,700 00

Voted for

1877.

38,400 00

XIL—COLONIZATION ROADS.

To be voted per Statement (A) $85,700 00

SERVICE.

NoETH Division.

1. MMuitoulin Island Roads ^

2. Great Ni irthern Roads

3. Rose and Lefroy Roads

4. Otter Lake Road and Bridge

5. Sault Ste. Marie and Great Northern Road--
To improve

6. Korah and Batchawaung Road-
To extend northward

7. St. Joseph's Island Centre Road

—

To extend southward

8. Cross Road at head of St. Joseph's Island

.

To be voted
for 1878.

S cts.

3,500 00

2,000 00

1,000 00

1,000 00

1,500 00

1,000 00

1,000 00

500 00

31
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XII.—COLONIZATION B,0ADS.—Continued.

SERVICE.

9.

10

1.

2.

3

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

NoHTH Divi.siON. —Continued.

Roads in Thunder Bay District

Fort William Road
To improve

West Division.

Rousseau and Nipissing Road

—

To improve from Maganetawan River to Lake Nipissing ....

Parry Sound Road

—

To repair from Rousseau eastward

Parry Sound Road—
To complete permanent improvements West from Rousseau

Muskoka Road

—

1 o improve North of Long Swamp

Muskoka Road

—

To extend and construct deviation in Perrv

Annour Road

—

To extend across Township .

Croft Roa<l—
To extend Northward

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

2L

Northern Road

—

To improve North of Maganetewan River..

Junction No. 2 Ro.id

—

To repair North to Manitowaba Lake

M.icaulay Road

Stephenson Town Line Road-
To extend East of Bridge. .

.

Junction No. 1 Road

—

To improve West End

Dalton and Wa.shago Road—
To extend eastward

Peninsula Roa4l—
To build a Bridge

Monti'ith and Perry Road

—

To extend through I'erry on 8th concession line

Utterson Junction Road —
To complete

Port Sydney Road

—

To open 3 miles between Nos. 25 and 26 in Macaulay and Stephenson

.

Sinclair Road

—

To open from Huntsrille 7 miles

Distress River Road

—

To prolong eastward

Cardwell Road^
To extend to Stisted Road

Stisted Road-
To rL')>air south end

To be voted
for 1877.
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XII.-COLONIZATION ROADS.-CWrZmicc

S ERVICE.

1. Hastiiij-s Roatl-
East Division.

Monck Koad -
To repair through llama and Dalton

Victoria Eoad

—

To improve uorth of R. E. station

liUtterworth Koad—
To opan from Moo.v's Fall : north wt;:;: x a-.l

.

Addington Koad

—

To repair

Frontenac Road

—

To repair

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

In.

16.

17.

18.

19.

Jlishisfippi Eoad

—

To repair

Tamworth and Oso Eoad-
To improve

Flinton Eoad

—

To improve

Lavaut Eoad

—

To improve

Addington and Bridgewater Eoad

Ilagarty and Brudenel Eoad

—

To extend

Cobden Eoad-
To extend .

.

Peraults Settlement Eoad

—

To improve

Eganville and Fuy Eoad-
To improve

Admastou and Bagot Road—
To open

Cimabermere Bridge.

Indian Eiver Bridge

—

Between lots 20 and 21 in Con. A of Alice

.

Bobcaygeon Ro.id

—

To repair north of Peterson Eoad

Genehal Puuposes,

Inspection and locations

Short new roads and repairs of like nature

EECAPITULATION.

North Division .

.

West Division, . .

.

East Division ....

General Purposes

Total Estimates

.

To be voted
for 1878.

To repair between Thanet and Doyle's
j qqq qq

2,000 00

33

SOO 00

500 00

1,000 00

1,000 00

1,000 00

500 00

500 00

500 00

.500 00

1,500 00

1,000 00

1,000 00

1,000 00

1,000 00

1,800 00

500 GO

1,000 00

.{,000 00
20,000 00

14,000 00
;»,(i00 00
18,100 00
23,000 00

«85,700 00

18,100 00

23,000 00
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XIII.—CHAKGES ON CRO\VN LANDS.

2Co. of

Vote.

Expenditure on account of Crown T^r.ni'B .

SERVICE.

[To be voted
1 for 1878.

Voted for

1877.

S cts.
j

3 cts.

89,000 00 'I 91,600 00

II

j To be voted'

i
for 1878.

De:..:3.

]',oard of Surveyor3
A;-'eut8' salaries, commissions and di.sbur.sementrf

Forest ranging and inspection of timber lands

Surveys :

—

'I'ownsliips north of Lake Superior and L.ike Hurim
Townships in the Huron and Ottawa Territory
Townsliip of Sunnidale (re-vote)

Maps
Survey of Limits in the Huron and Ottawa Territory chargeable

against holders

cts.

400 00
18.U00 00
14,000 W

10,000 00
.•i2,000 (10

1,()00 00
2,000 00

5,000 00

89,000 00 91,600 00

XIV.—REFUND ACCOUNT.
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XIv.—REFUND ACCOVNT.—Continued.

No. of
Vote. SERVICE.

Education.

Account of contributions to Superannuation Fund, withdrawn

Crown Lands.

For payments made to the credit of the ])ep?.rtmeut on account of un-
comi„cted purchases, and afterwards returned to proposed purchasers
on imrclia&es not being cariicil out

for two per cent, of timber .lues payable to Muni'cipaiities for'timber
c_t on road allowances

S cts.

Municipalities Fund.

J'o pay over to Municipalities the amount collected in 1S77
Ler s 20 per cent, commission
Vide Stat. Can. 18 V. 2 C. and 19 V. c. W ..... ...

Land Impedvement Fund.

Moneys collected from sale of Crown Lands, subject to the
Land Improvement Fund, for the year ending 30th June,
^^'^^

• V ; V i

••• ;; ; 25,546 59L^s 4-5, leavmg 1-5 to the Land Improvement
Fund 20 4S7 28

Vide Stat. Can. 16 Vic, c. 159, and Con. Stat
'

Can. c. 26

20,000 CO

3,000 00

Less 6 per cent, for cost of collection and manage-
ment

5,109 31

306 55

Moneys collected from the sale of Common School Lands,
subject to the Land Improvement I'^und for the year
ending 30th June, 1877 47 846 75 i

Less (i per cent, for collection and management . . .

.'

2^870 80

T 1 J- * -i- . , r „ 44,975 95
1 be distributed as follows :

i to Land Improvement Fund H 243 99
i to be added to Common School Fund 33' 731 96

Moneys collected from the sale of Grammar School Lands,
subject to the Land Improvement Fund, from 30th
June, lS7(i, to 30th June, 1877 2 9.55 50

Less 6 per cent, for collection and management. . .
. 'l'?? 33

Less I, leaving J to the Land Improvement Fund
2,778 17
2,083 62

37,465 57
7,493 11

!

4,802 76

11,243 99

694 55

•S cts.

1,000 00

23,000 CO

29,972 46

16,741 30

u
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XV.—UNFORESEEN AND UNPROVIDED.

To be voted as per Statement (A) §50,000 00.

No. of

Vote.
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SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES.

Estimates of Certain Sums Required for the Services of 1878, and to Complete
THE Services of 1877.

administration of justice.

Court of Appeal.

Messenger, balance of salary, 1878 $200 00

education.

1. To meet the allowance for the year 1877 of |50 to 10

Model Schools in addition to the 40 provided for in

the Estimates, the reports of which came in after-

wards $500 00

2. Payment to the Public School Board of the City of Ottawa for

Public Schools employed for Model School purposes... 1,000 00

3. For examining and reporting on Library and Prize Books,

omitted to be paid iu 1877 1,000 00
2,500 00

agriculture and arts.

School of Arts and Design in London 500 00

hospitals and charities.

To defray the expenses of a grant in aid of Hospitals and
Charities, being additional sum required to make up defi-

ciency in allowance to certain institutions under the Act,

so as to equal the amount paid last year 3,685 07

Refuge fur fallen Women, Ottawa 150 00

St. Nicholas Home, Toronto 200 00

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENDITURE.

Consolidation of Statutes, balance required to complete 600 00
Law Society, claims for water and gas subject to investigation.. 3,000 00
Contested Elections 2,000 00
John Meek, claim for services at Maiden and London Asylum.. 400 00
License Law, towards expenses in Municipalities where Tem-

perance Act of 1864 is in force under chap. 181 E. Stat. ... 8,000 00
Paris Exhibition 1,000 00

A. N. Buell, to reimburse him for payments and disbursments

while Accountant 800 .00

4,035 07

15,800 00
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GRATUITIES.

Hon. Wm. Cayley, Auditor 82,000 00

John Eeinbird, Guard and Instructor, Provincial Reformatory,

1§ years' service at S400, 18 months (500 00
J. Gleeson, Guard, Provincial Reformatory, 14 years' service at

$360, U months 420 00

83,020 CO

PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

Asylum for the Blind, Brantford, Principal's residence 5,000 00

Asylum for the Insane, Toronto, Drainage and Water Supply

in connection with the .\sylum 5,000 00

Asj'lum for the Insane, Kingston, to purchase additional land. 6,650 00

Central Prison, purchase of machinery, lumber, &c., in con-

nection with proposed new industry 4,000 00
20,650 00

PUBLIC WOKKS.

Further account for surveys, inspectors, arbitrations and
awards in connection with Public Works 6,000 00

6,000 00

$52,705 07
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EEPOET
OF THE

EEGISTEAK-GENEEAL
OF THE

PEOVINCE OP ONTARIO,

FOR THE YEAR ENDING 31st DECEMBER, 1876.

RBGISTEAR-GENEaAL'S OFFICE,

Toronto, November 24th, 1877.

To Bis Honour the Honourable D. A. Macdonald, Lieuterumt-Govemor of the Province

of Ontario,—

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the Report on the Registration of Births, Marriages

and Deaths for the year ending 31st December, 1876, and have great pleasure in pointing

out the marked improvement that has taken place in the working of the Act, as is evidenced

by the fact that while the number of registrations in 1875 was only 45,600, the number

this year has reached 69,652, being an increase of 24,052, or 52.74 per cent.
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The following statement presents a complete summary of all the taVjles interspersed

throughout the Report. It compares the births, marriages and deaths registered duriiig

1876 with those of 1875, giving the increase in numbers and per centage in each clafes,

and also the totals of each county.

TABLE. A.

COUNTIES.

Births. Mabhiageb. Deaths.

Algoma
Brant
Bnice
Carleton
Elgin
Essex
iVontenac
Srey
Haldimand
HaJton
Hastings
Hnron
Kent
I^mbtnn
Lanark
Leeds & GrenviUe
Lennox & Adding-
ton

Lincoln
Middlesex
Muskoka
Norf..lk I

Northumberland '

and Durham
Ontario
Oxford
Waay Sound .

.

JW
Perth
PeteTl>o''"igh .

.

Prescott & Russell!

Princf Edward .
.

'

Benfrew
Simcoe
Stomiont, D. & G.
Thnnder Bay
Victoria
Waterloo
Welland
Wellington
Wentworth
York

6S
478

&58I
670
372l

7061

304

1

852
480
472
.584

12021
7M
616
448
878

3:i0

472
1184
216
718

658
296
944
106
412
•124

290
488
£U
6921

1048
568
34
6:m
514
612
1228
1144
26.50

i

Total No.
I

of

B. M. D.

3 - g

109 41

700 222
1205
10.53

513
9.5t;

784
1307
661
562
993
1649
978

I-

TotaL 125968

I

1874
348
781

11.50

1215!

1093
j

77
680l

13131

.5771

1045|

48:^1

843l
1459
1109

74
7.59

1171
7101

1693
i;J62

3485

38479

547
383
141
250
480
455
181
90

409
447,

194

60 28
46

1

210
83| 302
.57 320,

37! 210
35

157
34

37
19
70
37

8:«il 220|

7151 2671

10441 166;

4651 135]

618 176'

.591

18

690:
1.32'

631

492
919
149!

dec.
I

268
389
287
.5.57

249!
1.511

411

1

541

!

40

1

1251

6.571

98
465
218
835

74
310
15

29
65
42
199
114
06
21

1

.39

195
17
119
27
16
.37

19

220!

206'

312
124
l:«i

390
414

24 1 276
351 22(

1921

348

378
112
312
16

108
:«6
146
116
140
190
422|

270
12

2181

216
200!

416
426

311 1084

28
243
375
382
295
285
270
395
209
138
450
477
3411

2171

225
351

£§

40| 162| 211

37| 210l 219
58; 5.56

46

216

678
.59

265

569
398
387
12
216
3731

178
224
145
185
460
AZi
41

212
.3.54

191
.5.30

420
1119

12511 481028212550

33
73
62
S6
65
64
83
85
2

60,

63
65

dec.

33
3

49
9

122

13|

49

191
286
75

dec. I

108l

dec.
j

32
losi

51

dec.

38
1.53

29
dec.

138
dec.

114
dec
35

2268

15
24
20
40
29
31
26
68
1

15
15
•a
9

17
8

30
4

21
28
22

.50

25
24
4

100
23
21

I

24
184
182
248
162
212
144
204
184

QO I ^S ' 1-1

.55

372
436,

4691

.304;

421
i

549
454
226

MB, ^ \ ^

31 17

188; 102
254 139

1931 247

288

i

615
3301 665
264 425
172 296
VMI 271
350 5.58;

1.521 2&JI

221
142
209,

405
250
42
55

89
87
98

281
1221

22i

28
.3271 113
335 101
1611 60'

124| 72

137| 102

205; 58;

120
872
1142
i2;w
744
n;«
654

13(i8

788
800

12<i2

1!M6
1324
1014
774

15761

192
1310!

2016,

1904

1

III2I

1662
1603
21.56

10«>6

947
20.58

2791
1744
i:M9
1211
1950

246
428
72

304

288
110
358
28
170
244
78

480
1010
113
341

112
234

73
95

582. 135
41 .56

37I 12

644 940
928

2168
3:<4

1238

687 399
5.561 446
540 182
31

315
406

3
145
162

92' 208'

3, 122
5 208,

9 a-Jol

.56 2121

241 141

6 170i
63 208
9 242

271 4;J8l

6: 494

3| a52

240; 162

269 I 61
23;<| 111

'' 102
323

310
6.53

6:«
M)

269
500
377

420
16
9SI,

292
135

680; 242
1001 507
2326 1374

138 1324

405| .518

.50, 1614

111 1.50,

851 690

!

66l 1,564'

207| 514!
2<.tl 812'

90{ 4961

49! 1090|

97 I8OOI

198 10501

114 m
.58! I(r22

140 i 9;«i
.55; 10.541

,55| 2082'

102| 20641

144 4<»6

1347
3562
.520

1387

1

2406
2169,
2020I

120

1211
2092
995

1.538

861
i:«s
2.572

2164
145
240

2025
1278
2»«
2783
6930

72
443
874
666
368
524
949
788
308
147
796
845
420
:};«

4:r7

374

296
419

i;594

186
149

1082
ia51
406

60
.53

76
.5:^

49
46
145
.57

39
18
63
43
31
33
.56

23

61
45
64
.55

12

81
318
25

dec:<0
.5211 75
.528

481
726
365
248

.33

93
89
73

22
772I 42

11141 Iflti

R5
218
1087
224
821

141

21

116
21
3'.'

719i 34

22441 47

22 9350 18623 9273 99 4.5<K)0 RytV52'24052'
. .

Total increase per cent. 52'74

The greatest improvement is found in the registration of deaths, the numbers re-

sumed for 1876 being 18,623 against 0,350 for 1875, an incre-ase of 9,273, or nearly 10(J

^»cent., maintaining for the whole year nearly the same ratio of increase as given in the

interim report for the Hrst six months of the year. Comparing the number of marriages

registered in Ontario with those registered in England according to population, it is found

that they are nearly the same. It may, therefore, be concluded that this portion of thi

vital btatistics of this Province is nearly, if not quite up to the English standard.

2
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RECAPITULATION.—TABLE A.
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This table is compiled for the county towns on the same principle as Table A. The
advance that has been made towards correct registrations of births, marriages and deaths

is more plainly seen in the returns from the county towns than in those from the counties.

It is seemingly very difficult to convince the inhabitants of rural districts of the necessity

for the registration of vital statistics ; but yet it is hoped that when a more thorough

knowledge of registration has been disseminated throughout these districts, complete

returns will be received from every part of the Province.

The population of the county towns by census of 1871 was 242,122. Estimating

the increase from 1871 to 1876 at 28 per cent, as shown by the returns of the assessors,

the population now amounts to 30'J,'J1G.
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Tiie returns from all the cities and the principal towns appear in this Table, for the

purpose of showing their relative position as to the returns of Births, Marriages and Deaths.

The population given is based on tlie return of the Assessors for 1876. and shows an

increase of 28 per cent, over the census of 1871, and although perhaps not actually correct,

is a very near approximation to it.

The Births do not appear to have been all registered, but this is the case in many other

countries. The Secretary of State of Michigan refers to the incomplete returns of Births in

his State, and a similar complaint appears in the report from Nova Scotia. Even in Great

Britain, where the utmost pains are taken to secure a thorough collection of Vital Statistics,

the Registrar-General is compelled in his report, issued in 1874, to deplore a similar

deficiency.

The Marriages given in this Table are higher than the estimated number according to

he English standard, but this is accounted for by the practice that obtains in rural districts

of people resorting to the towns and cities for the purpose of having their marriages cele-

brated. Consequently, the particulars are not registered in the division where the parties

reside at the time of their marriage, but rather in the cities and towns where the marriage

is celel rated.

The estimiited number of deaths per 1000 inhabitants of the cities and towns in Eng-

land similar to those in this Province is about 21. It will be seen by this table that the

City of Kingston retnrns 26 deaths to every 1000 of its population, Toronto 2.3, the Towns

of Harrie and Uelleville 23 and 21 respectively, and the rest under that rate.

The average rate per 1000 of all these places is 17-98.

Taking the above scale as 04 lor the total of Births, Marriages and Deaths for every

1000 of the population for each year, and comparing this ratio witli the foregoing table, we

find that

Kingston returns 70 per lOOO

Belleville " 64

Barrie " 63

Cobourg " 03

Guel(h " 02

London " 61

Toronto " 61 "

Goderich " 53
Brantford " 51 "

S*. Thomas " 47

Wo.dstock " 47

Hamilton " 46

Stratford " 46

Chatham " " 46 "

Brockville " 42

Lindsay " ....41

Ottawa ' 38

St. Catharines " 38

Port Hope " 36

Peterborough " .. •• 31
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The population of Ontario by the Census Returns of 1871 was 1,619,161

Thp increase in population, if calculated on the excess of Births over

Deaths according to the English standard, would be 27,525-7 per

year, or in the five years from 1871 to 1876 137,628

Making the population in 1876 (exclusive of the addition by immigra-

tion, alluded to hereafter) 1,756,789

By the actual returns of Births and Deaths

—

Excess of Births over Deaths in 1872 12,622
" " 1873 16,483

" 1874 17,921
" " 1875 16,618
" " 1876 19,856

Total 83,500

The increase of population for 1872, in England, by excess of Births over Deaths, was
was about 1-4 per cent. In this Pjovince it is 1-1 per cent, for the year 1876.

TABLE D.

—

Births by Months.

COUNTIES.

Algoma.

Male
Female

Total ,

Brant.

Male
Female

Total .

Brurc.

Male
Female

Total

Carleton.

Male
Female

Total

Elgin.

Male
Female

Total

10

29 24
29 31

I

58 55 51

42' 62 52
49! 471 67

9ll 109' 119

39 59 59
44 5l' 49

8.S 110 108

281 24 28
261 15 21

61 39| 4d| 42

13

4G

111

ll.S

10

31' Xii 30
35 37 27

66 70 57

91

6

4!

91 13

33' 38' 26'

32 ?6l 29'

3|

3;

61 13

65 64 55 05

30 51 59 491 63
401 45 5X1 43 60

70

56' 31
40'

96

45

-I-

96' 110 921 123 96
.1-

38' 51
35 39

841 73 90' 90

42
26

68

16 18 21 21
251 17! 14 22

411 35 Xi] 43 46

48;

53!

43

961

44
26

20
23

66 70

13 29
23

43! 62

SI
S B
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TABLE D.— Births by Months.—Oomiiiittcd.
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—

Births by Months.—Continued.

COUNTIES.
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TABLE D.

—

Births by Months.—Continued.

COUNTIES.
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Of the 38, -479 children born, 19,733 were males and 18,740 females, being an increase

of 5,078 males and 5,163 females over the number registered in 1875.

The population of Ontario, accordinf; to the census of 1871, was 1,619,161, and if 15
per cent, is taken as the increase since that year the population would now be 1,862,035.
The increase is arrived at by the excess of births over deaths in each year, basing the calcu-

lation on the system adopted by the Registrar General of England, viz., an increase of 17
per 1000. The result shows 137,028 as having been added to the population by this means,
and an addition of 105,246 as the number of emigrants settled in the Province since 1871

;

the total amounts to 1,862,035, or 15 per cent, as above mentioned, which is, doubtless a
fair approximation to the population of the Province for 1876.

The ratio, therefore, of births to 100 living in Ontario is 2'31

do do Ohio 2-03

do do Nova Scotia 2-65

The number ot persons to one birth in Ontario is 48'39
do • do Ohio 43-90
do do Nova Scotia 37-00

The proportion of the sexes of the births are in Ontario 105-2 males to 100 females,

do do Ohio, 107-3 do do
do do Nova Scotia,^106-6 do do

DUAL BIRTHS.

The twiu births reported, number 349 against 264 in 1875.

ILLEQITIMATE BIKTHS.

The birth of 392 illegitimate children was registered during 1870 against 198 in 1875
being an increase of 194 in 1876 ; at the same time it must be borne in mind that there is a
total increase of 12,511 in the number of births registered during 1870 over that of 1875

;

the per centage of increase of illegitimates is therefore only equal to i-:^ of one per cent. If
the number of children born out of wedlock in Ontario be compared with the numbers in other
countries they do not appear excessive. It is not thought, however, that in any country the
correct number is arrived at, as there i.s in all cases an endeavour on the part of interested

relatives as well as on the part of the mothers to evade the registration of an illegitimate child.

In Ontario, according to the return, the illegitimates are 1 in every 98 births, or a per-

centage of 1-02 in every 100 births.

In Nova Scotia, 1 in every 56 births, or a percentage of 1-7 in every 100 births.

In Great Britain, 1 in every 18 births, or a percentage of 5-4 in every 100 births.

In Vermont, 1 in every 125 births, or a percentage of 108 in every 100 births.

In Massachussetts, 1 in every 95, or a percentage of 1-05 in every 100 births.

ORDER OF BIRTHS BY MONTHS.

Months. Males. Females. Total.

March 1921 1820 3741
April 1776 1680 3456
October 1726 1673 3399
August 1678 1646 3324
September 1689 1532 3221
May 1635 1558 3193
February 1641 1533 3174
January 1539 1558 3097
July 1591 1487 3078
December 1513 1440 2953
June 1512 1405 -2917

November 1502 1403 2905
Date I.f birth omitted 21

38479
13
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The greatest number of births in any one month occurred in March, and the least num-

ber in November.
1921 males and 1820 females were born in the former, and 1502 males and HOS females

in the latter month.

The following exhibits the births by quarterly returns

:

Quarter ending March 31

do June 30

do September 30

do December 31

Date of birth omitted

38479

The average number of births within the several specihed periods is as follows :

Males.
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In England, the ratio is one raariiat(e to every 121 of the population ; in Scotland,

one in 14-1 ; in Vermont, one in 112 ; in Massachusets, one in 100 ; in Khode Island, one in

101 ; and in Nova Suotla, one in 132. Annexed will be found a table giving the popu-
lation of each county for 1876, based on an increase of fifteen per cent, (the reason for

assuming this per rentage of increase has already been given in the remarks on the Table
of Births), and the number of marriages in each county for that year, and the ratio of
marriages to the population.

COUNTIES.

Al^oma (including Thunder Bay)
Brant
Bruce
Carleton
Elgin
Essex
Frontenac
Grey
Haldimand
Halton
Hastin)js
Huron
Kent
Lambton
Lanark
Leeds and Grenville
Lennox and Addington
Ijincoln

Middlesex
Muskoka
Norfolk
Northumberland and Durham
Ontario
Oxford
Parry Sound
Peel
Perth
Peterborough
Prescott and Russell
Prince Edward
Renfrew
Simcoe
Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry

.

Victoria
Waterloo
Welland
Wellington
Wentworth
York

Total

Population,
1876.

8,070
37,097
55,792
49,776

38,716
.37,602

33,024
68,304
28..579

25,096
.55.619

76,089
46,740
44,734
37,973
66,606
43,364

33,979
W,984
6,210

3.5,377

87,935
52,773
55,473
1,747

29,913
53,.500

35,047
41,390
23,387
32,170
73,885
67,031
34,730
46,289
29,625
72,784
66,2.39

133,486

1,862,035

No. of

Marriages.

69
243
.•175

382
295
285
270
395
209
138
4.50

477
341
217
225
351
211
219
678
59

265
.569

308
387
12

21B
373
178
224
145
185
4fiO

423
212
354
191
530
420
1119

12,550

Ratio of

Marriages to

Population.

116
152
148
130
131
131
122
172
136
188
123
159
137
206
168
189
205
155
140
105
133
154
132
143
145
138
143
196
184
161
173
160
158
163
130
154
137
1.57

119

148

The ratio of marriages to population in the different counties varies considerably.
In the county of York it is the highest, being one marriage to every 119, or one per-

son married during the year out of every 60.

Frontenac is second, with one in 122 ; and Hastings third, having registered one
marriage in every 123. The counties of Lambton and Lennox and Aildington return the
lowest marriage rate, being only one in 206 in the former county, and one in 205 in the
latter. (Algoma and Muskoka, although showing the highest rate, are not here placed,
because the population is believed to be much larger, on account of the increased immi-
gration to those places during the last three years.)

The per centages of persons married to the population for the last six years are as
follows :

—

In 1871— 1-22 per cent.
" 1872—1-2.5 "
" 1873—1-28

In 1874—1 -24 per cent
" 1875—113
"1876—1-34

15
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TABLE E.—Marriages.

The following Table shows the number of Marriages returned as liaviug been
solemnized during the year 1^76, the religious denomination of the parties

married, and whether by License or JBanns.

COUNTIES.

Algoma
Brant
Bruce
Carleton
Elfirin

Essex
Frnntenac
Grey
Haldimand ...

Halton
Hastings
Huron
Kent
Lambton
ijaniirk

Lee<is & Grenville.

.

Lennox & Adding-
ton

Lincoln
Middlesex
Muskoka
Norfolk
Northumberland &

Durham
Ontario
Oxfcjrd

Purrji Sound. . .

.

Peel
Perth
Peterborough .

.

Presoott & Russell
Prince Edward .

.

Renfrew

Religious De.n"omination of Bride and
Bbidegkoom.

e-

1

w

-a

O

s ! ^

Mnicoe
Stoniiont, l>unda.s

antl (ilengarry
Thunder Bay .

.

Victoria
Waterloo
WeUand
Wellington
Wentworth ....

York

(irand Total.

13
59
77
194
74
80
138
123
77
43
147
149
80
00
132
170

46|

ir,

81 11
r)2; 197

287
109
62
24
83

241
48
SO
83

204
120
201
1.57

220
293
17.1

119
483

3.581 247
113| 301
127 188
ll>3| 80

24
.52

80
309
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Although the attention of clergymen has been called in tlie reports of my predeces-

sors to the fact that m each year a large number of marriages are returned without the
religious denomination to which the parties belong being given, a great number are still

so returned for the year 1876 ; and it seems a pity that anything should have been left

undone to mar the otherwise perfect return that clergymen have made for the year under

ms married whose denominationB were given were Methodists.
" **

Presbyterians.
**

Episcopalians." " Koman Catholics.
** "

Baptists.
" " Lutherans."

Bible Christians.
"

Congregationalists." "
Menonites.

*' ** Quakers.
" " Other denominations.

86.55 per cent, of the marriages were by license, 12.90 per cent, by banns, and of the
remaining .55 per cent, the clergyman omitted to state whether the marriage was by
banns or license.

TABLE F.—MAKEL4GES BY MONTHS.

review.
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The Quarterly Returns of Marriages exhibit the numbers as hereunder in the order

of priority.

For the quarter ending December 31st 3905
Do March 31st 3343
Do September 30th 2627
Do June 30th 2618

Date of marriage omitted 57

Total 12550

'~~'
In 1876 as in former years the maximum and minimum of Marriages occurred in

December and August.

The average number of Marriages per quarter 3137
Do per month 1045

Do per week 24]

Do per day 34

TABLE G.

—

Mabriages by Ages.

Table exhibiting the respective Ages of the parties Married during the year
under review.

COUNTTKS.
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TABLE G.—Marrxagks by AGEs.—Contimied.

k

COUNTIES.
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TABLE G.

—

Marriages by Ages.—Contvnued.

COUNTIES.
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TABLE G.

—

Marriages by Ages.—Continued.

COUNTIES.
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TABLE G.

—

Marriages by Ages.—Cooiduded.

COUNTIES.
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DEATHS.

The total number of Deaths registered in 1876 was 18,623—9,746 males, and 8,877
females ; an increase of 9,273 over the number returned for 1875.

This increase in the returns is very largel}' from the cities and county towns ; in the

proportion, i. e. of 162 per cent, in them, to 99 per cent, for the whole Province. That a

larger proportion of the deaths which occur is registered in the towns than in the more
thinly populated districts, is evident. For example, twenty of these centres, with an aggre-

gate population of 266,154, or 14 per cent, of that of the entire Province, as estimated,

return 4,738 deaths, or nearly 25 per cent, of the total number registered. That the cities

and towns give much the fullest returns is made still more apparent on observing that five

of the largest cities, except Ottawa (the returns from which are not full), with an aggregate

population of 148,186, less than 8 per cent, of that of the Province, return 3,210 deaths, or

over 17 per cent, of the total returned.

It must not be inferred from this that the death rate is much larger in urban than in

rural districts, for such an inference would be manifestly incorrect. Two, at least, of the

ten highest causes of death, diphtheria and typhoid fever, the former being the third highest

cause given (see Table), are known to be rather diseases of rural or suburban places, than

of the cities ; and moreover, insanitary conditions or causes of death are probably as prevalent

in the aggregate in the former as in the latter.

The causes of the larger proportionate returns from the cities arc most probably the

greater facility there for registering, and the greater interest taken by the people in the

matter of registration. In the townships and more thinly populated districts many arc

obliged to travel a long distance in order to reach the registrar.

This seems to suggest the necessity for awakening a greater interest in the subject of

registration in the townships, and impres;sing upon the people the importance of it, and also,

if possible, to increase the facilities for registering.

TABLE H.—Deaths by Months.

COUNTIES.
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TABLE H.

—

Deaths by Months.— Continued.

COUNTIES.
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TABLE H.

—

Deaths by Months.^—Continued.

COTJNTIES.
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TABLE H.

—

Deaths by Months.—Continued.

COUNTIES.
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TABLE H.

—

Deaths by Months.—Concluded.

COUNTIES.
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females. Of the total, over 50 per cent, more died in August than in November, while
neaily 75 per cent, more females died in August tlian in June. The death-rate among
young children was very large during the latter part of August.

The marked rises and falls in tlie death-rate involve highly-interesting questions as
to the causes of them. August in 187G was an unusually dry month, and the temperature
was high—conditions most favourable to the rapid evolution of organic emanations. In
such conditions, the level of the subsoil water would be reduced to the lowest point, ex-

posing a series of decomposing, fermenting foci ; and the large amount of evaporation
caused by the heat would be highly favourable to the diffusion of the poisonous effluvia

;

to the ordinary poisonous effects of which young chikiren are much more susceptible than
adults. The spread of epidemics is favoured by such conditions. The evil is not so
much the result of the climatic conditions, per se, as of the effects of the conditions upon
refuse organic, often excremeutitious, matter exposed to it by the carelessness, indiffer-

ence, or ignorance of the people. ^

Of the 18,623 deaths registered, 9,74G or 52-3 per cent, were of males, and 8,877 or
47'7 per cent, of females, being in the proportion of 109 males to 100 females. The
excess in this particular is more marked in those <lying under the age of one year—the
numbers being 2,150 males to 1,690 females. This is somewhat remarkable, though it

is similar in other countries. During only three periods in the lives of females does their

mortality exceed that of males, viz., trom 10 years to 20 years, 20 to 30, and 30 to 40
years. This may be accounted for by those periods being the most critical in their

existence ; the two latter especially being the child-bearing periods, and the tirst that in
which the development of puberty takes place. In that between 20 and 30 nearly 25
per cent, more females died than males. In Nova iScotia and in England "the death-
rate in females between the ages of 15 and 40 does not much exceed that of males of the
same age.

May not the habits of life of mothers—dress, " society
'

-be largely responsible for

this high death-rate among male infants and child-bearing women 1 These causes tend
to produce malformations or deformities in mothers which greatly increase the risks of
child-bearing. Then the average size of male infants, especially that of the head, is

greater than that of females, and hence the former suffer more during labour ; and in

malformed mothers, the risk to the infant reaches its maximum.

TABLE I.

—

Deaths by Ages.
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TABLE I.

—

Deaths by Ages.—Continued.
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TABLE J.—CAUSES OF DEATH
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OF DEATH.—Conti/nued.
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TABLE J.—CAUSES

I.—1. Miasmatic.

COtlNTIES.
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CAUSES OF DEATH.

True and natural Euthanasia— ' true old age ' with easy death, comes to but few. In
tlie struggle for existence, amid the many causes of disease and death by which man is

surrounded, some of his own creating, some entirely beyond his control, very few com-
paratively contrive to struggle through and survive 70 years, ami yet much fewer, 80'

years. When life is prolonged to 70 years or over, the causes of death are interesting and
not unimportant, but when it is extinguished prematurel)', in infancy or childhood, or

in tlie prime of manhood, bj' zymotic, constitutional or local diseases, often from causes

of man's own creating—preventable or removable causes, immediate ami remote, then
these become an interesting and highlj' important study—a study hardly second in

importance to any in the scope of learning.

The causes of death in the returns under consideration are frequently not so satisfac-

tory as they might be. Es.sential facts in the associated links of the cause are often omit
ted. Convulsions, debility and hemorrhage are given as causes of death without a word
as to what was the immediate cause of the convulsions, debility and hemorrhage, whicu
are in fact but symptoms of disease. Lung disease is a very indefinite cause fre-

quently given. It is very desirable indeed that more thought and care be given to thi.>*

point, especially by medical men, and that a full and comprehensive cause of death be-

given when possible. Brief remarks too, as to habits of life, previous liistory, &c. of de-

ceased, when known would prove valualile additions to statistical records.

In 1,115 of the total 18,623 deaths registersd the cause of death was not given, i.e. one
death in about every 17 had no cause assigned. In some of these no doubt no medical

man had been in attendance ; in others the cause was probably unknown ; while in some
perhaps it was simply an oversight. In some, however, evidently the omission was ow-

ing to indifference or neglect on the part of the attending physician. True the disease

of which a persou dies is not always known, and as Dr. William Farr says, " the medical

practitioner has had inadequate means of ob.servation ; he may be iin])erfectly skilled in

advanced diagnosis ; or the symptoms may be indistinct, complicated, and only explicable

by 'lutopsy. In such cases the certified cause is vague; but it does not follow that the

whole series of tlie returns subject to such imperfections is useless. If the attain.able

though imperfect knowledge of disease suffices for the purposes of medical practice, it can-

not be wortliless for medical statistics."

The following is a record of the ten highest causes of death :

—

per cent, of the
Males. Females. Total. 8i)ecified causes.

Phthisis 1017 1242 2259 or 12-9

Ohl A-,'e 724 G76 1400 " 8

l)iphtl'ieii-i 408 456 8G4 " 5

I'lieuinonia 440 340 786 " 4

Luni; Dis.Mse ... 370 292 602 "
3J

Heart Di.s..,ise ... 285 284 569 " 3

Convulsions 262 282 544 " 3

Diarrhoea ... 280 259 539 " 3

Tvpi-.oid F.ver... 237 199 436 " 21

Dropsy 173 208 381 "2"

Of all the causes of disea.se affecting the human race phthisis, commonly called con-

.sMinption, is constantly the most fatal ; the mortality by it in Ontario for the year under

review wa.s 2,259 or 12'9 per cent, of all the deaths of which the cause was specified.

This rate is slightly higher than that of Englaml, and about the same as that of Scot-

land. In Rhode Island in 1875 it was about 1.5 ])er cent.

The most alarming feature as regards this fearfully prevalent disease is, that it seems

to|he steadily on the the increase in Ontario. In 1872, 10'9 per cent, of the deaths re-

turned witli specified causes were of this disease ; in 1873, 11 43 percent. ; in 1874, 11-54

per cent. ; and in 1876, 120 per cent, of the (leaths returned were caused by |>hthisis.

This steady increase for even the five years mentioned is certainly enough to awaken
deep interest in, and a desire to inveslicjife itsniHPs.
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There were 225 more females than males died of phthisis in Oiiuario in 187G. Only
nine of the counties returned more deaths of males than of females. In the united coun-
ties of Leeds and Grenville this disease appears to have been most fatal. Of the total

<leaths returned (556) 18-7 per cent, (or lO-l) were caused by it, or at the rate of 15 per
1000 living. Lanark seems next in this respect, returning 17'.3 per cent, (or 47) of the
total returned (271), 1'3 per 1000 living. Haldimand gives 16 per cent, (or 37) of the
total (226), 1-3 per 1000. Hastings is fourth in its mortality from this disease, returnin.ij

15-9 per cent. (98) of the total deaths (615), 1-78 per 1000. Stormont, Dundas and Glen-
garry (united) returns 14:'7 per cent, of the totals, or 1-4 per 1000. Brant gives 14-5 per
cent, of the totals, or 1'6 per 1000. These with Frontenac, Bruce and Elgin return a death
rate from consumption above the average of the province (12-9 per cent, of totals, or 1-2 per
lOOO living). Next in proportion comes Middlesex, Wentworth, Oxford, Huron, Lincoln,
Welland and Northumberland and Durham.

York, including Toronto, returns 254 deaths from this disease ; 10.9 per cent, of the
totals (2,325), or 19 per 1000. It will be observed that this death rate per 1000 living

in York was a little higher than in other counties, but the returns from York, especially

Toronto, were much fuller than those of the other counties. For example, of the above
nrentioned counties, Oxford returns the lowest death rate from this disease per 1000 liv-

Jug, namely 1 '1
; but it only returns a total death rate of 10 per 1000, while York returns

over 17 per 1000.

Considerably the smallest death rate from this disease was seemingly in Renfrew,
^vhich gives only 18 in a total of 310, or 58 per cent. ; 0o6 per 1000. Parry Sound and
Muskoka come next. While the remaining counties do not vary much in the porportion
of returns from this cause.

It is very generally acknowledged by the most eminent physicians that one import-
ant and prolific cause, and probably the principal cause of this disease, is the breathing of
foul air, but especially that rendered foul and poisonous by respiration ; and this more
especially in connection with sedentary habits. Furthermore, it is found to be most pre-
valent in localities with wet undrained soil, least so in high, mountainous, well-drained
districts. It has bnen found by the Registrar-General's returns for a period of ten years
that in the elevated granite region of Dartmoor in Devonshire, England, the death rate

from it was only 0-78 per 1000 living, while in England generally it was 2-47 per 1000.

The fact of the somewhat larger increase in 1876 (which however it must be remem-
bered covers two years) in which there is the largest increase in the returns from cities and
towns, where people are less in the open air and more confined in nuventilated rooms, and
commonly more exposed to foul air, tends to strengthen the belief that a vitiated atmos-
phere is an important and active factor in the production of this disease.

The second largest number in the returns as to causes of death is that of old age, so
registered. When it is observed that 2740 survived 70 years, and 1145 survived 80
years, the number returned (1400) as dying from old age may perhaps be regarded as in

the main correct, though it seems but very few waste away and die of natural old a^e
before reaching 80 or 90, and it is probable that many of the deaths ascribed to this cause
were immediately preceded by some special or local disease, more or less latent, as pneu-
monia or disease of the liver or stomach. Old age is an easy and a tempting cause to
assign for death when the decedents reach advanced age.

The number of deaths from diphtheria has largely increased. In 1874 the cleaths were
not sufficiently numerous to be placed on the list of the ten highest causes of death, it now
stands the third highest. In 1876, over five per cent, of the deaths, with S]iei;ifi-'i[ causes,

were returned as diphtheria, which in 1874 only 2-1 per cent, of the returns were from this

cause. Then as the largest increase in the returns were from the cities and lari^er towns,
and as this is rather a disease of the country than of the city, it may be inferi eJ that the
proportional increase is even greater than the returns show.

Tiiere are those who maiutain that there is no distinction between diphtheria and
oroup, and certainly there seems to be in many cases a difficulty in defining the limits of
each disease. It is thoreffire probable that some of the deaths returned as diphtheria
miglit have been as correctly returned under the head of croup. But croup also has largely
increased. In 1874, 1-45 per cent, of the total returns were under the head of this cause,
while in 1876, 25 per cent, are under the same.
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The returns from nearly all the counties show a much larger number of deaths from

diphtheria than from croup ; a few show the reverse of this. Oxford returns the largest

number from diphtheria and also the largest from the two diseases together, viz. : 96 from

diphtheria and 15 from croup, total 111. Wentwortli comes next, 77 from diphtheria, 17

from croup, total 94. Wellington third, 52 diphtheria, 27 croup, total 79. Next, York,

48 diphtlii lia 30 croup, total 78. Hastings, 44 diphtheria, IS croup. Huron. Norfolk,

Northuuiberland and Durham (united) each return 38 diphtheria and 31, 8.8 respectively

from croup. For the most part the counties returning the largest number from diphth-

eria returned also the l<iri:p,st from croup. Frf>ntenac, however, returns 3 di])litheria and

12 croup, and Prescott n\u\ Russell 2 diphtheria and 21 croup. This would seem to show
that there may be some difficulty in diagiiosiiig, and that the distinction between the two

diseases is not very well marked. Excepting Algoma, Prince Edward returns the least

number of the two diseases together, viz. : 2 of each ; but Peterborough returns 1 di[)h-

theiia and 4 croup, and as its estimated population is about 35,000 and that of Prince

Edward 23,000 it shows the lowest mmlality from diphtiieria and also from the two

diseases togi-ther, liut the returns from Peterborough are not so full proportionately as

those from Prince Edward.
Comparini; the County of York, including Toronto (the large.sf city in the Province)

with the County of Oxford (ui which there are no very large towns) the death rate in the

latter from diphtheria and croup was 2 per 1000 living of the estimated population ; while

in York the rate from the same diseases was only 0-58 per 1000.

Thediffeience becomes very great on comparing the number of deaths from diplith-

eria and croup with the total number of deaths returned from these two counties, York
returns a total of 2326 deaths, 78, or only 3-35 per cent, of which are caused by diphtheria

and croup; while Oxford returns a total of .540, 1 11 or 20-5 per cent, of which are from

diphtheria and croup. Peterborough, on the other hand, returns a total of 240 deatlis,

and only '•> or about 2 per cent, from diphtheria and croup ; or only 0-14 per 1000 living.

Oxfird returns a total death-rate of about 10 per 1,000 living; Peterborough, 7 per

1,000 living.

Dip! tlieria seems to be on the increase in other counties also. The number

of deaths from it in New York in 1874 was 1665—514 in excess of that of 1873. In

1874, 1875 and 1876 many parts of Massachusetts suffered greatly from tiiis disease.

Reports from 213 cities and towns in that State, in a very large number of which diph-

theria prevailed epiilemically, show in the main tiiat the cause of this disease is telluric or

meteorological, and that it is contagious, and attended with the greatest mortality and

severity wiiere generally insanitary conditions, especially soil moisture and Kith prevail,

in some cities, high localities, with sandy and rocky soil, were remarkably exempt.

In the ei)idemics of the three years in Massachu.sett.s, the greatest severity and
fatality were in the rural districts. i)r. W. Farr shows also from late returns of deaths

that of 1,000 children born 4'9 die of diphtheria in the whole of England and Wales ;

4'4 in Liverpool, and no less than 10-3 in otherwise healthy rural district's in England

and Wales.
We have further evidence of the greater fatality of this disease in rural districts in

comparing the death-rate of Oxford with that of York as above.

Diphtheria being more severe and fatal in districts where insanitary conditions pre-

vail, it is commonly classed among the filth disesises. From reports upon a severe

epidemic at Milan in 1874, it was concluded that "no curative treatment which could be

regarded as at all constant had yet been discovered ; and that the measures most to be

relied upon were prophylactic, which were to be sougiit in the careful administration of

public hygienic measures." The mortality is usually largest below five years of age,

especially from two to five, and decreases with age.

Deaths from Pneumonia have decreased from 1875 to 1876, but Lung DiseasQ has

greatly swelled its lists of victims. Lung disease is a most unsatisfactory cause of death

to give, and it is to be hoped that medical men will in future endeavour to diagnose the

nature of the ilisease, whether tubercular or otherwise, at least. The ditiiculty in dis-

tinguishing phthisis in its advanced stage b not very groat, and it is probable not a very

large proportion "f these were tubercular, though most likely some, possibly many, were j

and It may be inferred that the number of those returned as consumption, and referred to
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iilieail)', was really sninevvhiit laii;er than the letuius slioweil. Ou the other hand, it is

possible that some of the deaths returned under the head of consumption may not have

Iteen caused by true phthisis.

It must be observed that, while some of the counties showing a high death-rate from

consumption show also a high death-rate from lung disease, so recorded, others give a very

low return from this last cause. For example, the United Counties of Leeds and Gren-

ville, and of Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry, which return a very high rate from con-

sumption, only return two each from " lung disease," so-called, while Haldimand, Hast-

iiigs and Lanark much smaller counties, returning also a high rate in consumption, return

14, 3o and 16 respectively from lung disease. Again, Frontenac returns only two from

lung disease, and Bruce and Elgin return 19 and 13 respectively. Peterborough. Prescott

and Russell and Welland return none from this cause, while Northumberland and
Durham (united), Wellington and Grey return respectively 72, 51 and 48 from consump-

tion and lung disease together, these three counties show a very high death-rate, viz.,

21 '6, 15 and 19 per cent, respectively of the total of deaths returned.

Though a larger number by 18 per cent, of deaths from typhoid fever were returned in

1876, there were a smaller number registered in proportion to the total number of deaths,

and it has decreased from the fourth highest cause of death to the ninth. The County of

Halton seems to have suffered most from this disease—4i per cent, of the total number of

deaths were caused by it, i. c, one death from typhoid fever in every 20-5 deaths from

all causes. Waterloo gives 4 per cent., one in every 23.8 deaths. Elgin, Lincoln and
Norfolk give over 3i- per cent. ; and Huron, Oxford and Wellington over 3 per cent.

Prescott and Kussell, on the other hand, return only one case in a total of 269 deaths

from all causes. Peterborough only returns one in a total of 240, and Prince Edward
two in a total of 233. These are considerably below most of the counties. York, in-

cluding Toronto, returns less than 3 per cent, of the total, or one in 35 from all causes
;

Wentworth, with Hamilton, less than 1^ per cent., or one in 71 from all causes.

When we find York and Wentworth, containing the two largest cities in the Pro-

vince, showing a much smaller mortality from typhoid fever than counties containing no

large towns even, one can only look upon it as further evidence that the now generally

received opinion among statisticians is correct, that this is, like diphtheria, rather a

disease of the country or of scattered communities, than of the city, as has been stated.

A Table in the Sixth Annual Keport of the State Board of Health of Massachusetts,

shows that during a period of ten years, in 1-47 cities and towns with more than 2,000

inhabitants each, containing an aggregate population of 1,044,294, the average death-rate

from typhoid fever each year per 1,000 persons living, was 0'775
;
while in 184 towns

and villages of less than 2,000 inhabitants each, with a total populatiou of 213,468, the

average de;ith-rate from typhoid per 1,000 was 1'189 ; or more than 50 per cent, greater.

Typhoid fever is universally legarded as one of the filth diseases.

The cities and larger towns have tiieir boards of health to look after sanitary affairs
;

the\ usually have a oetter water supply ; they have sewers ami water-closets. In vil-

la^i^s and among the farming community, there are no boards of health ; the wells from

which the water supply is obtained, is often near the back-door, where slops are often

thrown, or it is in proximity to the privy or barn-yard, and becomes contaminated with

organic matter ; and dwellings are frequently built on low or undrained foundations, and
have dark, damp, unventilated cellars.

Is it surprising that filth diseases should prevail to a greater extent in the latter

places than in the former ?
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The return of deaths for 1876 having increased so largely over other years, it may
be considered as an approximation to the actual mortality of the Province; this Table
can therefore be taken as something moie than a mere mass of figures.

Substracting from the whole number ol deaths, 18,623, all those who died under the

age of 20, and alsu the number of those persons whose ages were not given at the time of
their death, there remains 9,269.

Of this immber, 8.575 have their occupations registered, leaving 694 that have had
no calling assigned to them.

The remarks made in reference to former Tables of this description are equally ap-

plicable to this one, viz. :
—" That it is necessary in order to understand the correct bear-

ing of the Table, to remember the comparative number of the population who died while
engaged in each occupation."

It is easy to believe that occupation has a marked effect upon health, and conse-

quently upon length of life. Occupation shortens life in various ways ; by irritating or

poisonous substances being inhaled, or introduced into the system in some other way ; and
by confinement in-doors and want of fresh air and exercise. Furthermore, in modern
civilized lite, the nearest possible approach to perfection in every art is demanded, labour

is divided, and the pursuits of individuals are greatly restricted, and the tendency is to

overworK a small part of the organism and under-work the remainder, whereby a large

part of it is not called into that activity for which it is (jesi!.'ned, and which is necessary

to health and long life. Tliis state of things might be largely remedied by the proper
application of hygiene.

The average age of the 8,575 'persons referred to in this table is 55-72 years. It will

be seen that nearly one-fourth of the whole number whose occupations and ages are given
were tillers of the soil, and over one-fourth of the remainder were their wives. Tiieir

average age was nearly 61. Plasterers were the longest lived, but there were only live

deaths returned of that calling. Gentlemen come second on the list, but no doubt many
of them were retired members of some profession or calling. This return, "gentleman,"
as an occupation, is as unsatisfactory as some of the causes of disease, and indeed, is not
properly an occupation, or if one, it is one in which all men might engage, in connection

with any other. Better return " no occupation " or " independent means ;
" or if deceased,

had at any time of life followed any ordinary occupation for any length of time, it ought
to be recorded.

The average age of the three professions. Divinity, Law an<l Medicine, was 53. It

is a noticeable feature that the immber of deaths " of the average and over it," amount
to 1,578, or 53 per cent, of the whole number recorded. The average age of these per-

sons was 60 years, and they include in their number the principal occupations of the people
of this Province, a substantial proof of the healthiness of the climate of Ontario.

As in England and other countries, seamstresses, milliners and dress-makers are, in

Ontario, among the shortest lived. They reach little more than half the average age, or
that of farmers' wives. This cannot be caused, even in a large degree, by the mere occu-

pation per se, but must be mainly the result of habits of life, and over-work, and too little

time for exercise in the open air ; causes which demand attention, and which might be
remedied or overcome.

The last census in England showed that of dress-makers only 1 in 171 reached old

age, while of tiiose of " independent me<uis " or " gentlemen," 1 in 4 reached old age.

The great improvement visilde iu the returns lor the year under review is mainly
due to the clauses introduced into the new Act, some of which were foreshadowed by my
predecessor, amongst which was a clause compelling the registration of the particulars of
death before the interment of the body ; another clause, compelling Municipalities to pay
Division Registrars a fee of ten cents for each birth, marriage and death registered by
them, and the appointment of an inspector.

The services of the District Registrars were dispensed with, which resulted in a direct
saving to the Department, in round numbers, of the sum of four thousand dollars per
annum, the work heretofore performed by them now being done at the head office.

The established practice of sending hand-bills to post offices and other public places,

setting forth the persons who are charged with the duty of reporting births, marriages
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and deaths, and pointing out the penalties for refusal or neglect, is still adhered to, as

well as that of the insertion of paragraphs and advertisements in newspapers in those

localities where it was thought advisabh'.

The Inspector reports that during the year 1876 he visited the offices of about 160

Division Registrars, and personally called upon a number of clergymen, medical men,

undertakers, sextons, and overseers of cemeteries, and asked their co-operation in securing

the most correct returns possible. In several cases he was compelled to order the prose-

cution of defaulters, but usually, when the intimation got abroad that legal proceedings

would be taken in all cases of neglect, it seemed sufficient to induce those in default to

comply at once with the requirements of the Act. He furthermore reports that among

those Division Registrars visited, he found a number of them who looked upon the Regis-

tration Act as useless, and simply entered any registrations that were offered to them,

without putting forth any exertion to successfully carry out the requirements of tlie Act,

but in most of these cases, he states that there is a decided improvement in their returns

for the first half-year of 1877 lately received at the Department
;
while on the other hand,

a number of Division Registrars displayed a great deal of energy to get all the registrations

possible, as well as to impress upon the inhabitants of their several divisions, the value

of correct registrations. Amongst these may be specially mentioned the Registrars of

Belleville, Brantford, Brockville, Eramosa, Kingston, London City, London East, Nepean,

Owen Sound, Port Hope, Southampton, Toronto and Wilmot.

Arrangements were perfected tlirough the co-operation of the Hon. the Postmaster-

General whereby the forms used by clergymen, medical men, and others for the purpose

of making returns of births, marriages, and deaths to the several division registrars should

pass through the post-offices as prepaid matter, whicli theretiy contributed in a great

measure to fuller returns. He also instructed the several postmasters in the Pinvince to

take cliaige of the different forms, and to supi)ly tliem on demand to clergymen and

others de.siring to make returns with respect to registration.

Through the kindness of Mr. Thos. 11. Monk, of tiie Meteorological Dejiartment at

Toronto, I am enabled to show the infiuence ot the weather on the mortality in the City

of Toronto, derived from a comparison with the deaths registered during the year under

review. See Appendix.

All of which is respectluUy submitted.

ARTHUR S. HARDY,
H. S. CREWE, lieyUlrar General.

Inspector.

APPENDIX.
On the injliience of tite tVeather on Mortality.

On the influence of the weather on mortality, with a comparison of the deaths reg-

istered in Toronto during 1876, and the weather for the same period.

The total number of deaths registered for the year wjis 1664, and the number and

per-ceutage at the different ages as follows :

—

Ages Number. PerKjenta^e.

Under i year 534 8209

1 to 5 237 14-24

6 ' 10 86 .-ilS

10 "20 81 •
4-88

20 " 30 140 8-41

30 '• 40 125 7-51

40 " 50 123 7-39

50 " 60 106 6-37

60 " 70 89 5-38

70 " 80 58 3-48

80 " 90 43 2-58

90 and upwards 6 .36

Ages not specified 36 2-16

1^664 100 00
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The percentage of deaths under five years of age is exceedingly high—being nearly
one-half of the total number of deaths registered.

Taking the population of Toronto at 70,000, we have a death-race of 23-8 per 1,000,

or one death to every 42 persons living. If 1876 can be taken as a fair average, this

compares favourably with most of the large cities of the world, excepting as regards

chOdren. The death-rate of some of the principal cities of the world is as follows :

—

Philadelphia 1 in 50 living.

Toronto (for 1876) 1 " 42 "

London and Paris 1 " 41 "

Boston 1 " 40 "

New York, Vienna and Madras 1 " 33 ",

Brussels 1 " 32 "

Bombay 1 "30 "

Glasgow 1 ' 29 "

Liverpool , 1 " 28 "

Berlin 1 " 24 "

The question of the influence of the weather on mortality has attracted a considerable

amount of attention of late years. Alex. Buchan, Esq., Secretary of the Scottish Meteor-

ological Society, and Dr. Arthur Mitchell, in the July (LS75) number of the Journal of

the Scottish Meteorological Society, show the results they have arrived at after a careful

exaniiQation of the returns for London, England, as furnished by the Registrar-General.

The period embraced in the investigation is thirty years, from 1845 to 1874, and the

results prove that, at least for one city, the weather has a very considerable influence ou
mortality. Investigations, however, already show " that in different places deaths Irom
particular diseases exhibit very different degrees of sensitiveness to weather," and although

in this paper I have endeavoured to point out certain peculiarities and coincidences, I

will not attempt to compare the results of an investigation which embraces a period of

one year only, with that of thirty years. My object has been rather to call attention

to the neces.sity for proper registration, not only of the mortality, but also of the health

of the people, in order that sufficient accurate data may be olatained for investigating

this important question. Mr. Buchan's conclusion as to the best method of con-

ducting such a research is as follows :
" That a division of the year into months is

insufficient in inquiring into the influence of weather on mortality, and that a division

into weeks is essential, is immediately apparent on a simple inspectiuu of the curves ; it

is evident, for instance, that in the case of the curves for diarrhtea, convulsions, phthisis,

and many other diseases, monthly averages would either wholly obliterate their more
striking features, or smooth them down to such an extent, that they could not be

regarded as any longer disclosing the real relations of weather to the progress of mortality

from these diseases."

The data, as regards the mortality, has been divided into forty-eight parts for the

year, instead of fifty-two. Although this may answer very well for its present purpose,

I should certaitdy recommend that in future, any record of registration should be divided

into weeks. The observations of the different meteorological elements, and their difference

from their averages (which I have had divided into four monthly parts to correspond with

the mortality returns), I have obtained from the Magnetic Observatory, Toronto, by
permission of the Director, Professor Kingston.

The data from which the curves (represented on plates I., II., III. and IV.) aie

drawn will be found at the end of this paper.

Plate I. represents the curve of the various meteorological elements.

Plate II. the deaths from all causes.

Plate III. " " certain classes of diseases.

Plate IV. is Plates I. and II. combined.
The most remarkable features in the curve of deaths from all causes, all ages and

both sexes, &k, first, the sudden and apparently abnormal rise in mortality in '^e second
portion of August. As will be seen, this is due principally to the deaths among children
under 5 years of age, 55 of the 80 deaths registered in that period having occurr^*^among
those under 5 years of age, 40 of which icere under 1 year.
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Second, the fall in the last portion of September, when the total number of deaths

registered is 10, six being over 5 years of age and four under. The rise in mortality

follows an increase of temperature above the normal and a decrease of humidity, and the

fall, an increase of humidity and rainfall.

It will be noticed that for the year 1876 a decrease in humidity is generally followed

by a rise in the death rate, and vice versa. The abnormal rise in mortality in August
may possibly be accounted for by the fact that no rain fell during that month, it being the

dryest August since the commencement of the record in 1840. It was also the month of

least humidity. September, which was the month in which the minimum number of

deaths was reached, was that in which the days of rain were most frequent. The classes

of disease shewing a marked rise in the period first mentioned are the miasmatic, which
reached its maximum 32, and the developmental diseases of children, which also reached

its maximum (11.) The character of this curve at the period when it is most above the

average, viz. : from the first portion of July to the latter portion of September, is mostly

influenced by that of the miasmatic class.

On plat* III are given the curves for five of the jjrincipal classes of disease ; but ns

the peculiar features are apt to be changed in the course of further investigation I will only

point out a few .such as coincide with and bear out the research of Mr. Buchan. That of

the Miasmatic class has been partly noticed above the deaths when it reached its maximum,
beinif from the following causes : Cholera Infantum, 13 ; Diarrhoea, 11 ; Whooping Cough. 4 ;

Dysentery, 2 ; and Cholera, 2. The rise above the average from the first portion of July to

the latter portion of Sejitember is due almost entirely to deaths from Cholera Infantum and

Diarrhoei, both of which reach their maximum in the second portion of August. The slight

rise in January is due to Typhoid Fever, which prevailed more at that time than at any por-

tion of tlie year. No deaths were registered from Whooping Cough from October till the

latter part of January. The maximum from this cause occurred in April. This corres-

ponds with Mr. Huchan's results.

The curve for Nervous Diseases shows a marked maximum in the la.st portion of

March, when it reaches 13. At this period the Humidity curve shows a marked rise, the

precipitation is also very high and the temperature a good deal below the average. This

correspnnds with what is shown by Mr. Buchan and Dr. Mitchell in the paper quoted

above, where they st.ate " about one half of the diseases which begin to show an increase are

connpcted more or less closely with the Nervous System." This is in the period which they

characterize as damp and cold.

The curve of deaths arising from diseases of the Res])iratory Organs shows a sustained

rise from the third portion of April till the first portion of June. Durinir the whole of this

period the tem]>eratur(>. although rising, continues, with one exccptiou, below the average. The
exception is followed by a fall in the Mortality curve.

1 he curve of the Developmental diseases of children has already been noticed.

Enough has been stated, both in I\ir. Buchan's article and these few remarks on the

deaths in Toronto, to show that the weather influences mortality in various ways ; but it would

be far more serviceable if returns regarding the lu'dlth of the peo]ile could be furnished. It

would enable us to prove more deei.sively the connection between the weather and hcxlth. An
extended system of observation of this kind would undoubtedly prove of great benefit.

There is perhaps no better field for the proper solution of this question than this con-

tinent, where the atmospheric changes are .so well followed and foretold, and accurate inform-

ation as to the influence of such changes could be obtained by a proper system of regis-

tration of the state of health. By this means we may perhaps be able to foretell the changes

in the health of the people and L'ive warnings of apprciching epidemics as wo now predict

coming weather. We should also be better able to ascertain the climate most suitable for

pcr.«ons afflicted with certain diseases.

As the system of registration in Ontario is rapidly approaching that accuracy so desir-

able and without which .scientific results can scarcely be obtjiined ; and as accurate meteor-

ological obHervatioDS have been and still continue to be taken in this province, it would

undoubtedly ]'rove a good place in which to commence such a research, and 1 further hope

that, with that end in view, attention will be called to this subject.

TH08. MONK.
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TABLE L.

Toronto.—Means of the Meteorological Elements for 1876, and their Difterences
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TABLE L.
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REPORT

OF THE

COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC WORKS,

PROVINCE OF ONTARIO,

FOR THE YEAR ENDING 31st DECEMBER, 1877..

To His Honour the Honourable Donald Alexander McDonald,
Lieutenant-Gomrnor of the Province of Ontario, &f., Ikjc.

la compliance with the Act in that behalf, I beg to submit the following Report of the

works under the control of this Department for the year 1877.

The details of the operations connected with the construction, improvements and repairs

of Public Buildings, the maintenance of and improvements to Public Works, the drainage of

lands, and the extension of Railways, are fully explained in the accompanying reports from

the respective officers of the Department.

The additions and alterations to the several Public Institutions of the Province under

the control of the Department, and for which appropriations were made last Session, have

been expedited as rapidly as circumstances permitted, and those buildings which were most

required have been completed, and iu several instances occupied.

The operations in connection with the construction of the additions to the several In-

stitutions will be continued during the ensuing year, until completion, and it is to be hoped

that the contemplated additions will afiford all the present accommodation required.

Eevotes of the unexpended balances of the appropriations, and the usual provisions for

general repairs and improvements will have to be made in the Estimates for 1878.

The maintenance and improvements of the several locks, dams and other works connected'

with the navigation of the inland waters, and for facilitating the passage of lumber and

timber, have been continued during the present year, and are now in an improved and

very satisfactory condition.
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The Drainage works undertaken by this Department have been completed, and the

whole expenditure on surveys and works will be within the appropriations.

The Railway extension for the year has been considerable. Several important lines

have been completed and opened for traffic, thereby giving increased facilities for the de-

velopment of the commercial and agricultural interests of the Province.

Respectfully submitted,

C. F. FRASER,
Commwsione}:

Department of Public Works,

Ontario, December 31st, 1877.
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REPORT

OP

THE AECHITECT, ETC

Department cf Public Works,
Ontario, December, 31st, 1877.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the following Annual Report :
—

GOVERNMENT HOUSE.

The general repairs to the building and fences were completed during this season, the

outside wood, stone and brickwork, having been painted, and the roof and eaves repaired.

It was found necessary to construct a new tile drain eighteen inches in diameter from
the front portion of the building to the sewer passing through the grounds, and the old drains

being in an unsatisfactory state, were taken up and connections made with the new drain.

The furniture and furnishings being in want of repair and renewal in several instances,

have been put in a proper condition suitable to the purpose.

The grounds have been much improved in appearance, trees having been planted and
the outbuildings repaired and painted.

PARLIAMEL^fT AND DEPARTMENTAL BUILDINGS^

The usual ordinary repairs to these buildings have been attended to, and the roofs, drains,

furnaces, &c., are now in an efficient condition, but the actual expenditure on such old build-

ings cannot be considered satisfactory, the results being neither apparent nor commensurate
with such expenditure, which is principally on account of renewals of decayed materials, as

fully explained in the last annual report.

ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE, TORONTO.

A residence for the Medical Superintendent was erected in the grounds near the eastern

entrance, and the building is now ready for occupation, with the exception of the heating
apparatus.

Branch water pipes six inches in diameter have been laid in the grounds on the
east, west and south sides, and four hydrants constructed, the whole being connected
with the City water main, on Queen street. One thousand feet of the best carbolised rubber
hose two and a half inches in diameter, and two hose reels have been provided. These will

afford the necessary protection against fire in addition to the water supply from the engine
house connected with this Institution.

The oak for flooring the lower corridor was provided for the Asylum authorities, and the
work was done by the Asylum carpenter, assisted by the patients.

Lumber was also supplied for the construction of sidewalks and other works, the wo k
having been done by Asylum labour.
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A re-vote of the unexpended balance of the appropriation will be required for the con-

struction of the heating apparatus for the Medical Superintendent's residence^ and for other

improvements.

ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE, LONDON.

Plans and specifications for two additional cottages for chronic patients, a coal shed, also

for the addition to the refractory wards, were prepared as required, and after due advertisement,

the tender of Messrs. Wright, Durand & Sons, of London, being the lowest, was accepted for

the cottages and coal shed, and the tender of Mr. A. Purdom, London, for the Refractory

wards, being the lowest, was also accepted.

The work on both these contracts has progressed in a satisfactory manner during the

past season. The cottages will be ready for occupation before the close of this month, and

the Refractory wards will be completed according to agreement, on the 1st of July next, the

latter building being now roofed in, and a great portion of the internal work being in a for-

ward state towards completion.

The slating, galvanised iron decks, and tinsmiths work of the roof of the main building

have been repaired, and the plastering of the ceiling of the amusement hall renewed.

The large chimney shafts to the boiler houses, and the laundry have been raised twenty

feet in height to increase the draught for the steam boilers, and a separate chimney has been

built for the bakery, the flue previously constructed and leading to the laundry chimney

being inefficient.

A re-vote of the unexpended balance of the appropriation, and for the balance of the

estimated cost of the Refractory wards will bo necessary to complete the work.

ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE, HAMILTON.

The works connected with the erection of the wings and the addition to the i-ear of the

main building, also for a residence for the Medical Superintendent, and houses for the

Bursar, Farmer, and Engineer, a brick coal shed, farm buildings, and fences, for which plans

and specifications had been prepared, were duly advertised, and tjie tenders of !Mr. A. J.

Brown, Caledonia, being the lowest for the wings and rear addition, and that of Mr. E. Van
Allen, for the remaining portion as above stated, being also the lowest, were accepted. The

works have progressed in a satisfactory manner, the rock excavation for the drains being

tedious, but it is now nearly completed.

The contractor for the construction of the Medical Superintendent's residence, and houses

for the Bursar, Farmer and Engineer, has nearly completed these buildings. The coal shed

and fences were erected during the summer, the former being now in use, and the farm build-

ings are nearly finished.

A re-vote of the unexpended balance and of the balance of the estimated cost will be

necessary for the completion of the wings and rear addition. It is expected that the wings

will be ready for occupation on the 1st of September, 1878, when the work is specified to be

completed.

It may be desirable that some arrangements should be made with the City Council for

thn extension of the main drain along Queen street, from Concession street, in connection with

the proposed construction of the sewer from the southern portion of the city to the marsh.

ASYLUM FOR IDIOTS, ORILLIA.

The expenditure on account of this building has been very slight, consisting of the

amount required for the construction of the gas aj)paratu'i, and some improvements and altera-

tions to the gas and water pipes. The gas apparatus has been found (juitc efficient for the

intended purposes, and is an economical method of lighting .is compared with coal gas. Dupli-

cate retorts arc now being placed in the gas house in order to increase the manufacturing

power, the gas holder being of .sufficient capacity to contain a larger supply, thereby avoiding

the necessity of daily manufacture, and consequent saving of fuel. It is expected that the

additional retort,s will supply all the gas required for this building without further additions

or expense except for repairs.

A rc-vote of the unexpended balance will be required fur alterations and repairs.

8
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CENTRAL PRISON, TORONTO.

An isolated brick Hospital has been built in the lumber yard on the west side of the

prison, and is now ready for occupation. The building is tifty-two feet long, thirty-three

feet in width, and two storeys in height, with a verandah in front on both floors.

A Gate-keeper's house has also been built at the entrance of Strachan Avenue. The
material is of brick and roofed with slate, the size being twenty-seven feet by seventeen, and

wing twenty-one by seventeen, one and a half storeys, with wood-shed, &c.

Water supply pipes six inches in diameter, and four hydrants in connection with the

City Water Works have been laid in the grounds. Four hundred feet of rubber hose twO'

and a half inches in diameter, and one hose cart have also been supplied as a protection against

fire, in addition to the water supply from the engine-house.

DEAF AND DUMB INSTITUTE, BELLEVILLE.

Considerable additions have been made to the building during the year, for which plans

and specifications were prepared, and submitted for tenders, after due advertisement, the

lowest being that of John Forin, Belleville, which was accepted.

A residence has been erected for the Principal, on the west side of the main building,

and is now ready for occupation.

A new dormitory eighty-five feet in length, twenty-five feet in width, and three storys in

height, has been built of brick, roofed with slate, the building being on the east side of the

main building, affording accommodation for about forty boys, an isolated room for an hospital,

and a store room thirty feet by twenty-five feet, with a cellar underneath. This building has

been completed for some time, and is ready for occupation.

An addition thirty-three feet by thirty feet, two storeys in height, has been made to the

west side of the dining room, affording a large play room for the girls, and an hospital on the

second floor, with additional baths in the passage between the main building and the addition.

A new brick boiler house has also been constructed in the rear of the kitchen.

Two brick water-closets have been built, one for the boys and the other for the girls on

the east and west sides of the main building, each closet being thirty feet in length and fifteen

feet in width, one story in height, roofed with .slates, and both closets have been in use for

some time.

A new main sewer has been constructed on the east side of the grounds with branch

drains to the water-closets, workshops, residence, &c.

Tenders have been received for the construction of new boilers and the alterations of the

present heating apparatus, also for heating the new dormitory, the lowest being that of W.
J. McGuire & Co., which has been accepted.

BLIND INSTITUTE, BRANTFORD.

An addition of brick, sixty-four feet by .sixty feet and three storeys in height, roofed with

slate and galvanized iron, has been constructed on the south-western end of the main building,

to accommodate sixty additional pupils, also for class and work-rooms. This building will

soon be completed.

Tenders were received for the steam-heating of the addition and alterations in the south-

west wing of the main building, the lowest being that of D. S. Keith & Co. It is expected

that the whole of the work will be completed in March next.

A revote of the unexpended balance, and the balance of the estimated cost, will be re-

quired to complete the addition, &c.

SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE, GUELPH.

Plans and specifications for an addition ninety-four feet by fifty feet, of stone, three

storeys in height, roofed with slate and galvanized iron, were prepared early in the season,

and after due advertisement were submitted for tenders; the tender of David Kennedy,
Guelph, being the lowest, was accepted. The work has not progressed as expeditiously as

9
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was expected, but the Pupils' dormitories and dining-room were ready for occupation at the

opening of the present session, and the work is now progressing towards completion ; it is

expected that the whole of the work will be completed during the present month.

A re-vote of the unexpended balance will be required to complete the work.

SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL SCIENCE.

According to instructions, advertisements for tenders were inserted in the daily papers-

and the tender of W. J. Hughes, being the lowest, was accepted, and the building, which is

of brick, has been erected on the grounds of the Toronto University, east of the Meteorologi-

cal Observatory, the front being to the north.

The building is one hundred feet in length, fifty-three in width, and three storeys in

height, with a basement, a wing forty-two feet by thirty-four feet, and one storey in height,

beside the basement, has been constructed in the rear.

Accommodation will be afforded for the Professors of Chemistry, Mineralogy, and

Engineering, also the necessary lecture rooms, laboratories, model rooms, &c., the whole to be

heated by hot air furnaces.

It is expected that the building will be ready for occupation in March next.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT AND NORMAL SCHOOL, TORONTO.

A house for the Engineer has been built on the east side of the grounds, near the Boys'

entrance to the Model School, the contract having been let to Messrs. Thompson & Co., their

tender bcins; the lowest.

The building i.s of brick, thirty-nine feet in length, twenty-six feet in width, and one

storey in height, with wood shed, etc., and is now occupied. The ordinary repairs to the

buildinss, drains, steam heating apparatus, &c., h.ave been attended to during the year, and

further appropriations will be required for the purpose fir 1878.

NORMAL SCHOOL, OTTAWA.

The only expenditure required in connection with this building was for furniture, plant-

ing, and ordinary repairs. An appropriation for repairs and improvements to the grounds

will be rei)uircd for 1878.

OSGOODE HALL, TORONTO.

The steam heating of the addition to this building for the Court of Appeal was com

pleted early in the year, and has boon found satisfactory.

Several akeration.s being re(|uired in the Judsros' apartments of the Court of Chancery,

and to make provision for the removal of some of the ofiices from the Upper to the ground

floor, also for cleaning, painting, furnishing, i^'c, for the .ludges' apartments and offices, the

work was done during last summer, and the changes have been found of advantage in many
respects.

Provision will have to be made in \\\r Kstimatcs for 1878, for repairs, furniture, &o.

V.OURT HOUSE, &c., SAULT STE. MARIE.

Sundry repairs have been made to this building, and new oak floors were laid down in

the Gaol cells and corridors, and the cell locks repaired.

There has been no expenditure on account of the Registry Office, for which an appropri-

ation was made.

A rc-votc of the unexpended balance will be required for repair.", furniture, &c.

10
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GAOL AND REGISTRY OFFICE, THUNDER BAY.

The new building erected in 1876, for the purpose of a Court Room and Registry Office,
with a Gaol in the rear, was completed in the early part of the season, and the building is

now occupied. A covered passage was constructed between the small lock-up previously
erected and the Gaoler's apartments, for convenience of access, the small lock-up being used
for females.

An appropriation will be required for a fence round the premises, as recommended by
the Inspector of Prisons, and also for furniture for the Court Room.

REGISTRY OFFICES.

There has been no expenditure at any of these buildings during the year, except for the
Registry Office, Bracebridge, a small outlay being required for furniture, matting, &c , the
building being now occupied by the Registrar.

The usual appropriations for repairs will be required for 1878.

I have the honour to remain.

Your obedient servant,

KIVAS TULLY,

Hon. C. F. FRASER,
^'-'^'''''- '^"

Commissioner of Public Works, .

Ordario.

11
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REPORT

OF

THE El^GINEEE
OF

PUBLIC WOEKS
Department op Public Works, Ontario,

Toronto. 31st December, 1877.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the followins; report oa the constructiou and main-

tenance of Public Works, completion of drainage works, and extension of railways throughout

the Province during the year ending this thirty-first day of December, A.D. 1877.

MnsKOKA Rivers Works.

These works embrace various improvements in aid of navigation, and the facilitating the

transit of timber, and the details of the work performed during the present year are as fol-

lows :

At Matthias' Falls on :he south branch of the Muskoka Ri\er, a side pier has been con-

structed 120 feet in length, 14 feet wide and 1 1 feet high, and about 400 cubic yards of rock

and boulders were removed from the bed of the river by blasting with dynamite, the result

being the improvement of the channel at a point formerly very iujurious to timber in transit

down stream.

At Wilson's Falls on the north branch of the river, about two miles from Bracebridge, a
side pier has been constructed 24.5 feet in length, 14 feet wide and 12 feet high, and some
blasting has been dnne to improve the channel, the work as a whole being designed to guide

logs and timber in transit so as to send them clear over the fall, and prevent the formatioD

of jams or loss of logs at the site where the )>icr i.s built.

In addition to these works small expenditures were made from the same appropriation in

the following structures

Ruplaukiug a part of the dam at Moon River, which had been taken off in the fall previous,

to lower the water while constructing the works at Sandy Grey's rapids. Closing the stop log

openings at the .Muskoka works, on account of low water in August and September, and caulk-

ing and prei)aring the dredge and scows for service next year.

The following works are renuired and may have to be constructed in 1878, or subsequent

years. At the Muskoka Works, the slop log opeiiin;:s made last year re<|uire l>ed timbers

bolted to the rock to meet the stop logs, and addi'.ioual stop logs arc re(|uired lor keeping up

the water sutiiciently high to meet the requirements of navigation and lumbering. The cut
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near the entrance to the river leading up to Bracebridge requires enlarging and deepening so

as to admit of the passage of the steamboat going to and from Bracebridge during the period

when the entrance to the river is blocked with timber and sorting booms. Very great incon-

venience was caused to public travel last May and June by the sorting booms, which can be

remedied in the future by the enlargement of the cut referred to.

The timber brought down the two branches of the Muskoka River last spring was very

much injured in transit by abrasion with the rocks, and in passing over some of the falls, in

particular the first tails on the south branch, and the damages sustained at those places can

only be remedied in the future by the carrying out of works embracing the blasting and re-

moval of rocks, and the construction of slides and side piers.

The navigation of the Lakes Muskoka, Rosseau and Joseph is growing largely in impor-

tance chiefly on account of the rapidly increasing population in the Townships of the Parry

Sound and Muskoka Districts, extending northerly from those lakes in the direction of Lake
Nipissing, and also because the lakes are becoming more used as resorts for summer travel,

The season of navigation now closed has been an unusually fine one, the boats having com-
menced their trips on the 23rd of April, and made their last runs on the 11th of December,
a period of time unprecedented in the navigation of the lakes of the Muskoka district.

Wye River DaEcaiNG.

A contract with Messrs. Carkiu, Stickney & Cram was entered into in May for the

dredging required in opening a channel through the bar at the entrance to the Wye River, and
the work was completed by them in a satisfactory manner on the 6th of July following, the

quantity of material removed being 17,010 cubic yards. The cut made outside the river is

about 1,400 feet in length, 60 feet in width, and has a depth of 12 feet below low water.

After its completion it was found that some shoals inside the river also required removal, and
the whole was completed at the date mentioned. The completion of the work has been of ma-
terial service to shippers in saving the cost of transhipment from scows to vessels lying out-

side the bar.

Maet's and Fairy Lakes Works.

These works are connected with the navigation of Mary's, Fairy and Vernon Lakes,
which are surrounded with some of the most beautiful as well as fertile lands in the Mus-
koka District. Those constructed in 1877 are as follows :

A bridge across the river about 400 feet northerly from the head of the lock basin. The
main span is 100 feet, with a clear height of 26 feet over ordinary water surface, so as to ad-

mit of the passage of the steamboat beneath. The abutments have crib foundations with
open timber piers above. The chief span has a truss superstructure with upper and lower
chords, and upright and diagonal bracing. The end approaches are trestle structures with
24 feet spans. The whole length is 180 feet, and the work is well executed.

Dredging of the river at several shoals between the lock works and Fairy Lake, and at

points below Huntsville bridge, at the bridge, and in the channel leading from Lake Vernon.
The dredging was sufficiently advanced to admit of the steamboat passing into Lake Vernon
before the close of August, and was completed in September.

A breast-work formed of timber and filled with stone was constructed below the lock,

extending from the lower end of the lock wall, down stream on the westerly side of the chan-
nel so as to prevent the debris from the river floods from entering and filling up the dredged
channel below the lower lock entrance. The length is 240 feet, width 6 feet, height 4 feet.

A stop log dam has been erected across the river below the old dam which is a very poor
structure erected some years ago by Mr. Fetterly for the use of his saw mill. The new dam
is all completed, except the upper work in connection with the stop log platforms, and these

will be finished in about a fortnight, when the work is resumed before the spring freshets.

The old dam will then be removed, and the water above will be kept in control by the stop

log openings, of which there are four, in addition to ILl; sluiceway to the mill. The length of
the dam is 160 feet, and its height to top of piers 11 ieet.

Some of the material has been procured for the construction of a lift bridge across the

caual above the lock, which is required to give access to the mill now cut ofi' by the lock

basin, but the work has not been carried out in consequence of a change of site being neces-
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sary for greater public convenience, and the change will entail the construction of some addi-

tional pierwork, and consequently additional cost. The banks forming the basin above the

lock are partly composed of the natural soil of the locality which is a kind of gravelly and

sandy loam, and is not well adapted to resist the washing effects of water, and consequently a

recent break has occurred in the natural bank on the easterly side of the lock by the water

working through and then washing out a channel. A similar, though smaller break has occur-

red in the artificial bank on the westerly side, and therefore, as navigation is closed, I have

given instructions for the closing down of the stop logs above the lock basin which will cut oflf

the water and prevent any further damage until repairs are effected in 'the spring. For the

prevention of such damage in future, some cribwork protection wall and sheet piling will be

necessary, which must be constructed before the opening of navigation.

In 1876 a stop log dam was constructed at the foot of Mary's Lake, to replace an old

one carried away by a freshet in 1875, it is necessary to extend this by bolting timber on

the surface of a flat rock at the westerly side of the dam, so that the water can be kept up in

Mary's Lake in dry seasons for the service of the steamboat navigating the lakes named.

When these works are finished they will complete those required for the navigation of

Mary's, Fairy and Vernon Lakes. It was at one time supposed that Peninsula Lake could

be added to the same chain of navigation, but I had the matter tested by survey last year,

and found it would be necessary to excavate a channel a mile and a half long, at a cost which

would be in excess of the benefit to be obtained, and the work would at the same time entail

the lowering of the surface of that lake.

SCUQOQ ElVER CkIB-WORK, &C.

The work performed under that head during the present year has been the construction

and re-building of a crib-work wall extending along the edge of the river from near the lock,

and the constructing and placing of booms to guide the timber and scows passing under the

Wellington street bridge.

Balsam River Works.

Piers and booms have been constructed to protect the dam and its apron, and guide the

timber in passing down towards the slide, and piers and booms have also been constructed at

the outlet of Burnt River for use in the sorting of the timber coming down that river, and

preventing its interfering with the navigation of Balsam lliver.

The scarcity of water during the latter part of the summer has been much felt on these

waters, and much of the water from Gull Lake and Balsam Lake had to be let down to assist

the navigation of Sturgeon Lake, and the supply in Cameron Lake had got short before that

lime.

Additional areas for water storeage are much needed, and these can be obtained to a con-

siderable extent, by the construction of dams at Gull Lake, Stormy. Little Bear, and Bear

Lakes, the areas of which in all are considerable, and the first named is used for navigation

between its outlet at .Moores' Falls and Miuden. Dredging ia also required for the improve-

ment of the navigation in the river between the head of Gull Lake and Miudeu, in which

there are several shoals, formed of gravel and boulders.

Gull and Burnt River Works.

The following works were constructed and completed during the present year :

—

Norland dam and slide on the Gull River, the works of which were commenced in 1870.

Ke-nc-scs Lake dam has been re built, it Is at the outlet of Ke-ne-.scs Lake, in the Town*
ship of Ilavelock, and contains a superficial area of 3,490 acres, which gives a valuable

reserve supply of water.

Hawk Lake dam on a continuation of the same waters, has also been re-built.

These waters all discharge into the Gull River system.

On the Burnt River waters the following works have been carried out :

—

The raising of Mud Lake dam, in the Town.thip of Dysart, eajit of Haliburtun.

Grace Lake dam on a branch of the Burnt River, in Lot 34, in the 15th Conoeesioa of
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Monmouth. The water held back by the dam extends up the river into Grace Lake, in the

Townships of Dudley and Harcourt.

Otter Lake dam below the outlet of Otter Lake, on Lot 25, in the l-lth Concession of

Monmouth, has a length of 150 feet, with a heii^ht of 8 feet. The area of the lake covers

about 1,000 acres of surface, and will form a valuable reserve feeder to the Burnt River
water.s, which will be of use in running timber, and for purposes of navigation in Cameron
and Sturgeon Lakes.

Repairs were made to a dam and slide on lot 2H, in the 9th concession of Monmouth
;

but additional re-construction will be required on these works in 1878.

At the long rapids of Burnt River, on lots 12 and 13, in the 6th concession of Mon-
mouth, the channel has been improved by blasting and removal of boulders.

Repairs were made on a dam and slide on the Burnt River, on lot 7, in the 5th conces-

sion of Monmouth, and a new wing dam has been built, 55 feet in length. The place is

known as the High Falls, and there is a long slide 6 feet in width.

At the rapids known as the " Dumps," on lot 5, in the 5th concession of Monmouth,
the channel has been improved by doing a oon,siderable amount of blasting. A new pier will

be required there next year.

Blasting and removal of boulders from the channel of the Burnt River has also been
carried out on lots 2 and 3 in the 6th concession of Monmouth, and lots 34 and 35 in the

5th concession of Glamorgan, and also at the crossing of the Buckhorn road.

At the " Devil's Gap," Burnt River, on lot 9 in the 6th concession of Glamorgan, a side

pier has been built 170 feet long and 6 feet high ; and a large quantity of boulders have
been blasted and removed from the channel between that point and Thompson's Rapids.

At Thompson's Rapids, Burnt River, on lot 6, in the 6th concession of Glamorgan, the

work accomplished consists of blasting rock at the falls, and blasting and removal of
boulders.

There are two falls between Devil's Creek and Thompson's Rapids. The first is about

one mile below Thompson's Rapids, and is called the Marble Quarry Rapids, at which place

the work performed consisted in blasting and removing boulders from the channels.

The second fall is about half a mile above Devil's Creek, and is known by the name of
Barr's Rapids ; here the work was comjirised in the blasting away of a large projection of

rook that divided the channel over the falls, and the removal of boulders.

At Devil's Creek the work performed consists of a new slide 150 feet in length, and
some repairs to the dam, which is old, ami requires reconstruction the ensuing winter.

At Jacob's Ladder, situated about five miles above Kinmount, considered one of the

worst falls and rapids on the Burnt River, the work performed consisted of blasting rock at

the falls, and blasting and removing boulders below the rapids.

At the " Three Brothers " Falls, in the Township of Snowdon, on the Burnt River, the
work performed consisted of blasting and removing boulders below the falls. The character

of the work which would be necessary to effect any improvement in the actual falls at that
locality would be of too expensive a nature to deal with at present, and therefore they were
left untouched.

Appropriations are required in 1878 for service on the following works of reconstruc-

tion and improvement in connection with the chain of works on the Burnt River waters :

—

Repairs to the dam and slide on the Burnt River, on lot 26 in the 9th concession of
Monmouth.

Re-construction of a side pier at the slide on the Burnt River, on lot 5 in the 5th con-

cession of Monmouth.
Rebuilding of the old dam at the Devil's Creek slide.

A side pier and rock blasting is required at the Big Falls, on the Burnt sRiver, below
Kinmount.

T he slide at Fenelon Falls, which has been considered a continuation of the Gull and
Burnt River Works, requires re-planking before the opening of navigation.

Stormy, Little Bear, and Bear Lukes and Outlets.

A survey and examination of these lakes have been made with a view of utilizing their

areas for increasing the supply of reserve water, so as to avoid draining off so much of the
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-waters of Balsam Lake as became necessary in consequence of the recent dry summer, as men-

tioned in connection with the Balsam River works.

The total areas of the three lakes cover a surface of 1,020 acres, and with dams raising

the water five feet in each, they would give an available supply equal to six inches in depth

over the surface of Sturgeon Lake, which has an area of about 10,000 acres.

The greater part of the lands surrounding these lakes are owned by the Crown. They

are in the Townships of Glamorgan and Monmouth, and discharge into the Burnt River, on

lot 26, in the 5th concession of Glamorgan.

Mai."jtenanoe op Locks and Bridges.

Early in the present year repairs were made on the mitre sill platforms and valve gear

of the locks at Lindsay, Balsam River, Young's Point, and Fort Carling. The work under

water was carried on by means of a diver with the necessary Air Pump, and diving suit, and

the locks were placed in excellent condition fur the sea.son at a less cost than could have been

eflected by any other means. The swing bridge at Port Carling. which moved with some

difficulty was adjusted and furnished with turning gear similar to that used on the Lindsay

bridges. All were in good order at the close of navigation, but will require readjustment be-

fore the opening of the lakes next year.

A lockmaster was appointed at the Mary's and Fairy Lakes Lock early in July, and the

new steamboat commenced the navigation of those lakes in the latter part of August.

London Asylum Works.

Sewage Vault and Filters.

t

A description of these vaults and their intended use is given on page 18 of your repor

for last year. The moveable tank and portable sewage pump were obtained early in the pre-

sent year, and have been used for emptying the vault and distributing the contents over the

lands of a part of the Asylum farm where the li((uid will act as a fertili«er. The tank and

.pump are highly efiScient for the purpose, but the area of the vault is so large in proftortion to

the accumulation of solid matters therein, that they will not be required to be used oftener

than twice a year, probably in the spring and fall.

Some difficulties in the working of the filters have been encountered during the year

from the choking of the gravel by clogging with grease, soap suds and dirt, of which a large

scum forms on the top of the liquid in the sewage chamber. This difficulty has now been

successfully got rid of by the placing of a diaphragm or perpendicular board across the width

of the vault about three or four fi'ct from the gratings leading into the filters, it rises about

two feet above the surface of the fluid and dips about the same below. By this means the

greasy scum which floats on the top of the iii|uid in the vault is held back, the solid matter

deposits in the bottom of the vault, and the liquid flow passes through the gravel and char-

coal, and emerges clear and odourless.

Water Suph^y.

The requisite machinery for utilizing the large supply of water in the new well has been

completed by the erection of a new horizontal engine, and placing a double ca-it-iron pump in

the well with working barrels (ilaccd at a dojith nf 70 feet below tin- surface. The pum|>s are

connected with the tanks in tiie main building of the Asylum by four and five inch wrought

iron main pipes, and connections therefrom to the new building.s.

The pumps and engine are capable of delivering 600,000 gallons in the 24 hours, which

is a larger quantity than will ever be required. The whole service in that respect is now com-

plete, and in thorough working order. The supply of wafor obtainable (rom the well is largely

in excess of what I mentioned in last year's report, and I believe is fully equal to 1,0011,000

gallons per diem, and in quality it is the purest kind obtainable. By the kindness of tlie

Inspector of Asylums and Prisons, I give the following extract thereon from the Report of

the Superintendent of the Asylum tor the Insane, at Londoa :

—
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" We have pumped this new well at the rate of six hundred thousand gallons a day, and

I helieve it would supply a million gallons a day if required. The water is of excellent ([ual-

ity. The well-known chemist and scientist, Wm. Saunders, Esq., of this city has analyzed

the water with the i'oUowing result :

—

' I completed the examination of the water from your deep well to-day (September 20th,

1877), and find it to be remarkably good. I could not detect any trace of organic matter,

and from one imperial gallon nf the water evaporated to dryness, I obtained a fractinn less

ilian twelve gralvs of earthy matter, which is the smallest proportion of earthy constituents I

have ever met with in any well water or spring water that I have examined. This earthy resi-

due consists mainly of carbonate of lime, with traces of chlorides of lime and magnesium
;

and sulphate of lime. You have abundant reason to congratulate yourself in that you have

obtained such an abundant and convenient supply of water, so very free from earthy and

other impurities.

The health of the Asylum has never been better than it has been since we began to use

this water."

The new pumping engine is erected in a new building over the well and adjoining the

boiler-house, from the boilers of which the steam for its use is obtained, and the former pump-
ing engines and wells are not now in use, although I believe they are kept in good order.

The pumping, which formerly occupied the whole of each day is now done in about five hours.

Drainage Works.

On page 19 of your Report for 1876 are mentioned,^| those townships in which drainage

works were completed at the close of that year.

During the present year the works have been completed in the Townships of Sombra,

and Sarnia in the County of Lambton, and West Tilbury in the County of Essex. These

comprise the last of the Drainage Works undertaken by the Government under the provisions

of the Acts .33rd Vic. chap. 2, and 36th Vic. chap. 38. The unexpended balance of the

amount voted by the 33rd Vic. chap. 2, lapsed under the provisions of the 36th Vic. chap.

38, and therefore the whole sum provided for Drainage Works by both Acts is as follows

:

Expended under 33rd Vie. chap 2 $163,362 34
Provided by 36th Vic. chap 38 200,000 00

Total .$363,362 34

The total expenditure on surveys and works falls within^the appropriation.

The drains constructed have in many instances largely improved the character and value

of the lands they were intended to serve.

In addition to what are called the Government drains, large drainage works are being

carried on by the Municipalities of many of the westerly counties, under the provisions of the
" Municipal Act of 1873," and the " Municipal Drainage Aid Act."

The results of the works under both systems are that large areas of hitherto unproduc-

tive lands have been brought under cultivation, adding greatly to the values of the properties

in the counties where the wet lands have been unwatered.

Extension op Railwat.s in 1877.

The works in progress during the year on the several new Railways in construction iu

the Province, comprise in all a total length of 280i miles, on ten different lines. Of these,

eight are Railways on which works have been reported as in construction in 1876, or previous

years, and two arc lines on which I have not previously reported, as the works have been com-
menced within the present year. They are,

1. The Stratford and Lake Huron Railway.

2. The Kamanistiquia and Prince Arthur's Landing Railway.

All the Railways in construction during the year are to have the national or 4 feet 8J
inch guage, excepting the Lake Simcoe Junction Line, which has a 3 feet 6 inch guage.
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Stratford and Lake Huron Railway.

The Stratford & Lake Huron Railway may be considered an extension of the Port

Dover & Lake Huron Railway. It comniences at the same depot at Stratford, and will,

I believe, be worked by the same Company. The works at present extend from Stratford to

Listowel, a distance of 27 miles, on which the iron is laid throughout, and about 18 miles

said to be ballasted. The work was commenced and carried through so far during the pre-

sent year. The line will form a short connection with the Grand Trunk Railway, at Strat-

ford, and will shorten the rail communication between Listowel and Woodstock, Ingersol,

London, and other towns in the south-western part of the Province.

Kingston and Pembroke Railway.

The whole length of the Kingston & Pembroke Railway between Kingston wharves

and the ^Mississippi River, is 60.320 mile.'<, which is now completed and open for traffic. Of
this, 14.774 miles in length has been completed during the present \ear. The northerly half

of this line passes through the Laurentian formation, and there are many heavy rock cuttings.

The alignment and grades throughout the country north of Sharbot are necessarily affected

by the character of the country traversed, and therefore going north theie are some grades as

high as 79 feet to the mile, and going south as high as GO feet, while the curves range from
0° 51" to 6° curves, of the latter there are about 3 miles in a length of 14 miles.

The road is located for construction from the Mississippi to the Madawaska, a length of

28 miles.

At Iron Junction, 30 miles from Kingston, a narrow guage branch is being constructed

eading to the Glendower Iron mines.

Lake Simcoe Junction Railway

The Lake Simeoe Junction Line extends from Stouffville on the Toronto & Nipissing

Railway, to Jackson's Point, on Lake Simcoe, and is now tully completed. The alignment

and grading are well carried out, and the bridge structures well and strongly built. The
chief station on the line is Sutton, about one and a half miles from the northerly terminus.

The road will be worked as a branch of the Toronto He Nipissing Railway, and therefore has

the same guage. Trains are now running daily over the lino between Sutton and StouflFville.

Credit Valley Railway.

In the report of last year details are given of the proposed system of the Credit Valley

Railway and its branches, and the length graded on each section.

During the present year the works have been chiefly confined to the grading and bridg-

ing of the line between Ingersol and Woodstock, a length of alx)ut 10 miles.

The bridging consists entirely of trestle, and pile structures, with spans of 16 and 20
feet, and together with the formation and grading is well carried out.

Victoria Railway.

The connection of the Victoria Railway in the Town of Lindsay, with the Whitby,

Port Perry & Lindsay Railway, has been completed, and both roads now use a Union station

in Lindsay. The extension in Lindsay is 1.442 miles, and therefore the whole length com-
pleted to Kinmount is 33.442 miles.

Grading and bridging are in progress on the next .section of 10 miles, extending from

Kinmount in the direction of Haliburton, and a considerable amount of heavy rock excava-

tions have been carried on. I am informed that the iron is on hand for the section, and that

some of it is laid.

The rough character of the surface along the line which is in the Laurentian formation

iitior the first twenty miles north of Lindsay, will render a large average of curvature neccti-

sary on the railway beyond Kiui:.' unt.
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Hamilton and North-Western Railway

At the close of last year the Hamilton and North-Western Railway was graded betweeu

riamiltou and Georgetown, a length of 35021 miles. The iron was nearly all laid, but the

ballastinfr was only partially done. During the present year that portion of the line has been

completed and opened for traffic ; and construction has been commenced and carried on with

rapidity on the following additional portions of the system of that line :

—

Port Dover to Jarvis 9"*10 miles.

Georgetown to Barrie 60-443

Clarksville to Glencairn .. 18'424 "

Total commenced this year ... 87 867 miles.

The work throughout is well executed, and has been carried on with great rapidity, so

that the line between Hamilton and Barrie is to be opened for traffic before the end of the

present year, and the portion between Jarvis and Port Dover is now graded and ready for

tracklaying.

The Hamilton and Lake Erie Railway Company having amalgamated with the Hamil-

ton and North-Western Railway Company, under the name of the latter, the southerly ter-

minus of the line will be at Port Dover, on Lake Erie, where there is a good harbour, and

its northerly terminus, at present, is at Barrie ; but the extension of the Glencairn or Colling-

wood branch to Collingwood will then give a northerly terminus on the Georgian Bay, Lake

Huron.
The alignment and location are good, the grades and curves being favourable.

As it is proposed to open the line to Barrie and Glencairn before the close of the year,

the whole length opened for traffic in 1877 will be as follows :—

Hamilton to Georgetown (opened early in the year) 35'021 miles.

Georgetown to Barrie 60"443 "

Clarksville to Glencairn (on Collingwood branch) 18'424 "

Total 113-888 miles.

The whole length of the railway from Port Dover to Barrie is 137 miles.

Whitby, Port Perry and Lindsay Railway.

The Whitby and Port Perry Railway formerly open for traffic only between Whitby

Harbour and Port Perry, has been extended to the Town of Lindsay, where it connects

with the Victoria Railway at a union station. The length of the extension is 25-945 miles

—apd therefore the length of the whole road i.s 45.945 miles. The extension of the Vic-

toria Railway as a colonization road may be said to be an extension of the same line of rail-

way from the Grand Trunk at Whitby. The distance from which to Haliburton will then be

about 100 miles by rail.

The entire country traversed by the line from Whitby to Ijindsay is well settled, and the

lands fertile.

Midland Railway.

The Midland Railway, which now 'has trains' running between Port Hope, on Lake

Ontario, and Wabashene, on the Georgian Bay, has a further extension of the line in pro-

gress of construction, so as to make the yj^c,/ terminus of the road at Midland Bay, a very

good harbour on the waters of the Georuian Bay, Lake Huron.
The length from Wabashene to Midland is under'14 miles, and I am informed that a

1 arge amount of grading has been done there during the present year.
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Kamanistiquia & Prince Arthur's Landing Railway.

This line of railway is six miles in lenirth, and extends from tlie wharves at the Village

of Prince Arthur's Landing to the Kamanistiquia River, where it connects with the terminus

of the Canadian Pacific Railway. It has been built by a Company for the purpose of con-

necting the harbour and traffic of the Landing with ihe Railway leading to Winnipeg, and

has been so far completed as to be ready for traffic ho soon as the connecting switches are

laid into the Pacific Railway.

Belleville & North Hastinus Railway.

Construction works were commenced on this Railway in 187.5, and at the close of 1876

about five miles of the line were graded. The total leni;th of the line is given as 22 miles,

extending from a point in the Township of Mailoc to its junction with the Grand Junction

Railway, about 17 miles from Belleville. During the present year the works have made
more progress. The total length now graded being 19 miles, with 3,000 feet of trestle

bridging built, and ties mostly distributed.

Mileage of Railways Opened for Traffic in 1877.

Stratford and Lake Huron Railway 27 miles.

Kingston and Pembroke " 14 774 "

Lake Simcoe Junction " BG-SOO "

Victoria Railway (in Town of Lindsay) 1-442 "

Hamilton \- North-Western Railway ll;V888 "

Whitby, Port Perry & Lindsay " 2.5-945 "

Total 209-549 miles.

Railway Crossings.

With reference to the list of railways crossing each other at various points in the Pro-

vince, as given in your report for 187(), during the present year six additional crossings

have been made, of which two arc on the level and four under or over. I therefore con-

clude my report with a revised list of all such crossings as made or decided on to the end of

the present year.

Railways Crossing thf. Grand Trunk Railway and its Branches.

Railwaya Crosdny under or over tlie. Grand Trunk Lima.

\. Ottawa & St. Lawrence Railway, at Prescott.

2. Brockville iV- Ottawa Railway at Brockville.

3. Midland Ivailway, at Port Hope. ^
4. London, Huron & Hruce Railway, west of Lucan.

.5. Ihimihon& North-We.stern Railway, at Georgetown.

Raihvaijs Crossing the Grand Trunk line-a on ihe level.

1. Kingston and Pembroke Railway, at Kingston.

2. Grand Junction Railway, at Belleville.

3. Cobourg, Pcterboro' I'c .>Iarmora Railway, at Cobourg.

4 Whitby \- Port Perry Railway, at Whitby.

5. Niirthcrii Railway, at Toronto.

6. Toronto, Grey it Bruce Railways, at Toronto.

7. Great Western Railway, at Toronto.

8. do. do at Guelph.

9. Port Dover & Lake Huron Railway, at Stratford.

10. do. do. do. near Tavistock.
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11. London, Huron & Bruce Railway, at Clinton.
12. Great Western Railway, at Paris.

13. Hamilton & Northwestern Railway, at Caledonia.
14. Air Line Railway, near Canfield.

15. Canada Southern Railway do.

16. Welland Railway, at Port Colborne.
' 17. Great Western Railway, branch at Brantford.

18- do. do. near Loudon.

Railways Crossing the Great Western Railway and its Branches

Eailways Grossing Over or Umkr ths Great Western Lints.

1. Hamilton & North-Western Railway, at Hamilton
2. Welland Railway, near ThorolJ.
.3. Erie and Niagara Railway, near Clifton.
4. Grand Trunk Railway, near Lucan.
5. Port Dover and Lake Huron Railway, near Simcoe.
6. Hamilton & North-Western Railway, at Jarvis.

Railways Crossmg the Great Western Lims on the Level.

1. Grand Trunk Railway, at Toronto.
2. Northern Railway, at Toronto.
3. Toronto. Grey k Bruce Railway, at Toronto.
4. Hamilton & North-western Railway, at Wellington Square
5. Grand Trunk Railway, at Paris.

6. Port Dover and Lake Huron Railway, at Woodstock.
7. Grand Trunk Railway, east of London.
^ do do at Brantford.
9- do do near Canfield.

If^- do do at Clinton.
11- do do at Guelph.
12. Canada Southern Railway, east of St. Thomas.
13- do do west of do.
14- do do near Longwoods.
15. London and Port Stanley Railway, It St. Thomas.
16. Toronto. Grey & Bruce Railway, at Harriston.
17. Erie & Niagara Railway, near Victoria.
19. Canada Southern Railway, and Port Stanley branch at St. Thomas.
20. Credit Valley, near Woodstock.

The level crossings mentioned in connection with the Grand Trunk and Great Western
Railways, include some of those of the Canada Southern, Toronto, Grey & Bruce, and other

viou'Il'^mentirned

"'"'' "" continuation, mention those only on other railways not pre-

1 Hamilton &. North Western, and Canada Southern level crossing at Hagarsville
2 Port Dover & Lake Huron, and Canada Southern, near Otterville.

Norwich
^° '^""^ Brantford & Port BurweU level crossing near

4. Northern and Midland Railways level crossing at Orillia
5. A!|dland and Toronto & Nipissing crossing at Woodville Junction
(). iMidland and Victoria Railways level crossing at Lindsay
7. Hamilton .t North Western and Northern Railways level crossing near Allandale.

Under or Over Crossings are also made by the following Railways :—

Peterboro^"'"'"'^'

^'''^•'''°'"''' ^ ^^f^ora Railway, crosses under the Midland Railway at
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2. Hamilton & North Western Railway crosses under the Toronto, Grey & Bruce

Railway, near Mono station.

3. The Brantford & Port Burwell Railway is making a crossing under the Canada

Southern Railway, near Tilsonburgh.

In mentioning the Railway crossings on the Grand Trunk and Great Western Railway

systems, I liave necessarily reported in each case those crossings where they intersect each

other, as well as where they intersect other Railways, and therefore in those cases they are

mentioned twice, that is once in connection with Grand Trunk, and once with regard to Great

Western crossings. I have not mentioned any crossings of lines now in construction, where

the mode of crossing has not yet been determined. It will therefore be seen that, deducting

the repetitions mentioned, there are flfty-one cases in the Province in which one Railway

crosses another, and that of these, in thirteen cases they cross over or under each other, and

in the remaining thirty-eight cases they cross each other on the level.

I have the honour to remain,

Your obedient servant,

THOS. NePEAN MOLESWORTH,

Engineer of Public IVorks.

Hon. C. F. Fraser,
Commissioner of Public Works,

Ontario.
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No. 1.

—

Statement of the Expenditure on Public Works in 1877, and
Expeuditui-e thereon up to 31st December, 1877.—Capital Account.

Total

NAME bF WOKK.
Expenditure
from 1st July,
18(i7, to 3Ut
Dec., 1876.

Expenditure,
1877.

Total.

Government House
Parliament and Departmental Buildings and Grounds
Asylum for the Insane, Toronto

Do London
Do Hamilton
Do Orillia

Deaf and Dumb Institute, Belleville

Blind Institute, Brantfoi-d
Central Prison, Toronto
Reformatory, Penetanguishene
Registry Otiice and Gaol, Bracebridge
Court House and Gaol, 8ault Ste. Marie
Grovemraent Farm, Mimico
Agricultural College and Farm, Guelph
School of Practical Science, Toronto

Do do New Building .

.

Nonnal and Model Schools, Toronto
Registrj' Office and Lockup House, Parry Sound

Do do Thunder Bay
Registry Office at Minden
Lock-up at Silver Islet, Lake Superior

Dn Mattawiui, Nipissing District
Brock's Monument ,

Nonual School, Ottawa
Osgoode Hall, Toronto
Lock on Ross^au River, Muskoka
Lock at Young's Point, Peterlx^rough
Lock between Balsam and Cameron Lakes
Lock between M.ary's and Fairy Lakes
Cut between Lakes Joseph and Rosseau
Scugog River Works
Pigeon River Works i

Sydenham River Works
Nottawasaga
Kaminista<juia
Muskoka
Otonabee
Balsam
Gull and Burnt
AVye
Trent River Bridge
Bridges at Port Carling
Bridge at Port S.indfjeld '.

Muskoss Falls Works
Muskoka Lakes Works
Washago and Graveuhurst Road .'

Wharf at Wasliago
Port;ige ibi Fort Bridge
Clearings and Log-houses on Vtee Grant Lands, Settlers'

Homestead Fund
Roads in Ryerson
Surveys, Inspections, Arbitrations, and Awards, &c
AldUirough Drainage Works
Brooke do
J^elaware do
Dunwich do
Kkfrid, C'anwioc, and Medcalf Drainage Works
Grey Drainage Works
Moore do , . .

Mosa do
Nissouri, West, Drainage Works
Raleigh do
Russell do

20

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

$ cts.

124,744 78
78,193 il9

201,«:« 12
451,yi.'J 90
145,138 81
2!l,99() 78
133,S35 01
I.i3,(il2 72
4.511,389 3,5

23,981 33
lifim 74

5,.507 :A
51,H4I> 34

131,892 02
59,100 26

4">,939 36
2,61.5 28

12,972 06

2,987 50
2,268 79
2,.'>t7 20
981 10

95,l;« 78
24,104 03
36.946 03
30,892 72
23,959 02
23,424 43
9,995 75

52,58« .55

4,999 62
2,1.56 2t)

5,915 09
22,865 02
15,974 19
2,.520 .55

2,281 37
22,711 66

98 95
2,000 00
3,046 99
2,:«8 43
5,013 00
1,470 36

32,792 12
489 22

4,9i»7 99

780 7S
295 Oti

119 01
199 02
747 73
740 93
105 m
6(i7 t>6

175 47
070 81

714 75
178 50
4lKt 64
543 77

$ cts.

7,434 46
2,188 97

23,095 59
66,708 44
51,7.54 67
4,3.50 47

21,226 07
16,292 92
1.5,143 69
2,963 00
127 12
242 86

23,354 20

17,143 35
5,890 81

4,227 82

771 35
16,768 94

6,786 29

' 99892'

3,678 29

1,799 58
7,998 31

6,078 03

2,372 28

20 77

$ cts.

132,179 24
80,382 96
224,928 71
518,624 34
196,893 48
34,347 25

1.55,061 08
149,905 64
474,.5.i3 04

26,944 33
3,763 86
5,750 40

51,646 M
155,246 22
.59,100 26
17.143 36
51,8;<0 17
2,615 28

17,l!t9 88
2,987 50
2,268 79
2,i547 20
981 10

95,908 13
40,872 97
36,946 03
30,892 72
2:^9.59 02
29,209 74
9,995 75

.5;5,587 47
4,99!» 62
2,156 26
5,915 09

22,8ta 02
19,6.52 48
2,.520 .55

4,080 95
30,709 97
5,176 96
2,000 00
3,046 99
2,3;« 43
5,013 00
1,470 36

32,792 1

489 22
4,997 99

16,780 75
7,295 06

11,491 29
7,1!I9 02

;M,747 73
5,740 93

10,108 86
13,667 66
8,175 47

17,<W1 58
12,714 75
.^,178 .50

M,,-tW.I M
11,.>43 77
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No. 1.

—

Statement of the Expenditure on Public Works in 1877, and Total

Expenditure thereon up to 31st Dec, 1877,—Capital Account.— Contimied.

NAME OF WORK.
Expenditure
from 1st July.

1867, to 31st

Dec, 1876.

Expenditure,
1877.

Total.

Samia, Drainage Works
^

Sombra do
Tilbury, East, do
Tllbiiry, West, do
Williams, East, do
Surveys and Drainage of Sw.amp Lands, Provincial Account

S cts.

36,830 15
49,867 76
35,297 62
26,803 40
2,221 75

36,238 26

S cts.

3,710 40
3,301 28

4,183 26

2i6 25

40,ri40 .55

53,169 04
35,297 62
30,986 66
2,221 75

36,448 51

Totals 2,919,462 03 318,821 39 3,238,283 42

F. T. JONES,

Accoicntant.

Department of Public Works,

Toronto, 1st January, 1878.
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No. 2.—Expenditure for Fuel, Gas, Water, Repairs, &c., by the Depai-t-

ment of Public Works, dm-ing 1877. (Part of Maintenance Accounts.)

NAME OF WOKK.

Government House

Executive Couucil's and Attorney-General's Offices

East Wing, Parliament Buildings

Department of Public Works

Crown Lands Department

Parliament Buildings, Centre

O-sgoode Hall, Toronto

School of Practical Science

Maintenance of Locks and Dams

Total

Expenditure

for 1877.

$ cts.
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^^-
^•-^^^'^™^fj

OF ExPENDiTtJRE from 1st January, 1870, to .31st December,
187 ^ under the Ontario Drainage Act, .3.3 Vic, c. 2 ; .34 Vic, c 22 ; and 36Vice .38, on Dramage Works; chargeable to Municipalities. Also, Total
Jlixpenditure under said Act up to 31st December 1877

TOWNSHIP.

Aldborough
Brooke
Delaware
Dunwieh
Ekfrid, Caradoc, and Medcalfe
Grey
Moore
Mosa
Nissouri, West [[
Raleigh
Russell
Samia

! ] ! !

!

Sombra
Tilliury, East
Do West .....y......

Williams, East ........[[

Tota,l chargeable to Municipalities
Preliminary Surveys and Sundries, ciiargeable to

Province

Total

Total Expendi-
ture from 1st
January, 1870,
to 31st Decem-

ber, 1876

Expenditure,

1877.

$ cts.

7,199 02
34,747 73
5,740 93

10,105 86
13,667 66
8,175 47

17,070 81
12,714 75
8,178 50

36,409 64
11,543 77
36,830 15
49,867 76
35,297 62
26,803 40
2,221 75

S cts.

20 77

316,574 82

32,634 31

349,209 13

3,710 40
3,.301 28

4,183 26

11,215 71

210 25

Total to 31st

December, 1877

$ cts.

7,199 02
34,747 73
5,740 93

10,105 86
13,067 66
8,175 47

17,091 58
12,714 75
8,178 50

36,409 64
11,.543 77
40,540 .55

53,169 04
35,297 62
30,986 66
2,221 75

327,790 53

32,844 56

--

11,425 96
I

360,635 09

I

Department of Public Works,
Toronto, 1st January, 1878.

F. T. JONES,
AccountaTit.
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No. 4.

—

Contracts ajstd Bonds entered

Date.

Jan.
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into with Her Majesty during 1877.

CONTRACTOBS. SuKBTIBe. Amount.

The Wentworth Engine and Implement
Co., Hamilton

Peter McDermott and Thomas G. Robin
son, Washago, lumber-merchants

John Daniel, Fenelon, farmer

Alfred Tiimer, Hamilton, merchant, and
.lesse Smith, Ancaster, lumber -mer-
chant

Edward Kobinson, Washago, and Matthew
Parka, Washago

David Kennedy, Guelph, contractor

Carkin, Stickney, & Cram, Goderich .

George W. Lewis, Arthur B. Leea, and
John Leys, all of Toronto, hardware
merchants

John Forin, Belleville, contractor

James Innes, Guelph, publisher, and John
Hogg, Guelph, merchant

None. 2.5 per cent, retained for draw-
back

Seymour Porter, Toronto

$ cts.

1,575 00

At special rates,

about 820 00
Pine, OSTi

Hemlock, 06
10,900 00

Per cubic yd. 27

The Hamilton Bridge and Tool Company,
Hamilton

Eli Van AUen, Hamilton, builder

Thomas Thompson and Edward Flewell,
builders, Toronto

Richard Dinnis, Toronto, contractor .

WiUiam Watt, Brantford, builder

John Wright, James DiU'and, Thomas
Wright, and Andrew Durand, all of
London, contractors

John Palmer, Toronto, contractor ....

William J. Hughes, Toronto, contractor

Alexander Purdom, London, contractor

Alexander J. Brown, Caledonia, builder

Claude Woolcott, Yorkville, painter
Robert Sewell, Toronto, stove-merchant

John Palmer, Toronto, contractor

W. J. McGuire, Toronto, plumber, and
James Morrison, Toronto, brassfounder.

David S. Keith and James Fitzsimmons,
Toronto, plumbers

Alexander .J. Brown, Hamilton, contractor

George Hai'diug, Toronto, plumber ....

John Beer, Belleville, and Sandford Baker,
Belleville

Alexander Gartshore, William Hendrie,
and A. Jameson, all of Hamilton

William Aitchison, David Aitchison, and
Robert Thomson, all of Hamilton

Thomas J. Leonard, Toronto, painter, and
James Campbell, Toronto, grocer

James Walsh, Toronto, bvdlder, and Wil
liam MUligan, Toronto, painter

WiUiam Buck, Brantford, and William
Yoimg, Brantford

James Moffit, London, and Robert Reid,
London

Daniel Hayes, Toronto, hidlder, and Fre-
derick Edwards, Toronto, builder

James Ashfield, Toronto, and John J.
Withrow, Toronto

Daniel Lister, London, merchant, and
Thomas H. Purdom, London, barrister

Hugh Stewart, Caledonia, and John Scott,

Caledonia
Joseph Jackes, Toronto, barrister
Robert H. Temple and William Hope,
Toronto, brokers

Frederick Edwards, Toronto, contractor,
and John Strong, Barrie, builder

James Morrison, Toronto, bra^ssfounder,

and .Tohn IngUs, Guelph, machinist
William Burke, Toronto, and Silvester
Smith, jr., Toronto I

Hugh Stewart, Caledonia, farmer, and
John Scott, Caledonia, Reeve

Robert Beaty, Toronto, and Lewis Samuel,
Toronto

5 inch pipe, 73
4 inch pipe, 49

513 00
18,347 00

Wrought, Oii
Cast, 03

177 07
19,925 00

1,085 00

7,350 00

16,265 00

27,590 00

7,3% 00

20,775 00

45,990 00

85,000 00

220 00
2,100 00

3,275 00

5,675 00

2,275 00

3,810 00

611 00

F. T. JONES,

Law Clerk.
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FINAL REPORT

OF THE

COMMISSIONERS FOR CONSOLIDATING THE STATUTES.

To His Honour Donald A. Macdonald, Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario.

The Commissioners appointed to consolidate and revise tlie Statutes, agreeably to the
provisions of the Act of the Legislature of Ontario, passed in the Session held in the fortieth

year of Her Majesty's reign, and chaptered six, have the honour to report as follows :

—

The work mentioned in the Commission appointing us, embraced the following particu-
lars :

—

First.—-To revise the printed Roll X mentioned in the said Act, in order, without chang-
ing the legal effect, to correct any misprint or error, whether of commission or omission, or
any contradiction or ambiguity in the said Roll, and in order to make such alterations in the
language of the Statutes in the said Eoll as should be requisite in order to preserve a uniform
mode of expression, and should not alter the legal effect

;

Secondly.—To select such Acts and parts of Acts passed during such Session as it might
be advisable to incorporate with the said Statutes contained in the said Roll, and to cause
them and any other Acts or parts of Acts which were by any Acts of the said Session di-

rected to be incorporated with the said Statutes, to be so incorporated therewith, adapting
their form and language to those of the said Statutes (but without changing their effect), in-

serting them in their proper places in the said Statutes, striking out of the latter any enact-

ments repealed by or inconsistent with those so incorporated, altering the numbering of the
chapters and sections, if need be, and adding to Schedule A in the said Act mentioned, a list

of the Acts and parts of Acts of the said Session so incorporated as aforesaid
;

Thirdly.-—To cause to be omitted from the enacting clauses of the Roll hereinafter

mentioned, any of the Acts or parts of Acts included among the enacting clauses in such first-

mentioned Roll, which might be held to be not within the legislative authority of the Legis-
lature of this Province ; and to cause to be inserted in the Roll hereinafter mentioned, mak-
ing such alterations in their language as should he proper, but without changing the legal

effect, any Acts or parts of Acts of the late Province of Canada remaining in force and not in-

cluded in the enacting clauses of said first-mentioned Eoll, which might be held to be within
the legislative authority of the Legislature of this Province—and in either of such cases to

make such alterations in said Schedule A as should by such omission or insertion be ren-

dered necessary
;

Foarihly.—So soon as the said incorporation of such Acts and parts of Acts with the
said Statutes, and the said additions to the said Schedule A were completed, to cause a cor-

rect printed Roll thereof to be prepared, and submitted for your Honour's consideration, print-

ing in bourgeois type such of the enacting clauses in the said Roll X as should seem proper
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to be 80 printed, and printing among the enacting clauses of such new Roll any of the sections

appearing in bourgeois type in the said Roll X, which should appear proper to be printed

among the said enacting clauses.

I. In submitting to your Honour the printed Roll prepared by us for your Honour's con-

sideration, we deem it right to make a few remarks with regard to the branches of the work

Thirdly a.nd Fourthh/ above-mentioned.

The Britis'i North America Act, 1867, has divided between the Parliau eut of Canada

and the LegislaUi^e of Ontario, the power to deal with the enactments of the late Province of

Canada which affect Ontario ; but the line of division is not always easily drawn ; and that

innumerable questions may therefore arise is well known. In a Revision, however, which

purports to be a consolidation of the Statutes with which the Province of Ontario has power

to deal, there is practic;\lly involved the decision, in some sort, of many questions of that kind,

which, nevertheless, can only be conclusively determined by judicial decision, after argument

by counsel for and against, and in regard to which any expression of opinion by us is to be

avoided as far as possible.

The expedient has been adopted of printing in smaller type some sections which are

presumably ultra vires of a Provincial Legislature, and it is provided by section 4 of 40 V.

c. 6, that the clauses so printed shall not form part of the Revised Statutes. With regard to

the majority of these sections, there may be little or no doubt ; and as the view taken by suc-

cessive Ministers of Justice of the Dominion, in regard to similar .sections, when reviewing

the Provincial legislation of each year, for the purpose of reporting upon it to the Governor-

General in Council has been that such enactments are not within the powers conferred by the

British North America Act upon Provincial Legislatures, we have assumed that, in the ab.

sence of judicial decision, the view so expressed should be followed in the Revision, the Gov
ernor-General having otherwise the power of disallowance.

In the case of some other enactments, although the authority to enact may be doubted,

it has, for the purpose of the Revision, being assumed to belong to Ontario, and the enact

ments have accordingly been inserted in the Revised Statutes. One class of the cases here re-

ferred to may be mentioned, viz., enactments of the late Province of Canada for enforcing by

fine, penalty or imprisonment, any law in relation to any subject as to which the Provincial

Legislatures have, under the British North America Act, 1867, exclusive powers of legislation.

Under clause IT) of the 92nd section of that Act, such provisions may be embodied in an en-

actment originating with a Provincial Legislature, if the general subject of the enactment

is within the authority of the Legislature ; and we have adopted, for tiic jmrposes of the

Revision, the view that the Legislature of this Province has power to repeal and to re-enact

in the Revised Statutes, enactments of the late Province of Canada of that kind, although it

has been doubted whether such enactments were not, at the time of Confederation part of " The
Criminal Law," within the meaning of that expression in the 91st section ol the British North

America Act, 1867, where subjects in regard to which the Parliament of Canada is to have

exclusive power of legislation, are enumerated. No opinion, however, either against or in

favour of the power of the Provincial Legislature to make an enactment, is by any omis-

sion or insertion of the enactment, intended to be expres.sed beyond the pro tempore decision,

which it was necessary for us to make when the practical question arose, whether the enact-

ment should be or should not be consolidated.

A tolerably complete list of the enactments in regard to which the puwer of the Legis-

lature has been, or may be, considered doubtful, will be found in Appendix C, to the volumes

now submitted. In regard to one of the Acts there mentioned, viz. :
" The Temperance Act

of 18G4," a special word or two of comment may be said. The vjuestion as t j the power of

legislation, in regard to the sulject of this Act, is at the ])re8ent moment before the Courts,

but as the power ha.s, in some degree, been assumed by the Provincial Legislature, by the enact-

ment of provisions in amendment of that Act, (see 39 V. c. :>.6, s. 27, and 40 V. c. 8 s. 72),

we have thought that it would be proper on »hat ground alone, if on no other, to insert the

Act in the Ueviiwid Statutes, with such alterations as will give cflFect to the Provincial legisla-

tion, a-ssoming that legislation to be inliti rill\^.

While some of our chief difficulties have arisen from the causes already referred to, these

have not been our only difficulties. Consolidation has involved the necessity of deciding nu-

meruUH qucstion.s more or less doubtful, which have not been caused by the division of the

powers of legislation, but have risen with regard to the effect of subsequent Acts in repealing

2
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or amending by implication previous Acts ; and we may not always have arrived at the con-

clusion which would be arrived at by a Court after an argument by counsel. The Mechanics'

Lien Acts afford an illustration. In the printed Roll X it was assumed that the Act 38 Vict. c.

20, was not intended to repeal the Act 3G Vict. c. 27, and the two were consolidated as if

both were in force. The correctness of this construction has in a late case been brought into

question, but the Roll X having been before the Legislative Assembly at its last Session,

and having received considerable attention, and having been amended by the Legislature in

various other particulars, we have assumed that an Act which was so important, and in which
so many were interested, did not escape notice, and that the real intention of the Legislature

upon the subject was in accordance with what appeared in the Roll X. The consolidation

of these two Acts has therefore been left by us as it appeared in Roll X, without our intend-

ing thereby to express any opinion as to the proper judicial construction of the Acts. As a
rule, any errors which we have perceived in Roll X we have deemed it part of our duty to

correct in the Roll which we now submit to your Honour.
II. We have said that we may not always have arrived at the conclusion which a Court

would arrive at, after an argument by counsel, and yet it would destroy a great deal of the

value of the Revision if litigants should be at liberty to question its correctness in any par-

ticular. The Legislature appears to have intended to exclude all such questions, having by
the third clause of the tenth section of 40 V ict. c. 6, provided " that if upon any point the
" provisions of the said Revised Statutes are not in effect the same as those of the repealed
" Acts and parts of Acts for which they are substituted, then as respects all transactions, mat-
" ters and things subsequent to the time when the said Revised Statutes take effect, the pro-
" visions contained in them shall prevail, but as respects all transactions, matters and things an-
" terior to the said time, the provisions of the said repealed Acts and parts of Acts shall pre-
" vail." As, however, the authority to make alterations in the Roll X, extends to such alterations

only as do not change the legal effect of the existing Acts, litigants may raise the question that,

notwithstanding the above quoted provisions of 40 Vict. c. 6, it is still open to contend that

the Revised Statutes do not correctly give the legal effect of the pre-existing law. To pre-

vent such an inconvenience, after the Quebec Code had gone into effect under an Act (29-

30 V. c. 25), conferring upon Commissioners powers similar to those contained in the above
mentioned Act, 40 V. c. 6, the Legislature of Quebec, by express enactment (31 Vict. c. 7),

declared the Code to be in force as consolidated. We would respectfully recommend that at

the approaching Session of the Ontario Legislatnre a like enactment be passed.

All which is respectfully submitted.

S. H. Strong, per T. L.,

Geo. H. Burton,
C. S. Patterson,
Thomas Moss,
S. H. Blake,
Jas. Robert^Gowan,
0. Mowat,
Thomas Langton.

Toronto, 20tli Nov., 1877.
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CENTRAL COMMITTEE ENQUIRY

Bepori on charge made against the Central Committee from the Honourable the Minister of
Education to His Honour The Ldautenant-Governor.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT (ONTARIO).

The undersigned respectfully begs to report for the consideration of his Honour the
Lieutenant-Governor in Council the following, respecting charges against the Central Com-
mittee of Examiners of the Education Department.

1. Certain charges have recently been publicly brought through the medium of news-
papers against the Central Committee, or certain members of it, and the undersigned finds in

two of these charges allegations of personal dishonesty or corruption on the part of some of
the members of this Committee.

2. These charges are, it is alleged, firstli/. That there is within the Central Committee
a " ring," the members of which have dishonourable relations with the publishins house of
Adam Miller & Co., of Toronto ; and secoadhj. That in the preparation of examination papers
in connection with the Public and High Schools there has been collusion between members of
the Central Committee and other parties interested in the work or results of the examinations.

3. The other charges involve only questions of policy in connection with the relations of
the Central Committee to the undersigned for which he, as Minister, is alone responsible to

the people of Ontario through the Legislative Assembly.

4-. It is, however, necessary in the public interest, that the two charges which affect the
personal integrity of members of the Committee should be thoroughly investiijated without
delay, and that the fullest opportunity be afforded to all cjncerned to establish the truth be-
fore an impartial tribunal. The members of the Central Committee have, through their

chairman, urgently requested such an enquiry to be held.

5. The undersigned therefore respectfully recommends to his Honour in Council that a
Commission, with full powers to summon and swear upon oath witnessess, do issue to the
Honourable Christopher S.almou Patterson, one of her Majesty's Justices of the C(mrc of
Appeal, to enquire into and report upon to his Honour of and concerning the two charges
mentioned in paragraph two of this recommendation.

Kespectfully submitted.

Adam Crooks.
Education Department, Minister.

Toronto, September 21st, 1877.

COMMISSION TO THE HON. C. S. PATTERSON, J. C. A.

Province op Ontario.

VICTORIA, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,

Queen, Defender of the Faith, etc., etc.

To the Honourable ChristopJier Salmon Patterson, one ofHer Majesty's Justices of the Court of
Appeal, owr Commissioner in this behalf. Greeting.

Whereas in and by a statute of this Province, passed in the thirty-first year of our
reign, entitled " An Act to repeal chapter 13 of the Consolidated Statutes of Canada, >o far

as the same relates to Ontario, to authorize the publication of an Ontario Gazette and to make
provisions for enquiries concerning public matters and official notices," it is enacted that when-
ever the Lieutenant-Governor in Council deems it expedient to cause enquiry to be made into
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and concerning any matter connected with the good government of this Province, or the con-

duct of any part of the public business thereof, or the administration of justice therein, and

such enquiry is not regulated by any special law, the Lieutenant-Governor may, by the Com-
mission in the case, confer upon the Commissioners or persons by whom such enquiry is to be

conducted, the power of summoning before them any party or witnesses, and of requiring

them to give evidence on oath, orally or in writing, or on solemn affirmation, if they be parties

entitled to affirm in civil matters, and to produce such documents and things as such Com-
missioners deem requisite to the full investigation of the matters into which they are ap-

pointed to examine ; and that the Commission or Commissioners shall then have the same
power to enforce the attendance of such witnesses and to compel them to gi^e evidence as is

vested in any court of law in civil cases. And
Whereas— The Minister of Education has brought under the notice of His Honour

the Lieutenant-Governor in Council the fact that divers charges have been publicly brought
through the medium of newspapers against the Central Committee of Examiners of the Edu-
cation Department, or certain members of it; two of which charges embrace allegations of

personal dishonesty or corruption on the part of some of the members of the said Committee,

but the others of which involve only questions of public policy in connection with the rela-

tions of the Central Committee to the Minister of Education, such two first mentioned charges

being the following :

First—That there is within the Central Committee a " ring," the members of which

have dishonourable relations with the publishing house of Adam Miller & Company, of To-

ronto, and

iSecMully—That in the preparation of examination papers in connection with the Public

and High Schools there has been collusion between members of the Central Committee and
other parties interested in the work or result of the examinations. And

Whereas— The Minister of Education has reported to our Lieutenant-Governor that

he <leems it necessary in the public interest that the said two charges atiecting the personal

integrity of members of the said Committee should be thoroughly investigated without delay,

and that the fullest opportunity should be afforded to all concerned to establish the truth be-

fore an impartial tribunal ; and

Whereas the members of the Central Committee have, through their chairman urgently

requested that such an enquiry should be held, and

Whereas the Lieutenant-Governor of our said Province in Couocil deems it expedient

that inquiry should be made into and concerning the said charges.

Now KNOW YE THAT WE having and reposing full trust and confidence in you the said

the Honourable Christopher Salmon Patterson, do hereby and with the advice of our Execu-
tive Council of our said Province appoint you, the said Hon. Christopher Salmon Patterson,

our Commissioner in this behalf— to encjuire into and report to us upon the two charges here-

inbefore set forth, giving to you, our said Commissioner, full power and authority to summon
before you any witness or witnesses, and to reciuire l.im or them to give evidence on oath,

orally or in writing, or on solemn affirmation if such witness or witnesses is or are parties en-

titled to atlirm in civil matters, and to produce to you, our said Commissioner, such docu-

ments and things as you may deem requisite to the full investigation of the premises, together

with all and every other power and authority in the said Act mentioned and authorized to

be by us conferred on any commissioner appointed by authority or in pursuance thereof; and

We do require you our said Commissioner forthwith after the cuncliiBion of such in-

quiry to make full report to us touching the said investigation, together with a return of all

or any evidence taken by you concerning the same.

In testimony whereof we have caused these our letters to be made patent, and the great seal

of our said Province of Ontario to be hereunto affixed. Witness the Honourable Donald

Alexander Macdonald, Lieutenant-Governor of our said Province of Ontario, at our

Government House, in our City of Toronto, in our .said Province, this twenty-fourth day

of Septemfjer, in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seven ty-ieven,

and in the forty-first year of our reign.

By command.
I. K. ECKABT,

Assistant Secretary,

2
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REPOKT OF MR. JUSTICE PATTERSON.

To His Honour Donald A. Macdonald, Lieutenant-Govei'nor of Ontario :

In pursuance of Her Majesty's Commission, bearing date the 24th day of September,
1877, addressed to me, Christopher Salmon Patterson, one of Her Majesty's Justices of the
Court of Appeal, and appointina- me a Commissioner to inquire into and report upon the two
charges therein set forth ; that is to say, two charges, which, amongst others, had been pub-
licly brought through the medium of newspapers against the Central Committee of Exam-
iners of the Education Department, or certain members of it, viz. :

—
First—That there is within the Central Committee a ring, the members of which have

dishonourable relations with the publishing house of Adam Miller & Company, of Toronto,
and

Secondly—That in the preparation of examination papers in connection with the Public
and High Schools, there has been collueion between members of the Central Committee and
other parties interested in the work or the result of the examination.

I have the honour to report as follows :

—

I have inquired into the said charges, and have taken the evidennce of all persons who
appeared before me or were adduced as witnesses to give information upon the matters in
question, which evidence is submitted herewith.

In the examination of witnesses, and in the discussion of the evidence, I have had the
assistance of the counsel for the conductors of the Mail, newspaper, through the medium of
which it was said the charges had been made, and of several members of the Central Com
mittee, and of other persons directly interested in the inquiry.

Having considered the evidence and the arguments which were addressed to me, I have
to offer the following observations upon the subject, referring to the evidence herewith re-

ported for more detailed information when required.

The first charge seems to have originated from an idea that the firm of Adam Miller &
Co., had an undue advantage accorded to them, in competition with other publisliino- houses
by receiving information from persons connected with the Central Committee, which enabled
them to anticipate the authorization of certain school books, and to prepare editions for pub-
lication at an earlier date than rival houses who had no such information could prudently
attempt.

It was also suggested that the control of the Canada School Journal, published by
Adam Miller & Co., and used by the Department as an advertisinj; medium, gave a further
unfair advantage to the publishers. The evidence on this subject consisted only of opinions,
all entirely speculative, and not in accord with each other. It did not strike me that the ex-
istence of the periodical could have iniiuenced the conception of the charge, except so far as
the association of the names of some members of the Committee as editors may have seemed
capable of being used in evidence to create a suspicion of favouritism extended to the pub-
lishers.

In support of the first charge four gentlemen gave their evidence, all of them members
of publishing houses, viz. : Mr. James Campbell and Mr. William C. Campbell, of the firn»

of James Campbell & Son; Mr. Clark, of the firm of Copp, Clark & Co., and Mr. Warwick
On the part of the Committee four witnesses were examined, viz. : Mr. (Jai'-e, of the

firm of Adam Miller & Co.
;
Mr. Cuthbertson, his bookeeper ; Mr. Houston, by whom Mr.

James Campbell had supposed the alleged information had been conveyed to Mr. Gao-e
; and

Mr. Vannevar, a book.seller, who was called merely to speak respecting the book trade. I
mention at present only the witnesses, other than the Honourable the Minister of Education
and the members of the Central Committee.

It will be sufficient to say, with respect to the first charge, that it was entirely unsup-
ported by the evidence. It was not shown that the firm in question enjoyed anypeculiar
advantage, as tested by a comparison of the number of authorized books published by them
with the number published by the house of Campbell & Son ; nor was it shown that in the
competition for such books as they control their success was due to any other cause than in-
elligent enterprise. The existence of dishonourable relations, as well as the assumed found-

3
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ation for tbe charge, not only received no countenance whatever from the evidence given, but

were expressly and satisfactorily negatived.

The examination of witnesses upon the first charge extended to matters of which some
were but remotely connected with it, and others were quite beyond its limits, embracing the

subject of prices of books at different times and under dififerent departmental regulations

and other kindred topics.

I permitted a good deal of latitude in this as well as in the other branch of the enquiry,

feeling that as the object was to obtain all the information which could be elicited on the im-

mediate issues to be tried, it would be unwise to exclude any evidence which might, however
indirectly, or by connection with other evidence, which I could not anticipate, become appli-

cable. From the character of the enquiry, and from the circumstance that it was an enquiry

and not a prosecution, it would have been out of place and undesirable to apply the strictest

rules of evidence at the risk of excluding anything which might turn out to be relevant

;

and the principle which in case of a trial by a jury unaccustomed to nice discrimination be-

tween hearsay and knowledge, between opinions and facts, would have compelled the enforce-

ment of those rules did not teem to me to require that by attempting to limit the range of

the testimony I should imperil the fulness of the inquiry.

I therefore received the evidence as reported, but I do not conceive that my duty re-

quires me to express any opinion upon the part of it which touches only the extraneous

matters.

The second charge.

The only member of the Central Committee pointed at by the evidence in support of the

second charge is Dr. McLellan. The evidence was directed to show that he. as examiner,

and Mr. Kirkland, the Science Master of the Normal School at Toronto, had, by an under-

standing between them, arranged the course of teaching, or the tenor of the examination

questions so that Mr. Kirkland should be able to give special iustruction upon the topics to

be embraced by the examination, and thus by the apparent proficiency of liis students, ac-

quired by the neglect or cursory treatment of other branches of the .subjects of study, ob-

tain an undeserved reputation as an efficient teacher ; and also that Dr. Mcl^ellan had on

one occasion selected examination questions from a book on Statics publisiied by Mr. Kirk-

land, and from a book of examination papers in arithmetic which had been compiled by Dr.

McLellan and Mr. Kirkland. The charge, as regards these books, was not that the liooks

themselves were not useful books, or even valuable additions to our educational appliances,

or that a mastery of the propositions they contained would not involve all thu knowledge ex-

pected to be attained in those subjects by candidates for the public examinations, and it was
not that the attention of students liad been in any way directed beforehand to the questions

which were to appear in the examination papers. But it was, as far as 1 understand it, that

the knowledge that the books were used, or were likely to be used, as the .source from which

examination que-tions would be taken, would tend to increase the demand for the book.s, and
so add to the profits they produced ; and that the use of them made by Dr. .McLellan was
made with a view to this result.

I have not been able to form any opinion from the evidence given before me as to how
the second charge originated.

The evidence in support of the general charge related to several specific or sub-charges,

which I think are reducible to four in number. For the sake of convcuieucc and distinctness

I shall refer to them, using the names of the leading witness in support of each one, as

1. The Slater charge.

2. The Brown charge.

3. The Montgomery charge,

4. The Kobertson charge,

1 have not been informed from what immediate source the information was received by

the Mail newspaper on which tiic charges which I have to investigate were based. Every
attempt to obtain the names of persons who communicated such information failed. Mr.

Belford, one of the editorial staff of that paper, was sworn as a witness, but declined to name
the correspondents, Mr. Dick.son, who was evidently the promoter of the Brown charge,

denied direct correspondence, and refused to disclose through whom ceriain letters had

passed from his hands to those of the conductors of the newspaper. Miss Montgomery inti-
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mated that she had arranged the information which she gave at the witness stand, at the in

stance of some private friends of her own, but she firmly refused to name them ; and Mr.

Robertson as decideilly declined to say whether he did or did not contribute a memorandum
as to which he was interrogated.

In accordance with Mr. Dickson's denial there is a statement in a letter written by him

to Mr. Teefy, on the 24th September, 1877, in these words :
—

" In regard to the attack on Dr. McLellan, you are incorrect in supposing that I have

had a hand in it. I did not begin the attack on him, it began during my vacation, and»

progressed for upwards of three weeks before I knew anything of it. I have not written a

line of the articles that have appeared against McLellan, etc."

I make this extract for the sake of its reference to dates.

The evidence now given by j\Ir. Brown is shown by him to have come to Mr. Dickson's

knowledge some time after the summer holidays.

Miss Montgomery's statement that she was asked by her nameless friends if she could

say anything, evidently refers to a date after the charge had been made, and when evidence

was being sought for ; and Mr. Robertson spoke only from a comparison of a paper used at

the examinations in July, 1877, with Mr. Kirkland's book and other books.

From these circumstances it is apparent that when the charge was first made, or (to bor-

row a phrase from Mr. Dickson) when the attack on Dr. McLellan was begun, it was not founded

upon the Brown charge, or the Montgomery charge, or the Robertson charge. The evidence

given upon these charges has manifestly been the product of later researches. Unless, there-

fore, it owed its origin to the Slater charge, or to gossip such as Mr. Slater and others speak of,

it must at first have rested on mere suspicion, if its foundation were not still more unsubstan-

tial. I make this remark, not as in any way decisive of the matter in controversy—because,

if the charges are proved, it matters little when the evidence was discovered—but for the

purpose of observing that while the most ample opportunity has been afforded for adducing

evidence ; while there is no reason to suspect that the assailants of the Committee have been

wanting in diligence ; while it cannot be doubted that all the evidence which could be ad-

duced has been brought forward, and while in this sense the enquiry has been a full one, yet

the authors ol the charge have not come forward, or have not avowed themselves, and so have

failed to give me the assistance which might reasonably have been expected by pointing out

the specific subjects of complaint, if any such had been in view, and thus rendering the in-

quiry less rambling and speculative in its character.

I shall refer shortly to each of the four sub-charges.

I believe I am correct in saying that the witnesses I may have to mention, except the four

whose names I have used to designate the charges, were called either at the instance of mem-
bers of the Central Committee or merely in the character of experts.

I.—THE SL.'VTER CHARGE.

Mr. Slater, the teacher of a school at Verschoyle, in the County of Oxford, stated in

effect, that in 1871 he hajipened to see Mr. Kirkland at a railway station

when Mr. Sherman or Sharman produced frum his pocket an examination paper, and

asked Mr. Kirkland if it had been prepared by him, to which Mr. Kirkland replied that

he had not prepared it, but that he had handed a book to Dr. McLellan, or Dr. McLellan

had handed a book to him (the witness could not be sure which was said) with passages

marked. There was no attempt made to show what questions were contained in the

paper, or that their general scope agreed with Mr. Kirkland's course of teaching,

nor any data given, which could give this evidence any significance, even if it had been reli-

able in itself

But, apart from this, I had no reason to suppose that Mr. Slater Lad correctly under-

stood or had faithfully conveyed the eflFdct of the chance conversation he professed to repeat.

On the contrary, several considerations made it clear that no dependence could be placed on

his evidence. There was the strong and obvious improbability that, if a concert had existed

of the character to which his suspicions pointed, it would have been so freely avowed under

the circumstances and in the manner stated. There was the absence of any pretence that

the witness clearly heai'd at the time, or can now remember and repeat, the words used, with-

out which the evidence of an admission is rarely of any value. There was a test which the
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witness himself provided of his capacity to apprehend or retain and convey the sense of wha
he may have overheard, by his referring to two other occasions on which he had attached to

casual conversations an import coloured by the same suspicions. Miss Grant and Mr. Mcin-

tosh, the persons to whose words he referred, showed them to have on both occasions entirely

misapprehended them. And further inaccuracies or faults of memory were shown by the evi-

dence of Mr. Neil M. Campbell.

, II.

—

The Brown Charge.

It appears that Mr. Brown, a student who had attended Mr. Kirkland's lectures in 1874,

had kept some notes. This was known to Mr. RadciflFe, a fellow-student, who mentioned it to

Mr. Dickson, of the Hamilton Collegiate Institute.

Mr. Dickson obtained Mr. Brown's note-book and selected from it a certain number of

questions to be collated with others in the papers of Dr. McLellan for the examinations for first-

class certificates in June and July, 1874, in chemistry, aud in July, 1874, in physics. Whether
Mr. Dickson did or did not think there was much similarity between the two sets of questions,

or did or did not in his own mind attach much importance to such coincidences as he may have

noticed, was not made to appear in evidence, although he was examined as a witness.

The evidence on the subject was principally that of Mr. Brown, who had adopted Mr.
Dickson's selection, without giving as much thought to the matter as he was led to do in the

course of his examination before me, and that of Professor Croft and of Mr. Oliver.

The narrative of Mr. Brown was that, late in the .session, Mr. Kirkland had given to his

class a number of que.stion,s, being those from which Mr. Dickson's selection had been made,

and had intimated that, if the students prepared themselves on the subjects of those ques-

tions, they would be sure of passing at the coming examination, and that it would not be

necessary for them to give attention to the other branches of the subjects.

Several fellow-students of Brown were also examined, viz., Messrs. Birchard, Barnes and

Jameson.

From the whole of the evidence, and as much from that portion of it which touches Mr.

Brown's note-book as from any other part of it, I have no hesitation in saying that I entirely

disbelieve the statement. I do not assume that the witness did not himself believe in its

truth when he gave his evidence. I can conceive the possibility of his having done so from

the unsuspecting readiness with which he .seems to have become the medium of putting for-

ward Mr. Dickson's singularly faulty analysis. But 1 am satisfied that in 1874 he did not

understand, whatever may have taken place in the class in the light in which he now
presents it.

The notebook contains twenty-one questions in chemistry. The two examination papers

together contained twenty-one questions ; of these Mr. Dickson had selected eighteen, as

being susjiiciously similar to those noted.

In Physic, the note-book contained twenty-seven questions and the examination paper

ten, of which seven wc^re said to be similar. No notice was taken of the June examination

paper in Physics, so that in this subject it was not contended that the course of .special study

kept so evenly abreast of the examinations.

When the attention of Mr. Brown wa.s called, in cross-examination, to the assumed point«

of resemblance, he perceived that in a number of instances his assumption had been too hastily

made. The result of Professor Croft's evidence was to show that in several of the questions

the resemblance was entirely wanting, or was very slight, and to reduce the greater number of

the coincidences to a mere similarity of subject. Mr. Oliver widened the divergence, and was also

able to refer to the sources from which some of the propositions with whose similarity Mr. Croft

had been impres-sed, had been derived—sources common to both teacher and examiner, but

which had not come under Mr. Croft's notice.

Having regard to the comparatively narrow limits within which the science studies,

which are the subjects of these examinations, are confined ; to the obvious necessity for

the examinations, to be of any value, embracing and being restricted to the same subjects

which are taught in the class ; to the small number of instances, and to the nature of the

questions, in which anything like identity existed ; and to the scarcely appreciable effect

which the fullest answers to these questions could have been expected to have on the

result of the examinations, I am clearly of opinion that the comparison of the papers has
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established nothing to indicate, or even naturally to suggest, collusion between the teacher

and the examiner.

The direct evidence of collusion was only that of Mr. Brown, of which I have already

spoken. The two gentlemen charged—viz., Mr. Kirkland and Dr. McLellan—have ex-

pressly sworn that their duties were discharged independently and without concert, and

there is nothing in the facts in evidence which tends to discredit their denial.

It may not be unimportant to note that if these gentlemen combined to enhance Mr.

Kirkland's reputation by the exceptional distinction gained by his pupils, their enterprise

has not been shown to have succeeded.

Before leaving this subject I think it but just, as between the gentlemen charged and

their assailants to add the further remark that, after the evidence of Mr. Brown, of

Professor Crott, and of Mr. Oliver, it would be difficult to vindicate the honesty with

which the questions were selected for collating, except at the expense of the competency

of the critic who undertook that task.

III.

—

The Montgomery Charge

Miss Montgomery, who is a teacher in the Institution for the Blind at Brantford, had

attended the Normal School during part of the session which ended in June, 1876. Her
statement, in substance, was that within three or four weeks of the close of the session

Mr. Kirkland had emphasized certain questions ; and that although she did not attach

any peculiar significance to this at the time, yet, after she saw the examination papers,

she was struck with the similarity between the emphasized questions and those on the

paper.

Miss Montgomery had inter-leaved some pages of her copy of Eoscoe's Chemistry, and

had written upon some of the slips of paper which she had so inserted the questions on memo-
randa so emphatically given. In her evidence, she said there were thirteen of these slips,

and she explained that the first one contained a note on a matter which interested her, but

had nothing to do with this examination.

She produced her book and referred to nine of the slips, and to a note written on the

margin of a page, which she had now selected as containing matter similar to questions on

the examination paper in Chemistry. She would not, however, point out in what particular

she found the resemblance, nor would she even venture to assert that the resemblance existed,

or that her notes would enable her to answer the questions she had collated with them. These

things she prudently said she would leave to others more skilled in chemistry.

The connection between the notes and the questions, beyond a general reference to

the same subject, is not apparent to an unskilled reader. The friends at whose instance

Miss Montgomery told us she had explored her memoranda did not seem to have carried

their zeal to the length of procuring a comparison by any one skilled in the science.

At all events, no one came to supplement the meagre evidence which the lady had
given.

Looking at the book, I observed that there were nineteen, not thirteen only, of the

interleaved slips ; three of them even blank, and some had notes on more than one sub-

ject. I noticed, besides, nearly an equal number of notes written on margins.

The proportion of the memorabilia in which the resemblance was surmised to exist

did not, therefore, appear very large.

This witness was questioned also about the examination paper in Physics She did

not produce any notes of the lectures on that subject, but she spoke from memory of her

recollection of most of the topics, and of some of the very questions having been dis-

cussed in the lectures.

The other witnesses on the subject of this charge were Mr. Neil M. Campbell, a

teacher at St. Thomas, and Mr. Tom, teacher of Chemistry in the High School at St.

Mary's.

It was satisfactorily shown by these gentlemen, and particularly so by the notes

which Mr. Tom had kept of the same lectures of which Miss Montgomery had spoken,

that the parts of the subjects which she had put forward as having been emphasized for

special attention towards the close of the session, and with a view to the anticipated ex-
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amiiiation questions, had not been so singled out, but were in fact taken up through the

course of the session, and in the regular study of the subject.

It is unnecessary to call more particular attention to some features of Miss Mont-
gomery's evidence which would have invited remark, because it really went no further

than to show that the examinatio'' did not travel beyond the ground covered by the lec-

tures.

If the case had been different—if questions had been set which the instruction given

in the school had not provided materials for answering, one might reasonably have ques-

tioned the vigilance of the examiner or the thoroughness of the teaching.

lY.

—

The Robertson Charge.

Mr. Kirkland published a book on Elementary Statics in April or May, 1877. It is

authorized by the Minister of Education.

Mr. Eobertson, the Mathematical Master of the St. Catharines Collegiate Institute,

made a comparison between seven questions on the subject of statics contained in the ex-

amination paper prepared by Dr. McLellau for second-class teachers and intermediate

examinations held in July, 1877, and he came to the conclusion that those seven ques-

tions had been taken from or based on Mr. Kirkland's book. He gave the grounds of

his opinion, which were to the effect that the questions were in all essential respects iden-

tical ; that although the separate questions might be found in other works, no other work
contained them all ; that the subjects of some of the questions were more fully treated or

received greater prominence in Mr. Kirkland's book than in those of other authors ; and
that the order of the questions on the paper was the same as the book.

The other witnesses on this matter were Mr. Baker, of University College, Toronto,

Mr. Jameson, Mr. Murray, Mr. McGregor, and Mr. O'Connor, who showed that the ques-

tions were all found elsewhere, though not all in any one book ; that the order oliserved

alike in the book and in the examination paper was that given in the official programme
of studies ; and that the range of questions available for such an examination is very

limited.

This is the substance of the evidence. The question is. How does it bear upon the

present enquiry 1 It would ajjpear to me not unlikely that the immediate source from
which Dr. McLellan took these questions, all of whicii are shown to have been already

common property, was the book which contained them all, or rather the proof-sheets of

the work ; for it does not appear that the book was published when the questions were
arranged, and it is shown that Dr. McLellan had the proofs. But, assuming that to be

so, I have not been able to see what harm was done. The book was not then in the

hands of students.

Tlie subject of it was not one of those taugiit by Mr. Kirkland. Its use could have

no effect on the examinations of July, 1877. It is not asserted that it affected or was
likely to affect those examinations. The point tried to be made is of a difl'erent kind. It

is suggested that Dr. McLellan resorted to the book to the extent indicated with the de-

sign of stimulating the demand for it among teachers and students. The i)rocess of rea-

soning by which this result was supposed to have been anticipated was not explained to

me. Apj>arently I was expected to assume that students would di.scover that the seven

questions were based on propositions scattered at intervals through Mr. Kirkland's book

(pj). 24, 33, 61, 65, 86, 106, 131) ; that from this they would conclude that the book was
the quarry from wiiich problems for future examinations wo\dd be dug ; and that the

imjiortance of mastering the learning contained between its covers becoming wiilely appre-

ciated, the book would l)e e.agerly bought, its publishers enriched by the profits they re-

ceived, and its author by the royalties they paid him, while the jjublishers of rival works,

distanced in the unequal competition, looked sadly at the volumes left unsold upon their

shelves.

It strikes me that this last contingency expresses the gravamen of the accusation,

and may possibly furnish a clue to its parentage—for no one has ventured an opinion

that the general use of the work as a text-book in schools would be open to objection.

It is very obvious that to accord any im]>ortauce to what has been said of the use ol
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this book, I must indulge in speculation so vague and fanciful as to be out of place in con

ducting a serious inquiry.

The same witnesses who spoke of the matter I have just discussed, or some of them,

gave evidence of a similar character respecting some questions contained in the examina-

tion paper in arithmetic for first-class teachers in July, 1877, which were alleged to cor-

respond with others in the book of examination questions compiled by Dr. McLellan and
Mr. Kirkland.

Mr. Moses, an Inspector of Public Schools, also gave evidence as to this matter.

Six questions were pointed out by Mr. Robertson, which resembled in principle

problems given and solved in the book, or which could be partly answered by the aid of

what the book contained, or which in all material points were like others in the book.

It was shown that no identity existed, and that the propositions which resembled

each other were not peculiar to this collection. It does not strike me as important to

our present purpose to ascertain whether students may or may not think that Dr. McLel-

lan resorts to his published collection of questions for aid in the preparation of his exami-

nation papers, or to theorize concerning the effect which such an idea may have in stimu-

lating the purchase and study of the book, or even to consider whether a careful study of

the problems it brings together is to be encouraged or deprecated, because nothing in the

testimony given before me can fairly be regarded as justifying the imputation that the

questions set at the examination were based on the problems in the book with the design

of promoting its popularity and its circulation.

If I am to understand that the suspicions intimated in the course of the e\ddence are

bona fide entertained, it may not be a matter of surprise to find them turned in the direc-

tion of this publication, but I am satisfied that, unless directed by pre-conceived suspicion,

no one would have attached any significance to the points of resemblance which have been

pointed out. I have little doubt that the imputation may be more truthfully traced to

the fact of the publication of the book than to any intelligent belief that the examination

questions were framed with the designs now attributed to them.

There is one part of the evidence to which I have not yet alluded ; viz. : some cor-

respondence between Dr. McLellan and Mr. Teefy.

Its relation to the subjects of the inquiry is very remote and very indirect. It was
urged that it bore on the charge of collusion ; and I admitted it with the idea that pos-

sibly that portion of it which referred to assistance rendered or ottered b}' Mr. Teefy to

Dr. McLellan in the preparation of questions for examinations might not be altogether

foreign to that issue. I am unable, however, to find that it can apply in any way.

It was ingeniously argued that Mr. Teefy was a person interested in the work on the

result of the examinations, because when he furnished a couple of problems in arithmetic

he had some private pupils who intended to come up for examination, and that therefore

collusion between Mr. Teefy and Dr. McLellan was shown. But two of the essential ele-

ments of such a charge were altogether wanting, viz. : Knowledge on the part of Dr.

McLellan that Mr. Teefy was trainiug pupils for the public examinations, and design on
the part of Mr. Teefy in preparing the questions.

Unless, therefore, the incident could be used to show that the resort of Mr. Teefy

negatived collusion witli Mr. Kirkland, which was what was in my mind when I admitted

the evidence, it amounted to nothing ; and I am of opinion that is the measure of its

value.

The clear result of the whole evidence, in my judgment, is, that neither charge has

any support from affirmative proof ; that the charges have not been allowed to be dis-

posed of as simply unproved, but that both have been conclusively rebutted.

All which is respectfully submitted.

C. S. Patterson.
Toronto, 31st December, 1877.

Normal School,
Toronto, September 28th, 1877.

The Honourable Christopher Salmon Patterson, one of Her Majesty's .Justices of th

;

Court of Appeal, this day, at eleven o'clock, opened an inquiry under a Commission under thi
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Great Seal of Ontario, appointing him to enquire into and report upon certain charges publicly

brought through the medium of newspapers, against the Central Committee of Examiners, or

certain members of it, videlicet:

—

" First, that there is within the Central Committee a ' ring,' the members of which have

dishonourable relations with the publishing house of Adam Miller and Company, of Toronto,

and
" Secondly, that in the preparation of examination papers in connection with the Public

and High Schools, there has been collusion between members of the Central Committee and

other parties interested in the work or result of the examinations."

Mr. T. J. Richardson (Richardson, Bradley and Lumsden,) was appointed Secretary and

Official Reporter to the Commission.

The Secretary read the Commission.

Mr. J. D. Edgar stated that he was instructed by the Minister of Education to represent

the Education Department in this Enquiry. He read the report made to Council by the

Minister, upon which this Commission was issued, and it is as follows :

—

" Education Dep.\rtment, (Ontario.)

" The undersigned respectfully begs to report for the consideration of His Honour the

Lieutenant Governor in Council, the following, respecting Charges against the Central Com-
mittee of Examiners of the Education Department.

" 1. Certain charges have recently been publicly brought through the medium of news-

papers against the Central Committee or certain members of it, and the undersigned finds in

two of these charges, allegations of personal dishonesty or corruption on the part of some of

the members of this Committee.
" 2. These charges are, it is alleged, firstly, that there is within the Central Committee, a

' ring,' the members of which have dishonourable relations with the publishing house of

Adam Miller & Co., of Toronto, and secondli/, that in the preparation of examination papers

in connection with the Public and High Schools, there has been collusion between members
of the Central Committee and ether parties interested in the work or results of the exami-

nations.

" .3. The other charges involve questions of policy in connection with the relations of the

Central Committee to the undersigned, for which he as Minister is alone responsible to the

people of Ontario, through the Legislative Assembly.
"4. It is, however, necessary in the public interest that the two charges which affect the

personal integrity of members of the Committee should be thoroughly investigated without

delay, and that the fullest opportunity be afforded to all concerned to establish the truth before

an impartial tribunal. The members of the Central Committee have, through their Chair-

man, urgently requested such an inquiry to be held.

" 5. The undersigned therefore respectfully recommends to His Honor in Council that a

Commission, with full powers to summon and swear upon oath witnesiscs, do issue to the

Honourable Christopher Salmon Patterson, one of Her Majesty's Justices of the Court of

Appeal, to inquire into and report upon to His Honor of and concerning the two charges

mentioned in paragraph two of this recommendation.

" Respectfully submitted,

" Adam Crooks
"Minuter."

He also read a notice which he had caused to be published in the daily newspapers in

Toronto for three day.s, and it is as follows :

—

" EDUCATION DEPARTMENT.

" Public notice is hereby given that the Honourable Christopher Salmon Patterson, one

of the Judges of the Court of Appeal, has been appointed by His Honor the Lieutenant-

Governor in Council, a Commissioner to inquire into and report upon certain charges publicly
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brought against the Central Committee of Examiners of the Education Department, and that he

has appointed Friday, the 28th September, 1877, at eleven o'clock in the forenoon at the

Library of the Education Department in Toronto, to proceed to open the Commission and

give directions as to future proceedings.

" All persons concerned who may desire to summon witnesses are requested to attend

with a list of their witnesses.
" ALEXANDER MAKLING,

" Secretary.

' Toronto, Sept. 25, 1877."

Mr. N. F. Davin stated that he appeared on behalf of the " Mail " newspaper.

Mr. Edgar gave in a list of witnesses, and the Secretary was instructed to request them

to attend.

The Commissioner then adjourned the inquiry until Monday, the 12th of November,

1877.

Normal School,
Toronto, November 12, 1877.

The inquiry opened at 11 o'clock.

Mr. Edgar stated that the Minister of Education was present to make a statement at the

opening of the inquiry, and to produce in evidence documents which might affect the case.

Mr. Davin asked for the production of certain documents.

Hon. Adam Crooks, sworn, deposed :

—

I was going to mention the different relations which the Department has to booksellers

and publishers, and also the constitution and functions of the Central Committee, and then,

of course, if any further explanations are required, I shall be delighted to give them on cross-

examination, or in answer to either of the Counsel. I am entirely in the position of a wit-

ness, and I propose to give the explanations in order rather to proceed more rapidly to the

end we have in view. Now, the Central Committee is recognized by the School Act. In the

Consolidated Act of 1874, these clauses which express the functions of the Central Committee

appear. This will be found in 37 Victoria, chapter 27, and I quote from this instead of the

Revised Statutes, because the Revised Statutes are not yet in force. Under section 27, and

sub-section 17, the Department, that is, the late Council of Public Instruction, now represent-

ed by the Education Department, is required " at the close of the session of any Normal

School in the Province, or examination to be held of the students thereof, and to provide for

such examination through the said Central Committee."

Then, again, in regard to teachers' examinations, first, in regard to the examination

of Normal School students, it is to be done through the Central Committee. Sub-section

22 of section 27 directs the Department to " prepare and prescribe from time to time by a

Central Committee of its appointment, or otherwise, a programme, examination papers and

regulations for the uniform examination and classification of Public School teachers."

Then by sub-section 23, " to award (upon the report of the Central Committee of Ex-

aminers) first-class certificates of examination to Public Schoolteachers, under such regula-

tions and programme as may be determined by said Council,"—that is, t!ie Council of

Public Instruction ;
" and upon the report of such Committee to award second-class certifi-

cates to candidates for first-class certificates, who come up to the standard for second-class

certificates, but who fail to come up to the required standard for first-class certificates."

The late Council of Public Instruction appointed as members of the Central Com-

mittee of Examiners the Rev. Professor Young, Professor of Moral Science in University

College, Toronto, and the three High School Inspectors, Dr. McLellan, Mr. Marling and

Mr. Buchan. When I took charge of the Department in February, about the 23rd of

February, 1876, I found, and in fact, had previously known that the late Council of

Public Instruction had in contemplation the appointment of two additional members to

the Central Committee, and, iis Provincial Treasurer, I had been requested by the late

Chief Superintendent, to make requisite provision in the estimates for the year 1876, and

the appropriations were voted by the House accordingly ; so, when two additional mem-
bers were added to the Central Committee upon my recommendation to the Governor-ia-

Council, that was in order to carry out what had previously been the desire of the late
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Council of Public Instruction, and which had been approved of by the Legislature, when
it was asked for in connection with an appropriation for two additional members of the
Central Committee. In the "Journal " of 1876, at page 49, my recommendation to the
Governor-in-Council, will appear, as follows :

—

Copy of an Order i^ Cofncil Approved by His Honour the Lieutenant-Gover-
nor, THE 17th OF March, A. D., 1876.

" Upon the recommendation of the Honourable the Minister of Education, dated the
11th day of March, 1876, the Committee of Council advise the appointment of Mr. John
C. Glashan, Public School Inspector for West Middlesex, and of Mr. John J. Tilley,

Public School Inspector for Durham, as members of the Central Committee of Examiners,
as authorized by the Act 37 Victoria, Chapter 27, Section 27, Sub-sections 6 and 22."

Then, in the course of my gaining experience in reference to the Department and the
position of the schools, the course of my investigations were inducing me to consider the
propriety of conducting altogether through the Central Committee the examinations, not
only for first-class certificates, but also for second-class certificates. I had reason to come to

the conclusion that the results of the examination of answers to questions by the County
Boards of Examiners in reference to second-class certificates, which are perpetual in their

character, were not satisfactory. In proceeding from county to county in the year 1876,
I came to the conclusion that there was quite a diifereuce in the value, or, rather, that
there was an appreciable difference in the results of the reports by County Boards upon
answers to questions for second-class certificates prepared by the Central Committee, and
that there was, beyond that, that laxity in connection with the examinations for second-

class certificates that made it very desirable that, as far as possible, the answers to the

questions for those certificates should be all examined and reported u])on by the Central
Committee, or by proper substitutes instead of being left to ;he local Boards. It will be un-

derstood, that the duty of the Central Committee, in order properly to carry out the instruc-

tions of the Act so as to secure a uniform classification of the school teachers, required that

the Central Committee should submit all examination questions for firsts, .seconds and thirds.

Under the former regulations, the County Boards read over and placed values upon the an-

swers to the questions for botli third and second cla.ss certificates, and the result, so far as

I could collect the best views upon the subject throughout the Province, was that it

was very desirable, in order to secure more satisfactorily this uniform result in the examina-
tion for second class certificates, that the answers to the.se should be read over as well by
the Central Committee. Tiiis further circumstance occurred. During the meeting of the

Teachers' Association in August, 1876, after some discussion at that Association, I was
waited upon by a deputation of Teachers, appointed during the meeting of that Association,

and alter understandintr their views, and hearing that it was desirable in their judgment that

a larger number of Public School Inspectors should be represented on the Central Committee
of examiners, in order the better to .secure what this Association deemed in the interest of

the schools, they suggested a further representation of Public School Inspectors upon the

Central Committee. Uj) to that time there were three High School Inspectors and two Pub-
lic School Inspectors. After considering the subject, I recommended the matter to the

Governor in Council. My recommendation will be found at page 178 of the '' Journal."
The following is the recommendation on which an Order in Council was based :

—

The undersigned begs respectfully to recommend to His Honour tlie Lieutcnant-CJov-

ernor in Council the following :

" That the Central Committee of Examiners appointed by the Education Department
i.s now composed of Professor Young, with three High School Inspectors and two Public

School Inspectors ; that the two last were appointed in order to carry out the recommenda-
tion of the late Council of Public Instruction, who thought it expedient that Public School

matters would be better represented by the introduction of some Public School Inspectors
;

that for the first time in July last, the new Regulations respecting Intermediate Examinations

in High Schools were tried, and these Intermediate Examinations are prescribed to take place
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half-yearly; that the number of Candidates at the July ExaminatioQ was 1676, of whom
234 were successful ; that these examinations impose new duties upon the High School In-

spectors, and absorb a larger part of their time ; that the Collegiate Institutes and High

Schools which should be half-yearly inspected by them now number 101 ; that the inspection

of Separate Schools is also placed under them so far as the opportunity permits, but it is de-

sirable that as a general rule, these schools should be inspected by the High School Inspectors,

as being altogether removed from any possible conflicting interest ; that the undersigned has

occasion to confer with the Central Committee on many subjects of a scholastic nature,

amongst which are included the examination of text and Library books before being authorized

for purchase in connection with the High and Public Schools, and that the number of books

which are annually submitted by the booksellers and also by the Depository Branch of the

Education Department is very large, and would probably exceed 1000 volumes per annum.

The undersigned, on assumina: charge of the Department, found that no less than 3000 vol-

umes of such books remained for such examination. That in considering the different sug-

gestions emanating from Teachers' Associations throughout the Province, and the opinions

expressed by Trustees and Boards of Education, which would involve certain changes in re-

lation to such matters as text-books, the programme of studies, teachers' certificates, and the

like, the undersigned would find great advantage in conferring with the Central Committee

if the Public School element in it were added to ; that additional strength is required to

properly conduct the examination for teachers' certificates, and in many subjects, especially

those peculiarly relating to the management of Public Schools, and the methods and princi-

ples of teaching, great assistance could be obtained from examiners so experienced as Public

School Inspectors.

lu view of these circumstances, the undersigned respectfully recommends that two ad-

ditional members should be added to the Central Committee, to be chosen from the Public

School Inspectors, and that the Committee of Examiners so constituted should be subject to

such directions as from time to time may be given by the undersigned, in connection with

the performance of such duties as may be assigned to them by the undersigned in reference

to the subjects referred to, and the undersigned would respectfully recommend that, in addi-

tion to Mr. Glashan and Mr. Tilley, Public School [nspectors, Mr. G. \V. Eoss, Public

School Inspector for Division No. 1, County of Lambton, and Mr. James Hughes, Public

School Inspector for the City of Toronto, be also appointed members of the Central Com-

mittee of Examiners."

That states concisely the grounds upon which I made the recommendation. The Governor

in Council, by an Order in Council of the 24:th of November, 1876, made the two additional

appointments. The next two references are in regard to the relations of the Department to

the booksellers and publishers. First of all, there is this question of library and prize books.

Under the Act of 1874, for the first time the liberty was offered to booksellers and publishers

to compete with the Depository Branch of the Education Department in supplying books for

library and prize purposes to the Public Schools, and, of course, the booksellers and publishers

would be entitled to the very same, or rather the trustees of schools purchasing from book-

sellers would be entitled to the same 100 per cent, allowance which, as the law formerly stood,

they received on account of purchases made through the Depository Branch. Trustees pur-

chasing from the Depository to the amount of $10, would require to pay only $5 cash, and

the same privilege was, after 1874, for the first time, extended to trustees who thought to

purchase from publishers and booksellers, and not from the Depository Branch. Now, upon

that one question of library and prize books, the Department had this responsible duty, and

which, to a very large extent, was the raison d'etre for the existence of the Depository

Branch, namely, to protect the schools against the introduction of any matter which was

likely to be injurious to the schools or to the pupils. The chief object beyond inciting trus-

tees of schools to come forward and obtain library and prize books for their schools,—the

larger object was to prevent anything but literature of a correct character finding its way
through these purchases of the trustees into the hands of the pupils of our common schools

;

and when, as I have said in my memorandum, I took charge of the Department, I found

that there were a very large number of books that had been submitted by booksellers for the

authorization of the Department. As I have said, one of the objects of the establishment

of the Depository Branch was, that only such books as were authorized and appeared in the

catalogue were open to the trustees, who, to get the 100 per cent., were confined to the books
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which appeared as authorized books in the catalogue. And the complaints of booksellers

were directed to the circumstance that, althous^h the Act of 1874 had given trustees that

privilege, yet they were prevented from dealing with trustees in consequence of so many of

the books they had submitted for authorization remaining in the Department unexamined.
There were, as I have said, 3,000 of these books. Some partial eflForts had been made by
the Council of Public Instruction to examine some of them, and 400 or 600 had been ex-

amined by Mr. Goldwin Smith, but had not been passed upon by the Council. In relation

to library and prize books, the relations of the Department to booksellers are very important

and I proceed to explain wliat the position of the Department is, and what functions the

Central Committee exercise in reference to this question. Before I was able to recommend
permanent regulations to the Governor in Council, as to the examination of library and prize

books, and the arrangements under which trustees could purchase from publishers generally,

I was able, through their assistance, to report a large number of books which had been await-

ing authorization for some time. At page 149 of the Journal of 1876, the following notice

appears :

—

"7. LIBRARY AND PRIZE BOOKS SANCTIONED.

Lists of Library books numbering 1370 have been sanctioned by His Honour the Lieu-

tenant-Governor in Council, which will he printed in full in the next number of the Jmrnal,
and in the meantime the books may be obtained."

Then at page 179, is the following Order in Council, approving of the regulations sub.

mitted by me on this subject :

—

Copy of an Order in Council, approved by His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor, the '24th

day of November, A.D. 18"G.

Upon the report and recommendation of the Honourable the Minister of Education,

dated the 20th November. 1876, the Committee in Council advLse that the annexed regula-

tion with respect to the Depository Branch of the Education Department be approved by
your Honour.

J. G. SnoTT,

Clerk, Executive Council, Ontario.

25th November, 1876.

The undersigned begs respectfully to submit for the consideration of His Honour the

Lieutenant-Governor in Council, the following, with respect to the Depository of the Educa-
tion Department namely :

—

The Consolidated School Act, 37 Vic. cap. 27, sec. 31, sub-section 29, authorized the

payment out of any moneys appropriated by the Legislature, of one-half the cost of any
prize or library books sanctioned by the Council of Public Instruction, for Public Schools,

and High Schools, which might be purchased by the Municipal or School Corporation, from
any Bookseller or other parties instead of at the Depository.

The Chief Superintendent had been also authorized, out of moneys provided by the

Legislature, to grant aid in the purchase of Prize and Library Books, Maps and apparatus,

t(i an amount equal to that contributed and e.xfiended from local sources for the same object,

and the Depository had been established, through which this w;is being carried into cflFect.

The extension by the Act of 1874, of this principle of aid to Prize and Library I3ooks

purchased elsewhere, has given rise to the question as to the relative terms on which the

Booksellers and the Department should supply these bookis. The late Chief Superintendent,

in July, 1874, prepared a case to submit to the Chief Justice of Ontario for his opinion, in

order to determine this (|uestion. The points involved were (1) what was to be deemed the
" cost " of books procured from BooksellerB or other parties, and (2) the proper " cost " of

books from the Depository. No opinion was, however, expressed by the Chief Justice.

The Act of 1874. left it optional with Municipal and School Cor|>orationB to purchase

Prize and Library Books from the Depository or elsewhere ; and if this could be done with

equal advantages, the effect would be to protect these Corporations in the quality and price

of the books, through the competition of the Depository and Bookselling trade, while the
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Depository being continued would ensure the schools always obtaining these books at fair
prices.

Purchasers from the Booksellers are by this Act placed under the supervision of the
Department, and there are proper safeguards as to the cost, the edition, and binding of the
books. It is in the interest of the Schools that the fullest effect should be given to this pro-
vision of the Act, which established mutual competition between the Depository and the
Trade.

^

The Booksellers, however, represent that this effect has been frustrated by the Depart-
ment : firstly, in requiring too formal a procedure in obtaining payment of the accounts for

books supplied through them, and, secondly, in having reduced the price of books in the
Depository, so as to represent eighteen cents to the shilling sterling, instead of nineteen or
twenty cents, which was formerly the charge.

The undersigned proposes to simplify the routine for payment ; and as to the price, the
undersigned, upon consideration of all the circumstances, which are fully discussed in the
different documents before the undersigned, has come to the conclusion that the cost of books
furnished by the Depository nearly represents nineteen cents to the shilling sterling.

The undersigned would therefore respectfully recommend your Honour, in Council, to

approve of the annexed regulation herewith submitted to that effect.

Respectfully submitted.

Adam Crook.s,

Minister of Education.
Education Department of Ontario,

Toronto, 20th November, 1876.

Regulation with Respect to the Depository Brwnch.

The price of Prize and Library Books purchased by Municipal or School Corporations
from the Depository, in respect of which aid is granted out of moneys voted by the Legisla-
ture shall be based upon (19) nineteen cents to the one shilling sterling, in respect of all

Prize and Library Books placed in stock since the 1st of January, 1876.

Then, in order to facilitate purchases from Booksellers follows another Order in Council,
dated 20th December, 1876, as follows :—

" Upon the Report of the Honourable the Minister of Education, dated the 16th of De-
cember, 1876, the Committee of Council advise that the annexed regulations, respecting
purchases of library and prize books from booksellers, be substituted for the requirements
under the former regulations of the Council of Public Instruction.

Certified.

J. G. Scott,
23rd December, 1876. Clerk Executive Council, Ontario.

Regulations Respecting Purchases of Library Prize Books from Booksellers—Approved by His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor in Council.

1. The annexed form of account and guarantee is substituted for that formerly in use.

2. As a general rule one copy only of each book should be supplied to each school, in
order that, as far as possible, the information to be found in a variety of books may be widely
diffused.

3. The amount of each purchase is not to be under the sum of $10.
4. The books are to be selected hoiui, fide for the purpo.se of Prizes to the pupils of the

school, or for the school library, (as the case may be; and are not to be acquired for, or to
be disposed of by any teacher or private person, or for any purpose whatsoever, except as

Library or Prize books tor the school. Any default, by any school corporation, in this

particular, will forfeit its right to the one-half allowance for any book to be purchased in

future.

Then, under that, different lists were approved, which appeared in the Journal of Edu-
cation for January, 1877, page 7. The Order in Council is as follows :

—
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" Upon consideration of the Report of the Honourable the Minister of Education,

dated the 15th November, 1876, the Committee of Council, under the provisions of 37 Vic.

cap. 27, sub-sees 24 and 27, varied by 39 Vic, cap. 16, recommend the books marked as

approved in the accompanying list tor use for libraries, and for Prizes in the High and Public

Schools, and advise that such books be approved of by Your Honour."

The publishers referred to are George Bell & Sons, James Clarke <fc Co., Chatto & Windus,
the Scottish Temperance League, Hogg & Co., Lockwood, Jarrold & Sons, the Christian

Knowledge Society, Edmonston, Warde, Locke & Tyler, A. &, C. Black, John F. Shaw,
Cassell, Petter & Galpin, G. Routledge, Chapman & Hall, A. S. Barnes, Schermerhorn,
J. R. Osgoode, Putnam, Virtue & Co., Smith, Elder & Co., Hodder, Scribner, W. Tegg,

&c.—a long list oi leading American and English booksellers.

In the Journal of July, 1877. page 101, there is another long list of books, and in

the June number, at page 93, will be found the Regulations as recommended by me
to the Governor in Council and approved of.

REGULATIONS RESPECTING THE AUTHORIZATION OF LIBRARY AND
PRIZE BOOKS.

Apirroved hy tlie Zdeutenant-Govemor in Council, 22fid Juiie, 1877.

1. All books intended for Library or Prize Books, whether from the Depository or

Booksellers, shall be submitted to the Central Committee for examination, and such books

only as shall be approved of by them for Library or Prize Books shall be authorized.

2. The Central Committee shall meet, for examining books submitted, three times a

year, viz., in .January, April and October ; or, should any other season be found more
suitable, then, at such other times, as the Minister may direct.

3. The Committee will !iot, in future recommend for sanction any books which have

merely the negative merit of being free from what is morally objectionable ; but they

will satisfy themselves as far as possible, that the books which they recommend are posi-

tively good ; that they are such books, in fact, as it is desirable that school children and
their parents and the community at large should have. The Department is laid under

the responsibility of not encouraging the reading of all books morally unobjectionable,

but should discriminate in favour of the better class of books.

4. In determining whether any book submitted for approval has sufficient merit to

warrant the Committee in recommending it, there wdl be little difficulty in the following

subjects, viz. : In Science, Mental and Physical ; in Geography and History, in Criticism,

in Poetry, in Theology and Religion. Iti case of works that give information of any
kind, the Committee will readily decide what works are, and what works are not, suitable

for prizes or for libraries. But as a very large portion of the prose Fiction published is

trash, the Committee will not recommend any novel, or other fictitious narrative, unless

it possesses deciiled merit.

5. The Members of the Central Committee are not expected to peruse every volume
submitted, but only to gain such nn acquaintance with the works on which they pass

judgment as to be able to decide \vh<-ther they deserve to be authorized.

6. Each member of the Central Committee is constituted a sub-Committee for the

purpose of examining books ; his report to be iccepted, rejected or amended by the Com-
mittee. Each sub-committee shall submit in a special return the works of fiction which

he proposes to recomineml for authorization.

7. Due notice of the dates of the meetings of the Committee for the examination

of Library and Prize Books shall be published for the information of publishers, book-

sellers and others, and no book shall be examined at any meeting unless it has been re-

ceived before the meeting begins.

8. Publishers, Booksellei-s and others are required to take notice that tlie above
Regulations as to the nature and quality of the books to be authorized will be rigidly

enforced.

Here follows a lon<; list of books authorized.
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Then the next subject which biings the Department in certain relations to the book-
sellers and publishers is the question of text-books for use in the Public and also in the
High Schools. Most of my action and the action of the Government in reference to text-

books is, just as will be found in regard to other matters, documentary in its character,
and some of the documents explain, or assist in explaining more fully my own prehmin-
ary verbal explanations than anything else could do with the same satisfaction. What
appears here was the result of careful consideration, and the conclusions, the final conclu-
sions which were recommended by me to the Governor and approved of, will, of course,
best explain the position at the present time. I may, however, mention that, so far as
this question of text-books is concerned, it seemed always to have been a matter of ex-
treme difficulty, and that the late Council of Public Instruction were not able to arrive at
a policy which would govern this question of the introduction of text books for the future •

and the great difficulty which the late Council of Public Instruction had, and which, when
I took charge of the Department, I found was oppressing them, was as to whether the
copyright should be secured for the Province, or whether it was possible by any other
system to secure the two great objects of a text-book for the schools ; firstly, that the
text-book, in point of quality and utility as a text-book should be equal to the require-
ments of the schools, and the next question was as to the cheapness of the book

; and of
course under the question of cheapness would be involved the actual manner of its con-
struction—the mechanical execution of it—that the book, if approved of as suitable
for the schools, by the late Council of Public Instruction, would require to possess the
two other requisites, that it should be satisfoctory in point of mechanical execution, and
should be sold to the schools at a fairly reasonable retail price. The Depository Branch
of the Education Department had very little to do with the sale of text books. The pro-
duction of text-books, so far as they were produced in this country, was left to the enter-
prise of the book-selling trade. There was no rebate in favour of trustees or purchasers
as there was in regard to library and prize books. Whatever was the retail cost of a
text-book, the trustees of the schools or parents of the children paid, without being en-
titled to any drawback, but trustees were of course confined to the text-books. One of
the duties imposed by the Act was that the Council should regulate text-books, and trus-

tees, masters and teachers have no right to use text-books in their schools unless they are
authorized. I will refer to the Act on that point. In this same section 27 of the Act
37 Vic, cap. 27, sub-section 24, it is stated :

" to examine and at its discretion recom-
mend or disapprove of text-books for the use of schools, or books for school libraries and
prizes."

And there are other provisions which make it improper for tiustees to expend the funds
of their school corporations, excepting for text-books properly authorized. I propose to show
what the regulations in force were, when I took charge of the Department—regulations
governing the production of text-books. I have a copy of the regulations in force when I
took charge of the Department. These regulations in substance assume to oifer to the pub-
lishers all the advantage of an exclusive right to vend a particular book for twelve months
and one of the conditions was that the copyright should be transferred to the Department.
These are regulations in regard to the publication of authorized text-books adopted by the
Council of Public Instruction in April, 1869. There were a series of twelve regulations, but
some of them were subsequently repealed by the Council of Public Instruction. The first

four are as follows :

—

1. In regard to those Publishers and Printers who have transforrjd, or may hereafter
transfer to the Chief Superintendaat of Education, and to the control of the Council, the
copyright of School Text Books which have been or may be approved and authorized by the-

Council, it is deemed right, and best for the encouragement of author.", .-lud the maintenance
of a proper standard in the mechanical execution of the books, that the Chief Superintend-
ant of Education should not sanction or countenance, for at least twelve months after the
authorization of such te.xt books, the reprinting of them by any other tlian the party who
has incurred the expense and responsibility of preparing and printing the first edition of
such authorized School Text Books.

2. It is regarded by the Council as a duty in their acceptance of and subsequent action
respecting the copyright of any book authorized by them to Le used in the Public S«hools to
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secure the interests of the public by the issue of a p!Ood and suitable edition at a reasonable

price, and, at the same time, to provide, so far as they properly can, for the adequfite remun-
eration of both Author or Editor and Publisher.

3. The interests of the Public are sufficiently secured by the existing; arrangements, that

no book or new edition shall be authorized by the Council without their previous examinutioa

and apprnval of matter, paper, typography, binding and price.

4. The interests of the Publisher are also sufficiently provided for by the arrangement:

that he shall have exclusive rights for at least one year.

Then the fifth provided that the publisher should pay the editor or author of any new or
revised book, but that was subsequently abolished. Regulations 5, 6, 7 and 1 1 were sus-

pended on the 3l8t March, 1873, and were afterwards cancelled. The policy of this regula-

tion will be seen rather to have been directed to securing the copyrightof any new books that

might be required for use in the schools as text-books, and what was offered on the part of

the Department, was an exclusive right to print, to the publisher who went to the expense of

preparing the book and of paying the author, and so on. What was offered was the exclusive

riLht to print it and vend it for twelve months, but after that it will be seen by the regula-

tinus that all book-sellers were entitled to come forward and ask the Department for the

requisite liberty to publish these same books. The chief condition was that each publisher

who was authorized in this way or to publish either a new or revised work had to cuter into

$2,000 bonds penalty. I begiin to consider the subject of text-books on the 4th March, 1876,

and found these regulations, and that the following matters in connection with text-books had
not been disposed of by the late Council of Public Instruction. These involved application

to publish ciipyr'ghted books, and there were some questions about revising—for instance,

some books that the Council of Public Instruction threw out inducements so as to secure

under th% regulations revised editions— ('ampbell's Geography, and I think Lovell's Canadian

Geography. 'J'hen, the better way v ill be to bring into contrast what are the re;;jiilations'now

in force, as recommended by me, and then 1 will endeavour to exi)lain what occurred in the

interval to justify the conclusions which are embodied in the new regulations or, at all events,

were matters of consideration beVore the new regulations were recommended by me anci

approved of by the Governor in Council. The final regulations as to text-books will be found

in the Journal of Education of July, 1877.

(General Regulations with respect to Authorized Text Books in thk
Public Schools.

Approved by tliie Lieutenant-Governor in Council.

1. From and after the 18th day of August next, the several text-books, hereinafter

mentioned, shall constitute the only authorized text-books for use ia the Public Schools

in the respective subjects appearing in the Schedule A, annexed.

2. In order to secure the proper quality, and cheapness in price, of the several text-

books so aiitliDrized, a sample copy of each published in Canada shall be fylod in the

Department, and the retail price of the several books shall not exceed the price appearing

in coliiiun 4 of the said Sche.chile A, and as to such books as are published in England or

elsewhere, the edition shall be that appearing in the said Schedule.

3. The editions of authorized text-books which are published in Rnglanil as men-
tioned in .said Schedule, and whether copyrighted or not, are authorized for use in the

Public Schouls, when sold at a retail piice not exceeding the price in cents also mentioned

in the said Schedule.

4. In order that Trustees, Inspectors, and others, may rejidily ascertain that the

t<\xt-books in use are duly authorized, e^ch publisher or book-seller is required to stamp

oacli volume on the title p.ige to the eftect that the book is authorized by the Department,

and the retail price thereof. .\ny volume of a book otherwise authorized shall not be
deemed to be duly authorized if such stamp is omitted therefrom.

5 Where a le.xt-book hi-ret<ifore authorized on any of the subjects mentioned in the

Schedule has alre.idy been introduced into a School, and is in use, the teacher shall not

substitute tlurefi'r any other authorized t'-xt-book, unless and until he shall have obtained

the sauctiou of the i rusteea, and the Public School Inspector to such chan^^e.
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6. Tlie Department may from time to time recommend such books as may be aids to

teachers for study or reference by them, and it is not required that siuh should be
autKorized so long as they are not used as text-books by the pupils in the Schools. The
books appearing in Schedule B annexed, are now recommended for use or reference by
teachers, and it is expected that the retail price of books so recommended, will not exceed
the price placed thereon in said Schedule B.

7. The Department reserves the right to remove from the list any book authorized
or recommended, in respect of which the publisher or bookseller fails to observe auy of
the conditions prescribed by these regulations.

8. The use in the Public Schools of editions printed or published in the United
States, of English or Canadian works hereby authorized, is prohibited, and such reprints

shall in no sense be considered as authorized by the regulations.

9. In cases in which the copyright of the School text-books is in the Department, or
the late Chief Superintendent on behalf of the late Council of Public Instruction, pub-
lishers and printers in the Province of Ontario may, upon application to the Department,
obtain permission to print and publish editions of such work. Any such edition shall, in

its binding, typography, paper, and other qualities, Vje equal at least to the standard copy
of the Department, and the retail price thereof shall not exceed that placed thereon in
the said Schedule A, and before permission to print or publish such edition is given, the
publisher shall give security, himself in $2,000, and two sureties to be approved by the
Minister, in SI,000 each, to secure that such edition when completed, shall be, including

each separate copy, in accordance with the requirements of this regulation.

As to other books, there is nothing said as to the printing of them, but certain books
are authorized as for high schools. The late Department of Public Instruction had not as-

sumed to produce in Canada works for the high schools. The work which they endeavoured
to encourage the production of in Canada had reference to public schools, and it will be seen

from a list which I produced, what books had been copyrinhted by the Department. Now,
these regulations which are now in force, and under which it will be seen that certain books,

the copyright of some of which is held by the Education Department, some by Adam
Miller & Co., some by Campbell & Son, and some by Barber & Ellis, Rivinirtons, Coup,
Clark & Co., Macmillan, Longmans, and so on, appear in this Schedule. It will be seen that

in the new regulations those text books, the copyright of which is held by the Department,

can be purchased by any bookseller on application, subject to the regulations which were in

force when I took charge of the Department. It appeared that the text books, some of them
at least, in use in the public schools, were not acceptable to teachers as a whole, and in the

next place that the programme of study was objected to by many teachers. In many of the

counties there were some very strong expressions of opinion in connexion with the then exist-

ing programme of study. The two subjects appear to me to be such as having regard to the

wants of the schools as expressed in most of the counties in the Province, were also subjects

which required my consideration. I felt that one of the works left unfinished by the late

Council of Public Instruction in regard to carrying out the authority which had been granted

by the Legislature in 1876 authorizing them to revise several of the text books in use for the

public schools—it would be very difficult to carry that authority out unless the whole question

of the programme and obligatory subjects, and that of text books, were carefully considered.

The proceedings which I took from time to time will give some indication of the c'def points

to be considered ; firstly, in reference to the programme of study, the optional subjects, some
subjects being considered unnecessary, and certain other subjects being entirely optional, and
the programme being made rather flexible in its nature so as to meet the difference in the wants

of the different schools according to their circumstances, made it necessary to continue on the

list some of the authorized textbooks; but the next question which it became necessary to

consider was, first, as to whether the existing text-books answered the wants of the schools

;

and secondly, whether any substitutions eould be introduced to make the work of the schools

more satisfactory to the teachers and pupils, and my first inquiry was as to whether the policy

of maintaining a copyright for all new books that were to be placed on the list would not be the

best policy, inasmuch as it gave the Department the benefit of the fullest competition amongst

booksellers so soon as the first year of exclusive right had expired ; but, however, fl ese two
difficulties had to be overcome, firstly, how could a new book on any subject be produced without
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payin"? a compensatinn—a proper compenpation—to the author t and, in the next plnce,

where was that to come from, and how could a publisher receive his proper compensation ?

These were three points to be determined ; and there was the further one as to the quality

of the book whicli was likely to be the result of authorship under these circum-

Btances. Then, there was a further point which had partially been dealt with by the late

Council of Public Instruction. The production of excellent text-books has been going on

with great activity in England since the Elementary School Act of 1870 was passed

by the Imperial Parliament, and publishers—any number of respectable publishers—have beea

very active indeed in preparing text-books for the different schools in England. The text-

books in every lespect are there the result of voluntary effort, and in no sense are produced

through' the Education Department. Booksellers, enterprising booksellers, endeavour as far

as they can. on the merits of their schoul books, to induce managers of schools to make use of

them in their schools. Well, the result was, before I took charge of the Department, a Jlr.

Haniblin .'^niith had produced some good books on arithmetic , and had, as far as one could

see, fulfilled a want wliich before had been felt in the public schools. The late Council of

Public Instruction undertook to authorize this arithmetic, assuming that it assumed a Cana-

dian form, and that the copyright of it was vested in the Department. .So we will find ou this

list, in mathematics, the advanced arithmetic for Canadian schools, by Hamblin Smith and

Archibald Mc.Murchy, and these became text-books, and they have been retained in that

kind of way. Then we have Hamblin Smith's arithmetic, the copyright of which was not

obtained ; and the correspondence on these points will show that tiiere was considerable diffi-

culty in bringing about the arrangement under which any books could be authorized as text-

books in the Province of Ontario, unless the English publisher could in some way bo arranged

with. But that was not the only difficulty. The result of endeavouring to control the copy-

right in text-books by the Department, was on the very threshold a difficulty of settling upoo

the compensation to be paid to the Eng-lish author or the English publisher, or any Canadiau

author who might bo employed in revising the work for use in the schools of Ontario. There

were difficulties, then, about carrying out what appeared to me to have been the best mode to

secure economy in the publication of the book, so far as the pupils were concerned, namely, by

the Education Department arranging to ac([uire the copyright; but the more that (|uestiou

was looked into, the more objections appeared to it: firstly, on financial grounds; and

secondly, in regard to the quality of the work to be produced, and the difficulty of the

Department assuming by its action to control what would naturally be the legitimate wants

of the schools as resulting from actual experience of any particular text-book ; and by that

kind ol general demand springing up from the schools themselves, it would be extremely diffi-

cult for the Department from time to time, by the utmost activity, to satisfactorily meet it.

The schools on the one hand requiring improved text-books on any particular subject, and

many of these being found already in use in England, and the difficulty of introducing these

improved text-books into use here, on account of the financial (|uestious connected witli the

securing of tin- cofiyriglit by the Department, were objections which met one, when it was

necessary to determine that which stood in liinine,—the iiuestion of securini; the copyright of

all books the Department might be called upon to authorize. Then, in the next plaie, the

securing of the copyright ajipeared, in my judgment, to be only important as far as the schools

themselves were concerned, not in regard to the quality of the book as a text-book, because, of

course, no book could be authorized as a text-book unless approved of by the Department ; so

the question of the quality of the book as a text-book was not the one wiiich was the material

consideration on which to determine whether the securing of the copyright should be tiie one

policy of the Department or not, but rather to prevent the monopoly on the part of one pub-

lisher as against another when it became injurious to the .schools. The injury of a monopoly

as far as the schools were concerned, appeared to mc as likely to result in the pupils or their

parents or the trustees paying a larger price for tlie text-book than it was rea.sonably worth.

So my next step was to hope to meet that difficulty, and, after considering the whole subject,

I found here, in January, 1H70, a long list of text-books, authorized for use in the Public

Schools, a few of them underscored, which I found to be tiiose of which the copyrigiit had

been secured by the Department. In English there were four books of this kind ; in Arith-

metic, two out of four ; in Geography and History, two out of six that were authorized. lo

Physical Science, a number were authorized, but the copyright was secured iu none, la

Alihcellaneous, two—the " Dominion Accountant " and "First Lessons"—out of u long
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list. I refer to these, merely to show that the policy of the late Council of Public Instruc-

tion had not gone so far as to require them, as a condiuoa before authorization, to insist upoa

the copyright of any particular book being transferred to the Department. This list shows

that the smaller number of the authorized text-books were only those in which the copyright

Lad been secured by the Education Department. That also caused, perhaps, the most for-

midable objection, because, unless one had the copyright in all the text-books authorized by

the Department, it was very difficult to carry out satisfactorily the one point tliat the school

should be supplied with the cheapest possible books, that arising from the unfettered com-

petition amongst booksellers, who, under the conditions prescribed by the Department would

be at perfect liberty, from time to time, to publish editions as the diflferent schools required

the different kinds of text hooks. Before finally coming to a conclusion, I endeavoured indi-

vidually to examine all the important questions bearing upon what would be a sound conclu-

•fiion for me to adopt in order to revise the authorized text bo iks. and to settle the regulations

for the future. Upon these points, I had all the information which the Department contains

on the question. The subject has been discussed at great length, and from every possible

point of view. I also had an opportunity of hearing the views of some of the booksellers on

the subject, Messrs. Campbell & Sons, and, amongst others, I invited Mr. Warwick to give

me his views on the subject. I have got them here in a commuuication of the 15th INIay,

1876. I also referred the subject, with a memorandum of my views, to the Central Com-
mittee, as the chief points for their consideration, and which at this time embodied some of

the views which I had already formed for myself. This paper contains them. Tliis was

dated 25th April, 1877. It was a sort of memorandum I sent in to the Central Committee

in order that I might have the benefit of their views. At this time it will be seen what my
own views were on most of the essential points connected with the new regulations.

"TEXT-BOOKS FOR PUBLIC AND HIGH SCHOOL?.

" Considerations which are material with respect to the text-books for Public Schools

may have no place as to those for High Schools. The subject is therefore considered separ-

ately :—I. as to Text-Books for us3 in the Public Schools.

1. "The Copyright should be held in all cases by the Department, and the maximum
retail price fixed as a condition for liberty to publish.

2. " The list of necessary Text-books should be revised, so that the best books possible

for the needs of the Public Schools in each subject of the course of study may be secured.

3. " To that end any book now authorized which does not satisfy the above, should be

discontinued after a fi.xed period, within which a new work can be prepared.

4. " Where books whose copyright has not been secured, and now authoriz^r-d, are to be

retained, then I propose to require the copyright to be transferred on fair conditions.

5. " Where new books, on any subject, are found to be necessary, then autlinrs will be

invited to prepare such works for the Department, receiving as remuneration a certain fixe^l

royalty estimated on a percentage of books sold by each publisher for a defined jieriod of,

say, seven years, after wiiich to cease."

These are all views which, as I have mentioned, were mine after examination, and con-

sidering all these difTerent questions, and they were submitted to the Central Coinmittee in

•order that I might get the benefit of an interchange of views on this subject in this form.

6. " To avoid any imputation of partiality, it is intended to ezclude all officials in the

Department (f ths Minister, and members of the Central Committee, from being in any way
concerned in the preparation of new books, or interested in works which may be retained.

7. " The Central Committee is requested to consider and report upon a list of works

with maximum retail price to carry out the above suggestion. I have not as yet seen any

history or geography of Canada which meets the wants of the Public Schools in this respect.

Clearness and conciseness, with proper order and arrangements, are requisites. The present

works are overloaded with minute and unimportant details.

II.—A3 TO HIGH SCHOOL TEXT-BOOKS.

1. "The Department can sufficiently control the nature, quality, a: d price of these

3)Ooks without the necessity of ac [uiring the copyright.
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2. • The Central Committee is requested to consider and report upon a complete list of

books, with iriaximum retail prices, ivfiirh may serve the rcqnireinents of the Uiyli tichonl in

the differ ;iit suhjects of study for the period "/"say, five years, in order that they may be au-

thorized or continued suhject to the conditions indicated.

3. " It would be wi?ll also that no officials in the Department of the Minister or mpin-

bers of the Contral Committee should be intertsted in any way in the books so authorized or

to be authorized.

" Adam Crooks,
" Minister of Education.

" Education Department, Toronto, 25th April, 1877.

"Note.—The suggestions of the Committee of the 8th February, 1877, on tbe above

subjects ;ire herewith submitted, in order th;it they may be incorporated (as far as may be; in

preparing a complete list of Text-Books (Public and High Schools for the future).

" Adam Crooks."

I have not the Report of the Central Committee upon that. Then I met them and
discussed some of these matters at a personal interview, and we all came to the conclusion

that the policy which I mention there, of securing the cojjvright in the Department for all

text-books in the Public Schools, was hopeless, it was impracticable, and we had to be

content with something else ; that, if the publishers who controlled in Canada the copy-

right of editions of English books, would confine themselves to a sale of those books at

a maximum retail piice, any difficulty in approving and sanctioning those text-books for

the Public Schof)ls could be overcome; and, so far as English or American editions were
concerned, that the Department could sufficiently secure econoni}- in price, so far as they

were concerned, by making it one of the conditions of the authorization that the maximum
retail price did not exceed a certain sum. After full conference with the Central Com-
mittee, 1 corresponded—and, I may say that, as far as regards the actual text-books after-

wards adopted, I relied almost altogi-ther on the judgment of the Central Committee.

There were many, of course, about which there could be no difference of opinion. In
regard to such text-books as were alreailj- in use in the schools, and had been found satis-

factory, there could be found no difficulty in coming to a conclusion. But. in regard to

the new hooks which were required, as one found the different schools expressed liieir

wants on these subjects, I was guided mainly by the recommendations of the Central Com-
mittee in reference to sucii text-books. But before comiiig to a decided conclusion to

adojit the regulations you have now, I corresponded with some of the ('anadian pu'olishers

who controlled the copyright of some of the proposed liooks, and my letters are almost of

the same tenor, but they will show what w;is proposed. The.se letters are dated the 18th

May, 1877. There is one to Copp, Clark & Co., another to James Campbell & Son, and
anotiier to Adam Miller & Co. Air. Warwick was not in the position. He ha«l not

secured the copyright of any of the proposed new text-books; and Mr. Lovell had only

the control, 1 think, of Lovell's Geogra])hy and Canadian History ; and there was some
correspondence between him and the Dei)artment as to revised editions, which arose when
the late Council of Public Instruction had charge of the Department ; but, as regards the

text-liooks which were being introduced a.s authorized text-books, the copyright of wiiicli

was Ill-Id in Ontario, these three letters were written, as these were the only three firms

who controlled them. The following is the letter to Copp, Clarke & Co. :

—

Education Eepartmknt, (Ont.),

Toronto, 18th May, 1877.

Oenti.kmf.N.—In consiilering the question of authorizing certain text-books for use in

the Pulilic Schools, 1 have under consideration the works mentioned in the accompanying
Schedule, pnblislied by your firm. In order to protect these schools against paying too high
a price, I propose, as the governing retail price, the figures placed opposite each work in

the Schedule. I also propose that when a book is authorized, each copy shall be stamped
on the title-page with the publisher's name and the price, before it can be considered as-
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authorized for use in Public Schools. In thia way, with the co-operation of publishers^

attempts to introduce unauthorized books can easily be detected.

I have therefore now to propose that the books mentioned in the Schedule be author-

ized, if your firm will agree to the above, and also to enter into a formal agreement for

that purpose ; and that the future editions shall correspond with the sample copy to be

placed in the Department.
With reference to " Londen's Algebra for Beginners," aiid the " Elements of Algebra,"

the latter should be published without the part relating to " Determinants."

I am, eta,

Messrs. Copp, Clark & Co.,

Publishers, etc., Toronto.

Adam Crooks,

Minister of Education.

SCHEDULE OF AUTHORIZED TEXT BOOKS.

Name of Book.
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SCHEDULE OF AUTHORIZED TEXT-BOOKS.
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books in rec;ard to which information is required. I also asked for information in regard to

another list of books which were then authorized ; but of which the copyright had not been

:secured

.

This was a requisition from me, answered by the Secretary of the Department, as to the

Canadian publishers who had anything to do with felling in Toronto, the English publications

which were proposed to be introduced as our authorized text-books. I find here an explana-

tory memorandum on a point 1 have already offered some explanations upon : that is, in regard

to the position of the copyright of text books that had been authorized by the late Council of

Public Instruction. It is a very full memorandum, from Mr. Marlins, the Secretary of the

Department. It sets forth what was done in the matter of copyrigbt, and the position in

which the late Council of Public Instruction left it. As it is material, and will throw some
light upon the present state of things, I will read it.

Public School Text-Booh

(Original publisher underlined).

Mason's English Grammar, Bell & Sons, London, Eng.
Fleming's Analysis of the English Language, A. Miller & Co., Campbell & Son, and

Xongmaiiii.

Abbott's " How to Parse," Campbell & Son, and ifacmillan.

Swintou's Language Lessons and Progressive Grammar, Uarptr Bros., New Fork.

Matliematicn.

Hamblin Smith's Arithmetic, A. Miller and Rivington.

Beatty it Clare's Book-k'^eping, A. Ifiller.

Mcrrifield's Technical Arithmetic, Longmans,
Hamblin Smith's Elementary Algebra, Rivington.

Louden's Algebra, Copp, Clark & Co., and OoUins.

Geography and History.

Campbell's Geography, Campbell & Son.

Calkin's do Afackinlai/, Halifax.

History of England, Edith Thompson's, Macmillan.

Green's Short History of the English People, Macmillan, Harper.

Physical Science.

•Oliver on Elementary Botany, Macmillan.
Catherine M. Buekton on Hygiene, Longmana.
Magnus' First Lessons in Mechanics, Longmans.
Twisden's Elementary Principles of Mechanics, Longwms.
Goodeve's Principles of Mechanics, Longmans.

Miscellaneous.

Drawing Manuals, by Walter Smith. Osgoode & Co., Boston.

The following is the list of the text-books, of which the copyright is not held bj the
Department :

—

English.

English Grammar, Morris, Campbell & Son, Macmillan.

Mathemntics.

Elements of Algebra, Todhunter, Copp, Clark & Co., Macmillan.
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Euclid's Elements of Goometry, Potts' or Todhnnter's. Potts', A. Miller, and Long-
mans; 'J'odhunter's, Copp, Clark & Co., and Mucmillan.

Uistory.

Freeman's European History, Macmillan.

Phyximl Science.

" How Plants Grow," Copp, Clark & Co., Ivison, Blakeman & Co., New York.
Elementary StMtics, by Haniblin Smith. A. Miller, h'ivinytons.

Elementary Hydrostatics, by Hamblin Smith. A. Miller, Rivlngtons.

Elementary I'liysiology, by Huxley. Macmillan.
Physical Geography, by Geikie. Campbell & Son, Macmillan.

" " by I). Page. /K. Blachvood.
Chemistry, Poscoe, Primer. Marrnillun, Harper, Campbell, Miller.

" " Elementary Lessons. Macmillan, Copp, Clark & Co.
Agriculture, Hyerson. Co['p, Clark & Co.

And the sum of Sl.flOO wr.s provided in the Estimates of 1876 for that purpose.

Then this is material, because it throws light upon how far. as a practical question, this mode
of procuring copyriiibt for the Department hrid worked fir the past and was likely to work ia

the future. In the Jo«/7ifl/ will be found a very fuU statement of the difficulties which oc-

curred in regard to these Readers. The Renders of course have a very large sale, and are the

most used of all the test-books, and the copyright was secured lo the Department, but they
required the two piiblishcrs to come forward and remunerate the editors who rcviscil those

Readers. The late Council of Public Instruction assumed to throw upon the publishers the

burden of settling with the authors of these revised Readers. Mr. Campbell, under
an arbitration which w;is provided for, was called upon to pay $3,000. Mr. Warwick,
to secure the like privilege, is called upon to pay $1,500 ; and, upon Mr. War-
wick's complaint, the whole subject was investigated by me; and in the investigation

of Mr. Warwick's complaint, I became very sensible of the difficulty of in any
way providing by a proper fund for that remuneration of the author for that which would
in the end become the propertv of the pruvince if the copyright of the text-book was
surrendered; and in the Journal of March, 1877, there is a full memorandum in relation to

this question. I refer to it as showing very plainly some of the practical ditiiculties there

were in dealing with this question of copyright. lu the Journal of March, 1877, the whole
question under which difficulties arose out ot the control even of the copyright of these Cana-
dian Readers, as investigated by me, is stated at page 36.

Memoeandum re.specting the " Canadian National Series op Headiko Rooks,"
AND Mk. Warwick.

" 1. Mr. Warwick, in his letter of the •J2n'l March, 1877. complains thnt the late Coun-
cil of Public Instruction authorized Mr. Ldvell, in February, 187 j, to print this series on the

same terms as other publi-hers.

" 2. The Regulations on this subject which w. re then in force, aic the 1-t, 2nd, 3rd, 4th,

Rth, 9th, Kith, and 12lh, of those adopt. ^d in April. 181)9 ; and the Tith, 6th, 7th, and 11th,

which provided for the ]).ayment of the author or editor, an<l tlie recoupment of or contribu-

tion by different pubishers of sums so paid, were suspended on the 31st March, 1873 ; and
on the IGtIi Deccuiber, 1873, formally cancelled, as appears by resolutions of the Council of

Public Instruction to that effect.

" 3. On the 23rd September, 1807, the copyright in this series wa.i, by a legal instru-

ment, transfer! ed by Messrs. James Campbell iV Son, and others, and became ve.-tcd in the

Chief Superintendent of p]ducation on behalf of this Province.
" 4. On the 31st January, 1871, by the award declared in the reference between MeFsrp.

C.-impbell & Son, and the Chiuf Superintendent, under the regulatioi.g of .\pril, 1869, ap they

then existed, Messrs. Campbell & Son were directed t^) pay. and did pay, the sum of Sl,.'iOO

as in the award mentioDed, lo the editors of the revised edition of this series, as one of the
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conditions on which Messrs. Campbell & Son were authorized to print and publish such revised

edition. The letter of one of the arbitrators (dated 24th March, 1871). which accompanied

the award, states, " as under these (?>., Regulations), eich publisher was to pay the same
amount, the compensation to the authors was rfdnccd one-half in Messrs. Campbell's case.

"5. On the 28111 of June, 1871, Mr. Warwick, by his bond (with sureties), became
bound to the Chief Superintendent to fuldl the conditions of the Regulations as they then

stood (a copy being annexed to his bond), on receiving permission to print and publish this

revised edition ; and Mr. Warwick complied with these regulations, and paid the like sum
of $1,500 as his proportion of the compensation payable to the editor.

" 6. On the 2nd February, 1875, permission was next trranted by the Council of Public

Instruction to Mr. John Lovell, 'to print the series of five Readers, and the Spelling book, or

Companion to the Readers, upon the same conditions as other publishers.' 'This permission

does not appear to have been acted upon, nor have the conditions been fulfilled.

" 7. Mr. Warwick, on hearing of this permission to Mr. Lovell, by letter, dated 22nrl

February, 1875, reminded the Chief Superintendent that Messrs. Campbell and himself

had to pay SI,500 each to the editor of this series, with the understanding (alleged in this

letter), that in case any other person published them, Messrs. Campbell and himself sliould

either receive back their proportion of the amounts so paid, or the new publisher should
pay the like sum to the editor ; and Mr. Warwick submitted that if this was not carried

out, he would sutler very great loss.

" 8. A Special Committee of the Council of Puljlic Instruction thereupon undertook
the consideration of the question, and reported thereon to the Council on the 7th July,

1875, by whom the report was adopted. The Committee in their Pieport stated that •' the

Eegulations are not explicit on the point ; but they are of opinion that Messrs. Campbell
and Warwick's right to contribution from the competitors, if they had such right, was con-

fined to the first year of publication ; and that after that period the Council might grant
permission to others without any payment whatei-er, if they thought fit. Your Commit-
tee have no doubt whatever that Messrs. Campbell and Warwick have no legal claim for

contribution
; and they are of opinion that under all the circumstances, and especially ciin-

sidering the long monopoly these gentlemen have had, justice does not require the Council

to exact any payment from the parties now desiring permission to publish.
" 9. Mr. Warwick, in his letter to me of the 22nd instant, complains that he was un-

justly treated, and submits the grounds on which he contends a different conclusion should
have been arrived at by the late Council of Public Instruction. He objects (1) that he
was not heard in support of the actual agreement made

; (2) that any consideration, profit,

or loss, cannot determine the true agreement; and (3) the Council of Public Instruction

should not by its own resolution, ami without his being heard, have assumed to alter to

his prfjndice the Regulations of April, 18G9.
" 10. The Council of Public Instruction, and Messrs. Campbell and Warwick, were

reciprocally bound under this state of facts by a complete contract, the terms of which are
contained in the Regulations of April, 1869, so far as they are to be fulfilled by the Coun-
cil of Public Instruction, and by the respective bonds of .Messrs. Campbell and Warwick
on their parts, no evidence of any verbal understanding witli any members of the Council
would be admissible to vary the contract as thus ascertained. Messrs. Campbell and
Warwick, by paying the sum of 83,000 to the editor of this revised series, as the full

reranneratiun awarded, acquired for at least twelve months the exclusive right of printing

thf series, and no other publisher could have obtained permission to print during that

period. I think that the regulations are quite explicit on this point ; and that by the

l)ayraent of §3,000, Messrs. Campbell and Warwick only acquired these exclusive rights',for

one year; and to that extent only was the Council of Public Instruction, as the owner of
the copyright, restricted in their full right of sanctioning the printing and publishing as

they pleased. No. 4 of the regulations removes all ground for a difi'erent contention. It

declares that the interests of the publisher (who is called upon to pay the editor's remua-
eration) is s-.ifficiently provided tor, in having this exclusive right for one year at least.

" 11. In this view of the true agreement between the parties, the Cuuncil of Public
Instruction were at full liberty, without reference to Messrs. (Jampbell and Warwick, and
without any just cause of complaint on their part, to authorize Mr. Lovell or other pub-
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lishers to print from the editions of tlieir series on such conditions as the Council thought

fit.

" I am unable, therefore, to recommend to His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor in

Council, tiiat any action should be taken on Mr. Warwick's communication."

This shows that on tlie first question of the copyrii.dit of the Canadian series, the

Council of Public Instruction was compelled to secure S3,000 from the two publishers, to

compensate tlie autliors of that revised edition ; and that Jlr. Luvell obtained permission

to publish a few years afterwards, and that was granted without his being placed under
any terms to recoup Campbell and Warwick tlie §3,000 they had paid togetlier for the

permission to publish these editions. This plainly showed me that there would be always

a difficulty in determining this question as to how far a royalty or com])ensation to authors

from time to time, should be paid, even assuming that the Province was prepared to have
adopted a new policy, which has not prevailed as yet, of placing an appropriation in the

estimates to cover the necessary outlay which would be involved in the production or revi-

sion of text-books. One thous.and dollars was for the first time placed in the estimates of

1876, to secure the revision of some of them,—tlie history and the geograpliy. The
reports of the Central Committee on the suliject of text-books, are all here ; and there is

no further material circumstaiue to be placed before the Commissioner upon this subject

of te.xt-books, excepting that there are two pciuts which arose before the regulations were
finally settled. Information was conveyed to me by the Secretary of the Department,
that Mason's English Grammar itself, being considered as a ])roper text-book, the co|iyri:;htof

that was then held in England by the English publi.'-hers. The information which was inci-

dentally mentioned to me on that subject, in answer to the requisition I made on the .Secre-

tary wluch had reference to the diiferent publishers who controlled the copyright in England
or Canada of these new text^books, was that the copyright of Muson's ttrammar was still

controlled in England ; but before the text-books were finally settled, before my recommend-
ation went in to the Lieutenant-Governor on the subject, I understood that it wus a book that

Adam JMiller had secured, or was securing, the copyright of ; and my reply to that was, that

under the policy of the new regulations it made no difference to the Department whether
Adam Miller & Co , or any other publisher, chose to secure the Canadinn copyright of an

English book which, as an English edition, would appear as an authorized one under our new
regulations. The question of controlling the copyri<;ht had been finally determined on, and
my conclusion was, that any cfi"orts to control the copyright would be imffcctual ; and it was
a matter of import mce, no doubt, to booksellers, as to which of them did secure the Canadian
eopyriglit of Canadian editions ; and that the interests of the schools would, under the new
regulations, be sufficiently guarded without reference to a question of this kind, which had
relation to booksellers engaged in the same trade amongst themselves, and had no relation

whatever to the duty the Department was, in my judgment, called upon to assume. The
other point is in reference to the relation of members of the Central Committee, or other offi-

cials of the Department, in reference to the production of text-books. My memorandum to

the Central Committee is explicit upon that point, but something came from Copp, Clark &
Company which directed my attention to a complaint as to the existence of an arithinctic,

edited by Mr. Kirkl.ind and Dr. .^IcLell.m. The letter of Copp, Clark & Co., and my reply,

show what the position of the Department w;i.s, upon an expres.-* point brought under my
attention when these text-books were beini; considered. On the 11th .May, whde all these

matters were under consideraiion, Copp, Clark & Co. wrote to me us follows :

—

ToROxNTO, May 11th.

Hon. Adam Crooks, Minister of Education :

Dear Sir,—As the publi.shers of the authorized arithmetics, we beg most respectfully

to draw your attention to a work just issued, of which one of the Inspectors, Dr. McLellan, is

joint author, " Examination tj»uegtion8 in Arithmetic," in which announcement is made and
commendation given to an arithmetic to be published, thus throwing othcial sanction over an

unauthorized book, in direct opposition to one of the duties of an Inspector. Thefactof Mr.
McLellan, an examiner, having a permanent pecuniary interest in any bi_)ok. the certain result

of which must be to induce hiiu to use influence to promote iis sale, is, we submit, incompatible
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with the proper dischars^e of his duties, and a position which we think you will view with

disfavour. Respectfully submitting this matter to your consideration,

We remnin,

Your obedient servants,

Copp, Clark & Co.

This was the reply :

—

Education Department (Ont.),

Toronto, 21st May, 1877.

Dear Sirs,— I nm in receipt of your letter of 11 th instant, and delayed a definite an-

swer until T had an opportunity of considering this question amongst others, on the subject of

authorized text-buoks in the Public and High Schools. I have drawn a line between the

text-books properly so called for use of pupils in the schools, and such books as teachers may
think proper to u.se on their own account, either for study or for improving themselves as tea-

chers, whether recommended by the Dopirtment or not. The latter class of books do not

come within the authority of the Department at all, the authority of the Department being '

confined solely to text books as mentioned, which are either purchased by the Trustees or

pupils themselves for actual use in either the Public or High Schools. I propose rather to

encourage such books as you refer to, for use of teachers ; but you will see that there is a

clear distinction, as I liave drawn it, between such books as are required to be authorized by
the Department, and those which are not. There is no incompatibility in Dr. McLellan or

the other inspectors becoming the author of other books in aid of teachers while acting as In-

spectors, or as one of the Committee of Examiners. ^Yhether such a work cunfliets with your
copyright or not, is for you to determine ; and it can only be in reference to that ([uestion that

your letter could have been written, inasmuch as you have nothing to do with what I conceive

to be my own responsibility in the discharge of my duties, or in reference to the discharge ot

the duties of any Inspectors or other officials of the Department.

I have, etc.,

Adam Crooks,
jUinister tf Education.

Messrs. Copp, Clark k Co.,

Publishers, etc., City.

This was replied to as follows :

—

Toronto, 26th May, 1S77.

Hon. Adam Crooks, Minister of Education.

Dear Sir,—We have the honour to acknowledge your favour of 21st inst., in reply to

ours of the 11th inst., respecting unauthorized text-books. We had no idea of asking yuu to-

interfere in any way with books which teachers might wish to purchase for their own use, but

it did appear to us that for an examiner and inspector to publish a book, and retain a living

pecuniary interest in it, must have a certain result ; and when he further announces that an-

other book, a scholars' book, on the same subject, is about to be published, it looks very much
like an intimation to teachers that they will be at liberty to use such book in their schools.

However, having hid the matter before you, as we felt it right to do in the interest of the

authors and ourselves, and assuring you that we had not the remotest idea of what the latter

clauses of your letter appear to suggest.

We remain,

Yours most respectfully,

Copp, Clark & Co.

The same subject wns brought before me by Messrs Campbell & Son. This is the

memorandum as to certain books which Mr. McLellan's name, and also Sir. Kirkland's

appeared upon :

—

" Memoranda.—Mr. McLellan, Inspector; Mr. Kirklaad, Normal Schoo', joint editors

of ' Examination Papers in Arithmetic'
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" Mr. Kirkland, author of new school book on Statics.

" Mason's Grammar, not yet authorized, is ready for delivery as soon as sanctioned.

Swinton's Grammar, an American book, not yet authorized, has been edited by Mr. ,

Ottawa, supposed to be Mr. Glashcn, and is ready lor delivery as soon as sanctioned.

"James Campbell & Son."

This was an intimation from Messrs. Campbell that these books either had been pre-

pared or were in course of prejiaration. I explained in answer to his objections, just as I

ex))lained in writing to Messrs. Copp, Clark &Co., that provided that any book, the re!5])on-

sibility of which any person undertook to purchase, was not a book which was autlmrized

or was required to be authorized for use in the Public Schools, the Department had noth-

ing to do with interfering with their publication. That a|)pears very clearly in my letter

to Copp, Clark & Company. The only possible difficulty that appeared to me to arise in

regard to Mr. Kirkland or Dr. McLellan having an interest in subjects to be taught in the

Public Schools was this. As far as Mr. Kirkland was concerned, I woulil have been
assuming to have initiated a practice which does not prevail, and has not ])revailed

anywhere that I am aware, that a teacher in any school is proscribed fr im publishing any
work he has the ability to ]>ublish. It is rather the other way. It is from such quarters

that we have to expect, and especially in Cannda, where the probable authors of School

"text-buoks are few, it is rather from the direction of these gentlemen who are engaged in

the actual work of education that we are to look for the pviblication of certain educational

•Wirks. The line that I drew in my memorandum seemed to me to be a j/lain intelligible

one which, on the one hand, secured the Department from any charge of exercising the

two duties of revising or sanctioning text-books and preparing them, and that view of

it had no reference at all to Mr. Kirkhmd, who is only a master, the Science Master, in the

Normal School, and has not been called upon and could not in the nature of things be called

upon to offer any advice at all upon these questions of text-books. At all events, the work
that Mr. Kirkland was concerned with Mr. JIcLellan in preparing, was not a text-book, or

authorized as such, or intended to be used as such, but solely one for the information of

teachers and others, which can be used or not by the parties as they think there would

be advantage in using it, as far as Dr. McLellan is concerned.

Mr. Bavin.—Is it qui'te right for Mr. Cr.oks to argue this question ?

The Commissioner.—I do not know how far he is goiug. We are at present receiving a
gtatement of the views of the ^linister.

The Witnci'S.—At all events, I considered the question as to the alleged impropriety of

Dr. McLellan, an Inspect'jr, being concerned in autliorsliip of these works, and my con-

«lusion WM, that the Department had nothing to do with anything except text-books, and I

fiould not impose any restriction upon anything Mr. Mcljcllan saw fit to do in other re-

spects which did not come within his position as member of the Central Committee of Ex-
aminers. I have the proceedings of the Department in regard to the discontinuance of the

Journal of Ei-hiiation and the a\t\)Tova\ of the Canada School Journal. 'J he question of the

continuance of the Journal of Education was considered bj- me in March, 187G, when I came
to the conclusion, as appears at page 48 of the Journal oj Education, 1876, to continue it.

My memorandum is this :

—

THE JOURNAL OF EDUCATION FOR ONTARIO.

It is proposed that The Journal be continued aaa publication for the following objects :

—

1. Departmental notices and proceedings.

2. Rcgulationsof the Education Department and Orders in Council respecting Educa-

tional matters.

3. Explanatory papers f.r the inform.ition of InsjK^ctors, Masters and Teachers.

4. Legal decisions on Educational points.

5. Proceedings of Teachers' Institutes, Associations and CoDveDtioDS.

fi. Matters countcted with Local administration.

7. Communications (See Notice).

8. Extracts from periodicals, &c., upon Educational subjects.
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9. Aoknowlednfment of books.

10. Advertisements on Educational sulijeots will be insortcd in Tlie Journal.

The Journal was continued on throuiirhout the whole of KS7G, and part of 1877. It was
late in the month of May, 1877, when I found on my desk a copy of this new journal—the

Canada School Jonrruil—and I looked to see under what authority, under what auspices it was
being published. I formed my own conclusions on the subject, and incidentally mentioned to

other members of the Government, that there would be an opportunity now of my discon-

tinuing the i7o?tr??rt^ o/ .Ef/ucrt/wi, because I found that individual enterprise had produced
this new educational journal ; but my conclusion was formed from the circumstance that, ia

considering the question of the continuance of the Journal of Educatmii before, T came to the

conclusion that, inasmuch as there was no spiecial journal devoted to Educational subjects, the

necessity of maintaining one at the expense of the Province still existed ; that, assuming that

& special journal did come into existence through private enterprise, then the raison d'etre

for the continuance of the Journal of Education would disappear. That was my conclusion

from the very beginning, so, when I saw the Canada School Journal, I formed my own conclu-

sions, and acted quite independent of any reference to any single person on the subject. So,

as soon as I saw the Caravia School Joiirmd, I was quite convinced that the explanations I had
offered to the House for the continuance of the Journal of E I ucation in 1877, were removed.
There is usually, and there was in 1877, a discussion upon the item for the expenditure for

the Journal of Education, and my deduction was, that there was still a necessity for its con-

tinuance, inasmuch as there was no proper medium for conimunicatin<r on scliool matters with
t.eachers and trustees and others on the suljcct of educitiin. So, when this appeared uj>ott

my table, I was at once satisfied that the tiuie had come when the Journal of Education could,

in my judgment, be satisfactorily dispensed w th. I drew up a formal memorandum, after

some communications with Adam Millfr & Co., in which I asked for information as to the

terms upon which the Department could utilize the columns of the new journal for depart-

mental notices and so on. A formal recommendation to the Governor in Council will, perhaps,"

explain best what were my conclusions. The memorandum is signed by Mr. Hardy, Pro-
Minister, and dated 19th July, 1877, but it is my own memorandum. There was some delay

in drawing up the Order in Council, but what Mr. Hardy signed f had prepared in an early

period in June, and this states my own views as to the propriety of discontinuing the Jou?iictl

of Education, and adopting instead for these special purposes the Canada School Journal.

The undersigned respectfully reports to His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor in Council

respecting the Education Department as follows :

—

" The publication of the Canada School Journal by Messrs. Adam Miller & Co., with
an editorial staff, and of contributors composed of many who take the lead in Euucational

Work in the Province, has b, ought under consideration the question of the continuance of
the Journal of Education. In a former report to your Honour in Council on this subject, the

Minister recommended the continuance of the publication of the Jonrnal in order to supply

information as to the action of the Department to Inspectors, Trustees, Teachers, and others,

-which informatioQ required a special journal for the purpose. Now, that such a journal does
exist in the Canada School Journal, whose success should be aided by the Department, and
not imperilled by the competition of the Journal of Education circulated gratuitously, the

undersigned respectfully recommends that the arrangements proposed to be made by the

nndersigned with the publishers, be approved of by your Honour in Council, such arrange-

ments being, that the publishers shall be paid tifty dollars per month, and that in consideration

of this sum sliould furnish the Department with two hundred and Sfty copies of the Journal
for distribution to Inspectoi-s and others, as also, such space as the Department may from time

to time require for the publication of Departmental matter, aud that such arrangement be
jrevocable at the pleasure of the Government.

. " Kespectfully submitted,

" (Signed) ARTHUR S. Hardy,

" Pio-Minister of Kduxation}'

These are the subjects to which I de^li^e^ to refer
—'he constitution of the Central

•Committee, the relations of the book;elhrsiu regard to library and prize-books and text-
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books, and the chanr^e of tbe Journal of Education. T have a number of documents which
will throw liuht upon these subjects, but 1 have assumed merely to refer to such as would

allow ciunsel on either side to lay a foundation for cross-examiQation if they should desire.

Cross-examined by Mr. Daviij :
—

Q. When did you beoonie Minister of Education ? A. I think I was gazetted on the

19th February, 1876. I do not ibiok I took cliartie until a week later probably.

Q. The Central Committee is uader your supervision entirely and appointed by you ?

A. It is appointed by the Govornor-in-Counc 1. You will recollect that under the former

Act the functions of the Council of Public Instruction were assij,'ued to the Governor-iiV'

Council, to the Department.

Q. At the present moment, the Committee are appoiated by the Governor, on your ad-

vice, I suppose/ A. On my lecommendation.

Q. What are their functions ? A. Their chief and principal functions are to carry out

the directions of the law whicii requires the Department, throuirh a committee of examiners,

to prepare questions lor the examination of I'ublic School Teachers, and also for the examioa-

tion of candidates lor admission to the High Schools, and in relation to the intermediate ex-

amination.s.

Q. Do they ever report to you ? A. It is their duty to report to me. They can do
nothing of themselves, excepting to prepare the examination questions and to look over tho

answers to those questions.

Q. They have reported to you, have they, several times? A. There are a great number
of reports on a variety of subjects which I have received from them.

Q. Yuu have seen the charges which led to tliis enquiry, in the newspaper'! A. Ye.=,

on my return from England. I was not present in this country when they were made.

Q. Who first spoke to you about them ! A. I read them in the newspaper first.

Q. Did anybody make any complaints to you as to these charges? A. I was absent ia

England during the whole of July and August, and sailed from England on the Gth Septem-

ber, so I probably got back on the 15th September.

Q. But before you went to England, did you have any interview with any one in regard

to such charges, and did any one make complaints to you ? A. You mean with reference to

the relations ol the I)cpartment to the booksellers?

Q. No, in connection with the second cliarge in regard to collusion between examiners

and teachers ? A. Well, I got some letters coming from one person ia which he made a

series of charges acainst one of the Inspectors especially.

Q. Did you take any action then ? A. I wrote back a letter to say that I did not in-

tend to pay the slightest attention to such cliarges—that was my answer.

Q. Was there any change made in the system of taking the examination as a conB<V

quence of that 1 A. The.<e particular letters, coming from that particular individual did

not influence my conduct in one iota.

(j. Was there »ny change made in the system of taking the examination about that

time? A. I really considered that those letters had not tho .slightist influence on my judg-

ment either in reference to my action or the way in which 1 regarded the two Inspcctora re-

ferred to in that letter.

Q. But was there a change made in the system of taking examinations at that time ]

A. I have not the slightest recollection of any connection between the two. These letters

arose out of a personal interview 1 had with the wiiter when I was attending a meeting of

tho teachers in the east, and my object was to let these gentlemen know there would be no

favouritism and partiality in the Department.

Q. Was there no safeguard resorted to in the system of making examinations ? A. Not
in consequencj of anything that passed.

Q. Was there such a change at that time ? A. I can state from my agenda book.

Q. Was there a chaiij^e made in the system of t^vking examinations at that time?
^ A.

There was this particular matter of what are called tho Intermediate Examinations in the

High Schools. They weie new, and I suppose it is in reference to the intermediate exam-

inations in High Schools that the iuformutioD is sought, because the parliculur person is s
High School ma.ster.

Q. Was there a chnnge made at that time ? A. There have been a scries of chanu'CS

arising out of what experience bus shown and couvinced me were necessary to be made. The
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first amendment which I proposed was, that in re^^^ard to the identity or the mean« of .Mpnt.-fymg the part.cu ar school, or the pupil of a partfcular school with a^ny answeTto anvSquestion in regard to ttie intermediate exa,ninations. I su«d the meZl nf n
^ ^

Hth'li'7 "' ^°^ °' ''" ''^'"^'^''^ ''^ ^'- -termediatefxlTnat nr "w n.rSHigh School any answer came. I have a memorandum of it here
" '

y. the system of exammation by numbers was adopted ? A. Yes we are both rpf«,.

of : mrJZ T^n'^ ' ^-'^ "y^°"' P^'-^°°^"y b-" --« °fS sistem My at t
Sem^hScZlistXr-''^^^ ^^ '^'•- «'^'^''>' *he head mis "ofme nign ocnooi at bt. Catharines. I am not sure whether verbqlliz T h^A „ t .•

am,o.l,o.. ., i„ ., po^ible, to di™»l. .he ex.nimer, .W, d«r it « lo o™,l. T..,«e,t,o».. from .., ,„a„,.c, „k,^,„ „f , y„j „ j,;,,! (;„ J {\^ »„mZ 1 ™

the Department, and it became my duty to report on them for the aDnroval nf th. n ^
in Counci

.

There was this difficulty, b'ecause'there was the ^''^0^ niacin. toTuchpower in the hands of examiners, and that these examiners might or mi^it not have n^rS

-f&i-£is^S^™rii :Ser ^ --- ^-^- -

"

iiz:::
p"p" "^^ °' ^^"'^^''^"-^ -^ H's*^ ««^-' ^--' -y partiaiii^ShVp'rtt;":

Q. The person who pointed it out must have complained to you of some dpfp^f ^n ,upresent system ? A. Not to my recollection Mr Seitb did nnf , ?
^° ^''^

in connection with these examinations ^ ^°°' masters

tainly*^'

^^°"'*^' '° ^"°'' "^^"'^ '^' ^'^^ ^'^'°^ '^''''' •" ' ^°'^ ^^^-^re Position ^ A Cer-

ofviews and consequent satisfaction where th^ examiner is one person and theW,^come from a particular school represent diiferent interests
^

'
^' P"^'^' ^^°

y. VVell, there was dissatisfaction ? A. I cannot go quite as far as that bnt fl,p .ableness of the proposition was apparent to me, and I at onci adopted it
' ""' ''''°°-

with v:LTo)^^:Trt tTeTattrof^htfi ^"Tb°°
'^''^^ ^^^^ '^^^ -^'^^^^^

dissati-sfaction, but I did notgo back tote ^.r^Sds"'
"' '^'P"'"' '^" '' "^^''^^

Q. But suggested a course that would remove an unsatisfactory state of thin<.s ? A

clis^S^Jf^^^nt ttX^LX'r TtST^- j:^^
'-^"° P--

consideration that dissatisfaction rn'ra'^eTIS ^Zf^S^. Z^L^ir^''''''

Minister and members of {he CentraTcommittee from hp^n
''^ ^' Department of the

preparation of new books, or intereS b Zks"h^rmarbf/eS ''Id^lTr'
".^'^

rtltSxi^i;- '-' ^^^" ^^ --^-^ i^irrn;utr^.t—

-

a.h^ of^; r^;;t-r ^^:^:;^^«^:^:'iritt™ ^^^^^ r^t
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examiner 1 A. Well, first of all, what the Department has to do under the law is to authorise

text-books for use by the pupils in the Public Schools. '1 hat, of course, is one question. We
have not to our knowledge authorized one which is the production of any member of the

Central Committee, or in which the Department knows that any member of the Central Coui-

mirtee is in any way interested. But this book has not been authorized or even recommend-

ed. It is a private speculation.

Q. Yes, but if Mr. McLellau, in his position, unites with a teacher in the Normal School

to produce a book of this kind, and recommends people throuujhout the country to use it, is

not that an offence jigainst the spirit of the rule ? Is it desirable, do you think ? A. If this

particular book is intended to occupy the place of an authorized text-book in the Public

Schools— it is not and cannot be authorized.

Q. Is it, in spirit, with the wise rule intended to keep a member of the Central Com-
mittee above suspicion, is it right that this book should be published ! A. Your question

goes to the extent whether a member of the Central Committee should not be prevented from

producing anv book on any subject taught in the Public Schools.

Q. I will not argue with you. I will only ask the question ? You are an authority on

education
;
you are a member, I believe, of the University, and a distinguished member of

the Senate ; and now, as an authority on education, and a man of great experience on these

matters; do you think it is a right thing that Mr. McLcUaii should publish that book 1 A.

I will state what my first objection was in considering this question of Dr. McLellau and Mr.

Kirkland,or either of them having anything to do with this particular book. I was of course

obliged to consider that. I had no difficulty in regard to Mr. Kirklaud.

Q. I see no diflSculty as regards him. A. But I had the difficulty as regards Dr. Mc-
Lellan. I knew nothing of that book until these representations were made to me. On the

very first, this first objection arose, and that was, that Dr. ^McLellan, from being a member
of the Central Committee of Examiners, in publishing a book of this kind, would send it forth

with this particular advantage, that the Examiner and the author of tiiis book were the same

person, and that pupils, candidates who were being examined on these subjects would natur-

ally derive great advautages from being familiar with Dr. McLellau's modes of illustration

and his general treatment of these subjects ; and that a book so pubii.'ihed by iiim would be

more saleable, have a greater value, and be more sou(;ht after than if Dr, McLellan was not a

member of this Committee of Examiners. He had an advantage so far as regards the num-

ber of copies which might be sold, and the run of the book generally, which he would probably

not have had else.

Q. And it would make his book more valuable to the publishers 1 A. Probably.

Q. And they would pay more for it ? A. I do not know. 1 am not a publisher. I do

know that the fact of Dr. McLellan publishing a book ou Arithmetic, and explaining his

different modes of working out problems, and being a member of the Committee of Examiners,

would facilitate the use oi' this book by teachers ai.d others.

Q. And suppose, further, that j\lr. McLellan, in setting Examination Papers, were to take

all his E.\amiuatiou Papers iu that subject from that book, what would be the effect the

moment it became known ? A. Then Dr. McLellan would have fallen into the verj evil

which 1 thought, in my consideration of it. he would be most desirous to avoid.

Q. Suppose he fell into that evil, and add to it what you pi-eviously said, that his name
alone would give it a great circulation, is not that substantially the same as if the book were

authorized ? A. I came to the conclusion that it wa.s not my duty in any sense to interfere.

Q, Give me a cat^orical answer, please. Is it not equivalent substantially to the book

being authorized ] A. No, not by any means ; because I started by sliowing what it was the

duty of the Department to do, and what not to do. It is the duty of the Department to

select the authorized text-books, and that is not in any sense within the category. There is

uo middle term. Either a text-book is authorized, or it is not.

Q. What is the object or the policy of the rule that a member of the Central Committee

shall not write a book which is authorized J A. liecause the particular book thus authorized

is the only book the trustees or teachers or pupils have a right to purchase tor use in the

schools on that particular subject. In the other case it is in the multitude of books which a

man may buy or not.

Q. I take the object to bt; to prevent a member of the Central Committee deriving any

undue advantage from his position ) A. The only books the Department has control of^ in
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the sense of discharsjing its duty under the Act of Parliament, are such books as are sought

to be made authorized text-books of.

Q. Is not the object to prevent a member of the Central Committee trading in his

position 1 A. Certainly, and no member of the Central Committee has a right to be

directly or indirectly interested in any text-book, the question of whose authorization is

before the Department for consideration.

Q. We have it that Mr. McLellan publishes this book and that the newspapers state

that he is the author of it, and you say that tends to give it a sale. Supposing he took the

bulk of any given Examination Paper from that book, would he not do a very improper thing
;

but, also, would he not be doing piecisely what that rule is intended to guard against—trading

in his position as a member of the Central Committee ? A. I said he would fall into the

evil he, above all others, ought to have avoided.

Q. Suppose he did, would he not be trading in his position t A. No, because that rule

had reference only to that one question of a book sought to be authorized as a text-book.

This particular book never was intended to be authorized, and no one ever applied to have
it authorized as a text-book. It is )iublished by Mr. Kirkland and Mr. McLellan for pur-

poses of their own, but it is not within tlie category of text-books.

Q. I do not understand you to say it would be right for members of the Central Com-
mittee to trade in their position in other books, though they were not text-books 1 A. No.
I think this matter of great importance, and one in which everyone should come to a right

conclusion, and I endeavoured to do it. I stated to you now what seemed to me the ob-

jections. I have not been asked my reasons for coming to a ditferent conclusion.

Q. But I gathered from what you said, that you do not approve of that conduct on the

part of Mr. McL"llan. Is he justified in publishing that book, and, not only publishing

it, but taking the bulk of an Examination Paper from it ? Would you justify him 1 A. Mr.
McLellan would be justified in publishing hoim _fide, for the assistance of teachers and
others, any treatise on any subject in regard to which he had any special knowledge or ex-

perience, and such a book should rather be hailed or encouraged than refused, but Mr. Mc-
Lellan is peculiarly situated when he assumes to prepare such a work for the general

benefit of the schools, because he is hampered by his position as a member of the Central

Committee of Examiners, and, in consequence of that, it was specially incumbent upon
him, in preparing a book, not for use in the Public Schools, but for general information, to

take care that, in treating his subject, or afterwards examining upon the same subject, he
was not found in the position of publishing to the world his Examination Papers in advance
of the time when the candidates were in the Examination Hall.

Q. Will you make a precedent of Mr. McLellan's conduct? Would you approve of

every member of the Central Committee ))ublishing books ? A. I think they are to be en
couraged in that, when the book is not to be used as a text-book, and when any member of the

Central Committee has those qualifications which fit him especially for the authorship of

a book which may be of great value to teachers and others connected with the Public

Schools.

Q. Sujjpose the book were of very little value, the very fact of Mr. McLellan being

the author, would give it a great sale 1 A. It would sink, I suppose, by its own weight.

Q. When Mr. McLellan can appraise the value of every teacher in the country, can
you say that ? A. If the book was intended to fulfil the same purpose on Mr. McLellan's
))art as if he had communicated to the teachers in advance the very questions he in-

tended to give at the examination, language could not be too strong to express disapproba-

tion of a book got up for such a purpose ; but my view of this particular book, and my
justification for not having interfered with it^and I could only have interfered with it in

one way, by recommending either that Dr. McLellan should suppress that book, or that

he should cease to be a member of the Central Committee of Examiners—but I came to the

conclusion that such a proceeding was justifiable in itself, and that what there was in it that

might be objectionable, one would ascertain from the results—whether this book was in

fact a publication in advance of the Examination Papers which he was called upon to set,

and which should, of course, be entirely private to all the candidates until they see them
in the Examination Hall.

Q. I understand you then to say, that you do not approve of the position taken up by
Mr. McLellan in publishing this book ? A. If there was any identity between that book
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and tte questions which it .a. ^^^^^^;Z:Lt^T^^^U^^^^^^ - Zl ct-

mention a further consideratioa
^l^^'^'^J^f I'/'l'^^^^tious as soon as the questions are

elusion. In every Umversity - system of ex^mmat-^^^^^
^^^^ i^j^.thematics, and

printed and the'exammations are ove these become pu ^ P >;^^ „f anticipating to

b:lZ:^^t^'^^-^^^^^ '^ lookiig^at the Examination Papers

as litUe in thl confidence of the
^^^^^J^J°^^:l,^t ^x^ S'endent, so [hat one set

%^:^^:S.':£^Z^^S^^^.^^d.^. .ear hy year

on the same subjects
„t;„nnl Tn<;titutions in the Old Country and here, do

Q. That being the rule in Educationa Institimons
^^

J^^
^^^^^^^ ^^

you think it advisable that an examiner and
,^

teacher s^k, H
^^^J^^^i^Uity than

Le book ^ A. Well, it ^l^'ows iipon th e wo ent erne

^^^ because'they should be

any ordinary examiner supposing they are acUn as

questions they submit on any par-^ ^uSi;nSn:U^rrSrS; P^poun^ed and assumed to solve in

-TiS^te then, it^^ ^ s^t^s^i^^Si^ir^^ors?^
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'^^/f
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f
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^^^'^^ ^^^ „f 550O.
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-1;^;J^^^f3^^AcJ what we have taken some ad-

It was not a gratuity, but
^^'^Vftiincrbv personal experience some knowledge on

vantage of since-to secure his
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questions which the Department at that t me had un
^^^^^^

whole question connected with the trail ing ot ttacjiers ,
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^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ .^
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-^

A- ^
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.

, Hamblin Smith's
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in independent analysis, a want of familiarity with tlie Unitary Method. This method to

which the Central Committee have given prominence during the past five years, is ex-

plained and illustrated by Mr. Hamblin Smith ; and if intending candidates apply the

method to solve the questions given in Mr. Smith's work, as well as those given from time

to time by the Central Committee, I venture to predict that there will be fewer failures

at the next examination, and little or no clamour about the difficulty of the papers.

" J. A. McLellan."

That letter would take something like a fortnight to come, and, I suppose it appeared

in the Globe and ilfa?7 of November 22nd. Arc you aware of that? A. I am not quite

sure.

Q. At all events, you see that it is written on the 8th 1 A. It got into the Journal

with my sanction.

Q. Are you aware that, on the 28th of November, Messrs. Adam Miller and Company
published that they had secured the copyright of Hamblin Smith's arithmetic ? A. I got

no information and could have got none, unless it came up in the shape of a formal appli-

cation to the Department.

Q. When was this book authorized 1 A. For the first time in July, when the new
regulations as to text-books were finally approved of by the Governor-in-Council, 11th July,

1877.

Q. When was it authorized 1 A. I can look at the original proof of the regulations.

Q. It was recommended lltb July, 1877 1 A. No, this date is in reference to the

regulations as formerly promulgated, but the consideration of that book was up before me
sometime in June, 1877, because I left Toronto before the 11th July. This is a conven-

tional date, but I shall be able to give you the exact date when it was under consideration.

By Mr. Edgar.

Q. There is a note there in regard to that book—" Conditional on being adapted to

Canadian Schools and being brought up to the present time ?" A. Yes. Here is my re-

vise of the proof, dated June 11th, 1877, and that contains what you see in the published

regulations of July, namely, Hamblin Smith's Arithmetic, with the note referred to, so it

was June 11th that I decided to recommend that book, subject to this condition, to the

Governor-in-Council. The date July 11th, is a mistake for June.

By Me. Davin.

Q. How would you account for the fact that Messrs. Adam Miller and Company, in

November, 1876, some six or seven months before you recommended the Lieut.-Govemor
in Council to authorize this book, secured the copyright ? A. I cannot account for it, ex-

cept that Copp, Clark and Company, and Campbell and Son did the same thing in regard

to these books.

Q. Does it strike you as leading to any inference that immediately on Mr. McLellan
writing this letter they got the copyright ? A. If I were a publisher, I should have had
my eyes open on books in England and Canada, which would be of use to the schools here.

Q. It does not strike you as strange that they should take the risk of having the copy-

right some seven months before you had authorized the book ? A. There is nothing

singular in it.

Q. Nothing singular in their taking a school book of which you could not sell ten

copies on the popular market, but only to scholars and teachers, and you do not think it

singular that, immediately on this letter being jiublished, tliey should have secured the

copyright ? A. SupposLng'they saw this letter from Dr. McLellan, they would have a very

good hint from which they as booksellers might venture to introduce the book. I should

have done so if I were a bookseller.

Q. This is edited by Thomas Kirkland, ifec, and William Scott, B.A., &c., and in the

preface to the Canadian edition, is this sentence :
" We have to thank Dr. McLellan for

hints and advice during the progress of the work." Are you aware whether he took a very

active part in superintending this ? A. I know nothing about it at all.
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Q. You do not think it strange that a member of the Central Committee should take

an important part in giving hints and advice in such a work which was to be authorized ?

A. So long as he was free to do it—so long as lie did it in the interest of the schools.

Q. Do you see nothing strange in the fact, that he, as a member of the Centi-al Com-
mittee, allows that sentence to appear in the preface ? A. I see no harm in it, but rather an
advantage.

Q. With this rule, that no member of the Central Committee should be " concerned

in the pre]iaration of new books or interested in works which may be retained ? " Could
he give hints and advice without being interested in the preparation ? A. I think so,

very clearly. The question is, whether he did it to promote the general interests of educa-

tion in Ontario, or for a selfish pecuniary purpose.

Q. Would not that work be of money value to the publishers ? A. Was it of motiey

value to Dr. McLellan t—if so, it comes within the prohibition of my rule

Q. What is his salary ? A. $2,000 as High School Inspector.

'

Q. Does he get anything as member of the Central Committee 1 A. He gets his

travelling expenses, and I do not know whether he gets part of the appropriation lor the

Central Committee for the examination of Library and Prize Books.

Q. The Central Committee, then, ai-e not paid as a body 1 A. Professor Young is

a professor in the University, and there is a small sum distributed among some of the

members, but I am not sure whether the High School Inspectoi-s, who are also members
of the Central Committee are not fully paid by the $2,000. I have now in my hand the

pay sheet. Yes, they are each paid .5200 and the Chairman §400. No, they are not paid

at all. The mistake arises from the printed list, which only gives me six examiners, while

the actual payments involve the whole eight. They are paid at the i-ate of S-tOO for the

Chairman, and .?200 for each of the other members.

Q. Then they are paid ? A. The Chairman $400, and each of the members of the

Central Committee, as such, $200 a year.

Q. Did Dr. McLellan have a convei-sation with j'ou immediately after he came back

from England 1 A. Well, the convei-sation was with him and other members of the

Central Comuiitteo.

Q. Did he tell you he had received a present of any books from Rivington's and
Longmans t A. The first time I had the pleasure of meeting him was when I met the

Central Committee.

Q. Did he state that he had received a large present of books from Rivington's ? A. I

heard nothing on the subject. By the way, there was a number of books produced in the

Central Committee Room which I referred to as specimens of tiie improvement they were

making in England in the production of text-books, and I suppose these were books brought

out by Dr. McLellan.

Q. Have the Central Committeepowerof sanctioning books without your knowledge ]

A. They have no power whatever.

Q. I suppose if they, or any influential member, if any niemljer who ran the Com-
mittee were to whisper in the ear of Adam Miller that a book would be authorized, it

would lie authorized 1 A. I think any member of the Central Committee who did that

would be unfit to occupy that position.

Q. But could an influential member of the Committee secure, beyond any doubt, that

a book should be authorized 1 A. If .any member of the Central Committee did that, he

would be abusing the confidence I repose.

Q. Could he do it I A. I should be very sorry to think so.

Q. Is it possi))le? A. Until I have evidence to th«! contniry, I should not assume it.

Q. But is it |)os.sible1 A. There are many things ))os.sible, but not at all |irobuble.

Q. Wiio s])oko to you about sanctioning Hnmblin Smith's book ? A. Tliut particular

book came uj) with other text-books in consefpience of the Central Committee assuming to

report to mo in an.swer to my ilifl"<'rent memoriindums on the subject.

Q. Did any particular member of the Central Committee .«peak to you about Hamblin

Smith's book ? A. I think there was no other means of communication than frnm the

written report of the Chairman of the Central Committee,

Q. Al)Out Hnmbiin Smith '/ A. It includes that and all the others.

Q. Did no member of the Central Committee speak to you about it ? A.I have no
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recollection of any single book being referred to, as to what books should be authorized as

new text-books.

Q. As a fact or not, has the Central Committee power,—does it assume power, to act

like the defunct Council ? A. Not in any sense, excepting that, while I have theoretically

the power of revising their examination questions, 1 do not do it. It would be impossible

for one man.

Q. But, if the Committee advise that a book be authorized, you do not make any
objection ? A. It does not at all follow. Since I have taken charge of the Department, I

have assumed to be the only person responsible, and so far as any action of the Governor-in-

Council is concerned, I assume to be the Minister on whose recommendation any Order in

Council is based.

. Q. Have you ever refused to authorize any book they have recommended ? A. There
is one under consideration—Swinton's.

Q. Have you ever refused ? A. No, I do not suppose I would refuse. In recommend-
ing an addition of two members to the Central Committee to the Lieutenant-Governor in

Council, I express the reason, that I rely upon them.

Q. Would it be correct if any member of the Central Committee boasted that he was
the directing mind of the Educational Department ? A. I should be very glad to give way
to him.

Q. And had taken you in hand ? A. I should be delighted if he took charge alto-

gether.

Q. Did you create the office of Model School Inspectors—when did you create it ?

A. There is no such office.

Q. What position do Mr. Ross and Mr. Tilley occupy ? A. This is the position in

regard to Model Schools. The regulations in regard to Model Schools were approved of

finally by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council in the month of June before I left for England,
and this one question remained—how best to inaugurate these County Model Schools,—and
the Governor in Council approved of my suggestions, which went to this extent, that the

Central Committee should be entrusted with this particular duty instead of the Education
Department itself, by its regular ofiScers, assuming to do it The Central Committee had
this duty assigned to them, and they assumed to assign it to the sub-committee, being the four

Public School Inspectors— Mr. Glashan, Mr. Tilley, Mr. Ross, and Mr. James Hughes.

Q. Were Messrs. Tilley and Ross appointed by the Central Committee or by you ? A.
The Central Committee, in assuming to discharge the duty confided to them by the Gover-

nor in Council, as a body, undertook to delegate four of their body to carry that out.

Q. These were, then, appointed by them and approved by you? A. It was entrusted

to the eight, and the eight chose to leave the performance of the duty to four.

Q. Then it is not true that Mr. Ross was appointed to that position directly by you ?

A. There was no appointment of anybody directly.

Q. Do you remember Mr. Ross resigning his inspectorship of Lambton ? A. I believe

he did.

Q. Had he any conversation with you on that? A. Yes.

Q. Did you advise him to resign ? A. No, that seems to have been of his own motion,

as far as I am aware.

Q. You told us you had two questions to consider in making a change in regard to the

copyright—one of these was the financial. Now, as a fact, has not the change in that copy-

right matter been productive of cost rather than the reverse ? Are not books more expen-

sive than they were 1 Is not the Department more expensively conducted in consequence of

the change? A. I suppose for the public, if the Province undertook the whole duty of com-
pensating authors, there would be a less cost.

Q. Do not the books cost more 1 A. They would cost more.

Q. They cost more under the present system ? A. Yes, because the publisher, and not

the public, has to arrange with the author.

Q. Mason's English Grammar is one of the authorized books, and costs seventy-five

cents—258 pages 1 A. Yes
;
there is the English edition as well.

Q. Does not that seem a large price for that—far in excess of what it used to be ?

What would it cost before 1 A. That book was never introduced before. My first informa-

tion was in reference to the price of the English book.
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Q. Compared with the Canadian price before 1 A. I would not undertake to weigh be

tween that and another. I had all the prices before me. When the question of authorizing

the grammar was before me, I was not aware it was any other than an English publication.

It was in the course before the publication that I learned that Adam Miller & Co. had secured

the copyright.

Q. The true comparison is between the price of such a book in Canada prior to the

change and the price now ; and I ask, is that not a dear book, making that comparison I A-
The Department is responsible when it authorizes a text-book for seeingthat it goes into the

schools at a reasonable figure.

Q. Here is a little book—Elementary Statics, Kirkland, 2nd Evlition—197 pages.

That is not an English book, and it is down here iat SI ? A. Yes. T^pon that question

of the reasonableness of the price, I certainly relied upon the judgment of the Central

Committee. They had my instructions, clear and specific, on that point ; and it is so in

regard to all these questions which involved the reasonableness of price.

Q. Are you aware that one of the members of the Central Committee is connected by
some intimate or family relationship with the firm of Adam Miller & Co. ? A. I know
nothing at all of such a circumstance.

Q. With regard to the Journal of Education, why did you decide to drop the Journal

of Education? A. Both political parties seemed to have made up their minds last Session

that it should be discontinued.

Q. When this Canada School Jonrnal came late in May, 1877; when you found it on

your desk ? A. No, it was not on my desk, but happened to be lying on the Secretary's

desk as I passed into my office.

Q. You said, "Late in May, 1877, when I found on my desk the Canada Schwl
Journal ? " A. It was on a standing-up desk on which papers are placed.

Q. Did you ever hear of it before 1 A. Never.

Q. In considering to make that arrangement with Adam Miller & Company, you took

into consideration the power publishing such a journal would give them in regard to text-

books ? A. Well, I did not see any mischief there at all. That Canada School Journal

could not affect the question of text>books in the least, whether it existed or not

Q. The Editorial Committee of this Journal, wdiich is the property of Adam Miller,

are McLellan, Kirkland, Hughes, Alfred Baker, William Houston. Of that Editorial

Committee McLellan and Hughes are members of the Central Committee. The Provin-

cial Editors are Mr. Buchan, J. W. Koss, J. C. Glashan, these three being members of

the Central Committee. Out of eight persons constituting the Editorial Committee and
the Provincial Editors, you have five on the Central Committee. With that connexion

between them and the publishers of this Journal—a book-publishing house—does it not

give to that publishing house an advantage over other publishers? A. It could only be

in one way—by corru])ting these men.

Q. As a statesman, I ask you—is it not the recognized policy of statesmen never, if

possible, to take a course that leaves the door open for corruption i A. The Canada Scliaol

Journal, per se, what it purports to be, is a journal devoted to the special purposes ol'

education. Tliere is nothing in that to compromise any one.

Q. When you were explaining the change of policy in regard to the publication of books,

you said one of your objects was to prevent a mono])<)ly. Wcmld it not be a bad ihing if

this was calculated to create a monopoly 1 A. Yes ; but I am speaking of a monopoly in the

sense of forcing the schools to pay higher for a text-book than they could be reu.sonably asked

to pay for it. There are two ways of looking at it— first, as to publisiiers, and next, as to

its operations upon schools. The latter is under my care, but the other is not. Book-

sellers, in my judgment, like other persons, do the best tiiey can each to keep up in the

race with the other.

Q. But what chance h;is the general run of the trade against Adam Miller and Com-
pany, when these gentlemen are connected editorially with him and his newspaper ? A.
I supposi- the)' cati ]>uV)lish at fair j>rices.

Q. With fivi' members of the Central Committee at Adam Miller's back and at his

side, how is that ? A. That does not affect the right of otiier j)ublisher8.

Q. You told me that when this Central Committee recommends a book, as a rule it
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is authorized ? A. That is when I ask them to consider a text-book, when it is to meet
a manifest want.

Q. I understand they recommended HamHn Smith before you recommended it 1 A.
No. I asked them to consider the whole subject between text-books authorized and text-

books to be authorized—what would be the best in the interest of the schools.

Q. That leaves them great power in the way of recommending books, does it not ?

A. If I were to refer to them to report on any text-book, I .should accept their recommend-
ation or not as I thought proper, but I certainly would not accept it if I thought they were
not advising me in accordance with the best of their judgment, but were advising me in

consequence of their having pecuniary or other interests.

Q. The question I put is this : There are five gentlemen here—I suppose they are

paid—the)' are on the Editorial Committee, in an intimate relation with Adam Miller &
Co., and they are five of eight on the Central Committee

;
you would not say that pub-

lisher has not an advantage over others? A. The existence of the Canada School Journal

and the connexion of these gentlemen with it would not in the slightest degree alter mj'

confidence in them as members of the Central Committee.

Q. But would it not tend to make them favour Adam Miller & Company ? A. No,
because their position is there ratlier in the interests of the schools. It is an independent

school journal, maintained in the interest of education.

Q. Is that independent of the publishers ? A. If it ceases to be an independent
school journal, published in the interest of the schools, the Government will be prepared

to withdraw from it ; but we assume that it will be continued as it appears to have com-
menced.

Q. Can you conceive this Journal condemning a book published by Adam Miller >fe

Co. ? A. It must be published by some one.

Q. Can you conceive this Journal, their property, condemning a book published by
them ? A. I would not look to it for inspiration.

Q. Can you conceive this Journal condemning an inefficient book published by them ?

A. The functions of this Canada School Journal have nothing to do in the world with the

functions entrusted to my Department. The only rivalry that could be would be to as-

sume that the Journal of Education was still continued and this Journal was occupying the

same ground.

Q. Surely you have an opinion on this question. I must press that question. If a

book was published not up to the mark by Adam Miller & Co., can you conceive that

paper, their property, condemning it ? A. I would not look to that paper for condemna-
tion.

Q. I must ask for an answer. Can you conceive that Journal attacking a book of

Adam Miller & Co., that was not up to the mark ? A. I should not expect anything of

the kind. I should not expect in Adam Miller & Company's Journal any adverse criti-

cism upon any book of theirs. But, then, I never called the Canada School Journal in

any sense authorized by the Governor in Council, as intended to be a critic upon matters

of that kind.

Q. Would you say that Journal occupies the same independent position as regards

the publishing trade as the previous Journal occupied ] A. The publishers rather com-
plain of that Journal publishing advertisements only in the interests of the Depository.

Q. I ask you whether this Canada School Journal can be as independent, it being a

creature of Adam Miller & Co., in regard to publishers as the old Journal of Education ?

A. The old Journal assumed to invite all persons to advertise there, and it was open to

publishers to take advantage of it.

Q. Could this CoMcida School Journal occupy as independent a position in regard to

the publishers ? A. In one instance you have Adam Miller & Co., publishing this ./o?/r-

nal, and what advertisements they choose to publish they can : and the same opportunity
is open to every other publisher.

Q. I am speaking about the editorial matter and not about the advertisements. Will_

you say that this paper, the ci-eature of Adam Miller & Co., could be as independent in

regard to publishers as the old Journal of Education 1 A. The Journal of Education did

not assume any more than to be the vehicle for communicating information. Strictly

speaking, there was no editorial matter, except to convey certain facts.
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Q. Can the Canada Schnol Journal, the creature of a publishing liouse here, be as
independent as it is desirable such an organ of the Education Department should be ?

A. If this Canada School Journal is not as independent as the general public who take it,

including my department, desire and think it ought to be, it will very soon cease to have
an existence.

Q. Must not having the control of it give an advantage to Adam Miller & Go's, pub-
lications 1 A. And having the columns open for advertisements f Certainly. Adam
Miller & Co., through the Canada School Journal, can get more publicity for their books
—authorized text-books or not—than any other.

Q. And secure more favourable notice ? A. Possibly.

Q. And this is subsidised by the Government 1 A. No. We take 250 copies and
pay $.50 a month. That is for the privilege of inserting in the Journal Departmental
notices, and other information for Trustees.

Q. Is not that subsidising it ? A. We get 250 copies and pay $50, and have a certain

space allotted to us.

Q' That makes it to some extent a Government organ ? A. It gives it a better

chance of continuing its existence than if the Jotmml of Education had been continued.

Q. And it is the property entirely of Adam Miller & Co. ? A. So far as I know
anything about it, it is v.'hat it appears to be on the face of it.

Q. Then, this publishing firm, who control this paper—the Educational organ of this

country—does it not tend to give them a monoply in school-books? A. 1 see no neces-

sary connexion between the two.

Q. They have, on their editorial staff, five members of the Central Committee whom
you have proved to have a controlling interest in text-books. Does not that tend
to give them virtually a monoply in text-books ? A. It could have no relation at all

whatever, and would require something more to make it at all dangerous.

Q. You really think that has no tendency ^to give them a monoply? A. At the

same time, if the relations are of a corrupt character between any ol these gentlemen and
Adam Miller & Co., then you have a positive evil which it would be my duty, of course,

to remove.

Q. In that complaint of Copp, Clark & Co., and the complaint of Campbell, it struck

both these publishers that Adam Miller & Co. had an advantage over them ? A.
What did strike them was that they understood from my statement that it was my desire

to arrive upon this question of text-books at a conclusion which would be satisfactory to all

publishers, and that no official in the Department should have, directly or indirectly, to do
with the preparation of text-books ; and tliis particular book was supposed to be an in-

fringement upon what they understood to be my declaration of the principle which was to

l)c adhered to—an infringement upon the conclusion I had arrived at. It had nothing to

do, as far as I coidd see, witli Adam Miller & Co.

Q. You told me the maximum retail price of the books is guided mainly by the

recommendation of the Central Committee ? A. Yes. I would not assume to come to a
different conclusion from that which they offered unless I thought that, the price was ex-

cessive.

Q. What would be your opinion if, under that system, the books cost the public

more than under the old system ? .'\. If it was the same book, it would be no improve-
ment.

Q. In fact, a retrogression ? A. Yes. The tendency should be rather to cheapen
the books than to increiuse the price.

By Mr. Edgar.

Q. You were asked whether you liad received any charges before, in a letter or

per.son.aliy, against members nf the Central Committee ; and you spoke of having re-

ceived some, and also said you liad not paid much iittention to it ? A. At first, I was
under a wrong impression. These complaints were very different from some suggestions

I received from Mr. Seath in regarri to making some arrangi-ment to prevent the schools

being known to tlie examiners wiien the answers to the questions were road over. Mr.
Seath's letter was rather suggested, and, I think, prompted by some discussions which
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had taken place in the High School section. The others were quite different, and came
from a different source.

Q. Had the complaints in that other letter relation to the charges which are being
investigated under this Commission ? A. Nothing, except some charges of particular

partiality and prejudice in reference to this particular master of a High School. It had
nothing to do with what is being inquired into now.

Q. With reference to Mr. McLellan's being joined as an editor with Mr. Kirkland in

the publication of these Arithmetic questions, Mr. Davin elicited all the considerations against

it in your mind. Mention the considerations which weighed with you when you permitted

him to remain 1 A. Such a book would have for its object rather giving teachers informa-

tion in order to enable them the better to prepare their classes for examination, and the more
experienced the persons were who prepared books for that purpose, of course, the more value

there would be in the teachers using these books. Dr. McLellan's letter of the 8th Novem-
ber, 1876, which was read, shows that this particular subject of Arithmetic was having
especial attention paid to it, because it was on the Arithmetic questions that the large per-

centage of failures had taken place at the previous examinations in July, and also for school

teachers. This letter was written by Dr. McLellan, when he understood in England that a

large number of failures had arisen in the examinations in July, both for Teacher's Certifi-

cates and in the Intermediate Examinations, and this was to explain how the failures had
resulted, and offered a remedy. His remedy was to use Hamblin Smith's Arithmetic and
become conversant with the system on which for five years the Central Committee has been
examining ; and the aid of Dr. McLellan would have tended rather to enable teachers to

train their pupils properly than if it came from a different source.

Q. Did you not see an analogy between Kirkland's book and the old University Papers ?

A. It is so in all examinations, that the same subjects have been examined upon by any
number of examiners.

Q. By the same examiners 1 A. One of the evils in the examination system is, that

the same examiners will fall into a system of giving questions which will give a student who
refers back to previous papers of his an advantage rather in the nature of cram than prepar-

ing himself for any possible set of questions.

Q. There would be no more injury in the publication of these papers by Mr. McLellan
than in the necessary publication of any former examination papers of his ? A. No ; but
his being also an examiner required of him to be more careful in seeing that the answers to

his questions were not in any way the result of a process of cramming up any of the questions

in advance.

The Commissioner.—I understood Mr. Davin's point to be that, while this book was
not one of the authorized books, yet, candidates having to be examined on what they had
acquired from the authorized books, the danger was that Dr. McLellan, an examiner, might,

by his book have led the pupils to understand that they should take the line indicated in this

book.

Mr. Edgar.—In order to make them buy the book 1

The Witness.—And hence a greater vigilance would be required on the part of Mr.
McLellan than anyone else.

Mr. Davin.—Also that it would lead to a large sale of the book.

Mr Edgar.—All the Minister of Education had to do with it, was to consider whether it

was proper for him to publish the book.

The Witness.—The question to consider was, whether to call on him to withdraw the

book, or withdraw from the Central Committee.

By Mr. Edgar.

Q. You have explained in regard to the .Journal of Edtication, that you were accom-

plishing efficiency by changing it. I suppose economical considerations may have had some-

thing to do with it ? You say §50 a month, and by the Estimates of Ontario, I see the

cost of the Journal of Education was $2, .360 ? A. Of course ; and there was a further

question that it formed no part of one's duties as Administrator of the Department to be

undertaking monthly to publish a journal of this kind. It was not necessary for the Depart-

ment as a Department to continue the Journal otherwise than for the purpose I have men-
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tioned—for the information of the officials who form part of the system. There was no neces-

sity by Departmental action to make the Journal of Education what the Canada School

JoMCwrt? professes to be—to become rather a medium for that kind of information which inde-

pendent persons engaged in a common pursuit may impart to one another. The Journal was
rather a gazette in its nature, but to justify the expense attending it, we endeavoured to make
it as far as possible interesting, but we did not assume to occupy at all the place of an inde-

pendent journal devoted specially to educational subjects. It was quite beyond my capacity

as head of the Department to undertake an independent educational journal in any sense

in which a private publisher could do it.

By De. McLellan.

Q. Did I ever privately or in any way whatever recommend the suspension of the Jour,

nal of Education ? A. You did not, and no one even suggested it. It was my own volun

tary action, and the result of my consideration of the whole question in the month of March'
1876.

Q. Did I ever advise you to enter into any arrangement with the publishers of the

Canada ScJwol Journal, whereby they were to receive this subsidy, as it is called ? A. It

was all on my perfectly individual independent judgment, and I had no suggestion from first

to last coming from yourself in reference to the Canada School Journal.

Q. Did i ever express any opinion to you privately as to the advisability of accepting

any book whatever as an authorized text-book ? A. Ko communication of any kind, other

than that which came through the Chairman of the Central Committee, passed on the subject

between us, other than some incidental references to these English text-books when I met
the Central Committee in their room.

Q. Nothing privately? A. It was in regard generally to the kind of text-books which
were being produced in England.

Q. Do you recollect my asking you if you thought, as some publishers were asking me
to prepare a work on mental arithmetic, there was any impropriety in my doing so for

teachers, if no authorization was asked ? A. I have always had but one view on that.

Q. Are you aware that Mr. Kirkland is not a teacher in arithmetic in the Normal
School ? A. He is science master.

Q. Are you aware that inspectors and teachers and examiners in England, in connection

with the University of London, prepare text-books 1 A. The test-books generally seem to

nie to have emanated from those engaged in the practical work of public instruction. Hamblin
Smith is a tutor or regular coach in Cambridge. He has been very successful in carrying his

pupils through examinations in Cambridge.

By Mr. Bqchan.

Q. When did the first Intermediate Examination take place ? A. I think the regula-

tions came into force in 1S7.">. I am not quite sure whether the first examination was in

July, 1875, or in December, 1S75.

C^. You became Minister of Education in February, I87G? A. Yes : it was before.

Q. You are not conversant with what took place Ijcfore that time—do you know whe-
ther the first examination took place in .luly, 1870? A. I am not aware. The examination
did take place in July, 1876. The date of the regulations will show. I find on referring

fhat the first e.vamination was in July, 1876.

Q. You had a letter from Mr. Seath, of St. Catharines, making some suggestions as to

the way in which the Intermediate Examinations should be conducted in May, 1876? A.
It wa.s before the regulations, or rather before the mode of conducting the first Intermediate

Examinations was settled, that tiicse suggestions were made to mo and acted upon.

(). Then this letter of Mr. Seath's could iiave caused no change in the regulations, be-

cause there were no regulations to change? A. The examinations to follow would be the

first Intermediate Examinations.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. I asked about an interview ? .\. Mr. Seatk's suggestions were in the direction
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of securing most perfect impartiality in the Intermediate Examinations, and that was be-

fore the first Intermediate Examination.

Q. And before the change 1 A. There had been no previous examination.

By Mr. Buchan.

Q. Therefore Mr. Seath's school could not have been treated unjustly in reference to

any examination ? A. The simple proposition is this : The Intermediate Examina-
tions under the regulations appproved of in 1875, were about commencing—the first was
to be held in July, 1876—a month or so previous to this, in consequence of something
that fell from Mr. Seath, I directed that this particular system which prevails should

be adopted, and it was adopted, and the examinations in July, 1876, and all subsequent
examinations have been held under this system of securing impartiality.

Q. Did you receive any suggestions from any other quarter, as to the mode of con-

ducting Intermediate Examinations ? A. I think something verbally passed between
myself and Professor Young and Dr. Hodgins.

Q. Did any member of the Central Committee object to this method of examining
candidates, by numbers instead of names 1 A. No one assumed to make any objection

at all to what was proposed. I think the Deputy was charged with seeing that it was
carried out.

Q. Would you turn to the report of the High School Inspectors for the first half of
the year 187G, classifying the High Schools, to shew in what class the Collegiate Institute

of St. Catharines was placed ? A. The return was not published, but it is on the fyles

of the Department, and can be produced. That will show what rank the different Col-

legiate Institutes and High Schools obtained in the distribution of the §10,000.

Q. You stated you were aware that in other countries, examiners and teachers were
frequently the authors of text-books prescribed for candidates t A. I am speaking merely
from general knowledge. I meant that people who are entrusted with the duty of ex-

aminers, and persons employed as teachers, were the very persons from whom our text-

books mainly proceeded.

Q. Do you know what position Balfour Stewart holds 1 A. My only reference was
to Hamblin Smith.

Q. Are you aware that Professor Croft and Professor Cherriman have been examiners
in the University ] A. Yes.

Q. Are you aware that they are the authors of text-books which were authorized by
the University ? A. I know Professor Cherriman's text-books were in use when he was
an examiner.

Q. Then the regulation which prevails in this Department, that no member of the

Central Committee shall be the author of a text-book, is stricter than the regulation ob-

served in the University of Toronto? A. Yes; and for the reason that the judgment
of the Central Committee is consulted before any particular book assumes the position of

a text-book.

By the Commissioner.

Q. Do I understand that there is a permanent recognized body of examiners in the

University of Toronto, in the same way as this Committee is spoken of 1 A. They are ap-

pointed for two years, and sometimes the appointments are continued. As a matter of

practice, the same examiners have been re-appointed. That has been my experience, it

depending on whether other examiners were available or not.

By Mr. Buchan.

Q. Would it be altogether objectionable that the Central Committee should recom-

mend a book for adoption if it was somewhat dearer than the one which it was to replace,

if it was better 1 A. The books would be judged on their merits. The old books were
imperative ; the new books are only optional wi^ the trustees, but the trustees and the

teacher must concur before they introduce a new text-book for the old ones.

Q. When did the Central Committee send in its report, recommending the list of
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text-books since authorized ? Was it before the 1st May, 1877 ] A. On the 8th Febru-

ary, 1877, this letter was written by the Chairman of the Central Committee :
—

" I have

the honour to transmit to you, the list of text-books the Central Committee have agreed

to recommend for use in the Public Schools."

Q. What was the date of the first number of the School Journal ? A. It was either

published in May or June. I think the first number was published in June. It was in May
I saw the first number.

Q. Is it intended that there shall be any changes in the text-books for some time to

come 1 A. No. I am in hopes that all chani;eB have been provided for and are now consum-

mated, and that no further changes will be necessary.

Q. It is not likely that the Central Committee will be called upon to make any more

recommendations in regard to text-books ? A. No, nor the Department have any of these

things to deal with.

Q. Should you or your successor deem it necessary, five years hence, to make any

changes in text-books, would he be obliged to consult the Central Committee ? A. Not

at all.

Q. As they made their recommendations Vjefore the Canada School Journal was pub-

lished, there could be no impropriety in their becoming editors of the Journal ? A. That

would not at all aflFect my confidence in them as persons with whom I was very glad to con-

sult on mattei-s connected with the Department.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. You said that a month or two previous to the change from name to number, you

received some complaints, in consequence of which, you made the change ?

The Commisdoner.—I do not understand that from the evidence. I understood that

some person, whose name he did not mention, had written a number of letters to him, that

these letters did not influence him at all, and that the change was made after that, and was

made on the suggestion of Mr. Seath. There is no evidence of a complaint on this point

at all.

The Witmss.—I misunderstood the purport of what Mr. Davin at first asked me. Some
letters were written to me complaining of the conduct of one of the members of the Central

Committee. That had reference to another thing altogether and another Head-Master ;

—

but when it was asked in reference to the mode of conducting the e.xaminations. I saw I was

under a misapprehension and that what he was asking me was simply. Did I, or did I not, sug-

gest an improvement in the proposed mode of conducting the Intermediate Examinations in

consequence of an interview with a High School Master, and that brought before me an in-

tei-view with Mr. Seath. I recollect, now, that it was not by letter but in a personal inter-

view that Mr. Seath desired to have that improvement made. I have a memorandum of it

in my agenda book, and the directions I gave for arranging that the system of numbers should

prevail at the July Examinations.

Q. Then Mr. Seath did influeocs you in that direction 1 A. He certainly called my
attention to a question it was very de.iirable to make provision for.

t^. Professor Cherrimau was an Examiner in the University for a short time, but he

never published a text-book, did he, in conjunction with the Professor? A. I do not know
what his text-books are.

By Puofessob Young.

Q. I would like to ask if a change was ever made at all ? A. No, the result of Mr.

Seath's interview with me was to give direction in reference to this particular provision. I

was not aware whether it had been provided for or not. I put that down, as the result of

our interview, as a matter not to be overlooked.

Q. Did not the first Intermediate Examinntion take place in July, 1876 ? A. It ap-

pears to be the first, when the first was to be held under the regulations approved of in 1876.

Q. Were not numbers then used, and not names 1 A. Yes.

Q. Then there could not have been a change ?

A. No. The provision was made in ad\ance of the period of the first examination.

Q. Mr. Seath pointed out the advantage, and you approved of his views, and ar-
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ranged in the very beginning that the Intermediate Examination should be held on that

principle ? A. I did not at the time of my interview with Mr. Seath enter upon the

question whethei' that particular mode would be adopted or the contrary. I took a note

merely of what I thought would result in removing any assumed complaint of Mr. Seath's

altogether.

Q. Then, as the first Intermediate E.^amination took place in July, 1876, and Mr.
Seath's letter was written ? A. It was an interview—the result of a letter asking for it.

Q. But it is impossible that in May, 1876, there could have been a complaint about pre-

vious examinations ? A. Yes. I was not aware before, that the July Examinations of 1876,

were the first that had occurred under the regulations, my first knowledge of the regula-

tions having been when they were brought under the knowledge of the Government
in 1875.

Q. Did the Central Committee, do you recollect, make any recommendation before

July, 1876, in regard to using numbers instead of names ? A. I was not personally

aware of it, but the regulations under which the examinations in July, 1876, were held,

exjiressly indicated that that would be the mode of the examination. The regulations

provided for it.

Q. You have no recollection that the Central Committee positively recommended
the use of numbers. A. I am not aware of it. My first introduction to this question was
what occurred during Mr. Seath's visit, and I did not profess then to understand whether

the Central Committee had not already provided for it, or the contrary. All that I did

was to make a memorandum on the subject that, if it was not provided for, it should be.

I do not know at this moment that it had not been provided for. It was a memorandum
that I found was carried out, whether provided for or not, in these first examinations

which took place in July.

Some discussion ensued as to the course of procedure.

James Slater, Sworn :

—

By Mr. Bavin.—Where do you live ? A. County of Oxford.

Q. What are you 1 A. I am a teacher.

Q. At Verschozle 1 A. Yes.

Q. Were you a student in the Normal School at any time 1 A. I have been.

Q. What year ? A. The last half of 1871.

Q. Did you hear Mr. Kirkland, Science Master of the Normal School, say anything

which would bear on this inquiry 1 A. I think I did—at the close of the Session—the

last half of the session—while I was in the Canada Southern Station.

After some discussion as to the relevancy of the question, the examination pro-

ceeded.

Q. Were you here in 1876 ? A. I was here a short time in 1876.

Q. Did you attend the Normal School t A. I was here from January to the Easter

vacation.

Q. Did you attend Mr. Kirkland's class ? A. Yes.

Q. Do you know anything that would bear on this examination ? A. Yes. In the

fall of 1871, while I was in the Union Station, I think it was Mr. George Sherman or

Sharman, who was with me, Mr. Kirkland came in, and Mr. Sharman drew one of the

examination papers out of his pocket and showed it to Mr. Kirkland, and said, " you got

up this paper, didn't you ? " He 'said, " No, I did not." " Well," he said, " it is just

like the questions you have been in the habit of giving to us." Mr. Kirkland said, " if

he did not get it up, he handed a book to Dr. McLellan with a mark opposite the ques-

tions he had been drilling his class in, or that Dr. McLellan handed him a book with the

marks." That was said by Mr. Kirkland. Then, again, when I was here at the ex-

amination in 1877, as I was passing along the street, by the south-east end of the

grounds, we met with a certain person who had been here during the whole session—the

whole year beginning with the Normal School session of 1875, and ending I think in

July, 1876.

Q. Who was that person ? A. It was Miss Kate Grant.

Q. What' passed ? A. She said that Mr. Kirkland's students would do well in his
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subjects, because the Algebra paper that they had in 1876 was just similar to the ques-

tions that they had been drilled on in the Normal School previous to the examination.

She saidit was just Kirkland. Then, I was talking to Mr. Brown, and he said if he had been

at the Normal School he could have made easily 90 per cent, in the chemistry paper : the

students of the Normal School were well posted upon that. And Mr. Caspian said how
poor they were in Algebra this last session ; in fact, they said Mr. Kirkland had neglected

Algebra greatly during the session, but after the session the tone changed greatly—the

Algebra papers seemed to suit them. This was the 1877 first-class examination. Mr.

Ratcliffe was standing there, and one of the students that was in the second division hand-

ed him the Natural Philosophy paper, and he said that the paper—using not a very proper

term—was just Tommy's paper. Of course I knew whom he meant. He said further

that these questions were got up. I said " I guess not." He said •' Yes, they are ; they

are got up to make Mr. Kirkland's book sell."

By Mr. Edgar.—
Q. Who is Sharman ? A. He wiis a student at the Normal School during the ses-

sion of 1871.

Q. Where is he now ? A. I could not positively say. 1 understood he went up to

Goderich to teach.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. Do you know where Miss Kate Grant is now ? A. I do not. '

By Dr. McLellan.

Q. Did you say that you heard Mr. Kirkland say that he gave me a book, or I gave

him a book, with certain questions marked, that I intended to set ? A. I did.

Q. You attended the Normal School in 1876 ? A. Yes, a short time in 1876.

Q. Did you get any of the questions given by Mr. Kirkland during the course of the

lectures? A. There was one very similar.

Q. Would it not have been remarkable if you did not get any on the paper similar

to his teaching ? A. I do not think it would.

Q. Do you think the course in Chemistry is a very wide course 1 A. Well, it is

pretty extensive, I think.

Q. Would you not suppose, if an examiner's paper contained no questions similar to

those given by the lecturer, that there was something wrong, either in the lecturer or the

examiner ? A. They might not be directly the questions of our teacher, and still they

mi^ht bear upon the subject. I have stated that they were just about similar questions,

almost verbatim to those given by Mr. Kirkland.

Q. Can you name any questions ? A. No. I could in Arithmetic.

Q. There was a similarity in the Arithmetic paper ? A. Yes.

Q. Does Mr. Kirkland teach Arithmetic i A. No, I think he does not. I mean

similar to the book you have issued.

Q. Did you ever know an arithmetician set a paper fairly to test first class candidates,

the types of which are formed in that book] A. I think I can find at least three first class

questions in the arithmetic paper this year which are solved in your book.

Q. The identical questions ? A. They are just the same in principle. The only

dilierence is, I think, a name.

Q. Do you think you could set a paper, or that any fair arithmetician could, keeping

within the limits prescribed by the programme, entirely independent of the type questions

this book in arithmetic contains ? A. As far as I have looked over the examination

papers, I think there could be a paper drawn up independent of anything in the book.

Q. How long do you think it would take you to draw up a paper ? A. I am speak-

ing of a competent arithmetican, not of myself.

Q. Are you not aware that that book contains more type questions than any other t

A. I think not, I think others contain more.

Q. What books ? A. Robinson's Arithmetic, published in America, I think.

Q. You are not aware that the best types of questions have been selected from the

best Examination Papers in Kngland for this book ? A As far as I am concerned, I have

studied Robinson's book and your book up to the first part, and I can trace a great simi-

larity between yours and Kobinson's.

Q. You attended the lectures in 1876 ? A Yes.
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Q. And observed a similarity between my paper on Chemistry and Mr. Kirkland's
teaching? A. It was in 1877. It was Mr. Brown who said he could

Q. In what session did you attend the Normal School f A. During one session, the
last half of 1871.

Q. Not since then t A. I was there a short time in 1876, from January to Easter.

Q. Did you come up for examination in 187G ? A. Yes.

Q. Then you must have had special advantages in listening to a lecturer who was
posted on the questions about to be set ? A. Well, the Chemistry was not fully gone
into until after I left. He had not taken the Chemistry fully up.

Q. When you were examined in Chemistry, you did not notice anything similar to what
lie had said in his lectures ? A. I think there was some similarity in some points, i

Q. Then you had some special advantages by attending lectures] You could not trace

;iay similarity unless you heard him lecture 1 A. In the work gone over there was a little in

one question, but that would be all.

Q. You conld not trace that unless you heard the points lectured on ? A. I had read

the chemistry over. I do not know whether it was on the whole. On one question it was.

Q. The similarity might be between the question and some book, and not Kirkland's

lectures ? A. There was a similarity in one question to what Kirkland had given, when I

was there.

Q. Are you sure that the resemblance was betweeu something I gave and what he lec-

tured on, or something in a textbook ? A. I think it is not dealt with more fully in the

book, but I got it more fully from Mr. Kirkland.

Q. Did you make marks in chemistry ] A. I did not receive my marks that year.

Q. Did you observe any similarity in Physics ? A. I did not.

Q. Do you know you made zero on Physics ? A. I do not.

Q. Do you know that, out of a possible 13.5, you made 35 marks in Chemistry. A. I

do not.

Q. So, if there was collusion between Mr. Kirkland and me, if he understood what
questions were coming, and gave you information, you could not have derived any benefit

from it ? You did not get a certificate, did you ? A. No ; not that year.

Q. Did you ever get a first-class certificate t A. No ; a 2nd B.

By Mr. Glashan.

Q. Did you see Miss Grant in July, 1877 ? A. Yes.

Q. I think it can be shown that she did not write in July, 1877 ? A. I do not say she

did.

Q. Nor was at the Normal School ? A I do not say she was ; I said I met her on the

street, and she said those students of the Normal School should have done well on the

Algebra of 1876. Others were standing with me. Mr. Wood was there, and another whose
name I cannot think of just now—Mr. William McGregor.

Q. You would judge that Kate Grant must have done well in Algebra ] A. That I

could not say. That is the expression she used—that any one who attended the Normal
School should have done well.

Q. Were you ever trained under a coach—under a person whose business it is to train

persons for examinations t A. Not except Mr. Kirkland.

Q. Were you ever under any other trained coach ? A. I have in the High School.

Q. I mean a person who had been trained to train 1 A. No.
Q. Do you think you are competent to state, from your noticing Mr. Kirkland giving

similar questions to those which appeared on the examination paper, whether there was col-

lusion or only ability to foretell the questions on Mr. Kirkland's part—have you had sufficient

training, or are you mathematician enough to judge ? A. I think so ; I know I am as com-
petent as some who hold first-class certificates.

Q. Has he overdone what a coach can do—are you competent to judge of that 1 A.
Taking it on mathematics, I think I might be a fair judge of that.

Q. You are quite competent to judge whether he could foretell more of the questions

than a good coach ? A. That I could not say, any more than in the mathematics ; as far as

1 know I have stated.
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Q. Would you think it strange if you were asked a question at an examination which

you had neither read nor the lecturer had gone over ? A. No, I do not think I would ; 1

would not expect the same kind of questions exactly.

Q. But would you think it strange if a question totally different from any you had read

on or had been lectured on, were given you '! A. I do not think 1 would.

Q. You are a teacher, are you not ( A. I am.

Q. What class do you teach ? A. A mixed cla.«s.

Q. Have you pupil.s in the .5th Book ] A. I have not now. I have had.

Q. Any pupils in the 4th Book i A. Yes.

Q. Have you sent any for entrance to the High School ? A. I have not. I have sent

them up for 3rd Class certificates

Q. Did you ever give them, before the examination, questions like those which appeared

on the examination papers 1 A. I cannot say positively. I have trained them on the ques-

tions that have been given by the Central Committee.

Q. Did you never see a question which had been given—.similar to one that had been

given to your own pupils ] A. They might iiave been somewhat similar.

Q. Would you think it right in your pupil to jump to the conclusion that you had had

access to the papers beforehand ! A. Not if they did not contain just the words of my ques-

tion. If they contained the principle indirectly that I had trained them im, I should not ; but

if they contained the priuciple directly, I should think there was something wrong.

Q. Did you write in 1876 ( A. 1 did.

The Commission decided that Mr. Glashan, not being coDcerned in the evidence of thi«

witne.ss, could not proceed with his examination.

The examination of the witness continued.

By Pkofessok Yodnq.

Q. Did I understand you to say that in the Chemistry Paper, prepared by Dr. McLel-

lan, there was only one question similar to what Mr. Kirkland had taught? A. There was
one question similar.

Q. Only one ] A. Only one, because the Chemistry had not been goae into fully until

after 1 left in 1876.

The inquiry was then adjourned until to-morrow.

Tuesday, November 13th, 1877.

Jam£8 Slatee recalled.

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. I infer from what I see in the papers, that you stated that the conversation took place

in your pre.-cnce at the railway station in 1871, kindly state what that conversation was ?

A. Well, I was standing In the Union Station when you cmie in. .Mr. George Sherman, or

Sharmon, was standing with me, or clo-e by inc, and you .stepped up to Lim, and he drew a

paj)cr out of his pocket —one of the Exauiinutioii Papers.

Q. Which one I .V. That I could not say, I think it wa.s the Natural History papers.

Q. Vou are not ^ure what the paper was } A. It was one of the ezaiuinatiun papers, I

am 8ure.

Q. How do you know I A. 1 saw the heading, and he t-aid to you, " did you not get

up this paper?" and you said no, you said that you did not get it up, but that you handed

Mr. McLellan a book with remarks opposite certain questions, or that Dr. McLellan handed

you a book with certain questions marked.

Q. Do you not think that a rather extr.iordinary statement to make to two men that I was

not well acquainted with, with you 1 had not spoken except in the ciasji, had I ? A. No.

Q. It was nothing extraordinary at all, you think ] A. It might be considered so.
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Q. Do you think a man in his senses would make any such statement, even if he had
done it? If you had done it, would you make such a statement in presence of any one? A.

I do not think that I would if I had been you.

Q. I think you are mistaken '] A. I am positive that 1 am not mistaken.

Q. Did anything else take place then 1 A. I passed this remark to you at the time
; I

asked, were you going to change the Algebra ; would there be a change in the Algebra, I

meant, what Algebra would be used, if we would continue using the same Algebra ; and you
said you thought not.

Q. I did not teach Algebra then, did I ? A. No ; I asked for information, and I have a faint

idea— I am not certain—that there was something said about Arithmetic, I said there was a

certain question on the Arithmetic, paper, which was similar to one in Robinson's Arithmetic,

you said uo. [ had this impression. I do not swear it positively
; but it is my opinion that this

occurred. You said "oh no I
" that it was original with Dr. McLellan.

Q. I did not teach Arithmetic then 1 A. You did not, you never taught Arithmetic

during the time I was in the Normal School.

Q. You do not know where Mr. Sherman is now f A. I do not, I think he went to

Goderich that fall.

Q. You go on to state conversations that took place between you and some of the other

students, and you say that Mr. Brown

—

Witness : It was Ca.ssidy.

Q. Had complaintd before of no attention being paid to Algebra. When, and to whom
did they complain i A. This was during the time when the examination was going on of

tiiis year. I was talking to Mr. Cassidy.

Q. Were you up at the examination this year 1 A. I was, Mr. Brown was a student

at the last Session. I said the students were complaining, and I mentioned Mr. Cassidy's

name as one, but I can mention others if necessary.

Q. Who are the others ] A. Mr. Skalton, or Skelton—I am not sure of the spelling

of the names—and Mcintosh.

Q. Do you swear that Mr. Mcintosh complained that there had not been any atten-

tion paid to Algebra ? A. That you had not taken up Algebra much. Those were the

words used by several of them.

Q. That is in 1877? A. Yes. That you did not take it up until near the close of

the Session, that the impression was, that you did not drill them until the last six weeks.

Q. I did not touch it before? A. Not much.

Q. That is as true as the rest of your evidence 1 A. That was my impression from
them, on the other points, I am certain.

Q. The other was an impression too ? A. The other I swear to positively-—with re-

gard to the Union Station.

Q. This is the Natural Philosophy Paper for the second year ] What year was

that ? A. The Natural Philosophy Paper was for 1877—The Second Class Natural Phil-

osophy Paper for 1877, that is the paper I had reference to.

Q. You go on to state that you were here in lt)76 1 A. Yes. I was there from

January up to Easter.

Q. And that I did not take up Chemistry while you were here? A. I did not say

80. What I said was, that you had not taken up extensively, what would be considered

the First Class work.

Q. How often did I lecture a week while you were there ? A. I think on Chemistry,

it might be—I could not say positively—it would not average, I think, once a week.

Q. I did not lecture on Chemistry once a week ] A. I do not think it would average

that, 1 think you took it occasionally.

Q. What other subjects did I teach when you were there] A. You were teaching

Natural Pliilosophy, Algebra, Chemical Physics and Chemistry. I think those were the

principal subjects.

Q. Ho IV often do you recollect that I lectured on Natural Philosophy "! A. 1 think

more frequently than you did on the others, with the exception of Algebi'a. I think you

spent considerable time on Algebra.

Q. Had you a time table ? A. Yes.
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Q. Did I keep to it ? A. I tliLuk not. I think sometimes you look one in the place

of other subjects.

Q. How often had I Physics ? A. I could not say positively. I think you missed

them once in a while, and said you would take Algebra, I recollect sometimes your taking

two lessons alike in Algebra.

Q. That would not be very often, would it ? A. Well, occasionally.

Q. And you traced some similarity in one question on the paper^aud the work gone

over 1 A. Yes.

Q. No more than that t A. Nn ; not that I detected in your work, bjcause the work
principally asked on the Chemistry Paper was beyond what you had taken up.

Q. How far had I got when you left at Easter ? A. 1 think you were up to about

Iodine. I think that is where we were. I have a recollection of your teaching somewhere
up to Iodine.

Q. How far in Physics i A. I think we were on specific heat.

Q. Do you recollect anything similar in the Physics Paper to what I had been teach-

ing ? A. No; I cannot recollect.

Q. You were up in 1871 for examination? A. Yes.

Q. When were you next up for examination 1 A. I think in 1873.

Q. You were u{' 1874 1 A. Yes.

Q. In 1875 ? A. Yes.

Q. In 1876 1 A. Yes.

Q. In 1877 1 A. Yes.

Q. You have had considerable practice in examinations ? A. Yes.

Q. You have a very good memory and can recollect ])erfectly well what took place in

1871 ; and yet you fail every time in examinations. How do you account for that ? A.
I have not failed eveiy time in examinations. I have taken seconds three diti'erent times.

Q. How often have you ap|)lied for tii-st, and failetl. A. I think I have written four

times for first. I have received second grade on the First Class Papers. I have three

seconds in my possession.

Q. You have no very warm feeling for the Central Committee for using you in that

way 1 A. I have no desire to find fault. I take an oath solemnly that I never found
fault with the Central Committee. I have always said that they acted fairly in regard to

examinations.

Q. They plucked you four times for first t A. Yes
;
you can make as much of that

as you please.

By Dk. McLellan.

Q. This conversation took place in 1871, you sayl A. That in the Union Station.

Q. You stated yesterday that you were not quite sure whether I had given Mr. Mc-
Lellan or he had given me a marked book ? A. I say so to-day again. I am not sure

which.

Q. Yesterday you appeai-ed to be quite certain when I asked you the second time.

Can you state positively which it was? A. No.

Q. When did you first mention that convei-sation to any one 1 A. At different times

to difl'erent i)eoi)lo I liave been talking to. I could not say just the first time.

Q. When was the last time you mentioned it, through which you were brought here as

a witness? A. It was through the ciill of the Giohe. 1 noticed in the Globe

that there was to be an examioatioa held with reference to some charges. As I take

the Daily Globe, I got the informatioD from that, that the examination was to

take place, and there wa.s an urgent call, issued in that paper, of Prof. Young, de-

manding that any one who knew anything in reference to tliis inquiry, or the cliarge^

against the Central Committee, should band them in. I wrote out a letter, calculating to

send it to the Professor ;
thm I thought perhaps it would be better to send it to the Globe ;

and then I changed my mind, and sent it to the editor of the Mail. I thought, perhaps, he

would be the [iroper person.

Q. Can you n:ime any of the parties you named the conversation to ; and when you
mentioned it ) You must have been struck with the fact that it was rather a serious thing ?

A. I was at the time.
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Q. You would have a distinct recollection of some of the parties 1 A. I think I have

mentioned it to a person. I have mentioned it to my wife for one.

Q. Any one else ? A. And I think—I would not be positive—to a man named Sher-

wood.

Q. When you knew that the wrong-doing was taking place, why did you not communi-
cate with some of the authorities, and not allow so serious a wrong as that to remain in opera-

tion for so many years 1 A. I did not like to have anything to do with it— I did not like to

interfere with it.

Q. Have you had a troubled conscience since ? A. I thought it was wrong, but I did

not want to have anything to do with it. I do not want to now, particularly.

Q. What impelled you to come forward 1 A. The urgent letter of the Professor, and I

thought it might do myself some injury, but I would bear that if it would be a benefit to the

community.

Q. You said that the first-class Arithmetic paper of 1877 contained questions not

identical but similar in principle to those found in our book of Examination Papers ?

A. Yes, 1 say so. What I said was, that I could trace those ; but I have been thinking

over it since last night, and I think now I can trace four that are similar in nature in

every respect, the only diiference is in a word or so, and the figures may change a little, but
tjie precise requirements of the thinking power of the mind would be drawn out exactly

the same.

Q. Precisely the same data and the same conclusions are drawn ? A. The same conclu-

sions.

Q. Are they peculiar to that book, or are they found in other text-books 1 A. Two of

them are peculiar to that book ; that is just the working.

Q. You swear that there are two questions absolutely peculiar to that book, not found
in any other text book ? A. They are considerably so. There may be some theory in them,

and part of them that might be drawn from others.

Q. Would it surprise you to know that these questions are found in many other text-

books ? You are a man of extensive reading on the subject 1 A. I do not think so ; I said

I had seen other arithmetics, but I do not pretend to say I have seen all arithmetics.

Q. Are any of these questions which you found in the book and on the Examination
Papers, found on any preceding Examination Papers? I .suppose that having been up for first-

class four different times, you are quite an expert on the preceding Examination Papers ? You
have read them carefully ? A. Yes.

Q. Are any of these three or four questions found on the preceding Examination Papers

in the same form, or almost identical in principle if not in words ? A. I think not ; but they

are found in your text-book worked out.

Q. They are not found on the Examination Papers 1 A. They are not found in the pre-

ceding papers that I am aware of; with my knowledge of the papers I think they are not.

Q. What was your impression 1 What inference did you deduce from the fact that

there were several questions on the first-class Examination Paper similar in principle and very

similar in wording to those in my text-book ? Was it that the paper had been set to make
the book .sell 1 A. I did not draw that inference.

Q. Having read the preceding Examination Papers pretty carefully, do you know
that any papers referred to, contained questions which contained the same principle and
are identical in words with the authorized text-book f A. I think there are some in your
book which are similar.

Q. Are you aware that any of the papers referred to, contained questions which not

only contained the .same principle, but are identical in words with the authorized text-

book? A. That I could not say positively ; but I had the impression that they were ; I

did not take the trouble to turn it up.

Q. I should imagine that, as a teacher, you were familiar with the authorized text-

book ; or have you any classes so far on ? A. Yes ! I have taken classes on that

book.

Q. If our questions on the paper of 1874, are precisely the same as those in the au-

thorized text-book, should you fail to recognise them 1 A. I never took the pains to turn

them up to see if they were wor<l for word ; but I think they are just about the same, if

not word for word.
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Q. You did not draw any inference that that paper had been set to make the author-

ised text-book sell 1 A. I did not draw any inference from it, nor did I from your Arith-

metic; but the inference I did draw was, that they were a great aid to those who had your
text-book previous to the examination.

Q. You mentioned yesterday that the book was no better than many other text-

books to enable teachers to prepare for examination ? A. No, I did not.

Q. That it did not contain a greater variety of questions out of the text-books, you
know ? A. I still say so.

Q. Mention one or two of the books. A. I consider that Robinson's Arithmetic
contains the same thing.

Q. Then, any teacher who prepares himself on Eobinson's Arithmetic will be just as

well prepared as one who goes through that book 1 A. Perhaps not, to answer your par-

ticular questions, perhaps, to suit you, you would not give them the full value unless they
were solved in a particular method.

Q. Did you ever hear that I di 1 not give full value on that account I A. I have
heard it so stated.

Q. Whom did you hoar state it ! A. Some of the students in the Normal School.

Q- Did you get any certificate in 1871 f A. I did.

Q. What certificate ? A. A second class certificate.

Q. And a second-class ever since ? A. I have taken two second-class certificates

since.

Q. Who set the Algebra Paper in 1876 ? A. I do not know.

Q. You do not seem to have done very well in Chemistry and Physics, though at-

tending Mr. Kirkland's lectures ; and he lectured you say es])ecially on the questions that

were going to be set t A. Mr. Kirkland had not taken them uji on the first class work
purely, until after 1 had left.

Q. You must have had considerable lectures, and yet you made 35 out of 1 oO in

Chemistry, and zero in Physics 1 A. That is your reading.

Q. Do you deny it ? A. I do not. I never claimed to be good in Physics.

Q. You stated that you were quite able to form an oj)inion whether tliere ought or

might reasonably be expected to be a resemblance between a paper set by a competent ex-

aminer and the teaching of the lecturer t You said you were quit* as good^as some men that

had first-cla.ss Certificates ? A. I certainly do consider so, and especially in mathematics.

Q. So you must have done well in Algebra and Arithmetic in 1870 ? Did you att«nd

Mr. Kirkland's lectures in Algebra ? A. Perhaps I would have done better if I had at-

tended the last three months, after he knew what was going to be the paper, after you had
given him hints.

Q. You only got part of his lectures ? A. Yes.

Q. What per centage did you make in Algebra in 1876 1 A. I did not receive any
of my marks in 1876.

Q. Are you aware that you made .52 out of 225, or about 23 per cent 1 A. No.

Q. Do you know what you made in Arithmetic ? A. Perhaps I did not do as well in

1876 as I have done before. I think you are quoting from my worst examination. It is

your interest to do so. I can quote from other exiiniinations.

Q. You ought to have done better in 1876 than in 1873, or 1874 1 A.I have a good

reason to show why I was not.

Q. Do you mean to say that I knew you were coming up and did not mark your

questions fairly 1 A. I do not.

Q. Did I ever meet you or know anything about you ? A. You did not. I ilo not

charge any such thing; but I oin give a positive reason why I did not do considerably

belt<'r in 1876, than I did ; that is my worst examination 1 think.

Q. You madi 96 marks out of 27.5 in Arithmetic—about 32 per cent, and 52 marks
in Algebn 1 A. I do not think that this appears in my examination.

Q. Are you aware, that you maile in Natural Philo.sophy 20 out of 22.5 ; in Kuclid,

you have done better, 12.5 out of 200
; in K<lucation, 33 out of 1.50; and in Physiology,

63 out of 1.50? A. Perhaps you will quote from my marks in .Aritlimetio in 1874.

Q. I have not got it? A. Of course, these may not be prepared.
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By Mr. Davin.

Q. Are you confident that this coQversation that you speak of, took place in the Union
Station ? A. I am.

By Mil KiRKLAND.

Q. Dr. McLellan borrowed a book from me in which there had been certain marks on

the margin ; or 1 borrowed a book from him in which there were mirks 1 A. That is it.

Q. And if that were true ; what inference would you draw, supposing you borrowed a

book from me and I hud marked it in Algebra 1 A. The inference I drew, was that if you
borrowed a book from him in which these questions were marked, you could drill your class

in these questions.

Q How would I know that he marked for that purposed A. I considered that there

was a mark there to draw attention to something.

Q. Have you not marked books in the margin, when you have been reading ? A.I
have.

Q. And if you had borrowed a book and found marks on the margin, you would not

think it anything e.\;traordinary I At the same time would it not strike you that two persons

might mark a book in the same way ? A. My impression at the time was, that you implied

that you had the questions you had been using in the school, and that the doctor drew his

paper from those questions you had marked.

Q. But if I had borrowed the book from him, how then'? A. I think it will apply

either way.

Q. If he had marked it in the margin it would show that he considered them important

questions > A. If I marked it I would consider it an important point.

Q. But he might not form questions on it] He might have marked it at some pre-

vious examinations, and used these for questions, and if I had drilled on these points I would

be quite astray! Is it not possible that these marKS refer to a previous examination if I

borrowed a book from him with marks on the margin in fac simile, I suppose 1 A. They
were marks of some kind—marks opposite certain questions.

Q. You do not mean certain questions—was it a book on Natural Philosophy ? A. I

think it was Davison's Natural History, with the questions arranged in order in the back

part of the book. I think these were the questions which were marked with a plus mark.

Q. Did I say " a plus mark" 1 A. Or a mark of some kind.

Q Did I say the questions were marked ; or that there were marks in the book 1 A.

You said there were certain questions marked.

Q. Might these not be questions which he had marked in a previous examination. A.

I could not say ; I am not certain whether they were or not.

Q Have you ever borrowed a book with marks in it ] A. I have.

Q. And lent books with marks ? A. I have.

Q. And did not think anything of that? A. If I receive a book with a mark in it, I

look at the question particularly, because I expect that there is something to be brought out,

and I want to find out the reason why that person marked that question.

Q. You might get a book with marked questions in it, but those questions would not

neces.sarily be asked in an examination. A. I would not know.
Q. Do you recollect that little book of Davison's ? A. I do.

Q. How many questions are there altogether in the book? about ? A. I never numbered
them up.

Q. Guess ? A. My impression is there would be a hundred. There are two lists

—

about one hundred in each list ; there might be less or more.

Q. In teaching would you not go over the whole of these questions with your pupils 1

A. I do not know but that I should.

Q. In preparing pupils for the examination, would you 2;o over all the questions out of

the book 1 A. I think I should.

Q. What would be the particular use of any marked ones, when you would go oyer

them all 1 A. Well, there might be a stress put on these marked ones—that might be the

impression to be drawn.
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Q. What do you mean by particular stress 1 A. That they might be trained more

thoroughly. That more prominence might be given to those marked questions.

Q. That these would be the most important questions
;
but still, out of one hundred

questions, it would not be very difficult to get up more— the whole book does not number

more that one hundred pages f A. I think it is something more than a hundred.

Q. So the whole book would not amount to anything to get up in a couple of evenings ?

You would get it up altogether in a couple of evenings ? A. Perhaps, if I did not study

anything else, I might possibly got the book up ;
that is, if I gave myself up and put myself

right on the stretch to learn it.

Q. In two evenings, doing nothing el.se, you would get it up ? A. It would depend

upon how long I gave to it. I think I could in two or three evenings. I would rather have

more time.

Q. Then marked questions would not be much use ? A. I might forget it again, but

if particular parts wore drawn out to me I might retain them in my mind better. I think it

would be possible to learn it, in that time, if I put myself right down to it. I think I cotild

learn the majority of the questions in it if I thought there was great importance in it ; but, if

not, I would not undertake to put the stress on.

Q. So the book was a little book, that in two or three evenin>;s anyone could get up to-

answer every question ? A. That was the book—I had the impression— was the one re

ferred to.

Q. That is the impression you have—that in two or three evenings a person could get

it up ? A. If he did nothing else, and learned to get it oil" by rote—not generally.

Q. To answer in an examination ? A. I think it might be done.

William Greenwood Brown alllrnieil.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. You are a student in Hamilton ? A. Yes.

Q. Did you attend the session of the Normal School for 1874 1 A. I did.

Q. Did you attend any lectures of Mr. Kirkland ? A. I did.

Q. What lectures ? A. Lectures in Chemistry, Philosophy and Phy.sic8, and Natural

Histcry, those were the important ones.

Q. Look at that book, is it your Iwok ? A. It is.

Q. A note-book ii.sed by you while attending the Icctnres of Th<inm,s Kirkland? A. Yes.

Q. While attending the lectures did you make any notes that are there put down in

questions] A. I did.

Q. Why did you put down those questions ? A. I put thom down because I con-

sidered them important oi'es.

Q. Why did you consider theni important ? A. Mr. Kirkland gave them, and told us

that they were important.

(},. IIdw long before the e.xainination did Mr. Kirkland give you those qnestions

A. I think in the neighbourhood of a inonih.

Q. Why did you preserve those ([uestionsl A. Because I thought them important,

and that it wa.s inqiortiint to get up answers for them.

Q. Was there anything peculiar in the mode of giving those questions on the part of

Mr. Kirkland 1 A. Well, somewhat. I think the students undei-stood they were very

important, and we were required to get up answers for them.

Q. Was there anything [leculiar in the manner in which Mr. Kirkland gave you

those questions 1 A. There was, inasmuch as we were given to understand, that they were

importjint que.'-tions, and to l>e sure to look up the answers for them.

Q. Were tliey given to you l)y word of mouth, or in writing, or in what way ? ,\. 1

think that the Cjlieniistry questions were written out and given to us; we were to take them
home, copy them oflf, and return the [>aper.

Q. Did Mr. Kirkland say anytiiing further to you in regaiil to those <)iu-Htion8 that

he h.id given ( A. Only this, that we nee<l not study the subject any further than to

prepare answers to those questioiiK ?

Q. Did vou study the subjects anv further? A. I did not.
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Q. Are you aware whether your fellow students studied them any further ? A. I

think they did not.

Q. Did Mr. Kirkland say anything further to you about those questions'? A. Only

that they took us over all the ground necessary for the Examination as he thought.

Q. Did he use any language more emphatic than that 1 A. He might have used

more emphatic language, I do not exactly remember on which paper—on Chemistry or

Physics ; he went through. He said he would guarantee that it would take us over the

ground.

Q. Did you go up for your examination fcr Public School teachers in June, 1874 ?

A. I did.

Q. Where was the examination held ? A. In the Normal School.

Q. At that examination you received certiiin questions in Chemistry. Are these the

questions which you received 1 A. I suppose so, from the date and as fsir as I can recol-

lect the nature of the questions.

(Normal School Examination Papers, June, 1874, put in and marked Exhibit C.)

Q. When these questions were given to you and your fellow students, did anything

occur when the Examination Papers were distributed to you in the Examination Hall 1

What occurred before you wrote anything t A. Well, the students seemed to be struck

in the first place, I think— I was myself at least—with the similarity existing between the

questions on the paper and those given.

Q. Did anything occur on the part of your fellow students that would lead you to

infer that they were struck 1 Did they do anything 1 A. They looked at each other and

smiled.

Q. Did they do anything farther than smile 1 A. They endeavoured to conceal their

laughter from the gentlemen presiding.

Q. After the examination was over, was there any talk amongst your fellow students

as to the similarity of the paper 'i A. There was.

Q. Was it a common talk? A. It was.

Q. Turn up the paper in Phyics of June, 1874—You attended that examination for

Physics ? A. I did.

Q. Did anything strike you, when you got that paper in your hand, in regard to the

teaching ? A. I do not think there was.

Q. You were examined afterwards at Whitby, in regard to Physics 1 A. I was.

Q. What occurred then ? A. I did not notice any similarity.

Q. Did you notice any similarity between the June Papers and the Questions you got

from Mr. Kirkland in Physics then ? A. Yes, I noticed a similarity.

Q. You also got Chemistry Papers in July, 1874, at Whitby? A. I did.

Q. Would you turn to Question three in the July Paper of 1874, on Chemistry ?

(Povincial Examination Papers of July, 1874. put in and marked Exhibit D.)

By the Commissioner.

Q. When was the Whitby Examination 1 A. In July.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. I want you to look at the Examination Paper for July, 1874— the Whitby Paper.

Look at Question 3 ; read that question ? A. It is as follows:—" How may an aqueous

solution of ammonia be formed from chloride of ammonium ? Describe the process and
represent the chemical action by means of an equation."

Q. Turn to your note book. Question 6, page 66 ; read it ? A. It is as follows :

—

"How is ammonia obtained? Give the derivation of the name and express the reaction

by an equation. What are its properties ? How would you detect the presence of am-
monia (1) pure (2) in combination with some other substance."

Q. Are these two questions practically the same ? A. Parts of them are.

By the Commissioner.

Q. What parts do you mean are ? .\. The first part.
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Bv Mr. Davin.

Q. Are these Questions the same ' A. They are, onlj' the question in my note-book
contains a little more.

Br THE Commissioner.

Q. You mean that tlie whole of the Question in tlie July Paper, is contained in the
one in 3'our note-book ? A. Yes.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. Look at Question 4, in the Paper ; read it 'i A. It is as follows :

—" How
is carbonic acid made 1 Give the equations representing the reaction. Describe
fully what takes jilace when a stream of carbonic acid gas is passed into lime water to

saturation
; also, what occurs when the liquid so produced is boiled ? How would you

prove that carbonic acid really consists of carbon and oxygen in tlie proportion stated in

the formula ?

"

Q. Turn to your note-book
;
question 71 A. It is as follows :

—" How would you
detect the presence of a carbonate 1 What takes place when carbonic acid is passed

into lime water to saturation t
"

Q. Are these questions the same ? A. I think so. The question on the paper
though, is rather fuller tiiaii this here.

Q. Take question 5 ? A. It is as follows :
—"5. Describe the manufacture of sulphuric

acid 1 A vitrol maker prepares ten tons of vitrol of specific 1.4, containing 80 ])er cent,

of acid ; how many tons of pyrites containing 40 per cent, of suljihur must for this pur-

pose be burnt? Suppose 5 per cent of the theoretical yield of sulphur remained unburnt
in the pyrites, what would be the difference in the production of the sulphuric acid 1

"

Q. Read the question in your note-book 1 A. It is as fallows:—" How is 112, SOt,
manufactured t E.xplain the reaction by an equation. What are its properties and uses,

and explain fully how you would detect its presence in any form in a solution ?
"

Q. Kead question 10 ] A. It is as follows :
—" 10. How much H2. S04, could you

obtain from a ton of iron pyrites ?
"

Q. Is there anything more than the question there, in your note-book 1 A. I do not
think that there is any more.

Q. Have you worked out the question? A. The question is worked out.

Q. Why did you work out that question especially then ? A. I cannot recollect. I

suppose it was because it was important.'

Q. Look at No. 6 in the Examination Pajierl A. It is as follows:—"A few
grains of white arsenic are put into an ounce or two of soap, state as fully as you can how
you would proceed to detect its {)resence there ?

"

Q. Look at the question in your note-book? A. It is as follows:—"Describe min-
utely Marsh's test for ardenic, and state all the precautions necessary in making the ejperi-

ments.

Q. Is the answer written out? A. Yes.

Q. Is tiiat the same question as No. 6 in the Examination Paper ? A. I think it is

about the same.

Q. Look at question 7 in the Examin.Ttion Paper ? A. It is as follows:—"What are

the dources of iodine ? How is it prepared ? Describe the properties of iodine. How
would you proceed to detect the presence of a soluble (a) chloride, (6) iodide, (c) fluoride,

present single in a liquid ?
"

Q. Look at your note book, page 7(5 ? A. " State generally how iodine may be ob-

tained, and how it may be detected in any compound ?
"

Q. Arc tho.«e questions the same? A. The question in ray notebook is not as full as

that in the Ex.imination Paper.

Q. With that exception, is it the same? A. It is.

Q. Look at cpicsiion 8 in the Examination Paper. A. It is as follows :
— '• Classify the

common mctnis according to their equivalency. Give the formula of the characteriftic oxidi',

chloride, and sulphide of each."
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Q. Look at your note-book, page 78 ? A. " Classify the common metals according to

their equivalency."

Q. Look at page 79 ? A. " Give the formula of the most characteristic oxide and sul-

phate of potassium, iron and copper."

Q. Are these the same as question 8 ? A.J ust about the same.

Q. Turn to No. 9 in the same Examination Paper 1 A. It is as follows :

—" What
is the most important ore of tin, and how is the metal extracted therefrom 1 How is the

presence of tin in a solution detected !
"

Q. Read question 9. page 81 of your note-book ? A. "How is tin obtained? How
would you test the presence of a compound of tin in any solution '!

"

Q. Look at question 12, page 72 of your note-book 1 A. It is as follows :
—

" Name
and give the composition of the workable ores of tin, and the method of obtaining tin from

its ores, and the principles involved."

Q. Are these two questions, and question 9 in the Examination Paper the same 1

A. I think they amount to about the same.

Q. Look at the Paper for June 1874, the Chemistry Paper 1 Read the first question ?

A. It is as follows :
—"What is ozone 1 How is it prepared, and what are the Physical and

chemical differences between it and oxygen 1
"

Q, Look at question 2, page 63, of your note-book ? A. It is as follows :
—

" What is

ozone > How is it obtained*! and what are its properties 1
"

Q. Are these, question one, and the question in your note-book, the same 1 A. They

are with one exception. It does not ask in my note-book, the difference between it and

oxygen.

Q. Are they practically the same questions ] A. I think so.

Q. Now, look at No. 2, in the Examination Paper t A. It is as follows :
—

" You
have given you a few iron nails, some pure tinfoil, copper filings and a little granulated

zinc, with concentrated nitric acid, and distilled water : state what chemical changes you

can produce with these materials, and express the change by equation."

Q. Now, Uirn to your note-book, question 5, page 65 ? A. It is as follows :
—

" How
is commercial nitric acid obtained 1 How would you detect the ]u-esence of a nitrate ?

Q. Do both these questions cover the same ground ? A. The question on the paper

is rather fuller than this, otherwise they are practically the same.

Q. Take question 3 ? A. It is as follows :
— " How would you obtain evidence of the

presence of ammonia whether pure or combined, in a given solution 1

Q. Read Question 6, in your note-book, page 66 1 A. It is as follows :
—

" How is

ammonia obtained 1 Give the derivation of the name and express the reaction by an

equation. What are its properties? How would you detect the presence of ammonia (1)

pure (2) in combination with some other substances ?

"

Q. Are the two questions practically the same ? A. The question in the note-book

contains all that is in the question or the Paper.

Q. Look at Question 4 ? A. It is as follows :
—" We inhale air and throw off car-

bonic acid from our lungs : How would you show experimentally that the amount of C02
in a given volume of air which comes from our lungs is far greater than the quantity of

carbonic acid which is found in an equal volume of the air which we inhale 1
"

Q. Turn to page 68, in your note book. Question 7 ] A. It is as follows .

—
'• How

would you detect the presence of a carb<mate t What takes place when C02 acid is passed

into lime water to saturation ]
"

Q. Look at pige 74, question 2 t A. It is as follows :
—" If a vessel contained a mix-

ture of N and C02, how would you proceed to measure the N and how to weigh the quantity

of C02 ? If you wanted to determine the volume of C02, how would you do it T'

Q. Do the two questions cover the same ground 1 A. I think they do.

Q. Look at question .5 ? A. It is as follows :— " Describe the process for the manutao-

ture of sulphuric acid, with an explanation of the reactions. Describe and explain the re-

action by which you would identify it."

Q. Look at question 8, page 69, in your note-book ? A. It is as follows :

—
" How is

H2S04 manufactured? Explain the reaction by an equation. What are its properties and

uses, and expl an fully how you would detect its pre-sence in any form in a solution ']

"

Q. Are these questions the same t A. They are.
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Q. Look at question 6, in the Examination Paper 1 A. It is as follows :

—" A speci-

men of spring water is supposed to contain sulphuretted hydrogen ? How would you ascer-

tain whether sulphuretted hydrogen is really present ?
"

Q. Look at question 3, in your note-book 1 A. It is as follows :
—" What are the

usual impurities of spring water 1 How are they detected, and how are they removed ?
"

Q. They cover the same ground ? A. They do.

Q. Look at question 7, on the Examination Paper ? A. It is as follows :
—" By what

experiment would you prove that common phospliorus, and red or amorphous phosphorus
are allotropic moditications of the element jjliosphorous 1

"

Q. Look at question 1, page 73, of your note-book? A. It is as follows :
—"State in

general terms how phosphorus is jirepared ? In what two forms does it occur 1 And show
that these two forms are virtually the same."

Q. Are both these questions the same? A. I think so.

Q. Look at question 8 ? A. It is as follows :
—"Describe Marsh's test for arsenic,

with its modifications and fallacies.'

Q. Look at question 11, page 71, of your note-book? A. It is as follows :

—"De-
scribe minutely Marsh's test for arsenic, and state all the precautions necessary in making
the experiment."

Q. Have you worked out the answer to that? A. Yes.

Q. Are these questions the same ? A. They are.

Q. Look at question 9 in the paper? A. It is as follows :
—"State the composition

of the ordinary ores of iron, the chemical principles involved in their reduction, and the

composition of cast iron and steel ? How would you distinguish iron from copper, chemi-
cally 1

"

Q. Look at question 7, page 79, of the note-book 1 A. It is as follows :
—" Give the

formula of the most characteristic oxide and sul])hate potassium, iron, and copper?"

Q. Do these two questions cover the same ground ? A. Just about the same.

Q. Read question 10 1 A. It is as follows:—" How would you treat a silver coin con-

taininga small quantity of gold in order to extract the latter metal from it?
"

Q. Look at page 82 of your notebook, question 10 ? A. It is as follow.s :
— "You have

a mixture containing silver and potassium. Hor would you separate them ?
"

Q. Look at question 8, page 80 ? A. It is as follows :

— " How isjsilver obtained, and
state the principles involved ?"

Q. Do these two questions cover the same ground as question 10 on the E.xamination

Paper ? A. I think they do.

Q. Read question 11? A. It is as follows:

—

"100 cubic contimctres of ammonia
gas are completely decomposed by a series of electric sparks yielding 200 centimetres of mixed
hydrogen and nitrogen ; an excess of oxygen is next added, when the volume of the mixed
gases is found to amount to 290 cubic centimetns ; the mixture is now exploded, when (55

cubic centimetres of !;as remain. Show from these data that the symbol of ammonia is NHS.
Q. Read question Il,pa2e83 of your note-book I A. It is as follows:—"100 cubic

centimetres of N FI '.i. completely decomposed by ;i series of electric spiirks yielding 200 cubic

centimetres o( mixed hydrogen and nitrogen ; an excess of ox)'gen is next added, when the

volume of mixed cases is found to amount to 290 cubic centimetres ; the mixture is now
exploded, when 65 cubic centimetres of gas remain. Calculate from these data the oomposi-

tian of NH.3."

Q. With the exception of the word "shew " for "calculate," are these two questions

literailv the same ? A. They arc.

Q. Turn to the paper on Physics for July 1874 ; read the first question ? .\. It is as

follows :

—
" How would you cool a mixture in the absence of ice or snow I Give the theory

of your process.

"

Q. Turn to question 0, pa^ 87 of your notebook? A. It is as follows :

— " How
would you cool a mixture without either ice or snow? Explain clearly the principle in-

volved."

Q. Are these two questions the same? A. They arc.

t^. Read question 2, in the Examination Paper? A. It is as follows:—" Describe the

relation of the heat spectrum to the light spectrum."
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Q. Look at question 7, page 87 of your note-book 1 A. It is as follows :
—" Compare

the heat spectrum and the light spectrum."

Q. Are these two the same ? A. They are.

Q. Read question 3 1 A. It is as follows :

—

" What is the Thermal unit generally
adopted ? A pound of mercury at a temperature 100° C. is immersed in a pound of water
at 40" C. How many degrees will the temperature of the water be raised, taking the specific
heat of mercury at '03 '!

"

Q. Look at question 3, page 86 of your note-book ? A. " How is heat measu)ed ?

What is the Thermal unit usually adopted 1 What do you mean by the mechanical equiva-
lent of heat r'

Q. Look at question 4 in your note-book ? A. It is as follows :
—" What do you mean

by sjjecific heat? A pound of mercury at 100° is immersed in a pound of water at 40°.
How many degrees will the temperature of the water be raised, the S. heat of mercury beino-
1-30?"

Q. Do these questions cover the same ground 1 A. They involve the same principles.

Q. Read question 6 ? A. It is as follows:—" Explain by a diagram the compound mi-
croscope.

Q. Look at question 10, page 88 of your note-book 1 A. " Describe the common mi-
croscope."

Q. Read question Ti A. It is as follows:—"Describe an experiment to illustrate

electrical induction. What is the phenomena known as the " return shock ?
" Explain it.

Q. Read question 5, page 89 of your note-book ] A. It is as follows :
—" What is

meant by electrical induction ?
"

Q. Read question 7, page 89 of your note-book ? A. It is as follows:—"What is

meant in treatises on electricity by the return shock ?
"

Q. Is the question 7 on the Examination Paper and that question in your note-book the
same 1 A. About the same.

Q. Read question 81 A. It is as follows :
—" If the point of a fine needle in metallic

c innection with the prime conductor of an electrical machine in action be brought near a

candle the light will probably be extinguished. Explain clearly the cause of this 1

"

Q. Read question 9, page 90 in the note-book 1 A. It is as follows :
— " If a point is

brought near the prime conductor of an electric machine what effect is produced 1
"

Q. Read question 10, on the same page ? A. It is as follows :
—" If a lighted candle

be brought near the point, what is the effect, and what is its cause ?
"

Q. Are these questions the same as the question on the Examination Paper ? Do
they cover the same ground ? A. I think they do.

Q. Read question 9 ? A. It is as follows :
—" Describe in general terms the magneto-

electric machine 1

"

Q. Look at question 15, page 91, of the note-book? A. " Describe the magneto-
electric machine, and the principle on which it acts 1

"

Q. Take your note-book. Are these questions in your note-book, which I have asked
you about, the only questions you have in that note-book about Physics or Chemistry 1

Are these the only questions that are impressed on your mind 1—the only ones you find
there 1 A. Yes.

Q. In Chemistry, from page 63 to page 83—how many questions have you 1 A.
Twenty-one.

Q. Do you know who was the examiner in Juue, or July, 1874, in Cliemistry and
Physics 1 A. I do not.

By the Commissioner.

Q. How many questions in Physics are there in the book"! A. Twenty-seven,
I think.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. You know something of Chemistry, I suppose that you have studied it ? A.
Yes.

Q. Is it a wide subject 1 A. It is considered so.

Q. Might hundreds of questions be given on Chemistry—all different 1 A. Yes.
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By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. Take the June Paper, of 1874, on Chemistry, and the first question—" What is

Ozone 1 How is it prepared ; and what are the physical and chemical difierences

between it and Oxygen 'i

Q. If you were teaching Chemistry, could that question be left out fairly 1 You were

at the Normal School, in the Second Division, in 1873 ? A. Yes.

Q. You attended lectures in Chemistry then ? A. Yes.

Q. Then in 1874, again 1 A. Yes.

Q. Two lectures a week, was it not ? A. Somethins; like that.

Q. Was there practice in the laboratory then ? A. Yes.

Q. About three hours a week 1 A. Yes.

Q. And Chemistry and Physics, two lectures a week ? A. I do not remember .the

number.

Q, Could you leave that question out in teaching Chemistry fairly ! If you were teach-

inc, would you leave it out if you were going to give a series of points to be got up ) A. I

do not know that I would leave it out.

Q. Question Mo. 2 ;

— " You have given you a few iron nails, some pure tin foil, copper

filings, and a little granulated zinc, witli concentrated nitric acid, and distdled water
;

state

what chemical changes you can produce with these materials, and express the change by

equation." Would you read the question which you said was the same 1 A. It is as follows

:

—" How is chemical nitric acid obtained."

Q. Point out in the question in the printed paper, the part that corresponds with

that 1 A. I am not certain.

Q. You know (Ihemisiry well enough, either to point it out or admit that you com-

mitted peijury 1 A. 1 have said, that I thought they were about the same.

Q. Point out the .slightest similaiity between the questions 1 A. I should, as far as

I can recollect, say the first part of the question.

Q. If it speaks of preparing nitric acid directly or indirectly, point it out 1 A. There

is nothing in words.

By tue Commissioner.

Q. Where do they cover the same ground ? Why do you form that opinion ] A. I

have not studied Chemistry since I was here, and as far as I recollect, I should think they

cover the same principles.

By Mr. Kirklajid.

Q. State your reasons ! A. I cannot begin to explain here. I merely told what I

thought.

By the Commissioner.

Q. Why ilo you think that they cover the same ground ? Or do you still think, that

they cover the same ground 1 A. I am not certain of it.

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. What are you not certain of? A. I am not certain that commercial nitric acid

would be formed by these dilferent substances.

Q. You are given the nitric acid, and you are asked what effect it has on other sub-

stances ; are you not certain, that it is not the same as preparing commercial nitric acid ?

A. I am not certain.

Q. You are not certain, that when nitric acid is given to you, and you are asked its

effect, it is not the same as to prepare it 1 A Of coui-se that is not tin- same as jjrepar-

ing nitric acid.

Q. What do you mean by their covering the same ground 1—that if a person knew the

one, he could answer the other? A. Something like that.

Q If a person knew the effect of nitric acid on tin foil, could he prepare nitric acid?

A. I'crhaps, tliey would want something more than that.
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Q. Do you not know that nitric acid is prepared from saltpetre and sulphuric aeid ?

A. Yes.

Q. And that knowing the one, would not assist one in the least to answer the other?

A. I suppose it is.

Q. Read the next part of the question in your note-book 1 A. It is as follows :
—" How

would you detect the presence of a nitrate ?
"

Q, Shew the part of question No. 2, which corresponds to that in any way ? A. "State

what chemical chanties you can produce with these materials l

"

Q. Is there any connection between nitric acid acting on iron nails, and a nitrate ? A.
You can detect the presence of a nitrate with one of these ingredients.

Q. Saltpetre is a nitrate ; shew any part of this question that would enable you in any

way to detect that "! \. Copper.

Q. How would you detect a nitrate by means of copper 1 A. Perhaps I may be mis-

taken between nitrate and nitric acid ; Nitric acid you would detect by copper.

Q. How would you detect a nitrate ; state the part of this question, which enables

you to do that ? A. There is nothing in the question stating how you would detect a

nitrate ; I may have mistaken nitric for nitrate.

Q. What is the next part in your notes? A. There is nothing more on that

question.

Q. Have you anything more in your notes bearing on this question at all 1 Is

there not something as to what are the tests for nitric acid 1 A. I do not see any other

question.

Q. Then you have no question in your notes, bearing directly or indirectly, on that

question, or covering the same ground 1 A. There is scarcely a similarity in that question,

at any rate.

Q. Then you swore what was not true ? A. I did not mean to do so.

Q. Now, the third question ;
— " How would you obtain evidence of the presence of

ammonia, puie or combined, in a given solution ?
"

Q. Read the question you have, that you think corresponds with that 1 A. How is

ammonia obtained ] Give the derivation of the name, and express the reaction by an

equation. What are its properties ? How would you detect the presence of ammonia, (1)

pure, (2) in combination with some other substance."

Q. Then the part of your question that corresponds to that is—? A. How would you
detect the presence of ammonia ?

"

Q. In this case, it is asked to be detected in a solution ; and there is nothing about

that in yours % A. " (1) pure, (2) in combination with some other substance ?
"

Q. How would you detect it in a solution, from your notes ? A. There is nothing in

my notes stating anything about a solution.

Q. You know enough about Chemistry to know that detecting a substance in a pure

or solid state, would not be detecting it in a solution ? A. I might have known enough
;

but I did not consider so in looking over the papers.

Q. You thought that because " Ammonia " occurred in each, they were the same ]

There is nothing at all but the word, " ammonia? '' You were asked about the prepara-

tion, the properties and the test? A. How to detect it.

Q. Whether pure or combined ? A. Yes. Might it not be in a solution, and yet be

combined ?

Q. Yes. In that case, you could not detect it in a solution the same as if it were

not in a solution ? If you only knew your note and nothing more, could you answer that

question ? A. I think probably, that if I understood all connection with the questions

asked here, I would be able to tell.

Q. Why do you think that you would be able to tell ? A. I merely think so.

Q. Why ? A. I think you would have enough knowledge.

Q. If you have not the knowledge, why did you swear that it was so ? A. I think

that if you understood the answers, and all that is asked here, you would know.

Q. Tell how you would do it. A. You are testing my knowledge, now, on Chemistry.

I think it is so—I would suppose so.

Q. How do you know ? A. I do not know for a fact. I would suppose so.
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Q. Why would jou suppose so 1 A. From the number of questions given there ; and
they are quite exhaustive, I think.

Q. It would necessarily follow, that Jthe subject of Ammonia was thoroughly ex-

hausted ? A. It might follow.

Q. Could I have taught Chemistry and left that question out ? A. I do not think so.

Q. And the questions which I have asked on Ammonia are the leading questions

that are always asked—preparation, properties and tests? A. Yes. Those are leading

questions.

Q. In asking that question, I asked an ordinary question—a question which every

one teaching Chemistry must ask 1 A. I should think so.

Q. Question 4 :

—" We inhale air, and throw oft' carbonic acid from our lungs."

Q How would you show experimentally, that the amount of C.02. in a given volume

of air which comes from the lungs, is far greater than the quantity of carbonic acid which is

found in an equal volume of the air which we inhale ? " Kead your note, which shows that

you could answer that question > A. How would you detect the presence of a carbonate ?
"

Q. What part of the question corresponds to that f A. I do not sec anything.

Q. The next part ? A. What takes place when carbolic acid is passed into lime-water

to saturation.

Q. What part of the (juestion corresponds to that. A. " If a vessel contained a mix-

ture of nitrogen and carbonic acid, how would you proceed to measure the nitrogen, and how
to weigh the quanity of carbonic acid ?

"

Q. Read the first question again ] A. " How would you detect the presence of a car-

bonate 1
"

Q. Is there anything that corresponds to that '? A. I do not think that there is.

Q. The next 1 A. " What takes place when carbonic acid is passed into lime-water to

saturation 1
"

Q. What part of the question corresponds to that ? A. I do not see any part, that

corresponds to that.

Q. What did you read that question for at all ? A. The gentleman asked me to

read it.

Q. Has it any connection with this question at all ? A.I do not know that it has.

Q. Do ynu know that it has not 1 A. I do not think it has.

Q. Your next question ? A. " If a vessel contained a mixture of nitrogen and car-

bonic acid, how would you proceed to measure the nitrogen, and how to weigh the quantity

of carbonic acid 1

"

Q. What is the connection between that and breathing carbonic acid from the lungs ?

A. I think that the results from that would be the same as this :
" How would you show

experiiiicntiiUy that the amount of carbonic acid in a given volume of air wliich comes

from the lungs is f;ir greater than the quantity of carbonic acid which is found in an equal

volume of the air which wejinhale."

Q. State from your note, how you would (iroceod to answer that question ? A. The
questions, I see, are not identical. You, perhaps, would measure the difference in the

amount of the carbonic acid. No, they are not the same.

Q Question No. 5 :
—" Describe tb<> process tor the manufacture of sulphuric acid,

with an explanation of the reactions. Describe and explain the reaction by which you

would identify it.' Kead your question corresponding to that ? A. " How is sulphuric

acid manufactured 1 Explain the reaction by an equation (
" That is the same. " What

are its properties and uses, and explain fully iiow you would detect its presence in any
form in a solution ?

"

Q. That one in substance is the same. Could viu leave that question out in teaching

Chemistry 1 A. You could, I suppose, but you \u.uld not be likely to.

Q. It is one of the most important substances in Chemistry, is it not ? A. Yes.

—

Very important.

Q. These are leading questions, that I gave, prejiaration, properties, tests, uses 1 A.

U was very important, because I know we were asked to write out the answer to that

question three or four times.

Q. Sixth question :
— " A specimen of spring water is supposed to contain sulphur-

etted hydrogen ? How would you ascertain whether sul])huretted hydrogen is really pre-
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sent ? " Would your question correspond to that ? A. It is :
—" What are the usual

impurities of spring water ? How are they detected, and how are they removed ?

"

Q. That is the leading question on water, is it not t A. Yes.

Q. Is sulphuretted hydrogen a usual impurity of spring water 1 A. It is one of the

impurities.

Q. Is it not a usual impurity ? A. It depends a great deal upon what the country is

like.

Q. Taking the word " usual " in its ordinary sense? A. That way, I do not know that

it is in ordinary water.

Q. Water is only found in particular springs^there is none within fifty miles of where

we stand, is there ] Did you ever see it in water in your life ? A. I think I have.

Q, Where 1 I cannot tell where.

Q. It is not a usual impurity in the ordinary sense of the word 1 A. It may not be.

Q. Is it not ] A. I do not know. I think it is not a usual impurity.

Q. Then what part of your notes applies to that question ? A. Nothing— only one of

the impurities.

Q. But the word there is " usual "
? A. Sulphuretted hydrogen is not mentioned in

my notes.

Q. Your notes read, '' usual impurities "
1 A. Yes.

Q. Sulphuretted hydrogen is not a usual impurity, and therefore no part of your notes

applies to that question at all 1 A. If I were studying it I would take that as one of the

impurities.

Q. One of the usual impurities ? It does not mean—extraordinary—does your note

correspond to that question ? A. I would have thought that it corresponded with what
knowledge I had of Chemistry.

Q. With what knowledge you have now ? A. Not with what I have now, perhaps, be-

cause it is some time since I have studied it; but I thought that carburetted hydrogen was
usual.

Q. It is not the same thing as sulphuretted 1 A. I was mistaken in the terms.

Q. You do not think so now ? A. From your information, and what I recollect, I do
not think so, I think that if a person were looking up the impurities of water, he would look

that up also.

Q. No. 7 : Read what you have corresponding to that ? A. " State in general terms

how phosphorus is prepared. What two forms does it occur in ?
"

Q. Nothing corresponding to that in the question ] A. Yes : The two kinds of

phosphorus.

Q. State in what two forms it occurs ? A. It is almost the answer to it in this ques-

tion—common and red phosphorus.

Q. That is not the object of asking this question ? A. " And shew that these two
forms are virtually the same."

Q. The last part of yours corresponds to this question ? A. I think so.

Q. You could not teach Chemistry without teaching phosphorus, could you ? A. No.
STou would not.

y. If you asked questions on phosphorus at all, would that be the question, if you asked

a question to cover the whole—preparation, properties, two forms, and the method of shew-
ing that the one was the same as the other 1 A. I do not think it covers the whole.

Q. But any good question on phosphorus would include that, and more perhaps ?

A. I think so.

Q. Question No. 8, about Marsh's test for arsenic ; is it your question ? A. Name
it
—" Describe minutely Marsh's test for arsenic, and state all the precautions necessary in

making the experiment."

Q. That is an ordinary question on Marsh's test, is it not 1 It is not quite the same 1

A. No,—not the same ; but this question in my book would imply all in the other, I think.

Q. What are " fallacies 1
" It means that it leads you to believe that there is arsenic

present, when there is not :—shew where that is in your question ? A. There is nothing
there except the precautions.

Q. " All the precautions " is only the care in making the experiment :— it has nothing
to do with the results to which it leads ? A. I do not see anytliing else currespoudiig.
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Q, " Modifications "—wliat part of yourquestioa corresponds to that ? A. I do not

see anything here that corresponds to that.

Q. Could you teach arsenic—if you lectured on arsenic at all, could you avoid asking

that ? A. I do not think so.

Q. Question No. 9 :
—" state the composition of the ordinary ores of iron." What

have you that corresponds to that 1 A. This :

—" Give the formula of the most charac-

teristic oxide and sulphate of potassium, iron and copper."

Q. What part of that corresponds to this 1 A. "state the composition of the ordin-

ary ores of iron."

Q. The part that corresponds 1 A. Give the formula for it.

Q. For what t A. For iron.

Q. Read your note t A. " Give the formula of the most characteristic oxide and
sulphate of potassium, iron and copper."

Q. " The most characteristic oxide "—the question contains a great deal more than

is here 1 A. It would be oxide and sulphate of iron.

Q. Which of these are ordinary ores ?—or is there any oxide and any sulphate in the

ordinary ore t Which of the ordinary ores is an oxide, or a sulphate ? A. Oxide.

Q. Iron was never obtained from its sulphate, it is a commercial product 1 A. There is

a certain oxide of iron.

Q. Is that an ore ? what is iron obtained from ? A. From ore.

Q. State the characterestic oxide of iron from which iron is obtained ? A. I see very

Uttle resemblance ; the only thing; being, that in reading up the answers for this, I think you

would come across the answers for the other, that is all.

Q. You withdraw the question ? A. I withdraw it.

Q. The second part—" the princii>lcs involved in their reduction." Read the part of

your note-book that corresponds to that ] A. There is nothing in it the way I understand

the question.

Q. " The composition of cast iron and steel," read what corre8ponJs|to that ? A. There

is nothing.

Q. " How to distinguish iron from copper, chemically ? " A. There is nothing corres-

ponding to that.

Q. You withdraw the whole of that question ? A. Yes ; but I would like to say, that

I did not understand it when reading it, the way I do now. I thought it was, give the for-

mula for iron and copper.

Q. Question number 10—a silver coin and gold ? A. " You have a mixture containing

silver and potassium ; how would you separate them /

Q. What has that to do with it ? A. The difference is,—in one place it is silver and

gold ; and in the other silver and potassium.

Q. Would you separate silver and potassium the same way as silver and gold ? A. I

do not know, but I think so.

Q. Do you recollect that potassium is thrown on water, and all that is necessary to do,

would be to throw the whole thing into water ( A. Yes.

Q. Would that answer the purpose, and separate the silver and gold ? A. No, it would

not.

Q. Has that anything at all to do with this question i You withdraw this question ?

A. Yes.

Q. Then you have another question,—" How is silver obtained, and etate the principles

involved?" Has that apything at all to do with this (juestiou in the Examination Papers ?

A. No.

Q. The last question is identical, I think, on both ) You marked those as identical, did

you do it yourself, or did some one else 1 A. I did not do it.

Q. Who did it for you ( A. I do not know for certain.

Q. To the best of your knowled^'e? A. I think Mr. Dickson.

Q. What Mr. Dickson ( A. Of Hamilton.

Q. Mr. George Dickson, head master of the Hamilton Collegiste Institute ? A. Yes.

Q. In .July, 1874, the Chemistry Paper, the third question. Have you anything correw-

pondiug to that! " How may an aqueous solution of ammonia bo formed from chloride of
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ammonium ? Describe the process, and represent the chemical action by means of an equa-
tion." Read your note "i A. " How is ammonia obtained 1

"

Q. Is that the same as an aqueous solution of ammonia ? A. Not the same ?

Q. And yours does not say what it is to be obtained from 1 A. No ; only it is easy to

be obtained from that.

Q. The question is not the same 1 A. Not the same, that far.

Q. The next part? A. " Give the derivation of the name."
Q. Anything corresponding to that ? A. No.

Q. Anything more ? A. " And express the reaction by an equation."

Q. That is in substance the same ? A. Yes.

Q. Anything more ] A. " What are its properties? How would you detect the pre-

sence of ammonia 1

"

Q. That is a full question on ammonia, is it not? A. Yes.

Q. And yours is part of it ? A. Yes.

Q. Could you teach Chemistry without asking that question ? A. The one I have in

my note-book ?

Q. Yes. A. You would not be likely to.

Q. You could not teach Chemistry without asking it 1 It is an important subject ? A.
It is an important question.

Q. The fourth question :
—

" How is carbonic acid made f Give the equations represent-

ing the reaction ? Describe fully what takes place when a stream of carbonic acid gas is

passed into lime-water to saturation ; also, what occurs when the liquid so produced is boiled ?

How would you prove that carbonic acid really consists of carbonated oxygen in the propor-
tion stated in the formula ? " What have you corresponding to that ? A. " How would
you detect the presence of a carbonate ?

"

Q. What part of this question corresponds to that i A. I do not see anything.

Q. What is the next 1 A. " What takes place when carbonic acid is passed into lime-
water to saturation ?

"

Q. Is that all you have 1 A. That is all, I believe.

Q. There are five questions asked in that, and you have one of them ? A. Yes.

Q. You withdraw four-fifths of that question ? A. There is only one of the five ques-
tions that corresponds.

Q. You withdraw the four-fifths 1 A. Yes.

Q. And that one which you have, occurs in every chemistry ? A. As far as I know -

Q. Number 5, describe the manufacture of sulphuric acid ; what have you corres
ponding to that ? A. " How is sulphuric acid manufactured ?

"

Q. What more 1 A. Explain the reaction by an equation. What are its properties and
uses ? and explain fully how you would detect its presence in any form in a solution."

Q. You have a full, complete question on carbonic acid ? A. Yes.

Q. Could a teacher teach Chemistry without asking that ? A. No.
Q. Have you the rider t A. Yes. " How much sulphuric acid could you obtain

from a ton of iron pyrites?
"

Q. You have really nothing at all corresponding 1 A. The questions are not the
same, there is somewhat the same principle in both.

Q. Where ? Shew me the similarity between the two at all except that the word
" pyrites " occurs in both, and the word " ton V A. How would you obtain it from a
ton of pyrites, this question is ten tons.

Q. Specific gravity—giving the percentage of acid, and three or four other things ?

A. With those other conditions in, of course.

Q. There is no correspondence between them 1 If you could work the question in your
notes, you could work this one ? A. Not unless you knew more than enough to work the
other.

Q. You withdraw the rider to five ] A. Yes.

Q. Sixth que.stion :
—"A few grains of white arsenic are put into an ounce or two ofsoup

state as fully as you can how you would proceed to detect its presence there ? " Do you think
that Marsh's test is the one that a chemist would apply in a case of that kind, where there is a
great deal of organic matter mixed with the arsenic f A. I do not, I think it would be some-
thing the same.
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Q. You withdraw that question ? A. The questions are not the same.

Q. Therefore when you stated they were, you made a mistake ? A. Yes, I suppose I

made a mistake, I was under the impression that it could be obtained in the same way.

Q. No. 7. " What are the sources of iodine 1 How is it prepared 1 Describe the properties

of iodine t How would you proceed to detect the presence of a soluble (a) chloride, {h) iodide,

(c) fluoride, present single in a liquid 1 " What have you corresponding to that ? A. This

—

" state generally how iodine may bo obtained, and how it may be detected in any compound."

Q. Is that all i A. That is all in this question.

Q. What part of that question corresponds to this question. It consists of six

questions, how many of those hare you got ? A. The first is, " State generally how iodine

may be obtained "
:—that corresponds with one. How may it be tested in any compound."

Q. " What part of this question corresponds with that I A. There is nothing.

Q. Could you teach Chemistry without teaching how iodine is prepared. A. No.

Q. Question No. 8 :
—" Classify the common metals according to their equivalency.

Give the formula of the characteristic oxide, chloride, and sulphate of each." What have

you corresponding to tliat ? A. " Classify the common metals according to their equival-

ency. Give the formula, of the most characteristic oxide and sulphate of potassium, iron,

and copper."

Q. Does that correspond ? A. I think so.

Q. Is potassium a common metal ? A. Yes, and the question in the note book is

" Classify the common metals."

Q. Is there anything about sulphate in this question ? A. No. It is .sulphide.

Q. You have nothing on the Chloride 1 A. There is nothing mentioned here about the

Chloride.

Q. What are the common metals ? A. Iron and copper, these are the only two men-

tioned here.

Q. How many common metals are there 1 Zinc 1 A. Yes.

Q. Tin t A. Yes.

Q. And a great many others besides ? So your note covers a very small part of the

answer to this question 1 A. They are partially the same.

Q. How much—one-half ? A. Scarcely a half.

y. The 9th question:—" What is the most important ore of tin, and how is the metal

extracted therefrom ? How is the presence of tin in a solution deteeted 1 " A. " How is

liu obtained /
"

Q. What part of the question corresponds to that 1 A. " What is the most import-

ant ore of till, and how is the metal extracted therefrom '(

"

Q. Is that the same 1 A. Not exactly,

Q. You have not got that then ? " How is the presence of tin in a solution detect-

ed 1" A. " How would you test the presence of a compound of tin in any solution 1

"

Q. You have a compound of tin—this is tin. Is detecting a conii)ound, and detecting

the metal the same 1 A. Not precisely.

Q. Is there any connection between detecting for a metal, and detecting for its com-

pound 1 Generally are they not quite different? A. Sometimes I think that the com-

pound is first broken up, and then it is detected.

Q. Made into something else t A. Yes.

Q. It does not follow, because you could lest for a metal, that you could test for its

compound 1 A. I do not know that it does.

Q. Then you have no answer to this question at all ? A. I have also the question

—

" Name and give the composition of the workable ores of tin, and the method of obtaining

tin from its ores, and the principles involved."

l,). You have one-half of that 1 A. Yes.

i^. That is the usual que.slion asked on tin if one is asked at all ; there is nothing

unusual aboiii it I It is the ordinary question) A. I think so.

C^ Is there a question in your notes, tiiat is in this paper that is not a general book-

work question 1 A. I think the questions are book questions.

y. The orilinary questions that every teacher in Chemistry would ask, and in the

form lu which he would ai>k them ( A. Yes, something the same form.

Q. Mr. George Dickson marked this paper the same as the preceding one t He had
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your note-book, and made out all your questions ! A. I think that is the way of it, as far

as I know.

Q. You know pretty well
;
you believe that was the case

;
you believe that Mr.

George Dickson marked these questious about which I have now asked you—marked the

correspondence of the questions in your note-book to those on this paper.

By the Commissioner.

Q. Does the same remark apply to those as to the former paper 1 A. L think so.

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. How did Mr. Dickson come to get the book from you ? A. He asked me for it.

Q. When did he ask you for it ? A. I do not know the exact date ; it was some time

after the summer holidays.

Q. Did he te!l you what he was going to do with it ? A. I do not recollect.

Q. Did he give you any reasons for asking for it ? A. I thought it was for the purpose

of bringing ii before the investigation.

Q. It was after the holidays 1 Were you at Hamilton then 1 A. Yes.

Q. Did any letters pass between you and Mr. Dickson respecting this book or the subject

at all ? A. None.

Q. Did you mention to Mr. Dickson that you had a note-book containing these questions,

or did he ask you for it 1 A. I was asked.

Q. Mr. Dickson asked you if you had a note-book ? A. He understood first that I had it.

Q. How ? A. Through another party.

Q. Who? A. A fellow-student.

Q. His name ] A. Ratcliffe ; I thought he knew it before, because among the students

that were acquainted with the Normal School and teachers, it was customary to speak about

the notes that we received,— quite a customary thing.

Q. I am not asking about conversations with Normal School students 1 A. This

gentleman knew that I had it, and Mr. Dickson was informed of it through him.

Q. In Physics, for July, 1874, the first question is, " How would you cool a mixture in

the absence of ice or snow ? " A. I have,—" How would you cool a mixture without either

ice or snow? " Explain clearly the principle involved."

Q. You have that question 1 A. Yes.

Q. That is an ordinary book-work question, is it not t It occurs in ordinary books, does

it not ? A. Yes.

Q. In teaching freezing mixtures, you would expect that to be asked ? A. Yes.

Q. Second question :
" Describe the relation of the heat spectrum to the light spect-

rum ? " A. I have, " Compare the heat spectrum and the light spectrum."

Q. That is a book-work question 1 A. It is very frequently asked.

Q. Have you seen it before in these papers? A I do not recollect.

Q. What have you corresponding to the third question 1 A. This question begins :

—

" What is the thermal unit generally adopted 1 " I have—" How is heat measured 1 What is

the thermal unit usually adopted 1
"

Q. What corresponds to that ? A. Nothing.

Q. What is the next part of your notes'! A. " What do you mean by the mechanical

equivalent of heat.

Q, What corresponds to that in this 1 A. There is nothing.

tj. " What do you mean by specific heat 1 " What corresponds to that in this ques-

tion 1 A. I do not see anything.

Q. What is the next ? A. A pound of mercury at 100° is immersed in a pound of

water at 40°. How many degrees will the temperature of the water be raised, the S. heat of

the mercury being 1-30 1

Q. That is the same in substance ? A. Yes.

Q. Is it a common question—mercury and water ? A. I think it is.

Q. The rider is the same in substance, but different in numbers ? A. Some of the num-
bers are different.
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Q. No. 6— " explain by a diagram the compound microscope V A. I have—" De-
scribe the common microscope."

Q. An entirely diflferent thing. A. Yes,

Q. The common would not include the compound, would it ? A. No.

Q. You withdraw that question? A. Yes.

Q. Question 7 :
—" Describe an experiment to illustrate electrical induction. What is

the phenomena known as the ' return shock ?' Explain it." A. I have—"What is meant
by electrical induction ?"

Q. Is that the same as to describe an experiment, to illustrate it ? A. No, it is not the

same.

Q. You withdraw that part of the question then ? A. Yes.

Q. "What is the phenomena known as the ' return siiock.' " A. "What is meant in the

treatises on electricity, by the return shock."

Q. Is that a common question / A. It is quite common.

Q. Eighth question :

— " If the point of a fine needle in metallic connection with the

prime conductor of an electrical machine in action, be brought near a candle, the light will

probably be extinguished. Explain clearly the cause of this.' A. I have— " If a point is

brought near the prime conductor of an electric machine, what eflFect is produced l"

Q. Is that anything like this ( A. I think it is something the same.

Q. Which is the similarity ? In the first case notice where the point is. It is on the

electrical conductor. In your case, it is outside. Is there any similarity at all 1 A. That
is different.—" If a lighted candle be brought near the point, what is the effect, and what is

its (^ause?"

Q. Then you have the half of that > A Yes.

Q. Y'^ou withdraw the half and leave the other >. A. Yes.

Q. That experiment about a candle being brought ne.ir—is that a common experiment,

that would be almost certain to be described by any one lecturing on the subject ? A. I

think it is ; but I do not recollect.

Q. Ninth question :
—" Describe in general terms a magneto-electric machine J A. I

have—" Describe the magneto-electro machine and the principle on which it acts."

Q. Your question includes this and something more. That is a common question on a

common subject, is it not? A. I think it is.

Q. Have you found any question on any of these subjects—any question in your notes,

that is not what may be called, ordinary standard questions on Physics or Chemistry, asked

over and over again ? A. I do not know about being asked " over and over again " I do not

know that there are any, not usually asked. They are the usual kind of questions.

Q. That any person lecturing on common questions, would give? A. They would be

likely to give similar questions.

Q. I think you stated Chemistry is a very wide subject, and that you could ask a

great variety of questions on it ? Could you ask fairly a great variety of fair (juestions on

it ? Could you ask fairly a great variety of fair (juestions on it on the Normal .School course,

—could you ask very many of what are called good questions on the Normal School course

as laid down in these papers, which consist almost altogether of the noD-metallic elements

and the leading metals ? Is not that so ? A. I do not know.

Q. Do you not notice that there are only a few metals, and those of the oommoDPSt

kind? A. I have noticed that.

Q. Could you a.sk verj' many questions similar to those on your notes, such as Ammonia ;

how is it prepared ? A. You could not ask many on that.

Q. The important substances—are they all enumerated? Are there fifty of what you

would call important substances in tiie Chemistry of the Normal School course ? A. I do not

know for certain.

Q. What is your opinion ] A. 1 should think that there would be that many.

Q. There would be more, would there ? A. I do not know.

Q. Could you ask many questions such ae would fairly be jmt on the Exainin-

ation ? You have twenty-one there. Could there be very many more that you have

not got ? A. I do not know. I suppose there could be more.

Q. But they would not be good ones ? Thoy would not be leading questions ? They
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would be out of the way questions ? Do you not think sol A. I do not know that they

would.

Q. Could you think of one? A. I do not know that I am bound to propound ques-

tions.

Q. Do not those twenty-one questions fairly cover the Norman School course 1 A.

It depends on what the Norman School course is.

Q. You have stated it ? A. I have stated what I noticed about some of the papers,

but I do not know whether that is the whole course or not.

Q. Do these twenty-one questions fairly cover what you have noticed about the

papers 1 A. I think they have fairly covered them.

Q. These questions that you say were given you in the class, and you think you were

ground up in at the time of the Examination. You .should have studied pretty well,

should you not ? A. Yes—better than I did.

Q. What per centage of marks did you have? A. 102 out of 150— that would be

68 per cent.

Q, Was that more than you were fairly entitled to, from your whole year's work 1

Is the work you obtained better ? A. Not very high.

Q. Rather low than otherwise, is it not ? A. It was not so very low.

Q. In physics, do you know what 3'ou got ? A. I do not.

Q. What ought you to have got without any assistance from explanations other than

a year's study in what was not a wide subject t A. I do not know. It depends a great

deal on circumstances and the person's memory.

Q. What do you think would be fair in physics for the time you put in and the oppor-

tunity you had ? A. From the amount that I had studied it, I would have beeu well

satisfied with 50 per cent.

Q. You did not expect a first-class on that, did you ? A. Not on that paper.

Q. Do you mean to say, that if you had got the.se questions and prepared them all

beforehand, you would have been satisfied with 50 per cent. 1 If you had been

drilled on the very questions in which you were to be examined, you would have got off

with 50 per cent. 1 A. I think it probable that I would have wanted more. I would

have wanted more than 50 per cent.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. Did you go into Chemistry during the Session—did you study it very hard ? A.

I devoted considerable time to it.

Q. If those questions had not been pointed out to you, to go very thoroughly into them,

do you think you would have had the marks you had ^ A. I scarcely think I would have

obtained the number.

Q. How is it that you have forgotten so much of your Chemistry ? A. On account of

a bad memory.
Q. Do you think that you were grounded in the principles of it, or did you cram for the

Examination ? A. I suppose I became familiar with several of the principles, at any rate
;

and after these questions were given I devoted my time to the preparation of the answers to

them.

Q. Look at the Chemistry Paper for July, 1875 1 A. Yes.

Q. Mr. Kirkland has asked you the question whether those questions given you in

July, 1874, were not questions that were bound to be given in Chemistry—that no Examina-

tion Paper could bo set unless suca questions were found there ? You have just answered

the question that no teacher would teach practically without asking those questions. A. I

said most of these questions were usually asked.

Q. Look at that Paper of 1875 ; is there one of those questions in thut Paper ? A.

No. 6 is one.

Q. Read No. 4 ? A. " I pour hydrochloric acid upon some marble, iron and lime, each

placed in a separate vessel with a little water. I perform a similar experiment with sulphu-

ric acid and with nitric acid. Describe the result produced in each case."

Q. In question 2 on the Chemistry Paper of June, 1874, what have you t A. " You

have given you a few iron nails, some pure tin-foil, copper-filings, and a little granulated
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zinc, with concentrated nitric acid and distilled water ; state what chemical changes you can

produce with these materials, and express the changes, by equation."

By Mr. KiRKLAND.

Q. That is a question of the same nature as the other ? A. Different substances, but a

similar question.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. These questions. No. 4, of July, 1875, and No. 2 of June, 1874, I understood

you to say were similar. Are these questions the same 1 A. The}' are not the same

questions.

Q. Is there any similarity between them 1 A. There is the nature of the question.

Q. With reference to that question in the June Examination Paper of 1874, and

your question in the note-book :
" How is commercial nitric acid obtained 1 How would

you detect the presence of a nitrate ?
" You have been examined as if you were an ex-

pert in Chemistry. If you had gone over that question in your note-book, would you be

able to answer question No. 2, in the June Examination Paper of 1874 1 A. It is likely

that in reading up the answer to that question, I would have read up enough to answer

the other. The reading up of this alone perhaps would not answer the other.

Q. Turn to the July Paper for 1874—question No. 4. You have in that question

—

" Describe fully what takes place when a stream of carbonic acid gas is passed into lime

water to saturation ?
" And you have in your note-book, question 7, first Paper—"What

takes place when carbonio acid is passed into lime water to saturation 1
" Was that as

you stated in your cross-examination only part of question No. 4 as found in your note-

iaook ? Look at question 5 in the same Paper, July, 1874, which )'ou withdrew—" Des

cribe the manufacture of sulphuric acid ?
" A. " Vitriol maker prepares ten tons of vitriol

of specific 1.4, containing 80 per cent, of acid ; how many tons of pyrites containing 40 per

cent, of sulphur must for this purjjose bu burnt ? Suppose 5 per cent, of sulphur remained

unburnt in the pyrites, what would be the difference in the production of the sulphuric

acid t

"

Q. Look at your book, question 8, page 69. If you had rend up the subject placed

before you in the question, would it not have enabled you to answer the question and the

rider, No. 5, in the E-vamination Paper for July, 1874 1 A. With reference to the first

part—" Describe the manufacture of sulphuric acid ? "—the first part of any question

agrees with that.

Q. If you had read up the subject as sugj;ested by these questions, you would have been

able to answer question 5, in the July Paper for 1874 ;
what is your opinion ? A. It is

likely.

Q. Question No. 6 :—Look at your note-book, question 11, page 71. Have you any

doubt that if you read up question 1 1 on your note-book, you would be able to answer ques-

tion 6 ? A. Perhaps, if it were to " describe minutely," it would imply the question given

on the paper.

Q. Question 7 on the July p.iper, 1874, and five-sixths of it, you withdraw, and your

evidence to me was that it was a little fuller in the paper than in the book. If you made that

question in 3'our book up thoroughly would you be able to answer the entire of question 7, or

would you not / A. The (|ucstions are not the same ; but in preparing the answer for the

one given here, it is likely you would ac(|uire information enough to answer the greater jior-

tion of the other.

Q. You were pressed whether the formula of the characteristic oxide, chloride and sul-

phide of the common metals was like the formula of the most characteristic oxide and sul-

phate of potassium, iron, and copper ; if yon had st\idicd the (|ue.stion in your note book, have

you any doubt whatever that you would have been able to answer the question in the paper ?

A. I stated that I had read the question wrongly at first.

Q. But if you had made up that question,— "Give the formula of the mo.st character-

istic oxide, and sulphate of potassium, iron, and copper." Would you have been able to ans-

wer the second part of the question in the paper. Give the formula of the characteristic
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oxide, chloride, and sulphide of each ? A. Not by reading up the mere answer for this

particular question.

Q. What book would you be likely to read on the subject. A. Roscoe's.

Q. Would you find in the same part of Roscoe an answer to the question in the

Paper 1 A. It is likely.

Q. Is it not certain ? A. I would not state it for a fact.

Q. Question 9 on the Paper :
—"What is the most important ore of tin, and how is

the metal extracted therefrom 1 How is the presence of tin in a solution detected ?

"

You say that the first part of your own question is the same :—" How is tin obtained ?
"

Mr. Kirkland pressed you as to whether there was not a great difference between the

presence of tin and of a compound of tin ;—if you worked out the question about the

compound, would you not have been able to answer that question about tin ? A. Not in

looking up the answer for this question.

Q. In regard to the June Paper of 1874, in Chemistry, look at question 6:--" A
specimen of spring water is supposed to contain sulphuretted hydrogen ; how would you
ascertain whether sulphuretted hydrogen is really present"! " In your note-book is

—"What
are the usual impurities of spring water? How are they detected, and how are they

removed t
" If you had made up the answer to the latter question, would you not have

been able to answer the question—" How would you ascertain whether sulphuretted

hydrogen is really present 1" A. You would be likely to find the answer for it.

Q. Question 7 :
—" By what experiment would you prove that common phosphorus

and red or amorphous phosphorus are allotropic modifications of the element phosphor-

ous 'i
" In you note-book it is

— " State in general terms how phosphorus is prepared ?
"

If you mastered that question in your note-book, would you not be able to answer every

part of question 7*! A. If I knew just enough to answer this question ?

Q. If you read up and studied up for it 1 A. If I had read up for it, and studied up
for it, I would be likely to an.swer more than is contained in this question.

Q. Question 8 :

—"Describe Marsh's test for arsenic," and in your note-book the same;

if you made it up properly would you not be able to answer question 8 ? A. The answer

for it would not be contained in the answer for this question.

Q. But would you have to go over the same ground, in book or in lectures ] A. I

think that any person in reading up an answer for this question, would read perhaps enough
to answer a portion of the other.

Q. Look at question 9, which you withdrew :
—" State the composition of the ordinary

ores of iron, the chemical principles involved in their reduction, and the composition of

cast-iron and steel ? How would you distinguish iron from copper chemically "i
" Ques-

tion 7 in the note-book is
—"Give the formula of the most characteristic sulphate of potas-

sium, iron and copper." If you had studied the subject, as suggested by the question in

your note-book, would you have been able to answer question 9 in this paper ! A. I

think that in studying up all that was suggested in the question, there would have been

enough in connection with it to have answered a portion of the question on the paper.

Q. Look at questions 8 and 10 in your note-book, and question 10 on the Examina-
tion Paper,—if you mastered the subject or studied it by these two questions, would you
have been able to answer question 10 on the Examination Paper 1 A. If you mastered

the subject you would.

Q. In the July Paper of 1874, in Physics, 6th question:—"Explain by a diagram

the compound microscope." In your note-book—"Describe the common microscope."

If you made up that question would you have been able to answer the other question 1

A. I withdrew it thus far—in the answer given for the compound microscope—you could

not from that bring out the answer for the compound microscope.

Q. But suppose you had made up the subject, and you were told to study up these

questions, were you not 1 A. Yes.

Q. Suppose you had done so, would you have been able to answer the question on the

Examination Paper ( A. I might and I might not. It depends altogether on how much
you study.

Q. I asked, if you studied it up thoroughly ? A. I could answer it then.

Q. And half of question 8 was withdrawn. "If the point of a fine needle in metallic
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connection with the prime conductor of an electrical machine in action be brought near a

candle, the light will probably be extinguished. Explain clearly the cause of this."

Page 90 of your note book has :
— " If a point is brought near the prime conductor of

an electric machine what etfect is produced 1
" And, "if a lighted candle be brought near the

point, what is the effect and what is its cause 1
"

Q. What do you mean by withdrawing the half) If you studied up those questions

9 and 10, in your note book, would you not be able to answer the whole of that

question 8 ? A. It is quite likely thit if I studied up for a part of it, I .should have studied

up for the whole. It seems to be the opposite of the one I have ; but it is likely that v per-

son would .study up for }>oth.

Q. You said Mr. Dickson marked the questions in the Paper. How did he come to

know you had this note book 1 A. I explained that he was informed through another party,

that I had the questions.

Q. Of what character ? Why was he informed of that t r>id you say anything to this

other party ? How did you describe your note book, that led to any talk about it ? A. I

had frequent conversations with the other party about questions that I had received at the

Normal School.

Q. What did you say about those questions ? How did you describe them, that led to

Mr. Dickson knowing it ? A. I described that in the Chemistry questions there was quite

a similarity,

Q. Did you say anything about the Physics' questions i A. I do not think I did.

Q. You said you thought there was quite a similarity between the questions of Mr.
Kirkland and the Examination Papers of 1874 ? A Yes.

Q. How did Mr. Dickson first speak to you about the note-book. A. He asked me if

I would let him see the questions.

Q. Did he tell you the reason why he wanted to see them ? A. I do not know that he

told me the reason. I thought I understood.

Q. Look at those questions of 187G, in the Physics Paper, were there any of these very

common questions there ! In July 1874, you had a lot of common questions. Are any of

these questions there 1 A. The first two are there.

Q. Read them ? A. " Describe fully some one experiment by which the mechanical

equivalent of heat has been a.scertained and state approximately the numerical result."

Q. Where is that in July, 1874 i A. I think you will see a similarity in the third

question in 1874.

Q. Any other f A. Question 7.

Q. Read question 7. A. " Describe the construction of a Groves' galvanic cell and the

nature of the chemical action which takes place in it during the pass.age of the current.''

Q. Where is that in July, 1874 ? A. The tenth question may bear somewhat upon it.

By .Mr. Kirkl.\nd.

Q. In the notes, which you have read, read the note to the third question in physics in

July, 1S74 / A. " How is heat measured I What is the thermal unit usually adopted 1

What do you mean by the mechanical equivalent of heat V
Q. Now, read from July Paper, 187G, 1st question :— A. " Describe fully some one ex-

periment by which the mechanical equivalent of heat has been ascertained and state approxi-

mately the numerical result."

Q. If you had worked that up, you would have answered the first question, would you
not 1 If you had gone to see what is meant " by the mechanical equivalent of heat'' you
would have been able to have answered this first question ? If you knew what that " mechani-

cal equivalent of heat was, you would answer the first question f A. I would not have known
how to describe an experimi'nt.

Q. But if you had read it up ( A. If I liad read it up 1

Q. If you had read up the first question you would have answered the second question 1

A. It is likely.

Q. Is it not certain ? A. Yes.

Q. Then, while you were reading up specific heat, you would have the third question I

A. Yes, if I read it up fully.
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Q. If you had compared the heat and light spectrum fully, you could have answered No. 5 ?

A. I would have known how to answer it.

Q. If you had read up all about it? A. Oh, yes !

Q. Turn to the Chemi.stry Paper of 1874, question No. 7 ; read your note. A.
'• State generally how iodine may be obtained, and how it may be detected in any com-
pound."

Q. Would it not be general enough to read up the whole of iodine from beginning to

end 1 A. I would not read more than there was on iodine.

Q. State how you would answer about a chloride 1 A.I did not state it would be

to answer the whole of it.

Q. What would you get ? A. I would not get any on chloride. That is the portion

it did not cover.

Q. Reading up iodine, how would it enable you to answer about a fluoride 1 A. I

think you could answer the greater portion of the question.

Q. Would it answer anything about a fluoride 1 A. Perhaps not.

Q. Why do you say " perhaps 1" A. I do not think it would.

Q. It would not answer about a chloride ? A. I said it would not.

Q. There are two portions of the question out of three that it would not answer ? A. I

said it would answer the most of it.

Q. Is one out of three the most ? A. I considered the question before of more import-

ance than that.

Q. Come to No. 8. You stated that if you read up what you had in your notes you
would be likely to answer the whole question ? A. You would be likely to read enough to

answer it.

Q. Read your note ? A. " Give the formula for the most characteristic oxide and sul-

phate of potassium, iron and copper."

Q. If you read the whole of potassium, you do not get any of it. In reading the oxide

of iron, would that give you information about the sulphate 1 A. All merely about the oxide

would not.

Q. You mean that if you were asked to read about the oxide of iron, you would read

all about iron 1 If you were reading about iron, you would be likely to read about lead 1

A. If it was just iron alone you would not—it states more—iron and copper.

Q. You do not call two all the common metals ? A. No.

Q. You would say there were, at least, seven or eight common metals ? You do not

mean to say that to read two would give you all the common metals 1 A. If I were asked

to look up carefully for a question of this kind, "Give the formula for the most charac-

teristic oxide, and sulphate of iron and copper."

Q. W^ould you read lead, tin and zinc besides ? A. I might, and I might not.

Q. If you read up those twenty-one questions in the sense you see now, would there

be much Chemistry that you would not know ? A. As far as these questions go.

Q. Would they not include the whole of the Chemistry if read up in that sense 1 A.

I do not know the whole of it.

Q. Very nearly the whole of it ? A. Perhaps it would, as far as we were required

to go.

By Mr. Hughes.

Q. Did Mr. Dickson, the Principal of the Collegiate Institute in Hamilton, return

your note-book after he borrowed it ? A. I do not recollect that he did.

Q. Did he ask you to loan it him that he might use it ? A. I do not know that he

put it in those terms.

Q. Did you know that it was to be used here 1 A. I understood so.

Q. And you were to come and give evidence ? A. Yes.

By Mr. Edgar.

Q. Are you the correspondent of any newspaper on the subject of the matter inquired

into by this Commission ? A. I am not.
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Kate Grant, sworn.

By Mr. Edgar.

Q. You live in Ottawa ? A. I do.

Q. Are you a teacher ? A. I am a teacher in the Model School there.

Q. This is an inquiry investigating certain charges made against the Central Commit-
tee of Examiners, and this is the language in which those charges are stated. I will read

them, and ask you to state to the Commissioner anything that you know bearing upon
these charges. First, that there is within the Central Committee a ring having dishonour-
able relations with the publishing firm of Adam Miller & Company, of Toronto. Can you
tell us anything of your own knowledge with reference to that charge 1 A. I know nothing
at all about it.

Q. The second charge is this : That in the preparation of Examination Papers in con-

nection with Public and High Schools, there has been collusion between the members of

the Central Committee and other parties interested in the work or results of the examina-
tions. Can you tell us anything about that ? A. Nothing.

Q. Your name was mentioned yesterday by a witness as having told him something
about collusion between Normal School teachers and examiners. Mr. .Tames Slater men-
tioned your name, I think, as having told him something about this. Did you tell him
anything about it ? A. I do not remember. I remember meeting him last summer, but
I do not remember what we talked about.

Q. How did you happen to come here to-day from Ottawa t Was it in conse(iuence

of a telegram 1 A. I received a summons yesterday—a letter from Mr. Davin.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. You met Mr. Slater ? A. Yes.

Q. You do not remember anything you talked about, do you i A. ^Ve talked about
the examination. It was when the examination was iroin;: on. I do not know what we

•J » o
said.

Q. Did you say anything to him about that examination bearing on the work that

would be done in the examination room by the students? A. I could not say anything.

Bt the Commissioner.

Q. Do you recollect anything of the kind ?—It is not a question of what you said, but

of what you knew. A. 1 do not know anything on the subject, but what I meant was thai

any person who was in Mr. Kirkland's class in any subject aa well as Algebra, should have

done well, because he teaches thoroughly and well.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. Did you attend Mr. Kirkland's classes in 187G? A. The first half of the year.

Q, What classes? A. I attended all his classes.

Q. In Chemistry ? A. Yes : and in Algebra and Physics, and Philosophy.

Q. Do you know as a fact that there was great similarity between his questions and the

Examination papers afterwards ? A. I do not know that afterwards , that session we used

some questions previously given by .Mr. McLellan to the University Students ; and I think

that there was a similarity between that and the papers given by Mr. McLellan in the

summer of 1876.

Q. Do you remember saying anything to Miss Montgomery on this subject 1 A. I do

not remember. I was with her for a few days ; we talked about a great many things, but I

do not know whether we talked about this or not.

Q. Did Mr. Kirkland call on you some time before the examination ? A. No—not that

I remember.

Q. Were you here in 1872? A. I was.

Q. Did Mr. Kirkland do anything peculiar to your knowledge before the Examination

of 1872. A. He did not to my knowledge.
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Q. Did he call at jour boarding-house ? A. He never called at my boarding-house, to

iiijr knowledge.

Q. How long have you been in Ottawa? A. I was here all 1872 at the Normal
School, except the holidays ; and I was here the first half of 1876 ; that is in Toronto.

Q. But how long have you been in Ottawa ] A. I have been in Ottawa since the
middle of 1876, September, 1876.

Q. When you were at the Normal School, I am glad to see that you and Mr. Kirk-
land got on very well ; did you not ? A. Indeed, 1 think so.

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. Have you ever seen anything in my teaching that would lead you to expect that

I had undue information of any kind 1 A. I did not.

Charles Belkord, sworn

—

By Mr. Edgar.

Q. You are Editor of the Mail ? A. Well, not editor exactly, I have large editorial

duties and responsibilities, but I am not the editor ; Mr. Patteson has at all events the
responsibility.

Q. There are some papers or letters I asked you yesterday to produce ; have you
them 1 A. Mr. Davin has them.

Q. Tho.se letters, I think, were some which were referred to in one or two articles

in the Mail ? A. Some of them are referred to.

Q. As having been written by Dr. McLellan to some person who was interested in

the result of examinations, asking him to prepare Examination I'apers ; that is the sense

in which they are referred to ? A. Yes.

Q. Are those the letters 1 A. Yes.

Letters produced and marked Exhibits Bl, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6 and B7.

[Exhibit "B 1."]

" Private.
" YoRKViLLE, 22nd January, 1873.

" Dear Sir,—You had better take the Oakville School if the trustees give you 8900
to begin with, which I have strongly recommended ihem to do. Alicays take the best vou can
get— ' bird in hand, &c.' I'll do all I can for you for a position in one of the Normal
Schools—yet failure is possible

;
it will at all events be so much iti your favour that you

have been in devmnd among Uiyli School Boards. I saw Mr. O'Donohoe (whom your
father also must see), he will aid you.

" By the way I am very hard worked this half year, would you have time to make
me up a few problems and questions in Mathematics, in strict confidence 1 I take pass
Mathematics of 1st year; Conies and Calculus in 2ud ; Optics and Hydrodynamics (Pass
and Honours), and Statics and Dynamics -Srd year.

" Simon Thurs, and Newton and R. Dury, 4th year.

" I don't wish to trouble you much ; but perhaps you may have a little leisure ; and
the work affords a good exercise of mind.

" I have to keej) two departments of Imv read up for the LL.D., in June, besides
examination of teachers, inspection, reports, <fec.

" Truly yours,
" J. A. McLellan.

" J. E. Teefy, &c., &c."
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[Exhibit " B 2."]

*' Private.
" YORKVILLE, 26th January, 1873.

" Dear Sir,—I am in receipt of your letter of the 25th inst. I trust the trustees

of the Oakville School have followed my advice ; they were to have a meeting ou Satur-

day, so that you will probably have heard from them ere this reaches you. I think your

chances for a Normal School mastership are good, and will surely grow better as time

rolls on, so that if a year or upwards is to elapse before the opening of any of them you

can hardly fail of success, for you are daily gaining in experience and in reputation. I

am obliged by your kind offer of assistance, having so much work to do during the next

six months. I accept your offer—Arithmetic Papers (1st, 2nd, 3rd class) for teachers'

examination ; and 1st and 2nd years answers to Arithmetic Papers will be required.

And if you indicate solutions of any Problems and Riders for University work— it will

relieve me of a good deal of work. Make the papers as original as possible. I shall

probably incorporate some of my own for the different years.

" Let me know if you make arrangements ynXXx Oakville trustees—if not I shall

look out as I go east.

" I have strong hope—almost confident—that you will get into a Normal School posi-

tion. 1 stand well with Ur. R., and with the Government, and you may rely upon my
doing my best to secure you what I believe you really merit.

" Yours, &c.,

" J. R. Teefy, Esq."

''Private. [Exhibit " B 3."]

'J. A. McLellan.

YORKVILLE, Feby. 7, '73.

" Dear Sir,— I send you a copy of University Act. Thanks for promised assistance

for myself and McMurchy.
" I Imve the ^ass paper and your first rider will do very well for that. I have half

the Problem paper, which of course is Honours. The Normals will not be opened (unless

perhaps Ottawa) for a year. I'll look sliarp for your interests. Perhaps you know I am
talked of as Dr. Ryerson's successor. The Dr. will retire, I think, before the new appoint-

ments are made. 1/ 1 succeed you need have no fear as to your prospects. And if I doa't

I'll have influence at all events.
" Manilla is a mean place ; I'll surely get you something better this year if POS.SIBLE.

" Make up 2 or 3 stiff Problems for 1st class Arith. paper—a gold medal is to be ijiven

for best man at ensuing examination—and write a tesu question or two. You'll not have

a vote for Senator unless you have your M.A. Still you can vote for McM., and can use

your influence with others.

" I shall soon set out on Eastern tour.

" In haste.

" Truly youre,

"J. R. Teefy, Esq. "J. A. McLellan.

" Privaie. [Exhibit " B 4."]

"YoRKViLLE, 17th Feb., '73.

" Mv Dear Sir,—Your favour to Land
;
papers good ; not too short; thanks. Your

aid is now a great favour. Fergus is very poor place—tumble-down sdwoUwuse—never gave

more than $700, perhaps might give $800. You can command my influence aneat
getting any school.

" Van Sli/ke will have no chance. I think I'll have influence enough to get you in the

appointment of Jlat/wmatic Master, and ut/urs will be largely influenced by our (my 1)

rtporte.
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" I have give7i a highly flattering (just, too) report of your school.
" If I succeed Dr. R, there'll be no doubt about you. Perhaps you could aid me

—

write Mr. O'Dnnohop, i&c., &c., giving your views as to how I inspect, stand ivith the

Masters, ifec. Your Father, I think, could help me thus.

" I start to-morrow ; will be in Lindsay Saturday night, Sunday and Monday. If

you write after that letter will be forwarded.
" Write in great haste.

" With many thanks.
" I attach great importance to my election on Senate.

" I remain,

Yours ever,

"J. R. Teefy, Esq." "J. A. McLellan.

[Exhibit " B 5."]

" Private.

" YoRKVILLE, 8th March, 1873.

" My dear Sir,—" I have received your letter and enclosure. I have not the Eng.
papers ; the Euclid and Algebra (Pass) are mine. I'll be glad of some problems for

Problem Papers. I have half the problems for all the years. The conies and calculus and
half problems for second year. Hydrostatics and Optics, Statics and Dynamics, pass paper
and half problems for third year, and logarithms and Rigid Dynamics for 4th, etc. Thanks
for your kindness. The Normal Schools cannot be long delayed ; there will doubtless be
other good positions ere long.

" You may rely on me
;
you have only to ask if anything occurs to you which has

failed to strike me, and I'll be ready to aid you. You might write to Laffertij. I have not
written to him. Kirkland, Normal School, and Loudon, are working for me I believe.

" I shall be happy to see you at Easter ; stay a night with me if you can, either on
your way home or as you return. I shall be home for some days.

" Yours truly,

" J. A. McLellan.
" J. R. Teefy.

' Come up for your M.A. in May ; write on Mathematics.'

[Exhibit " B 6."]

" Private.

YoRKViLLE, 14 March, 1873.

" My Dear Sir, —Thanks for the Problems. Don't be discouraged. I think that

ere long we shall ha\'e a place with a thousand dollars a year for you ; and I have iio

doubt that when the Normal Schools are established (which certainly will be within a year
and a half), I shall be able (if living) to get you a mastership. The miserable prejudices

to which you refer will not have any influence in such appointments—or at all events, but
slight influence. I am sure you will succeed ; and my advice is, stick to it, and keep up
a brave heart, and you must be successful.

"The 'odds' shall not be always against you; I never failed in carrying out au
intention ; and I intend to work for you till you succeed to something worthy of your
abilities.

" Very truly yours,

, "J. A. McLellan.
"J. K. Teefy, Esq."
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[Exhibit " B 7."]

" Confidential.

YORKVILLE, 24 April, 74.

" My dear Teefy,—I acknowledge the force of your objection as to Dr. W. I

should prefer a different man myself, but don't know where to look for a man on whom
the masters could unite. I have, as you know, not the least symjiathy with Dr. W.'s
bigotry, but it is desirable to have friends of University men in the Council, as they appoint

to all important positions (Normal School masterships, etc. etc.) Hunter would never do;
if you can sugfjest a good man I'll be t;lad to help. Do all you can for Loudon and Kirk-

land and Dr. W. W. Ogden."

Q. In reference to the two charges : first, that there is within the Central Committee
a ring, having dishonourable relations with the publishing firm of Adam Miller & Com-
pany, of Toronto, can you give us any evidence in support of that charge ? A. We pro-

pose to bring up some witnesses to give evidence on that charge. You have their names,

I understand.

Q. Can you give any evidence obtained yourself of your own knowledge ? A. No,
not of my own personal knowledge. I came to that conclusion from conversations with
persons interested in educational matters.

Q. Tell us with whom you had these conversations which led you to that conclu

sion 1

Mr. Davin objected to the question.

After some discussion, the witness said :
—

1 will not claim the privilege if the answer were material to the inquiry.

After further discussion, the examination proceeded.

Q. Can you, or will you, give mn the names of any other witnesses besides those that

you have already given f A. Yes, Mr. Clark, of Copp, Clark ^ Coni])any.

Q. In addition to this, have you any otlier names of persons you are willing to give

me—who in your belief or knowledge can give material evidence 1 A. I have not. If I

had, 1 would have given tlieni to you before.

Q. As to the second charge—as to collusion in Examination Papers, do you say the

same ? A. The same.

Q. You were the person on the Mail staff who was most conversant with these mat-

ters, I think ] A. Yes.

Q. I got a letter from you some time in July, to a communication from me
asking you to furnish names of correspondents, in whicii you said that you had called

upon them through rlie newspajjer, and hoped that they would give you authority to give

their names 'Z A. Yes, and more, I wrote private letters to some half a dozen of them.

Some of them objected, because they said that they would be marked men. I have not

furnished you with any more, because I have none to furnish.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. You have, as one of the editors of the Muil, in this matter, acted in the public

interest! A. 1 think so; that was my object.

By Db. McLellan.

Q. I believe that you have handed in certain letters, which you say were written by
me ; how do you know that they were written by me 1 A. They were signed J. A. Mc-
Lellan.

Q. Do you know that there are two J. A. McLellan's ? A. I am not aware.

Q. AVho is the party to whom those letters are addressed ? A. Mr. Teefy.

Q. Did you get them from Mr. Teefy 1 A. I did not.

Q. From whom did you get them '! A. I am not aware that that is material, ucless

his Lordship says so.
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After some discussion the witness said :

—

They were sent to me with entire authority to use them as I saw fit, by the gentle-

man who sent them to me.

He was not Mr. Teefy t A. He was not.

Q. Had he Mr. Teefy's authority to use them 1 A. He said in his letter, to me, that
he had.

Q. Can you produce the letter in which he said so ? A. It is a private letter. I

have not his authority to produce it.

Q. He had not such a high opinion of private letters as you have ? Q. I am not
here to answer for him.

Q. You refuse to answer who gave you those letters ? A. I do, certainly.

Mr. McLellan appealed to the Commissioner as to whether the witness should answer
the question, or not.

The Commissioner

:

It does not strike me as material.

Examination continued by Dr. McLellan :

—

Q. Are you responsible for the editorials—Do you father all the sentiments and
©pinions advanced in the paper t A. I am not responsible in the actual sense.

Q. Did you write the article on Elementary Statics in which it was stated that an
endless variety of questions could be set on the subject ? A. I decline to say who writes

for the Mail. 1 submit that the Mail is responsible for any statement which it makes,

and if Mr. McLellan or any one else is libelled, he has his recourse at law.

Q. You say that you are responsible for the articles written in the 3fail ] A. I do
not.

Q. Do you repeat now, that a vast range of questions can be set in Elementary
Statics ? A. I am not going to answer. The Mail has stated so, and is responsible for

the statement.

By Mr. Buchan.

Q. Have you received any remuneration in connection with this matter other than

that you receive as your ordinary stipend ? A. I have not.

By Dr. McLellan.

Q. You stated, that two or three of the parties you wrote to, and pressed to come
here, and give evidence and assume public responsibility, declined to do so, on the ground,

that they would be marked men 1 A. Yes.

Q. In what respect did they say or intimate that they would be " marked "
t A. That

some of them were immediately under your control and superintendence, and would be

marked men in that respect.

Q. Did they intimate that I had ever done them the slightest injustice in that re-

spect 1 A. No, I think not.

Mr. Davin put in Examination Papers of June, 1874, of July, 1874, July, 1875 and

July 1876, marked respectively, C, D, E, F.

The Inquiry was adjourned until eleven o'clock to-morrow.
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Normal School, Toronto,
Wednesday, November Uth, 1877.

The Inquiry opened at 1 1 o'clock.

Esther Emma Montgomery, sworn :

—

By Mr. Davin.

Q. You live in Brantford ? A. Yes.

Q. You are a teacher 1 A. Yes.

Q. Did you attend the Normal School as a student of the first Division in the Session

ending June, 1876 1 A. I did, part of the Session.

Q. Had you any idea of what the Examination Papers were to be ? A. I had no

idea.

Q. Was any intimation made to you as to what those Examination Papers would be ?

A. I heard conversations sometimes which led me to suppose we might have known.

Q. Who spoke to you on that subject? A. Miss Grant said once that, before an

examination took place, I think in 1872, Mr. Kirkland took some of his students into a

room and gave them the substance of a Chemistry pai)er, or nearly the substance.

Q. Did you share such belief at the time 1 A. I did not.

Q. Did auything occur afterwards to make you change your view of the question ?

A. It did.

Q. What occurred "i A. When I compared the Examination Papers with the notes

we received from Mr. Kiikland, 1 tliought there was a great similarity.

Q. What notes do yuu allude to ] A. I allude to notes in Chemistry and Physics.

Q. Where are your notes in Chemistry to be found ? A. In my Koscoe's Chem-

istry.

Q. Had these notes auything peculiar about them, in themselves or the manner in

which they were given ? A. Towards the latter part of the session, Mr. Kirkland empha-

sized the questions in the notes that he gave.

Q. Is that your note-book 1 A. It b. (Roscoe's Chemistry with notes produced

and marked Exhibit "G.")

Q. Turn to the Chemistry paper. No. 2, of the July Examinations for 1876, for first

class Provincial Certificates. Read the first question 1 A. "A mineral water, in addition

to chlorides, coutain.s small quantities of iodides and bromides : how would you detect the

presence of these salts in water f
" (Examination Papers for July, 1876, produced and

marked Exhibit " F."

Q. Turn to your note-book and tell me what Mr. Kirkland said which led you to draw

the inference you have told us of ? A. " Test for a chloride. If silver nitrate be added

to the soluljle chloride, silver chloride will be formed and a black ring will be seen, K CI

-I- Ag N 03 = K N 03-f Ag CI."

Q. What is the page in your book ? A. It is a note pasted in opposite page 104.

Tlien opposite page 1 17, I have, " If a solution contains bromine, pass CI through it, and

liv is liberated and is of a reddish brown color. Add ether to it, and the Br rises to the

top, as the ether dissolves the Br. The Hr is known by iisS reddish colour." On page 118,

I remember well marking the test for iodine. I have not the not-e, because it is to be found

in Koscoe.

Q. Why did you mark it ) Did anything occur in the lecture-room to make you

mark it ? A. I thought it wa.< an important question.

Q. Were you told to mark it ? A. We were told to learn that.

Q. Look at question 2 on the Examination Paper 1 A. " Describe the properties of

carbon which tend to show that diamond cannot have been formed at a tem])erature at

which pure iron melts. How would you show that carbonic acid (002) is a coni|Mmndof

carbon ami oxygen, and that it contains (very nearly) its own volume of oxygen ?
"

y. What have you in your note-book and in Uoscoe in n-gard to that 1 A. Imme-
fiiai<'l\ before the examination, Mr. Kirkland tohl us to read up carbon, and told us to

look
I
articularly at the diagram to be found in Itoscoe's Chemistry.
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Q. On what page is that t A. The diagram is on page 88. If I had read carbon I

could have answered that question.

Q. Have you any note 1 A. I have a note on page 84 which I think is not in Ros-
coe.

Q. Read that note t A. " Mg burns in C02—oxide of Mg left—the Mg decomposes
the C02 and Mg unites with the and carbon is left. The same applies to K."

Q. Your attention you say was specially directed to that ? A. We received that

note. I have it written here.

Q. How long before the examination 1 A. I think these were given towards the
latter part of the Session—I think within three or four weeks.

Q. Does that note answer question 2 in the Chemistry Examination Paper ? A. I

intend to leave my notes to some one who knows more about Chemistry than I do to decide
whether my notes answer tiie questions.

Q. Look at question 31 A. " Describe how you would prove bone-ash to consist

chiefly of calcium phosphate. Explain the decomposition of bone-ash by diluted sulphuric

acid. Explain by means of symbols the reaction which takes place when a solution of

sodium carbonate is added to one of phosphoric acid." I have the note on phosphorus.
The subject of phosphorus is marked, and the mark I have is opposite page 152 of my
Chemistry. "Phosphorus—Nat. Sources—Bones of animals. Preparation—(1) Burn the

bones, (2) distil in iron vessels and so keep the animal matter. Glue is made out of the

animal matter
; (3) add H2 S04, and CaS04 will settle to the bottom, and may be re-

moved
; (4) evaporate ; (5) add charcoal and heat, C02 is formed, and P will distil over

and is condensed in water."

Q. Does that note answer question 3 1 A. As I told you, I do not intend to say
whether these are the answers or not. I intend to leave that to somebody who under-

stands Chemistry.

Q. You might give an opinion on that. Does that cover the same ground as ques-

tion 31 A. I think that question is not covered so fully as some others.

Q. Look at question 4 ? A. " Describe the leading properties of arsenic, and name
those elements that are usually grouped with it. What means do we possess for the de-

tection of small quantities of arsenic ? Name the substance which is considered the best

antidote against it 1 State how you would determine whether a given gas consists of
arseniuretted or antimoniuretted hydrogen."

Q. You have a note on that ; turn to it 1 A. Opposite page 160 :
" Connected with

non-metallic P and N. Metallic Sb and Bi occasionally combined with nickel, iron,

cobalt, and sulphur. Preparations—Roasting ore, when arsenious acid (As2 03) is

formed. This is the white arsenic of commerce. To get arsenic from As2 03 mix with
charcoal and carbonate of soda. Properties—It is a solid of grey lustre, volatilizes when
hpated and burns with a bluish flame, taking fire when thrown into chlorine. Tests

—

When heated is recognized by odour of garlic. Take a piece of the mineral add NaC
03 and place on piece of charcoal, and add heat from blowpipe, and smell of garlic. A82
03 is most important. Sources—Arsenical pyrites Fc S As. Preparation^By roasting

the arsenical jiyrites. Properties—White heavy powder, sometimes in crystals, insoluble

in H2 0, very soluble in solution of the Alkalies and in H CI. Intensely poisonous.

Poisonous wall paper—After some time the paper becomes rough and the air is filled by
dust, which rubs ofl" the paper wlien it is touched. To test whether arsenic is present in

green paper—Steep it in H2 O drain of N2 O and add N H3 ; a bluish colour is given.

To test for the arsenic itself—Take a bottle containing pure Zn ; add H2 S 04 as if going to

make H ; sometimes the H2 S 04 will not act on Zn ; then add platinum bichloride

;

leave for a time till air goes ouc of bottle ; light the gas given off ; take a piece of clean

porcelain—a metallic mirror will be formed on porcelain. If the mirror be formed

arsenic or Sb is present. Distinguish As from Sb. If it be arsenic, it will dissolve in solu-

tion of chloride of lime."

Q. Take the five parts of that question. " Deacribe the leading properties of arsenic
"

you have in your note. " It is a solid of [;rey lustre, volatilizes when heated, and burns with

a bluish flame, taking fire when thrown into chlorine." That answers the first part does it

not ? A. I would rather leave all that to somebody else.

Q. Are you struck with the similarity t A. I am struck with the similarity all through.
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Q. " Name those elements that are usually p;rouped with it." Are these generally

the elements groupod with it ? A. That is what I have here.

Q. Third, " What m«ans do we possess for the detection of small quantities of arsenic ?"

You read the means of testing arsenic in green paper ?" A. Yes.

Q. "Name the substance which is oonsidered the best antidote aj^ainsi it," and you

have ferous oxide? A. Yes. " Ferous oxide is the best antidote, but it is hard to be

obtained."

Q. Then, " Stat« how you would determine whether a given gas consists of arseniuretted

or antimoniuretted hydrogen." You have here, " To test for arsenic—take a bottle," and so

on ? A. Yes.

Q. Look at question 5] A. "Describe the preparation of potassium from potassium

carbonate and explain the process. State how you would distinguish potassium from sodium

and how detect each metal in its compound."

Q. Have you a note on that ? A. Opposite page 190 and page 192.

Q. liead what you have 1 A. " Potassium—Sources—Plants which obtain it from

felspar of granite rocks. Preparation—1st, obtained, by Sir H. Davy, by decomposing

caustic potash by electricity ; 2nd, potassium carbonate and carbon. The K passes over into

naphtha, or with any substance that will not unite with it, such as coal-oil, benrine, or tur-

pentine. Properties—Liglit, soft, easily spread with a knife, unites with O at ordinary tem-

perature of air, forming K2 decomposes H2 O, one atom of K being replaced by an atom

of H, forming KHO. Tests—A purple flame; K added to 112 gives KHO, and a purplish

flame is seen ; the H escaping is intensely hot, and meeting with the of air takes fire." On
page 192, "Tests for K and Na—Na gives a yellow colour in fl:ime ; K gives a purple."

Q, The latter part of question 5, " State how you would distinguish potassium from

sodium, and how detect each metal in its cimpound"—could that have been answered Irom

the book ? A. I do not think it could be answered from Roscoe. It might ; I do not

know.

Q. You do not think so 1 A. 1 do not think it could.

Q. Look at question G 1 A. " By what experiments would j ou prove that gunpowder

is a mixture, and not a compound ] Explain fully how the substances of which it is com-

posed act on each other during combustion! How do you explain the mechanical eflx-cts pro-

duced by the explosion of gunpowder]" Opposite page 192, I have: " To test whether

gunpowder is a clumical comjiound or a mixture.— 1st, steep the powder in water, and filter,

test the dissolved substance for a nitrate
;
then dissolve the sub.stauce (that remains in the

vessel) inCS2, and test for sulphate (the smell of Swill be given ofl^ if it is heated), then test the

remaining substance by burning in 0, and C'02 will be formed." I remember well the day

we had that lcs.son. 1 knew the latter part of that question, and did not take any note on it.

It was something I was familiar with.

Q. Look at question 7 ? A. " How is metallic lead obtained from galena ? A sample

of water is supposed to contain a small (juantity of a lead cumpouud. Describe fully how

you would examine the water for lead ?
"

Q. Have you a note on that? A. On page 247, I marked the lesson on lead. I

remember taking a note from it, but I have not the note hero. I remember tiikiug the note

and 1 thought it was not worth while finishing it out, because it was in Ko.scoe's Chemistry, and

1 marked it opposite page 247. 1 liave :
" Add water to H2S, and use the liquid to test lead.

If lead be present when ll'2H is added, a black colour will be at once seen." I do not think

that is found in Koscoc. It may be. It was not familiar to me then. I do not remember

reading it in Roscoe.

Q. Question 8? A. " How would you prepare pure silver from an alloy of silver and

copper? Why is silver considered a monovalent nietaU Enumerate the oxides uf silver,

and give a brief description of each of them ? The ordinary silver coins are made of an

alloy of silver and copper. How would you prove the presence of both these metals in a

coin ? I remember having a lesson on the first part. I do not remember the second part.

I have a note on the last part, " The ordinary silver coins," Arc.

Q. Read it ? A. Opposite page 247, 1 have :
" Take a quarter dollar ami test it for

silver, and also for Co— 1st, add to it H M03 and test the liquid by adding N H3 ; a blue

color is seen, showing Co is present. 2nd, add H CI, a white precipitate of Ag CI is

formed, showing Ag is present."
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Q. Was the silver question gone into ? A. Tfc was. We had a question on amalgam.

Q. Question 9 ? A. " State the composition per cent, of iron pyrites, epsora salts,

calomel and corrosive sublimate." I have nothing marked for iron pyrites." I do not
remember that.

Q. Have you anything marked for epsom salts ? A. Yes, I have for epsom salts,

and I have a note for calomel and corrosive sublimate.

Q. Read the note I A. The note is opposite page 251 :
—"Mercuric chloride or

corrosive sublimate, Hg C12. Mercurous chloride or calomel, Hg2 C12, to distinguish Hg
CI2 from Hg2 C12, add potassic iodide to Hg CI2, and it first becomes yellow, then by
adding more KI orange, then reil, then colourless as before the KI was added, KI added
to Hg2 012 has no effect or at least a very slight effect."

Q. Look at question 10 ^ A. " What weight of marble, when acted on by hydro-
chloric acid, will yield a cubic foot of carbonic acid gas ?" I remember that Mr. Kirkland
gave us a problem in Chemistry— I do not remember whether it was this ;—he told us to

work it by the English method as well as the French, as we were as likely to get it in one
as in the other.

Q. Is this in the English or in the French 1 A. In the English.

Q. Were you struck generally by the similarity of those questions ? A. After the

examination, I was very much struck with them.

Q. Would you look at the Examination Papers of 1876 for First-Ulass Provincial

Certificates, commencing 10th July, 1876,—the Physics Paper, No. 17 ? A. I have it.

Q. Read the first question. A. " Describe fully some one experiments by which the

mechanical equivalent of heat has been ascertained, and state approximately the numerical

result. It is found that equal weights of water and copper require respectively 100 units,

and 9 units to raise their temperature by the same amount ; find from this fact how much
a mass of copper would be raised in temperature by striking a hard non-conducting sur-

face after a fall of 36 feet."

Q. Can you tell the Commission anything about that ? A. I can say that we had
the first clause of that question.

Q. Read question 2. A, " How may the quantity of heat in a body be measured ? To
what height would a weight of 193 lbs. be raised by cooling 5 lbs. of boiling water, the

temperature of the air being 62 F. t
"

Q. Do you remember anything in regard to that question ? A. I remember having
the first clause.

Q. Read question 3. A. " What is the cause of the difference between the specific

heat of air at constant pressure and at constant volume ^
" I remember Mr. Kirkland

giving us that question as it stands on the paper.

Q. Read question 4. A. " If a luminous point be seen after reflection at a plane
mirror by an eye in a given position there is a certain space within which the image of the

point can never be situated, however the position of the plane of the mirror be changed

:

find this space."

Q. Do you remember anything in regard to that? A. I remember that we had a

great many questions on that subject; but I do not know whether we had that question or

not. I do not remember it.

Q. Read question 5. A. "Give an account of 'Frauenhofer's lines' in the solar spec-

trum. Sodium introduced into the flame of a Bunsen burner produces the well-known
yellow line in the spectrum of the flame. If, however, the yellow light is made to pass

through sodium vapour before it can reach the prism, no yellow light is seen ; e.xplain

fully the cause of this result. What inferences would you draw from this concerning the

material constitution of the sun !

"

Q. Have you anything to say to the Commission in regard to that question. A. I

have to say that was all told to us, and we were told to read that subject.

Q. Read question 6. A. " Describe the construction and explain the action of Holtz's

electric machine, in which a small initial charge of electricity is made to give rise to an
indefinite supply of electricity of a high tension, and show how its effects can be reconciled

with the principle of the conservation of energy."

Q. Have you anything to say in reeard to thati A. In regard to the first part, Mr.
Kirkland told us to learn up Holby's and Whitcher's machines. We got Hoby's.
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Q. Read question 7. A. " Describe the construction of a Grove's galvanic cell, and

the nature of the chemical action which takes place in it during the passage of the current.

The current from a battery of 6 Grove's cells, connected in a series, passes through a vol-

tameter containing acidulated water. What is the weight of zinc dissolved in the battery,

while 36 of a gramme of water is decomposed in the voltameter ?
"

Q. Anything about that 1 A. As regards the first part, we took up the batteries.

Q. Kead question 8. A. " How would you compare^the magnetic intensities of two

places on the earth's surface ?
' We had that question given to us as it stands on the

paper.

Q. Exactly 1 A. Exactly.

Q. How long before the examination 1 A. Shortly before the examination.

Q. Read question 9. A. " Describe the construction of the induction coil, explaining

the special functions of each of its principal parts ?
'' A. We had that question, we were

told to write that out.

Q. Read question 10. A. •' Describe the astronomical telescope ; trace the course of

a pencil of rays from any point of a distant object, and find the magnifying power. If the

focal lengths of the lenses be 12 inches and I inch, how far must the eye-glass be moved
for viewing an object at a distance of 40 feet from the object glass ?

"

Q. Look at your note-book in Chemistry again. How many slips of paper have you

in that note-book ? A. I think there are thirteen. I remember when I put in the first.

It had nothing to do with this examination. Mr. Kirkland gave ns a lesson in the labora-

tory, and gavffus the tests for water, .and I remember writing it out and putting it in

the book.

Q. You have twelve slips. Why did you put these in 1 A. I had them in before I

wrote anything.

Q. Why did you write these twelve matters and nothing more ? Was your attention

specially directed to them ? A. It was.

Q. Look at the Chemistry paper—there are 10 questions there ? A. Yes.

Q. Out of those 10 you have notes on 9—I understand you to say that, out of 12

little leaves in your note-book, jou got 9 questions ? A. I did not count those as I gave

them to you. I counted the whole number, not those that had notes for 1876.

Q. How many of those ? A. I have just found out something I did not know was
in this. I have the formula for iron pyrites ; it is given with some other substances.

That was given with some other substances. It is a question to distinguish copper from

iron or iron pyrites.

Q. So, in reference to question 9, you have what you did not know ? A. I have the

formula for iron pyrites, which I did not know I had.

Q. Out of 18 slips, 10 bear on 10 questions here ? A. I do not think it is necessary

for me to say. They are here. Any one can count them. I do not want to give the

number.

Q. What certificate did you take? A. In 1870, a 2nd A; in 1877, a 1st C ; in

1876, I took a 2nd off the 1st class papers.

By Mr. Kirkl.\nd.

Q. You .stated that I emphasized certain [)oint.s ;—in what way did I emphasize

them ? A. You emphasized them, I thought.

Q. In what way ? A. As any one would empha-size anything they wished to say.

Q. Out of some hun<lre<ls of questions, were some of these emphasized more than

others i I thought those were em])hasized.

Q. And you got them up accordingly ? A. I did not.

Q. Why did you not ? A. For one reason, I was not able to. I was sick.

Q. You attended very regularly. I did not see anything the matter with you ? .\.

I leave it to the lady who boarded with me whether I was sick in 187C or not.

Q. V'ou were always at the Normal? A. I do not know. I do not think I attended

every lecture.

Q. You were not often absent ? A. I do not know.
tj. You pa.ssed the examination in Chemistry, in 1877? A. I did.
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Q. What marks did you get? A. 140 out of 150.

Q. Was not that high ? A. I was satisfied with them.

Q. Do you think you had some knowledge of the papers under those circumstances ?

A. I had not.

Q. If you had been at the Normal School and got that number of marks, would

not that have been evidence to your mind that you had some knowledge of the papers ?

A. It would not.

Q. One of the evidences of having knowledge beforehand is the high stand taken.

You took the highest stand taken on the Examination papers t A. I have said what I

had to say about the physics paper. In that subject 1 have never done well.

Q. You must have a pretty good knowledge of Chemistry to make that percentage

out of a first-class paper ? A. I do not know. I never considered myself well up in any

subject particularly. I tried to do the best I could.

Q. The Examiners considered you well up in this 'i A. I suppose so.

Q. You were asked to test for chlorides. Did you make that test in the laboratory 1

A. I remember being there once. I think I was there twice. I might have been there

oftener, but I do not think more than three times.

Q. I thought you were there every week ? A. No, I did not go in. I do not think

many of the ladies did. I do not remember very well.

Q. If you were teaching Chemistry, would you leave out the test for chlorides ?

Mr. Davin objected to the question.

The Commissioner overruled the o'jection.

Q. I have nothing to say except what I have said. I have never taught Chemistry,

and I have no opinion to express.

Q. What were we at in Chemistry when you came 1 A I do not remember.

Q. How often had you Chemistry during the week ? A. I think twice ; I am not

sure. I think one time we had it with the Second Division—either that or physics.

Q. Twice a week ? A. I think so, but I cannot say decidedly.

Q. Had you studied chlorine then ? A. I do not know.

Q. In the first question you are asked to test for chlorides and iodide.s. You have

marked iodine ? A. I read the notes I took at that time.

Q. In teaching Chemistry, could you have left out iodine? A. I have never taught

Chemistry, so I cannot judge what you would do.

Q. During the past year did you study iodine ? A. I went all over the book, I think.

I do not remember anything in particular.

Q. Did you study iodine ? A. I suppose I did. I cannot say that I did or that I

did not.

Q, Your memory is somewhat short, is it not ? A. It is not.

Q. Can you say whether you studied iodine or not ? A. I cannot.

Q. Did you study chlorine ? A. I cannot say. I could not say decidedly whether I

did or not.

Q. Eid you study carbon 1 A. I could not say. I made up my subjects to the best

of my knowledge, but I cannot specify any particular subject.

Q. '• Describe the properties of carbon which tend to show that diamond cannot have

been formed at a temperature at which pure iron melts." Do you recollect that I ever

taught that 1 A. I remember what I .said before. You .said, study carbon and look up

the diagram in Roscoe.

Q. What is it about ? A. It is on page 88.

Q. What is it about ? A. It is about carbon.

Q. Was there anything unusual in telling you to look up carbon ? A. I do not

know.

Q. It is a proper subject to get up, is it not ? A. The whole of the subjects are

proper to get up, I think.

Q. Did we go over every subject in Chemistry, or did we leave out some ? A. I

could not say positively.
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Q. Did any person tell you not to answer my questions 1 A. No, they did not. No
one ever told me either to answer or not. I am doing just what I think is right. I do-

not need to be dictated to by anybody—I have a mind of my own.
Q. " How would you show that carbonic acid is a compound of carbon and oxygen."

Did I make an experiment on that. A. I do not recollect. •

Q. " Describe how you would prove bone-ash to consist chiefly of calcium phos-
phate." Do you recollect anything about that ? A. I remember we had a lesson oa
Phosphates, and I took down the notes.

Q. Could you have a consecutive lecture on Chemistry without a lesson on Phos-
phates 1 A. I never gave any lessons on Chemistry, so I have no opinion on that matter.
I would rather leave it to some one who has taught Chemistry to say. If you had the
whole subject to get up, you would have to get it all.

Q. That could not be left out ? A. Not if you took the whole subject.

C^. You could not say whether we took up the whole subject or not? A. I cannot.

Q. What is your opinion ? A. I have not any.

Q. You had a lesson on Arsenic ? A. Yes.

Q. Had you any note on Arsenic which served you any purpose this year t A. I do
not remember. I forget what the Paper for this year was. I could not say whether that
note served me or not. I studied Chemistry since 1876.

Q. You seem to have forgotten it now ? A. I do not think I have.

Q. "A piece of bright green wall-paper, supposed to contain arsenic, is given you

;

describe fully all the experiments by which you could ascertain the presence of arsenic in
the paper." That is a question in 1S77. Have you that in your notes in 1876? A. I

have that with the other tests for arsenic.

Q. If you h.ad had that question in 1876, would you not have thought it strange to
have a question on a note which you had 1 A. I would not.

Q. Why did you think it strange ? A. Did I say I thought it strange. I have
given you the notes. Others can make their comments on them. I make none.

Q. You say you were struck with the similarity of the questions ? A. Afterwards.

Q. If you had got that question would you not have been struck with the similarity T

A. Not with one question. I take the whole Paper.

Q. But apparently the questions you got were directions to get up important points
—not questions, but directions to read up subjects on which questions were to be put

—

that is your argument ? A. I have no argument. I have said all I had to s.ay, others can
argue on it. Anyone who is an expert in Chemistry can take my book and see whether
they are the same or not. I will not say whether they are or not. I do not consider
myself competent to decide.

Q. You are competent to answer a simple question ? A. Not to answer that.

Q. You state that you were struck with the similarity of the questions? A. The
whole thing.

Q. I ask you whether, if you h.ad h.ad a question in 1877 in the exact words of a
note in 1876, you would not have been struck with the similarity ? A. I do not know.

Q. How do you know you were struck in 1876 ? A. I remember it.

Q. Why were you not struck in the other cose 1 A. I do not remember the 1877
Paper.

Q. This is the question :
—"A piece of bright green wall-paper, supposed to contain

arsenic, is given you ; describe fully all the experiments by which you could ascertain

the presence of arsenic in the paper ?
" A. That is one question. I would not be struck

for one question ; it would be very foolish.

Q. All you have about question No. 3 of 1876 is, that you had a lesson on Phosphorus
—that is your answer J A. I make no answer. I give you my notes.

Q. W'hat is your note ! A. I said my note is not so full on that as on the others ; I

have a les-son on phosphorus and a short note on phosphorus.

Q. What note 1 A. I have the lesson on phosphorus marked, and I have a short

note on phosphorus.

Q. All you can say on No. 3 is, that I taught phosphorus fully ? A. I say I have this-

marked and a note.
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Q. And the note is something additional to what is in the book, or something simi-

lar ? A. I do not know.

Q. Is the note the substance of what is in the book 1 A. I will leave that for some-

body else.

Q. Read )'our note 1 A. "Phosphorus:—Natural sources—Bones of animals. Pre-

paration— (1) Burn the bones
; (2) distill in iron vessels, and so keep the animal matter

—

glue is made out of the animal matter
; (3) add H2 S04 and CaS04- will settle to the

bottom and may be removed
;

(-4) evaporate
; (5) add charcoal and heat, C02 is formed,

and P will distill over and is condensed in water." Then 1 have the formula, just the

same as you drew on the board.

Q. What was the object of the formula ^ A. It is " Ca 0P2 0.5

CaSO-i + H2 + P2 0.5

The H2 is drawn off by evaporation."

Q. It is the preparation of phosphorus 1 A. Yes.

Q. Have you any answer to the first part of this question ? A. There is my note
;

you can decide whether it is an answer or not. ,

Q. Is it an answer ? A. I will not say.

Q. What do you think ; have you an answer to that in your note ? A. I am not

prepared to say whether these are answers or not Let some person who is an expert in

Chemistry see whether they are or not. I will not answer. I came to say what I thought

right. I did not come here to be bullied.

Q. Were you struck with the similarity between question 3 and anything I gave you 1

A. I cannot say about any question in particular. I was struck with the whole paper.

Q. Is question 3 similar to anything I gave you 1 A. I have the note here ; anyone

can see whether they are similar or not.

Q. I want the reasons why you formed an opinion 1 A. I cannot tell exactly why I

am struck with anything, or anything about it.

By the Commissioner.

Q. You were struck with the similarity, and you cannot tell why 1 A. With the

whole paper—not any particular question.

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. And can yo<i give no reasons ? A. I cannot give reasons.

Q. Question No. 10,—" What weight of marble, when acted on by hydrochloric acid,

will yield a cubic foot of carbonic acid gas ? " You say you got a number of questions

like that ? A. I say you gave us a problem in chemistry, and you said we were to work

it by both methods, and I took it home and worked it. That is why I remember it so

well. I think the majority had not it worked, and I remember working it over after-

wards.

Q. You do not remember whether it was like this or not ? A. I do not say it was

that question.

Q. You can give me no reasons whatever for being struck with these questions on

the paper 1 A. I cannot give a reason.

Q. Take the paper on Physics : you had the chemical equivalent of heat and specific

heat, but not the riders 1 A. Yes.

Q. Read Question 3 on Physics ? A. " What is the cause of the difference between

the specific heat of air at constant pressure and at constant volume ?
"

Q. I asked that, you say, in the exact words 1 A. As nearly as I can remember, it

was the same as that.

Q. Have you a note of it ? A.I had notes of those, but I threw away my rough

note-book along with a lot of other rubbish when I went home in the summer.

Q. Did any one ever borrow it from you 1 A. No one.

Q. Or ask for it 1 A. No one.

Q. Who asked you to come here to-day ? A. In speaking over the matter with some
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frienJs, I remember I was asked if I could say anything. I said I was a student in 1876,
and I had some notes.

Q. Who were the friends ? A. I consider that my private business ; they were
private friends and that is my private business. I came here of my own accord ; of course

some one sent me a telegram, and I came down.
Q. You refuse to say who asked you to come 1 A. I do not think any one asked me

to come, except when the telegram was sent. I talked the matter over with several

people.

Q. Who were they ? A. That is my private business.

Q. You swear that Question No. 3 was asked in the same words ? A. I do not say
that ; I say that to the best of my recollection it is the same.

Q. " How do you find the specific heat of a gas, and account for the difference between
that at constant pressure r.nd constant volume?" Miglit that be the question asked?
A. I cannot say ; as nearly as I can remember, that was the question given, and I say it

still.

Q. You do not positively say ) A. As nearly as I can remember.

Q. You would not swear it is 1 A. To the best of my knowledge it is.

Q. Was Question i asked during the class ? A. I could not say; I remember you
gave us a great many questions on that subject.

Q. What is the subject? A. It is on the subject of light ; I could tv.t say whether
this question was given or not.

Q. Light is a very wide subject ? A. Yes.

Q. There are four or five parts of it 1 A. Yes.

Q. And this may be a part I did not touch ! A. I say you gave us a great many
questions ; I cannot say whether you gave this question or not.

Q. Did I ask Question '} I A. I say you gave us a very full lesson on this.

Q. More than one on spectrum analysis ? A. You might have.

Q. No. 6, did I .ask or describe Ilolby's machine 1 X. You told us to look up Holtz's

and Winter's, audi think I remember some of the Ladies making a remark that they would
go to Piddington's and get a book to look that up. I do not know whether they went or

not.

Q. Which machines did I describe in class ! A. I do not remember whether you
described these or not.

Q. Do you recollect any machines being described in the class ? A. I remember that

one time you took us upstairs to some room, and showed us an electrical machine that was
to be sent to Piiiladelphia.

Q. Carey's ? A. I think so. »

Q. Did I show it to you in the lecture-room, .as well 1 A. I do not remember that.

Q. Did I describe the ordinary plate machine ? A. I could not say.

Q. How do you recollect Holby's ? A. Because they were entirely new to me : I did
not know there were such machines.

Q. Would you recollect more than the plate machine ? A. Well, the common
machine of course was more familiar to me.

Q. The second part of the (juestion—about the conservation of energy,—do you re-

member that ? A. I do not.

Q. Grove's Battery—how many batteries did we work with ! A. I remember we
took up the battery ; I remember a question in the class about one, but I do not remem-
ber which.

Q. How many batteries did we take 7 A. I think you took them all up.

Q. Do you recollect getting the rider to that .seventh question in the class ? A. No,
I do not remember that.

Q. No. 9—describe tiie Induction coil,—do you recollect that ? A. I do.

Q. Under that name ? A. No, Reuma-sker's coil.

Q. Did I go over that very fully ? A. Yes, I think you went over that many times
;

and told us we had better read it up.

Q. The Astronomical telescope,—did I go over that? A. You did.

Q. Did I describe it ? A. I think you drew it on the board.

Q. What other telescopes 1 A. You gave us a book— I do not remember the name
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of it ; it was quite thick and rather old, and }'ou told us to look up the telescopes, and
Miss Carter and I looked it up.

Q. Did you have Newton's 1 A. Yes.

Q. And Herschell's ? A. I remember Newton's and the astronomical.

Q. There are several very unusual questions in that,—riders. Do you recollect any

unusual question which I asked, any question which is not simply bookwork, found in the

ordinary books 1 On these two papers there are several very unusual questions ; can you

point to any which I asked which is not common bookwork 1 A. No. 3 was not common
to me ; I i!o not know whether it was to any one else. I learnt that out of a particular

book.

Q. Tyndall's ? A. Everett, on the steam-engine.

Q. Is that the only one you consider unusual 1 A. I consider that unusual ; the In-

duction coil was new to me then.

Q. It is one of the commonest 1 A. It was not common to me.

Q. Did you ever see a treatise on electricity without it ? A. I do not think it was
in the book I used in 1872 ; after you gave it to us I read it up, I think in Balfour Stew-

art ; and Holtz's machine was new to me— I knew nothing about it.

Q. And Winter's 1 A. Yes.

Q. And so was Carey's? A. Yes.

Q. If you had full notes on these two papers with special attention directed to these

questions, you should have shown it in your examination. Would you not expect that you

should have done better and have answered well in the examination 1 You stated that I

emphasized those points ? A. I say I did not learn this well, because I was not able to study.

I did the best I could. I was not very well in 1876.

By Dr, McLellan.

Q. Were you up for examination in 1875 t A. I was.

Q. What class did you compete for ? A. I competed for first, and got second class A.

Q. You had not attended the Normal School th^it session, I think? A. No.

Q. Where did you prepare yourself ? In St. Catharines. I had been teaching and

stopped and studied by myself.

Q. Do you remember your marks in Chemistry on that occasion t A. No.

Q. The records of the Department show that you made 65 out of 150 at Chemistry,

and 70 marks in Physics out of 125. On the two you obtained 135 marks ? A. Yes.

Q. You were not in good health in 1876 ? A. I was not in 1875 either.

Q. You did pretty well, did you not ? A. I do not call it well.

Q. About 43 per cent, in Chemistry—the Physics rather better
;
you had remarkable

advantages in attending the Normal School in 1876, if your health had enabled you to

profit by them ? A. If I had taken the advantages. I "do not think I thought there was

anything very strange about it till after the examination. I had had hints that, if we
paid attention to what was said, we could get up the matter well.

Q. Your health was not worse in 1876 than in 1875? A. I think it was.

Q. If Mr. Kirkland specially emphasized the questions, as far as your health would

permit, you would pay special attention to those cjuestions? A. No, I would not.

Q. You have taught ? A. I have.

Q. Where ? A. In St. Catharines, in the Public Schools for a number of years, and

afterwards in the Collegiate Institute.

Q. Who was the master ? A. Mr. Hunter part of the time, and Mr. Seath part of

the time.

Q. When you instructed a class, did you not often say, " I want you to get up so and

so pretty well ? " If you did so, would you not expect them to do it ? A. I would, if I

told them to do it.

Q. So, if Mr. Kirkland told you to read up on special points, one would imagine you

would devote what attention your health would allow to those points? A. My health

did not allow me to.

Q. Were your advantages better in 1876 than in 1875 ? A. 1 think they might

have been.
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Q. Yon say you did badly in Chemistry in 1875 ? A. You gave me the marks.

Q. You intimate to us that you had these special advantages in Chemistry, that Mr.
Kirkland taught in reference to the coming examination papers—that is your testimony ?

A. I formed that opinion after the examination, and I still have it.

Q. Do you know what marks you obtained in 187G? A. I know I did very badly
in Physics, I do not know how I did in Chemistry.

Q. You made 147 marks on the two subjects in 1876? A. I think my marks in

Chemistry were better in 1876.

Q. 92—considerably better ? A. Yes.

Q. You have given us to understand that you were specially trained in these subjects

in 1876 ? A. We were.

Q. That the examiner set the questions you had ? A. We had those questions.

Q. You must have got those questions up thoroughly ? A. I did not. I told you
I was not able to get these subjects up in 1876.

Q. Here is the fact that, on the two subjects on which you were specially trained,

you made only 12 marks more, with all this special training on the questions certain to

appear on the examination paper, than when j'ou had no .special training at all ? A. How
many marks did I get in Chemistry ?

Q. 92 ? A. Then they were much better.

Q. You take the Physics paper also ? A. That was a great deal worse.

Q. In 1877, how many did you make? A. In Chemistry I got good marks—ia

Physics very bad.

Q. In 1877, you made 140 out of 1.50— you did remarkably well—and you hail not
all this special advantage given by Mr. Kirkland, who is supposed to have taught with
special reference to the examination papers ? A. I had the advantage of the Hamilton
Collegiate Institute.

Q. They teach Chemistry better than it is taught at the Normal School ? A. I cannot
say. I answered better.

Q. As to the Algebra Papers—did you notice any resemblance in 1876 ? A. There is

a question on that paper which is just like one, if it is not the same, that he gave us a few
days before the examination.

Q. The same in words ? A. The same in principle.

Q. Can you only find one that is just the same ? A. I think I can see more. We had
Horner's method—anyone would be supposed to know that—that is the first and second parts

of question 1. No. 2 we might have had, but I do not know enough about it to say.

Q. Did it strike you that there was any sort of marked resemblance between my paper
in Algebra and Mr. Kiikland's lectures in Algebra ? A. Algebra is a subject I never took

much trouble about, so I cannot say. Question 12 is just the same.

Q. You say you do not know much about Chemistry ? A. I like Cheniis-try better than
Algebra. I remember that the first part of No. 8 is jui<t the same in principle as an equation

given by Mr. Kirkland, and 1 worked this out on the same principle I did the other.

Q. So, if you had carefully examined the Algebra Paper, and taken notes of Mr. Kirk-
land's lectures, and compared them, I daresay you would have been just as forcibly struck

with the resemblance 1 A. I cannot say, I could not take notes in Algebra. I did not know
enough.

Q. There arc a number of questions in Algebra which resemble Mr. Kirkland's lectures?

A. After we heard you were to be examiner instead of Professor Young, our questions and
the manner of taking them up were changed. We had not the same style wc had before. It

was changed. Mr. Kirkland gave questions which he said he thought were after your style,

and I think this paj>cr is not at all like Professor Y'oung's Paper.

Q. Was your impression that, when I became examiner, the paper would approximate
more to Mr. Kirkland's teaching? A. I cannot say. I know that, after wc heard you were
to be examiner, the course w.is changed.

Q. The style of teachintr was changed ? A. Yes.

Q. When did you hear that ( A. .Mr. Kirkland gave us a number of Examination Papers
that you had set in the Univcr.-ity.

Q. And he judged my style of exiimioiog from what I had set in the University ? A.
I think so.
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Q. That was natural was it not ? A. I think so.

Q. If you were training children for the Hij^h School, would you not look over previous

Examination Papers t A. I think I would have my hobby, as every Examiner has.

Q. Would there not be more temptation for Mr. Kirkland and me to have an understand-

ing about the Algebra Paper than about the Chemistry Paper, as it is more difficult and is

worth 225 marks, while Chemistry is worth only 150 1 A. I have not said that you had an

understanding.

Q. What is your opinion 1 A. I think you would be as likely to have it in one as in

the other.

Mr. Davin asked how this was evidence.

The Commissioner said, it was not evidence in any shape.

y. What was your standing in Algebra in 1875 ? A. 1 think it was better than in 1876.

Q. In 1876, when I examined, you made 65 out of 225 1 A, Yes ; but we did not

know you were to be Examiner until six weeks or two months before the ex imination. We
had been trained in Professors Young's Paper.

Q. Was there not enough time to get up any questions, if Mr. Kirkland had them ?

A. There might be for some, but not for me ; I am not clever in Algebra.

Q. In 1877, you had time I A. I had five months study at the Hamilton Collegiate

Institute, under a very excellent master. I do not think I did him the credit I should h ave

done.

Q, In 1876, when you had this special training in Chemistry, you made only 62 per

cent., and in 1877, when you had not those special advantages, you made 98 per cent. ? A. I

do not say that I benefitted by any knowledge that we had in 1876. In fact, I know I did

not, I would not if 1 could, and 1 was not able to.

By Mr. Glashan.

Q. You were struck with the resemblance between the Physics paper of 1876, and Mr.

Kirkland's teaching, were you not ? A. I was.

Q. Were you examined on that paper in 1877 ? A. I was.

Q. Were you struck with the resemblance between that paper and his teaching ? A. I

wasjnot. I was not at the Normal School in 1877.

Q. Were you struck with a startling difiference in the style of paper ? A. I could not

be. There is one question the same as one in 1876. I think our instructions in 1876 at the

Normal School would not have answered this paper at all.

By Mr. DAvnN.

Q. Have you any animus or enmity against anybody connected with the Normal School ?

A. I have not.

Q. You have not against Mr, Kirkland 1 A. Not the slightest. I never had and I have

not now.

Q. You are acquainted with our School system ? A.I know the system.

Q. You are aware that the governing body is here in Toronto ? A. Yes.

Q. You are aware that the Central Committee exercise a good deal of power—dojs an

Inspector of High Schools exercise a good deal of power ? A. I would think so.

Q. Had you good and sufficient reasons then, for concealing the names of those persons

who have talked with you over this matter ? A. I think that is my own affair.

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. Where are you teaching t A. At the Institute for the Blind, in Brantford.

Q. Mr. Hunter is the Principal ? A. Yes.

Q. A particular friend of Dr. McLellan's ? A. He is always honjurable to him. I do

not know his private opinions about anybody. I have a mind of my own. I do not taink

any oue could influence me against Dr. McLellan or you.

(Esamination Papers for July, 1877, put in and marked Eshibit " H.")
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William John Robertson, sworn :—

By Mr. Davin.

Q. What is your profession ? A. I am Mathematical Master at the St. Catharines

Collegiate Institute.

Q. Are you a graduate of any University ? A. Of Toronto University.

Q. Have you studied the subject of Natural Philosophy ? A. I have.

Q. Look at thi! Natural Philosophy Examination Paper for second-class candidates for

July, 1877 i A. Yes.

Q. Look at the Statics by Mr. Kirkland I A . Yea.

(Kirkland's "Elementary Statics " put in and marked Exhibit " L")

Q. Do you know that that is an authorized book ? A. Yes—" Authorized by the

Minister of Education."

Q. Read the first question in the Examination Paper ? A. " State the triangle of

forces.

" A weight of UlO lbs. is suspended by two flexible strings, one of which is horizoDtal

and the other inclined at an angle of 60 degrees to the vertical ; what is the tension of each

string ?

"

Q. Turn to page 24 in Kirkland's Statics—read Exercise 3 ( A. " A weight of 24

lbs. is suspended by two flexible strings, one of which is horizontal, and the other is inclined

at an angle of .30 degrees to the vertical direction ;
what is the tension in each string ?"

Q. Save for the substitution of 100 lbs. for 24 lbs., and 60 degrees for 30 degrees, are

tiicse questions identical ? A. They are.

y. That (|Ucstion, 1 understaad, belongji to the subject of triangular forces ( A. Yes ; it

is given as a rider, I presume.

Q. Road question 2 on tlie Examination Paper ! A. Show how a force can be resolved

into two com])ononts at right angles to each other.

" Show by a diagram how it is po.ssible for a sailing vessel to make headway in a direc-

tion at an angle of 60 degrees with that ot the wind "

Q. Turn to page 33 of Kirkliud s Statics, example 3 ? A. " Show how it is possible

for a sailing vessel to make way in a direction at right angles to that of the wind." A dia-

gram is attached giving a full explanation.

Q. Read the whole example? A. "For simplicity, let the P.iil be one of those

attached to the yards of a ship, so that it extends on both sides of 0. It is evident that

the sail must not be ])laced along the line A R, for then the only effect of the wind would
be to blow the vessel sideways ; nor could the sail be placed with its edge to the wind,

that is, along the line W, for then the wind woiilil merely gliile along the sail without

producing any effect. Let then the sail be placed between the two positions, as in the

direction P Q. L -t the line W repre.^ent in magnitude and direction the force of the

wind on the sail. Through draw It at right angles to P Q, and from \V let fall the

perpendiculars W X, W li, on P Q. R respectively. Then the force W O can be

resolved into the forces X O and R O. The force X O, in the direction of the plane of

the sail, produces no eflect in advancing the vessel, and may therefore be left out of con-

sideration. The other component R U is perpendicular to the sail, but not in the direction

in which the ship is siiiliug. Resolve R O into L O and M O. The effect of L U is to

projjtl liie vessel in a direction perpendicular to that in which she is sailing. This force

is partly counteracted by the keel and the form in which the vessel is built, but more
especially by the rudder which turns the liead of the vessel towards the win<l, an<l makes
her sail .sufficiently to the wimlward to counteract the effect of L O in driving her leeward.

There remains M O which acts directly to jiush the vessel in the required direction.

Hence it is seen how the wind, aided b) the resistance of the water, is able to make the

vessel mi'Ve in a direction ]ier|iendicular to that in which the wind blows."

Q. Uoes the question in the Examination Paper, iii your o]iinu>n, jioint to the solu-

tion as you have it there, and the question as you have it in the hook ? A. It does. The
difference is, that in one case it is at right angles, and in the other it is at 60", instead

of 90°.
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Q. " Show by a diagram," and you have the diagram in the book j does that strike

you as singular ? A. I do not understand you.

Q. Does it strike you as a strange coincidence? A. I would not take it by itself as

a strange coincidence.

Q. Read question 3 1 A. " What is meant by the moment of a force with respect to

a given point t State the principle of moments. The whole length of each oar of a
boat is 10 feet, and from the hand to the rowlock the distance is 2 feet ; each of your
men sitting in the boat pulls his oar with a force of 60 lbs ; supposing the blades of the
oar not to move through the water, find the resultant force propelling the boat."

Q. Look at page Gl of the Statics, exercise 8 1 A. " The whole length of each oar
of a boat is 10 feet, and from the hand to the rowlock the distance is 2 feet 6 inches

;

each of 8 men sitting in the boat pulls his oar with a force of 50 lbs. Supposing the

blades of the oars not to move through the water, find the resultant force propelling the

boat.

"

Q. Are those questions identical 1 A. They are identical with this exception—the
length from the hand to the rowlock in tlie book i.« 2 feet 6 inches. In the Examination
Paper it is 2 feet. In the book, it is each of 8 men ; in the Examination Paper, each

of your men, which is evidently a mistake, because you could not work the question, not
knowing how many men ; 60 lljs. is given in the Examination Paper, 50 lbs. in the book.

Q. Have you read any other books on Natural Philosophy 1 A. Certainly.

Q. Is that question given in any other books 1 A. I have never seen it. It may
hare been.

Q. Read question 4 in the Examination Paper 1 A. " A beam, the weight of which
is 1 20 lbs., acting at a point one-fourth of its length from the foot is made to rest inclined

at an angle of 45" against a smooth vertical wall (the other end resting on the giound),

by a horizontal force applied to the foot ; find this force."

Q. Read exercise 4, page 65, of the book 1 A. " A ladder, the weight of which is

90 lbs., acting at a point one-thiid of its length from the foot, is made to rest against a
smooth vertical wall, and inclined to it at an angle of 30" by a force applied horizontally

to the foot ; find the force."

Q. Are those questions the same ? A. With this difference : the weight in the ques-

tion on the paper is 1 20 lbs., in the book it is 90 lbs ; it acts in the question on tlie paper
one-fourth of its length from the foot, in the book it is one-third ; the angle is 45' in the
question in the book it is 30°. Otherwise they are the same.

Q. Read question b1 A. " Define centre of gravity, and show how the centre of

gravity of a body may be experimentally determined."

"A uniform triangular slab of marble, weighing 120 lbs., is supported by three men
at its angular points ; find the weight supported by each man."

Q. Read exercise 10, page 86 in the book. A. " A triangular slab of uniform thick-

ness is supported at its three angular points ; show that the pressures on the supports are

equal to one another."

Q. Is that the same as the rider in the paper ? A. The questions are in principle

the same, but there is this inversion : in the question on the paper you are given the

weight, and asked how much each man would support. In the other question, you are

given the answer.

Q. Read question 6 on the paper 1 A. " In a system of pulleys in which each pulley

hangs by a separate string, there are three pulleys of equal weight ; the weight attached

to the lowest is 32 lbs. and the power is 11 lbs. ; find the weight, of each pulley."

Q. Look at page 106 in the book, exercise 8 ? A. " In a system of pulleys in which

each pulley hangs by a separate string, there are three pulleys ot equal weight; the weight

attached to the lowest is 32 lbs. and the {)oiver is 1 1 lbs. ; find the weight of each pulley."

Q. Are these two questions identical ? A. They are identical. They seem to be

verbatim.

Q. Read question 7 1 A. Exi)lain the piiuciple of virtual velocitits, and ai)ply it to

find the relation betvveen the power and the weight in a lever ni the second order."

Q. Turn to page 131 of tlie book, exercise 1 ? A. " Explain the term virtual velocity,

Stnte the principle of virtual velocities ; and show that it holds good in a lever of the

third order."
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Q. Are these, or are they not, the same? A. The first part is the same; in the

second part it is in one case iu the second order, and in the other the third order. Practi-

cally, the questions are the same, as the power and weight are simply interchanged.

Q. Turn to the end of the book, where you have " Results and Hints." Tell me
whether those questions are solved there ? The question on page 24 ] A. The question

is almost worked out. The wording is :
" Produce side 24 backwards and construct right-

angled triangle having side making angle 30° with vertical for hypothenuse. The three

sides of this triangle are parallel to the three fes, which keeps the point at which it is

attached at rest, and, therefore, proportional to them. Let hypothenuse ^ 2, &c., and
horizontal tension is 8^/3, the other 16 ;^3."

Q. Kead the answer to the question on page 65 ? A. " Produce reactions of wall and
grouod till they meet." Take moment about this point, and force will := 10 ^3 lbs."

Q. Have you the solution there of the question on page 86 t A. " Let W be weight

acting at C G of slab. Resolve W into ^ W at vertex, and | W at point of bisection

of the base. Again, resolve § W into ^ W, and j AV, at extremities of base."

Q. Read the answer to the question on page 106 ? Is there on page 183 an answer
to the question as to a system of pulleys each hanging by a separate string? A. The
answer is given—8 lbs.

Q. You have the answer to question 2 on the Examination Paper in the body of the

book 1 A. Yes. A similar question is answered in the body of the book. One more
question is answered, that is No. 3—the solution of the question relating to the boat and
the men rowing.

Q. Two questions are answered iu the book, and the other in the •' Hints and Results?"

A. They are all answered in the Hints and Answers, except that about the vessel which is

answered in the bo'dy of the book.

Q. Tell me wliether the questions in the Examination Paper are given in the same
order of the subjects as they are in the book 1 A. They are.

Q. I believe that Magnus, Newth, Wormcll and liamblin Smith have all written on the

subject ? A. All four have written on the subject.

Q. Are you aware whether they adopt the same order of subject* as this book ? A. Not
precisely.

Q. Magnus is different iu the order of subject ? A. Somewhat.

Q. Both Newth and Wormeli are different 1 A. 1 believe they arc somewhat differeot.

Q. Is Hamblin Smith different ? A. Yes, he is different.

Q. Can you tell me whether any one work that you are acquainted with besides Kirk-
land's Statics contains all these questions') A. I am not aware of any.

Q. Do those quentions which you have read out irom Kirkland's Statics receive special

attention iu Kirkland ? A. Some of them do receive more attention than in any other Elemen-
tary text-book I am awar« of. I know of no book that gives promiQence to the 1st, 2nd,

3rd and 4th questions to the same extent.

I,). Did it become known among the teacliers iu your part of the country that the

Examination Paper lor July, 1877, corresponded as far as you have proted with Kirkland's
book ? A. I believe it wag known to some of them ; they expressed their opinion on the

subject.

Q. How soon after the exauiinatiou took place 1 A. At the time the examination took
place, I was not where I am teaching, I was east.

Q. Where 1 A. In the town of Perth.

Q. When did it cotue to your knowledge thut there was this similarity 1 A. A a few
days after the examination in Natural Philosophy, a friend gave nie a copy of the paper from
curiosity to see what it was like, and 1 was struck with the similarity of the first four ques-
tions ID particular, to questions in Mr. Kirkland's Statics.

Q. Did that, to your knowledge, immediately add to a great demand for Kirkland's

book ? A. I can hardly give an opinion on that subject. All I know is, that where 1 am
teaching the book was only out about a month or six weeks before the examination and in

the hands of a few in tlie school. Since that it has been iu the hands of them all. I cannot
say I connect them together as cause and effect.
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By Mr. Edgar.

Q. Do you know when that book was published 1 A. I cannot state the time
definitely, but I think it reached our school either the first or second week in iVIay—the
second week in May, I think.

By Dr. McLellan.

Q. You compared the Examination Paper very carefully with Kirkland's Statics t

A. Tolerably carefully.

Q. With any other books ? A. Very carefully with Magnus, with Warmell, with
Newth, and with Hamblin Smith, and I think I looked at Tomlinson.

Q. Do you think those questions you refer to are peculiar to Kirkland ? A. Not
wholly peculiar

;
I look upon it this way, that the questions may be all found, perhaps, in

different text-books, scattered; but I do not know any book that contains themaU, or gives

the same prominence to some of them.

Q. You compared the paper as carefully with Magnus as with Kirkland? A. I did.

Q. You admit that the 7th question is not worth talking about 1 A. That is ordin-

ary book-work.

Q. It is not relevant ? A. It is in my opinion.

Q. It is a book-work question ! A. Yes, but there is more importance given to it in

Kirkland than in any other book.

Q. Are you aware that there are four questions out of the six in Magnus that are

just as similar as those in Kirkland ? A. I am perfectly aware of it.

Q. The first question, as far as the words go, is even nearer to the question in Mag-
nus ? A. I think the question in Kirkland and that in Magnus on the 1st question in

the }iaper are identical.

Q. Even more close in Magnus ? A. I think they are exactly the same.

Q. Are you aware that the second question is equally close, as far as the wording is

concerned, to one in Magnus "i A. No, I think it is not ; it is a general question in Magnus;
here it is special.

Q. Are you aware that the 3rd question is just as closely given in Wormell as in

Kirkland ? A. I am not ; I have looked over Wormell carefully and worked over the
whole extent, and I do not remember the question ; I will not say it is not there, but I

have no recollection of it.

Q. You have not read Peer's Mechanics ? A. No.

Q. Are you aware that the 3rd question also occurs in Feer's in almost the same
language? A. It may.

Q. Are you aware that the 4th question occurs just as closely, even as to wording in

Magnus ? A. I am aware of one question of the same kind as an example.

Q. Are you aware that the .5th question is just as near to Magnus, even in point of

wording, as to Kirkland ? A. Yes, I think so.

Q. So there are four of the questions that are just as close, even in wording, to Mag-
nus as to Kirkland ? A. I am quite aware of that.

Q. Have you seen the 5th question anywhere else besides in Magnus ; did you ever

see an Elementary Mechanics that had not got it ? A. The principle is in common to all

text-books.

Q. Do you know that it is found in Todhunter's Mechanics, Hamblin Smith's, Cherri-

man's, and others ? A. I know it is a very common question.

Q. Are you aware that the 6th question occurs more closely in Hamblin Smith than
in Kirkland 1 A. I am aware it is in Hamblin Smith ; I think it is the same question.

Q. It would appear then that these questions are not peculiar to Kirkland ? A. I

did not state they were all peculiar to Kirkland's book, but they are all found with slight

changes in Kirkland's work, but no other work that I am acquainted with contains them
all.

Q. Has it ever struck you that a greater number of questions on the paper might
naturally be expected to be found in Kirkland than in any other single text-book ? A.

No, I do not see any good reason.
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Q. Magnus runs over a wide field i A. In some respects.

Q. Mr. Kirkland's object is what ? A. To prepare first and second-class candidates,

it says, " Piincipally designed for the use of candidates for first and second-class

certificates, and for the Intermediate Examination."

Q. So far as first-class is concerned, it can only be a partial preparation ? A. I do
not think it fit for first-class candidates.

Q. Because it does not use Trigonometry or the six books of Euclid ? A. No.

Q. Do you not think the range must necessarily have been narrower than these books
that go over a wider field ? A. Practically, I do not see that the rangs is very limited in

preparing questions for second-class candidates.

Q. Are you the author of the Mem'jrandum which appears in the Mail on this sub-

ject ! A. I sent no memorandum to the Mail.

Q. Are you the author of it I A. I decline to say.

Q. In that memorandum you stated that there is a wide range ? A. I decline

to say.

Q. Do you mean to say that in the narrow course prescribed for second class certifi-

cates and the Intermediate Examination for young pupils in the High Schools, if an

Examiner fairly confines himself to this, he can fiud an endless or great variety of subjects !

A. Most certainly, a great variety.

Q. So the Examiner need not repeat the available questions 1 A. He need not.

Q, You have heard of Todhunter? A. I have.

Q. Have you read his work entitled " Conflict of Studies "
1 A. No.

Q. Since Mr. Kirkland's book is i)repared specially for the pupils I have referred to,

and since his book is as large as Hamblin Smith or Magnus, and as he has selected ques-

tions specially for these candidates, would you not naturally expect that his book would
contain a gre;iter number of these questions than any other single book ? A. No. There
is a great difference in the manner in which authors treat those subjects.

Q. Mr. Kirkland selects from a score of works, suitable questions for candidates in

these narrow limits, and yet you say his book is not likely to contain a greater number of

those type questions 1 A. I do not see any necessity for it, and, if you look back to pre-

ceding years, you will find the papers have very little resemblance to that of this year.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. How many pages are there in Magnus ? A. Including answers, there seem to be

318 pages.

Q. How many pages are there in Kirkland's book ? A. 197.

Q. In Magnus you have only four of these questions ? A. Only four.

Q. I understand }'ou to say the questions appear in rotation as they appear in Kirk-

land's book 1 A. They do.

By Dr. McLellan.

Q. That book of Magnus includes something more t A. Yes ; Dynamics as well as

Statics.

Q. Since that includes the second part of Natural Philosophy, are there 300 pages

devoted to statics'? A. Of course you are aware that dynamics includes a part of what
Mr. Kirkland calls Statics ; the Statics begins on page 127—deduct that from 318, you
will find the pages devoted to statics—that is, I'Jl pages.

(i. The entire number of pages in Kirkland's is 197? A. Yes. It would leave

taking out a few answers in dynamics, 185 in Magnus, and Kirklaud's is 197.

By Mr. Glashan.

(}. Is the subject treated more widely in Magnus than in Kirkland 1 A. I do not

think the subject of Virtual Velocities is taken up in Magnus at all. I think Mr. Kirk
land's work has taken up more subjects than Magnus has, that is my impresiion.

(). Does it more closely follow the course followed by second-class teachers and In-

termediate pupils than Magnus ? A. I cannot say what the course fur second class is.
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Q. Can you state whether any angles are used other- than 30*, 45°, 60°, 90° and
120° in Mr. Kirkland's book? A. I think not.

Q. Have questions requiring the relations of other angles than these been asked on
the examinations 1 A. Not that I am aware of—at least they should not.

Q. Would you think it fair, considering the Euclid, to ask a question on second-class

papers which would involve a deduction from the 3rd Book of Euclid "i A. Yes, if it was
a very familiar deduction, and the teacher was supposed to bring it in, as I would intro-

duce similar triangles in Elementary Statics.

Q. Have you ever seen one on second-class or Intermediate papers involving a de-

duction from the 3rd Book ? A. I cannot recollect any such question.

Q. How far does the Euclid course go for Intermediate and second class 1 A. The
first two books.

Q. Do you think it would be fair to ask a deduction from the 3rd Book in Natural
Philosophy, although the pupils have not studied it ? A. No, unless it was an extremely
familiar one. It would be fair enough, but Oidy under exceptional circumstances.

Q. You would not say it has been actually set ? A. I cannot say that.

Q. We would be allowed to use the definitions of the 3rd Book ? A. No, 1 think

not, except one which is in the first. Perhaps there are some you might use. The defi-

nition of the segment of a circle you might use. Would you allow me to give my reasons

why I have arrived at the conclusion that this paper was founded on the work edited by
Mr. Kirkland, that Mr. Kirkland's book has been taken as the basis.

The Commissioner.—There is no objection.

The Witness.—Of course, the first reason for coming to that conclusion is, that the

questions are, with slight changes, involving no particular principle or anything of impor-

tance, almost identical in all essential respects. In many cases, the wording is iden-

tical. To the objection to be naturally made, and which has been made, that many of

these questions are to be found in other books. I was perfectly well aware of it, and I

thought it extremely probable that all those questions could be found somewhere. I did

not imagine that Mr. Kirkland's work was original. Some of these problems are to be

found everywhere ; but what strengthened my opinion is that, while some of these prob-

lems are found in different works, no one work contains them all except Mr. Kirkland's

work. Secondly, some of these problems are not treated with much fulness in our ordin-

ary text-books—they are in this ; for instance, the very first question does not receive

much attention, the question in regard to sailing a vessel against the wind—though it is

in Magnus & Tomlinson, it does not receive special attention ;—and question No. 3 is

rather peculiar, and the question about the beam resting against the wall is found in dif-

ferent works, but Mr. Kirkland has given it special prominence in his work. Both No. 5

and No. 6 are very ordinary questions in any text-book. Of course, the force of the argu-

ment is, that they come in connection with the others and strengthen the chain of evidence.

Question 6, in particular, is found in Hamblin Smith. I do not presume that it is pecu-

liar to either Hamblin Smith or Kirkland. Question 7 is very poorly treated in ordin-

ary text-books, and very few examples are given. Mr. Kirkland has given more attention

to it. Hamblin Smith and Magnus left it out altogether. I think Wormell has referred

to it very indefinitely, and practically the questions on it are very seldom given. The last

three questions, 5, 6 and 7, are only of importance in coming to a conclusion when taken

in connection with the rest. In the next place, there is the order of the questions. Mr.
Kirkland has taken them up in this order : ))arallelogram of forces, triangle of forces, resolu-

tion of forces, parallel forces, moments of forces, centre of gravity, machines, and so forth.

No one of these text-books, Magnus included—and Magnus is the book Mr. Kirkland's most
resembles, because they have gone to the same source for their examples, or Mr. Kirkland
has adopted Mr. Magnus—not one of these text-books takes up the questions in the same
order. Magnus takes machines and puts it among dynamics, and Mr. Kirkland puts it

among statics as it is usually put. There is another point in Magnus : The rider to

question 1 on the triangle of forces. You will fiud the same rider in Magnus in a class of

miscellaneous questions without any reference to the triangle of forces. It would seem
that it did not refer to it, because there is a question on that coming after it. Question

2, relating to the sailing of the vessel, receives special attention from Kirkland, not only

giving the diagram to illustrate it, but the example afterwards in the exercise. It is
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referred to in Magnus, but in such a way that no special attention is attached to it. It is

also in the miscellaneous questions. Then the question on rowing struck me forcibly,

because I never saw it anywhere else. He has given a very full solution to it. Question
4 refers to a very useful question which does not receive enough attention in some books.

Mr. Kirkland has devoted a whole exercise to it. These are the reasons I had—first, the

similarity of the questions ; second, the order of the questions, the fact that all the ques-

tions are found in one book only, and then that they come up in the same order in Kirk-
land's statics and the Examination Paper, and do not come up the same way iu other

books.

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. Look at the wheel and axle in Magnus, and state whether the principle of virtual

velocity is treated of in Magnus 1 A. It may be given under that name, but it is not
given under statics. This is under the subject of dynamics.

Q. The mechanical powers are not treated at all untler statics 1 A. Not at all.

By Mb. Glashan.

Q. What is the meaning of Dynamics in Magnus's work ? A. I have not examined
it to see. 1 suppose it refers to laws of motion.

Q. Are you aware what is the general meaning attached to Dynamics among the

leading Physicists in England 1 A. I do not come here to be cross-examined by a man
of lower standing in the University than myself

The Commissioner said the answer was a most improper one.

The witness was taken ill, and was allowed to retire.

After an interval he returned, and the examination was resumed.

By the Commissioner.

Q. Does Magnus use the word Dynamics to include Statics 1 A. 1 do not think he

does it in the same sense. I have not examined Mr. Magnus's Statics. The book has

only been in my hands a very short time, and I have had no time to pay attention to any
part of it, except the Statics ; but, when he includes simple machines in Dynamics, it is

easy to see that he treats it on a different principle from usual. He treats it on the prin-

ciple of work (Icme, which generally comes under Dynamics.

(Magnus's Elementary Mechanics put in and marked Exhibit " J."

Kate Grant, recalled :

—

The Secretary read the portion of Miss Montgomery's evidence relating to the

witness.

By Mr. Edgar.

Q. You have heard that statement read—is that the case ? A. It is not the case.

Q. You heard Miss Montgomery giving her evidence ? A. I did.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. Were you a candidate at that time witii Miss Montgomery ? A. I was.

Q. Did you frequently speak about the work you had to do in Mr. Kirkland's class ?

A. I cannot say positively. I think it likely we did.

Q. Surely you remember whether you ever spoke on the workornot? A. We were

schoolmates together, and I think it altogether likely we did.

Q. Do 3'ou remember whether you ever did or not ? A. I do not remember.

Q. Whether 3'ou ever spoke about the work ? A. I do not remember.

Q. You might have spoken, and you do not remember? A. I might have spoken.

I never said that.
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By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. 1 6 it true ? A. It is not true.

Q. Is Miss Montgomery's evidence true or false ? A, It is not true.

Q. Did I ever take you into my room and give yoti any information other tlian

answering the questions you came to ask me ? A. You never did.

WiLLUM JoH.M Robinson, recalled :

—

By Mr. Davin.

(McLellan and Kirkland's Examination Papers in Arithmetic put in, and marked
Exhibit "K")

Q. Look at the Examination Papers for July, 1877, First-class Teachers, Arithmetic,

No. 32. A. I have it.
•

Q. Read the second question. A. " A grocer bought a quantity of tea at 40c. per

lb., and fixed a price on it to gain 23|^ per cent., but in selling it he inadvertently

used a pound weight which was f oz. too light, thus gaining .$31.20 more than he would
have gained if the weight had been true. How much did he buy ?

"

Q. Turn to page 27 of McLellan and Kirkland's Examination Papers in Arithmetic,

No. 13. A. " A merchant bought a quantity of Canadian tweed, and marked it at an
advance of 25 per cent, on cost, and in selling it used a yard measure which was f of an
inch too short, his entire gain being $124.80; find the cost price of the cloth, and the

amount gained b}' using the false measure."

Q. Is that worked out there ? A. It is.

Q. Is that question the same as the question in the Examination Paper ? A. There
are some differences—the difference in the material, one being tea and the other cloth

;

and the difference in the measure, one being yards and the other pounds.

Q. Could it be worked out in the same way ? A. Not wholly—part of the answer

could. What is given in the examination paper is that the gain was .$31.20 more than

the proper gain. In the book the whole gain, legitimate and illegitimate, is given as

$124 80. In the book, you are asked to find not only the cost price, but the illegitimate

gain. To a great extent they are the same.

Q. Look at question 3, on the Examination Paper, No. 1, sub-question. A. "The
interest on a certain sum for six years is $261, and the discount for the same time is $180.

Find the sum and the rate per cent."

Q. Turn to page 248 of the book, and read the rider to question 3. A. " The
interest on a sum of money for two years is $71y|5^, and the discount for the same is

$G3i^
; find the rate per cent, and the sum of money."

Q. Are these two the same ? A. The same principle is involved. There is a differ-

ent number of years, and a different rate per cent.

Q Read question 4 in the paper. A. " How much U. S. currency will be required to

purchase U. S six per cent, bonds, interest payable in gold, to give an income of $1,113
in currency, scold being at 106, and the broker's commission § per cent, on the par value

of the bonds"?
"

Q. Turn to page 21, problem IG, in the book. A. " How much currency is required

to purch;ise U. S. five per cent, bonds, interest payable in gold, to yield an income of $795
in currency, gold being at a premium of six per cent., and the broker's commission being

^ per cent, on the par value of the bonds ?
"

Q. Is that worked out there ? A. It is.

Q. Are these questions the same ? A. They are not the same, but the same princi-

ple is involved—it is simply an interchange of numbers.

Q. Read question 5 on the paper. A. "I bought a quantity of tea from Thwaite,

Eby & Co., Toronto, who allowed me a discount of four per cent, on the price charged

for the tea, and accepted for the reduced amount my note, payable in six months ; I sold

the tea at once for a note of $510.51, payable in three months, and, allowing money to be

worth eight per cent, per annum, I found I had made a profit of 18j\ per cent. Find
the price first charged for the tea."
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Q. Turn to page 30 of the book, read problem 19. A. "If I am allowed IJ per

cent, reduction on an amount charged to me for goods, and give my acceptance at five

months for the net sum ; and if by selling the goods forthwith for a bill of £162 TJs. 2d.,

payable in seven months, my present gain is llj per cent.; find the amount originally

charged to me, money being worth five per cent, per annum."

Q. Is the question worked out in the book ? A. It is.

Q. Are these questions the same? A. They are the same in principle, per-centage

and numbers being interchanged.

Q. Will you note—has the question seven points,.— 1st, goods bought ; 2nd, discount

allowed ;
3rd, note given ; 4th, goods sold immediately; 5th, time note accepted for pay-

ment ; 6th, certain value of money ; 7th, required, the cost price. Is that the order of

the points ? A. Yes. There is a little difference in the other, I think, but very little.

Q, The question is solved ? A. Yes.

Q. Turn to question 6. A. " From 2 lbs. of standard gold arc coined 89 guineas, and

from 1 lb. standard silver 66 .shillings, 8J per cent, of standard gold being alloy, and 7J
per cent, of standard silver. If 24 pennies are coined from 1 lb. avoirdupois, calculate the

ratio of the values of gold and copper."

Q. Look at page 13 of the book, question 10 ? A. " Calculate the ratio between the

values of gold and silver, it being given that 2 lbs. of standard gold are coined into 89

guineas, and 1 lb. of standard silver is coined into 66 shillings, and that .j^ of standard

gold and ^j^ of standard silver are alloy."

Q. Is the question worked out ? A. Yes.

Q. Are these questions the same ? A. There is a little difference, this way : there

are three elements in the question on the Examination Paper, and only two in the book.

There are gold, silver and copper in the one, and only gold and silver in the other.

Q. Read question 9 in the'Examination'^Paper. A. " To do a certain piece of work

for which $120 is paid, B would take 2§ times as long as A and U together
;
and C 4J

times as long as A and B together ; and all three working together, actually do the work

in 2§ days ; divide fairly among them the money paid for the work."

Q. Turn to page 22 in the book. A. " To do a certain piece of work B would take

twice as long as A and C together, and C twice as long as A and B together ;
and A, B

and C together actually do it in .5 days ; $60 is paid for the work ; divide this fairly

among them."

Q. Is the question worked out there ? A. It is.

Q. Is that the same as the question on the Examination Paper? A. It is in all

essential points.

Q. Has your attention been called to this book by anybody since Its publication ?

Has it been called by Mr. Gage ? A. Not that I am aware of I got the book of my
own accord.

Q. Have you had a conversation with any of the agents of Adam Miller and Com-

pany about this book ? A. Not that I am aware of.

Q. Had you a conversation with anyone connected with the Central Committee about

this book ? A. I might likely have referred to it in common conversation. I have re-

ferred to it in conversation with several peo])le.

Q. Has nobody asked you to use your influence to introduce this book ? A. Where?

Q. Wherever you might happen to be teaching ? A. I have had conversations on

the subject, which I consider m.ore or less confidential, and do not care about divulging,

unless it is material that I should answer the question.

The question was not pressed.

By Dr. McLellan.

Q. Of course there is a resemblance in these questions. Are they peculiar to the

" Examination Papers," or are they found in other books? A. Arithmetical questions

run in a certain groove, many of them.

Q. Are you familiar with the preceding Examination Papers of the Central Com-

mittee? A. Yes, perfectly.
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Q. Some of these occur in preceding Examination Papers, do they not ? A. One
does, I think.

Q. And do you not remember that about the shocks ? A. I do not remember just

now, perhaps it does occur.

Q. Have you had time to compare tho papers set for the hist Entrance Examination,
the Third-class Examination, and the Second-class Examination with the book ? A. I

have not ; I never gave much attention to the First-class Paper, until I saw public atten-

tion called to it in the newspapers.

Q. You are not prepared to state that there is any resemblance between these third-

class papers and the book? A. lam not very familiar with the third-class. It does

not come much under my attention. I am a little more acquainted with the Entrance,

because I examined the paper, but it left no impression on my m.ind.

Q. But out of the four papers, involving some forty-four problems, you find a strong

resemblance on the first-class on four or five questions— is that what struck you ? A. I

was not forcibly struck with any of the questions.

Q. You do not think those questions are peculiar to any book 1 A. Several of the

questions are not peculiar to any book. They are ordinary questions given in our classes,

and made up at any time. Perhaps more prominence is given to them in this book than
in any other.

Q. This question involving the five points, have you seen it in any other books ? A.

T am not familiar with it.

Q. You are familiar with Colenso's Arithmetic 1 A. I never use it.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. I must press my previous question. I am instructed to press it. Did. Mr.
McLellan urge you to introduce this book of his—" Examination Papers ? " A. He did

not urge me to do it.

Q. Did he ask you ? A. We had a casual conversation when he was inspecting the

school last year, and before leaving he asked me if I thought the book was worthy, o(y if

I thought it would be of advantage to the pupils to introduce it.

By Dr. McLellan.

Q. Was it not more in connection with the teachers ? A. It might have been. I

understood it that way.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. He canvassed you for the book 1 A. That depends on the definition of the word
" canvass."

Q. He asked you 1 A. He did.

Q. Did he make you an offer of his services to get you a better position if you should

need one ? A. We had conversations about positions, and improvement in case of my
accepting another position. He said in an offhand manner that, in case any better posi-

tion should open, he would be very glad to use his influence in my behalf.

Q. That took place in the same conversation in which the book was mentioned ]

A. Yes, part of it, and part had no connection with the book.

By Dr. McLellan.

Q. Was not that while I was dining with you, or leaving your house ? A. It took

place when you were leaving the school, after the closing of the inspection—leaving to

take the train.

Q. I think it took place on the way from your house to the school, after dining with

you ? A. It was just as you were leaving the school.

Q. The conversation about your position took place at a different time ? A. That
was referred to at different times.

Q. You intimated to me that you thought you should have a superior position rather
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than a subordinate one, in view of your abilities, and I said I would do anything I could ?

A. Yes.

Q. Vou did not imagine that I said that, to secure your co-operation to promote the sale

of the book ? A. That was not my opinion at the time. Leaving the school, you questioned

me if I thought the book likely to be of advantage to the teachers, and if so, to use my
influence to introduce it into the school. I thought the request rather peculiar, as I was
going to use my influence anyway, and I was not likely to be biassed. I mentioned to

others afterwards that it seemed to me peculiar, that Mr. McLellan was anxious to sell the

book. The explanation was, that he had been in ill health for some time and he was
anxious to sell the book, to be in a position in case of any emergencies that might
occur.

Q. You do not suppose that I would ask you that unless very intimate and friendly

relations existed between us ? A. Of course, it was in friendly conversations.

By Mr. Glashan.

Q. You remember the 2ud class papers of 1S76 ? A. I do.

Q. Look at No. 2. Do you recognize anything of that being simUar to the second
class of last year? A. The question in this text-book that is solved I think is the same
question that was in the paper of 1876. I suppose it was taken as a sample question to

solve.

Q. Is not No. 3 of 1877 similar to what was given in 1876 1 A. No. One is to find

the difference between the interest and the discount. The other is given the interest and
given the discount, to find the sum.

Q Look at No. 9 on that paper. Do you remember seeing a question like that on
the Intermediate Papers ? A. I think there was a question like that on the first Interme-
diate Paper.

By Dr. McLellan.

Q. When I inspected St. Catharines' Collegiate Institute a year and a half ago, were
you there t A.I was not in the school.

Q. You were there at my first inspection, were you not ? A. I was not. I was
ill.

Q. Y (U were in St. Catharines? A. I was.

Q. Were you not at that time being treated somewhat unjustly 1 A. I considered eo

at t!ie time.

Q. Complaints were made to me. I knew you were being treated unju-.tly. You had
been seriously ill with typhoid fever, had you not ? A. Yes.

Q. Did you not send a friend to request me to call on you ! A. I did.

Q. Mr. Campbell ? A. Yes.

Q- Did you not give me to understand that you had been requested to resign your
position—had received a letter from the head master ? A. 1 had.

Q. Did you not ask me to examine the mathematical classes very carefully, and vin-

dicate you if I could ? A. Perhaps I did.

Q. You had found the mathematical classes very low ? A. At zero.

Q. Tliere were jjcrsons making notes of every failure to make a point against you ?

A. Yes.

Q. Did I not 8tat<? in my oflScial report that, though the mathematical classes were not

very high, they showe<l evidences of good teaching on your part 1 A. 1 believe so. Allow
me to make a statement. I simply saj' that friendly relations always have existed l^etween

iir. Mil.fllan and myself up to the present moment, and there is no animus existing on
my part whiitever.

Mr. Davin proposed to recall Misa Montgomery to contradict Miss Grant's evidence.

The Commissioner declined to allow it.
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George Dixon, sworn :

—

By Dr. McLellan.

o N
'^'

'P'a? y^'i/*^*^'^ ^^'f
yoii could pi-ove conclusively that there is collusion betweena Normal School Master and some of the Examiners ? A. I do not know that I ever usedtuose wonls. I do not know that I ever used the word " conclusively "

Q, ^if
you say that you could prove it ? A. I think I stated that I could provetrom Mr Brown s notes or evidence that there was strong probability that there was col-lusion between them.

Q. Was that the only proof on which you founded that statement 1 A I have heard
reports about it from year to year.

Q. Was that the only direct evidence on which you could base if! A Yes
Q. Had you possession of those letters which were handed in last ni^ht, said to havebeen written by me to Mr. Teefy ? A. I once had possession of them
Q. Did Mr. Teefy leave them in your custody ? A. He gave them to me

.,„. 1-. n -''"I'^ST "''Jf
'°= "'"'• ^" '''^y ^"*y ^fe"*^°^^ '"e ? A. He gave them to me

unconditionally m 1874. They have been in my possession ever since.
Q Did you furnish them to the Mail ? A. I did not.
Q. Did you give them to any one who supplied them to the MaU ? A I will notanswer that question.

Q. DidMr. Teefy entrust them to your custody with the understanding that thevwere to be given up to any one at alU A. There was no condition.
y. Have you had meetings with any person in order to work up the case, to secureproof m connection with tins matter ? A. 1 have had conversations with several people,

and, It two constitute a meeting, I have had meetings.
Q. I think you came to Toronto with certain gentlemen on this mission of procurino-

evidence and making as strong proof as possible in support of the charges against the CeatrdCommittee? A. I did not come to Toronto to collect evidence,

with ?t

^"^ ^°" ''°°"' '" '^°"°®^'°" ^'^'^ ''le matter ? A. I am down here now in cjnnexion

•fi- % ^''"
y^'i °''f''

^\^ gentlemen with whom you met here and elsewhere in connexion
With tbis matter .-^ A. I have here met several parties and talked with them about it.

y. Mention the parties. A. I met Mr. McMurchy.

,v. % ^."o^""". '^'"r"^
^'^ ^'"^^ ^°y informatioa to give that will be valuable to throw light on

tne subject 1 A. I do not know.
t^ Did you hear him say he had ? A. No ; I do not think I did
Q. You do not think he has ? A. I do not think he has.

Q Was there any other gentleman you had any interview with in connexion with this
matter f A. 1 have had an iuterview witli Mr. McAllister

Q. Had you an interview with Mr. Seath 1 A. Yes ; I have spoken to him
<H». Has he any proof he can advance, do you think ? A. I do not know
Q. Did y )u ever hear him say so ? A. I do not think I have
Q. Did he come with you to Toronto, and meet Mr. McAllister and Mr. McMurchy for

the purpose of getting up as strong a case as possible? A. I do not know for what purpose
he was here. I will not swear for what purpose.

Q. Did you meet him here with those gentlemen ? A. Yes.
Q. Once? A. Once.

Q Once only ? A. No ; I met him last night.

Q. You have met him before 1 A. Once before.

Q. You have met him three times then ? A. l" think I have met him three times.
i-l Vid you meet him by appointment on all or any of those occasions t A. I think on

one occasion I did.

Q Was there any other gentleman besides those you have mentioned that you met here
or wlio took any part m getting up evidence to criminate the Central Committee 1 A I
have seen Mr. Duvin.

Q. Anyone else 1 A. And I have seen Mr. Belford.
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Q. Any other geatleman connected with the High Schools ? A. I have seen a lar<:e

number of H igh School masters.

Q. Do you think that any of these three gentlemen—Mr. Seath, Mr. McMurehy, or

Mr. McAllister—can give us any information that will be valuable here ! A. I cannot speak

for them.

Q. Was Mr. Bigg of Brockville, in connesion with you at all ] A. I never saw him
that I know of.

Q. You do not know that he had anything to do with getting up evidence 1 A. Mr
Tilley told me this morning that he had. That is the first time I ever heard his name
I believe I never heard it before.

Q. Do you think it would be worth while to call these gentlemen in connection with

the matter ? A. I do not know.
Q. Do you think they have anything stronger to give than you have 1 A. I do not

know. They may have.

Br Professor Young.

Q. Then the only ground you have, I understand, against any member of the Central

Committee, in proof of collusion, or of the existence of a ring on anything, is founded
on the papers of Mr. Brown t A.. Yes. That was the evidence which caused me to move
in the matter. I wish to state how this came into my possession. Mr. Ratcliffe, a student

in our school, came to me after the vacation, and told me there was no use his remaining
in my school, because the Normal .School students knew the questions before the exam-
ination, and we could not compete with them, and he brought Mr. Brown and his note-

book to prove it, and on comparing his notes with the Examination Papers, I was satisfied

there was something in it.

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. If it should be proved in evidence that Normal School students have not stood
higher in Chemistry or Physics than in other subjects, what would your inference be 1 A.
I do not think I could draw any inference from that.

Q. If there has been any collusion, would you not expect that they would stand
higher in subjects in which there was collusion, than in subjects in which there was not ?

A. Yes. I think I would fairly come to that conclusion.

Q. Then if it is proved in evidence that they have not stood higher in those than in

others, what would you infer from that ? A. I do not know that I could infer anything.

Q. Would you not infer that there was no collusion ? \. I could not infer anything
regarding collusion.

Q. If there was collusion they would stand higher 1 A. I should think so. There
might be collusion, and yet they might not stand higher. If, for instance, they did not

share in the belief that these notes were improperly given, I can easily understand their

not standing high on that subject. They would not receive these hints with confidence.

There might be collusion, an<l still they might not do well.

Q. Then there would be no harm done ? A. Practically, there would be no harm
done.

By Mr. Hughes.

Q. Has there not been an improvement in the character of the text-books used in

the Public and High Sciiools, within the last year—an improvement in (piality ? A. In

some respects I think there has been an improvement.

Q. Do you mean in the paper and mechanical execution, binding, and .so forth ? \. I

refer to that. Of course, there are no text-books that we had not access to before this year.

By Mr. Davi.n.

Q. I understand you to say, that your reason for paying some attention to Brown's note-

book was, that one of the students had told you it was impossiblo to compete with the students

of the Normal School ? A. Yes.

Q. What reason did he give ?
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The Commissioner.—That is not evidence.

Q. If Mr. Kirkland's pupils took higher marks than the students in other places, the

effect would be to give great advantage to Mr. Kirkland and the Normal School in Toronto 1

A. Yes.

John R. Teefy, sworn :

—

By The Commissioner.

Q. Have you any information to give in relation to these charges? A. Nothing,

except in regard to these letters.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. Did you send Mr. McLellan any Ex.amination Papers for first, second and third-

class teachers' examinations ] A. I sent no Examination Papers for any of the certificates.

Q. Did you ever offer any ? A. No, I offered no papers.

Q. Did Mr. McLellan, on the 26th .January, 1S73, write to you :
" I accept your offer.

Arithmetic Papers (1st, 2nd, 3rd class) for teachers' examination; and 1st and 2nd years'

answers to Arithmetic Papers will be required. And if you indicate solutions of Kuy problems

and riders for University work, it will relieve me of a good de<al of work ?
" A. I believe

he did.

Q. Look at the letter of January 22nd, 1873. Did you receive that letter from Dr.

McLellan 1 A. Yes.

[Letter " B 1 " read.]

Q. That letter is written by Dr. McLellan ? A. I received it as from Dr. McLellan.

Q. Did you answer it ? A. I believe I did.

Q. Who is the " Mr. O'Donohue " referred to 1 A. Mr. John O'Donohue.

Q. The late M.P. for East Toronto ? A. Yes, I believe so.

Q. The Barrister i A. Yes.

Q. Look at the letter of January 26th, 1873. That seems to have been in answer to

yours. Just read it.

[Letter " B 2 " read.]

Q. Did you " make the papers as original as possible '! " A. What papers ?

Q. Did you send him papers in answer to that ? A. I do not know to what papers you

refer exactly.

Q. Ecad the next letters.

[Letters " B 3," " B 4," " B 5," " B 6," and " B 7 " read.]

Q. Who is " Dr. W ?" A. I believe it is Dr. Wilson.

Q. Professor of English, at the University of Toronto 1 A. Yes.

Q. In the letter of January 22nd, 1873, Mr. McLellan promises you :
" I'll do all I

can for you for a position in one of the Normal Schools," and he urges you :
" I saw Mr.

O'Donohue (whom your father also must see) he will aid you ;
" and, immediately after

promising to help you, he says :
" By the way I am very hard-worked this half year,

would you have time to make me up a few problems and questions in mathematics iu strict

confidence 1 " What did you do when you read that part of the letter 1 Did you make up

the problems 1 A. I made up some problems.

Q. Did you send them to him ? A. I did.

Q. On the receipt of that letter—after receiving that letter ? A. After receiving it,

certainly.

Q. Did you regard the promise, to do something for you, as an incentive to work out

those problems t Did you regard it as a bribe to work out those problems 1 A. Not at

all.

Q. Did you regard it as an incentive to work them out 1 A. No ;
it was more from,

a love of mathematics than anything else.
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Q. You were dissatisfied with your position 1 A. Not with my position, but I had
a dislike to the place where I was.

Q. You would have liked to have a larger salary ? A. Yes.

Q. He promises you a larger salary ? A. No.
Q. He promised you more money ? A. He promised to get me a better situation.

Q. In the letter of the 26th January, 1873, he says: "I accept your offer. Arithmetic
Papers (1st, 2ud, 3rd class) for Teachers' Examination ; and 1st and 2ud years' answers to

Arithmetic Papers will be required. And if you indicated solutions of any Problems and
aiders for Universitj- work, it will relieve me of a good deal of work." What offer does
that refer to ? It was apparently made in answer'to his previous letter. What offer did you
make him ? A. I made him an offer to make up some of the papers to which he referred.

Q. For the 1st, 2rid, and 3rd class examinations ? A. Yes.

Q. For Teachei-s' Examinations ? A. Yes ; he specifies them.

Q. Where were these Teachers' Examinations held ? A. Throughout the country.

Q. Did you see the Examination Papers afterwards ? A. Wliat Examination Papers 1

Q. The Examination Papers prepared by Mr. McLellan for 1873 ? A. I saw the

Papers for 1873.

Q. Did you indicate solutions of problems and riders for University work '( A. I think
I did.

Q. Mr. McLellan was anxious for his reputation for originality—did you make them
original 1 A. I did.

Q What did you understand by Mr. McLellan's telling you :
" I stand well with Dr.

E. and with the Government, and you may rely upon my doing my best 1 " Did you re-

gard that as an incentive to work out these problems ? A. No.
Q. In the letter of February 7th, 1873, he says: " I have the pass paper, and your

first rider will do well for that "—did that refer to a rider you sent for the pass paper ?

A. Yes. He says, " I have tlie pass paper," that is, he is examining in the pass ))aper.

Q. He says : "I'll look shar]) for your interests"—did you understand that as a

brilje? A. No. I never understood Dr. McLellan to bribe me at all.

Q. " Make up two or three stiff problems for tii-st class arithmetic paper—a gold
medal is to bo given for best man at ensuing examination, and I wish a test question or
two "—did you give the '• test question ? '' A. No, I did not.

Q. Did you give a " stiff '' question ? A. I did not give any problem for fii-st-class

arithmetic paper at all.

Q. Did you send any problems, stiff or limber, in answer to that letter 1 A. I cannot
say whether I sent them in answer to that letter or not.

Q. At any time 1 A. I had sent some in the early part of that year, for Examioation
Papers in the University.

Q. Did you make out examination questions for the gold medal ? A. No, I did not
Wr. Edgar objected that the in<)uiry was not into University examinations.

Q. In the letter of the Nth February, 1873, he says : "Thanks—your aid is now a
great favour"—between the 7th and the 17th of February, you must have sent him some
papers ? A.I woidd not be certain whether I sent him some problems, or whether it wa8
a further offer to make up papers.

Q. " If I succeed Dr. R., there'll be no doubt about you. Perhaps you could aid me.
V, rite Mr. O'Donohoe, &c., &c., giving your views as to how I inspect, stand with the

masters." What were you to write to John O'Donohoe for ? A. If I could conscientiously

recommend

—

The Commissioner.—I do not see how this affects the matter.

Q. Could you, while you were preparing these questions for the Normal School and
for the University, have prepared students for those very examinations for which you
were giving papera, had you liked to do so ? A. I do not understand.

Q When you were sending up those papers to Mr. McLellan for examinations to be
held all over the country and at the University, w;i.s it not in your p')wer tii have coached
students for those very examinations for which you were preparing papers ? A. Certainly.

Q. Did you do it ? A. As to University students, no.

Q. As to Normal School stu lents, did you ? A. I had no students in the High
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School at Beamsville at the time. There were three private pupils of mine. Two did not
go up. Whether the third did or not, I do not know.

Q. You gave them lessons 1 A. Yes, five or six iu Algebra, Philosophy ; and I think
Arithmetic.

Q. And Arithmetic was one of the subjects for which you were preparing papers ?

A. Yes.

Q. Will you explain what is the meaning of the postscript to the letter of the 8th
March, 1873 :

" Come up for your M.A. in May ; write on mathematics ?" A. I think
Ml-. McLelian, either by word of mouth or by letter, advised me to get my M.A., as it

would be better for me as an applicant for a position in one of the new Normal Schools.
There was a new rule as to the method of obtaining a master's degree in the Statutes of
the University at that time. I had not been reviewing any of my higher subjects, and I
was in great doubt how I should proceed, in what way I could succeed in obtaining it,

and I asked Dr. McLelian what would be the best suVjject to write on, and he advised me
to write on mathematics.

Q. Who was examiner in mathematics that year ? A. Dr. McLelian and Mr. Fitz-
gerald. I did not go up for my M.A.

Q. In the letter of the 14th March, he again says, " Thanks for the problems ;
"

so you had sent more between the 8th and 14th of March? A. Yes, I expect I had.

Q. And he again promises you a place of $1,000 a year i A. He does not promise
it. He says, " I think that ere long we shall have a place worth a thousand dollars a year
for you."

Q. How many problems altogether, and riders and stiff questions and limber ones
did you prepare for Mr. McLelian ? A. Limit your question.

Q. How many in Arithmetic ? A. I think two. I sent him two—one was from an
old University paper.

Q. How many riders ? A. I really cannot say.

Q. How many Trignometry papers ? A. I sent him a Trigonometry paper. do
not know whether it was used or not.

Q. Papers in Euclid? A. No, I did not.

Q. In Algebra 1 A. Yes.

Q. Any in Hydrostatics 1 A. No.

Q. Optics 1 A. No.

Q. Statics'! A. No.

Q. Dynamics? A. No.

Q. Look at that paper in Arithmetic, 15th December, 1873. There are two ques-
tions marked. Read them. A. Question 3 is :

—" Water expends 10 per cent, in freezing
;

find the weight of water in a solid piece of ice whose dimensions are 12ft., 8ft., •5|ft.,

(cubic foot of water weighs 1,000 ounces)." Question 4 is ;
—" Show that the sum of

v/079012345679 and v^0-6l2345679 is unity."

Q. Do you know who prepared those questions ? A. I sent those to Dr. McLelian
—questions 3 and 4.

Q. They are just as you sent them to Dr. McLelian? A. I cannot exactly say
whether they are or not. I did not keep copies of the questions I sent to him, and would
not state.

Q. Those are the questions you prepared ? A. In substance, those are the questions.

(Examination Papers of December, 1873, put in and marked Exhibit " L.")

By Dr. McLellan.

Q. Mr. Davin has dwelt on the point that these promises of assistance were made by
way of bribe 1 A. I never accepted them as such, and never thought they were such. It

never entered my head you intended to bribe me at all.

Q. Had I not made promises of equal importance to you before ? A. You had, from
the time of your first visit to my school.

Q. Can you put in a letter to show that in 1872, long before this, I had made similar

promises ? A. Yes.
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(Letter of 29th Juue, 1872, put in and marked Exhibit " M.")

Q. Read that letter 1 A.—
"YoRKViLLE, 29th .June, 1872.

" Dear Sir,—Just got home. If I hear of anything I shall with pleasure do what

I can for you.
" Trustees had better make effort to keep you—it will pay them in the end, as the

school will rank higher and get more money than if they employ au inferior raau.

" J. A. McLellan.
" In haste.

" P.S.—Vacancies in High Schools will not be many this midsummer. But hope for

the best.

"J. A. McLellan.
" J. R. Teefy, B.A."

(Letter of 7th December, 1872, put in, and marked Exhibit " N.")

Q. Read that letter ? A.

—

" Private.

" YoEKViLLE, Dec. 7, 1872.

" Dear Sir,— I see you are advertising for an English and Mathematical master for

the London High School. I take the liberty of stating to you that Mr. J. K. Teefy, B.A.,

—who will perhaps make application for the post—is an excellent mathematical and
English scholar, and a superior teacher. He obtained a mathematical medal in the LTni-

versity of Toronto. The mathematical course embraces, as you are aware, not merely a
popular knowledge of natural philosophy, astronomy, &c., but that complete knowledge of

these subjects which can be acijuired only by the application of the higher analysis. He
is also a first-rate ckissic, having won classical honours for three years in L^niversity (JoUege,

and taken the prize for Greek Iambics in third year. He is a capital teacher and disci-

plinarian. No school in Western Ontario has made greater advancement during current
half year than Mr. Teefy's (Beamsville). I have no hesitation in recommending him for

the position soon to be vacant in the London School.
" I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your note anent the entrance examination. If

you think it advisable, you can of course give the substance of this communication to the
London H. S. Board.''

" Very truly yours,

"J. A. McLellan.
"J. B. Boyle, Esq., '&c.,&c."

That was written to Mr. Boyle, of London. It was sent to me by the Secretary of
the Board at Ldii'Iou when my testimonials were sent back to me.

Q. Was 1 asking you for any problems or anything at the time that letter was
written ? A. No.

Q. Had I not been equally interested in your progress long before this University
matter came up at all ? A. From your first visit to my school, at Port Rowan, in 1871,
you showed yourself very friendly.

Q. Did I not take up your cause very warmly because I thought you were unjustly
treated, because of certain prejudices existing against you ? A. I thought so at the time.

I could not assign any other reason for your friendliness.

Q. I stated in a letter to the Mail that the offer of a.ssislance, in the first place, came
from you. Perhaps you will remember when Mr. Christie came down with me, and I was
there— ? A. 1 rememljer something of it.

Q. That I stated I was very hard worked. Did you offer the questions in Mr.
Christie's presence, and siiy you could do it, us you were in a small school wliere there was
not much to be done, and you would be glad to employ your evenings ? A. You did not
ask me direcllv, but it was almost a siiuultaneoua offer od my part.
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Q. That was in 1872 ? A. In the fall of 1872, I think.

Q. Dill you furnish any problems for me, except for the first year for the University
work. Algebra and Trigonometry ] A. One paper on Conies, I tliink.

Q. The paper on Alj^ebra was modified, was it not 1 Did you note it afterwards ?

A. I did not notice it afterwards at all. I took a glance in the University Library at the
papers, but I did not pay any attention to it.

Q. The paper in Trigonometry ? A. I believe the paper in Trigonometry was not
used.

Q. Had you any students going up for that examination ] A. None at all.

Q. Supjiosing you liail had students, would you have made an offer to prepare ques-
tions 1 A. No, I should have been much more delicate about doing it.

Q. In regard to the Teachers' Examination, these two questions were sent in March ?

A. Early in 1873.

Q. At what examination to be used ? A. I expected at the July examination.

Q,. Were they used in July 1 A. No.

Q Had you any candidate going up in July 1 A. The only candidate I am not cer-

tain of, was one of the three I spoke of.

Q. Do you know what examination he went up to ? A. It was a Miss DeWitt. She
went up afterwards—a year or two, I believe.

Q. The questions being used later than the July examinations, could not have been
of any use to you ] A. I did not pay any attention to them after July, and did not expect
they would appear.

Q. You had no students going up for the University Examination ? A. No. The
first st\idents I had a hand in preparing, went up in December, 1873. These papei-s were
set in June, 1873.

Q. You had no students going up for the Teachers' Examination in July ? A. No.
Q. No questions you sent me appeared on that paper .' A. No.

Q. You think it is possible one of the students came up to the following examination,

a year after the papers were sent l A. I did not keep track. I know the other two never
went up.

Q. If she had gone up,—did you give her any information about the questions 1

A. No.

Q. Did you give any one interested in any of the examinations that you gave me some
questions for, any information t A. No ; No information at all.

Q. Will you tell me how the substance of that letter of 1874 got iuto the xMail in the
first place 1 A. I mentioned to Mr. Seath that I had a letter urging me very strongly to

vote for Dr. Wilson. He asked for permission to see it. I gave it to him. He asked for

permission to use it. I gave it, but told him he could not publish the letter. He com-
mitted it to memory while he had it in his hands, and in a few days it appeared in the
columns of the Mail.

Q. These letters that have appeared here as evidence, did you entrust them to Mr,
Dickson's custody ? A. I did.

Q. Did you attach any condition to the custody, or what purpose had you in view?
A. I do not remember attaching any condition at all. These letters T left with him spe-

cially. I was leaving the profession, and I did not expect at the time or since that he
would use them. In fact, I gave him no authority to use them, as I wrote to Mr. Dickson
anent the affair, when the subject came up in the Mail, and he sent me back the following

letter:

—

[Letter of Sept. 2-ith, 1877, put in and marked Exhibit "0."]

" Collegiate Institute,

"Hamilton, Sept. 24th, 1877.

" My Dear John R. T.,—I have just received your letter of the 20th inst. It came
on Saturday, I see, but not going to the box before this morning, it has just come to

hand

.

In regard to the attack on Dr. McLellan, you are incorrect in supposing that I have

had a hand in it. I didn't begin the attack on him ; it began during my vacation, and
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had progressed for upwards of three weeks before I knew anything of it. I haven't written

a line of the articles that have appeared against McL. I didn't give up the letters to the

Mail for publication, nor for any other purpose whatever, nor do I know at present who
gave them up. When I go home at noon, I shall collect all letters and papers of yours

that are still here, and send them to you as you direct.

" Educational affairs were in a bad enough state when you were teaching, but they

are infinitely worse now; if a tithe of the charges against McL. can be substantiated, it

will make out a case that no man with the slightest sense of moral rectitude would for a

moment defend. We want ' clean ' men to direct the educational affairs of the country,

and I am forced to the conviction that McL. is anything but a man of high honour and
uprightness.

" With kindest regards to Armand,
" I remain, yours

" Very sincerely,

" Geo. Dickson.

" P.S.—I see by this morning's paper that a Commission with povver to take evidence

under oath, is appointed. Judge Patterson is to take the evidence. Witnesses in Canada
will be compelled to attend.

" G. D."

Q. You had left other letters then in his custody? A. I had left a carpet bag of

them ; I left all my old letters there.

Q. You never gave him permission to use these letters in this way 1 A. No.

Q. You did not suppose he was going to use them in this way? A. No, I had too

much confidence in him to suppose he was going to. I had had enough of that work
before.

Q. Do you know to wliom he gave the letters ? A. I do not. I wrote to him a

second time after receiving that reply.

[Letter of October 2ad, 1877, put in and marked.Exhibit " P."]

The letter is as follows :

—

" AssuJiFiiON College, Sandwich, October Lnd, 1877.

" My Dear George,—The carpet bag containing letters of mine reached me last

night. Much obliged. But none of the letters referred to by the MailAie there. Those

letters 1 took from the rest, and left with you in the vacation of 1874—in the heat of the

election contest between Hunter and Wilson. They were left simply in your care.

Where are they now ? Be kind enough to send them to me immediately. You see I am
a witness in the investigation, and my personal honour is seriously at stake. Preparing

for the holy priesthood, it would never do for any public stain to attach to my name.

You say you did not give those letters to the Mail ; did you give them to any person ?

If not, you must have them yet—please send them. If you did so, you had no permis-

sion from me to do so, and I must know the persons name. You get them from him for me.

" Yours sincerely,

" John R. Teefy."

He did not answer that letter.

Q. The letters were not his property, were they ? A. They were not his property.

They were not given up to him, but were left in his custody.

Q. In fact the letters were purloined by some one ? A. Yes ; I deem the letters

purloined.

Q. He did not give you any information by whom they were stolen 1 A. I did not

get any answer to that second letter.

Q. Was it your impression that my advising you to write in Mathematics meant that

you would have no trouble in getting through ? A. No. I thought you advised me to

write on Mathematics because you knew it was my honour subject.
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Q. I knew you were a mathematical medallist, did I not ? A. Yes.

Q. Had ever anybody been rejected for his M.A. degree ? A. I do nut know. I

cannot say. However, I did not go up.

Q. You ran no risk, and you did not suppose I was offering any favour at all 1 A.
No, I did not, or I would have gone up.

Q. Did you write for your M.A. that time ? A. No, I did not.

Q. That December Examination, 1873— what examination is it? Is it a Normal
School Examination'! A. No, second-class Provincial certificates.

Q. What were the miserable prejudices I referred to in one of the letters which have
been quoted ? A. I understood them tu refer to my religion.

Q. As a matter of fact, you had been rejected in several places mainly on account of
that—you had reason to believe that ] A. I had reason to believe that I was.

Q. Is it your honest conviction that on that account I was more warmly than usual
interested in you 1 A. I could not assign any other reason, unless it -was the long con-
tinued acquaintance with me from boyhood up.

By Me. Davin.

Q. You said, in reply to Mr. Kirkland, that these letters were purloined ? A. I said
I deemed them to be purloined.

Q. You do not know that they were purloined 1 A. I do not; but at present I deem
them purloined.

James Campbell, sworn :

—

By Mr. Davin.

Q. You are a book publisher 1 A. Yes.

Q. You have had a good deal of experience in connection with the Department of
Education. A. In a certain way.

Q. Do you remember when the change in the policy of the Departnient in regard to

copyrights took place 1 A. No, I do not. I know when it was inaugurated, but I do not
know when it was changed.

Q. When was it inaugurated ? A. I could not give you the year. I should have to

refer to letters. It must have been seven, eight or more years ago. I could not say off-

hand.

Q. We have the evidence of Mr. Crooks that, under tlie Act of 1874, liberty was
given for the first time to compete. Did not some change take place in the policy of the
Department about a year ago 'l A. That which you referred to just now was not on the
copyright. It was a totally different matter. You are taking two matters together which
are quite distinct.

Q. Explain them ? A. I only want to know what is required of me. I have nothing
to keep back.

Q. We want what you know of the effect on the book trade, so far as school-books
are concerned by the changes made in 1874. You are aware that the Department used to

retain the copyright of tlie books ? A. I know that the copyright was retained at first

with the readers. Afterwards it was found to be a convenient arrangement, and the copy-
right was required of succeeding text-books also. That as far as I know, was not changed
unto it was found, on the representation of the booksellers, to be very inconvenient, and
it was afterwards abandoned, so far as I know.

Q,. What has been the effect of the change on the price of books ? A. I can speak
from hearsay. I could not quote two books, and say " such a book used to cost 50c.—now
it costs Hi." But that is the impression on my mind. As for as I know there are certain

books introduced on a certain subject, for wliich the public have to pay a higher price than
before I take back 50c. and SI. I meant that comparatively ;—there are certain books
cliarged higher than similar books were before.

Q. There is Kirkiand's Arithmetic ? A. I should have to look over a catalogue to

state the difference between this and any other existing book.

Q. Did you have a conversation with Mr. Crooks about the authorization of text-
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books ? A. I have had several. I have had no communications whatever except through

the Minister.

Q. Did you make any representation to him as to the advantages of any other firm in

this city over your firm and your brother publishers, in the matter of authorization of text-

books 1 A. Yes, I did.

Q. What firm did you say had the advantage] A. Adam Miller and Company.

Q. Did you mention any fact to him as to the authorization of books? A. I repre-

sented to him the advantages they possessed over other publishers.

Q. What are they ] A. Previous knowledge of what books were to be authorized.

By Mr. Edgar.

Q. Are you saying what you stated to the Minister, or are you swearing to a particu-

lar fact ? A. I am saying in effect what I represented to him.

Q. Are you aware that that is the case, that one firm has the advantage in regard to

the authoriziitiou of books ] A. My partner told me that Messrs. Miller were preparing

two books that were to be authorized. We had no idea of such a thing, we had not heard

of it, and we made application to know if it was the case. We found that no authoriza-

tion had been given whatever, but that from some source or other, Messi's. Miller had ac-

quired the knowledge, and were preparing the books.

By Mr. Davin.—

Q. Do you know the names of the books ? A. The books were Mason's Grammar
and Swinton's Language Lesson's.

Q. Then, before those books were authorized, Adam Miller & Co. knew they were to

be 1 A. That is what my partner told me. I am not so much in the details of the busi-

ness as my partner.

Q. You are aware that Mason's English Grammar is authorized, are you not? A.

Yes.

Q. What did Mr. Crooks say when you represented this to him ? A. I cannot quote

his words. He seemed surprised. I do not remember what he said just now. Beseemed
surprised.

Q. Could you tell the learned Judge how it is that they came to know that these books

would be authorized? What means had Ad.am Miller & Co. of knowing they would be

authorized ? Have you any knowledge ? A. The knowledge was conveyed to them by an
interested party.

Q. Do you know it from your own observation, or from facts that came under your

notice f Do you know the name of the person who told you 1 If you know it, give it ?

A. It was Mr. Houston who told me that these were the books. We were talking on the

mode by which the previous knowledge of what books would be authorized was obtained.

By Mk. Hughes,—

Q. Did the Department, under the former regulation, retain all the copyrights in their

possession ? A. No.

Q. Did the mode of their retaining copyrights meet with the approval of book pub-

lishers ] A. It did not.

Q. You have stated that you know that books are dearer now than they were
; can

you state any book that is ? A. No, I am not </«/«(< with the details. I am not so much
in the business as my partner and others.

Q. For the books you publish yourself, you hold the copyright of Morria's Grammar?
A. Yes.

Q. What is the price of that ? A. I cannot give it to you. I can give it to you to-

morrow.
Q. Did you swear that you know that Adam Miller & Co. had previous knowledge ?

A. I received that intimation in the first place, from my son, my partner.
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Q. Yon do not know it of your own knowledge 1 A. That was the first time it came
to my knowledge. Mr. Houston was afterwards mv informant.

Q. You speak of two books as being authorised, Mason's and Swinton's Grammars

—

these are the two you refer to ? A. Yes.

Q. No others 1 A. No others.

Q. You are not prepared to give any information in regard to the price of the books 1

A. No.

Q. Can you state any comparison between the quality of the books now and two
years ago ? A. 1 could not say. I could say in a general way that they aie certainly

not improved.

Q. Could you tell me what was the retail price of any of the Readers, when you held
the copyright alone, before Mr. Warwick had them 1 A. Just the same as now ; no
change has taken place.

Q. When Mr. Warwick and Mr. Lovell obtained permission to publish the series of
Reading-books originally published by yourself, the price of these books was not lowered 1

A. No.

Q. Do you think the quality of the book was improved in its general character

—

binding, paper and so ou ? Do you think the other publishers used a better quality than
you did ? A. I think not, for we were under a ban very strongly. There were sundrv
gentlemen authorized to watch us very closely, and, under the old regime, the Council of
Public Instruction came down upon us very severely in minute detail ; but the stringency

was lessened, and the books are not .so good now as they were.

Q. Then the holding of the copyright of the series of Readers by the Department,
did not improve the quality, or reduce the price of the books ? A. I do not see that it

had anything to do with it. There was not that care. The set of books we deposited

with the Department can be seen—the wood engravings, binding, paper and printing can
be seen, and the books of the present day are not to be compared to them.

By Mr. Gage.

Q. Did you apply for the copyright of Mason's Grammar 1 A. I cannot say whether

I did or not.

Q. You are not aware that an application was made on behalf of your firm to the

pubHshers in England t A. It may have been, but a great deal will depeijd on the date,

whether it was six months after you applied or before.

Q. You would not have applied tor the copyright if you had known that we had the

copyright, and that the book was going to be authorized 1 A. I do not quite understand

you.

Q. You would not have applied for the copyright of the book from the publishers in

London, if you had known that we were publishing the book 1 A. We might.

Q. On what grounds ? Do you think that two copyrights of the book could be held

in Canada ? A. It was a question whether it was a speculation on your part, or whether

you had bona fide information that it would be authorized.

Q. Did you apply for the copyright or not 'i A. It is not at all unlikely. I wish to

answer the last question. We might have supposed it a matter of speculation on your part,

that you were not quite sure of it, and we might have supposed that we might have had as

good a chance as yourselves.

Q. Did you apply for the copyright of Mason's Grammar or not ? A. I cannot say

whether we did or not.

Q If you did apply for the copyright, would it not look as if you had previous know-

ledge of the authorizatiiui of that text-book, or would it not seem as if you knew that it was

going to be authorized > A. Supposing that we had the idea that the book was to be author-

ized, because we had heard that Messrs. Miller & Co. had the book nearly ready for publica-

tidn, and learned, after all, that it was a speculation on their part and they had not really the

copyright, it is quite possible we might have applied for it.

Q. You know there are serious penalties on a publisher who publishes a book copyrighted

in England without having secured the copyright—you know that Messrs. Miller & Go. dare

not publish it without the copyright i A. They dare not sell it. There is nothing to
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hinder theru from printing it and keeping it ready for the Minister's authorization. A good

deal would depend on the character of the information and the hints you received in regard

to that.

Q. Did you receive any information to warrant you to apply for the copyrij^ht of this

book ? A I do not know.

Q. You do not know whether you did or not ? A. I do not know.

Q. Did you apply for the plates of Mason's Grammar ? A. I had a good deal of con-

versation with i;iy partner with regard to the.se books, and we had a sort of idea, because

Messrs. Minor & Co. had these books in a state of preparation, that the probability was that

they had got within the lines and had got information which was denied to us ; and the

question may have been put in general conversations with my partner— Have they really got

the copyright, or is it merely a question of speculation ? and wc might have applied for the

copyright.

Q. Did you apply for the copyright or plates of Mason's Grammar, knowing that Miller

& Co. were going to publish that book in Canada, and you havint; heard that the book was

likely to be authorized j A. We only knew that the book was likely to be authorized from

the fact that Messrs. Miller were getting it out.

Q. How did yiiu know that Messrs. Miller were bringing it out ? A. We knew that

grammars were to be brought out, and we set about to collect all the grammars we could

here ; we looked up all the grammars of good repute here and in the States, and we sent

round to see if we could get Mason's and Swinton's grammars. Application was made to

Messrs. Miller by one of our collectors, and they said they had not got it, but their own

edition would be out in a short time.

Q. You did not know that Jliiler & Co. iiad advertised a copyright of Mason's Gram-
mar in the papers a month or more before^ A. I had not notii;e<l it, and I do not think

it was We knew nothing aVjout it, and we were on the qui vivc at tlie same time to

have the grammars that were eligible, so that, when the Minister should pronounce, we
should go in for them.

Q. \''ou think it would not be possible for Miller & Co. to be on the qui vive as well

as Campbell & Son, and collect all the books they could on the subject t Do you not think

it possible for them to exercise the like precaution ] A. T think it is something likely,

but it is a totally different thing to publish the book. That is carrying the thing a little

too far.

Q You think Adam Miller & Co. undertook too much risk in issuing a text-book

without previous information 1 A. It is not a habit of my firm to do that sort of thing.

I am not aware how you do that sort of thing.

Q. Do you know anything of a nieinonindura submitted to the Mail with reference

to the publication of Ma.son's Grammar ! A. Not a line. All my comiuunications on

text-books were with the ^Minister.

Q. There was a memorandum in the Mail stating that the co|)yright was announced

six months before it was authorized ? A. I have no knowledge of that.

Q. There was no correspondence with your firm 1 A. I remember that niemoraiuluia.

I asked my son—Have we ever given any information whatever to any newspajHsr about

this book 1 He said, no, nor have we been solicited.

Q. Then you do not know whether you applied for the copyiight of Mason's Gram-

mar fou) or five months before the othcial list was issued 1 A. I cannot say.

Q. Will you state what books recently published by Miller & Co., and authorized by

the Minister of Education, are not improved ? A. The ))est way would be to take the

books and comp.are them.

Q. You said you thought the books were not improveil recently ? A. i say thei-e are

books which have come from your establishment that I do not consider were up to the

mark of the style of books previously.

Q. Will you specify them ? A. Take Colenso's Algebra and Potts's Euclid—take

these two lKX)ks of ours; they are thoroughly good text-books— good paper, thoroughly

well ]ninted and well bound.

(J. Mr. Dickson, t«acher of the Hamilton Collegiate Institute, states that the liooks

have been improved, and hundreds of teachers say the same t A. You would not ask me
to go to a teacher to give an opinion as to the qualitv of printing and paper. They have
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an opp( tunity of testing as to tho binding, but I do not tliink they can give an opinion

as to til • printing and the quality of paper.

Q, .Look at the Elementary Grammar by Dr. Davies, and Swinton's Language Lessons ;

—do you think the grammar most recently published is inferior in its binding and get up

to the other 1 A. No, Swinton's is a very handsomely got up book.

Q. Sainton's is one in which the copyright is held by the publishers, Miller & Co. ?

A. I believe so.

Q. The other is one, the copyright of which is surrendered to the Department '? A. I

believe so.

Q. You say the one in which the copyright is surrendered to the Department is in-

ferior ? A. One book cannot decide the question. They are both very well got-up books.

Q. Which is the better of the two "i A. Swinton's Language Lessons seems to have

the newer type. The other is very good ; I find no fault with it.

Q. Will you state that Swinton's Language Lessons is not a better book in its me-

chanical execution than the older grammar ? A. I think it is much better.

Q. Look at Colenso's Algebra, and Hamblin Smith's ;—you referred to C'olenso's

Algebra as being superior 1 A. I referred to the book published by ourselves, not the

English one at all.

Q. Is that book in your hand one of those published by you ? A. No. This bears

Longmans' imprint.

Q. Then you say your book was better than Longmans' 1 A. That has nothing to

do with it. I say that those two books published by us were well got up, and that books

wore got up subsequently which were not so good.

Q. There are two Algebras—one recently authorized by the Department—Hamblin

Smith's 1 A. Tins is a much inferior book to Swinton's.

Q. Compare the two books—Colenso's and Hamblin Smith's ? A. Hamblin Smith's

is a fairly got up book. It is inferior to Swinton's but the English book is better.

Q. Is Hamblin Smith's Algebra equally well got up with the book you published,

Colenso's Algebra 1. A. You bring forward the best and most recent of your books and ask

m\' opinion on this and Swinton's. I say Swinton's is an excellent book. This is a very

good one ; this is no great shakes ; and others you have published are no good whatever.

Q. Is the edition we published of Hamblin Smith's Algebra equal to the Algebra you

piiblished ? A. I think it is very good indeed. I dare say it is equal.

Q. Is it better 1 A. I do not think so. It would need a little examination.

Q. You are publisher of one of the elementary grammars—Morris's Grammar Primer.

Is not the copyright of the science primers held by your firm 1 A. Yes.

Q. They have been copyrighted recently ? A. Yes.

Q. The copyright has not been surrendered to the Dep.artment ? A. No.

Q. Have the books deteriorated in consequence f A. I could not say without com-

paring them.

Q. Do you think the books you have recently published have not improved ? A. I

cannot tell without comparing them.

Q, They were not, you state, improved under the recent regulations 1 A. I say many

of them have not. I mean that, from the time we commenced to publish our school-

books, the books, generally speaking, have deteriorated, and have not been got up in the

style ours were originally.

Q, Is it your impression that the books are not improved in the general get-up 1 A.

Some of them are very good, and others have deteriorated. What recent regulations do

you mean 1

Q. I mean within this last year or so ? A. I go back much further than last year,

I assure you.

Q. 1 mean when it was u rule of the Department that the copyright should be sur-

rt-'iidered to the Department. You have made the statement that the bioks have not

since improved ] A. I did not refer to within a year, but to the style in which we got

up our books, and to the fact that since that they have deteriorated.

Q. Yrm have stated that you are not in favour of having the copyright surrendered

to the Department ? \. I am not.

Q. Would you surrender it to have the book authorized 1 A. We have resisted it.
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By Me. Houston.

Q. You made a statement to the effect that I iufonned a'ou that I knew the means
by which Adam Miller & Co. obtained early information of the authorisation of Mason's

Grammar 1 A.. Yes.

Q. I stated that I knew the means by which they obtained their information 1 A.

Yes.

Q. Where did the conversation take place of which that formed a part ? A. In

Willing & Williamson's store.

Q. Will you relate the substance of the conversation ? A. I am very unwilling to

go into all this kind of thing.

Q. This conversation was held in the presence of Mr. Willing, and I give 5'ou full

liberty to repeat everything I said. A. You stated at that time that you had been con-

sulted as to what books would be most proper to be introduced as Grammars, and that

you gave such information.

Q. By " information " do you mean an opinion ? A. I cannot tell.

Q. Are )-ou using the word as synonymous with "opinion?" A. I was in Willing

& Williamson's shop about the anomalous thing of these two books being known previous

to their being sanctioned by the Minister. You were there, and explained how it was,

that it arose, as I understood it, from the opinion you had given as to what books ought

to be used, and that that information was conveyed to Messrs. Miller.

Q. Do you mean the information that I gave to Messrs. Miller, or some information

I was aware, had been given to Messrs. Miller ? A. No : that you personally gave it.

Q. Did you gather from the conversation of what nature that information was—the

precise nature ? A. I cannot tell what the precise nature of it was as you gave it to

them. The intimation you gave to me was, that you conveyed that knowledge to them,

whether you gave it as an opinion or not.

Q. Knowledge and opinion are two different things. When you say I gave informa-

tion, I want to know whether it was information that it would be, or my opinion that it

was likely to be authorized i A. You said nothing to me to intimate your certainty of

the book being authorized.

Q. Did I say anything to intimate my knowledge that Adam Miller & Co. knew it

would be authorized, of a certainty ? A. I do not think you said anything to lead me to

think }"ou knew for a certainty that it would be authorized.

Q. Did I say more than that it would be a good book to authorize ? A. 1 think so.

Q. How much further did I go ? A. It is very unpleasant to me to be bringing for-

ward what appears to be jirivate conversations. It is contrary to my'habit.

Q. I do not regard such a conversation in the presence of Mr. Willing as private at

all 1 A. Yes, but people will speak of things privately. I never gave any information

to the Mail, Gluhc, or any one about these conversations, and it is for the first time that it

is given now. I considered them confidential.

Q. In your leading examination, you gave the Commissioner to understand that 1

gave certain information, which apjiears to have evaporated into something like an opinion.

I want to know the distance to which I went in the expression of an opinion, and if it

could be properly called giving information that the book would be authorized ? A.

You said nothing to lead me to suppose that you knew certainly that the book would be

authorized, and gave information to that effect. I am willing to go into detail. I would
not have you beli-'ve that I am in any way imperfect in my knowledge, or have endea-

voured to say anything I do not believe in my mind to be correct. I wish to answer the

questions without conveying all the knowledge that might be given.

By the Commissioner.

Q. Du I understand that what you convey now is that, the effect of this conversation in

Willing iV Williamson's store was that Air. Houston intimated that he had intimated an
opinion to Miller & Co. that the book would be authorized ? A. This is not the whole
matter.
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By Mr. Houston.

Q. It affects my per-onal character, and I would like very much if the witness would
say what his impression was f A. My impression decidedly was that you were in pos-

session, or appeared to me to be in possession, of the fact that these books would be

authorized, and that that information which you had was well founded, and that, in all

probability the result would be —not of a certainty—the authorization of them, and the

sale of them by Messrs. Miller.

Q. Did I lead you to suppose that the information I got was simply an opinion of my
own, based on the merits of the book, which I had given to Adam Miller & Co., or was
derived from some other party who would know ? A. The question of the merits of the

book originated with yourself.

Q. Did I tell you it was an opinion I had given them ? A. Yes, there was more than

that.

Q. Whatmoi-e? A. There was this, that had I taken the hint you gave us, we
might have been in the position Messrs. Miller were in.

Q. That is too vague ? A. You called at my warehouse on one occasion. I was very

glad to see you as I always am to see any gentlemen of the Press. You spoke of a num-
ber of subjects in regard to school-books and text-books, the usual courtesies passed, and
things were very pleasant, and then you went away. My partner was with me. We
thought no more about it. When it came out afterwards that Messrs. Miller were in

e^rly possession of the knowledge of the books to be authorized, we set ourselves to work
to find out how it was. We could not tell. I was in conversation with Mr. Willing on

the svibject, when you came into the shop, and you voluntarily stated that you had pro-

posed those two books, and that if we had taken the hint you gave us that day, we might
have been in the position of the Messrs. Miller. We were obtuse enough not to take the

hint, because we had never been accustomed to it, and never thought that, under the

Minister, such a thing was possible. You did not convey to me at any time the idea that

certainly the books would be authorized in consequence of what you had done or said.

Q. I did not give you to understand that I got information from members of the

Central Committee or any one else that the books would be authorized, to speak plainly 1

A. Not to speak plainly, but a man would be very obtuse if he did not understand it.

By Mr. Edgar.

Q. Then the firm of which you were a member had earlier information than Adam
Miller and Company had of this book ? A. Yes ; but we did not know ; we did not

recognize the bone placed before us.

By Mr. Houston.

Q. You know an impression is currently reported that I was the channel ? A. I

believe that is so. I take it from what you stated, that the information you gave to us

was given to Adam Miller and Company, and they were sharper in their day than I was
and took it up.

By Mr. Hughes.

Q. The information came from the same source, and you think it was the same in-

formation. Did Mr. Houston, when he gave you this prior information, insinuate that he

had information from any member of the Central Committee, that these books would
be authorized 1 A. No ; if he had spoken in such language as that, we would have under-

stood what he meant ; but he did not, and that is why we did not.

By Mr. Buchan.

Q. When did these conversations take place ? A. This spring, I think. I left for

England the end of April, and it must have been previous to that.

Q. Could you fix the date ? A. I could not, certainly.
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By Mr. Hughes.

Q. If it was this year, and it comes out in future that Adam Miller & Co. had applied

to the publisher or author of the book in the early part of 1876 for the copyright, then

would you still be of opinion that it was from Mr. Houston they got the information ?

A. I relj' on what Mr. Houston said. He is my source of information. I have nothing

else. As to drawing inferences, or anything of that kind, I do not consider that this is a

place to do it.

By Mr. Glashan.

Q. What did Mr. Houston say ? A. He said that, if we had taken the hint that day
when he called upon us, we would have been in the position of Adam Miller.

Q. Was that hint a certain statement in praise of ttie book ? A. I do not know,
because it was conveyed in such a way that we did not take it at the time as intimating

anything. It was Mr. Houston's subsequent admi.ssion that led us to remember that

there was a conversation on the subject of text-books, an<l the probability that that subject

came up. It was his own admission, not ours. We did not see that he was driving at

anything in particular.

By Mr. Edgar.

Q. Do you recollect what he isaid about Mason's Grammar ? A. 1 do not

John R. Teefy, recalled :

—

By Dr. McLellan.

Q. You mentioned that you had no candidates coming up to that examination on
which those two questions in Arithmetic appeared. Did you state that there were three

persons to whom you had given some kind of teaching ? A. Yes.

Q. Two of these you were certain had not come up t A. Yes.

Q. And the one you were not certain about was

—

1 A. Miss DeWitt.
Q. Mr. Belford stated in his evidence yesterday, that the person who furnished him

these private letters, sent him a letter with them, stating tliat he had your authority for

using them. Is that false 1 A. It is false.

Q. Our accusers have endeavoured to make it appear that the favourable reports which
I rifer to in a certain letter written to you, bear this construction, that I intended to

report favourably of your school for the future, to inere.n-se your chances for the Normal
School appointment. Is that correct, or had the favourable reports been already sent in

to the Department ? A. I always understood you had sent them before that, ilr fact,

from your first visit to my school in 1871.

Q. Something was said about the conditions on which you left those letters in charge
of Mr. Dickson. You meant, I suppose, that they were left as property generally is left,

in custody of a person in whom you have confidence ? A. Yes.

Q. You did not mean that you surrendered them as his property. A. Jfot at all.

The inquiry was then adjourned until 11 o'clock to-morrow.

Thursday, November 15th, 1877.

The Inquiry opened at 11 o'clock.

Isaac J. Birchard, affirmed :
—

By Mr. Kirklakd.

Q. Did you attend at the Normal School during the whole of the session ending
1874 .' A. I did.
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Q. How long have you been a teacher ? A. I have been a teacher nearly ten years.

Q. Do you hold a second-class certificate of the highest grade t A. I do.

Q. You are also an undergraduate of the University of Toronto, and undergraduate

in honours t A. I am.

Q. And gold medallist of your year ? A. Yes.

Q. Do you recollect anything of a series of questions in Chemistry and Physics being

given out to the students during the session of 1874 1 A. I do remember questions being

given frequently.

Q. Do you remember a certain series of questions being given ? A. I do.

Q. For what purpose did you understand those questions to be given 1 A. I under-

stood tliat those questions were given to us as a guide in our reading, that we might read

for definite information, and not lose our time in reading what was not to the point.

Q Do you recollect anything peculiar in the manner of giving the questions at any
time ? A. I do not.

Q. The questions were given out in the ordinary manner? A. They were.

Q. Mr. Brown states in his evidence that there was something peculiar in the manner
in which I gave out those questions, inasmuch as they were told to be sure and turn up
the answers. We were never told to turn up the answers. We received the questions.

We were supposed to read up the subjects—the points that those questions bore upon—
but as for such an expression as turning up the answers, I don't remember ever hearing

such an expression at the Normal.

Q. You don't recollect my stating that you were to turn up answers to any questions

particularly? A. I have no recollection of your ever making such a statement.

Q. Then you think Brown is mistaken in that ? A. I certainly think he is mistaken

in regard to that expression of turning up the answers.

Q. Brown further states :
" Mr. Kirkland said we need not further study those ques-

tions than to get up the answers." Do you recollect anything of that 1 A. I do not re-

collect such an expression as that. I might say I took very careful notice of every

expression that fell from your lips during school time, particularly during the latter part

of the session, and remember no such expression as that.

Q. Do you think I could have said that and you not have noticed it ? A. I don't

think so.

Q. Brown further states :
" Before I wrote anything I was struck with the similarity

between the questions on the Examination Papers and those on the papers given by Mr.
Kirkland," and that the students smiled. Do you recollect anything of that t You wrote

on the same papers ] A. I did.

Q. Did anything strike you when you received that paper 1 A. Nothing unusual.

I received the paper ; I did not smile ; I sat down to answer it to the best of my ability.

Q. Did you see anybody smile ! A. I did not.

Q. Where did you sit in the room t A. I sat on the front row of seats, near the left

hand side.

Q. Where did Brown sit ? A. I don't remember positively so as to make a really

positive statement where he sat, but I think he sat a little to my left and a little behind

me.

Q. Brown and you boarded in the same house ? A. We did ; we were room mates

for a time.

Q. In college language you were chums ? A. Yes.

Q. You freely talked over Normal School affairs together ? A. Yes.

Q Very freely? A. Yes.

Q. After the Examination did Brown make any remarks to you about the similarity

of the E.\amination Papers, either to my lectures or to the questions given out by me 'i

A. Not to my recollection. I don't remember his making any.

Q. Would yon forget it ? A. I don't think so. I remember all the little incidents

of that Examination very distinctly. I don't remember anything of that kind.

Q. From your knowledge of students generally, he would have done so if he had
noticed any ? A. I think so.

Q. Students freely say between one another what they think of examinations '? A.
Decidedly.
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Q. What other students boarded in the same house ? A. Mr. Barnes, Mr. Hodson,
Mr. Jameson, Mr. Brown. We were together all the session. There were some others

who were with us part of the session.

Q. You freely discussed the examination amongst yourselves in the waiting-room,

and also in your own boarding-house ? A. Yes.

Q. Did the similarity spoken of by Brown strike any others so as to lead them to

speak of it when you were discussing the merits and demerits of the Examination Papers 1

A. No, not to my recollection.

Q. Then you swear that the question of similarity between the Examination Papers
and my lectures, notes or questions, was never spoken of amongst the students ? A. I

would not like to say that. We never .said anything about whether the papers were
similar to what you gave or not ; but I do state most distinctly, that nothing was said

between any students at our boarding-house, to my recollection, of tliere being any im-
proper similarity.

Q. Or undue similarity 1 A. Or undue similarity.

Q. You paid special attention to chemistry that session—did you not? A. I did.

That was why I attended the Normal.

Q. Were you my Laboratory Assistant ? A. I was.

Q. And paid close attention to the lectures ? A. I did.

Q. Was any more attention paid to those points which appeareil afterwards in the

Examination Papers than the other important points in the course of chemistry and
physics t A. No, in my opinion, or to the best of ray knowledge there was no more atten-

tion paid to them.

Q. If I had had any previous knowledge of the questions in the Examination
Papers, would 1 have been as likely to have indicated them to you as to any of the other

.students of the session ? A. I think likely.

Q. Why ? A. Because I was probably with you more than any one student, being

in the laboratory every evening ami taking private lessons from you also.

Q. On what subject 1 A. In classics, and occasionally getting notes on other sub-

jects at odd times.

Q. You were with me more than any other student during that session 1 A. I was
during the latter part of the session.

Q. Judging from the manner of the teaching, from the circumstances that occurred

during the session, from your own experience as a teacher, do you think I have had any
information of the questions that were asked at the final examination of 1874'! A. I

don't think so.

Q. That you positively swear 1 A. I swear I don't think so.

Q. In your o])inion ? A. To the best of my judgment, or, in my opinion, I don't

think you had any information whatever. I saw no indications of it.

Q. I gave you some private lessons in classics previous to your matriculation in the

University of Toronto. Was there any more similarity between my lessons in classics

and the papers in the University than between my teaching in Chemistry and Physics

and the papers afterwards set on those subjects ? A. I should say there was as much
similarity in one case as in the other.

Mr. Davin objected that the University papers must be produced if they were to

be made the subject of examination.

The Commissioner upheld the objection.

Examination resumed :

—

Q. Your opinion from all you knew during that session from the other students, and
from your own experience and knowledge, is that you saw nothing that would indicate

that I had any undue information 1 A. I saw nothing to indicate any such thing.

Bt Mr. Davin.

Q. What is your profession 1 A. Teacher.

Q. Where arc you teaching ? A. In Toronto.
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Q. In what school ? A. I am headmaster of the Louisa-street school.

Q. Who inspects that school? A. Mr. James Hughes.
Q. He is, I believe, one of the Central Committee? A. He is, I believe.

Q. When you were at the Normal School, you received private lessons from Mr.
Kirkland t A. 1 did.

Q. In what subject 1 A. In classics.

Q. You say you were with him more than any other student 1 A. I was during the
latter part of the session more than any other male student.

Q. More than any other female student? A. More than any other student male or
female between nine in the morning and six o'clock in the evening.

Q. You were very intimate, then, with Mr. Kirklaud ? A. I was as intimate as a
pupil should be with a teacher. I don't think any more so.

Q. You were his assistant in the laboratory 1 A. I was for a time.,

Q. You say Mr. Kirkland never told you to look up the answers to any questions ?

A. To the best of my recollection, ho never used the expression, " turn up answers."

Q. Did he tell you to look at the answers 1 A. I don't remember his using the
word " answers " at all.

Q. What did he say ? A. I cannot recollect his exact language.

Q. Did he tell you to study the answers ? A. I don't think he used " answers," and
no teacher who knew his business would use such an expression.

Q. What expression would he use 1 A. A teacher who knew his business would in-

dicate towards the close of the season what subjects the pupil should study to pass a cre-

ditable examination.

Q . Would he put certain questions to them ? A. The usual way—the way Mr.
Kirkland teaches—was, after having lectured in a department of a subject, to give us a
series of questions, and we read them up at home and very often gave answers.

Q. When he gave you this series of questions, what remarks would he make ? A.
He would say, " Here is a paper of questions." We would take it to the waiting-room
and copy it.

Q. What did he tell you to do ? A. He never told me.
Q. Did he tell the class to do anything ? A. It was understood what they were to

do.

Q. Did he tell the class to do anything in your hearing? A. I cannot at present re-

collect what he said at any time. There was generally nothing said about it.

Q. Did he give the questions always in solemn silence ? A. His usual custom during
the whole .session was, after having lectured on a subject to give us a copy of questions,

and we would take it into the waiting-room and take the questions down as far as we
could.

Q. Did he make any remarks when he gave them to you ? A. No special remarks.

Q. Anj' remarks ? A. Likely he would say something sometimes.

Q. What ? A. He would perhaps, as we passed his desk, hand out to the first student
a copy of the questions.

Q. What would he say ? A. He would say "Take this," or something of that kind.

Q. Would he say, " Take this and look up the answers to these questions"? A. I
object to the word " answers."

Q. What do you call what is done in regard to questions ? A. The style of questions
he gave us, was questions of certain important points, and we would take them and read
our text-books with the object of getting information on that point ; but the idea of a ques-
tion here and the answer over there in catechism style, I object to.

Q. I want to know what he did or said. Will you swear, or rather will you solemnly
affirm, that he never told his class to look up the answers to the questions he gave ? A. I

solemnly affirm that he never used such an expression as " turning up answers."

Q. What did Mr. Kirkland say,—because you remember very distinctly in regard to

other matters. What did he say when he gave out the questions ? A. As they were
given out fifty times or more during the session I cannot remember what he said each
time.

Q. On any one occasion ? A. I cannot remember his exact words on any one oc-

casion.
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Q. Do you remember what he said on any one occasion 1 A. I do not, I don't re-

member his exact words.

Q. I want the character of what he said—what he used to tell you when be g.ive

those questions ? A. The characti-r of what he said, and the understanding was, that we
were to take those questions and mike ourselves masters of the principles which they em-
body.

Q How did you get to understand what Mr. Kirkland meant? A. From coiuuion
sense.

Q. What did Mr. Kirkland say ? A. I don't remember. I tell you what he meant.
I don't remember his exact words.

Q. You say you have no recollection of Mr. Kirkland ever having made such a remark
as that the answers to those questions should be turned up ? A. I never heard hira make
use of such an expression as to turn up answers.

Q. How many were in your class 1 A. I could hardly remember ; there was only a
small number in tlie first division.

Q. Were there 12? A. I think so; I would probably say there were somewhere
between twelve and twenty ; I don't remember the exact number.

Q. Will you swear that he did not say to any one of the other eleven, to turn up an-

swers to those questions ? A. He did not tell them to turn up answers during lecture

time ; and I was present at all the lectures on that subject with one or two exceptions.

Q. You heard every syllable he uttered to the class during the lectures ? A. I ln-ard

every oue while I was iti the room ; I did not attend all, but I attended all with a few
exceptions.

Q. While you were away he could have said so ? A. I guess he could have done
that.

Q. You say you took careful notes of every expression which fell from iiis lips ? A.
Mental notes ; I did not take any written notes at all ; I never take any written notes of

a lecture ; if I want notes I buy printed notes, and they are better than I can lake down.
I said notice, not notes.

Q. When you went into the examination-room you say you did not see the stuoeuts

put down their heads and smile '] A. I might have seen somebody draw their faces and
twist their mouths a little bit.

Q. You have been in a good many examination-rooms 1 A. I have.

Q. Is a student, when he gets into an examination-room, in a humorous .-;.!•• ot

mind? A. Sometimes.

Q. They may have turned their mouths a little ? A. They may, particularly if I >;ave

one of them a ])inch.

Q. You say that at your boarding-house you talked freely over Normal School aflfairs ?

A. I did.

tj. Were you present at every conversation between Brown and his fellow-students ?

A. 1 don't think so.

Q. You say you would not like to say whether you never said anything as to whether
those papers were similar or not 1 A. I said something like that.

Q. What did you say about the similarity of those papers ? A. I said a little while
ago that I don't remember anything specially being said about the similarity of the papers.

Students are full of talk.

Q. Tell me what you said 1 A. I said that we never said anything serious about
there being any undue similarity between Mr. Kirkland's teaching and the paper—^never

•said in earnest after we had the examination paper. I say that decidedly.

Q. Repeat the answer 1 A. I say that we never said anything seriously about there

bein^^' any undue similarity between the examination paper after it was over and Mr.
Kirkhmils teaching.

Q. Did you say anything humorously 1 A. I don't remember anything.

<j. Did you say anything ? A. Well, I cannot remember all the idle trlk.

Q. Your memory is very good at other times. What did you say ? A, I tell you
mosi ilistinctly, that I don't remember saying anything, there may have been some idle

laughing or joking about it, but I don't remember any.
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Q. About the similarity betweeu the two papers 1 A. Decidedly, but I say must
distinctly I don't remember any.

Q. How is it that your memory is fresh and vigorous when you have anythin>{ to

say in answer to Mr. Kirkland and yet fails you entirely when you have to say anything
in answer to me l A. My memory is good in replying to iVIr. Kirkland's questions

because his questions are important, but the idle talk of students is not important.

Q. Your memory is strong for somethings and not for others 1 A. Yes.

Q. This occurred about two or three years ago. You don't remember whether the

students said anything about the similarity of those papers or not ? A. Idle talk of
students I do not remember.

Q. Will you affirm that you do not remember anything said by the students ? A. I

affirm that I do not remember anything being said among the students after the examina-
tion was over about there being any undue similarity.

Q. Was there any similarity ?—did they say anything about any similarity ] A. Not
to my recollection. There was a similarity, of" course—Mr. Kirkland taught on Chemistry
and the Examiner examined on Chemistry.

Q. But no undue similarity ? A. No. Mr. Kirkland taught on Chemistry and the

examination was on the same department.

Q. You have affirmed that no more attention was paid to the points in the Examin-
ation Papers than to any other part of the subject treated of during the session ? A. To
the best of my judgment.

Q. Will you tell my Lord that there was no more attention paid to the subjects

which afterwards appeared in the Examination Papers than to the general run of the
subject ? A. In my opinion there vvas not.

Q. Three or four weeks before the Examination, were there not questions given nut to

you for the Chemistry Paper I A. There was a series of questions given out a short time

before tlie Examination. I do not remember how long, some few weeks or something of

that kmd. We got questions every day on the subjects lectured on, and towards the end we
got a lot, we got a host of questions.

<^J.
Look at Brown's book. Tilead out the first question :

" What is the law of gaseous

diffusion i What is the law of gaseous expansion by increase of temperature V Did you
get that question '? A. I cannot remember whether I got that identical question or not.

Q. You did not take a mental note of that question, if it was given ? A. I don't re-

member that question individually.

Q. Read the second question : A. " What is ozone ; how is it obtained ; what are its

properti- s ?"

Q. Did you get that question ? A. We got it sometime during the same. I cannot

say that we got it in the words^ but we got the question on ozone.

y. Did you take a mental note of it l A. I took a mental note of what ozone i i u d

how to prepare it.

Q. Did you get that question three or four weeks before the Examination ? A. I don't

know when we got it. We got it during the session.

y. Read the third question ? A. " What are the usual impurities of spring water
how are they detected, and how are they removed !

"

Q. Did you get that (juestion > A. We got something about impurities of water.

Q. Did you get that three or four weeks before the Examination ? A. We had the im-

purities of water about at the beginning of the session.

Q. x\bout three or four weeks before the Examination ? A. Not to my knowledge. I

know it was about at the beginning of the session.

Q. Rut not at the end ? A. I dou't know whether it was or not.

Q. Read question 4 ? A. " How is commercial nitric acid obtained ; how would you
detect the presence of a nitrate ?"

Q. Did you get that t A. We got something about nitric acid and something about

nitrates.

Q. At the beginning of the session or three or four weeks before the Examination ? A.

I don't remember. Of course, in the beginning, because it is one of the first things treated of

Q. Did )'ou take mental notes or not of that '! A. I took notice of nitric acid.

Q. Head question 5 ? A. "Howia ammonia obtained
;
give the derivation of the
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name, and express the reaction by an equation. What are its properties ? How would

you detect the presence of ammonia ?
"

Q. Did you get that question ? A. We were questioned on ammonia certainly.

Q. Three or four weeks before the examination '! A. I don't kunw that.

Q. Was it at the beginning or the end of the session ? A. It was during the

session.

Q. Was it in the middle of the session ? A. Everything is in the middle, between

the two ends, I suppose.

Q. Have you any idea whether it was given at the middle, at the beginning, or the

end 1 A. I have a little idea when it would come in.

Q. I want your evidence, not your reason. Tell us what you remember. When was

it given 1 A. If you won't let me give my answer in my own words, I won't answer.

The Commissioner.—I think the question is a proper one.

Witness.—I cannot give the date. I cannot give the date because I cannot remember

By Mr. Davin.
it.

Q. Will you swear that it was not given at the end of the session ? A. I won't

swear any such thing.

Q. iiead the next question, No. 7 ? A. " How would you detect the presence of a

carbonate ? What takes place when carbonic acid is passed into lime-water to saturation?"

Q. Did you get that question ? A.I cannot say whether we got it or not. We got

something about carbonic acid during the session.

Q. Did you get it three or four weeks before the examination ? A. I cannot say

when we got it.

Q. At the beginning of the session ? A. I will neither give a date for that, nor any

other question of the kind.

Q. Read the next question ? A. " How is H^SU, manufactured I Explain the re-

action by an equation. What are its properties and uses ; and explain fully how you

would detect its presence in any form in a solution ?"

Q. Did vou get that question ? A. We got something about sulphuric acid, and will

get it every session.

Q. Did you get that question just as it is there? A. I am sure I cannot say as to

the exact words. I remember sulphuric acid ; that is all I remember about it.

(}. You don't remember any que.stion at all like that ? A. We got a question about

sulphuric acid, but I don't rempmber how any such questions were worded.

Q. Look at Question 9 ? A. Question 10 is,
—" How much H, 8 0, could you

obtain from a ton of iron pyrites?
"

Q. Did you get that 1 A. I don't know whether we did or not.

Q. Look at Question 11,— "Describe Marsh's te.st," and so on? A. I don't know
for certain whether he ever gave us Marsh's test ; I renu-mber reading it up myself

Q. You don't know whether he ever iisked you that question 1 A. I don't thiQk he

did ; he did not ask me, to the best of my recollection.

Q. You have sworn that nothing could have been asked the class that you did not

know ? A. I did not say anything of the kind.

Q. Read Question 12 ? A. " Name and give the composition of the workable ores of

tin, and the method of obtaining tin from its ores, and the principles involved?"

Q. Did you get that question ? A. I don't know whether we got that question or not.

Q. Read the next? A. "State in general terms how phosphorus is preparpil, in

what two forms does it occur, and show that these two forms are \'irtually the same (

"

Q. Did you get that question ? A. I don't know whether we got those words or

not ; we got something about phosphorus.

Q. Read the next question ? A " If a vessel contained a mixture of N and C Oj,

how would you proceed to measure the N, and how to weigh the quantity of C Oj? If

you wanted to determine the volume of C 0,,, how would you do it ?
"

Q. What does N and C 0^ signify ? A. They represent nitrogen and carbonic acid.
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Q. Did you get that question ! A. I don't know whether we did or not.

Q. Read the next t A. Name the chief constituents of coal gas, and state which is

useful, which harmless, and which injurious t
"

Q. Did you ,c;et that question ? A. We got questions about gas.

Q. Read the next question 1 A " State generally how iodine may be obtained,
and h'lw it may be detected in any compound ?"

Q. Did you get that question ? A. We got questions about iodine.

Q. Go on ? A. " A quantity of coal gas is supposed to be mixed with common air •

how could you tell whether this is the case or not ?

"

Q. Did you get that question ? A. We got something about coal-gas.

Q. You won't swear you got that question 1 A. Not in those words ; I don't remem-
ber the words of questions.

Q. Go on to the next '( A. " Classify the common metals according to their

equivalency."

Q. Did you get that (juestion ? A. I don't remember whether we got it in those
words or not.

Q. Read the next question? A. "Give the formula for the most characteristic

oxide and sulphate of potassium, iron, and copper."

Q. Did you get that question 1 A. I don't know whether we got it in those words or
not.

Q. Turn to the next. A. " How is silver obtained and state the principles involved f
Q. Did you get that question t A. 1 don't know whether we got it in those words or

not.

Q. The next. A. " How is tin obtained. How would you test the presence of a com-
pound of tin in any solution ?

"

Q. Did you get that question ? A. We got something about tin during the session, and
a good many other things.

Q. Did you get that question ? A. We got something about tin.

Q. Did you get that question '! A. We got something about tin.

Q. Did you get that question 1 Answer me, sir ! A. I think I have answered.

Q. Did you get that question 1 A. Is it necessary for me to give any other answer.

The Commissioner.—You have not answered that question so far. You have not given
any answer to it whatever at present,

Wiincss.—I don't know that we got it in those words.

Mr. Bavin.—Did you get that question ? A. I don't know that we got it in those

words.

Q. If you did not get it literally, did you get it in almost the same words "i A. We
got something about tin, but I don't remember the words of questions ; I remember prin-

ciples

Q. Turn to the next question. A. "100 cubic centimetres of N H are completely
decomposed by a series of electric sparks yielding 200 cubic centimetres of mixed H & N
An excess of (> is next added, when the volume of mixed gases is found to amount to 290
c. c. The mixture is now exploded, wlien 65 c. c. of gas remains. Calculate from the data
the composition of N H, 1

"

t^. Did you get that question ? A. I don't know that we got it in those words.

Q. Did you get it in very nearly the same words 1 A. I do not remember the words
of questions. I remember N H3. I remember Mr. Kirkland's lectures upon that sub-

ject.

Q. You have sworn that certain questions were given ; was that question given ? A. I

don't know whether the question was given in those words or not.

Q. Was it given in nearly the same words? A. I don't know. I don't know wliether

the words were anything like those. I could ask the question in a dozen ways.

Q. Will you swear that question was not given ? A. I will not swear anything of the

kind.

Q. Did you attend the Phy.sics Classes? A. Most of them; I was passing some of

them.

Q. Rea<l question 6. A. " How would you cool a mixture without either ice or

snow 't Explain clearly the principle involved."
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Q. Did you get that question 1 A. I don't know the words of any of the questions.

Q Will you swear you got or did not get that question ? A. I will not. I remem-

ber he gave freezing questions.

Q. Did he give you that 1 A. I don't remember whether he did in those words or

not.

Q. Look at question 7. A. " Compare the heat spectrum and the light spectrum."

Q. Did you get that question ? A. I don't remember much about spectrums. I

don't know whether he gave that question or not.

Q. You said Mr. Kirkland could not have said anything in class when you were pre-

sent, without you hearing it 1 A. No, he could not.

Q. And you told my Lord you could not hear anything, without remembering ? A.

I did not.

Q. You swore that Mr. Brown was mistaken in making certain statements ? A. I

thought he was.

Q. How dare you, if you cannot remember, have an opinion on the subject ? A. I

say I think so.

Q. What is que.stion 71 A. " Compare the heat spectrum and the light spectrum."

Q. Will you say you do not remember whether Mr. Kirkland gave that question, or

not'l A. I don't remember whether he gave that identical questioner not.

Q. Read that question. A. " Describe Newton's telescope."

Q. Did you get that ? A. We got some questions about telescopes.

Q. You catmot say whether you got that or not ? A. I cannot say whether he did

or did not give us Newton's. I dare say he did—it is likely.

Q. You don't remember ? A. I don't remember whether he gave us Newton's or

not.

Q. Who asked you to come here to-day ? A. I received a summons from the Secre-

tary of this investigation.

Q. From whom ? A. 1 think Richardson was the name signed. It was a good

while ago.

Q. When did you arrive in Toronto 1 A. I have been living here for two or three

years.

Q. You are living in Toronto at present ? A. I am.

Q. Has Mr. Kirkland spoken to you about this inquiry 1 A. Yes, we have spoken

about this investigation.

Q. He has spoken to you about this investigation 1 A. We have talked about this

investigation.

Q. Mr. Kirkland and you t A. I think likely I spoke first.

Q. Have you had any conversation with J\Ir. Kirkland about it i A. Yes.

Q. How many 'i A. I cannot tell.

Q. Had you six ? A. Well, it depends on what is a conversation. If every sentence

is a conversation, I think likely we have had six. Jf it means six different times or six

appointed meetings, or anything of that kind, we have not.

Q. What do you mean by a conversation ? A. I want to know what you mean 1

Q. I mean what common people mean, not super-subtle people. A. I will answer

your question.

Q. How many conversations have you had with him on this subject ? A. Not many
;

I don't know how many.

Q. Had you six 1 A. I don't think so.

Q. Ha<i you five ? A. I guess you liave got to the limit—about close enough. I

don't know how many.

Q. Had you five ? A. I don't know how many we had.

(). Will you swear that you had four ? A. I will swear that I talked to him about

it, but I don't know how many times—not many times.

Q. Have you spoken four times with him about it ? A. I don't think that tliat ap-

pertains to the inquiry.

Q. The learned .Judge is to be judge of that; A. I have had conversation with Mr.

Kirkland the same as with other people.
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Q. Had you one, I want to aid your memory? A. My memory does not need
aiuing.

Q. You have had one conversation for the key—have you not ? A. I won't answer the
same thmg more than two, or three, or four times.

Q. Have you had two conversations ? A. I have spoken with Dr. McLellan about thi-^
Q. Hou- many times ? A. I don't know.
Q. Did Mr. Kirkland discuss Brown's evidence with you < A. What do vou mean bv" discuss ?

J J

Q. Did he talk over Brown's evidence with you ? A. He spoke to me, or we spoke-
words passed between us about Browu's evidence, as well as others.

Q. When was that— before or after Brown was examined 1 A. We spoke about Brown's
evidence after he was examined. It would be pretty hard before, as neither of us knew what
he was going to say.

,9: Y^j^™^"'®
°'*™® mentioned to you before you came here—mentioned to you byMr Kirkland ? A. I thmk the name of Brown was mentioned

; we talked about some things
he had said. °

Q. When had you the conversation
; since Browu's evidence 1 A. I saw Mr Kirkland

last night.

Q. Where ? A. I saw Mr. Kirkland at his own house.

Q. Did you go over with him, the evidence you were to give here to day ' A Some
things were said about what would be expected of me, so that 1 would be able to o-ive clear
and definite answers, and think of anythinn-.

°

Q. Did Mr. Kirkland tell you he would expect you to come here and contradict
Brown s evidence of last night ? A. No

; he did not tell me anything of the kind and if any
one told me he would want me to contradict a person he would mistake me. I have a mind ofmy own.

Q. What took place at his house ? A. He gave us a cup of coflfee, some pears and
so on.

'^

Q. What did he say to you about this examination 1 Did he go over the Examination
Papers in Chemistry of .June and July, 187i, for first-class Provincial certificates with you ?
A. He did not go over any Examination Papers with me.

Q. Did he take any newspaper and point out certain answers that Brown made 1 AWe had a newspaper in our hands. I don't think that he pointed them out to me
Q. Did you read them there ? A. Yes, and before, too.

Q. If you read them before, what led you to read them a second time ? A Others
were there, and I think I glanced on the paper.

Q. Who else was there besides you and Mr. Kirkland ? A. Where ?

Q. At Mr. Kirkland's house last night ? A. Mrs. Kirkland was there.
Q. Was any gentleman there besides Mr. Kirkland ? A. Yes.
Q. Who ? A. I was there myself

Q. Besides that gentleman yourself, and Mr. Kirkland, was any other gentleman there ?
A. 1 have no objection, on my own account, to your pursuing that. I don't think however
It IS my place to say anything if I meet any one at a friend's house. I don't think it ismy place to m;ike any statement of the kind.

Q. What other gentleman besides that gentleman yourself and Mr. Kirkland was there?
A. You can ask each one in succession and probably they will say they were there.

Q. Who were there besides that gentleman yourself and Mr. Kirkland 2 A. I don't
think it is my place to answer that.

Mr. Bavin.—I think that question ought to be answered.
The Commissioner.—I don't see why it should.
Mr. pavin to Witness.—"^^b there any other gentleman at Mr. Kirkland's house last

night besides that gentleman yourself and Mr. Kirkland ? A. I have answered all I will.
The Cormnissioner.—The question is quite proper. You are fencing in a way that I do

not think is worthy of you. It is quite proper to see how any evidence is got up Why do
you not answer the question ?

or/
Mr. bavin to Witness.—Were there any others there "l A. There were.
Q. How many gentlemen ? A. I don't know.
Q. You don't know how many gentlemen wtre there ? A. I do not.
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Q. Was there a mob of p;entleiiien there, so that you could hardly move ? A. I don't

think a mob would be composed of s;;entlpmen.

i\fr. Davin.—We have the authority of Mr. Alexander Pope for the phrase, "A mob of

gentlemen who write with ease." Was there a mob ? A. I liave told you I was there.

There were other gentlemen there; I don't know how many were there.

Q. Besides Mr. Kirkland and yourself? A. I don't know.

Q. Try and remember ] A. It is not important for me to remember.

Q. Were there two besides ] A. You cannot fool me in that way.

Q. I will press the question ? A. I don't know how many were there.

Q. Was the room crowded ? A. I was not crowded.

Q. You have sworn distinctly that your memory is so strong that Mr. Brown could

not have heard what he said he heard from Mr. Kirkland 1 A. I did not swear that.

Q. Yet you swear here that you cannot tell me how many gentlemen were at Mr.
Kirkland's house last night i A. I think I could come pretty near it if 1 stopped ; but

it is not important for me to remember.

Q. The Judge is the judge of that t A. It is not important to me.

Q. Have you any idea how many were present 1 A. I have something of an idea.

Q. How many then] A. I don't know how many.

Q. Were there as many as three? A. You tried that before.

Mr. Davin.—You did not want to answer me then.

Mr. Kirkland.—I wish the witness would give all the facts.

Th-e Commissioner.—There is nothing at all in the fact of witness being spoken to, and
apart from the way in which the witness is giving his evidence, 1 would be very sorry to

entertain any feeling of the kind ; but ho is doing his best to cast a suspicion upon what

.by itself is not a matter calling for anything of the kind.

Examination resumed
By Mr. Davin.

Q. How many gentlemen were present there last night ? A. I don't know exactly

how many there were. If I were to count them up I could tell pretty nearly.

iQ. Count them up 1 A. Somewhere from ten to a dozen, I cannot be sure.

Q. At that meeting was the evidence given by Brown on Tuesday discussed ? A.

There was something said about it between Mr. Kirkland and myself and one or two
others.

Q. What did Mr. Kirkland say to you about that evidence ? A. I don't think he
said anything specially ; he merely pointed out what statements Brown had made. I re-

member saying my recollection was difiFereut to Brown's, or something of that kind ; I

don't think he asked me.

Q. What farther occurred 1 Was that the first thing that occurred at the meeting ?

A. No, it was not.

Q. What fui ther occurred besides that (juestion and the cup of coffee ? A. All thai

occurred with me was that I entered the room, spoke to a number of persons that I ha])

pened to meet there, and with whom I had been accjuainted before. Then Mr. Kirklanil

took the paper ; we looked at some points that had been brought up, and I could not give

the exact words that were said about them.

Q, There wa.s some discus.sion ? A. There was some talk about them.

Q. And you were asked to come here to d»y and contradict Brown—were you ? A. I

•was not.

Q. Were you asked what you would say here lo day ? A. No.

Q. You were not asked what you would s.iy here tfl-day i A. He never asked me.

Q. Did anybody ask you ] A. No one .tskcd me that question.

Q. Was Mr. McLcUan at that meeting ? A. Ho wa.s,

<J. Did he ask j'ou wliat you would say ? A. He did not.

Q. Was Mr Hughes at that meeting ( A. He was not ; not while I was there.

Q. Mr. Olashan ? A. Me was not.

Q. Mr. Buclian ( \. No, not to my knowledge.

Q. Mr. McLcllan was ? A. Yes.
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Q. Did he point out any features in Brown's evidence ? A. Not to my recollection.

Q- Will you swear he did not do iti A. I don't think he said anything about Brown's
evidence to me. I cannot swear he did not to anybody in the room.

Q. At what other time.'* did you meet Mr. Kirkland i A. I suppose you mean in

regard to this 1

Q. Yes. A. Never in regard to this.

Q. I thought you said you met him six times ? A. No.

Q. Several times 1 A. No. •

Q. I think we have it down. A. No, you tried to get me to siy so, but you did not

succeed.

Q. You said you had met him several times in regard to this inquiry ? A. I did not.

Q. Do you mean you have only met him once in regard to this inquiry ] A. Let me
think. I have met him by appointment only once in regard to this inquiry.

Q. Then by accident, hap-hazard 1 A. By accident I met him on the street once, and -<

this was casually mentioned among some other things.

Q. Not a third time ? A. Not to my recollection at present.

Q. At present 1 A. I don't think I ever opened my mouth to him on any other occas-

sion. I met him accidentally once on the street, and there were some other things 1 wanted
to speak about on our own private aflfairs.

Q. Why, when I asked you if you had met Mr. Kirkland once, did you hesitate, and
prevaricate and fence ? A. I did not prevaricate. That amounts to telling what is not

true.

Q. Why, when I said, did you meet Mr. Kirkland once, did you prevaricate 1 A.
When you began questioning me on that subject, I was a little in doubt whether it was a

proper thing for .me to answer, and to say what I saw at a friend's house. I did not know
whether I ought or ought not to answer, as I am not accustomed to examinations of this

kind. I did not want to violate the rights of hospitality.

Q. You said, no more attention was jjaid to the points which afterwards appeared in

the examination papers than to the others. Will you swear that no more attention was
paid to those points ? A. I cannot make a mathematical calculation.

Q. Will you swear that more importance was not given to these questions ? A. I

will atfirm that I do not think there was more importance given to those than to others,

and at the same time I think I know what importance was given to them.

Q. You remember all that 1 A. My bread and butter depends on that.

Q. Do you attach as much importance to affirming as other people do to swearing 1

A. I think likel}' I do. I tell the truth at all times. That question need not be i-aised.

My evidence is given on the same ground as any other man's oath.

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. The first meeting we had was after you had been summoned, was it not ? A. It

was after I received the summons.

Q. We met on the street ? A. We did.

Q. You told me you had been summoned ? A. Yes.

Q. Did you tell me anything else ? Do you recollect anything else that occurred '?

A. I do not remember.

Q. We did not meet from that time until last night, till I asked you to come to my
house and tell me what evidence you could give? A. No, I never saw you until I saw
you in this room on Tuesday.

Q. I asked you to come to my house to see what evidence I could get? A. Yes.

By Dr. McLellan.

Q. Was it your impression that those questions were given out for a mere cram ?

A. No, I had no such impression.

Q. Did Mr. Kirkland teach the subject of Chemistry in a sort of superficial v-y, as

if it did not matter whether the students thoroughly mastered the subjects t A. He did
not.
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Q. Did he devote much time to Chemistry ? A. I forget about the time. I remem-
ber there was time enough devoted to it to master the course thoroughly, as laid down for

first-class teachers.

Q. You think he directed his teaching so as to make the students thorough masters

of the entire course prescribed by the Education Department t A. I am sure he did.

Q. You don't think he made any special teaching, or directed his attention specially

to those points which appeared in the E.xamination Papers ? A. I don't think lu- did.

Q. You think the other subjects connected with the course were as thoroughly taught ?

A. They were ; all the subjects. I attended on his lectures.

Q. I spoke to you once about the question of resemblance. Do you remember my
asking your opinion of the resemblance—whether there was any undue resenit)lance 1

A. I remember you asking me about the subject and giving me papers.

Q. I asked you to compare certain University Papers with the lectures given by Mr.
Kirkland, in order that I might determine whether you thought there was any resemblance

there ? A. Yes. I did examine a number of such papers.

Q. How many of such papers did you examine 1 A., I examined ten papers.

Q. Set by University of Toronto examiners ? A. Yes.

Q. Name some of the examiners. A. Those particularly of W. H. Ellis, M.A. ; W.
Oliver, B.A. ; and H. Croft, B.C.L., for the years 1872, '73, '74, '75 and '76. Those are

the papers I examined.

Q In youi opinion did Mr. Kirkland's lectures cover pretty well the ground taken

by the questions, or involved in the questions in those papers that you examined, or any
of them ? A. If you except University questions, which do not come within our course,

his lectures were quite as appropriate to enable the candidate to pass those University

examinations as the paper that we received from the Central Committea at the close of

the term.

Q. You said in your cross-examination that there was, of course, a similarity between
the lectures on Chemistry and the examination paper set by the Central Committee
examiner, because the teacher taught on a certain prescribed course, and the examiner
examined on the same course. In your opinion, was there any greater resemblance between

the paper set by Professor Croft and Mr. Kirkland's teaching than between the Central

Committee's paper and Mr. Kirkland's teaching ? A. I_ should say there was as much
resemblance in the one case as in the other.

By Mr. Hughes.

Q. Did I ever ask you to give evidence before the Commission ? A. No.

Q. Did I ever tell you I would like you to irivc evidence in'favour of any parties con-

nected with the Commission 1 A. I don't remember your openingfyour mouth to say a sylla-

ble to me at all on the subject.

By Dk. McLellan.

Q. Did we have any conversation about Brown's evidence last night ? A. I don't think

a sylhible ptased.

Q. I did not suggest what you should say ? A. No man ever suggested to me a 6ylla-

ble of what I should say in reply to any question.

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. Until last night I did not know that Brown and you boarded together ? A. No. I

merely made (hat remark.

Q. You volunteered that 1 A. Yes.

Q. Then I lead you portions of his Evidence and asked you what you recollected ? A.

Yes ; that is all that wasdinc.

Q. I Hid not suggest what you should answer to-day ? A. No living person suggested

a syllable that T should answer.
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Neil M. Campbell affirmed :

—

Br Mr. Kirkland.

Q. You attended the Normal Soliool during the session ending July, 1876 ? A. I did.

Q. How long have you been a Teacher 1 A. Since the year 1855.

Q. You are at present Head Master of the Model School for the County of EL'ic ? A.
I am.

Q. Miss Montgomery was your fellow student during the last half of the session ? A.
She came in January, immediately after the holidays, and remained till towards the close.

Q. Have you looked over the notes alleged to have been taken by her 1 A. I have.

Q. She says all those notes were given two or three weeks previous to the end of the
session. Is that true ? A. It is not.

Q. You swear positively it is not ? A. I do.

Q. Were there any notes given towards the end of the session other than in the
regular course of the lectures 1 A. There were not.

Q. Were the notes of Miss Montgomery treated of or given under the heads of the
subjects of which they treated 1 A. They were.

Q. The note of phosphorus, for instance, was given when I was lecturing on phos-
phorus ? A. It was.

Q. In other words, it is the substance of the lecture ou phosphorus t A. It is.

Q. The note on arsenic is the substance of tlie lecture on arsenic ? A. Mine is the
same, and it was taken while the lecture on arsenic was going on.

Q. Then you positively swear that this .statement is false,—that all those notes were
given two or three weeks previous to the end of the session ? A. I do.

Q. In giving questions or in asking questions did I emphasize or by my manner in

any way convey the impression to you, as far as you know, or to any of the other students,

as far as yon know, that the questions would occur in the final Examination Papers ? A,
I could not gather from anything that occurred that any question would occur in any
Examination Paper.

Q. Did I, in any manner, emphasize those questions 1 A. In no way whatever.

Q. Miss Montgomery says she was struck with the resemblance of the whole paper.

Did it strike you that there was any undue similarity between the Examination Papers
and my lectures and the questions given out to the students during the session ? A. It

did not strike me at all that there was anything peculiar about it. 1 thought we went over
the whole ground in Chemistry, and that we were to be examined in Chemistry ; and if

we went over the whole ground with you we should be able to answer that paper, which
I am sorry to say we did not as well as we ought.

Q. I suppose you and the other students discussed the papers in the waiting-room
during the examination ? A. We always had a talk over the papers after coming out.

Q. A very free talk amongst yourselves 1 A. Yes.

Q. Did it strike any of you that there was an undue similarity between the questions

and my notes or lectures ? A. I never heard one of the students .say so.

Q. You don't recollect any of the students saying anything about it ] A. I do not. I

remember in regard to the physics paper particularly that we thought it was a really difficult

paper—the physics paper of 1876.

Q. Do you remember what was the number of marks you got on the physics paper 1 A.
I think about 40 per cent.

Q. Do the questions in the final examination paper form part of the general treatment of

the subject in my lectures 1 A. They do generally. I think there is one there which was
not treated on at all.

Q. For instance, if the terms "bromides," "iodides," or "chlorides"' occurred they

would be treated of under the heads of those subjects ? A. They were.

Q. Have you any fuller notes on questions in chemistry and physics which occurred in the

examination papers, than you have on other important points, such as water, and silver, and
BO on ? A. I have more notes on silver than on anything else.

Q. Turn up the Chemistry Paper for 1876. A. I have done so.
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Q. At whose suggestion? A. I saw it in the London Advertiser,! think. All the

papers were printed there.

Q. No one suggested to you to look it up ? No.

Q. You told me voluntarily you had done so'i A. I did.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. Have you your notes here ! A. I have a few notes that I took from my note-books.

I have not the whole of my note-books here ; they were too large to carry.

Mr. Davin objected that the note-books must be produced if the witness was to be

questioned on them.

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. Did anything occur directly or indirectly during the ses.sion, after the examination

or at any other time, that would lead you to infer that I had any information of the questions

in tlie final examination papers 1 A. There was nothing whatever.

Q. What time was given to the study of Chemistry during that session ? A. Two
hours per week in the lecture-room and one hour per week in the labor.atory, but we did not

go into the laboratory until we had got along with th<? lectures. I think it was immediately

after the Christmas holidays, and we were in once a week as a rule until the close of the

session.

Q. Mr. Slater gave evidence to this effect :
'• I dont't think you lectured once a week

in Chemistry." Was ho a fellow-student of yours ? A. He was for some time.

Q. Is that evidence given by him true 1 A. That's not true.

Q. It is positively untrue 1 A. Wo had two lectures a week in Chemistry e.Kcept

when you were away.

Q. And I was not often away—was I ? A. Once or twice during the session. -

Q. And on all other occasions you had two lectures a week, and an hour in the

laboratory for practical work ? A. Yes.

Q. Could any student absent himself from any of those lectures and attend any of

the other lectures ? A. Not without permission.

Q. Slater says :
" I don't think you lectured, wlicn I wa-s there, once a week on Che-

mistry." That statement is untrue ? A. It is.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. Your profession is that of a teacher, I suppose ? A. Yes.

Q. Where do you teach ? A. In St. Thomas.
Q. Who invited you to come here ? A. I was sent for to come.

Q. Who sent ? A. Dr. McLellan. I received a telograra from Dr. McLellan asking

me to come here.

Q. Had Dr. McLellan spoken with you about this examination previous to sending

the telegram ? A. Never.

Q. Any of the Central Committee ? A. Never.

Q. Did you meet him when you came 1 A. I met him outside the door yesterday.

Q. Did you speak about evidence ? A. No.

Q. Did you meet Mr. Kirkland ? A. I did.

Q. Were you at his house last night ? A. I was.

Q. Can you tell me how many gentlemen were present 1 A. I could not, because

.some of them were strangers to me.
Q. Have you any idea how many were present ? A. I think about ten ; I would

not swear to ten.

Q. What did you discu.ss there? A. The most discussion I had was with my old

fellow-students about thing.s that took place before, in the session when we were here. We
were talking about the times we had.

Q. About what took pl.ice in 1876 ? A. About the fun we used to have together.

Q. Did you speak about the examinations 1 A. Very little.
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Q. About the instruction you received in Mr. Kirkland's classes t A. No ; T don't

think we did.

Q. Did you speak with Mr. Kirkland about the instruction you received in his classes?

A. I indicated to Mr. Kirkland what evidence I could give without anybody sayiag any-

thing to me.

Q. Without Mr. Kirkland himself asking you ? A. I knew what he wanted me for.

He wanted to know, of course—he told me here yesterday he wanted to know— what my evi-

dence would be, what evidence I could give.

Q. Did Dr. McLellan say anything to you last night about the evidence you should

give here to-day ? A. Not a word.

Q. But Mr. Kirkland invited you to his house last night 1 A. Yes.

Q. When ? A. Yesterday.

Q. Did you hear Brown's evidence ? A. No.

Q. Was your attention called last night to his evidence) A. No.

Q. Did you hear Miss Montgomery's evidence ? A. Yes.

Q. Was your attention called to it ? A. No. I spoke to Mr. Kirkland about it myself,

Q. Was her evidence read over to you last night ? A. No.

Q. Was Miss Montgomery your fellow-student ? A. She was from January to July.

Q. What degree did you take in the Examination 1 A. A First.

Q. A., B. or C. ? A. C.

Q. The same degree as Miss Montgomery 1 A. No.

Q. She took a 2 A. in 1876 and 1 C. in 1877? A. Yes.

Q. Where did you see her notes 1 A. I saw them printed in the papers—to-day's

Globe and Mail.

Q. Why did yon not bring your note book here 1 A. I am a poor hand at carrying

anything walking, on account of ray lameness, I have to use a cane,

Q. What size is your note book 1 A . It is one of those rough books in the Depart-

ment.

Q. What is the size ? A. About the size of the Journal of Education. I have three

of them.

Q. All full of Chemistry notes? A. Of my notes taken during the session.

Q, Are your Chemistry notes in more than one book ? A. Yes ; I did not leave

room in my note book for the. Chemistry, and had to put some of it further on.

Q. Three or four weeks before the examination, did Mr. Kirkland call special atten-

tion to any subjects in Chemistry ? A. No.

Q. Did he call attention. A. Just as he did during the whole of the session from the

beginning.

Q. Did he call special attention to mineral water 1 \. No.

Q. Three or four weeks before the close of the session 1 A. No.

Q. Through the session did he call special attention to the subject of mineral water ?

A. No.

Q. Did he give you this question throughout the session ? " A mineral water in ad-

dition to chlorides contains small quantities of iodides and bromides. How would you
detect the presence of these salts in water. !

" A. In the very beginning of the session he

treated of water, and towards the close, to the best of my recollection, he did not touch it

at all.

Q. Do you remember his giving you this question at the beginning of the session ?

A. No ; I don't think he gave us that question ; he gave us different portions at different

times.

Q. Did he give you that question in substance ? A. If it were animal and vegetable

matter I would say yes at once, but it is mineral matter ; I cannot say positively ; but we
ought to have answered that question from Mr. Kirkland's lecture in the beginning of the

session.

Q. How did you get that question in regard to carbon and diamond ? A. We dis-

cussed carbon suflBciently to answer that question.

Q. And he drew special attention to it? A. No.

Q. Did you get question 3,—" Describe how you would prove bone-ash to consist

chiefly of calcium phosphate. Explain the decomposition of bone-ash by diluted sulphuric
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acid. Explain by means of symbols the reaction whicli takes place when a solution of

sodium carbonate is added to one of phosphoric acid ?
" A. We did not ; we got sufiB-

cieut on phosphorus to answer that question.

Q. Did you get the fourth question, on arsenic 1 A. Arsenic was fully treated of.

Q. Three or four weeks before the examination, was that subject impressed especially

on your minds by Mr. Kirkland 1 A. It was not.

Q. Was it during the session ? A. It was.

Q. " Describe tlie preparation of potassium," and so on,—did you get that question ?

A. It was fully discussed in the lectures.

Q. Did you get the question about gunpowder ? A. Gunpowder was fully treated of

in the lectures.

Q. Did you get the question about lead ? A. I don't remember that one ; we got
lead, but whether that would cover it, 1 don't know. I did not answer it because I could

not.

Q. You got lead, though ] A. Yes, we got lead.

Q. Did you get the question about the preparation of pure silver? A. We got
enough on silver to answer it ; but we did not get that question.

Q. At what period of the session ? A. I could not give the date, but as far as I can
recollect, about May,—about six weeks before the examinatiou.

Q. Did you get the composition of iron pyrites ? A. Those were all treated of.

Q. You read Miss Montgomery's notes in tlie papers ? Do those notes answer the

questions 1 Are you struck with the similarity between the notes of Miss Montgomery
and the questions in the E.vami.iation Papers ? A. No.

Q. Is Chemistry a wide subject ? A. It is middling wide.

Q. You are a Chemist
;
you took high marks in Cliemistry ? A. Not very hij;h.

Q. You took First C. ? A. That was ou the general thing.

Q. Will you say that those subjects on the Examination Papers in Chemistry for .July,

1876, were not specially treated of in Mr. Kirkland's lectures? A. 1 do most empha-
tically.

Q. That is to say that Mr. Kirkland gave no more prominence to those than to all

the other subjects in Chemistry ? A. Not a bit.

Q. How many times a week did he lecture. A. Two hours a week, or rather two
lectures of three-quarters of an hour eacL

Q. An hour and-a-half a week ? A. Yes.

Q. How lung did the session last? A. From September to July. Take off about
four weeks for the Christmas holidays.

Q. Tlien you have hi)w many weeks ? A. Ten months. Take four weeks off and a

week at Easter would make five weeks ofl—about 38 weeks.

Q. 38 weeks at IJ hour jier week, would be how many hours ? A. 57.

Q. In 57 hours could a teacher carry you over the entire subject of Chemistry ? A.
As far as the first->;las3 course required ; and we had an hour a week at practical work in

the Laboratory besides this.

Q. In 57 hours could a teacher carry you over more than those questions would cover,

that I read to you 1 A. Yes, because Mr. Kirkland took up every subject in Koscoe one
after the other, until we got over the course. But he did not take up everything in Kos-
coe ; it did not require it.

Q. So that if one stuck to it for a week's hard reading, it would take him over the

whole of Chemistry ? A. No; you might read it, but you could not get it up.

Q. Are you not expected to answer questions iu the Examination Papers that have
not been gone into by Mr. Kirkland 1 A. He ought to go over the wiiole course.

Q. Are you not expicied to answer questions that he has not gone overl A. Ou no
subject that he lias not gone into.

Q. But questions that he does not go into. A. I do not really understand the mean-
ing of your qutstiou.

Q. You say tliere are hundreds of subjects in Chemistry ; and suppose Mr. Kirkland
wunt over ninty-nine of these subjects, it will not absolve you from answering the other

question? A. It is not expected that the Central Committee will put any questions on
that Paper out of the first class course.
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Q. Do you mean outside of what Mr. Kiikland teaches in his classes 1 A. No.

Q. Do the Central Committee invariably set such questions as bear on the very points

of the subject lectured on by Mr. Kirkland i A. No, 1 do not mean that.

Q. Do you know what the Central Committee do in this regard 1 A. There is a rule

laid down to guide the Central Committee. There is a course that first-class candidates

are to be examined on. The Central Committee, I tliink, are not expected to go beyond
that course.

Q. Do you know, of your own knowledge, there is such a rule ? A. I never said

that they did go out of it,

Q. In reading the Examination Papers at the examination, were you struck with the

similarity of the questions to the teaching of Mr. Kirkland ? A. I was not.

Q. Were any of the questions similar to those put by Air. Kirkland during the

session ? A. The lectures treated fully on those questions—on all that I answered.

Q. Did they treat fully on other questions ? A. His lectures did.

Q. How many other questions 1 A. On silver.

Q. We have silver here 1 A. Very little. They treated more fully by a good deal

on animal and vegetable decaying matter in water, than mineral.

Q. What else 1 A. He took up the subjects of oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, silver,

bromide, iodide, floride, mercury, and the different compounds of all these.

Q. You said jou could not gather that anything would occur at the examination,

from anything that took place at the lectures. Is that true ? Could you gather from

what took place in Mr. Kirkland's lectures anything regarding the papers you got ? A. I

could not.

Q. Did you ever talk with Miss Montgomery about this matter ? A. Never.

Q. Before the Examination,, did you talk with anyone 1 A. No.

Q. Was it the common talk that the Examination Papers might be gathered from

what Mr. Kirkhmd emphasized? A. Never. We were not allowed to talk with the

ladies.

Q. Did you transgress the rules 1 A. No.

Q. It did not strike you that there was any undue similarity between the notes of

Miss Montgomery and the questions in the Examination Paper? A. No ; I did not see

any.

Q. Where did you get that phrase, " undue similarity 1" A. I think I got it from

Mr. Davin. I think you were the first to use it—I got it here, at all events.

Q. You did not hear it before you came here ? A. No.

Q. Did it strike you that there was any similarity between the notes of Miss Mont-

gomery and the Examination Pajiers ? A. Nothing more than any other notes.

Q. You swear positively that nothing occurred before the Examination Papers were

given out that would lead you to expect the very Examination Papers you got. A. I do.

Q. You swear positively that after they were placed in your hands you were not struck

with the similarity between them and the teaching Mr. Kirkland emphasiz d 1 A. Keep
out " emphasized."

Q. Did he emphasize certain teaching ? A. No.

Q Did he not tell you one part was important 1 A. Not, I think, that one was more

important than another.

Q. Did he not say one style of teaching belongs to one examiner, and another style

to another ? A. I did not hear him say so.

Q. He did not put certain things before you and say, " G-et these up, because these

are questions which I know the examiner will ask ? A. Never.

By Mk. Kirkland.

Q. Miss Montgomery stated that there was a change in the teaching of my Algebra

about May. Did you observe any change at all in the style of my teaching Algebra during

the session ? A. I did not observe any change, because you ki-pt right on with the work.

You ilid not take us back again. I did not see you change anything at all of the teaching

between one part of the session and another.

Q. Is the statement true ? A. There was no change made.
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Q. In other words, you went on with Algebra just the same as usual ? A. I did.

Q. Therefore what Miss Montgomery states is untrue ] A. As far as I know.

Q. Did you hear any other of the students say there was a change ; was that the

impression 1 A. I don't think I heard one student refer to it.

Q. You stated that the question of potassium was fully discussed in class. Do you
mean the question, or the subject of potassium? A. The subject.

Q. You stated that Chemistry is a wide subject. Do you mean the prescribed course t

A. No.

Q. That is not a wide course t A. No, it is not. The course laid down for first-class

teachers is not a wide course.

Q. Mr. Davin seems to think it is impossible to go over the prescribed course in the

time. Did the students of the first division know anything of Chemistry before they

came there ^ What certificates had they before? A. I went through the first division

before I got a second A. from the first-class papers. Mr. Tom had a second A ; Mr.
Barnes held a first B ; and Miss Montgomery had a second A and B. I think they must
all have known considerable about Chemistry.

By the Commissioner.

Q. Is it necessary before entering the first division to have a previous knowledge of

Chemistry'! A. They must have had a second-class, certificate.

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. They must have passed an examination in Chemistry ? A. Yes.

Q. So you were teaching Chemistry to pupils who did not need the elements at all ?

A. Yes.

Q. Mr. Davin gave you a number of subjects commencing with water and asked you
if I had treated others besides those. Did not those include about half of the whole sub-

jects ? A. They ilid.

Q. Did I treat of such subjects as the atmosphere, nitreous acid, and other com-

pounds of nitrogen ] A. I said you treated all those and their components.

Q. I did net leave out any important subject in Chemistry ? A. Not in what I con-

sider the course.

Q. You conveyed the idea that I treated of all subjects equally ? A. I did not mean
to convey such an impression. There are some subjects in Chemistry which are more
important than others. They were more fully treated, but all of them I considered were

treated ))retty fully—every one of them.

Q. From everything you know personally, from all you learned incidentally, or from
what you heard, there was no impression amongst the students that I had any knowledge
of the papers ? A. Never.

John E. Tom, sworn ;
—

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. Did yon attend the Normal School during the whole of the session ending July,

18.7G 1 A. I did.

Q. You are at present one of the masters in the St. Mary's High School ? A. I aui.

Q. You are a teacher of Chemistry in that school ( A. I am.

Q. Jliss Monfiiomcry was one of your fellow-students ? A. She wa,s.

Q. Did you look over the notes given in evidence by her ? A. I did.

Q. She says that all these were given two or three weeks previous to the end of the ses-

sion. A. It in not true.

Q. Positively that is untrue ? A. Positively it is untrue.

Q. Look at her third note Read it. "Page 152. Phosphorus—Nat. Sources— Bones

of animals. Preparations

—

(I) burn the bones, (2) distil in iron ves.iels and so keep the

animal matter. Glucismadeoutoftheanim.il matter; (3) add llSOt, and CaS04 will

settle to the bottom and may be removed
; (4) evaporate

; (5) add charcoal and heat. CO is
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formed and P will distil over and is condensed in water. Will you state when that note was

given in the class 1 A. It was given in the last part of May or first of June.

Q. In what connection 1 A. It was given with other notes that were given on phos-

phorous.

Q. In the way of the ordinary lectures on phosphorus ? A. Yes.

Q. Taken up in the course ? A. Yes.

Q. When was the question as to the leading properties of arsenic, No. 4, given 1 A-

Before 7th March.

Q. \''ou have that note in your note-book ? A. Yes. The second lesson after that is

dated March 7th, 1876. I dated it in the class-room at the time the lecture was given.

Q. That is the only note you have on arsenic ? A. That is when we took up arsenic.

Q. "A test for this : To arrange as for a singing tube and hold a piece of porcelain over

it as it burns and if we have arsenic it will leave a black surface." That is the only note you

have on arsenic ? A. I don't swear it was the only time arsenic was taken up. It was then

that the test was given which is mentioned in the note, as I underst.and it. That is the last

part of question No. 4. The substance of that was given before 7th March.

Q. When was Miss Montgomery's note in reference to question No. 2 given, viz:—

"Page 84. Phosphorus will go out in C02, but will relight when brought into the air

again, owing to the heat of the iron holding the phosphorus
;
phosphoric acid is left

;
€02

extinguishes light." 1 A. Before March 7th, and directly after the Christmas vacation.

Q. The other notes here, were taken up in the course of the lectures ; some, of

course, would be towards the end of the session ? A. Yes ; some were towards the

end of May or beginning of June.

Q. This one on page 190 '! A. It was given before 22nd May, 187(5.

Q. Then that on mercury and the others must have been given later, of course 1 A.

I have the dates.

Q. In regard to the first question. When was the note at page 104 of Miss Mont-

gomery's book given 1 A. It was given in the lectures in the week in which March

21st and 23rd would come.

Q. When was the fourth question, page 160 of her notes, given ? A. Before 7th

March the greater part of it. I do not say that all of it was given on 7th March.

Q. When was the note on potassium, page 190, given ? A. Before 22nd May.

Q. When was the note on the sixth question given ? A. Before 22nd May.

Q. When was the note on the seventh question given 1 A. During the last part of

May or first part of June.

Q. When was the note on the eighth question given t A. Part second was given

before the Christmas vacation. The other parts were given in May or June.

Q. During the lecture on silver ? A. Yes.

Q. When was the note on iron pyrites given? A. The composition of iron pyrites

was given to us in the lecture on silver ; it was given before 22nd March.

Q. You have no special reference to the composition ? A. I remember this particu-

larly because you said it was called false gold.

Q. Then the whole of those notes of Miss Montgomery's, or nearly so, were given in

the ordinary course of the lectures on the different subjects on which they treat I A.

They were.

Q. In lecturing on Chemistry and Physics, did I leave out any important points, or

did I specially lecture on those parts which occurred in the Examination Papers ? A.

No, you did not.

Q. I gave lectures on the important points in Chemistry without leaving out any 1

A. You gave them—as I find it necessary to give them—in order to prepare the class for

Chemistry. Some points we have to dwell on more particularly than others, but they

were not given out of the regular course of Chemistry.

Q. In asking questions of the class, did I convey any impression to you, as far as you

know, in anyway, that I had any knowledge of the questions to be asked at the Examina-

tion. A. You did not.

Q. When you received the Examination Paper, were you struck with the similarity

of the whole questions to the notes of lectures which you had received 1 A. I was not

struck with any similarity. That is, I was not struck with the fact that the questions we
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had on the paper were just the questions you had given us, I expected when I was getting

lectures from you that the subject woukl be so treated that I couhl answer from what I

got from you and read myself. That is what I expected, though I did not realize it.

Q. After the Examination I suppose you discussed the papers in the waiting room
after you came out? A. We .spoke about different questions. We would take the paper

and read over one question after another and speak of how we had answered certain

questions.

Q. Did any one suggest, or make the observations that the questions were very like

tho.se received from me or very like my lectures ? A. No, there was nothing of the kind.

Q. There was no observation of that kind at all ? A. No, none of any kind.

Q. From anything that occurred during the session in regard to the questions—the

manner of asking them or anything else you can think of—did it occur to )'ou, or did it

occur to any one else that I had information of the Examination questions ? A. It did

not occur to me that you had. I did not hear anyone say you liad, or that they thought

you had.

Q. Nothing at all about that ? A. Nothing.

Q. Did you observe towards the end of the session, about May or thereabouts, any
particular change in the teaching of the subject of Algebra ? A. I did not.

Q. Did I continue the subject as I had been going on with it 1 A. You did.

Q. I did not go back to rub up some points ? A. You did not.

Q. What was the time given to tlie studv of Chemistry ? A. We received two
lectures a week, as far as I recollect—one lecture on Monday, in the forenoon, and one

on Thursday ; and previous to this lecture in the class-room we were in the laboratory

from 8 till 9 o'clock making experiments.

Q. Did I drop the subject occasionally or often ? A. No, you did not
;
you were

away once or twice during the session.

Q. Mr. Slater has stated on oath that the lectures on Chemistry did not average one

a week. Was Mr. Slater not there part of the session ? A. He came to the Normal
School at Christmas as far as I remember, he left at the Eister vacation.

Q. He has stated that during that time my lectures on Chemistry did not average

one a week. Is that true? A. I can state positively that tliey did—that they averaged

two a week with one hour in the laboratory. Tliere might be one or two exceptions.

By Mr. Davix.

Q. Are these what you call rough notes f A. Yes. Those in these books" and those

in llie other books were taken in the Lecture-room.

Bv Mr. Kirklant).

Q. I wrote to you some weeks ago asking you to make out a .syllabus from your

rough notes on Chemistry and Physics, of all questions in your note book. Did you do

so ? A. I did.

Q. Did you bring it with you 1 A. I have it.

Q. Produce it ? A. They are here.

Note-books put in and marked Exhibits Q, T, U, V, W, X, and Synopses put in

and marked Exhibits Z Y and Z.

TJ'iiiies''

:

—Both these synopses were written before I came to Toronto.

Q. I simply asked you to make out a syllabus of all the subjects 1 had lectured on

during the classes. You swear you made these out from your rough note books 1 A. Not

expecting to come here I wrote tliis :
" I solemnly declare the following to be an outline

of the lectures on Chemistry, delivered by Mr. Kirkland during the 1854 session." And
in regard to Physics, " I solemnly decl.ire the following, as far as I have knowledge, the

substance of the lectures delivered in tlie Normal School, by Mr. Kirkland, during the

1854 session, on the above named subject (Physics)."

Q. Appended to these two are the questions given in the cla.ss ( A. All that I have
;

and I know all are written here. In those papers in Chemistry there are about fifty questions

given for home-work—the part for home.
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Q. All that you got are there t A. All excepting one monthly examination, and that
paper is printed as it was given to us.

(The following are the Synopses referred to.)

(Exhibit "Y.")

St. Mary's, Nov. 10th, 1877.

I solemnly declare the following to be an outline of the Lectures on Chemistry delivered
by Mr. Kirkland during the 54th Session.

John E. Tom,
Eriglish Master, St. Mary's High School.

Synopsi.s of Chemistry Notes.

These were all thoroughly discussed.

1 The method of makiug chemical experiments, and explanation of chemical terms, as
atom, element, monad, &c.

''. '^"ysjen, prep., uses, test, properties, compounds, &c.
."} hydrogen, preparation of, test, " "

4 Water, composition, impurities, properties, divisions, hard andsoft, tests for impurities.
5 Atmosphere, mixture to prove, constituents, uses of, &c.
6 Nitrogen, to prepare, prop, compounds of
7 Nitric acid, prep., prop., uses, tests, sources, &c.
8 Nitrous oxide, test as to composition.

9 Nitric

10 Ammonia.
II Carbon, forms, compounds. iSic.

12 Carbon Dio.xide, prep, prop., test for carboa in carbon dioxide, test for composition of
13 Carbon monoxide, prep., prop., test for, &c.
14 Types of the dif compounds, as oxides, nitrates, &e.
15 Marsh gas, prep., prop., composition.
16 Olefiant gas, prop., how much oxygen needed to burn it.

17 Coal gas, prep., impurities, byproducts, to remove impurities, &c.
18 Chlorine sources, prep., prop., test for chloride and chlorate.'
19 Hydrochloric acid, prep., prop, \'c.

20 Test for chlorides, bromides, iodides, flouride.s, and sulphides.
21 Bromine, prep., prop., test tor, &c.
22 Iodine, " " "

23 Flourine, chief acid of, and its properties.

24 Sulphur sources, compounds of, prop., forms.
25 Sulphur dioxide, prep., uses, prop.

26 Sulphuric acid, prep., and all pertaining to it given thoroughly.
27 Hydrogen sulphide, prep., uses in testing metals.
28 Carbon disulphide, prep, and prop.

29 Phosphorus, ))rep. from bones, prop,, &c., test for.

30 Silicon—three forms, flint an acid, why, &c.
31 Arsenic, prop., sources, compounds, preparation.
32 Arsenic trioxide, antidotes for.

33 Arsenic pentoxide, how formed, &c.
34 Arseniuretted hydrogen, prop., Marsh's test, how to distinguish from antimony

other tests, poisoning from, how to treat.

35 Flame, the theory of

36 Potassium, prep., prop, source.s.

37 Caustic potash, prep., u.ses.

38 Potassium carbonate, prep., u.ses, (tc.

39 Potassium nitrate, .sources, prep., uses, &c.
40 Gunpowder, composition, mixture or compound and reason.-i, manufacture of
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41 Potassium chlorate, test for chlorate, &c.

42 Sodium, prep., compounds, uses tests, salt-cake.

43 Calcium carbonate, prop., &c.

44 Calcium sulphate, where found, as in hard water, &c.

45 Calcium chloride, how formed, uses, &c.

46 Iron, sources, compounds, to prepare, different kinds, oxides of, steel, test for, &c.

47 Magnesium, prop., test for, compounds of

48 Tests for tin, copper, silver, iron and lead.

49 Lead, prep, from galena, this also contains silver, how to separate these.

50 Mercury sources, prep., compounds, test, &c.

51 Silver sources, prop, compounds with oxygen to obtain from copper, test for.

62 Antimony, how to distinguish from arsenic, &c.

53 Tin, the oxides, alloys of

54 Gold, how to obtain by amalgamation, &c.

55 Platinum how obtained, uses, &c.

We had also a scood deal ot practice in the laboratory so that any one who paid ordinary

attention to the subject as taught, should be able to pass any of our examinations, and it is

my candid opinion, that from the lectures given on Chemistry, I could pass any first year

chemistry examination at Toronto University, and make higher marks than 1 did oa the

paper given us.

These questions were given either for home or class work.

Paper 1.

1. (a) How can hydrogen be prepared from sulphuric acid ?

{h) What weight of hydrogen will 10 grains of zinc liberate from dilute sulphuric

acid ?

2. If we were to .substitute for zinc, iron, how much hydrogen would be given off]

3. In what sense is iron said to be equal to zinc, and iron and zinc to (H2) of hy-

drogen.

4. From what other acids could hydrogen be prepared 1 If you add zinc to nitric acid

would you get H ?

5. What weight of hydrogen could I obtain from 70 grains of water by the action of

sodium 1

6. Explain why a jet of pure hydrogen burns quietly in air while a mixture of the two

gasses explodes on being ignited 1

7. What is meant by calling hydrogen a reducing agent f

8. If 223 grains of lead oxide be heated in hydrogen what weight of water will be

formed 1

Paper 2.

1. State the composition of pure atmosphere and how it is ascertained 1

2. What substances usually occur in the air, and what is the use of each 1

3. State the reasons for supposing the air a mixture and not a chemical compound.

Paper 3.

1. What weight of Potassium chlorate will be required to fill a gas bag of 20 litres at

15*0 and 750 mm. pressure.

2. How many centimetres of oxygen and hydrogen at 10* C and 770 mm. can be ob-

tained by the decomposition of 1 gramme of watr^r ?

3. A gas ba2 has a capacity of 4o litres, how much manganese dioxide containing 70 per

cent oxide is required to fill it with oxygen at lo** C, and 7l)0 mm. pressure 1

4. Ten cubic centimetres of a gas are measured at 15<^ C. what volume will the gas oc-

cupy at 150" CI
5. 100 cu. centimetres are measured at 100°C, what will be its volume at loCC ?

6. 1,000 cu. centimetres of oxygen are measured at 740 mm. pressure, what will be the

the volume at the standard pressure I
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7. A litre is measured at 0°C & 760 mm., what volume will it occupy at ISJ^C & 740

mm. ?

8. 170 volumes oxygen are measured at 10° G, what will be the volume at 0°C?

9. A gas has its temperature raised from 15°C to 50°C. at the latter temperature it

measures 15 litres what was the initial volume 1

Paper 4.

1. At ordinary temperature water absorbs 50 per cent, of its weight of ammonia. Find

the amount of sal-amoniac and quick-lime to produce 10 kilograms of liquor ammonia.

2. How much marble and hydrochloric acid, 22 per cent, pure, are needed to yield 10

litres of carbon dioxide at 15 ° C and 760 mm. i

3. A manufacturer of bleaching powder wants 10 tons of chlorine. How much salt and

mangane.se dioxide 59 per cent, pure and sulphuric acid 68 per cent, pure will be needed ?

Faper 5.

1. Distinguish by example between a mechanical mixture and a chemical compound.

How would you characterise the combination of the two principal gases in the air ?

2. Explain the composition of water, giving formula and interpreting the letters and

figures used.

3. Describe briefly the preparation of phosphorus, givin;; the two forms in which it

occurs, and state the difference in appearance and characteristics of each.

4. Four glass jars contain each one of the four colourless gases, air—oxygen, carbon,

dioxide and hydrogen. What steps would you take to determine the contents of each ?

5. The atomic weight of oxygen being 16 and nitrogen 14, could any such body exist

as N 0-2.

6. Name and state concisely a law involved in the union of chemical elements.

(i) Explain the meaning of the term " valency " and distinguish between atom and

molecule.

Faper 6.

1. How much ammonium chloride must I use in order to get 100 grammes of ammonia'!

(a) How many cubic centimetres of ammonia will that be?

3. What is the capacity of a vessel that will hold 83 grammes of ammonia at O^C and

30 inches barometric pressure 1

3. If 29 cubic centimetres of ammonia gas be completely decomposed by a series of

electric sparks what volume of gas will be obtained ?

4. What weight of ammonia could be obtained from 267.5 grammes of ammonium

chloride ?

5. What weight of ammonia gas would be required to neutralize 4.9 grammes nitric acid^

6. Give the tests generally used to detect the presence of ammonia.

7. State how you would dry ammonia gas and why the ordinary drying agents cannot

be used ?

N, B.—I have not any other questions on chemistry, nor do I remember any others being

given except one which was given on a mixed paper, and which I sent to Mr. Kirkland. This

I solemnly affirm to be all that I can give on the subject, and all this I solemnly declare to be

correct as far as I have knowledge.
John E. Tom.

[Exhibit "Z."]

Synopsis of Notes on Physics.

I solemnly declare the following to be, as far as I have knowledge, the subsiance of

the lectures delivered in the Normal School by Mr. Kirkland, during the 54th session, on

the above named subject.

John E. Tom.
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T. Heat is motion, how it is measured, theory of heat or potential energy.

II. Sublimation, vaporization, motion changed to heat by being arrested, motion in-

destructable.

III. Leslie's Tliermometers, an exi)laiiation of.

IV. The anomalous expansion of different Substances.

V. Theory of liquids boiling, how the boiling point of liquids is changed.

VI. Radiation, convection and conduction of heat, what surfaces radiate best, and

reasons.

VII. Theory of heating and ventilating rooms.

VIII. Different substances have a different rate of expansion when heated.

IX. Specific heat of the different substances, theory of.

X. Freezing mi.xtures, the theory of.

XI. Electricity, two kinds positive and negative, how generated, how collected (3

things necessary, electric-machines, how constructed), precautions in using an electric-ma-

chine, the uses of lightning rods, theory of them, electricity will turn a wheel on a pivot,

theory of ; Franklin's theory supposed one fluid.

XII. Light,—how we see objects—reflection of light, light comes in straight lines,

light from a point.

XIII. Friction electricity detected by electro.scope and galvanic deflection of a

needle. How galvanic electricity is generated, the different batteries in use, their merits

and defects, Daniell's, Bunsen's and Grove's, were set in operation by the pupils, and I

think, Smee's also.

XIV. Light,—what it is—Emission and Wave theories, what hypothesis each theory

requires. The prismatic colours, how obtained, Spectrum analysis, light from a substance

will not pass though its own vapour, the focal distances of different lenses, cause of redness

of sun in the evening.

XV. A magnfit, how made, action of magnets upon each other, magnetic induction,

permanent and non-permanent magnets, effects of the earth on the magnet needle, how
to find magnetic intensity of the earth at any point.

XVI. Voltaic (batteries) piles, how coustructeil, the effect of the electric current

upon a ncedlt^, induction of currents, Ruhmkorft's Coil, how constructed and the theory of.

XVII. The different electric m.achines in use, their merits and defects, the construction

of different ones, as Armstrong's, Winter's, Carre's and HoUz's, the Leyden-jar and e.K-

perinients with it.

XVIII. The different Telescopes, the ones described were Newton's, Gregory's,

Astronomical and Ilershel's. How to find the magnifying-power, focal length, difterent

foci, <*i;c., of each kind.

XIX. Stereoscope, theory of, how views are taken, to make images overlap, the

Kaleidoscope, how constructed, itc, the Jla^ic Lantern, theory of.

XX. Mirrors, plane-mirror, virtual image, formation of images—convex and concave

mirrors.

XX. How to finil the foci and iraiiges whether re.al, virtual, erect, or inverteil :

prisms, their effects on rays of light, lenses and microscope are fully described.

The following questions were given :

—

I. Explain the mode of forming images.

II. Prove that the image of a luminous point placed before a plain mirror is on th«

continuation of the perpendicular to the mirror through tiie point and is as far at the

back of the mirror .is the ])iiiiit is in front of it.

HI. Shew that in a plain mirror the image is of the same dimensions as the object.

IV. The image of a candle is visible in a looking-glass : draw the path of the rays

which enable an observer to see it.

V. Two large plain mirrors are fixed to the opposite wails of a square foom ; examine

the iminber and distances of the images of an object placed between them.

VI. On two adjacent walls of a square room there are two large plain mirrors, how
many images of a candle in the room may a iierson see 1
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MI. Shew how to draw the course of rays by which the images in the preceedine
question are seen.

r &

VIII. How many images could a person see of himself 1

Paper II.

I. Define principal focus of a mirror, and find the principal focus (a) of a concave
spherical mirror, (b) of a convex spherical mirror.

II. Shew how to find the position of the image of a point not in the principal axis
through the vertex of the mirror.

III. Distinguish between real and virtual images.
IV. Draw the course of rays by which an observer in a given position would see the

image.

V. A concave mirror, the focal length of which is 12 inches, is held at a distance of
18 inches in front of a candle, where will the image be ? Can it be received on a screen.

VI. The image of an object is distant 8 inches from a convex mirror of focal length
12 inches, find the distance of the object.

VII. AVhat is the focal length of the convex mirror which will produce at a distance
of 12 feet the virtual image of an object which is 3 feet distant from the mirror ?

VIII. Give a description of Ruhmkorff 'a coil.

IX. How would you find the specific heat of a fluid at constant volume and constant
pressure.

X. How is the magnetic intensity of the earth found at any point.

I. State the laws of the refraction of light

II. A ray of light falls on a surface of water so as to make with vertical an angle of 60°.
Hating given the refractive index—|, show how to construct the angle of refraction.

III. Show by a, diagram that the bottom of a lake which you can see appears shallower
than it is. What is the relation between the true depth and the apparent depth of the
water ?

IV. Trace a ray of light through a prism.
V. Define" principal focus," " optical centre," and "principal axis" of a lens.
VI. How is it that a coin placed in a tumbler looks larger when the tumbler is fall, than

when empty.

VII. A double concave lens of focal length 1 inch is used to look at an object half-an-
inch from the lens, where is the image ?

VIII. (a) With this lens where will be the image of an object U- inches from the lens.

(6) Shew how to find the focal length of a converging lens with a screen and a candle.
IX. If the candle and screen be 3 feet apart and the lens midway between them.

N. B. I have not any other questions on this subject, nor do I remember any more.

.„ . , . John E. Tom.
Prmted as it was given to us.

By Mk. JiDGAR.

Q. From those note-books ? A. Yes.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. These are rough note-books 1 A. Yes, and every part in Chemistry is there that I
possess, or ever did possess.

Q. In these note-books you have taken down the lectures of Mr. Kirkland in 1876 ? A.
Yes, and in the other one I wrote either in the class-room or in the waiting-room when I came
out.

Q. What arc those supplements? A, They are all on Chemistry, written either in the
class-room or the waiting-room, except one page which I marked—which 1 wrote afterwards,
since I have been teaching.
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Q. Are there auy notes in those four note-books, U. V. W. and X., which are found

in this book marked Q ? A. There are notes found in the one and also in the other.

Q. That is, there are rough notes here in these books which have been carefully

copied into the other ? A. I took them in the waiting-room—and if he said anything I

did not take down in the class-room I copied it in.

Q. You were anxious to teach Chemistry afterwards ? A. I was.

Q. And paid special attention to the subject ? A. I did.

Q. And in these note-books all the notes of Mr. Kirkland's lectures are to be found 1

A. No. I have here, in another book, three notes in the margin in lead pencil, which were

written in the class-room.

Q. In Roscoe ? A. No.

Q. In Hart ? A. Yes ; I have three. (Hart's Elementary Chemistry put in and
marked Exhibit R).

Q. On pages 192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197 and 198 you have notes? A. I don't

know the pages.

Q. You made those notes hurriedly in class ? A. Mr. Kirkland gave questions. He
was lecturing on Wliite Lead, and I wrote opposite that ; and I wrote this in class.

Q. We have your notes very complete, then. The notes in these books and in Hart's

Chemistry carry us over the whole ground of Mr. Kirkland's lectures 1 A. All given in

these were given by Mr. Kirkland, but there were other things mentioned. I wrote the

head of which he mentioned, which I might not otherwise remember.

Q. All that you put down here you deemed specially important 1 A. 1 deemed
specially important all that is in these books.

Q. Did he tell you to take special notice of what you put in those books ? A. He
did not.

Q. Did he ever point out to you that any part of his lectures was specially important t

A. Wben he was lecturing on a subject he would take up the most important things first,

and then give us the other things. But all was taken up.

Q. But he would sometimes point out the most important things ? A. Any teacher

in Chemistry would do that.

Q. Did he point out the most important things 1 A. Yes, in every subject which

he taught.

Q. Look at your notes here. Do you see '2nd January and 7th March written

there on the back of two note-books ? A. Yes.

Q. When did you write that " 7th March ? " A. This morning.

Q. You wrote "2nd June" this morning? A. Yes, I did, that I might know in

picking up my note-books to which to refer.

Q. Did you make any mistake ? A. I should have said the 8th January.

Q. Why did you write "March 7th?" A. I came before that. I wrote that in

class.

Q. How comes it that the date is written in ink, and the rest of the note in pencil 1

A. This is written in the same ink.

Q. Why was that written in ink and the rest in pencil 1 A. We had ink wells in

our desks. Sometimes there was not sufficient ink, so when I wrote that note on ammonia
in ink, I wrote in that date.

Q. Look at the note on mineral water in your notes ? A. I have not got it written as

mineral water, but I will turn it up as I have it.

Q. Kead your note as to anything like this : test for a chloride of silver. Have you

that? A. I have not.

Q. Have you anything like it ? A. I have it in my note-book.

Q. In that note-book, do nearly all the notes refer to the same subjects as Miss

Montgomery's notes? A. All the notes do not refer to those subjects. They include

all those subjects, but they include a great deal more.

Q. Are all the subjects in Miss Montgomery's note-book in your notes ? A. All, I

believe.

Q. Have you notes on any other points than those treated in Miss Montgomery's

notes 1 A. I have. I have notes which I received before Miss Montgomery came to the

schouL
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Q. Never mind them. While Miss Montgomery was at the school ? A. I have the
notes given first on the different metals, notes on oxygen, hydrogen ; and I have the one
question mentioned in her notes about the equivalency of metals. I had this before
Christmas, which she stated was given after Christmas. And 1 have full notes on water,
covering several pages,—on the atmosphere, on nitric acid, on uitreous acid ; I have notes
on ammonia, and notes on carbon. One page here I have written since I have been at St.

Mary's. I have carbon-di-oxide, carbon-raon-oxide. I have marsh gas, olefrant gas, and
coal gas ; chlorine, hydrochloric acid. The preparation of different substances was
written at different times. We obtained it at Mr. Kirklaud's lectures ; it is not here as he
gave it. I turned down that. The next is the test for those mineral waters what we took
in the laboratory : bromine, iodine, suljjhur, sulphate-dioxide, sulphuric acid ; and this in

pencil I wrote afterwards. I have phosphorus, syllicon, arsenic, pota.ssium, caustic potash,
gunpowder, sodium, sodium carbonate, calcium, calcium carbonate, and I have the compounds
of each of these. I have iron, oxide of iron, magnesium. The next 1 wrote myself for a
first year's paper for 1873 ; I wrote it out of one of those books. I have copper, lead, mer-
cury, silver, and antimony

Q. l^ou have mercury marked in your Hart's Chemistry. Do you see that marked in

Miss Montgomery's book ? A. It is marked in both books.

Q. At p^e 2.51 in Mias Montgomery's book and page 194 in yours? A. Yes.
In this book (Hart's Chemistry) I have marked " White lead. Test for white lead.

Action on lead pipes. What are the sources of mercury ? How is silver extracted from
its ores "—the ores that were mentioned, lead, antimony and copper.

Q. You have silver. Look at page 247 in Miss Montgomery's book. Is silver marked
there ? A. It is marked. No ; it is copper in hers.

Q. Is it not silver ? A. Here is silver—on page 253.

Q. Is it marked ? A. Yes.

Q. Is the copper marked ? A. Yes.

Q. Is the copper in yours marked ? A. Lead, antimony, copper and iron. How to

extract it from these four.

Q. What is that ? A. This is marked on silver, but it is marked all the way through
from the beginning I think.

Q. You have read the course through which Mr. Kirkland took you, and you have
r«ad the Examination Paper in Chemi«try ? A. I wrote on it.

Q. You read it lately, this morning t A. I did not

Q. You read it yesterday 1 A. I had it in my hand part of the time, when Miss Mont-
gomery was being examined.

Q. Look at the first question of the Chemistry paper in July 1876 t You have all that
in yournotes 1 A. Under different subjects, but not given under one question.

Q. " Describe the properties of carbon which tend to show that diamond cannot have
been formed at a temperature at which pure iron melts." You have all about the diamond ?

A. Not as you read itthouu;h.

Q. All about the subject ? A. Not as you read it here.

Q. Could you have answered that question from your notes 1 A. I could.

Q. How wuuld you show that carbonic acid (CO^) is a compound of carbon and oxygen,
and that it contains (very nearly) its own volume of oxygen ? " You have all about that ?

A. I have it in the notes before Christmas ?

Q. Before Miss Montgomery came 'I A. Yes, although I will not swear that it was
not mentioned afterwards as they were taking lectures at a different hour from what we were
in the laboratory.

Q. Then they would get more lectures which you would not get 1 A. It was supposed
so.

Q. They would get lectures at which you would not be present? A. No lectures.

Q. Would they get instruction at which you would not be present ? A. Experiments.

Q. Would they be instructed by Mr. Kirkland in Chemistry at a time when you were
not present? A. Experiments would be given.

Q. How do you know what Mr. Kirkland did 1 A. That is all that was given in the
class-room.

Q. You do not swear that no hints could have been given to Miss Montgomery, of which
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you were not cognisant ? A. Not in the class-room. What was given afterwards I don't

know.

Q. In the laboratory ? A. I was assistant to Mr. Kirkland in the laboratory, often

after the school I was there preparing for the next day.

Q. Were you always there when Miss Montgomery was there ? A. I cannot say.

Q. Are you awafe that Miss Montgomery was not there until the beginning of 1876 ?

A. Yes.

Q. Are you aware that she was absent frequently during the session on account of ill-

ness ? A. Not from the Chemistry class, that I remember, as far as I have knowledge.

Q. Was she there every day ? A. No ; I will not say that. She was there most of the

time.

Q. You were not aware she was ill must of the [time? A. No; because we were kept

from having conversation with the ladies.

Q. You wont swear that question No. 2 was not given at the latter part of the session t

A. It was not given at the latter part of the session ; but at the early part.

Q. Before Christmas ? A. Ye.s ; according to my notes.

Q. You said you would not be .surprised if it was repeated ? A. I did not. I say it

might have been repeated, but I have no remembrance of it.

Q. " Question 3. Describe how you would prove bone-ash ti) consist chiefly of calcium

phosphate. Explain the decomposition of bone-ash by diluted sulphuric acid. Explain by

means of symbols the reaction which takes place when a solution of sodium carbonate is

added to one of phosphoric acid." You have all about that ? A. I have the test for all

these. It is not written though as it is there.

Q. " Describe the leading properties of arsenic, and name those elements that are usually

grouped with it. What means do we possess for the detection of small quantities of arsenic ?

Name the substance which is considt^red the best antidote against it 1 State bow you would

determine whether a given gas consists of arseniuretted or anti-moniurett«d hydrogen." You
have all about that ? A. I have.

Q. " Question 5. Describe the preparation of potassium from pota.ssium carbonate, and

explain the process. State how you would distinguish pota.ssium from sodium, and how de-

tect each metal in its compound." You have all about thatl A. I have.

Q. " Question 6. By what experiments would you prove that gunpowder is a mix-

ture and not a compound ? Explain fully how the substances of which it i» composed act

on each other during combustion. How do you explain the mechanical efl'ects produced

by the explosion of gunpowder ?" You have all about that? A. I do not say that I

have every part of that question ; I have the gi-eater part.

Q. " Question 7. How is metallic lead obtained from galena t A sample of water

is supposed to contain a small quantity of a lead compound. Describe fully how you

would examine the water for lead ?
" You have all about that 1 A. I have the test for

lead.

Q. You have, iu fact, all about lead 1 A. Yes ; as given in my note-book.

Q. " Question 8 :—How would you prepare pure silver from an alloy of silver and

copper f Why is silver considered a monovalent metal 1 Enumerate the oxides of silver,

and give a brief description of each of them ? The ordinary silver coins are made of an

alloy of silver and copper. How would you prove the jtrosence of both these metals in a

coin ? " You have all about that ? A. I would not swear I have it all written without

looking at my note-book. We took the test for silver, copper and other metals.

Q. " Question 9 :— State the composition per cent, of iron pyrites, epsom salts, calo-

mel, and corrosive sublimate." You had all aljout those salts had you not ? A. 1 could

not swear all were there without looking at the note-book. I have iron pyrites, epsom

salts, calomel and corrosive sublimate.

Q. " Question 10 :—What weight of marble, when acted on by hydro-chloric acid,

will yield a cubic foot of carbonic acid gas." Do you remember getting that question <

A. I do not remember that question.

Q. Did you get a like question ? A. I do not remember.

Q. Do you remember being asked to work out any question by the English and

French methods 1 A. There are some in my notes.
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Q. I ask you whether there are any other subjects treated of in your note-book ex-

cept those dealt with in the Examination Paper 1 A. There are.

Q. How many ? A. All the others that we have in our course.

Q. How many ? A. I have not numbered them.

Q. Do you think there are five other subjects ? Do you think there are three ? A.
I think there are more, but I could not tell the number.

Q. Are there three other subjects in your note-book, more than are treated of in that

Examination Paper ? A. I think so.

Q. If the questions that you had already taken notes of before Christmas had been
repeated after Christmas—you, having previously taken a note of them, would not take a
second note 'i A. I think not. I think if I had a note of anything I would not take a
second note of it. Those that I stated were given before Christmas, I do not think were
given afterwards.

Q. You were first asked about question 3—you say that was given in the last part of

May or the first part of June 1 A. Yes.

Q. How long would that be before the examination ? A. A month or six weeks
before. Our examination began on 10th July I think.

Q. You say No. 4 was given before 7th March ? A. Yes.

Q. You do not know whether that subject was again referred to. Mr. Kirkland, I

suppose, like other lecturers at colleges and elsewhere, goes over and reviews the whole he
has taught 1 A. He reviews by way of questions he asks, like those I have handed in

—

by means of handing us questions for us to answer at home.

Q. And I suppose he reviews in that way some weeks before the examination ? A.
During the whole of the session.

Q. A man cannot review until he has travelled over some ground. How far does he
go before he reviews ? A. I think we begaii to review after two or three weeks of the
session were over. He began then giving us some papers in trigonometry.

Q. When did he begin to review on Chemistry ? A. The first reWew paper I have
was given before Christmas. I cannot say the exact date, but I think, as far as I remem-
ber, it would be some time about the last of October or beginning of November.

Q. When he began to review 1 A. That is when he had gone over hydrogen and
oxygen. He gave us a jsaper on those two subjects.

Q. That is not what I mean by reviewing. I mean after he has gone over the whole
of the course, does he not review ? A. This was his method of review, as I understand

.

Q. He, from time to time, handed you out papers to be answered ? A. He did.

Q. Afterwards, in January, February, March, April, May, did he give you any ques-

tions ? A. He did.

Q. In all those months 1 A. I would not say in every month.
Q. Did he give you more questions at the latter part of the session than at the

beginning t A. The greater number of questions were given in the month of March and
beginning of April.

Q. Were more given in April than in May t A. Yes.

Q. More in April than in June 1 A. None of those papers to my knowledge, were given

after 22Dd May.

Q. Were those papers written in his handwriting ? A. Yes, as far as I know.

Q. Do you remember how many you got during the entire season ? A. All I had I

think were seven.

Q. In regard to the second question you said your note dates 7th March, but you would
not swear that it was the only time arsenic was taken up. It might have been taken up after-

wards ? A. The subject was taken up before 7th March, and fully entered into. The
subject of arsenic might have been mentioned afterwards.

Q. You swore that you could not swear it was the only time it was taken up ? A.I would
change the words " taken up " to " spoken of." I mean a lecture was not given on the sub-

ject of arsenic afterwards, it might have been mentioned in connection with others, as a com-
pound, and with other substances.

Q. Will you swear it was not taken up after 7th March ? A. To my knowledge it was
not.

Q. You cannot say anything about it then ? It might have been taken up, as far as
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your knowledge goes, at a later period than March ? A. I dont remember it being taken up
afterwards.

Q. It might have been taken up after March, for aJl you know ? A. Without looking

over all my notes, I would not swear it was, or it was not.

Q, Could Mr, Kirkland have given Miss Montgomery and the ladies who attended with

her the slips of paper or question without your knowledge ? A. He could.

Q. You tell us that question 2 wa.s given on 7th March ? A. I don't know that I said on

7th March, before 7th March.

Q. You told Mr. Kirkland that something was said about the same subject at the end

of May or in June. Do you remember what was said about it ^ A. Before 7th March.

Q- But it may have been taken up in June, for all you know ? A. No.

Q. It could not have been taken up in June, without your knowledge. A. I have no

knowledge of it being taken up in June.

Q. Could Mr. Kirkland have given one of those slips of paper to Miss Montgomery
or give a question to her \vithout your knowledge ? A. If he did it out of class.

Q. In the Laboratory ? A. I was not always in the Laboratory. I was at the lec-

ture we had.

Q. You say that question 5 was given before 22nd May. Is that so ? A. It was.

Q. Was it discussed afterwards in the class ? A. No.
Q. It was never reviewed when Mr. Kirkland reviewed these questions four weeks

before the examination 1 A. No.

Q. You say question 6 was given before the examination—when 1 A. Before 22nd
May.

Q. Question 7 about 1st June ; A. Yes.

Q. And question 8 before the vacation ? A. That is the second part of question 8.

Q. You say j'ou thought you could answer all the questions from the notes you got
from Mr. Kirkland ] A. I expected to do so.

Q. From the notes you got from him ? A. That is from the notes I had on Che-
mistry.

Q. Was there any conversation among.st your fellow students as to whether those

notes did not aim at that Examination Paper you were to get ? A. There was not
Q. You never heard a syllable of such conversation regarding the grounds you had

to expect certain questions on the Examination Paper, that would tally with the notes you
got from Mr. Kirkland ? A. I never did.

Q. You swear that? A. I do.

Q. In or out of the Normal School 1 A. I did not in or out of the Normal School.

I never heard any one say there would be certain things on the E.vamination Paper, or
that they expected it.

Q. In or out of the Normal School, did you ever hear any fellow student or other-

wise, say : we might expect the same questions in tiie Examination Papers ;is Mr. Kirk-

land lectured on 1 " A. On the same subjects that were lectured on 1

Q. Ye& A. We all expected that.

By the Commissioner.

Q. Was the talk among students that such things might be expected 1 A. It was
not.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. Did you know Mr. Slater wlien he was here ? A. I did.

Q. I believe he was here only ])art of the session 1 A. Only a part.

Q. Were yon at Mr. Kirklaiid's last night ? A. I was.

Q Was tliis subject di.scu.ssod there ? A. Not with me. I wrote it out this morn-
ing—I wrote out my evidence sincf I have been here.

Q. Was anything said about this inquiry last night ? A. There was.

Q. Were you asked what eviilcnce you would give 1 A. I had written this before,

and that was my evidence; so I was not asked what evidence I would give.

J 50
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By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. You stated that you believed you had knowledge enough in your notes to answer
all the questions. Do you mean the notes, lectures and all you had learned in Chemistry ?

A. I mean with all I knew of Chemistry, I supposed I would be able to answer the paper
on Chemistry. I don't mean to answer all in the paper, but that I would be able to pass

the paper, and make all that was required for a first A.

Q. Mr. Davin asks you if two, three, four or five subjects were in your notes which
are not referred to in this Examination Paper? A. There are.

Q. Take your notes and see. Have you any note on oxygen ? A. I have.

Q. On hydrogen ? A. I have.

Q. On the general impurities of water ? A. I have.

Q. There are none of those on this Examination Paper ? A. None that I know of.

Q. The atmosphere. Is there anything on that in this paper ? A. No ; I have that

in my notes.

Q. Is there anything in this paper on nitrogen ? A. No.

Q. You have full notes of that 1 A.I have notes.

Q. Have you anything on nitric acid ? A. I have full notes.

Q. It is not referred to in this paper ? A. No.
Q. Have you anything on nitrous oxide 1 A. I have.

Q. Is it referred to in this paper ? A. I don't find it.

Q. It is not in the paper ? A. No.
Q. Have you notes on other compounds—on nitrogen ? A. I have on nitric acid and

on ammonia.

Q. Is there anything of ammonia on this paper ? A. No.
Q. What is the next subject you have ? A. Carbon.

Q. That is mentioned ? A. Yes.

Q. Have you carbon monoxide ? A. I have.

Q. Is that mentioned on this paper ? A. No.

Q. AYhat is the next subject you have in your notes 1 A. 1 have some on both marsh
gas and olefiant gas.

Q; Is there anything in the paper on these ? A. No.

Q. What is the next 1 A. Coal gas.

Q. Is that mentioned here ? A. No.

Q. What is the next subject ? A. Chlorine.

Q. Is that mentioned in this paper 1 A. One of the compounds of it is mentioned

—

chlorides.

Q. What is the next ? A. Hydrochloric acid.

Q. That is mentioned here 1 A. Yes, in the last question.

Q. What is the next point ? A. The next I have is the tests for chlorine, iodine and
bromine ; and then I have bromine and iodine next.

Q. \Yhat is next t A. Silver.

Q. Is that mentioned on this paper ? A. No.
Q. What is next f A. Silverdi-oxide.

Q. Is that mentioned here 1 A. No.

Q. What is the next ? A. Sulphuric acid.

Q. Is it mentioned ? A. N o.

Q. Next 1 A. Phosphorus.

Q. That is mentioned ? A. Yes.

Q. What is next 1 A. Silicon.

Q. Is that mentioned here 1 A. No.

Q. The next ? A. Arsenic.

Q. Is it mentioned here 1 A. Yes.

Q. The next 1 A. Different compounds of arsenic.

Q. Next ? A. Potassium.

Q. Is it mentioned ? A. Yes.

Q. These subjects are treated of fully—are they ? A. Yes.

Q. The next? A. Caustic potash.
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Q. Is it mentioned here ? A. No.

Q. The next ? A. Potassium carbonate.

Q. Is it mentioned here ? A. It is.

Q. The next? A. Potassium nitrate.

Q. The next 1 A. Gunpowder.
Q. The next ? A. Sodium.

Q. Is that mentioned here 1 A. Indirectly, as a solution of sodium carbonate. I

have also sodium carbonate.

Q. Is that mentioned ? A. Yes, in question 3.

Q. The next ? A. Calcium.

Q. The next 1 A. Calcium carbonate.

Q. Calcium is not mentioned in this paper—is it 1 A. One of the compounds is

given in question 3—calcium phosphate.

Q. You have not calcium phosphate at all—have you t A. I have it mentioned in

this way ;
" Bone consists of five-sixths of calcium phosphate and one-sLxth of carbonate

of lime."

Q. Calcium is not mentioned on the paper as a subject 1 A. No.

Q. The next ? A. Iron.

Q. Is it mentioned on the paper ? A. Not as a subject, but as a compound of iron

pyrites.

Q. What else have you 1 A. The compounds of iron.

Q. Name them f A. Ferrous carbonate.

Q. Is it mentioned here '? A. No.

Q. The next 1 A. The oxides of iron—Fe2 03, Fe3 04, and H2 Fe04.
Q. How many are there 1 A. Four.

Q. Are any of these mentioned on this paper ? A. No.
Q. The next 1 A. Ferrous sulphate.

Q. Is that mentioned on the paper ? A. No.

Q. The next t A. Magnesium.

Q. Is that mentioned on the paper ? A. No.
Q. Next t A. Copper.

Q. Is that mentioned on the paper ? A. It is mentioned with silver, as an alloy of

copper and silver.

Q. Next 1 A. Lead—it is mentioned.

Q. Next ? A. Mercury. Silver is the next, and then antimony.

Q. Is antimony mentioned in the i)aper? A. Indirectly, as antiniuretted nitrogen.

Q Tlie next ? A. I have in the other book the sources of mercury. Then I have
gold and platinum marked in my books.

Q. Are either of these mentioned in this paper ? A. I don't find them.

Q. Have you anytliing else ? A. No.

Q- In addition, were there not subjects treated of in the laboratory, in the way of

tests and practical work ? A. There were.

Q. Of which no notes were taken ? A. Yes.

Q. That does not represent the whole of the actual work done by the students 1 A.
Not all. It represents the class-room work.

Q. Then you sweiir positively, tliat from j'our knowledge—comparing the questions,

talking with students, or in any other way— it is your opinion I had no knowledge of the

questions, directly or indirectly ? A. I swear positively tiiat, in my opinion, you had no
knowledge. From all I li.ad in my notes, or heard from fellow-students, you had no know-
ledge of what was to be in the Examination Paper.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. You have read Miss Montgomery's notes ? A. Yes ; I saw them this morning.
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Henry H. Croft, sworn :

—

By Mr. Davin.

Q. You are a professor of Toronto University ? A. Yes.

Q. In what subjects ? A. Chemistry and Experimental Philosophy.

Q. Would you look at the July Examination Paper for 1874, for first-class Provincial

certificates. Look at the first question on the Physics Paper. A. " Ques. 1.—How
would you cool a mixture in the absence of ice or snow ? Give the theory of your
process."

Q. Now take Brown's note-book. Look at page 87, question 6. A. " How would
you cool a mixture without either ice or snow ? Explain clearly the principle involved."

Q. Bead question 2 on the paper. A. " Ques. 2.—Describe the relation of the heat
spectrum to the light spectrum."

Q. Look at page 87, question 7, in the note book ^ A. " Compare the heat spectrum,

and the light sjjecti-um."

Q. Look at question 3 in the Examination Paper ? A. " What is the ' thermal
unit ' generally adopted t A pound of mercury, at a temperature 102" C. is immersed in

a pound of water, at 40° C. how many degrees will the temperature of the water be
raised, taking the specific heat of mercury at .03 t

"

Q. Look at the note book, page 86, question 3 ] A. " How is heat measured 1 What
is the thermal unit usually adopted ? What do you mean by the mechanical equivalent

of heat ?

"

Q. And look at question 4, on the same page 1 A. " What do you mean by specific

heat 1 A pound of mercury at 100° is immersed in a pound of H2 at 40". How many
degrees will the temperature of H2 be raised, the s. heat of Hg being 1-30 1

"

Q. Look at question 6 in the Examination Paper ? A. " Explain by a diagram the
compound microscope."

Q. Look at question 10, page 88, in the book? A. " Describe the common micro-
scope."

Q. Look at question 7, in the Examination Paper ? A. " Describe an experiment to

illustrate electrical induction. What is the phenomenon known as the ' return shock ?
'

Explain it."

Q. Look at question 5, page 89, in the book ? A. " What is meant by electrical

induction."

Q. Look at question 7? A. "What is meant in treatises on electricity by the
return shock t

"

Q. Look at question 8 in the paper 1 A. " If the point of a fine needle in metallic

connection with the prime conductor of an electrical machine in action, be brought near
a candle, the light will probably be extinguished. Explain cle.arly the cause of this."

Q. Look at question 9 in the note book, page 90 ? A. " If a point is brought near
the prime conductor of an electric machine what effect is produced ?"

Q. Look at question 10, same page 1 A. " If a lighted candle be brought near the
point what is the effect and what is its cause ?

"

Q. Look at question 9 in the Examination Paper 1 A- " Describe in general terms
a magneto-electric machine."

Q. Look at question 15, page 91 of the book ? A. "Describe the magneto-electric

machine and the principle on which it acts 1
"

Q. I ask you, as an expert, whether there must not have been collusion between the

examiner and the teachers who gave out those questions ?

The Oommissioner.—How is that the opinion of an expert ?

Mr. Davin, to IVitness.—What is your opinion about the similarity between those

papers ?

The Commissioner.—Are they similar ?

Witness.—-They are remarkably similar.
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By Mr. Daattn.

Q. You have a large experience in Examination Papers ? A. Yes.

Q. As a man having a large experience in Examination Papers, a Professor at the
University, and this being your subject, do you think it likely that there could have been
such a coincidence as the Examiner giving those questions unless he had known the ques-
tions which were given to the pupils ? A. I simply do not.

Q. You don't think it is possible ? A. No.
Q. I will ask you to look at the Chemistry Examination Paper for July, 1874. Look

at question 3. A. "Question 3.—How may an aqueous solution of ammonia be formed
from chloride of ammonia ? Describe the process and represent the chemical actions by
means of an equation."

Q. Look at Brown's note-book, page 66, question 6 ? A. " How is ammonia obtained ?

Give the derivation of the name and express the reaction by an equation. What are its

properties ? How would you detect the presence of ammonia, 1. Pure. 2. In combina-
tion with some other substance 1

"

Q. Look at question 4 in the Examination Paper ? A. " How is carbonic acid made 1

Give the equations representing the re-action. Describe fully what takes place when a
stream of carbonic acid gas is passed into lime water into saturation ; also, what occurs
when the liquid so produced is boiled, rlow would you prove that carbonic acid really

consists of carbon and oxygen in the proportion stated in the formula."

Q. Look at question 7 on the first page of Brown's book ? A. " How would you
detect the presence of a carbonate ? What takes place when G 2 is passed into lime
water to saturation ?

"

Q. Are these questions similar'? A. They are singularly similar. They are on
the same subject.

Q. That is question 4 on the paper, and question 7 in Brown's note-book ? A. They
are on the same subject.

Q. In regard to the first question I asked you—question 3 in the Examination
Paper, and question 6, page 66, in Brown's note-book—what is your opinion of the
similarity of those i A. They are only on the same subject.

Q. Look at question 5 in the Examination Paper. A. "Ques. 6.—Describe the
manufacture of sulphuric acid. A vitriol maker prepares ten tons of vitriol of specific 1 -4,

containing 80 per cent, of acid. How many tons of pyrites containing 40 per cent of

sulphur must for this purpose be burnt ? Suppose 5 per cent, of the theoretical yield of

sulphur remained unburnt in the pyrites, what would be the difference in the production
of the sulphuric acid ?

"

Q. Look at Brown's note-book, question 8, page 69. A. " How is H2 S04 manu-
factured ? Explain the re-action by an equation. What arc its properties and uses ?

and explain fully how you would detect its presence in any form in a solution."

Q. Are these on the same subject ? A. They are only on the same subject.

Q. Look at question 6 in the Examination Paper. A. Ques. 6.—"A few grains of
white arsenic are put into an ounce or two of soup. State as fully as you can how you
would proceed to detect its presence there."

Q. Look at question 11, page 71, of Brown's note-book. A. "Describe minutely
Marsh's test for arsenic, and state all the precautions necessary in making the experiment."
That is on the same subject.

Q. Look at question 7 in the Examination Paper. A. "Ques. 7.—What are the sources

of iodine ? How is it prepared ? Describe the properties of iodine 1 How would you
proceed to detect the presence of a soluble (a) chloride, (b) iodide, (c) fluoride, present

single in a liquid ?
"

Q. Look at the note-book, question 4, page 76. A. " State generally how iodide may
be obtained, .ind how it may be detected in any compound."

Q. Are these the same ? A. Part of the question is on the same subject

Q. Look at question 8. A. " Ques. 8.—Cla-ssify the common metals according to their

equivalency. Give the formula of the characteristic oxide, chloride and sulphide of each."

Q. Look at questions 6 and 7, pages 78 and 79, of the note-book. A. " Classify the
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common metals according to their equivalency." " Give the formula of the most charac-

teristic oxide and sulphate of potassium, iron and copper."

Q. Are these questions the same ? A. The questions are rather ilifferent.

Q. Are they on the same subject ? A. Yes.

Q. Look at question 9 in the Examination Paper. A. " Ques. 9.—What is the most

important ore of tin, and how is the metal extracted therefrom? How is the presence of

tin in a solution detected ?
"

Q. Look at question 9, page 81, of the note-book. A. " How is tin obtained? How
would you test the presence of a compound of tin in any solution ? " That is the same

—

very nearly—as near as possible.

Q. What inference would you draw from the similarity'! A. In my own mind, I

must say, I would imagine they were all derived from the same source. Whether that

was a book, or what it was, I cannot say.

Q. Turn to the June Paper for 1874—the first question. A. " Ques. 1 —What is

ozone ? How is it prepared, and what are the physical and chemical differences between

it and oxygen t

"

Q. Look at question 2, page 63, of the note-book. A. " What is ozone ? How is it

obtained, and what are its properties 1 " These are on the same subject exactly.

Q. What would be your inference from seeing that one in the Examination Paper,

and the one in the question given by the teacher ? A. If any question is asked on ozone

by a teacher or examiner, I do not see well how he could put it in any other form than

this

Q. They are both practically the .same question ? A. Quite so.

Q. Look at No. 2.—A. " Ques. 2—You have given a few iron nails, some pure tin-

foil, copper filings, and a little granulated zinc, with concentrated nitric acid and distilled

water ; state what chemical changes you can produce with these materials, and express the

changes by equations."

Q. Look at Brown's note-book, question 57 page 65. A. " How is commercial

nitric acid obtained ? How would you detect the presence of a nitrate ?
"

Q. Does that question cover the same ground as question 2 in the paper ? A. No,

they are quite different.

Q. Look at question 3 in the Examination Paper. A. " Ques. 3.—How would you

obtain evidence of the presence of ammonia, whether pure or combined, in a given

solution 1
"

Q, Turn to the note-book, question 6, page 66. A. " How is ammonia obtained ?

Give the derivation and express the reaction by an equation. What are its properties ?

How would you detect the presence of ammonia, (1) pure, (2) in combination with some
other substance ? " They are on the same subject.

Q. Look at question 4 in the Examination Paper. A. " Ques. 4.—We inhale air and
throw off carbonic acid from our lungs. How would you show experimentally that the

amount of C02 in a given volume of air which comes from our lungs is far greater than

the quantity of carbonic acid, which is found in an equal volume of air which we inhale ?"

Q. Look at question 7, page 68, of Brown's note-book. A. " How would you detect

the presence of a carbonate ? What takes place when C02 is passed into lime water to

saturation ?
"

Q. And look at question 2, page 74. A. " If a vessel contained a mixture of N and

C02, how would you proceed to measure the N and how to weigh the quantity of C02 ?

If you wanted to determine the volume of C02, how would you do it 1
"

Q. Do the two questions cover the same ground as question 4 in the Examination

Paper ? A. Yes, as nearly as possible.

Q. Look at question 5 in the Examination paper. A. " Ques. 6.—Describe the

process for the manufacture of sulphuric acid, with an explanation of the re-actions.

Describe and explain the re-action by which you would identify it."

Q. Look at question 8 in Brown's note-book, page 69. A. " How is H2 S04 manu-

factured ] Explain the re-action by an equation. What are its properties and uses, and

explain fully how you would detect its presence in any form in a solution 1

"

Q. Are these questions the same ? A. They are the same.

Q. What would be your inference from looking at these questions, one given by the
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teacher and the other by the examiner ? A. Two teachers might give a question on the

same subject and use very nearly the same words—they might.

Q. Go on to question 6 ? A. " Ques. 6.—A specimen of spring water is supposed to

contain sulphuretted hydrogen. How would you ascertain whether sulphuretted hydrogen
is really present !

"

Q. Look at question 3, page 64, of the note-book 1 A. What are the usual impurities

of spring water 1 How are they detected, and how are they removed ?
"

Q. Do these cover the same ground ? A. No.

Q. What is the difference ? A. In the one case you are asked the test for sulphur-

etted hydrogen, and in the other case you are asked about the impurities of water. Sul-

phuretted hydrogen is an impurity of water, but it is not mentioned in the note-book.

Q. If you went thoroughly into an examination of the impurities of water, would you
be able to answer the question l A. Yes.

By the Commissioner.

Q. The usual impurities ? A. Well, it is not a usual impurity.

By Mr. Davix.

Q. If you went into the usual impurities would you not have to go into the unusual

impurities too, to get the contrast 1 A. I do not see that.

Q. Look at question 7 in the Examination Paper ? A. "Ques. 7.—By what experi-

ment would you prove that common phosphorus and red or amorphous phosphorus are

allotropic modifications of the element phosphorus ?
"

Q. Look at question 1, page 73, in the note-book? A. State in general terms how
phosphorus is prepared ? What two forms does it occur in, and show that these two forms

are virtually the same ? The questions are the same as nearly as possible.

Q. WHiat would be your inference in regard to the similarity in those two questions 1

A. Again I say two teachers might put their questions in exactly the same words—as

nearly as possible.

Q. But, as an examiner, would it surprise you to have this similarity running through

the entire pajier ? A. It would.

Q.Look at question 8 in the Examination Paper ? A. " Ques. 8.—Describe Marsh's

test for arsenic, with its modifications and fallacies."

Q. Look at question 11, page 71, of tlie note-book f A. " .Descril)e minutely Marsh's

test for ai-senic, and state all the precautions necessary in making the experiment." It is

the same question.

Q. Look at question 9 ? A. " Ques. 9.—State the composition of the ordinary ores

of iron, the chemical principles involved in the reduction, and the composition of cast iron

and steel. How would you distinguish iron from copper chemically 1
"

Q. Look at question 7, page 79, of the note-book ? A. " Give the formula for the

most characteristic oxide and suljiliatc of jiotassium, iron, and copper." There is no con-

nection between these at all. There is only iron mentioned, and that incidently ; other-

wise the questions are not at all the same.

Q. Look at question 10 1 A. " Ques. 10.—How would you treat a silver coin con-

taining a small quantity of gold, in order to extract the latter metal from if!"

Q. Look at question 10, page 82, of the notebook ? A. " You have a mixture con-

taining silver and poUissiuni, how would you separate theml"
Q. Look also at question 8, page 80, of the noto-book 1 A. " How is silver obtained,

and state the principles involved 1
"

Q. Do the two (piestions in the note-book cover the same ground as tlie question in

the Examination Pa]>er 1 A. I cannot say that there is any connection lietwecn those

questions, exce))t that silver is mentioned. It is quite a different question.

Q. Do they cover the same ground 1 A. No.

Q. If a student got up tlie two questions in the note-book, would he be able to answer

question 10 on the paper? A. No.
Q. Look at question 1 1 on the paper ? A. " Ques. 11.—100 cubic centimetres of am-
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monia gas are completely decomposed by a series of electric sparks, yielding 200 centimetres
of mixed hydrogen and nitrogen ; an excess of oxygen is next added, when the volume
mixed gases is found to amount to 290 centimetres ; the mixture is now exploded, when
C5 cubic centimetres of gas remain. Show from these data that the symbol of ammonia is

NHS."
Q. Look at question 11, page 83, in the note-book ? A. 100 cubic centimetres of N

H3. are completely decomposed by a series of electric sparks, yielding 200 cubic centi-

metres of mixed H and N ; an excess of O is next added, when the volume of mixed
gases is found to amount to 290 cc. The mixture is now exploded, when 65 cc. of gas
remains. Calculate from the data the composition of NHS."

Q. Is that word for word what is in the paper f A. Excepting just what is at the
end. Mr. Brown, writing down NHS., gives you the composition, while the examiner
has written quite properly. "Show from the data that the symbol is NHS."

Q. With the exception of the blunder in the question given out, there is no differ-

ence 1 A. No difference.

Q. You see the proportion of questions in these two papers which are alike—some
identical, some covering the same ground. Looking at that what is your inference as to
the sources from which the examiner and teacher drew theh- knowledge. In regard to
these questions on Chemistry generally—you see how many questions there are—you say
some are identical and some going over the same ground. As an experienced examiner,
a University man, and an expert in these subjects, what is your inference as to the relation

in regard to the sources of knowledge between the examiner and teacher ? A. You must
bear in mind that different teachers teach the subjects of Chemistry in different ways, and
they have to study particular subjects. They have to ask pretty much the same questions,
because certain subjects are of more importance than others, and on many of those ques-
tions they are put so that any person might ask the question. But there are some in

which the agreement is so remarkable that I can only imagine they must have been
drawn from the same source. For instance, that last question. If it was not taken from
a book, I don't know whore it came from.

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. Eeading it over, you believe no two persons could set that question without it

being taken from a common source ; no two could set it independently ? A. Unless
they had learnt it by heart.

Q. Is there any other question in the paper in the same position as that one ? A.

Q. There is no other unusual question ? A. No other that is so striking as that to

No.

me.

Q. Do you see any other question that you think would call for exi^lanation on the
remark and style of asking ? A. I do not see any other question that calls for particular

notice in this paper.

Q. The questions asked are the usual questions asked in Chemistry ? A. They are.

Q. A person giving out the usual questions in Chemistry, commencing with oxigens
and going over the nou-metalic elements would not leave out any in that paper ? A. He
would not be justified in leaving out any of them that are the subjects of the questions.

Q. All would have to be given ? A. They ought to be.

Q. In the second paper, did you notice any question in the paper for July, 1874, that
requires explanation as to the wording or otherwise, in reference to the correspondence ?

A. There is a correspondence all through.

Q. On the subject ? A. And in the questions.

Q. The questions are not asked in the same words 1 A. Very much so.

Q. The first two questions are not asked at all ? A. I have No. 3 ; that is not quite
in the same terms.

Q. What is the question in the note-book which corresponds with No. S ? A. The
questions are not put in the same words, but the subjects are exactly the same.

Q. There is sufficient for two persons to ask the question and yet there be no collusion
;

there is nothing common but the subject 1 A. No, I do not suppose there is any reason
to infer collusion from that.
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Q. There is no evidence of collusion in that case ? A. No, nothing apparent.

Q. No. 5 ? A. There is nothing in that.

Q. No. 6 ? A. There is nothing in that.

Q. No. 7 ? A. I don't think there is anything in that.

Q. No. 8 1 A. No. 8 is exactly the same, word for word.

Q. The second part of if? A. I think they are very much the same. I would

imagine that is a mistake in copying down.

By the COMiUSSIONER.

Q. In the Examination Paper ? A. In Mr. Brown's notes there is such a similarity

down to sulphate. They are worded the same. I do not mean to say that two persons

might not have hit upon the two questions.

Q. Do you mean that Brown ought to have written it differently, or that it should

have been given differently ? A. I mean that Brown ought to have written it differently.

Q. The question is whether they are alike as you have them 1 A. They are alike

down to that sulphate.

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. You would not think they were alike if you asked for the common metals and you

were given })oiassium ? A. Certainly not.

Q- The questions are not the same '( A. The first part is.

Q. And tliat is the usual question? A. Yes.

Q. Do you consider that any evidence of collusion ? A. I say two persons might

very easily ask that question in the same words.

Q. No. 9, " the most important ore of tin "—what is the note corresponding to that ?

A. The two questions are identical.

Q. Do you see any questions in that paper which would require any explanation that

the two examiners might not ask, and yet act perfectly independently of each other ?

A. Of course, they might ask the same questions.

Q. Is there any question on that paper that a person giving a series of questions

would not include ; that is a series of questions in Elementary Chemistry, leaving out

those that are not the same 1 A. They are very good questions.

Q. Are they common questions ? A. Common questions. I do not mean to say that

I would write a paper with all those questions in it, not leaving some out. They are

quite proper questions to ask.

Q. If you were giving your students a series of questions, 20, 30, or 40 questions,

your hrst year students, to embrace the leading points in Chemistry, do you see any ques-

tion there that you would leave out ? A. No.

Q. Then there is nothing unusual about any of them ? A. Nothing unusual.

Q. Take the Physics paper. A. The first question about cooling a mixture is indenti-

cal? A. Yes.

Q. The second one about the heat and light spectrum ? A. It is a common question.

Q. Is there anything unusual about No. 3 ] A. There is nothing unusual, but it is

very remarkable they are so much alike.

Q. They are probably taken from the same source ( A. They must be.

Q. Question No. G. " Explain by a diagram the compound microscope 1" A. There

is very little connection there.

Q. Is there anything unusual in question 7 1 A. Not except in the bringing for-

ward of the return shock as an instance of induced electricity. It is rather an out of the

way question.

Q. Have you ever seen it asked before 1 Not in that way.

Q. But the " return shock " itaelf is not unusual ? A, Of course the question on the

" return shock " is a common one.

Q. Is there anything unusual about question No. 8 ? A. Nothing unusual except in

ihe remarkable fact of the lighted candle being in both questions.

Q. Is not that a common experiment in Electricity 1 A. Quite so.

Q. Then an examiner would be very likely to ask it 1 A. He might.
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Q. It is an ordinary experiment ? A. Yes.

Q. The ninth question ? A. There is nothing in that.

Q. Read the notes in the note-book ? A. I have no doubt it is a note-book of con-

secutive lectures in Elementary Chemistry. That seems to be simply a course of lec-

tures in Chemistry, as far as I could see, on consecutive subjects. Not a very extensive

course.

Q. They are questions on the leading non-metallic elements, omitting all unusual com-
pounds, and on the very common metals. That is our course, and they are a series of

questions supposed to cover our course t A. Those are not the notes taken down during

the lectures, I presume.

Q. Then, in regard to the Physics Paper for July, 1874,—do you see anything

unusual about any of the questions asked ? A. I do not .see anything unusual in No. 9.

Q. That may be included in a series of questions. An examiner might set a paper

embracing all those points in a very narrow course ? A. An examiner might set a num-
ber of questions which might embrace those.

Q. In a comparatively narrow course ? A. Yes.

Q. The thing is quite possible ? A. Yes, it is possible.

Q. In what respect do you think it shows collusion ? A. I do not say it does, but I

say there is a very remarkable similarity between the questions.

Q. You think there is nothing in it to show collusion? A. I do not say anything

about collusion.

Q. All that you say is, that there is a remarkable similarity between the paper and
the questions ? A. Yes.

Charles A. Barnes, sworn :

—

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. You attended the Normal School during the session ending June, 1874 ? A. I

did.

Q. Mr. Brown was your fellow student ? A. He was.

Q. How long have you been a teacher ? A. About ten years.

Q. You hold a first-class certificate of the highest grade ? A. I do.

Q. Are you a Public School Inspector for the County of Ldmbton 1 A. I am, for

the Eastern Division.

Q. Do you recollect the examination of 1874 1 A. I do.

Q. Do you recollect anything unusual happening when the Examination Papers were

given out 1 A. Nothing whatever.

Q. You did not see any students smiling or looking at each other ? A. I did not.

Q. Do you recollect any questions given out during that session—any series of ques-

tions ? A. I recollect a large number of questions being given, but I could not definitely

repeat any of them.

Q. In any questions you have ever heard or received, do you recollect anything,

either in manner or in any other way, that would indicate to you that those questions

were likely to be of more importance than appeared on the face of them ? A. No, I do

not.

Q. Neither in emphasis, tone, nor in any other way i A. Not in any way what-

ever.

Q. Nothing that would indicate to you that those questions might appear in sub-

stance in the Examination Paper 1 A. Not at all.

Q. You have heard me give out a large number of questions ? A. I have.

Q. Do you recollect my ever stating that you were to get at the answers to those

questions ? A. I do not.

Q. When I gave out series of questions from time to time, what did you understand

the object of those questions to be ? A. I understood that in giving out those questions

they were to be merely a guide for our reading ; that we should read with an object in

view.

Q. It was never understood by you, or, as far as you know, by any of the students,
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that they were just to get up those questions and nothing more 1 A. I never understood

it so, or heard it stated so.

Q. After the examination of 1874, the students, I suppose, talked freely over the

examination in the waiting-rooms and in their boarding-houses ? A. They did.

Q. Did any one suggest that the questions bore a striking similarity or any similarity 1

A. Not to the best of my knowledge.

Q. Did it strike yourself 1 A. It did not.

Q. You boarded in the same house with Brown ? A. I did.

Q. Did Brown, in your hearing, mention that the questions were at all similar ? A.

Not that 1 remember.

Q. The subject was not mentioned in your boarding-house at all ? A. Not as far as

any similarity was concerned, that I remember. We talked over the Examination Papers

and questions ; that was all.

Q. I want to know if any of them remarked that the questions were very similar to

any they had got during the session ? A. I am not aware of it ; I do not recollect it.

Q. Was there any particular attention during the lectures paid to points which after-

wards occurred in the examination papers 1 A. I did not notice any special attention

more than was paid to any other points just as important.

Q. Give me an instance of what you mean by important points—oxygen, hydrogen,

water, atmosphere, nitric acid, and such as that ? A. Yes. I would consider all those im-

portant.

Q. To these subjects and subjects of that kind there was just as much attention paid

as to those which occurred in the Examination Paper t A. Just as much.

Q. From all the knowledge you had of the students in 1874, or in any other way, do

you know anything which would lead you to infer that there was any collusion between

me and any of the examiners for that year 1 A. I do not.

Q. You positively swear that ? A. Yes.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. You .say that to the best of your knowledge there was no talk of the similarity

between the Examination Papers and the questions given by Mr. Kirkland ? A. I do.

Q. You heard Brown's questions read out 1 A. A large number of them.

Q. Were those questions given to you ? A. I think some of them were. If not the

same, they were very similar.

Q. Were they given on slips of paper t A. They were not. They were given on a

large sheet of foolscap for us to copy.

Q. You took them and copied them 1 A. Yes, in the waiting room.

Q. You have no doubt these questions of Brown's are the same as those you copied 1

A. I think they are the same.

Q. You say you boarded in the same house with Brown ? A. Yes.

Q. There were several students there 1 A. Four or five.

Q. You say that you do not remember that Brown mentioned that the Examination

Papers were similar to the questions 1 A. Yes.

Q. Did any of the other students speak of it 1 A. None that I know of.

Q. Not a person that you knew here spoke of the similarity ? A. Not one.

Q. In giving out those questions, which you find in Brown's book, and which you

say you got, did Mr. Kirkland emphasize them in any special way ? A. No.

Q. He did not emphasize any questions in any special way 1 A. Not that I am
aware of.

Q. He did not point out that any special subjects were more important than others 1

A. He pointed out in Chemistry that some parts were more important than others.

Q. Did he do that when he gave out the questions ? A. I cannot say that ; but

when he was lecturing on a subject he gave us to understand that certain non-metallic

elements were more important than others.

Q. The subjects in which he gave you questions were, I suppose, naturally the most
important parts of the whole subject ? A- I think they were.

Q. And in giving you those questions he would impress on you that it was impor-
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tant to get them up ? A. I don't know that he did impress it in that way more than by
his general lectures.

Q. Did you not hear him say when he gave out a list of questions that, if those

questions were got up, they would cover the whole ground 1 A. I did not ; not at least

as far as my recollection will carr)' me now.

Q. He might have said it and yon not recollect it ? A. It is possible he might.

Q. When did you corae here 1 A. On Tuesday night at 7 o'clock.

Q. Did you see Mr. Kirkland after you came ? A. I did.

Q. And you had a conversation on the testimony you would give here to-day ? A.
Yes, I had a conversation with him.

Q. You say that nothing that would indicate that the questions would appear in sub-

stance in the Examination Papers, occurred ; but you cannot say that he did not say to

the students, " If you go over these questions, it will cover the whole ground." How can
you swear that nothing that would indicate that those questions would appear in the Ex-
amination Papers, occurred ? A. I stated that to the best of my belief.

Q. But Brown and others may have been struck by the emphasis laid on papers,

—

may they not t A. It is possible they might.

Q. You say you know what Mr. Kirkland's object was in giving these questions ?

When did he give the last batch of questions,—in May or June ? A. I cannot say. I

don't think any were given in June, because I think the examination came otf on the 15th
June.

Q. Were they given in May? A. I don't know.

Q. In April ? A. I suppose in both those months ; but I am not prepared to swear

they were.

Q. Was not the last batch of questions given with this rider added, " Get up these,

and I will guarantee they will carry you over the examination ? " A. It was not.

Q. It might have been said without you hearing it ? A. It might to a private stu-

dent, but it could not have been in the class-room, for I was sitting in the front row.

Q. Did you go into the same examination as Brown ? A. I did.

Q. Were you struck with the extreme similarity of the papers ? A. I don't think

there was any more similarity between the papers than ought to exist between the teach-

ing of a teacher who understands his subject and the Examiner who examines on it.

Q. You saw the similarity ? A. 'There is undoubtedly a similarity between Mr.
Kirkland's teaching and the Examination questions.

Q. But between the last batch of questions and the Examination Papers ? A. I did

not say that ; but I did not consider there was any more simUarity than should exist be-

tween the teaching of an individual who understands his business and a fair Examination
Paper.

Q. You saw the similarity ? A. I did not see any more than should exist.

Q. When you went out of the Examination Hall, did anything occur ? Was any-

thing said about the similarity ? A. Nothing that I am aware of.

Q. Nor that night at your lodging house t A. Not that I am aware of.

Q. Not a word 1 A. Not one word.

Q. How long were you at the Normal School ] A. I was there in June, 1874, and
back the next session ; and the last half of the session ending June, 1876.

Q. During the time you were at the Normal School, did you ever hear any gossip

about this matter ? A. I did not ; I have heard idle talk about it ; I cannot swear posi-

tively. Not after the examination was over.

Q. Before 1 A. I could not have heard it before.

Q. When did you hear iti A.I may have heard it during the following session.

Q. When ? A. The last session of 1874.

Q. Were you here in 1875 1 A. No.

Q. You may have heard it ? A. I may have heard gossip in regard to the exam-
inations.

Q. Before the June examination "i A. No. There are two sessions in the year.

Q. When does the session commence ? A. In August.

Q. You heard idle talk ? A. I sav I might have.

Q. Did you hear it ? A. I don't know.
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Q. What is the distinction you make ? A. I may have heard it.

Q. Will you say you did not hear it ] A.I will not, and I will not say I did hear it.

Q. That was more recent than what occured 9,t the examination, and so you would
remember what was said. A. I don't see why I should.

Q. Do you remember ? A. I do not.

Q. You heard the idle talk ? A. I may have.

By Dr. McLellan.

Q. You were at the Normal School in 1874 i A. Yes.

Q. Perhaps you remember there was a letter which appeared in the " Mail " from an

anonymous correspondent making an onslaught on me. Do you remember that letter ?

A. I do not.

Hugh A. Jameson, sworn :

—

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. You attended the Normal School in 1874 ? A. I did.

Q. You were present at the examination in June of that year ? A. I was.

Q. Did you observe anything during the session whicli would lead you to infer that 1

had a knowledge of the final Examination Fajiers f A. I did not.

Q. Did you know Mr. W. G. Brown 1 A. I did.

Q. Did you board in the same house with him 1 A. Yes.

Q. Did you often talk with him ? A. Frequently.

Q. Did you talk with him after the examination 1 A. Yes.

Q. Did he exi)ress any oijinion then that the Examination Papers were very similar to

the questions you had been asked during the session ? A. He did not.

Q. Did anybody else as far as you recollect ? A. I have a recollection of there being

»ome talk, stating that the questions were similar—that some of the questions were similar.

Q. From what you know of students and the way they talk to each other, would
Brown have spoken about it if he had noticed it, do you think 1 A. 1 think he would.

If a student is of a communicative character, he certainly would.

Q. He did not t A. He did not.

Q. From all yovi saw during that session, and all you learned, you saw nothing that

would induce you to think 1 had any knowledge of tlie final Examination Paper? A. I did

not. I wish to sui)]ilenieut my evidence. Mr. Brown, I see, in his evidence states some-

thing to the effect that Mr. Kirkland by some remarks directed attention to these last

questions that were given to us. I never looked over those questions ; I paid particular

attention to what Mr Kirkland .said ; I would have been likely to do so if he had directed

special attention to them. My attention was specially drawn to the June Chemistry paper,

question No. 9, by one of the students who said that he had seen that in some j)lace be-

fore. We hunted it up ; I did not fintl it in my note-book ;j somebody discovered that the

question had been given out to us, and I said 1 was sure I had not looked more particularly

at that question. I did not attempt it at all at the examination.

Q. When was the last time you spoke to nje,—do you recollect 1 A.Jjlt was at the

time you were at Stratford, at the Teachers" Association.

Q. Some years ago ? A. Yes.

Q. So you were not posted in the present case ? A. No.

The Inquii-y was adjourned until to-morrow.
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Fkiday, November 16th, 1877.

The Inquiry was re-opened at two o'clock.

William Warwick, swoi'n :

—

By Mr. Davin.

Q. You are a bookseller in Toronto 1 A. I am.

Q. You have had large experience in connection with text-books in connection with
our public schools 1 A. Yes, a good deal of experience.

Q. The old system in regard to textbooks was for the Council of Public Instruction
to give the vendors of the authorized text-books the right to vend for twelve months at
the end of which time the copyright was surrendered to the Department ? A. I think the
Reading Books, and Grammars, and Arithmetic Books were published according to the re-

gulations.

Q. Some new regulations came into force in July, 1877 ? A. T believe so.

Q. Look at the old arithmetic—Smith & McMurchy's Advanced Arithmetic,—and at
Hamblin Smith. What is the price of the advanced Arithmetic ] A, Retail price 50
cents.

Q. What is the price paid by the public for Hamblin Smith ? A. $ 1

.

Q. How many of the Advanced Arithmetics have you sold within the last six months ]

A. We paid the copyright on a sale of 4,199.

Q. And how many publishers in Toronto have the right to sell that book 1 A. Four,
but we bought part of Mr. Campbell's.

By Mr. Edgar.

Q. You did not say you sold that number ? A. Yes, that is the quantity sold.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. On the 15th May, 1876, did you address a letter to Mr. Crooks 1 A. Yes.

Q. You wrote as follows :

—

"Toronto, May 15th, 1876.

" Sir,—As suggested by our conversation on the text-book question, I respectfully

beg to submit the following views :

—

" I assume that your chief object in the matter is to secure the best text-books pos-

sible at the cheapest rate, and to encourage their manufacture in this Province.
" These objects, in my opinion, can be attained by securing the copyright by the De-

partment of all text-books now in use, or to be introduced, and leaving the printing and
publishing ofthem here to the competition of Canadian houses, subject to the usual re-

strictions and payment by them of such sums as you may have agreed to give for such
copyright, by Royalty or otherwise.

" I would, however suggest, that for this purpose a lump sum would be found cheaper
and more satisfactory than a Royalty, which sum could be paid by the first publisher

and duly shared by others as they came in. The copyright for Canada for any book
being—before authorization—of little value to any English house, it could be bought for

a very small sum, and doubtless any reasonable offer would be accepted for those now in

use, inasmuch as you have the power to render it valueless by removing the book from
the authorized list.

" The prescribing a book, the copyright of which is in the hands of an English
house (or their agent), is granting a monopoly, which not only bars competition, but
obliges the public to pay such a price as that house may think proper to charge.

" If the above plan is adopted, I have no hesitation in saying that many of the text-

books now used in the Public Schools would be—as they could be—sold for one-half their

present price
;
you will thus see the vast saving to be effected, and the great benefit to
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the poorer classes in rendering education stUl cheaper than at present, to those most in

need of it.

" Any sudden change in, or the withdrawal of, an authorized book, particularly if

printed here, would be almost ruinous to publishers, who, to sell at a low price, neces-

sarily princ a very large edition, and I think that in justice to the trade no change should

be made without full notice.

" I again urge, as my firm belief (which I venture to offer for your consideration),

that patriotism and economy require that the authorized Canadian School Books should

be made in Canada, and no monopoly granted to any house, either here or elsewhere.
" I have the honour to be,

" Sir,

" Your obedient servant,
" Wm. Warwick 1

"

A. Yes.

Q. You know that Adam Miller & Co. are the publishers of the Canada School Jour-

nal I A. 1 believe so.

Q. Does the publication of that journal give these gentlemen an advantage over the

other publishers in regard to text-books ? A. I could not say anything about that. It

is not a question I have considered. It is a good advertising medium for Adam JVIiller

& Co.

Q. Is it as good an advertising medium for others as for them ? A. I suppose any-

one can advertise who pays for it.

Q. What was the price of the copyright of Hamblin Smith ? A. The Minister of

Education compels publishers to pay a royalty on Hamblin Smith—4c. for the large one,

and 2c. for the small one.

Q. Have you any idea what copyright was paid by Adam Miller & Co. for Hamblin
Smith ? A. I have no idea.

By Mr. Hughe-s

Q. You mean Smith and McMurchy's Arithmetic? A. Yes; 4 cents for that, 2 cent^

for the other.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. What is the price of Mason's English Grammar. A. 75 cents.

Q. What was the price of tlie predecessor of that book, the Analytical and Practical

Grammar of the English Language 1 A. 37| cents, 1 think.

Q. The Analytical and Practical Grammar is sold by different publishers, the same
as the Arithmetic 1 A. It is at present.

Q. Are you aware by how many ] A. No. We pay no royalty on that. I could

tell what we have sold, but we have published it so short a time that I could not say

how many we have sold now. I could find out.

Q. At a certain period next year, 1 believe 3Iason's Grammar will entirely supersede

that. A. Yes, I believe so.

By Mr. Edgar.

Q. You said there were new arrangements made in July, thifi year, with reference to

text-books 1 A. I understood that there were new arrangements made.

Q. Before that, then, there were old arrangements. Under this old arrangement
was the copyright extinguished or assigned to the Department 1 A. No. The copyright

of the Readers was in the iiands of the Department, and the copyright of the Grammairs,

and of the Arithmetics, and, i believe, of the Geograpliies, but I am not sure of that.

Q. Were there many that were not in the hands of the Department under the old

regulation 1 Were there others ? A. I think so.

Q. You know it, do you not ] A. Of the autiiorized books.

Q. Of the authorized text-books, before the new regulations were made, were there

not a great many of these of which the copyright was not extinguished or in the hands of

the Department t A. I do not know that there were a great many.
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Q. In proportion to the number ] A. In regard to all the books that had a very

large sale, the copyright was in the hands of the Department—the common school-books

that have the largest sale—the reading-books, tlie grammars, the arithmetics and the

geographies, I think, were all in the hands of the Department. Those are the books that

have the principal sale.

Q. Can you tell us the number of the books which were authorized, the copyright of

which was not extinguished 1 A. If you give me a list, I might probably tell you. I

cannot from memory.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. Look at Miller's Analytical and Practical English Grammar in that list. Is there

an asterisk placed in front of it 1 A. Yes.

Q. What does that mean 1 A. " The authorization to continue till the end of the

year 1878."

By Mr. Hughes.

Q. Tou said you had a large experience in the book-publishing trade. Will you
name any book you ever copyrighted yourself, or submitted for authorization to the De-
partment 1 A. I never submitted any. Wliat I said was, that I was a publisher and
published books, and knew about publishing books.

Q. Were you the first publisher of any School-book that has been authorized or is

now authorized '? A. No.

Q. In your letter, read by Mr. Davin, you stated to the Minister that, if your ideas

were adopted, you were confident that many of the books might be sold for half of their

present prices 1 A. Yes

Q. The series of Reading books now authorized, and that have been authorized for

some time, were published originally by Messrs. James Campbell & Sons 1 A. Yes.

Q. Did you obtain permission to publish these at any time 1 A. Yes, we do publish

them.

Q. Then, if you publish these Readers, that is carrying out the idea you wished the

Minister to adopt—that you and all publishers should be allowed to publish the book
authorized ? A. That is exactly what they did carry out.

Q. In regard to the Readers ? A. Yes ; and the arithmetics.

Q. Were the prices of the Readers reduced half, after you commenced publishing

them 1 A. They were reduced very much after I commenced publishing them for about

three years. They were sold after I published them, at almost the cost of paper and
printing for two or three years ; so the price must have been reduced, I should think.

Q. Were the prices reduced on the retail or the wholesale prices 1 A. I do not know
the retail prices.

Q. You know that you and Campbell & Son, cut the prices so, that the retail traders

got them at less rates ? A. Yes.

By the Commissioner.

Q. Do you say that the reduction was in consequence of the competition between you
and Campbell & Son 1 A, Yes,

By Mr. Hughes.

Q. Do you mean a cheaper rate to the public or to the retail trade who purchased
from you 1 A. When I say they were sold at a cheaper rate, I assume it was to the trade.

Q. To whom were the prices reduced ; to the retail trade or to the public ? A. I do
not know anything about the public. I can tell you the prices the books were sold for.

Q. When you said the prices were reduced, did you mean to the retail trade ? A. I

meant that of course.

Q. You mean you reduced the prices or enlarged the discount to the retail trade 1 A.
Yes.

Q. Can you state that any parent in Canada ever purchased a Reader at a cheaper rate
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than before you published them 1 A. I cannot tell. I can say that now in Hamilton I can
give you the retail prices of the Readers.

Q. Then did your publication of 'these Readers reduce the price to the public so far as
you know ? A. Our publishing the Readers reduced their price, if you call the trade the
public.

Q. I do not 1 A. They are our public so far as we are concerned.
Q. I mean the general public who purchase books for use in School, not for selling ao-ain.

Did your publication of the Readers reduce the price of the Readers one-half to the general
public ? You stated in your letter to the Minister, that you thought it would reduce the cost
of publication one-half? A. I did not mean the Readers.

Q. How much did you reduce the cost to the general public ? A. We do not sell to the
general public, but to the trade.

Q. Was the price reduced to the public ? A. The ordinary price of the second book
was 25 cents when Campbell first published them. The price to day even in Hamilton, is
20 cents. The price of the first book was 40 cents; now, in Hamilton, they are 30 cents
The fourth was 50c, now sold for 40c ; the fifth 60c, now sold for 50c. I have been told that
to-day.

Q. Who gave you the information to-day. A. Mr. Stewart, of Duncan & Stewart.

By Mr. Edgar.

Q. You have no other knowledge ? A. I have no other knowledge except what I have
been told.

By Mb. Hughes.

Q. Is that under the new or the old regulations ? A. That is the price to-day.
C^. After the Central Committee had introduced new Reading Books ? A. The Cen-

tral Committee have not affected the price of Reading books ; there is no other series of
Reading Books published.

Q. You said the prices generally have been raised and Mr. Davin handed you
Smith & McMurchy's arithmetic and Hamblin Smith's arithmetic, one sold for 50 cents
and the other for a dollar? A. Yes.

Q. Is any one, child or parent, compelled to buy Hamblin Smith's arithmetic if he
does not choose ? A. They have the choice between the two, as far as I understand.

Q. The Central Committee did not strike off the one when they put on the other!
A. But they have struck off the grammar.

Q. Is any child or parent compelled to buy one or the other ? A. No, they can buy
both.

Q. Any one may purchase Smith & McMurchy's if they choose, now? A I
think so.

Q. Adam Miller & Co. publish Caiiada ScJwol Journal, do they? A. Yes.
Q. Do you a<lvertize in the Canada School Jourmd ? A. I have.
Q. And, as far as you know, any publisher may do so ? A. Yes.
Q. Have you seen anything in the editorial matter of the CunaJa ScJwol Journal refer-

ring approvingly to Adam Miller & Co.'s publications ? A. I do not read the Caiiada
bclwol Journal sufficiently to tell you that.

Q. You said that the geographies and grammars used to be lield by the Department,
Is that correct 1 A. I think it is.

' r ,

Q. Were they all held ? A. Lovell's geographies and the grammars were.
Q. Was Campbell's geography ? A. I believe not.

Q. Was Morris's grammar 1 A. I believe not.

Br Mr. Edgar.

Q. In the authorized list, I see Hamblin Smith's Arithmetic, Algebra and Euclid.
Did you ever apply for the co])y -right of any of these books yourself? A. I went into
Rivington's one day and had a chat with them about the copy-right.

Q. Did you a.sk on what terms you could get it ? A. I "did not see any one to ask.
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Q. Was that visit to see on what terms you could get it ? A. I was in buying Bibles

and other books.

Q. Did you make an attempt to see if you could buy the copy-right of any of these

books ? A. It was the Algebra, if I recollect rightly, I had an idea of buying.

Q. When was it you went to Rivington's about this—what year 1 A. It must have
been last summer—I mean the summer of 1876.

Q. These appeared first in the authorized list of July, 1877, did they not] A. I

cannot tell you.

Q. Did you know that book was to be authorized till 1877 1 A. I do not think it was
authorized till 1877.

Q. Did you know of its being authorized before then 1 A. No.

Q. Did you know it was to be authorized before then ? A. No. I was going

to tell you that my object in going to Rivington's at all, was to take the book home and
see if I could get it authorized. That was my idea in looking after the book in any
shape.

Q. How many editions of the small arithmetic—Smith & McMurchy's Elementary
Arithmetic—have you sold within the last six months 1 A. On that small arithmetic we
paid a royalty on 13,409 copies in the last six months.

Bt Mr. Hughes.

Q. Is there any competitor for that arithmetic 1 A. There are four publishers of

that arithmetic.

Q. Is any other small arithmetic authorized t A. This is the only one, I believe

There are four other publishers who publish that arithmetic.

Q. Has the price of that book been reduced since the publication was allowed by
other publishers? A. I do not think it. The price is low enough now, particularly when
you have to pay a royalty of 2 cents a copy on it.

Q. So far as you know, so far as actual experience has gone, the method you suggested

to the Minister has not been a success? A. I think, if my plan had been adopted, it

would have been.

Q. Take the facts with regard to the Readers and that Arithmetic ? A. The Readers

are not affected at all by that plan of mine, because there is no change in them.

Q. Has the publication by various publishers of the Arithmetic or the Readers reduced

the price to the public 1 A. Not in the price of the small or large arithmetic.

Q. Then, as far as practical experience goes, your plan has not been successful ? A.

I do not say that.

Q. Has it reduced the price of any book 1 A. It has reduced the price of the Reader
certainly.

Q. Has it reduced the price of the Readers or any other book to any child in this

Province 1 A. The probability is that it has.

Q. Can you state that it has—yes or no ? A. I have told you.

Q. Has it ever reduced the price of a single book—Reader or any other kind ? A. I

have told you the original prices of the Readers, as I read them.

Q. Has it ever reduced the price ? A. I have told you the present price in

Hamilton.

By the Commis-sioner.

Q. You have mentioned that you published Readers and Mr. Campbell published

them. A. Yes.

Q. And you supplied them at a low rate to the trade 1 A. Yes.

Q. Can you state whether the rate at which you supplied them to the trade was lower

than publishers supplied them to the trade previously or not ? A. For about three

years it was.

Q. To what extent? A. About 15 per cent. The books were published at a very

low rate. There is no margin. It is not as if there was 100 per cent, on them.

Q. I want to know whether, since the publication has been thrown open in this way,
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the trade either has been, or can be, supplied at a cheaper rate than previously? A.

With respect to the Reading books, do you mean 1

Q. Those books that you spoke about, that you are publishing 1 A. The Reading

Books have always been made at a very low rate. For about two or three years after I

first published them, the price was reduced probably 15 per cent. That reduced the price

80 low th.at there was nothing made in publishing them, and Campbell and I agreed that

we would sell them at a higher price—about 15 per cent more. That arrangement lasted

for about two years, and then Lovell comes in and publishes them, and immediately the

price was again reduced to about the old rate, when Campbell and I were competing, as

it were, for them.

Q. Has it remained at that 1 A. For the last year there has been an arrangement

between Lovell and Campbell and myself to keep the price up to what we consider we
ought to get for them. It is not a very high price.

Q. Speaking of the present price, then how does that compare with the former prices,

before the publication was thrown open t A. It would be about the same. That is ten

years or more since the first were published.

Q. What other books do you publish ? A. We publish the small and large grammar,

and the small and large arithmetic.

Q. Are those produced by you at your publishing prices at any higher or lower rate

than before ] A. I do not think the prices of the arithmetics are changed. There is a

royalty of 4 cents on one and 2 cents on the other, and the price is not exorbitant.

Q. So, practically, the prices are the same as they always were ? A. So far as those

two books are concerned. I think the reason why the price of that one is not altered

is, that they are going to supersede it in a year.

William Cooper Campbell, sworn ;

—

By Mr. Davin.

Q. Are you a partner with your father in the firm of Campbell & Soa t A. I am.

Q. Have you written to the Department of Education asking them to furnish you

with a list of the school sections throughout the country, and teachers' addresses? A. I

have, twice.

Q. Did they furnish you with them ? A. No, it was refused.

Q. Have you the letters with you 1 A. I have not.

Q. Have you them at your establishment ? A. The letters from the Department I

presume will be fyled away.

Q. Do you know that Adam Miller & Co. publish the Canada School Journall A.

I understand so.

Q. Do you know it is the fact t A. To the best of my knowledge and belief

Q. Does that, or does it not, place them in a superior position in regard to school-

books than other publishers ? A. In the way of reaching the teachers ?

Q. In any way ? A. There is no doubt of it
;
yes.

Q. Tell the Commissioner how it is 1 A. Inasmuch as the Journal reaches all the

teachers throughout the country, and they have the opportunity of advertising their books

more ext 'nsively than any other publisher.

Q. Do you know as a fact whether they have the means of obtaining the addresses of

teachers and the number of school sections ? A. I do not know it as a fact, any more

than they look over the Journal of Ediualion with, I presume, their list of subscribers.

Q. Do you know whether Mr. McLellan's books—the unauthorized ones—are used

in schools 1 A. All I can judge from is that we sell them. I cannot say that they are

used in schools. I do not know any particular schools. But, judging from the quantity

that are sold, they must be.

Q. Look at Swinton's Language Lessons. What edition is that ? A. The third

edition.

Q. What is the usu.il edition of a book of that sort ? A. It is impossible to say. It

might be 1,000 or it might be 6,000.
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Q. What is the usual edition ? A. It might be for a small book of that kind some
2,500 or thereabouts—perhaps 5,000.

Q. When did you know that Hamblin Smith's arithmetic was authorized ? A. I

knew it was authorized in the beginning of June.

Q. How did you know it was authorized 1 A. There was a proof sheet of the

authorized books sent to me—I presume from the Department.

Q. Do you know that it was from the Department l A. I do not know. It was
simply enclosed in an envelope and sent by post.

Q. Was that the only notice you got of its authorization ? A. Of Hamblin Smith's ?

It was the only notice that I could tell. I had a conversation with Dr. McLellan and
Mr. Hughes once in the office, when we went over the list of books which they had, and
I merely presumed from their list that they were going over the authorized list ; but

they did not tell me it was authorized.

Q. Did you see it advertized anywhere as an authorized book ? A. No.

Q. When did you know that Mason's Grammar was authorized 1 A. I did not

know ; but I had a general idea that it was authorized in February.

Q. At that time was Mason's Grammar used here at all 1 A. Not that I am aware of.

Q. Are you aware whether, at any time, .any publishing house in Toronto had printed

an edition of Mason's Grammar ? A. From personal knowledge, I cannot say I knew it.

I was told that their edition would be out shortly.

By the Commissioner.

Q. Whose edition ? A. Adam Miller & Company's.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. Did any member of the firm tell you that 1 A. Yes ; Mr. Gage. He did not

tell me personally, but he told Francis Martin, our collector.

Q. You are a publisher of considerable experience. If that book had not been autho-

rized, would it have been unsaleable 1 A. Undoubtedly, it would not have been worth
anything at all.

By Mr. Glashan.

Q. You wrote a letter to the Minister, which was read here, in which you stated that

Adam Miller & Co. had advertized Swinton's Grammar as being revised by Mr. ,

of Ottawa, supposed to be Mr. Gl.ashan. Had you any reason to believe it was Mr.

Glashan ? A. If you will give me a copy of the letter I can tell better.

By Prof. Young.

Q. You stated you had written twice to the Department for the names of the differ-

ent schools throughout the Province, and did not obtain an answer ? A. We did obtain

an answer. We had an answer both times, and both times a refusal.

Q. Have you any reason to believe that this refusal was in consequence of any
recommendation or representation of the Central Committee 1 A. I have no idea what-

ever that the Central Committee had anything to do with it. All they had to do with

was handing this over to Adam Miller & Co.

By Mr. Edgar.

Q. When did you first know that Mason's Grammar was to be authorired, or was au-

thorized ] A. When I first knew it was authorized was in the beginning of June, or it m.ay

have been in the latter part of May.
Q. Before that you had telegraphed for plates, had you not, to England 1 A. No, I had

not done so.

Q. Had not your house sent ? A. No, our house had not sent.

Q. Or had you instructed any one to apply ? A. We have an agent in London, and I
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wrote to our agent in London stating, that there seemed to be some talk of this grammar of

Mason's being authorized, and requesting him to see the publishers in reference to it.

Q. When did you write this 1 A. In February.

Q. What was your knowledge then of its being authorized ? A. My knowledge

amounted to nothing particularly, beyond what we had gleaned by gossip, as it were.

Q. Did any member of the Central Committee gossip with you about it ? A. No, never.

We never had any information from any member of the Central Committee whatever. We
had applied to Mr. Crooks, and to Professor Young, as Chairman, for a list of the author-

ized books at as early a date as possible, and were refused by both of them ; but I have reason

to believe that information was supplied to others.

Q. Do you know that t A. Simply from what was said to our clerks.

Q. Were you present ? A. I was not.

Q. What are their names ? A. Francis Martin, and J. B. Clongher, a clerk of Mr.

Warwick's.

Q. You believe these gentlemen know something about the authorization of these text-

books '! A. I think they could repeat what was said to them by Mr. Gage, a member of

Adam Miller & Company's firm, or others in Adam Miller & Company's establi.shment.

Q. You said that you would not publish Mason's Grammar unless it were sn authorized

b'ook ? A. No.

Q. Why ? Is it not a good work ? A. I know nothing about the merits of the work,

but it would be useless in Ontario unless it were authorized.

Q. Why? A. Because it must be sold to the Public Schools, or it would be of no

value.

Q. It would be of no value unless it were an authorized text-book 1 A. No text-

book is worth publishing unless it is authorized or under the peculiar circumstances of

some others.

Q. Your firm has never published a text-book unless it was authorized ? A. I do

not think so.

Q. What do you call Fleming's Analysis 1 A. That is authorized.

Q. Did you not publish it before, at the risk ? A. There was no risk, because the

book was used, to a certain extent, and we knew there was no risk.

Q. That was one case 1 A. It does not follow it was authorized.

Q. Was it authorized 'i A. I said I was not aware it was authorized.

Q. Do you know when you published it ? A. I could not tell without referring.

Q. Do you know Mr. William Houston ? A. I have met him.

Q. Do you recollect any occasion in which you met him in your place of business 1

A. He has been several times into our place of business.

Q. Do you recollect having any conversation with him in your place of business when
your father was present ? A. I hare no recollection. Yes, I have met him when my father

has been present, but have had no particular conversation with him.

Q. You remember no particulars of the conversation ? A. No.

Q. Of any conversation that you had with him at your place of business when your

father was present ? A. No, I remember none.

By Mr. Glashan.

Q. Look at that memoraud\im ? A. That is a memorandum written by my father.

Q. I wish to know whether you had any reason for supposing that it was I who was

Mr. of Ottawa 1 A. I had no particular reason, except that some one must have

mentioned it, or it would not have been mentioned here.

Q. Did you send out a circular to Inspectors respecting Morris's Grammar, and ask-

ing their opinion respecting any changes to be made in it 1 A. Yes.

Q. You asked also their influence in favour of introducing the new grammar ? A.

I did not ask any influence.

Q. A recommendation I A. No, I did not ask any recommendation.

Q. Do you remember that my answer was that I had already introduced your gram-

mar into the Ottawa schools 1 A. I believe that was your answer.
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By Mr Edgar.

Q. Do you know the price of Mason's Grammar in England 1 A. 3s. 6d. sterling.

Q. Is not William Smith's Grammar a text-book ? A. Which do you refer to 1

Q. Did you not publish some English Grammar without its being an authorized text-

book ? A. We published one edition. The Latin and Greek Grammars are both author-

ized.

Q. The English Grammar was not 1 A. I am not prepared to swear it was not.

Q. Do you know it was ? A. I do not. Previous to the formation of the Central

Committee, there was a Council of Public Instruction, which authorized a large number
of books which the Central Committee have not authorized. It is not on the list of the

Central Committee, and it was on that of the Council of Public Instruction.

Bt Professor Young.

Q. Has the Central Committee ever authorized any text-book ? A. I suppose I

should have said the Minister of Education.

By Mr. Edgar.

Q. You said that no school-books would be worth publishing unless they were au-

thorized. I am told that your firm published William Smith's English Grammar when it

was not authorized. Is that so, or not 1 A. To the best of my knowledge and belief, it

was published by us after it was authorized. At the same time, it was not authorized by
the Minister of Education.

Q. Was there any Minister then ? A. There was no Minister then.

Q. By whom was it authorized ? A. By the Council of Public Instruction when they

existed.

Q. When was it published by you ? A. I could not tell without reference to dates.

Q. How near ? A. About two years ago, or thereabouts—I am talking very loosely.

Q. Was Campbell's Geography published by your firm ? A. Yes.

Q. Before it was authorized ? A. Yes, undoubtedly.

Q. I thought no book was worth publishing until it is authorized 1 A. On the other

hand, no book was authorized at all unless it is published. Mason's Grammar might have

been authorized. The English edition is quite competent to be authorized, as many other

grammars are. In fact all the grammar books are authorized before they are published

here.

Q. That is, all the English books ? A. They are all English books, nearly.

By Mr. Hughes.

Q. What was the retail price of the First Reader last year, or at the commencement
of this year ? A. I presume five cents. I have not much acquaintance with the retail

price of these Readers.

Q. Do you know the prices before the present regulations came in force ? A. They
are about the same.

Q. The Second Part, retailed at ten cents, Avhat was it before ? A. The retail price

of the Readers I know nothing about.

Q. Can you say what the wholesale price was t A. Yes.

Q. What was the wholesale price of Part 2 ? A. At what time of the year ?

Q. About the first of June of this year ; without the discount off ? A. There are

several prices at which there may be a dozen sold, and prices at which there may be a

gross sold.

Q. You stated in your evidence that the Journal reaches all the teachers. Do you
know that it roaches all the teachers ? A , I cannot say it does. In the Departmental

notice it said the Journal of Eduaition would be discontinued and the Canada School Jour-

nal would take its place.

Q. In a certain respect ? A. I am not aware in what respect. It has been always.
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understood that the Journal of Education was sent to every teacher throughout the coun-

try, and, when a Departmental notice was given out saying that the Canada School Journal

would take its place, the natural inference would be, that it is sent to all the teachers.

Q. Do you know as a fact that it isl A. I do not.

Q. Fou stated that Dr. McLellan and I went over the prices of books with you ?

A. Yes.

Q. Did we state the object we had ? A. That you wanted to get the names of the
publishers, and the prices of those books.

Q. The lowest prices at which those books could be sold to leave a margin for the
publishers. A. Yes.

Q. To inquire at what price you published the books, and the lowest prices.

A. Yes.

Q. Did we ask you for any information as to your English invoices, the discount
allowed, and the rate per cent, for exchange, and so on ? A. I do not recollect.

Q. Do you recollect whether, in estimating the fair price to put on Morris' Gram-
mar, for instance, we asked you what the book cost you and what per centage you had to

pay the English publishers for that book 1 A. Yes, I told you that, as far as I remember.
Q. Did not Dr. McLellan and myself try to get fairly at an estimate of prices that

would be just to both the publishers and the country ? A. Yes, I think so.

Q. Have Adam Miller & Co. obtained a list of the different school sections and the

teachers in the country 1 A. That I cannot swear to, any farther than their taking over
the Journal of Eduaition.

Q. Could you name the High and Public School books now on the authorized list of

which the Canadian copyrights are held by your firm, if I read them to you ! A. Yes.

Q. Do you publish the Canadian series of Reading books ? A. Yes, but we do not
hold the copyright.

Q. Not exclusively ? A. Not by any means.

Q. The Primer of English Grammar, by the Rev. R. Morris ? A. Yes.

Q. Do you now publish Fleming's Analysis ? A. No.
Q. Do you publish Miller's Analytical and Practical English Grammar 1 A. We do.

Q Do you publish the English Grammar, for Junior classes, by Rev. W. H. Davies ?

A. We do.

Q. The Advanced Arithmetic, for Canadian Schools, by Smith & McMurchy? A.
We do.

Q. Do you publish the Elementary Arithmetic, by the same authors 1 A, We do.

Q. Do you publish Todhunter's Geometry ? A. No.

Q. Do you control its sale in this country ? A. Nj.
Q. Do you publish Campbell's Geography ? A. We do.

Q. Do you control the sale of Freeman's European History in this country ? A. We
publish it here.

Q. Do you control the sale of the History of England, by Edith Thompson f A. We
publish the new edition.

Q. Do you control the sale of Oliver's Lessons in Elementary Botany t A. N >.

Q. Do you publish the Chemistry Primer, by Roscoe 1 A. V/e publish that.

Q. Do you control the sale of the Elementary Physical (Jeography, by Geikie 1 A.
We do.

Q. The Physical Geography by David Page i A. No.

Q. Did Dr. McLellan an<l ni\ self lower the prices of any of these books, or did the

Minister lower the prices of any of these books ? Were the Grammar and Science Pri-

mers, for instance, sold for 30c. before this list was issued ' A. The prices of the Gram-
mar Primer ami the Chemistry were reduced from 30c. to 2.^c.

Q. 30c. was the regular Canadian price for the English shilling ? A. Yes.

Q, And we Itased our estimates on 25cts, for the llnglish Sliilling? A, Ye«.

Q. There are IG books published or controlled by youl A. The Readers, Grammars,
and Arithmetics are common to everyone.

(,». But there are six books without all those 1 A. Three of these are Primers.

Q. In regard to High School books—do you control the sale of Arnold's First and
Second Latin books 1 A. No.
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Q. Of Dr. William Smith's Latin works 1 A. The Latin Grammar we do, and the
Principi.a Latina, we do.

Q. Does that mean four separate books ? A. No, Part I.

Q. Bryce's series of Latin Readers ? A. We do not control them exclusively.

Q. Can any other wholesale publishers import them ? A. Yes, any one who chooses
to do so.

Q. Have you the sole sale of Dr. William Smith's Latin Grammar ? A. Of these
English books, we have no sole sale of any. In publishing an English copyright iu this

country, the English book is allowed to be imported, and we have no sole sale of any of
them.

Q. Do you publish Dr. Smith's Grammar ? A. We have printed it.

Q. Do you publish Harkness's Latin Grammar 1 A. It is an American book pub-
lished by Copp, Clark & Co. We print it.

Q. Do you publish Arnold's Latin Composition 1 A, No.

Q. Do you control the sale by any arrangement with the publishers ? A. No.
Q. Latin Composition by means of the English Idium, by Abbot? A. No.
Q. Dallin's materials for Latin Prose 1 A. No.

Q. Dr. Smith's Greek works—do you control them, or have you republished them^
A. No.

Q. You do not control the sale of that book ? A. No. We could if we wished, we
have the plates, but we have not printed it. There is no sale for it.

Q. You have the copyright ? A. No. There is no copyright unless it is printed in
this country. We have notlprinted it here, nor has anybody else to the best of our knowledge.

Q. Are there any of the prices fixed by the Committee that you think are too high ?

A. On which books 'i

Q. On any of them. Are there any prices fixed by the Minister of Education, that
you believe to be too high ? A. Hamblin Smith's Arithmetic at $1 is too high, as com-
pared with the other at 50c.

Q. Is that the only Arithmetic authorized ? A. It is authorized in conjunction with
the other I believe, but the recommendation is so strong that the sale of the other is declin-

ing altogether.

Q. What recommendation ? A. The recommendation of Dr. McLi-llan in the papers,

and the knowledge that he is the Examiner in Arithmetic.

Q. You do not know any book authorized exclusively in any subject, the price of

which you think is too high 1 A. Mason's Grammar becomes the exclusive grammar
after the end of next year.

Q. How about Morris's Primer ? A. The price is reduced.

Q. Is it not authorized 1 A. It is.

Q. How does Mason's become exclusive ? A. Eecause the one is an introductory

grammar and the other is an advanced grammar, while the one is published at the same
price as the other introductory grammar, and the other is published at double the price of

the former advanced grammar.

Q. Do you know that the Minister of Education has raised the price of any book 1 A.

I do not remember.

Q. Do you not think the Committee has lowered the price of many of the books ? If

there has been any change, has it not been downwards instead of upwards ? A. The
changes made bj the Committee, have as a rule been towards a reduction—I refer more
particularly to the High School books.

Q. Do you believe the plan of the Government or the Department holding the copy-

right to be an equitable one 1 A. That is a point on which yo\i are asking an opinion.

Q. I ask your opinion as a business man ? A. As a business man I should say it

would be impracticable.

Q. When the Council of Public Instruction held the copyrights of certain books

—

the readers, the grammars, and Smith and McMurchy's Arithmetic—do you think good
results followed ? Do you think the price of the books was lowered ? A. No ; and bad
results followed from it.

Q. Was the mechanical quality of the books improved by their being placed in the
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hands of the different publishers ? A. The quality of the books was not changed. The
books remained the same as they were at first.

Q. I know you maintain the regulation standard of quality. I refer to the series

published generally. Do you think an improvement was made in the quality of the

books, mechanically, by the competition ? A. No. There was no improvement.

Q. You think that the method of holding the copyright in the Department is imprac-

ticable, and that bad results followed the attempt to control the copyright by the De-
partment ? A. Undoubtedly ; inasmuch as the moment the Department holds the copy-

right there are a dozen ready to come forward with copyrights to sell to them, and it is

the question who has the most influence to get their copyrights bought.

By Mr, Edgar.

Q. When was Campbell's Geography authorized ? A. By the Council of Public In-

struction, some time last year. I think it was just shortly before the Council ceased to

exist. It may have been late in the Fall before.

Q. When did your firm begin to publish that useful and popular book 1 A. Ten
years ago.

Q. And you have been publishing it ever since 1 A. Yes. I should wish you to

understand that the principal sale was in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward
Island, and Newfoundland, as well as British Columbia and Manitoba.

Q. It was published in Ontario also, and used considerably ? A. No, it was not.

There were notices sent from the Department here stating that the book must be discon-

tinued in the different schools here.

Q. You continued publishing it ? A. Yes, because we sold it in every place, except
Ontario.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. Tell me how many pages there are in Mason's Grammar ? A. 298 pages.

Q. How many pages are there in the Fourth Reader ? A. 381.

Q. How many pages are there in Hamblin Smith's Arithmetic ? A. 356.

Q. Is the Fourth Book open to all publishers to publish 1 A. Yes.

Q. Is that Fourth Book as expensive to get up as Mason's Grammar ? A. Mason's
Grammar might be a little more expensive.

Q. Would it make a difference of four cents in the volume—the getting up of the

book—the superiority 1 A. It would be hard work to say exactly without going into a

calculation ; but probably it would be.

By Mr Hughes.

Q. Does the price of a book depend on the number of pages ? A. Not always.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. I believe there are expensive plates in the Fourth Book ? A. There are some
illustrations.

Alfred Baker, sworn :

—

By Dr. McLellan

Q. You are a graduate of the University of Toronto ? A. I am.

Q. What was your standing at the final examination ? A. I was gold medallist in

my year.

Q. Have you had experience as a teacher? A. I have.

Q. And an examiner ? A. Yes, in the University and elsewhere.

Q. Have you made a comparison of the questions in the .Second Cl.oss Natural Philo.

sophy Paper of this year with Kirklaud's .Statics and other works of that kinil ? A. Yes.

Q. The first question is said to be the same—what is your opinion ? Have you ex.
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amined that with Kirkland's Statics and other papers? A. It would assist me possibly,

if I had copies of these questions in my hands,

Q. Have you found that problem in any other text-books, and if so, what 1 A. I

have found it in Magnus, page 241.

Q. Not only the same in principle, but the same in words 1 A. Yes. In the Exam-
ination Paper it is : "A weight of 100 lbs. is suspended by two flexible strings, one of

which is horizontal, and the other inclined at an angle of 60" to the vertical ; what is the
tension of each string?" In Magnus it is : "A weight of 24 lbs. is suspended by two
flexible strings, one of which is horizontal, and the other is inclined at an angle of .30° to

the vertical direction ; what is the tension in each string ?
"

Q. Have you found the problem in any other text-book i A. I have found problems
identical in principal.

Q. Have you found question 2 in any other text-books ? A. I have found that also

in Magnus, page 244 :
" Show how it is possible for a sailing vessel to make way in a di-

rection different from that of the wind." It is almost identical with the question in the

paper :
" Show by a diagram how it is possible for a sailing vessel to make headway in a

direction at an angle of 60" with that of the wind." I would understand Magnus to mean
in any direction, so that it would include an angle of 60".

Q. Is there anything peculiar in the fact that a diagram should be asked for ? A. I

do not think so. I think it would be a natural thing to ask for, when requiring an an-

swer to such a question, and it is an e.xceedingly common thing to give a diagram in a
thing of tliat kind. I think the diagram is asked for in other books. I think it is found
in Johnson's ch.arts on Natural Philosophy.

Q. Have you found it in any other text-books I A. No. Only in Peck's ganot there

is an explanation of the same thing. There is not the same resemblance, though.

Q. There is a diagram there 'i A. Yes.

Q. Have you found question 3 in any of the text-books' ? A. I have found it in Wor-
mell.

Q. Are you aware that the same question is found in any other text-book? A. The
same in principle. I have been unable to find the same in wording in any other text-

books.

Q. You are not aware that it occurs in Feer's Mechanics t A. I have heard so. I

have not seen it.

Q. Is question 4 peculiar to Kirkland, or is it found in other books 1 A. It is not
peculiar to Kirkland. I found one as close in wording in Magnus, page 238 :

" A ladder
the weight of which is W, and acts at a point one-third of its length from the foot, is made
to rest against a smooth vertical wall, inclined to it at an angle of 30°, by a force applied
horizontally to the foot ; find the force." The solution of that is also given in Magnus.

Q. Have you found it in any other books 1 A. The same in principle.

Q. In many of the books ? A. In Godwin, and Todhunter, and Cherriman, and a
couple in Wormell resembling it.

Q. No. 5 ? A. I found that in Magnus, more closely resembling the Examination
Paper than Kirkland does. At page 272 in Magnus: "A triangular board weighing
SOlbs. is carried by 3 men, each standing at one of the corners ; what weight does each
bear 1

"

Q. Do you consider that as similar even in wording to this question ? A. I think it

is more similar, because in Kirkland tlie answer is suggested to us, that each man supports

the same weight. In both the Examination Paper and in Magnus, the expression, sup-

ported by three men, is employed.

Q. Is that question quite a common one ? A. Very common. It is in Galbraith and
Houghton, in Magnus, in Todhunter, in Hamblin Smith, in Snowball, in Cherriman and
in Wormell.

Q. Have you found anything like question No. 6 in any of the other text-books ? A.
In Hamblin Smith, page 105 :

" In a system of pulleys in which each pulley hangs by a
separate string there are three pulleys of equal weights. The weight attached to the lowest

is 32 lbs., and the power is 11 lbs. Find the weight of each pulley." That is identical.

Q. Did you find that question or others precisely the same in principle elsewhere ?

A. found another analogous to it on page 106 of Hamblin Smith and in Todhunter
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Snowball, and Cherriman. The one in Hamblin Smith was the one which most closely re-

sembled it.

Q. Read question 7 in Examination Paper ? A. " Explain the principle of virtual

velocities, and apply it to find the relation between the power and the weight in a lever of

the second order."

Q. Kead the question in Kirkland's Statics, page 131, No. 1? A. "Explain the

tenn virtual velocity. State the principle of Virtual Velocities, and show that it holds

good in a lever of the thu'd order."

Q. Do you call that a problem, or a book-work question, found in any book whatever ?

A. I woidd consider that book-work.

Q. Do you consider it a fair thing to make a comparison in that way ] A. In the

statement of propositions in book-work, in almost all mathematical works, there is a strong

resemblance, and I should not think there was anything at all singular in that.

Q. Then every question which it has been attempted to show is peculiar to Kirkland,

is found in other text-books ? A. Yes.

Q. How many are found in Magnus ? A. Four in Magnus.

Q. How many in Todhunter the same in principle 1 A. Four, and 4 in Hamblin

Smith—in fact 5, Ijut two are the same problem,— 4 in Wormell, and 4 in Cherriman.

Q. Mr. Robertson says the course prescribed for the second-class is a wide course ]

A. I consider it an exceedingly narrow one.

Q. On what ground do you consider it so 1 Have you there the course prescribed 1

A. In Natural Philosophy, it is Composition and Resolution of Forces, Principle of

Moments, Centre of Gravity, and then Hydrostatics. It is narrow in the way it is treated,

but it is rendered still more so in this case, because the collateral mathematical work which

accompanies it is very narrow indeed. For instance, they are supposed apparently to know

nothing of Trigonometry, Algebra, only as far as easy Quadratics, and only the first two

books in Euclid. These all bear on a knowledge of Statics, and if a limited knowledge is

required of candidates in pure mathematics, of course it is impossible to go far in mixed

mathematics.

y. Mr. Robertson thought the course so wide that it was quite possible for an ex-

aminer to .set a paper outside of the available questions ? A. I do not think it is possible

to avoid repeating the available questions in book-work.

Q. And riders? A. And I tliiuk the same style of rider exceedingly likely to occur,

(j. You know something of Todhunter ! A. Yes.

Q. Look at the 86th page 1 A. " On the other hand, where there is an ofiBcial pro-

gramme, which is very strictly maintained, it becomes in some measure possible to conjec-

ture what a forthcoming ExaminatioQ Paper will contain." . . . "In some departments

of science, as, for instance, the elements of natural philosophy, it is found by no means easy

to supply an adequate variety of questions at once sufficiently simple and yet requiring some

employment of thought. The consequence is obvious. If examiners are practically unre-

stricted, they gradually withdraw from the sterile fields, and cultivate those which supply a

more abundant liarve.«t of jiroblcms and exercises. If the examiners are closely confined to

the official programme they cannot avoid repeating the available questions, so that a provi-

dent tutor may advaiicc a good conjecture as to what is likely to be set."

Q. It is shown that there were six problems on the paper very similar to those in Kirk-

land's book. Mr. Robertson could not account for that fact. Can you offer any explanation

of the fact that more questions should be found in Kirkland's book than in any other book

yet published t A. If the Examination Paper were made up by selecting problems from

different authors, I found, for example, four questions in Magnus as closely resembling the

problems in the paper as any in Kirkland. Now, I find that altogether there are 448

problems in Kirkland, and 2(i9 in Magnus. Magnus is a more extensive work. lie supposes

a knowledge of the six books of Euclid.

Q. He takes Trigonometry, does he not I A. I am uncertain. I scarcely think he

supposes a knowledge of Trigonometry. He also takes up solids, and his treatment of the

princiide of energy enables him to have a greater scope. Notwithstanding that, there are

only 'IG'J in Magnus, while there are 448 in Kirkland. Allowing for the fact that

Magnus treats the subject more extensively, you might reasonably say there are twice the

number of problems over the same ground in Kirkland as in Magnus. Therefore, the
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chances are that there would be only half as many problems resembling those on the
paper in Magnus as in Kirkland, whereas I actually find more ; so that the chances are in
favour of their being taken from Magnus rather than from Kirkland.

Q. Do you think it would be easy to set a paper for pupils in this elementary sub-
ject, and to avoid the questions which have been referred to as peculiar to Kirkland, or
to avoid the type questions in Kirkland's book t A. I do not think it would be possible
to avoid setting questions similar in principle.

Q. Do you consider that Kirkland's book, according to the number of problems it

contains, has more problems suited to our course than any single book with which you
are acquainted .' A. I am satisfied that no book can be found which contains so many
problems by any means, to solve which requires no greater knowledge of pure mathe-
matics than Kirkland's.

Q. Then might an examiner very readily set a paper, not having Kirkland, but hav-
ing Magnus, Todhunter, and Hamblin Smith before him, with all these questions in it

which are found in the paper, without looking at Kirkland] A. Every one of these
questions is found in other authors, so, if he surrounded himself with other books, he
could get all of them.

Q. Would you consider that any students trained in Magnus, or Cherriman, or Twisden,
could be as well prepared for the examination as if trained with Kirkland's book ? A. I

think so.

Q. As it is an authorized text-book, do you thiuk an examiner would be justified in pre-

paring his paper on that book ? A. That would appear to me to be part of the object of

authorizing a book, and it would be the most natural thing in the world for an examiner to

follow that book.

Q. In setting a paper for advanced students, would you expect the principles which you
wanted to be brought out to be disguised in tolerably difficult riders, in more difficult riders

than those set for studentsjust beginning the subject ] A. Certainly.

Q. Did you examine the Natural Philosophy paper, for 1876 ? A. Yes.

Q. Did you find questions there similar to those in the various text-books 1 A. Yes.

Q. Do you know by whom that paper was set ? A. I did not know at the time I in-

stituted the comparison.

Q. Is there anything you desire to state in regard to the general coQclusions at which
you have arrived ? A. I instituted a comparison between Kirkland and Magnus, that has

already appeared in the examination. In the points where they were nearly covering the

same groujid, there were nearly twice as many problems in Kirkland as in Magnus, and four

of these problems were found in Magnus, while it would be reasonable to expect that only

half as many would be found in Magnus as in Kirkland — that is, three. As four are

there, the probabiUtv is that the paper mighi. have been made from Magnus, rather than from
Earkland. Ihen, the fifth rider more strongly resembles Magnus than Kirkland. If the

examiner was borrowing his problems from a particular text-book, if he was borrowing from
Kirkland, why should he select Magnus's wording ? I think that Mr. Kirkland's book con-

tains very few original problems, that it is a book which is made up by culling elementary

problems from almost all the elementary works which treat of the subject ; and accordingly,

if an examiner were to sit down to make up a paper, and were to act as examiners frequently

do—surround himself with a number of books on the subject, and select simple problems

from those books, it is exceedingly likely that all these elementary problems would be found

In Kirkland. The book is a selection of the most elementary problems from all the best

known elementary works on the subject.

Q. Turn back to question No. 3. What have you corresponding to that ? A. At page

149, of Wormell. I find :
" The whole length of each oar of a boat is 9 feet, and from the

hand to the row-lock the distance is 2 feet 3 inches ; each of eight men sitting in the boat

pulls his oar with a force of 60 pounds. Supposing the blades of the oars not to move
throuijh the water, find the resultant force propelling the boat.

Q. With regard to the Arithmetic paper for first-class, have you the questions with

which comparisons are made ] A. Yes.

Q. Have you made a comparison of those problems said to be entirely identical 1 A.
I glanced over those problems.

Q. What is your opinion in regard to question 2 of the Examination Paper, and pro-
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blem 13 of the work 1 A. I do not think the resemblance is very marked for an arith-

metic paper. I do not think it is marked at all for an arithmetic paper. Nor do I see

the marked resemblance between question 3 on the paper and problem 23 in the book.

Q. Do you think the questions are sufficiently different ? A. I do.

Q. Do you consider that problem 23 of the book and problem 3 of the Examination

Paper can be fairly said to be identical even in principle ] A. I think they are different

altogether.

Q. Even in problem 16 of the book and problem 4 of the paper, is there an element

of difference ! A. In one it is interest payable on gold, and in the other it is interest pay-

able on bonds.

Q. Would you consider the problems sufficiently different for the purposes of aa

Examination 1 A. Yes.

Q. What is your opinion with respect to the comparisons of problem 19 with ques-

tion 5 t A. They somewhat resemble each other.

Q. Are they common problems—problems commonly found in other text books 1

A. It is not an unusual style of problem at all.

Q. Would you consider the change of wording sufficient for the purjiose of an

examination? A. I think so.

Q. Did you compare problem 10 with question C on the paper t A. There is rather

a marked difference between the two. In question 6 on the Examination Paper, copper

is introduced—a third element. The problem is quite altered.

Q. The problem is a very common one, is it not? A. Yes.

Q. Problem 3 in the book and No. 9 on the paper ? A. These resemble each other,

but the style of problem is so exceedingly common that I do not think anything of that.

Q. Are these questions, which are said to re.seniblc each other so markedly peculiar

to the Book of Problems ? A. Is o ; it is exceedingly difficult to make up a great variety

of problems in Arithmetic—the principles are so few.

Q, Have you compared these with previous Examination Papers ? A. 1 have not.

Q. Are all of them to be found in ordinary books on arithmetic, or problems, identi-

cal in principle ? A. Problems identical in principle are of common occurrence.

Q. And similar in wording ? A. I shoulil judge so, because we naturally fall into a

sort of lingo in wording mathematical principles.

Q. Mr. Davin trie<l to leave an impression that the paper was so constructed as to

be equivalent to giving candidates beforehand a knowledge of the Examination Paper. Is

that your opinion / A. No. 1 do not tiiink so.

Q. Have you a copy of the book of problems 1 A.I have.

Q. Do you know it pretty welH A. 1 liave looked over it fairly well.

Q. Have you made a comparison of the other three papers with the book of problems ?

A. I have not.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. What is your profession ? A. Mathematical tutor in University College.

Q. 'Have you supplied any questions to Mr. McLellau for Examination Papers ?

The witness objected to answer.

Q. Did you set the papers on arithmetic and algebra in 1876 for Dr. McLellan ? A.

No, I did not.

Q. Did you supply the larger number of questions for that Examination Paper ? A.

I think not.

Q. You say that the first (juestion on the paper about Statics is in Magnus, the second

in Magnus, the third in Wormell, the fourth in Alaguus, the fifth in Magnus, the sixth in

Hamlilin Smith. Are all these questions found in any one of these books ! A. All of

them are not. Four are found in Magnus.

Q. Did you notice the order in which the subjects occurred in Kirkland's Statics 1 A.

Yes.

ii. Is the order on the Examination Paper the same as the order of Kirkland's

Statics 1 A. I think it is about the same.

Q. Have you any doubt about it ( A. To give you a definite answer I must look

again. I glanced at it in so hasty a manner in making the comparison that I cannot say.
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Q. You find the first question on page 21 of Kirkland, the second on page 33, the

third on page 61, the fourth on page 65, the fifth on page 86, the sixth on page 106, the
seventh on page 131. Are these in the same order. Do they run in the same order t A.
They do.

Q. Turn to Magnus. Is the following the order in Magnus : Simple machines,
triangle of forces, resolution of forces, moments, centre of gravity ? A. Machines come
first in the part of his book relating to statics.

Q. What next ? A. The theory of equilibrium, which corresponds to the beginning
of Kirkland's book. Under that head would be treated the triangle of forces.

Q What is the thirds A. After the composition of forces, conditions of equilibrium,

and then resolution of forces.

Q. Next to that you have moments 1 A. Ves; and after that centre of gravity ?

Q. That is not the same order as the questions 1 A. No, it is not.

Q. You have Wormell there. See if that is the same order as that in Kirkland ?

A. It is rather difficult for me in haste to look over these and express an opinion as to the

order of subjects. They are found under difierent heads.

Q. I am told it is—Resolution of forces, triangle of forces, moments, centre

of gravity, machines ^ A. That is the order.

Q. Turn to Hamblin Smith ; is the order there—Triangle of forces, resolution of

forces, centre of gravity, moments, machines 1 A. That is the order.

Q. And that order is different from Kirkland 1 A. Yes.

Q. Now, Magnus contains only four of these questions ? A. Yes.

Q. That paper that was copied from Wormell is not in your own handwriting ; who
gave you that paper 1 A. It is a copy I have.

Q. Who gave it to you 1 A. I obtained the copy from Mr. Glashan.

Q. You told Mr. McLellan that an Examination Paper on a subject which was so

narrow as this subject of Statics could not be set without repeating the questions that are

in that Examination Paper 1 A. Is that exactly what I said ?

Q. Did you tell Mr. McLellan that the course of study was so narrow in Statics that

an Examination Paper could not be set without repeating his questions or some of them 'i

A. That is my opinion.

Q. That a paper could not be set without repeating some of those seven questions ?

A. You are speaking of problems ; I was speaking of bookwork.

Q. I am asking about them as they are set here. Do I understand that those ques-

tions or problems in Statics would have to be repeated ? A. These riders would not have
to be repeated. The bookwork, however, would have to be repeated, I consider. The
riders would have to be repeated in principle, because, of course, they are mere applica-

tions of the bookwork.

Q. Tell me how many questions in Statics there are in the first-class 1876 paper ?

A. There are three problems here, but there are none of them bookwork, so it does not

relate at all to what we are discussing.

Q. I understood you to tell Mr. McLellan that there was reaUy more probability that

he had borrowed from Magnus than from Kirkland ? A. I made a previous explanation.

I said, viewed in a certain light, and previous to that there was an explanation. I said,

viewed in that light, it is more probable that these questions were borrowed from Mag-
nus than from Kirkland.

Q. Seeing that the questions are in the same order in Kirkland, do you still adhere

to that opinion 1 A. I do not take that into consideration. I do not think anything at

all of the order.

Q. You do not 1 A. Nothing whatever.

Q. You think it has no bearing on the question ] A. I think the examiner learnt

Statics from a book in which the order is the same. I would do the same because I first

learned Statics from a book in which that order was followed.

Q. What book ? A. Cherriman. With a slight exception—resolution and triangle

of forces are inverted, but in the same chapter.

Q. You stated to Mr. McLellan that it was a very proper thing that an examiner
should take his questions from a text-book, that is to say, from Kirkland's Statics. Was
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that your evidence 1 A. I do not think you are repeating Dr. McLellan's question. I

thinic he said " base '" the questions on the text-book.

Q. Do I understand you to say that these questions are based on Kirklaad's Statics ?

A. I simply answered Dr. McLellan's question.

Q. I ask you, are those questions, in your opinion, based on Kirklaad's Statics ? A
I am not in a position to say so.

Q. You will not say that? A. I am not going to say they are based on Elirkland's

Statics, or on what book they are based.

Q. But you think it would be a proper thing to base the questions on the text-book 1

A. I do. Yes ; I always do it myself.

Q. Will you say, looking at the fact that these questions are in the same order as you
have the questions in Kirkland's Statics—is it your opinion that they were not taken from
Kirkland's Statics 1 A. I am not giving an opinion like that you are trying to elicit

from me at all. My conclusion is, that it was not by any means certain that they had
been taken from Kirkland's Statics.

Q. You say Kirkland's book seems to be culled from a large number of text-books ?

A I think so.

Q. From Magnus, Wormell, Cherriman, and so on ? A, No ; selections have not been

made from Cherriman, for, at the lime of the publication of Mr. Kirkland's book, Cherri-

man's had no problems connected with it.

Q. Tell me the order of subjects in Cherriman's book ? A. Resolution of Forces.

You will notice a difference in the order of the first two, but the difference is of no moment
at all. It is here—Resolution of forces, then triangle of forces.

Q. But in Kirkland, it is Triangle of Forces and then Resolution of Forces J A. That
is no matter at all.

Q. What is the next t A Then Moments, then Centre of Gravity, then Mechanical

Powers—that would be pulleys—and then Virtual Velocities.

Q. Do you know that Dr. McLellan learnt his Statics from that book J A It wis
my impression, Dr. McLellan is a University man, and it is my impression he did gain

his first knowledge of Statics from this work.

Q. You say in regard to most of the questions in the Arithmetic Paper, the principle

is the same 1 A. I do not know that I used that expression.

Q. Have you any doubt that these questions were taken from the Examination Pa-

pers of Dr. McLellan ? A. I am perfectly sure I am not goint; to say I am of the opinion

that they were taken from the Examination Papers of Dr. McLellan.

Q. Do you suppose it possible or probable that those questions could have been set

by Dr. McLellan, he having published a book, aud not have been taken from that book ?

A. It is quite possible.

Q. Is it probable ? A. Well, the probability I do not know. It is quite possible,

and I would almost say it is quite probable, because an examiner gets into a certain run
of questions, and it is exceedingly difficult to get out of it.

By Mh, Glashan.

Q. Is there really more distinction in principle between triangle of forces and resolu-

tion of forces, than between 2 and 2 make four, and twice 2 make 41 A. About the same
difference.

Q. You are aware that there are two Schools of Mathematicians in England in regard

to Natural Philosophy ? A. Yes.

Q. Does not Magnus take part of what is generally called Statics -under Dynamics ?

A. Yes, he does.

Q. Look at the order of questions on the paper or in Kirkland's Book. Is this the

order—Composition and Resolution of Forces, Principle of .Moments, Centre of Gravity,

Mechanical Powers, Ratio of tlie Power to the weight in each, and a simple statement of

the Virtual Velocities 1 A. That is the order.

Q. Read from the authorized Programme 1 A " High School Programme and Re-

gulations for Intermediate Examinations. Natural Philosophy :—Composition and Reso-
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lution of Forces, Principle of Moments, Centre of Gravity, Mechanical Powers, Ratio of

the power to the weight in each."

Q. Is that the order in the paper 1 A. Yes.

Q. The paper, then, is simply composed in the order of the OflScial Programme 1 A.
Quite so.

The Inquiry was then adjourned until to-morrow.

Saturday, Nov. 17, 1877.

The inquiry opened at eleven o'clock.

The Hon. Adam Crooks, recalled, said :

—

Mr. Campbell seems to have rather objected that no reply was received to applica-

tions of his, having been refused. One was in reference to the correspondence in refer-

ence to authorizing certain proposed text-books ; and the grounds of the refusal were
given both verbally and in writing, and were communicated to that firm. I refer to Messrs.

Campbell & Sons, not understanding why it was that authorizations for particular text-

books were refused. I refer to the evidence as reported in the Globe. 1 may say that as

to all applications as to the authorization of particular text-books—from the time I took
charge of the Department until I addressed the letters on the 27th and 28th of May, to

three booksellers—my answer to all was, that I did not propose to deal with the question
of authorizing particular text-books until the general policy was finally settled. I also

gave that answer verbally to Mr. Lovell, who seems to have come from Montreal on the

same errand. As to the other points, my refusal to give the list of trustees of the different

school corporations throughout the Province, I acted in reference to all applications of

that kind upon the report of my deputy, who stated that there were objections to that

application being entertained, and upon that I both verbally and by letter refused to

accede to the request. The deputy's objections were practical in their nature and I coin-

cided in them.

By Mr. Hughes.

Q. Did Adam Miller & Company receive those lists 1 A. No such application was
ever made to me by Adam Miller & Company. There must be some mistake, because
the Journal of Education had no subscribers ; it was distributed gratuitously. The School
Journal and the Journal of Education were published for three months, I think, con-

temporaneously.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. Is that letter, produced, your letter. A. Yes.

Q. Is that Mr. Marling's signature, and is that the letter you instnicted him to write 1

A. Yes.

Letters of the 25th of April, 1877, and 8th of March, 1876, produced :—

" Education Department (Ont.),
" Toronto, 25th April, 1877.

"Dear Sirs,—In reply to your letter of 19th instant, with reference to being fur-

nished with a list and post office addresses of the different school trustees, I find that I

could not comply with this request without entailing a large amount of labour upon the
staff of the Department, which I cannot do. It would be necessary to specially compile a
list in order that your request might be complied with.

" I am,
" Yours truly,

" Adam Crooks,
" Minister of Education.

" Messrs. James Campbell & Son,
" Booksellers,

" Toronto."
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" Department of Public Instruction for Ontario,

[No. 4365 Cx.] " Education Office,
" Toronto, 8th March, 1876.

" Gentlemen,—I have the honour, by du-ection of the Minister of Education, to state

in reply to your letter of the 20th ult., that it has been the invariable practice of the

Department to decline to furnish the lists of the School Sections of the Province and their

Post office addresses.
" This request involves important considerations beyond the scope of the object that

you require this information for, and if it is granted at all, it vpill have to be given to all

booksellers in Canada for the legitimate purpose of their business.
'• Parties wishingto communicate with the School Tr\istees can do so by advertisement

in the Journal of Education—a copy of which is sent to each School Section in Ontario.
" I have the honour to be, Gentlemen,

" Your obedient servant,
" Alex. Marling,

" Secretary.

" Messrs. Jas. Campbell & Son,
' Publishers, &c.,

" Toronto."

Q. In the letter of the 8th of March, the request of Mr. Campbell is declined because

it would be necessary to compile a list in order that the request might be complied with 1

A. Yes. That was the objection which the deputy reported to me on that.

Q. You see there is a discrepancy 1 A. Yes, because in the interval my own impres-

sion was, that what were suj)posed to be objectionable features did not exist, but when it

came to the last application, the deputy still reported to me there was that practical

difficulty.

Q. In the letter of the 8th of March, it is stated that a copy of the Journal of Edu-
cation is sent to each School Section in Ontario, Do you know that when the Journal

of Education was stopped and the Canada School Journal took its place as the Educational

organ, the list of subscribers was handed over to Adam Miller and Company ? A. I per-

sonally knew nothing of the practical management—of the detailed management, that is

—of the Journal of Education—that was left with other specific matters entirely to the

Deputy Minister. I only know that I required that the proposed matter in the Journal

should not be published until I had the opportunity myself personally of looking it over.

I know nothing of the arrangements which attended its distribution.

Henry James Clarke, sworn:

—

By Mr. Hughes.

Q. You are a publisher ? A. Yes,

Q. Do you publish some text-books for use in the public schools of Ontario ? A.

Yes.

Q. Do you know that there are two methods proposed with reference to the copy-

right of books—one that the copyright should be held by the Minister of Education, or

the Education Department, and the other that the copyright should be held by the pub-

lishers who produce the l)ook. Do you believe that the method of having the copyright

held by the Minister of Education is practicable ? A. No.

Q. You have had some experience in connection with that plan : it was suggested

that you should surrender certain copy-rights? A. Yes.

Q. You originally published Smith and McMurchy's Arithmetics ? A. Yes.

Q. When the copyright was surrendered, was the price lowered ? A. No.

Q. After you surrendered the copyright, and other publishers were allowed to pub
lish the book—three other publishers or sol A. Three, I think,
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Q. An(l the combination amongst the publishers did not lower the price of this book'!

A. It did not.

Q. Did it improve the mechanical execution of the book 1 A. I think not.

Q. It has been stated that the prices fi.xed by the Minister of Education during the
present year have increased tlie cost to the consumers. Is there any book on the list

which has been increased in price during the present year by the action of the Minister
of Education 1 A. Not increased in price—no particular book, that I am aware.

Q. Do you know any book authorized by the Minister of Education which in your
opinion is too high—costs too much at the present time? A. Yes. I think that Hamblin
Smith's Arithmetic is too high.

By the Commissioner.

Q. How much is it on the list ? A. $1.

By Me. Hughes.

Q. Would you consider eighty cents too dear for that book 1 A. I should.

Q. Do you know any other book, the price of which you considered too high ? A.

I think that Mason's Grammar is too high.

Q. You think that ilason's Grammar would be too high at 7.5 cents; before its

authorization into Canada, what was the price ? A. $1.

Q. So the Minister of Education lowered the price 25 cents. A. Yes.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. You are aware that Adam Miller & Company are the publishers of the Canada
School. Journal ? A. I believe they are.

Q. Does that give them, or does it not, an advantage over other publishers in regard

to the text-books, and other books connected with this Institution ? A. I should say so.

Q. You told Mr. Hughes that Hamblin Smith's Arithmetic is too high—what do you
mean by that ? A. I mean that, considering the circulation and cost of production, it

might be sold for considerably less.

Q. Do you mean that the circulation of it is very large ? A. I judge that it must
be.

Q. The circulation of the authorized text-books must be very large 1 A. Compara-
tively large.

Q. You are familiar with Smith & McMurchy's Advanced Arithmetic 1 A. I have
it in my pocket.

Q. What is the price of that ? A. Fifty cents.

Q. What is the minimum 1 A. There is no minimum.
Q. How many cents more would the getting up of Hamblin Smith entail on the

publishers of that book 1 A. I can hardly say exactly. I should say about five cents

more—net cost, I mean.

Q. As to Mason's Grammar, you say seventy-five cents the maximum, and sixty cents

the minimum are too high 1 A. That is my opinion.

Q. I suppose considering its circulation and the cost of production ? A. Yes.

Q. As an authorized text-book, it must have a very large circulation ? A. I have

no doubt of it.

Q. Look at that Grammar—the Analytical Grammar, Miller's Analytical and Prac-

tical English Grammar—what is the price of that 1 A. 37 1 cents retail )

Q. There is no minimum price for that 1 A. No ; there is one price fixed for those

books, of which the Department has the copyi ight.

Q. How much more would Mason's Grammar cost to produce, than that per vol-

ume ? A. Mason's is a very superior book to this—I should think ten cents per volume,

net cost.
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By Prof. Young.

Q. You spoke of Hambliu Smith's Arithmetic—is that really an authorized book,

in point of fact ? A. It is on the list, Schedule A.

Q. Is there any mark opposite iti A. Yes—"Conditional on adaptation to Ca-

nadian Schools."

Q. Has any adaptation been made ? A. I understand so.

Q. By whom ? A. By Mr. Kirkland, I think.

Q. Has that been sanctioned "i A. As I understand. I have not seen any authori-

tative statement, but it has been always sold as authorized.

Q. Has any public announcement been made that it is authorized 1 A. Messrs.

Miller publish it on their list as authorized.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. Was there any demand for Mason's Grammar, when it was one dollar A. I

never heard of it.

Q. If it was not an authorized book, would you have wished its publication 1 A.

Certainly not.

Q. Or of Hambliu Smith, if it was not an authorized book ? A. After Dr. Mc-

Lellau's letter, we would, but not before.

Q. After Dr. McLellan's letter, why would you do it 1 A. It was so strongly com-

mendatory that there is no doubt it would find its way into the schools.

Q. Do you mean that there would be no doubt it would be authorized ? A. I do

not say that.

Q. Is it not contrary to law to use a book in the schools that is not authorized ?

A. Yes.

Q How could it get into the schools, then ? A. Such things arc done.

Q. How could it get into the schools if it were not authorized ( A. 1 do not know how
;

but it is the case.

Q. Do you know of your own knowledge ? A. By report ; by statements of teachers ;

not personally.

Q. Do you know that there is a large circulation of books not authorized, which could

be only accounted for by students in the schools using them i A. Yes.

Q. Name one of the books ] A. The Examination Papers of McLellan and Kirkland.

Q. What other book t A. That is the one prominent in my mind.

Q. Do you know anything about Swinton's Language Lessons ? A. Yes ; that has a

large sale.

Q. Do you know any other ? A. I could not recollect any at this moment.

Q. I suppose that you do not get any intimation from any one, months beforehand, wheo

a book is going to be authorired ? A. I should like to.

Q. You have never got it, have you 1 A. Never.

By Dr. McLellan.

Q. On what do you found the opinion that it is contrary to law to use an unauthorized

book ? A. On the publi.shed regulation.s.

Q. Does the law prevent teachers or students buying any books they please ? A.

Certainly not.

Q. The law only forbids a teacher forcing an unauthorized book on the pupils i A.

Yes.

Q. But the public has a right to buy any book he likes 1 A. Yes.

Q. You wrote a letter to the Department, calling the attention of the Minister to the

fact, that I was about to publish a book of problems ? A. Yos. That you had published it.

Q. You were publishing a book of problems at the same time ? A. Yes, we had it

in course of publication.

Q When you state that Hamblin Smith's Arithmetic has a very large circulation in

the schools, what is your reason for doing it ? A. Because the circulation of the Ad-
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vanced Arithmetic has so largely decreased since the decrease in the price of Hamblin
Smith's.

Q. Would not that be accounted for by the publication of the Examination Papers

in Arithmetic. A. It might.

Q. You are not aware of the fact, that the course gone into, in the Public Schools in

Arithmetic is included in your small Arithmetic of Smith & McMurchy 1 A. I am not

aware of it. I am only speaking of the previous and present sale.

Q. If that is the fact, is it likely that students would purchase a book, produced at

a time when they can get a book and cover the cost at thirty cents or twenty -five cents?

A. I do not know. I know that the sale of Hambliii Smith is very large.

Q. Do you know that it is not used in the Public Schools at all ? A. I do not.

Q. In the High Schools they would have the right to use it ? A. I do not under-

stand that.

Q. The regulations do not prevent students and teachers from using unauthorized

books, do they 1 A. I always understood so.

By Mr. Hughes.

Q. Tou state that you believe that the Canada School Journal gives Adam Miller &
Company a greater power with the teachers than the other publishers possess. Is there

anything to prevent you or any other publisher starting a school journal for yourself?

A. Certainly.

Q. What is it 1 A. The fact that the Canada School Journal is the authorized organ

of the Department, which also gives it immense power.

Q. Was it the authorized organ, when it started ? A. I believe not.

Q. There is nothing to prevent any publisher who chooses to advertise in any way
he wishes in the Canada School Journal ? A. Nothing.

Q. One wholesale publisher does advertise 1 A. I believe so.

Q. Do you mean that the editorial part or the news columns of the Journal contain

any recommendations of Adam Miller's books ? A.I do.

Q. Can you state any such recommendation that has appeared ? A. Yes.

Q. What book ? A. McLellan's E.xamination Papers.

Q. In the news, or editorial columns 1 A. In the book reviews.

Q Is that an authorized book ? A. No.

Q. Can you name any authorized books 1 A. " How to Read " is an authorized

book, I believe. There is also a review of that.

Q. Have you issued lately a text^book for Prof. Cherrimau, with examination ques-

tions by Mr. Baker ? A We have.

Q. Did you submit that to the editors of the Canada School Journal for editorial

notice ] A. Yes.

Q. I believe that it was too late for the last Journal ? A. I am not aware.

Q. Do you know how much copyright is paid by the publisher of Mason's Grammar ?

A. I do not.

Q. Are you in a position to state that the cost of it would simply be about ten cents

more than the cost of the Advanced Grammar by Dr. Davies 1 A. Judging from

the general amount paid for English copyright,—that is what I go upon—I thought it too

high.

Q. On a small book like the Primer, what is the amount ? A. I think it is three

pince per copy ; but I am not so positive. I know what we pay for our own copyright.

Q. And you do not know the amount paid on Mason's—you cannot speak posi-

tively ? A. Not positively.

Q. You state that a large number of Swinton's have been sold ; can you give an

estimate 1 A. They come in by the hundred or the gross, as the case may be.

Q. Do you know it is for the teachers of the Province that it is recommended I A.

I believe so.

Q. Would you consider 5,000 a good sale ? A. I should think it a good sale.

Q. And you think it is more than that ? A. I should judge so by the amount pass-

ing through our hands.
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Q. If not more than .5,000 or 6,000, it might be purchased only by the teachers? A,

I doubt it. I doubt that all teachers possess a copy.

Q. It might be purchased simply by the teachers 1 A. Barely possible.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. Before McMurchy's Advanced Arithmetic, how many have you sold in the last

six months ?. A. Our number from .January to June was 98.5, but I imagine that from

July to December it will be very largely increased.

Clarke Moses, sworn :

—

By Dr. McLellast.

Q. What certificate do you hold ? A. A First A.

Q What position are you now in ? A. Public School Inspector.

Q. Are you familiar with arithmetic and arithmetical examinations. A. I am.

Q. Have you examined McLellan's and Kirkland's Book of Problems ? A. I have.

Q. Have you examined the Arithmetic Paper of last July for examination for

admission to High Schools 1 A. I have.

Q. Is there a part in the Examination Papers on entrance examinations ? A. There is

a part devoted to entrance examination papers.

Q. Did you observe any similarity between that paper of mine in July and any
questions of mine in that book 1 A. No striking similarity ; nothing to lead me to

believe that there is any great similarity ; notliing more than in any other book of

problems.

Q. Are there any questions identical ? A. No.

Q. Or strikingly similar 1 A. No.

Q. You consider that paper set entirely independent of the book? A. I do.

Q. Do you know how many candidates come up for entrance examination ? A.

About five thousand.

A. There is in that book a series of papers for third-class candidates ? A. Yes.

A. Have you examined that series carefully 1 A. Yes.

Q. Did you compare it with the third-class paper for 1877 1 A. I did.

Q. Did you find any question identical with any in the book 1 A. I think not.

Q. Have you any notes on the subject 1 A. Yes.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. When were those notes made 1 A. This week.

By Dr. McLellan.

Q. Was there any question precisely identical 1 A. I found none identical.

Q. Are there any strikingly similar t A. You can find all the principles ;
but there

is no striking similarity.

Q. Do you consider that the paper was set entirely independently of the book 1 A.

I do.

Q. Have you any idea how many third-class candidates there were in July ( A.

About 5,000.

Q. Have you compared the paper for second-class teachers' examination, with the

corresponding department in the book in question 1 A. I have.

Q. Did you detect any striking similarities between the que.stions on the piiper and

the questions in the book, or any of them ? A. Tiie paper of .July, 1876, is incorporated

in the book, and that contains a problem the same as in July, 1877. That is the only one

1 found.

Q. Does this paper of 1877 present any striking resemblance to that particular

book, which contains papers given for practice for candidates for srcond-class certificates 1

A. No.
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Q. Are you of the opinion that the second-class paper was set entirely independently of
the book in question ? A. I am.

Q. Do you know how many candidates there were for second-class examinations'! A.
One thousand and twenty-eitjht candidates for second-class alone. There would be upwards
of tn'o thousand for second-class and intermediate, who wrote on the same paper.

Q. The first-class paper contains some questions very similar to those in the text-book
;

is it your opinion that the paper might have been set without reference to the book at all 1

A. It might.

Q. Are those questions found on preceding Examination Papers ? A. The second prob-

lem is found, I think, on the First Intermediate—either the first or second.

Q. Not in the same words ? A. No, but the same principle.

Q. Is any other problem found on preceding Examination Papers^ A. The principles

are found.

Q. Does not question No. 8 appear in preceding Examination Papers ? A. I could not

state positively regarding eight, but I can with regard to the second part of No. 10.

Q. Look at the second-class papers in 1876 t A. It is similar to the third question oa
that paper.

Q. Just as similar as to the question in the book ? A. Yes.

Q. Are all these questions referred to as almost identical with those in the book, common
questions ? A. Yes.

Q. There is equal similarity in preceding text books ? A, Yes. There are no strange

questions to me.

Q. Would you think that students who had possession of that Book of Problems had in

fact the Examination Paper before hand? A. No, I should not think so.

Q. Do you know so as a matter of common sense ? A. No, I do not.

Q. State what you mean / A. I do not think that they would have any undue ad-

vantage over other candidates.

Q. Do you think that it would be very difficult for any one to set an Examination
Paper without any text-book before him ? A thoroughly test paper, involving the main
principles of Arithmetic, and avoid the type questions involved in that book ? A. I think

that it would be very diflScult.

Q. You are familiar with Arithmetical text-books ? A. I am.

Q. Do you know of any single book of problems which contain such a number of

type questions as that book ? A. I do not.

Q. Mr. Clarke said, Hamblin Smith's book is extensively used ; how many schools

do you inspect ? A. Ninety-seven.

Q. About how many pupils have you in these ninety-seven schools ? A. Between
five and six thousand.

Q. Is Hamblin Smith's Arithmetic used in any of those schools ? A. Not that I am
aware of. I never saw one in the hands of any pupil.

Q. The teachers have them t A. Probably they might.

Q. But they are not in the hands of the pupils ? A. I am certain that they are not.

Q. Can you account for that ; has the price anything to do with it as compared with

the elementary Arithmetic 1 A. I think that it would have.

Q. Do you think that the pupils of the public schools would buy that book when the

other book would cover their course ? A. No, they would not.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. Where is your school district ] A. County of Haldimand.

Q. Were you sub-examiner last year 1 A. I was.

Q. Was that the first time you were ? A. It was.

Q. Who appointed you sub-examiner 1 A. I do not know.

Q. From whom did you get the intimation that you were appointed 1 A. I received

official information from the Department.
I..;. What person in the Department wrote the letter? A. I think that it was Mr.

Marling.
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Q. You say that there is no similarity whatever between the Arithmetic Paper for

July and the book of Dr. McLellan's 1 A. I did not say so.

Q. Do you see any similarity between the questions on the Paper and the questions

pointed out in the book ? A. Oh, yes, there is a similarity, of course.

Q. On what reasons do you base your opinions when you say that you consider the

paper was set entirely independently of the book ? A. I did not say that, I said it was

possible it might be : that is the entrance, or second and third.

Q. You do not think that this first-class paper was set independently of the book ?

A. I say, possibly it might.

Q. Do you think it probable 1 A. Yes, probably it might.

Q. It is probable ? A. Probably it might. It is altogether probable.

Q. When do you say that you made those notes by which you refreshed your memory ?

A. During this week.

Q. On what day did you make those notes ? A. On no particular day ; I examined

the papers on Wednesday evening, I examined them on Thursday evening, I examined

them on Wednesday morning, and I made some examinations this morning.

Q. That is to say, you examined the 1877 papers for first-class papers? A. No ; I

have reference to the whole examination for entrance, second and third.

Q. For first-class, second and third ? A. Yes.

Q. For 1877 ? A. Yes.

Q. And you were speaking about papers in 1876—did you examine them too ? A. I

compared the papers for 1877 with those for 1876.

Q. You examined three Examination Papers for 1877, and three Examination Papers

lor 1S76] A. No.

Q. How many papers for 1876 1 A. I compaied the Examination Papers of 1877, the

third papers and the entrance papers, I compared with the paper set for the entrance exam-

mation in Dr. McLellan's book.

Q. Did you examine the papers of 1876 ? A. Of course I did.

Q. Did you examine papers of 1875 ? A. I did.

Q. And of 18741 A. Yes.

Q. And of 1873 t A. Yes.

Q. And of 1872 J A. Yes.

Q. Did you go back further ? A. I could not state.

Q. So you examined the papers of 1872, and 1873, and 1874, and 1875, and 1876, and

1877, since Wednesday morning ? A. Yes.

Q. You have sworn that in the Examination Papers for second-clafiB and intermediate,

for 1877, there are no questions taken from the book on Examination Papers ? A. I stated

that 1 did not detect any.

Q. Is it true, sir, that there are none of these questions taken from that book ? A.

None that I am aware of

Q. Can you give us the statement as to fact ? A. I examined it closely.

Q. Did you, since Wednesday morning, read that book through ? A. No, I did not.

You can examine a problem without reading it through.

Q. Did you look over every page of it since Wednesday morning 1 A. I looked over

the entrance, third and second.

Q. Who first spoke to you about giving evidence here 1 A. I do not know that any

person spoke to me.

Q. Did any one write to you ? A. No.

Q. Who asked you to come up here ! A. Dr. McLellan.

Q. When did ho ask you ? A. He telegraphed.

Q. When did you see him when you came 1 A. I think that the first time was on

Wednesday morning.

Q. What did he say to you ? A. I do not remember.

Q. Did he tell you he wanted you to prove that the questions deposed to by Mr.

Robertson for 1877, were not taken from his book 7 A. He did not ask me to prove that.

Q. Did he say anything? A. Yes, he said something.
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Q. What was it ? A. He asked me to make an examination of these papers. He
did not ask me to prove anything, though.

Q. Not to show anything 1 A. No, except to show the results I arrived at.

Q. Was it Dr. McLellan who got you appointed Sub-Examiner ? A. I do not think

so.

Q. Was it Dr. McLelhin who got you appointed Inspector ? A. No.

Q. Where were you educated 1 A. Tlie last place I attended was the Normal School.

Q. The Hamblin Smith book, you say, you don't find in your district? A. No.
Q. The schools which you inspect are not High Schools ] A. No.

Q. Is not Hamblin Smith a book which would be used in High Schools ? A. As re-

gards the High Schools in my county, I know that it is not there. It is not used as a text-

book in the High Schools.

Q. Have you gone to the High Schools 1 A. I am familiar with the High Schools.

Q. And you swear that Hamblin Smith is not there ? A. Not used by the pupils.

Q. You told us, that in the Arithmetic Paper for second-class teachers, one question

is to be found that is in the Examination Paper for first-class 1 A. Yes.

Q. Only one ? A. There is another one :— the second part of the 10th. In the July
paper of 1876, there is one the same as that in the July Paper for 1877, first-class.

Q. No more ? A. There are others very similar.

Q. Is there any other ? A. That is all I detected,

Q. You think that the candidates who had this book of Mr. McLellan's of Examina-
tion Papers, would not be prepared for the questions he gave ? If a student had these

Examination Papers of Dr. McLellan, would he have been prepared for the examination
of 1877 t A. He would not. The mere possession of the book would not prepare him.

Q. Would studying the book prepare him, sir ? A. Oh, of course ; undoubtedly.

Q. Is this book in use in your school section 1 A. It is not used by the pupils as a

general thing ; some pupils have it.

Q. In the schools 1 A. No, they use it privately. It is in the hands of quite a
number of teachers.

Q. And some pupils 1 A. Comparatively few.

Q. Are there not some of your schools in which it is used ? A. No ; not as a text-

book.

Q. When first did you see that Dr. McLellan published this book of Examination
Papers ? A. I could not exactly say.

Q. When did you first hear of the similarity between his Examination Papers for

1877, and this book ? A. Through the columns of the Mail.

Q. You never heard it before ! A. I never heard it before.

By the Commissioner.

Q. Would or would not a person studying the problems in this book cover all the

ground of the Examination Paper ? Take No. 32, the first-class Examination Paper in

Arithmetic for 1877 ; if a person had studied the problems in this book, devoted to that

subject, and made himself master of them, would he have covered all the ground this

Examination Paper covers 1 A. I think it would cover all the principles involved. I

would not be prepared to state that the candidate who had prepared that, would clear all

the Paper, but it would contain all the principles.

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. Have you prepared pupils for examinations ? A. I have.

Q. Have you often anticipated questions afterwards asked by the Examiners 1 A. I have.

Q. To what extent 1 A. In Mr. Marling's inspection of the High School of Caledonia
;

when I was Mathematical master there, I think he came to the school about one o'clock,

I taught the class in Algebra from eleven to twelve, and I explained to them the problem

which Mr. Marling put on the board, and asked ; before that I gave two problems identi-

cal in words and figures with those that Mr. Marling gave to the High School in Arith-

metic. I can show you that, if I have Girdlestone.

Q. Is Girdlestone au authorized book i A. No.
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By The Cobimissioner.

Q. Do you prepare for Mr. M<arling's inspection also ? A. Of course, I prepare for the

Inspector, and also in the preparation of candidates for the Entrance Examination.

Bt Mr. Kirkland.

Q. You prepared pupils for the Extrance Examination ? A. I did.

Q. You knew when it was cominc; oflF ? A. Yes.

Q. State the results V A. I srave three problems that were on the paper ; two were
identical, and in the third was a difference in the quantities— in the numbers used.

Q. Have you the Entrance Paper ? A. I have not.

By the Commissioner.

Q. What time are you speaking of? A. June, 1875.

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. How many problems did you anticipate on that paper f A. Two were identical with
the questions which I gave, with the exception of the simple word— " all."

By the Commissioner.

Q. What questions are you referring to ? A. June, 1875, No. 1 and No. 7. These
two were identical, and No. 4 is similar.

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. Any other instances ? A. In preparing myself for examination, the night before my
Literary Paper came on, Mr. Cirson and I were drilling each other in literature, and we
came across the expressions—"objective" and "subjective ; '' and I remarked that that ques-
tion might probably be on the paper ; and it was ou the paper.

By Mr. Davln.

Q. What paper t A. English Literature.

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. Are there any other instances that you know ( A. Those are the only ones that I

recollect.

Q. Is it easy amongst teacher-; to anticipate a fair nunilier of tlu- questions ? A. It is,

provided that they are acquainted with the Examiner, that is, if they have seen previous
papers set by him, and h.ave seen him examine.

y. Then they can readily anticipate a fair number ofliis questions? A. Yes.

Q. And that is often done 1 A. Yes.

By Mr. Davimt.

Q. You say that it is easy for teachers to anticipate papers propounded by the Ex-
aminer ? A. Not by all Examiners.

Q. If they know the Examiner 1 A. Not if they are acquainted with the Examiner
;

but if they are acquainted with papers set by him before.

Q. Were yo\i educated at the Normal .School ? A. Y'es.

Q. Under Mr. Kirklandl A. Yes.

Q. Was it his habit to ]ir('|)are you before the examination by giving you quostions
in this w.iy—by antici[»ating the questions, which you would be asked at the examination ?
A. I cannot vouch for Mr. Kirkland's examin.ition not€s.
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Q. What occured f A. Nothing.

Q. You tell us, that it is a usual thing for teachers, if they know the Examiner, in

dealing with their pupils to anticipate his questions in the examination ? A. Yes.

Q. How did Mr. Kirkland do that? A. I cannot speak for him.

Q. AVere you not one of his pupils 1 A. Yes.

Q. Did he give you out questions 1 A. A variety of questions.

Q. Did they anticipate the questions of the examiner ? A. I cannot state regard-

ing that, I presume that Mr. Kirkland would know.

Q. Did you go into the examinations in the subjects which Mr. Kirkland instructed

you 'i Were you examined in them ] A. Yes.

Q. Did the questions which Mr. Kirkland gave out to you, anticipate the examination

questions, given to you in the examination room 'i A. I presume that some of them

did. I have not the least doubt of it.

Q. You have told us, it was a very strange thing that you and your fellow student

anticipated the question about " objective " and " subjective " 1 A. Yes.

Q. And the Examination Paper was in English Literature 1 A. Yes.

Q. What is the difference between " objective " and " subjective "
? A. Well, I

was examined on that.

Q. What is the difference, sir ? A. I was examined on that.

Q. Could you not tell us the difference now ? A. I do not think that is a question

to ask.

Q. What is the difference between " objective " and " subjective "
1 A. I refuse to

answer.

Alexander Murray, sworn,

—

By Dr. McLellan.

Q. Of what University are you a graduate ? A. Of Aberdeen.

Q. Did you obtain honours there throughout the whole course ? A. Yes.

Q. You were mathematical prize mao, I believe ? A. I was.

Q. Have you had experience in teaching and examining ? A. I have.

Q. \''ou have noticed the discussion in connection with the Natural Philosophy Paper in

the second class examination ? A. I have.

Q. Have you made any comparison between the questions in that paper and the ordin-

ary text b lok 1 A. I have compared it with Magnus.

Q. Do you consider that a fair paper for the purpose of testing those candidates ? A. i

consider it a very fair paper indeed.

Q. You have educated pupils on that subject ? A. Yes.

Q. Do you consider that any pupils trained in Magnus, and Twisden, or Cherriman, or

any of those, would be just as well prepared for the examination as if they were trained in

Kirkland ? A. I do not know some of those whom you mention. They are all ordinary

questions.

Q. How many did you find in common with Magnus ? A. I found four of them in

Magnus.

Q. Did you find any of the others anywhere else "! A. I found one or two in some of

the other text-books.

Q. Do you consider that Kirkland's book contains a great variety of questions illustra-

ting the few principles in mathematics that these pupils have to master 1 A. It does.

Q, Do you know any other that contains as many ? A. Not within the narrow field

prescribed for the examination.

Q. Is it a narrow field 1 A. Very narrow.

Q. Suppose I and you were to sit down and make up a paper on Natural Philosophy

without reterence to any text-book whatever, would it be an easy matter to construct a paper

and exclude the type questions in Kirkland ? A. It must be substantially the same

questions,

Q. Would such a paper, constructed by an independent examiner, without reference

to any particular text book, be likely to present more questions similar to those in Kirkland

than any other book !—than in Magnus, for example ] A. Certainly.
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Q. Why ? A. Because Kirkland's questions are all within th« range prescribed ; the

others contain questions beyond the range prescribed, and have fewer questions within the

range than Kirkland.

Q. Admitted that the paper was constructed mainly or wholly on Kirkland as a basis,

do you think that a proper thing to do as an examiner ] A. I should not have been sur-

prised as Kirkland is an authorized book. 1 should expect that the examination should be

based on some authorized work. It would be very unfair if it were not.

Q. Suppose that I constructed riders as different as possible from those in the authorized

text-book, with what reception would that be met in the High Schools? A. 1 do not think

that it would be very .satisfactory.

Q. I would be juUoried, would I not ? A. I do not know, it would not be satisfactory.

Q. Do you consider that if an examiner were to set a paper wholly from a good text-

book and if pupils in the excitement of the examination and on the spur of the moment could

solve any question from such a text-book, they would answer the requirements of the exami-

nation 1 A. If it had been a text-book long iu use, they might.

Q. With reference to the Arithmetic, have you examined the Entrance Ex:amination

Paper in Arithmetic ? A. I have not.

Q. Or the Third Class ? A. I have not.

Q. Or the Second Class ? A. I have looked at it.

Q. As a teacher, you use our Book of Problems ? A. Yes.

Q. Did you detect auy marked resemblance ! A. I did not compare them formally
;

but I know them well. I know the first half and it never struck me.

Q. You know something of the first-class Arithmetic paper for 1877 I A. Yes. I ex-

amined that slip which contained the questions.

Q. Does that paper contain any of the questions that are said to be very similar to

the text-book ? Are they common questions, to be found in all ordinary text-books ? -V.

They are all common questions.

Q. Do you suppose that auy student who had read the book beforehand, would be

in the position of a pupil who was instructed by the examiaer as to the questions he was

given to set 1 A. Certainly not.

Q. You are acquainted with a good many Arithmetical text-books ? A. I have seen

a good many.

Q. And you are acquainted with this Book of Problems in Arithmetic I A. Yes.

Q. Do you know any book containing such a number of type questions, illustrating

the principles of Arithmetic 1 A. I do not.

Q. Do you think it would be extremely difficult for any man setting papers inde-

pendent of any text-books, to set a paper outside of those type questions ? A. I should

think so.

Q. Is the order of the subjects the same as in the programme ? A. Yes.

Q. Is it not a natural order 1 A. It never struck me as being peculiar at all. It is

a natural order.

By Mk. Davin.

Q. You are a graduate of Aberdeen University ? A. I am.

Q. You say that a great number of these questions are type questions in Natural

Philosophy 1 A. Common questions.

Q. And it would not be an easy matter to construct a number of questions excluding

those J A. Excluding similar questions—questions involving the same principle.

Q. Must Mr. McLellan then, by a law of necessity, invariably repeat those questions,

when he gives a paper on Statics 1 A. Of course, there are more principles involved
;

and you must repeat thein substantially within a number of years.

Q. Then it is a very common thing for the gentleman examining, to construct his

paper on the text-book 1 A. Certainly.

Q. And you have no ilouijt that those questions were constructed on the text-book 7

A. I do not know that as a matter of f;ict.

Q. You see the similarity between the questions on the Examination Papers and

those in the book t A. Yes.

Q. You see that some of them are identical 1 A. Yes ; or nearly so.
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Q. And the order of the subjects is the same ? A. I believe so.

Q. Have you any doubt that the questions were based upon the text-book ? A. I

never had any thought about it at all. It is based on the Official Programme, I suppose.

It is very natural for them to do so.

Q. You say that it is a proper thing for an examiner to base his questions on the course

of lectures given by a teacher ? A. On the OflScial Programme and authorized text-book.

Q. And I understand you to say that these questions were taken from the text-book ?

A. I do not answer that.

Q. There are some questions which are found in the text-book 1 A. Certainly.

Q. That being so, in that examination of 1877,—^an examination in which I understand

the Examination Papers were scattered all over the country ? A. They were.

Q. The Examination Papers being so similar to the questions in this book, did not that

give the pupils in the Normal Schools an advantage over those in Hamilton, St. Catharines,

London and elsewhere ? A. I do not think so.

Q. 1 hey would have gone over this ground, would they not ? A. I have no knowledge
of what they do in the Normal School.

Q. If they went over the ground, would it not give them an advantage ? A. I expect

that all the students in other schools would go over the same ground.

Q. Over precisely the same ground ? A. Yes.

Q. And get precisely the same questions ? A. Not precisely the same ; but substan-

tially the same.

Q. The questions in Arithmetic are all common questions. Are they the same ques-

tions ? Do you see the similarity ? A. They are similar ; some of them are.

Q. You say that it is very difficult for an examiner to give any variety of questions 1

A. I do not remember saying that.

Q. You say that he would repeat these questions in Natural Philosophy? A. In the

course of time substantially, but not exactly.

Q. Do you know Mr. J. Clark Maxwell ? A. I do not.

Q. Do you know Mr. P. G. Paik '. A. I do not.

H. G. Jameson, recalled.

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. How long have you been a teacher ? A. Five years.

Q. Do you hold a First Class Certificate ? A. Yes, Grade B.

Q. You attended the Normal School in 1874 1 A. I did.

Q. You passed the examination in Algebra at the close of that year ] A. I did.

Q. Have you the paper in Algebra with you ? A.I have.

Q. How many questions are there on that paper i A. Nine questions on the Examina-
tion Paper of December, 1874.

Q. Have you any experience which would lead you to believe that a prudent examiner
may anticipate questions f A. I have prepared students for Third, Second and High School

Intermediate Examinations in Mathematics and Sciences, and I have invariably anticipated

some of the questions—notably so on the June, 1876, Intermediate Examination, in which I

anticipated fully 50 per cent, of three papers.

By Mr. Davi\.

Q. Have you the paper for 1876 ? A. I have.

Q. Have you the questions which you gave out 1 A. 1 have some of them ; but some
I wrote cm the blackboard.

Q. How many 1 A. In preparing No. 1, Natural Philosophy, Intermediate High
School Examinations, June, 1876, I had given special drill on some of the questions.

Q. You are accustomed in preparing your pupils to give them out questions ? A. I

was.

Q. Where were you educated ? A. At the Normal School, Toronto.

Q. Were you a pupil of Mr. Kirkland's ? A. I was.
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Q. Was it his custom to give out questions in that way ] A. Yes. I taught as nearly

similar to Mr. Kirkland as I could, in his subjects.

Q. He was accustomed to give out a number of questions 1 A. He was.

Q. What was his object ] A. To improve us in the subject.

Q. What was your object then ? A. To improve my students.

Q. Had those questions any direct reference to the examination 'i A. The ones I gave

out had.

Q. Any referenced A. I hope they had ;
when I gave them out, I tried to frame them

as much like what a good examiner would, as I could.

Q. With the view of getting the pupils to pass] A. Certainly.

Q. Was that Mr. Kirkland's object t A. 1 do not know.

Q. Did he ever state that it was 1 A. He never did.

Q. What year were you with him ? A. 1874.

Q. Did you know Brown 1 A. I did.

Q. You attended the same class t A. I did.

Q. Did Mr. Kirkland give out a series of questions a few weeks before the examination

for you to look up ? A. All the session he was giving out questions, and it is possible that

he did shortly before the examination.

Q. Did you attend the Chemistry class 1 A. I did.

Q. Did he L'ive you a series of fjuestions in Chemistry, three or four weelu before the

examination ? A. He gave us several series, extending up to some weeks before the examin-

ation.

Q, Did he tell you to pay special attention to them ? A. No, he did not. If he had,

I should not have missed the last question on the paper. He gave them out for us to do as

we liked.

Q. Did he give out this question :
—" What is the law of gaseous diffusion ; what is the

law of gaseous expansion by increase of temperature ? " A. He discussed that fully in the

beginning of the session.

Q. Were you in court when Mr. Brown gave his evidence 1 A. I do not know.

Q. Have you read the questions as reported in the newspapers ? A. I have-^most of

them.

Q. As found in Brown's note-book ? A. As purported to be found there.

Q. Were those questions given out to you some four weeks before the examination t

A. I cannot say that all these (luestious were or were not, something similar to the ques-

tion about the composition of ammonia was given out sometime before the examination.

Q. When Mr. Kirkland gave you out those questions some four weeks before the

examination, did he tell you to look thcin up, and he would g\iarantee that they would

cover the whole ground of the examination ? A. He did not tell us that they would

cover the whole ground. He made no remark that they would or would not in my hear-

ing.

Q. What used he to say when he gave out the questions ? A. " Take these questions,

write them out, and bring them back "—on a certain day; sometimes be would say notliing,

but simply put them on the table.

(.,>. He never told you to work them up ? A. He expected that we would write out

the answers and band them in to him.

»4. You remember getting a number of questions before the examination 1 A. I do.

Q. Now, look at the Intermediate Examination Paper for 1876 :—what questions

did you anticipate 'i A. The lirst and second ]>arts of question one.

Q. What else ? A. 1 gave questions on forces acting in the directions of sides of a

rectangle,—which is taken up in the latter part of the same question. In question three,

1 discussed that fully with my class, and gave questions similar to the next one, it is so

common. On (juestion lour— it is not a common question— I gave one identical, except

the weight of the man,—word for word excepting that. I think I gave 160 pounds in-

stead ot 180. Question live, 1 discussed fully with my class, and told them among other

things, that it was a very important one to get up. Question seven, I discussed tully, and

also told them it was an im]»irtant (;ne ; and I gave questions so similar to the remainder,

hat pupils would have no difficulty in seeing the similarity. Question eight, 1 of
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course discussed fully, and the first part of question nine, also ; so much of that paper, I

had my students thoroughly drilled in.

Q. How long before they went up for the Examination 1 A. I was drilling them the
whole time.

Q. How long before the Examination did you give them these questions? A. In the
review, a week or two before the Examinatioa

Q. You gave them practically these questions > A. Yes.

Q. Did you take very full notes when you were attending Mr. Kirkland's lectures on
Natural Philosophy '? A. I did not take any notes.

Q. What used you to do when he gave you out the questions 1 A. If he gave them
out in the room, I worked them. The papers he gave us in Natural Philosophy, and told

us to work out, I have them almost all at home—with his remarks on them correct.

Q. When you were instructing your students, did you refer to Mr. Kirkland's notes
as given you in the manner you described ? A. Very often, I did.

Q. Read the first sentence in the preface to Kirkland's Statics f A. " The following
pages contain the substance of the lectures on Statics, delivered t o the students of the
Second Division, in the Normal School, Toronto, during the past five years." I never
was a member of the Second Division, under Mr. Kirkland.

Q. It is proved by the friends of Mr. Kirkland and Mr. McLellan, that the paper for

1877 is based on the Elementary Statics, or that it and the Statics are based on the same
source ; the Elementary Statics are based on lectures by Mr. Kirkland ; would not the stu-

dents of 1877, who attended Mr. Kirkland's classes have had an advantage over students at

Hamilton, and other places throughout the country ? A. I am not in a position to say
whether they would or not. It de fiends upon what teachers they had.

y. You swear that some two weeks before the Px->uiination of your pupils, you antici-

pated seven out of nine questions ? A. I do not swear to seven whole questions ; but the

questions referred to when I went over them.

Q. Is it that you had .something with reference to each of them? Is that all? A. I

swear to what I said distinctly ; the parts of the questiocs I referred to.

Q. Did you anticipate those questions 1 A. 1 anticipated the questions which I pointed

out on the paper.

Q. Did you anticipate question nine t A. The first half.

Q. Did you ask it in that very language ? A. I would not say the words of the latter

part of the question ; but the question in the form I would put it, would be, " Describe the

common barometer, and point out the principle on which its action is based." It would be

the very same idea.

Q. Did you give question seven ? A. I did.

Q. In those very words 1 A. Yes. In those words.

Q. And the second part of the question 1 A. I do not say anything about that.

Q. Question five ; did you give it in those very words 1 A. Yes.

Q. And you gave question four precisely as it is on the paper t A. Except the weight

of the man.

Q. What was the weight of your man ? A. I think 160 pounds.

Q. Did you give question three exactly as it is on the paper ? A. I gave that exactly

up to a given point.

Q. Did you give the wire 1 A. Not verbatum as it is here, but I gave a question

S9 similar that students could find no difficulty with it.

Q. How much did you give of No. one ? A. Up to the " forces ".

Q. But following that ? A. I would not swear I gave that in the very words, but I

had my pupils to define tiiose terms.

Q. So that of the first question, " state the principal of the parallelogram," the forces

is all that you gave ? A. In the very words.

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. Did you read over the last set of questions in Chemistry, that you got in 1874, at

all 1 A. I did not.

Q. You are positive ? A. I am positive I never read them, on this account : that
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some student told me that that question about nitrogen was on the paper, and he said,

" you missed it because you would not bother with the paper."

Q. Why did you not read those questions 1 A. Because I thought that we had been

taken thoroughly over the course, and I would not bother with Chemistry any more.

Q. If I had called especial attention to them, would that have been the case 1 A. It

would not.

By Mr. Davin.

(j. Then those who attended to the questions came out well in the examination ?

The student who attended to the questions was better off with regard to nitrogen than

you were 1 A. He was not, in regard to Chemistry.

Q. But was he in regard to nitrogen ? A. I do not know, whether he was or not.

He said that I missed it for not looking over the paper.

Q. Because it contained a question as to nitrogen ? A. One question which I might

have got otherwise.

Q. What marks did you take in Chemistry ? A. Ninety per cent.

By Dr. McLellan.

Q. Look at the Euclid Paper, No. 13, same year, Hifrh School Intermediate Examina-

tions, 1876, did you anticipate any of the riders to the propositions ? A. I did.

Q. Are there any of the deductions on that paper, but riders, that you anticipated / A.

There are :—The rider to question 2 I had fully discussed with the class
; in question 3

there are two riders, two propositions of the First Hook, both of which I had given the class

in pre])aration for that paper ; I had also given the rider to question 4.

Q. You are positive of that > A. I am positive of that.

Q. As to question 5 ? A. I had given that to my class—that a line joining the middle

points was parallel to the third side. I had not given that it was equal to one half of it.

Q. Question No. fi ? A. I had not given anything of that.

Q. Question No. 7 f A. Nor of that. No. 8 is a deduction. I had given the general angle,

the vertical angle, and one-half of the perimeter. I had given the general proposition, it

would include the particular one.

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. How many riders are there altogether ] A. Eight

Q. How many did you anticipate ? A. Six.

Bt Mr. Davi.n.

Q. I understand you to swear that, out of eight questions that were given your pupik

in the Examination Hall, you anticipated six 1 A. I do not swear that I f;ave the six alto-

gether. I mentioned one part of the rider Kve to Dr. McLellan. that I had not shown them
;

and also the eighth. Nine was the ij;eneral stiiteinent, of which this is a particular proposition.

Q. Hut with that quiilificaticn. out of eis;ht questions you anticipated six? A. Yes.

Q. Where did you gel your deductions ? A. I got them from Todhunter's Euclid,

from Potts' Euclid, and some of them I got at the Normal School.

Q. Who was your teacher in the Normal Sciiool ? A. Mr. Kirkland, for one scssioD,

and Dr. ' 'arlisle for one session.

Q. You did not anticipate the i|uestion8 literally, as they are here ? A. I would not

swear thnt ; but a deduction is a deduction, no matter how it is worded.

Q. You do not swear to the words 1 A. No.

Charles John McGreook, sworn:

—

By Dr. McLellan.

Q. Of what University are you a graduate ? \. Toronto University.

Q. What standing; did you take i A. I graduated First in .Matherauticul ilooours, in

1854. I took the Gold .Modal in .Mathematics, and the Silver Medal in I'hysics.

Q. You have had mjch exporiunce in teaching and examining / /v. In teaching— not

xaminiog, except examining my own pupils.
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Q. Has your attention been called to this Second Class Natural Philosophy paper ?

A. Yes. I have heard all the evidence.

Q. You have examined the questions on that paper. A. Yes.

Q. What was your opinion as to the questions ? A. I think that they are very fair

questions for the purpose intended— I mean more with regard to candidates for second-class

certificates, .ind intermediate. I thought that they were very fair questions for such a class

of pupils.

Q. Are they common to all text-books 1 A. They are of the usual style that I was

accustomed to in beginning the study of statics.

Q. That is the order in which you were taught in the University of Toronto ? A. It is

the usual order.

Q. In the official programme 1 A. I think so.

Q. Did you compare the questions with those in Magnus 1 A. No ; I had not the

opportunity of seeing any text-book except Hamblin Smith and Kirkland. I had a copy of

Todhunter.

Q. Did you find types of them in these books ? A. I found similar questions in Tod-

hunter and Hamblin Smith.

Q. What was your opinion of the paper for the purpose for which it was set—to test

the pupils in the intermediate course ? A. I thought that it was a very good one. I

thought that pupils might wish it to be easier.

Q. It was quite difficult enough ] A. I think so fully.

Q. What is your view as to the course in statics 1 A. In the High School, we generally

get pupils when they are twelve years old ; and they are expected to pass when they are about

fifteen. It is extensive enough for them ; but limited for pupils of a higher standing.

Q. Would you consider that a great number of questions could be set in these narrow

limits? A. No ; there are only a few subjects. There cannot be a great variety of ques-

tions. My reasons for thinking that, are these :—In the first place, we can only go as far as

the Second Book in Euclid, and there is no trigonometry ; therefore, we have to restrict our-

selves to triangles and plane geometry ; and to triangles for certain angles, isosceles triangles,

right-angled triangles, and triangles of from 30 to 60 degrees, and probably equilateral tri-

angles.

Q. Would it be wise on the part of the Examiner to go out of the beaten track of riders

to display originality? A. He would not get answers from the pupils.

Q. Suppose that the Examination Papers, set for pupils in elementary work, were con-

structed on models from the text-book, or from any of the text-books, as a basis, would you

consider that a proper thing. A. I should think so. I should be very much disappointed

to find questions which they could not answer from the instructions in the text book, and the

instructions of the master who would not go beyond the text-book.

Q. Does Kirkland's book contain a greater number than any other ? A. It is the only

one I am acquainted with that we can teach wholly to High School pupils. In Hamblin

Smith, we have to select the great number of the problems regarding a knowledge of trigo-

nometry or angles.

Q. Do you think that any one trained in Magnus, or Hamblin Smith, would be equally

trained as if he were trained in Kirkland 1 A. I think that they would be able to answer

any questions in Kirkland.

Q. Do you think that it would be possible to set a paper and avoid the type questions in

Kirkland ? A. Within the limits, it would be difficult. The riders may be changed, but

not the principle.

Q. Did you examine the Entrance Examination Paper 1 A. No.

Q. Or the third-class ? A. Yes.

Q. Did you compare the Third Class Paper with the'practice set for third-class candi-

dates in the Book of Problems 1 A. I did.

Q. Did you notice any marked similarity? A. I found that the only really similar

question is the fir.st. There is one similar in the text-book ; that is in the Third Class

Arithmetic Paper for .July, 1877. As to the other questions on that paper, you can find

a principle similar to them, 1 fancy, in all text-books.

Q. Do you consider then that the paper was set independently of the book ? A. I
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should imagine so. I do not see any reason why I should infer that it was selected from

that book more than from any other.

Q. Have yon any idea how many candidates there were for that examination ? A.

No,— except in my own county. There were 125 in that.

Q. Did you compare the Second Class Paper ? A. Yes. The only really similar

question I found was in No. 8, which was somewhat similar to one in the book, on page

177, exercise 9.

Q. But on stocks, that is a very common question ? A. Yes.

Q. Do you think that the Examiner consulted the Book of Problems 1 A. Not more
than any other book.

Q. You see the resemblance between the First Class Paper and the problems in the

book t A. There are some resemblances. I find in other examination papers of previous

years resemblances also.

Q. What resemblances ? A. Just what you might expect in general examinations of

that kind. The book contains all the examination papens, and it is from the book that I

made the comparLson. I find the socond one, as found in the Second Class July Paper,

1876, and in the Firet Class Paper, of July, 1876, substantially the same in principle.

The same principle is involved.

Q. Do you consider that a fair and thorough test of first-class candidates for certificates

in Arithmetic. A. I think so.

Q. Do you consider that those students who had the book in their hands would have

the Examination Paper in fact? A. No, but if the student went through the whole he

should be able to answer it ?

Q. You have read .the problems 1 A. Yes.

Q. And have experience 1 A. The Book of Problems I had before me was an Ameri-

can book, by a person named Fish. The order is different
;
but it is a collection of similar

questions.

Q. Do you know any book of Arithmetical problems that contains so great a variety of

type questions in Arithmetic 1 A. No.

Q. Would it be an ea.sy task for any examiner to set a paper which would wholly

exclude the type questions, common in that book 1 A. I do not think that possible ; or

he must ask very simple questions.

By Mr Davin.

Q. I understand you to say that the questions in the First Class Examination Paper

are similar to those to be found in Mi. McLellan's book 1 A. You can (ind questions in

the book similar in principle to all of them. I think that nearly all include the previous

examination paper.s.

Q. But ynii do not find that similarity in the second and third class papers 1 A.

Not the exact similarity.

Q. You say that it is a proper thing that students should be instructed in the text-

book as a basis ? A. Decidedly. I mean pupils of the High School. We receive them

from the pviblic school .'iljout the yeara of eleven and twelve, and we are supposed to liave

them about three years. I have no experience in training candidates for second or third

class certificates.

Q. Those questions in statics were then based on Kirkland's Statics ? A. I have no

doubt that they were ; or on some other text-book. I would base them on KirkJand's

Statics.

Q. Yon are aware that only four are found in Magnus ? A. I lieard that yesterday.

I know nothing about Magnus.

Q. Is there any textrbook, with which you are acquainted, in which the seven ques-

tions occ\ir ? A. I am not aware.

Q. You told us, a.s a distinguished University man, that the order is the same as that

adopted in teaching at the University 1 A. Practically.

Q. Is that book produced, Mr. Cherriman's hook? A. He published it after I left

the University. We usr-d, I think, Snowball's and Hernshaw's Analytical Statics.

Q. You have not brought Mr. Fish's book 1 A. No. It is a collection of pro-

blems—not selected, hut all miyed np.
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By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. As an experienced teacher, is it usual to anticipate a fair number of problems

on any examination 1 A. I have not given that a consideration. I would not like to

answer that question. I seldom have anticipated the exact questions ;
but I have given

questions similar in principle.

By Dr. McLellan.

Q. You heard it proved that there were over four hundred problems in Kirkland,

and only something like two hundred in Magnus 1 A. Yes. I looked upon it as a great

boon that Mr. Kirkland had published this book with examples.

Q. If you found four questions in a text-book containing two hundred problems,

would you expect to find six of them in a text-book containing four hundred, covering

the same range ? A. Decidedly.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. And in the same order ? A. I would expect to find the riders placed under the

subjects taken in order.

Q. If the examiner had any access to the book ? A. He would select the subject

under the order, and put his rider under it.

By Dr. McLellan.

Q. Has not the examiner followed the order of subjects laid down ? A. Yes,

exactly.

William O'Connor, sworn :

—

By Dr. McLellan.

Q. What University are you a graduate of? A. Of the Queen's University, in Ire-

land.

By the Commissioner.

Q. Which one? A. Queen's College, Cork.

By Dr. McLellan.

Q- What standing had you 1 A. I obtained a Mathematical Gold Medal.

Q. Have you any experience in teaching ? A. About ten years.

Q. Have you compared the Natural Philosophy Paper ? A. I have compared the Na-

tural Philosophy Paper given at the second-class examination last July, with several text-

books. The first question appears to be found in Tomlinson's Mechanics, Horton's Ale-

chanics, Hamblin Smith's Statics, Kirkland's Statics, and Torrance's Mechanics.

Q. Not in precisely the same figure ? A. The same principle.

Q. And about the same ia language? A. Yes. Question 2,1 found in all these

books also— or at least similar questions involving the same principles exactly.

Q. Question 3 ? A. I have the pages on which I found the various questions.

Q. You found them all in different text books ? A. I did not find the four very

fully explained in some of the books. I found all these questions in several text-books

not in exactly the same words, but involving the same principles. Hamblin Smith's

Statics and Torrance's Mechanics, and Galbraith's and Horton's Mechanics ;
and even

in Tomlinson's Mechanics. In some cases, the resemblance is very striking, that second

question, for in.stance :
" Show by a diagram," etc., the diagram is given in Tomlinson's

and Horton's.

Q. You did not examine Magnus 1 A. Not very fully ; but that question with the

diagram is very fully given in Tomlinson's.

Q. What text-books did you use in preparing your pupils for this examination 1 A.

Some of them were present at the examination for which this paper was used.

Q. What text-book did you use 1 A. Some used Hamblin Smith's Statics and some
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used Horton's Mechanics. 1 think that none of them were supplied with Kirkland's

Statics previous to the examination.

Q. Did they all pass in Natural Philosophy ? A. Yes.

Q. How many were there ? A. I do not remember. I know that no one was re

jected in Natural Philosophy, ; but whether you examined all the papers, of course I

could not say.

Q. Then a pupil taught thoroughly on Magnus or Galbraith, and Horton would be
likely to do well ? A. That is my exi^erience : that the pupils prepared from Hamblin
Smith's Statics or Horton's Mechanics could pass this examination at which this Exami-
nation Paper was used.

Q . For the class for which these papers are set, would it be prudent to select or "to

construct unusual riders to the propositions ? A. The pupils for whom these papers are

intended, are generally young. It would be generally desirable to select questions similar

to those found in ordinary text books. Of course they would be very like those found in

ordinary text-books, and would especially, I think, be likely to resemble any text-book pre-

pared in Ontario, inasmuch as auyone writing the text-books in this country, would know
what the requirements of the programme were.

Q. As a matter of fact, if any text-book is authorized by the Department, you
expect that the examination would be based mainly on that ? A. I should expect it to

be very like.

Q. So if the examination is constructed wholly from any of the text-books ? A. I see

no objection. As a matter of fact, they are like the text-liooks.

Q. Have you seen Kirkland's Statics ? A. I hare since the examiuation.

Q. Do you consider the course wide ? A. It is very narrow, especially as the pupils

are not supposed to know much mathematics.

Q. Can you construct a groat variety of riders—could you construct riders essentially

different from those found in the ordinary text-books ? A. It would be impossible on this

limited course required for second-class.

Q. Does Kirkland'.s contain a great variety within such narrow limits ? A. I think

that Kirkland 8 Statics goes over the ground required for second-ola.ss teachers more fully

than any other book that I have .seen, and therefore a paper intended for second-class teachers,

set by any examiner, would be more likely to resemble Kirkland's Statics than any other book

I have referred to.

Q. Did you compare the Entrance Examination Paper in arithmetic of last year with

the problems in arithmetic ? A. I am very familiar with the Book of Problems. I have

read the entrance examination to High Schools.

Q. Did you notice any marked similarity between them and the book ? A. There were

questions of a similar style, but nothing marked.

Q. Would you imagine that the examiner had the book before him when he constructed

it? A. No. He might have constructed it without any book before him. If I were to

construct an examination paper, the questions would be very similar.

Q. Did you see the third-class paper 1 A. I did.

y. Did it strike you as having a marked resemblance ? A. There was no marked re-

semblance, 1 thought.

Q. Did you examine the second-class and intermediate papers ? A. Yes.

Q. What was your impression in regard to the book ? A. I thought that there was no
unusual resemblance.

Q. You are acquainted with various arithmetics ? A. I have used a great many books

on arithmetic.

Q. Do you know any book that contains as great a variety of the various type questions

as Kirkland ? A. I have seen no book on arithmetic that contains so great a variety of

problems as this book of Dr. McLelland and Mr. Kirkland.

Q. Would it be easy to set a paper inde|>endent of any text-books ? A. I think it

would be impossible to .set a paper on Arithmetic which would exclude those or similar

questions—ijuestions sliowing a strontrer resemblance than that ; it would seem to be copied.

Q. Did it strike you that the Examiner had copied these questions ? A. I should say

that the Examiner must have been acquainted with questions similar to those in the book
;

but it did not strike me that he had any book.
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By Mr. Davin.

Q. Kead question 21 A. " Show by a diagram how it is possible for a sailing vessel

to make headway in a direction at an angle of 60 degrees with that of the wind."

Q. Now, read what is in Tomlinson's 1 A. It begins on the middle ofpage 9:—"We may,
however, take a case whore the sail is supposed to be stretched so as to form a plane surface

;

and, neglecting the action of the rudder, as well as that of any tide or current in the water,

let us consider the force of the wind only. Let A B (fig. 4), be the length or keel of a sail-

ing vessel and let the right line M N represent the projection of a sail, supported at against

a mast. Let P represent, in magnitudes direction, the force W with which the wind acts

upon the sail. Construct the parallelogram O, C, P, D, of which P is the diagonal. This
force P is evidently decomposable into two other forces ; the first C in the direction of

the plane of the canvas and producing no effect in advancing the vessel, the second D per-

pendicular to the sail, which is the only force which presses on the sail and gives motion to

the vessel. But D may also be decomposed into two other forces ; the one E in the di-

rection of the keel or length of the vessel and which tends to advance it in the direction of the
arrow ; the other O F acting at right angles to the length of the vessel so as to urge it side-

ways. The form of the vessel enables it to offer a great resistance to the latter force and
yery little to the former ; so that it proceeds with considerable velocity in the direction E
of its keel and makes very little leeway as the sideway direction F is called." This is the

answer to the question.

Q. Where is the question ? A. This is the diagram called for. This is the answer
to the question.

Q. Read what is in Kirkland ? A. " Show how it is possible for a sailing vessel to

make way in a direction at right angles to that of the wind."

Q. Is there anything like that in Tomlinson ? A. There is not ; but I have seen
the question in other text-books.

Q. In Tomlinson's the question is not to be found ? A. It is not.

Q. It is found in Kirkland ? A. Yes, the question and the explanation are both
found in Kirkland.

Q. And the diagram ? A. Yes. The diagram is in both.

Q. All these questions are not found in Tomlinson ? A. No. Tomlinson's includes

other portions on the subject. Tomlinson's book is not especially arranged with a view
to the Ontario Programme. It contains other matter besides our Statics.

Q. Y"ou say, that if a text-book is authorized, you would expect that the Examina-
tion Papers would be like it ? A. Yes—for beginners.

Q. You would expect, that if a text-book were authorized—-if Kirkland was author-

ized as it is now—if it had been for a long time, you would expect precisely such a paper
as that ? A. Yes ; even if Hamblin Smith was authorized, or Horton.

Q. But all the questions are not in Hamblin Smith's? A. I think that they could

be answered from it.

Q. But they are not in Hamblin Smith ? A. 1 think there are six.

Q. Point out the six questions ? A. I would consider them the same in principle.
" State the triangle of force " :—that is fully explained on page 27.

Q- Have you a rider to that question ? A. Something .similar on the opposite page,

26 :

—
" A weight of lOlbs. is suspended by a string A B from the fixed point A. A force

F acts horizontally at B on the string. AVhat must be the magnitude of F in order that

the angle A B F may be 120°."

Q. Will you say that rider is the same as the rider on the paper? A. Yes, precisely.

The wording is different, but the substance is the same.

Q. Are two strings the same as one string ? A. A force pulling it horizontally is

the same as the two strings. It is preciesly the same question.

Q. Will you say that those two questions are the same. A. If I were to make a

diagram, I would make the same diagram
Q. Have you Kirkland's Statics? A. Yes.

Q. Read the rider in Kirkland ? A. "A weight of 24 lbs. is suspended by two flexi-

ble strings, one of which is horizontal and the other is inclined at an angle of 30* to the

vertical direction ; what is the tension in this string."
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Q. From which book would you say that question was taken by the Examiner ? A.
I have no reason to suppose that he took it from either book.

Q. Suppose that he took it from one, which would you infer he took it from ? A.
I have no reason to suppose that he took it from either.

Q. Suppose that he took it from one, which would he have taken it from ? A. That is a
question of probabilities, I suppose.

Q. No. 3 ; What is meant by the moment of a force with respect to a given point :

Where have you that in Hamblin Smith's statics 1 And then you have a rider—" The
whole length of each oar of a boat is 10 feet, and from the hand to the rowlock the dis-

tance is 2 feet ; each of four men sitting in the boat pulls his oar with a force of HO lbs
;

supposing the blades of the oar not to move through the water, find the resultant force

propelling the boat 1
" Have you that question in Hamblin Smith t A. I have some-

thing similar on page 89, question 12.

Q. " How would the mechanical advantage of an oar be modified by lengthening that

part of it which is within the rowlock 1
" Is that it ? A. Yes.

Q. And you say that is as like as the question in Kirkland t A. No. It is not a.s

like ; but it regards a similar principle, any one who understood the one, could do the

other ; and I think there is something on the principle of moments, at page 71.

Q. There is no rider there ] A. It is a problem to be done ; it is not book work.

Q. Question 4.—" A beam, the weight of which is 120 lbs., acting at a point one-

fourth of its length from the foot is made to rest inclined at an an<»le of i'}^ against a

smooth vertical wall (the other end resting on the ground) by a horizontal force applied

to the foot : find this force." Where is that in Hamblin Smith ? A. There is a similar

question, I think, on page 124, question 25.

Q. " A uniform beam rests against a smooth peg A, and has its lower extremity con-

nected by means of a strength of given length with a point B in the same horizontal line

as A. Determine the length of the beam that it may rest at an angle of 4.5° to the

horizon?" Look at the problem in Kirkl.and, page 65, question 4, "A ladder, the

weight of which is 90 lbs., acting at a point one-third of its length from the foot is made
to rest against a smooth vertical wall, and inclined to it, at an angle of 30° by a force

applied horizontally to the foot : find the force ? "' Is the question in Kirkland
more like the question in the Examination Paper than the question in Hamlin Smith 1

A. Yes, I think so. Still they involve the same principle.

By Dr. McLkllan.

Q. Look at page 140, question 4, in Hamblin Smith ( A. I did not examine that.

By Mk. Davin.

Q. Eead the question in Hamblin Smith ? A. I think that those three questions

involve precisely the same principle. They .are precisely the same question in fact.

Q. The question is whether all these questions are to be found in H.aniblin Smith !

A. They are—tiiosc It is exactly the a.ame question. The whole of the tliree questions

have evidently been derived from the same .source ; but what that is, I cannot say.

Q. What part of Ireland did you come from I A. Oh, they will put that in the

papers if I tell you.

Angus McIntosh, sworn : .

.

Rt Mr. Kirkland.

Q. In Mr. Slater's evidence, he states that you complained that I did not take up
algebra sufficiently for the last six months I A. I made no such statement as that.

Q. Did you make any statement that he might construe into that? A. lam not

sufficiently acquainted with him to know what meaning he might attach to common ex-

pressions.

Q. Any that he could construe in that way ! .\. I think not.
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By Mr. Davix.

Q. You used common expressions 1 A. I spoke to him.

Q. What common expressions did you use in reference to this matter ? What have

you sworu that Slater was wrong about ? A. That I made any complaint to him, or any

one else, about Mr. Kirkland teaching algebra.

William Oliver, sworn :

—

By Mr Kirkland.

Q. You are a graduate of the University of Toronto 1 A. I am.

Q. Gold medalist in Physical Science ? A. I am.

Q. How long have you been a teacher ? A. From fifteen to eighteen years.

Q. Have you been an examiner in the University of Toronto 1 A. 1 have.

Q. In Chemistry ? A. In Chemistry.

Q. Have you examined the Chemistry Paper for July, 1874, and compared it with

Brown's notes ? A. I examined it just as it appeared in the daily papers—the questions as

they came together.

Q. Did you examine those questions at any person's suggestion ? A. I did not.

Q. You were telegraphed to come up here ? A. I was.

Q. And you proceeded then to examine the questions ? A. Yes, after I got through

my own proper work. I only examined them last evening from about six to twelve o'clock.

Q. Did you find question three anywhere else ? A.- I have found the whole of it in

one book, and parts of it in two others.

Q. Read the question as you found the whole of it ? A. It is in the Edinburgh Uni-

versity calendar. The question, as it is here, reads :
— " How may aqueous solution of

ammonia be formed from chloride of ammonium ? Describe the process, and represent the

chemical action by means of an equation." Those are the words as contained in the book.

There is no difference in the question. It is the University calendar for 1871-2, page 243
;

examination of 1st April, 1871, Edinburgh University.

Q. The next question in order—did you get that "? A. Parts of it.

Q. To what extent does that question resemble Brown's question ? A. There is only

one part of that question which resembles Brown's question, only the middle part that is,

of No. 4.

Q. Were those questions taken from any common source where there is anything in'

common between them ? A. I have the latter part of the question in another source. In

Barff''s Chemistry, page 288, there is this question :
—" How would you prove that carbonic

acid consists of carbon and oxygen? " It is the last part of question four, word for word up

to that point. "How is carbonic acid usually prepared 1 " That is the first part of the ques-

tion, except that this has the word "made" instead of "prepared." You may find that

question in almost every chemistry. It is so common, you could hardly take any chemistry

and not expect to find it.

Q. Is there any similarity between that and Brown's question ? A. No : Brown's is

simply the detection of a carbonate.

Q. Which is not part of this ? A. No. The only part it resembles is the middle

part.

Q. The next question—"Describe the manufacture of sulphuric acid,"—is found

everywhere ? A. It is found everywhere. I do not see how it could be put in any other

terms.

Q, Did you find the rider to that ? A. 1 did, it occurs in Thorpe's Problems,

page .^2.

Q. Is that a common book 1 A. Quite common.
Q. For what purpose does Thorpe say he wrote it? A. I have not read the intro-

duction.

Q. It is to accompany Roscoe's Chemistry ! A. That I can see.

Q. Read the question there ? A. The problem is here word for word, the figures

alone being changed. "A yitriol-maker prepares 100 tons of vitriol of specific gravity 1-6
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containing 70 per cent, of acid : how many tons of p}-rites containing 42 per cent, of sul-

phur must for this purpose be burnt 1 Supposing that .3 per cent, of the theoretical j'ield

of sulphur remained unburnt in the pyrites, what would be the difference in the produc-
tion of sulphuric acid ? " There is no change in words, but the figures are changed. It

is the same question identically.

Q. Would you consider that Brown's rider bears any resemblance to that question ?

A. None at all

Q. If a person could work that of Brown's, would he work the other ? A. It does
not follow at all.

Q. The next question, No. 6 ? A. I did not find the exact question anywhere, but
it is identical in form and substance with one of my own questions in the University
Examination. Therefore, I would infer that whoever drew up the question must either

have seen this set of questions or some similar to it, from the particular form in which it is

put.

Q. Would you say that the jjorson who drew up Brown's question bad seen that, or

anything like it? A. It would not follow—not at all. Brown's question you will find

in every book on Chemistry you can possibly take up.

Q. Did you find the other ? A. No ; it is an unusual form, and I recognized it as a
form, I do not say peculiar to myself, but that I used extensively, and, so far as I know,
original.

Q. Brown's is the usual question asked in all ordinary text-books, while the one in

the Examination Paper is an unusual form of putting the same question ? A. Quite so.

Q. The next question. No. 7? A. I found the second part of that, which is almost
identical with the first question of the paper of 1S76, in Wilson's Chemistry, page .503 :

—

" A solution contains potassic chloride, iodide, or bromide ; how may it be ascertained

which of the three is present ? " That is the same as the latter part of this, and corre-

sponds more closely with the question of 187G than this one, but they are almost the same
question.

Q. Would you consider that and Brown's question the same ? A. Brown's only in-

cludes a small portion. It is not what are the sources of iodine, but how it may be ob-

tained and how detected. Brown's question is confined to iodine alone.

Q. If you knew Brown's questiou, how much of question 7 could you answer? A.

You could answer just this part of it :
— " How is it prepared ? " and how it may be de-

tected in a compound.

Q. You would miss the chloride and fluoride ? A. Yes ; and the bromide in tbc other

question.

Q. By knowing Brown's question, could you detect an iodide ? A. You could not.

Q. They are not on the same subject ? A. Except the first part iodine.

Q. Question 8— did you find anything on that? A. I did not ; though it is quite a

common question to ask, to classify tlie metals.

Q. Do yon consider that question the same as Brown's, after the first clause 1 A. The
next has no connexion

Q. (|)ucstion D- did you find anything on that? X. I did not; but it is a question

which, if you a.sk about the preparation of tin, you would not put in any other form.

(^. If you ask about tin, it is the usual form 1 A. Yes. The question which, if you
had no book before you, would most naturally rise to your mind to write down.

Q. The Chemistry paper for June, 1874, question 1 ! A. That also is a coniuion

question, .so common that you could not vary it, that I see. You find it in every chemistry

in that form.

Q. (..(uestion 2—Vou did not find that ? A. No.

Q. It was orisrinal, I supfiose. Is Brown's question the same? A. Not at all the

same. Brown's question is, how is nitric acid obtained. In this, several subjects are given,

and you are to combine them and s( e what the product.s would be.

Q. Could a person who knew Brown's question answer that I A. No, it would not fol-

low at all.

t^. The question is on a different subject ? A. Yes, "nitric acid " is the only thing

common to them both.

Q. Did you find questiou .3 ? A. I did, in Biirff's Chemistry, page 301 :— ' How would
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you nbtiuD evidence of the presence ia a given solution of ammonia, whether full or com-
bined i

" In the paper it is:
—" How would you obtain evidence of the presence of ammo-

nia, whether pure or combined, in a given solution 1
"

Q. They are almost verbally the same 1 A. The questions are identical.

Q. Written opposite that is the same question of Brown's as against question 3 of the

July paper. Those two are simply questions on the same subject 1 A. Yes.

Q. And that is the only connection ? A. That is all.

Q. Did yon find question 4 ? A. I did not find it in that shape at all.

Q. Is it the same as Brown's question ] A. They have no connection that I can

see.

Q. The next question—did you find that? A. That is almost identical with question

.5 in the other paper. You find it in almost every chemistry in some shape or other.

Q. It is a common question 1 A. It is one of the commonest questions.

Q. Did you find the rider to that ? A. Yes ; I did not find that, but I found a ques-

tion which I would suppose the person who composed this one had used or applied, in
Tlior]ie's Chemistry.

Q. Question 6 ? A. I found that on page 307 of Barflf's Chemistry :
" A specimen of

spring water is supposed to contain sulphuretted hydrogen (hydric sulphate), how would
you ascertain whether any sulphuretted hydrogen was present ? " In the paper there is

the addition of the word " really," otherwise they are word for word.

Q, Is that the same as Brown's question i A. They have no connection.

Q. In the part of the chemistry where you would find materials for answering Brown's
question :

" What are the usual impurities of spring water, how are they detected, and how
are they removed ?

" would you find the answer to the other ? A. No, it is not a " usual
"

impurity.

Q. You would find it in another part of the chemistry ? A. Yes.

Q. Treated of under what head ? A. It would properly come under the head of
Sulphuretted Hydrogen.

Q. The next question, No. 7 ? A. I find this entire on page 310 of this same book
—Barflf's :

" By what e.xperiments could you prove that common phosphorus, and red or
amorphous phosphorus, are allotropic modifications of the element phosphorus 1

" It is

word for word the same.

Q. And it is not verbally, but only in substance the same as Brown's ? A. Just in

substance ; they both allude to the two forms of phosphorus.

Q. What is common to these two questions i A. The first part of Brown's question
is not contained in the other at all ; the other part resembles the other question, only it

does not refer to any definite mode ; it wishes it to be done generally.

Q. Question 8 ? A. You find it everywhere.

Q. Question 9 ? A. That also, is just one of the common questions.

Q. Is it the same as Brown's question ? A. It is not the same at all ; I do not see

why they should be placed opposite one another ; the two questions are totally different :

they have no connection with each other.

Q. Question 10 / A. I have an almost identical question in my own paper, only
copper is substituted for gold ; in substance it is the same.

Q. Compare No. 10 with Brown's question .' A. They have no connection at all
•

they are like those I have just spoken of In one you have a mixture of silver and potas-

sium, and in the other a coin with silver and gold.

Q. No chemist would set the one for the purpose of answering the other, would he ?

A. I cannot see how he would.

Q. Auestion 11,—Professor Croft says he does not know where it came from ? A.
I have found it in Thorpe's Book of Problems.

Q. Does that problem occupy a prominent place in the book, where it would be
caught by any one opening Thorpe ? It is at the beginning of a chapter, is it not ? A. It

is the third problem in the chapter on Combination and Decomposition of Gaseous Bodies.

Q. Is it answered there 1 A. It is.

Q. Given as an example worked out ! A. Yes.

Q. Read it, and we will see if it is the same ? A. " 100 cubic centimetres of am-
monia gas are completely decomposed by a series of elects ic sparks, yielding 200 cubic
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centimetres of mixed hydrogen and nitrogen ; an excess of oxygen is next added, when the

volume of mixed gases is found to amount to 290 cubic centimetres. The mixture is now
exploded, when 65 cubic centimetres of gas remain. Show from these data that thetsym-

bol for ammonia is NHS." There is a mistake, as Professor Croft said, in Brown's
question. It is correct, however, in the Examination Paper. The question in the Ex-
amination Paper is word for word as contained here. This is a book I have had for

several years and have used myself.

Q. Then, in these two Chemistry papers, how many questions have you found from
other sources ? A. Do you mean word for word, or in substance i

Q. First, how many, word for word ? A. Eighty word for word.

Q. Out of how many ? A. About 20.

Q. How many have you found in substance the same ? A. I would take three more
which are in substance and in form, the same, as that about the silver coin. And then the

rest are common to all Chemistries. If you get any Chemistry, you cannot help getting

them.

Q. There are eight questions identically the same ;—do they include all the peculiar

questions 1 A. They do.

Q. Then the others are simply common questions that would occur to anyone 1 A.

Yes.

Q. Take the Physics paper for July, 1874. The first question :— " How would you
cool a mixture in the absence of ice or snow "—did you find that 1 A. I did not.

Q. Is it a common question 1 A. It is quite a common question.

Q. That is the ordinary way of asking it, is it not ? A. I do not see anything out

of the usual way.

Q. The second question ? A. That also is a common question. I should explain that

in giving those eight, 1 included the Physics paper, which makes twenty questions in all.

Q The third question—Professor Croft says there is nothing unusual, but it is re-

markable that it, and the question on the note-book, are so much alike. Did you find

that question 1 A. 1 found that question entire in the Edinburgh Examination Papers,

page 206 :
—"What is the ' Thermal Unit ' generally adopted? A pound of mercury

at a temperature of 102° C is immersed in a pound of water at 40'^ C ; how many de-

grees will the temperature of the water be raised, taking the specific heat of mercury at

03 1
" It is the same question, word for word.

Q. It does not differ in a word i A. No, nor in a figure either.

Q. In Brown's question the figures dilfer slightly, but it is virtually the same ques-

tion'! A. There is a slight diflerence. I think it is from a mistake in the note.

Q. Question 6—do you see any connection between that and Brown's question ? A.

There is no connection between these two. The one is the simple, the other the compound,
microscope.

Q. With regard to question 7, Professor Croft remarked on it as one of three ques-

tions that were peculiar. Did you find that question ? A. I found it entii-e, just as it

stands here, on page 204 of the Edinbxirgh Univoi-sity Calendar.

Q. Read it 1 A. '• Describe an experiment to illustrate Electrical Induction. What
is the phenomenon known as the " Return Shock " ? Explain it.

Q. Tliat is the same question word for word 1 A. Yes.

Q. Who was the examiner, who set that «juestion ? A. Professor Tait, and Mr. Lees
associated with him.

Q. Are Brown's questions on the same point, after all ? A As they are in his notes,

they are just two sej>arate questions.

Q. Question 8—did yon find that ? A. I did not.

Q. Is it the same, however, as the question witli which it is compared J A. No, they

are intended to explain different actions. The one is a point |)re.sent«l to the conductor of

the machine which will destroy its force for thi* time by conducting away the electricity.

The other is part of the machine, and gives off a stream of electricity itself. They are

different altogether. The second part of Brown's question is similar, but not the first

|>art.

Q. The first jiart is not contained in question 8 1 A. No, it is not connected with it

at all.
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Q. Question 9 1 A. It is just a common question. I do not see how you can put it

in any other terms, if you want to describe the machine. It is just the same as " Describe

Grove's Galvanic Battery," and so on.

Q. Then out of these papers yon lind— 1 A. There are eight, word for word.

Q. And those include all the peculiar questions. A. All peculiar questions.

Q. Do you consider that these papers have come from a common source 1 A. I would
infer that those who drew them up must have had access to these books, or to Examination
Papers containing the problems of these books—I cannot say in what form.

Q. You did not find any of Brown's notes word for word in any of the books that you
searched 1 A. No, except that common question about the common impurities of spring

water, and the manufacture of sulphuric acid, and Marsh's test for arsenic, which are the

same in both.

Q. Do you see anything in either of these questions which would lead you to infer that

one paper was borrowed from the other ? Could two persons set those two series of ques-

tions, and yet have no connection with each other whatever 1 A. Certainly ; I have no hesi-

tatidh in answering that. I am quite certain of that, that it might quite easily be done. I have

already found a third of the questions or rather more elsewhere. I have found four or five or

six more identical in form and substance, but with different materials taken ; and the others

that remain are all .'<uch common questions that I do not see how any examiner, if he touched

the subject, could do anything different.

Q. You have not seen anything to lead you to suppose that the two persons setting them
had anything to do with each other ? A. I could not fairly infer it.

By Mk. Davin.

Q. In regard to the physics paper. I understand you to say that most of the questions

are like Brown's notes ? A. No. 3 differs very materially.

Q. In regard to No. 7, Prof. Croft thought it a very extraordinary thing that the re-

turn shock should be in the same paper. Do you think it extraordinary 1 A. I cannot see

why it should be, because it is naturally connected with it.

Q. Professor Croft said he liad never heard of it in this connection before. A. Then
Professor Croft has not read up so extensively on that point as some others have. The
same question occurs in the Edinburgh University calendar for 1871-2, page 204.

Q. Is this note on the margin of that book your writing ? A. No.

Q. Who wrote it ? A. I could not say. None of it is my writing.

Q. Mr. Kirkland marked this book and gave it to you? A. Yes. I only came in

this morning and had no opportunity of studying up the matter beyond the notes I was
able to make. I got the telegram yesterday afternoon, and I had to go over these books
with that single exception, and, if I had two other books, I should have been glad. If I

had had access to the other two books, I would have found more, I think.

Q,. Is it not peculiar that so many questions given by the examiner should be like

the questions given by the teacher ? You have to hunt in five or six books to find a few
questions. Have you a large experience as an examiner ? A. Somewhat large.

Q. Is it not peculiar that in this physics' paper so many questions in Brown's notes

should correspond to so many questions in the examination paper 1 A. It would depend
altogether if these were all that Brown got and these were all that were given on the ex-

amination paper. Then, perhaps, there might be something strange in it ; but, as I un-

derstand, these are only a portion of what Brown got, marked and selected from his notes

—that he got these in the course of the session.

Q. Does it strike you as peculiar'? A. Only under these conditions—not in the

fact that they should resemble one another.

Q. Professor Croft swore that the similarity was very striking ? A. So striking

that some are identical with those that are published, word for word.

Q, What is your opinion A. I have already given it.

Q. You do not believe that such a coincidence could happen without access being

had by both to the same source ? A. I never said that I did not.

Q. Y ou believe that both teacher and examiner might hit on the same subjects,

when you had to rummage through a whole library to find them / A. I do not think
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there is any necessity for that. The cour.se is a very narrow one, and the questions that
can be set are very few, and if you go out of the way to set questions, the outside public

will be down on you, as it appears to be in this investigation. So you have to set some
prominent, principal leading questions which necessarily you must repeat.

Q. Am I to understand that, in every examination paper on Physics that may be
set, these questions must necessarily be repeated ' A. No ; but you must repeat some of
them—this magneto-electric machine, for instance.

Q. Do you know Mr. Maxwell ? A. i do not.

Q. Do you know Mr. Tait ! A. I do not.

Q. Of what University are you a graduate ? A. Toronto University.

Q. You are not an Edinburgh man / A. No, although I am a native of Edinburgh.
Q. Have )'ou paid some attention to the subject of Chemistry i A. I have. I was

gold medallist in it. In some nine successive examinations. Professor Croft was good
enough to give me the first position.

Q. Did Professor Croft see reason to recon.sider the opinion of your ability in Chemis-
try I A. I do not think he did. *

Q. Did he ever write any letters and publish them saying that you were incompe-
tent to act as an examiner i A. I think he did ; but unfortunately. Professor Roscoe,

whose books he authorizes, and whom he looks upon as equal or superior to himself, wrote

a letter of an entirely opposite character.

Q. Is Profcs.sor Croft the highest authority on Physics and Chemistry in America
A. I would not like to say that, by a long waj'.

By Mr. Glashan.

Q. Is Professor Croft's name known as an authority on Physics at all ) A. Not in

Physics.

Q. Is Professor Tait's known ; A. That I could not speak of definitely.

iJv Mr. Kirkland.

Q. You attended Professor Croft's lectures f A. Yes.

Q. Is he accustomed to put questions to his students ( A. He is not.

Q. Then he is not an expert in putting questions ( He has no experience in drill-

ing up students for examination ? A. No ; he is not a trainer or an educator in any
sense of the word.

Q. He is not a teacher in the same sense as we use it in regard to others? A. No
;

he is simply a lecturer. No one doubts his practical knowledge of chemistry.

Thomas Kirkland, sworn :

—

By Mr. Edgar.

Q. In the charges before the Commission it is stated that, " in tlie preparation of

Examination Pajjers in connection witb the Public and High .Schools, there has been
collusion between members of the Central Committee and otlier parties interested in the

work or results of the examinations.'' It has been stated more specifically in a letter

which I have received, that there has been collusion in this respect between yourself, as a

teacher in the Normal School, and Dr. McLellan, one member of the Central Committee
;

and you have heard the evidence that has been brought before the Commission on that

subject. Now, I wish you to state, as a fact, connected with this charge, whether there

has been collusion, or whetlier there has not ? A. There has not.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. Your relations wiih .Mr. .McLellan have been very intimate ? A. Yes ; I suppose

I may sav they have been verj' intimate.

Q. You were fellow-students together ? A. Yes ; we studied together at the

University.

Q. Roomed together? A. No ; he was a married man, and I was single.
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Q. Were you engaged at Whitby at any time ? A. I was.

Q. When did you go there? A. I went there in 1863, and remained till 1871.

Q,. During that time was there a question of the same kind as the present brought up
as to the Examination Papers ? A. There was not. Will you allow me to explain what
was brought up ? The County Board of Ontario had two examinations in the year, and
the same papers were used at both. Some of the students who attended the High School
at which I taught, got some of these papers, and during six months prepared for the spring
examination. A gentleman teaching in another school made a complaint, and the subject
was investigated by a Committee of the County Board, composed of Dr. Eastwood and
Rev. Mr. Cleland. The certificates of some of the teachers were suspended, but the Com-
mittee declared that neither I nor the Secretary of the Board knew anything about it.

The case was precisely similar to what occurred in the Normal School this year. The
papers were used, but I positivel}' swore, without any knowledge on my part whatever, and
that was the finding of tlie Committee. But, in my opinion, the papers had been used from
the time the Board began to publish them in October till the Examination in the Sprino-.

It will be always the same.

Q. You are associated with l)r. McLellan as one of the Editors of the Canadian School
Journal ? A. That is merely nominally. Our names are only on the paper.

Q. You are associated with him in the authorship of the McLellan-Kirkland Exam-
ination Questions? A. Yes.

Q. And the hints and answers thereto ? A. That is part of the same book.

Q. Are you writijig with him the Mental Arithmetic? A. No.
Q. Are there any other books in the production of which you are associated with Dr.

McLellan? A. None whatever.

Q. Dr. McLellan and you are very intimate ? A. Yes,

Q. Does he frequently work in your room here, in the Model School ? A. I never
knew him to do any work there.

Q. Has he ever pi-epared examination papers in your private room ? A. None to

my knowledge.

Q. You remember teaching the chemisti-y class in 1874 ? A. Yes.

Q. The class that Brown, Prichard, and those other men attended ? A. I don't say I
have any distinct recollection of that more than any other session.

Q. Do you remember giving out these questions that Brown has in his note-book ?

A. I do not.

Q. Will you say you did not give them out? A. No, I would not say that. I believe

I did. I have no recollection of it.

Q. Your custom is to give out questions ? A. Yes.

Q. And to tell the students to get up those questions ? A. No, they understand that.

It would be useless to tell them.

Q. Some weeks before the examination you gave out some questions ? A. I have no
recollection of having done that especially.

Q. Ai'e you accustomed to give out questions before the examination 1 A. No
;

especially not before the examination ; we usually quit questions in May or thereabouts.

Q. And you have the examination in June or July ? A. I was thinking about the
Provincial Examination in July, we usually quit about five or six weeks before.

Q. Did you say to the class during the time Brown was attending, and when these
questions were given, that if they would study up them you would guarantee that they
would cover the whole ground ? A. To the best of my belief I did not.

Q. Did you show your notes to Dr. McLellan during the session of 1874? A. I have
never shown him any of my notes.

Q. Did you tell him what course of chemistry you pursued ? A. I never did. We
may have talked in the course of ordinary conversation on chemistry,—over the course I

had pursued on chemistry. I would not swear as to that.

Q. Did he ever ask you what course you were giving your students ? A. I cannot
recollect ; we may have talked about it.

Q. Did you ever look over examination papers with him ? A. I did not.

Q. Did you ask him in regard to the examination of 1874, what questions he was going
to take up ? A. I did not.
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Q. How would you be able to anticipate what questions would be given in the Exam-

ination Papers then ? A. From the general style of the back papers—judging from what

has been given. We anticipate in this way : looking over back papers we see what has

been given, and we can form a very good idea of what is likely to be given. Besides that,

I have been accustomed to select questions from the various University calendars.

Q. In preparing questions for examination or in your lectures you would look over his

back papers ? A.I certainly would.

Q. You don't go directly to Dr. McLellan to ask him what you should teach ? A.

Certainly not.

Q. Have you never had a conversation with him before that examination of 1874 as to

the subjects which you had taught? A. To the best of my belief I have not.

Q. How often in the course of a week did you and he meet > A. I could not say.

Sometimes we would not meet for three or four months, and at other times we would meet

perhaps twice a week. When we were making up the arithmetic problems we might meet

every week.

Q. In 1874 were you engaged in any literary work together ? A. No ;
not at all.

Q. Didn't you discuss what the pupils should be examined on in 1874? A. No,

we did not. We have discussed the papers after the examinations^not before.

Q. I understood you to say that you had discussed them with Dr. McLellau ? A.

I did not say so.

Q. I ask whether you discussed the subjects on which your pupils might be examined,

shortly before the Examination ] A. We never did.

Q. It would improve your position, would it not, if your students should come out

better than those of the other masters over the country ? A. No ; it is not known how

they come out.

Q. Is it not known to the Central Committee ? A. Perhaps it is to them.

Q. And the Minister of Education 1 A. I could not say.

Q. It is known to the Central Committee ? A. Yes.

Q. Well, the Central Committee ruu the whole machine. Would it not increase your

power in the Educational institutions of the country, to have the Central Committee have

a liigher idea of your powers as a lecturer, than of the powers of other lecturers through-

out the country ? A. Yes, I think it would, if they thought highly of me.

Q. Would it not improve your position as an author '? No, I don't think it would.

Q. You make a good deal of money by your books, do you not ? A. It depends on

what you mean by a good deal. I have not got much yet.

Q. You make a little, we will say '! A. T make something.

Q. You are an industrious author t A. Yes.

Q. It is clearly your interest to have your pupils come out as high as po.ssible in the-

Examinations t A. I don't see there is much interest in it beyond the good opinion of

men.
Q. Your reputation is money 1 A. It is not known outside of the Central Com-

mittee. I don't think anybody throughout the country knows how my pupils come out.

Q. Would it not help the sale of your book ? A. No, it is not known.

Q. If it gets known among educators and teachers, what position your pupils take,

would it not help you ? A. I don't think it would much.

Q. They would become distributors of your reputation 1 A. They are judged more

by their teaching than by their marks.

Q. I want you to try and remember what you said to your class shortly before the

Examination of 1874. Did you say to them, when giving them the papers, anything like

what Brown swore you said, " Look over those papers, and I will guarantee they will

carry you over the same ground ? " A. I really could not say.

Q. Did you urge them to study up those papers, and say they need not look over

Chemistry any more ? A. 1 don't believe I did.

(4. But you will not swear you did not say so ? A. I cannot recollect the circum-

stance at all. I will swear it is very unlike what I am accustomed to say.

Q. Did you not know that Dr. McLellan would take up the subjects he did in tiiat

June Examination, 1874 ( A. 1 had no knowledge of that whatever.

Q. Had you any for July, 187G ? A. I had not.
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Q. Had he not conversed with you on what he would take up in that examination ?

A. He had not.

Q. As to the Physics Paper for the candidates of 1874, had you access to this book
(the " Edinburgh University Calendar) ? A. I had this book.

Q. It belongs to the University of Toronto ? A. Yes ; I got it out of the library.

Q. A\1ien ? A. I have had it out several times. I have been collecting exercises for
that work on Statics, and I have been collecting from University Calendars, and I had
that book out.

Q. Had you it out in 1871 ? A. I don't remember.
Q. In 1870 ? A. I cannot say. I have had it out several times to give examinations.
Q. Had you it out before 1870 ? A. I don't think so.

Q. In 1870 ? A. I could not say.

Q. Had you it out in 1869, for instance 1 A. No.

Q. How long have you been collecting problems? A. As soon as I came to the
Normal School ; in 1871 I commenced.

Q. Did you have it out in 1871 ? A. I don't recollect.

Q. In 1872 1 A. I have no recollection at all.

Q. In 1874 ? A. I could not say ; I recollect having it out, but I could not tell the
time.

Q. This problem about the "return shock," of which Professor Croft spoke, and
which we find here on page 204—where did you get that ? A. I think it is probable,
though I cannot swear positively, that I got it from that, while collecting exercises for

the Statics. Wherever I came across good questions in Physics, I used them.
Q. How often have you had this book out of the University Library ? A. I only

recollect having it once.

Q. Is that ever since 1874 ? A. No ; I got it out yesterday. When Professor Croft
mentioned three exercises that would require explanation, I recollected that these ques-
tions were not original with me, and I had the impression that I got two of the questions
from the University of Edinburgh Calendar. I went to the University Library yesterday,
and searched over all the calendars, and I found this question in that one. It was owing
to his remarks that I looked for the question.

Q. How many times had you that book out ? A. I recollect only once before.

Q You said you had had it out several times ] A. I might ; I cannot recoUect. I

have had all the calendars out so many times that 1 cannot recoUect any one distinctly.

Q. Did you ever talk to Dr. McLellan about that question 1 A. I never spoke to

him about it.

Q. Did he ever speak to you about any examination paper on Physics at any time ?

A. We have talked over the papers after the examination. I have criticised them.
Q. In Chemistry and Physics ] A. Yes, and other subjects.

Q. How did he and you come to fix on this identical question ? A. I cannot say how
he came to fix on it. I told you how I got it.

Q. In that paper on Physics you admit there is a great similarity running through,
and you have directed your evidence to prove that it is a common tiling for examiners
thus to anticipate t A. It is quite common.

Q. How do you account for Dr. McLellan fixing on such a question as that, and you
also fixing on it, when you both had to go into such a hole-and-corner to find it out 1 A.
My impression is I have seen it elsewhere ; I believe it is in some other collection, but I

cannot say where ; most of those questions are copied into other collections.

Q. Question 1 on the Physics paper is admitted to be the same
;
question 2 the same

;

question 3—" What is the thermal unit generally adopted," is also found here in the Cal-
endar 1 A. Yes.

Q. How does it happen that Dr. McLellan and you fixed on the same question th
is found here > A. I could give you an explanation of that, but I don't know it would be
Dr. McLellan's. Dr. McLellan in his questions examines on very few subjects. There
are almost always questions on specific heat, and there is no work published on the sub-
ject ; there is no series of problems. In order to get problems we have to go to calend ars

while the number of questions we could get were very few.

Q. Are we to understand that Dr. McLellan never frames any problems of hu
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but takes them from other books ? A. I suppose he will answer you that ; but I can say

that they are very largely takeu from examiuation papers aud other works.

Q. Do all examiners go ou twisting the same rope of sand in the same way t A. I

am not an examiner.

Q. Professor Croft says it is a remarkable fact about question No. 8—the one refer-

ring to the lighted caudle ? A. He is wrong ; it is quite common.

Q. Then you put your experience against his ] A. I have had as much experience as

he has had in elementary teaching.

Q. You have questions 9, 8, 7, 3, 2, and 1 ; can you explain how it comes to pass

that you gave so many questions bearing ou the same examiuation paper, some of them

identical with some of those which Dr. McLellan gave ] A. 1 have done it in various

other papers when he was not examiner at all.

Q. Can you explain how it happened ? A. It is simply that I put my questions on

important points on which he is accustomed to examine, and he seems to have selected the

same questions.

Q. Did he select questions from your notes ? A. Not that I know of.

Q. Do you write out lectures ? A. I do not ; I generally make out an abstract of a

special lecture.

Q. In teaching your pupils, do you direct your attention to grounding them in the

principles of the subjects you treat of, or do you teach merely to catch a victory at the

examination 1 What is the purpose of giving those questions ? A. I do both.

Q. You tiy to catch a victoiy at the examinations ? A. I try to get them to pass.

Q. As high as you can ? A. 1 don't care so much about the height as getting them

through.

Q. I suppose all the examination papers would be the same 1 A. They don't difler

so much ; they differ in the questions, but not very much in the principles ; the questions

are generally under the same head. That one ou specific heat you will tind in two-thirds

of the whole of them.

Q. Do you know J. Clerk-Maxwell 1 A. From his writings I know him.

Q. Do you know Professor Tait ? A. Yes, from his writings.

Q. He is a great authority ? A. He is an authority.

Q. In what? In Elementary Physics? A. No.

Q. Is Maxwell? A. No, not in Elementary Physics; they are authorities on the

higher branches.

Q. Is Todhuuter ? A. He is not ; a University professor Is not an authority ou ele-

meutary work.

Mr. Davin read aud put in the following extmct from a review of Clerk-Maxwell's
" MatUu- and Motion " by Prof. Tait in Nalun of June 14, 1877 :

"The recent appeai-iince of a swai'm of elementary books ou physics, some of which at

least are written by well-known authoi-s, leads to some very curious inquiries and specu-

lations ; for, tliough treating in the main of the same parts of the same subject as does the

work we ai-e specially dealing with, aud addressed profes-sedly to the same class of readers,

they have comparatively little in common with it. To a certain, even a considei'able

extent, this diflereuce is due to the idiosyncracies of the authors ; but, after all allowance is

made for these, there is still a most notable divergence. It will be both interesting and

profitable, carefully to consider in what this divergence cousist.*i, and what is its probable

origin. For it is not too much to say that an intelligent reader of Clerk-Maxwell's Ijook,

had he no other source of information, would Ije utterly unable to answer any of hundreds

of questions which might be framed (without ' dodge ' or ' trap ') by a qualified examiner,

dirtxily from the text of the othoi-s ; it is true that such questions would be artificial mther

than natural, bearing more upon old and cumbrous dogmatic fallacies than upon tlie actual

facte of science.

Witness : That is no answer. Clerk-Maxwell is one of the most original writere of tlie

present day. Whatever he writes will not be like what any other pei-son writes.

Q. Come to the papers for 1870 aud Miss Montgomery's evidence. You gave out

slips of paper to the class in that case as in the case of Brown 1 A. It would be a series of

questions on a sheet of paper.

Q. You gave it to them to copy ? A. Usually.
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Q. And you gave it to Miss Montgomery's class as you did to the others. A. Yes.

Q. And these witnesses of yours who indicated that no such slips of paper were given
were wrong'? A. They.never said so. If they did, you misled them by saying slips of
paper.

Q. How came you to give out questions to Miss Montgomery's class, which just fitted

the Examination ? A. I am afraid I did not do it. I passed that year the worst
examination.

Q. Your pupils did 1 A. Yes.

Q. But if they had taken your hints ? A. What was the hint ?

Q. In giving out notes on the papers— on subjects dealt with in the Examination
Papers; and dealing with the same questions as the Examination Papers. A. I gare out
no notes on the papers.

Q. You have sworn that you gave out some questions in 1876 as in 1877 1 A. Yes;
just questions.

Q. Was it not proved in evidence that Miss Montgomery's notes covered the same
ground as the questions given by the Examiner ? A. I don't know as to that.

Q. Who was the Examiner in 1876 ? A. Dr. McLellan set the Papers, and Mr.
Glashan examined the Papers sent in.

Q. Did Mr. Glashan ever say to you there was a surprising similarity between your
teaching and tlie Examination Papers ? A. He said something very like it once.

Q. Did Mr. Hughes ever say so 1 A. On what subject 1

Q. On Chemistry 1 A. He never said any such thing. I have no recollection of it.

To the best of my belief, he did not.

Q. You never heard of Mr. Hughes remarking on the suspicious similarity ? A. I

did not.

Q. Did any one remark in your hearing on the suspicious superiority of the Normal
School candidates ? A. I never heard of it.

Q. Did it ever come to your ears that people remarked on the suspicious superiority

of the Normal School candidates above the Ottawa pupils ? A. No. I don't know it is

a fact. I don't think they have been superior. In that examination that you are speak-

ing of, their average in Chemistry is 50 per cent., and in Physics, 48 per cent.

Q. When was this book (Kirkland's Statics) published ? A. It was commenced in

December, and, to the best of my knowledge, it was out in April, about Easter. I will

not answer to the time.

Q. It is dated April, 1877 1 A.I think it would be about the beginning of April.

Q. Did it come out in the month in which you wrote the Preface ? A. Yes ; the

Preface was the last thing I wrote. The book was ready to come out when I sent down
the Preface.

Q. In what part of the year does the Examiner for the June and July Examinations
put in his Examination Papers ? A. I know notliing about that.

Q. Did you show Dr. McLellan the manuscript of the book ? A. I think I did. I

certainly showed it to Professor Young. I showed it to Dr. McLellan, I think. He
would have seen part ; but he was away during the last revision of the manuscript.

Q. Did you converse with him when you brought it out ? A. I did.

Q. Did you ask his advice about it 1 A. Parts of it.

Q. Did he see it in its infantile state, just when it had burst from your brain ? A.

He saw one manuscript which I withdrew, but I think he likely read the others. I re-

collect consulting him about various points of the book.

Q. Did you show him proofs of it ? A. Most of them, I think I did.

Q. In what month would you show him most of them ? A. It would vary. I don't

know when.

Q. Did you give him any proof? A. I could not say whether he kept them or not.

I got two or three proofs, I think, struck off, and I think I sent one to the gentlemen at

the University. Dr. McLellan was away a good deal ; but when he was home I consulted

him about some points.

Q. Have you any doubt you sent him a proof of the book before it came out ? A.

The printer was able to print only 30 pages at once. He sent me them and I corrected
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them. Then the type was thrown clown. He undoubtedly got some of those sets of 30
pages when he was home.

Q. He gave you advice on the book ? A. Several points.

Q. And approved of the order you had adopted 1 A. We never talked of the order

at all. The order is common to this country.

Q. Did he say that, in future, he intended to take his examination papers from your
book ? A. I don't know where they were taken from, or that they corresponded, until I

saw the examination papers.

Q. You saw they corresponded with the proof-sheets when you saw the Examination
Papers ? A. I saw there was a good deal of correspondence between them and the

book.

Q. Then they must have corresponded with the proof-sheets t A. Yes.

Q. In regard to the arithmetic paper for 1877—when were the Examination Papers

published by McLellan & Kirkland ? A. I don't know ; I have less recollection of that.

I did less of the work on that.

Q. Were you struck, when you saw the Examination Papers, with the similarity be-

tween them and the book of which you and Dr. McLellan were joint authors ? A. I had
never looked at Dr. McLellan's Examination Papers on arithmetic.

Q. But you have compared the papers which have been pointed out here ? A. I

have listened to them.

Q. Of what part of the book are you the author ? A. I took the greater portion of

the elementary part—the first chapter.

Q. The unitary method ? A. No ; the chapter after that, and a good deal of the

intermediate.

Q. When did you and Dr. McLellan commence this literary labour? A. About the

last of January.

Q. Then you must have met very frequently from January to April "! A. Frequent-

ly—yes.

Q. And Dr. McLellan knew that at that time you were lecturing on arithmetic 1 A.

I never lectured on arithmetic.

Q. You teach algebra ? A. Yes, during the last two years I have. If I had lectur-

ed on arithmetic I would not have considered it my duty to engage in that work.

Q. Would yon have thought it wrong ? A. No, I would not. If I had been teach-

ing arithmetic I don't see why I should not.

Q. You have changed your mind ? A. Yes. I was thinking of something else at

the time I made the answer.

Q. How many books have you prepared for Adam Miller & Co. ? A. I have just

written one,

Q. This Statics 1 A. Yes.

Q. How many unauthorized books have you been engaged on? A. Nothing but the

Examination Papers. I have done little things to others.

Q. As editor of this Journal, I suppose you have some communication with Adam
Miller & ('o. t A. Not much. I have just written one short article for it once a week.

Q. Is that all the communication with them you have had 1 A. I have talked with

them.

Q. You have had that pleasant commuDicatioa by way of cheque ? A. Nothing of

that.

Q. For your Statics ? \. Yes.

Q. By a royalty, or in a lump sum 1 A. A royalty.

Q. How are you and Dr. McLellan paid for the Examination Papers ? A. By royalty.

Q. Therefore the more that are sold of that book the better for the authors '? A. De-

cidedly.

Q. Do you receive your royalty separately or together 1 A. I receive mine separately.

I have no connection with Dr. McLellan at all.

Q. You don't know whether he receives a royalty or a lump sum ? A. He does not

receive it with me.

Q. You don't go together to draw it ? A. No ; it is a separate agreement.
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Q. Brown says you emphasized the questions when you gave them out—did you ? A.

To the best of my belief, I did not.

Q. Do you go into the examination hall with the examiner 1 A. I do not. I may be

in at the same time.

Q. You did not, in 1874, see the students break into a smile? A. I am seldom
there at the beginning. If that had occurred I would not have seen it.

By Professor Young.

Q. Have you seen that article in Todhunter, which was quoted as showing the ex
tremely limited range of the subjects to which an examiner must confine himself in

setting papers in the elementary parts of Natural Philosophy ? A. I have seen that.

Q. Did you hear Mr. Davin refer to an antidote 1 A. Yes.

Q. Are you aware that Clerk-Maxwell treats of the matter contained in Newton's
Principia ? A. I have not seen the work, but I would not be surprised if he did. It is

what I would expect.

Q. Would that be a fair comparison, if that is so ? A. It is no comparison at all

You cannot compare anything of Maxwell's with anything else.

By Mr. Hughes.

Q. Have you any objection to state what is the amount of your salary as Editor of

the Canada School Journal? A. Mr. Gage, the senior partner of Adam Miller & Co., when
speaking of the beginning of the Journal, told me—and I think you were present—that

there was nothing to be expected from it— that we were to expect no remuneration, and
also that we were not expected to do much, except give advice ; and that the Journal was
to be conducted in the interests of teachers. I have got nothing from it and do not expect

anything.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. What part of Ireland do you come from ? Are you from the North ? A. Yes.

Q. What equivalent do you get for the work you gave the Journal ? A. Nothing.

Q. You do it for love ^ A. We do much more going through the country and
lecturing than we do for that.

Q. Do you get the equivalent ? When you had the conversation with Mr. Gage
and Mr. Hughes, did Mr. Gage tell you that you would get the equivalent in the puffs in

the Journnl 7 A. It is distinctly understood we should not get it. I, as one of the Ed-
itors, would not allow it.

Q. Not even the puff collusive f A. My Statics has never been mentioned.

Q. Are you aware that Mr. Hughes is a relation of Mr. Gage ? A. I am not aware
of it. I never heard it.

By Mr. Hughes.

Q. Was it an understanding when the editorial staff was appointed that the editoria

columns of the Journal were not to be used to puff Adam Miller & Go's, books or anything

emanating from that firm ? A. Yes.

Q. There was a gentleman mentioned who was afraid the Journal was to puff Ham-
blin Smith's Arithmetic ? A. I think it would be better for any one who has anything

to do with books not to have anything to do with the editorial staff of the Journal.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. Has your book been advertised ? A. Yes.

Q. Have you paid anything for the advertisements? A. I have nothing to do with

that. It lies with Mr.Gage,

The Inquiry was then adjourned till Monday next at 11 a.m.
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Monday, November 19th, 1877.

The Inquiry opened at 1 1 o'clock.

William James Gage, sworn :— .

By Mr. Edgar.

Q. Are you a member of the firm of Adam Miller & Company, of Toronto ? A. I

am.

Q. Are you the senior partner of the firm ? A. I am.

Q. Have you had the chief conduct of the publishing business for any length of time?

A. I have.

Q. For how long ? A. For the last three years or more, since I have become a member
of the firm ; at least for the last three years.

Q. In the Commission under which this inquiry is going on, one of the charges is,

that " there is within the Central Committee a ring, the members of which have dishon-

ourable relations with the publishing firm of Adam Miller & Company, Toronto." There
is that charge

;
you have been here for some time during this inquuy, and you may have

heard the charges directed against you more fully than this. I want 3'ou to tell me,
whether there were any dishonourable relations existing between any members of the

Central Committee and your publishing house ? A. There are not.

Bt Mr. D.WIN.

Q. You have been for three years connected with the firm ? A. Between three and
four.

Q. When did you first commence to publish school-books ? A. There were school-

books publisheil by our firm when I became a member of it. I think that the first we
published was Fleming's Analysis.

Q. When? A. I think in the winter of 1876. If I remember correctly, it had been
published in the United States by another firm.

Q. When did you first have communication with Mr. Kirkland about his book i A.
I think that it w;vs in the summer of 187G.

Q. And Mr. McLellan, when ! A. In the Jauuary of 1877, so far as I recollect.

Q. When did you first converse with Mr. Hughes about school-books 1 A. I am
hardly able to say as to the precise date, but I think it was about two years ago.

Q. Mr. Hughes is a relation of yours, I think ! A. He is : that is, he is not person-

ally a relation, but his wife is.

Q. He is married to a cousin of yours, I think. A. He is.

Q. Dill you liavc any business relations with Mr. Hughes before 1876—ofany kind?
A. We had.

Q. How early did you have business relations with Mr. Hughes—of any kind ? A.

I cannot recollect the precise date, but it was shortly after I became a member of the firm.

Q. Four years ago ? A. I am really unable to tell whether it is three or four years

that I have been a member of the firm of Adam Miller & Co.

Q. What did you talk about when you first discussed the question of books f A
Do you refer to scliool books ?

Q. About anything. Do you remember the conversation with Mr. Hughes 1 A.

do not ; i)ut I remember asking him to prepare for us a reciter. I asked Mr. Hughes tc

prepare for us a reciter—a book of dialogues,

Q. Did he advise you to go into school books then ? A. He did not.

Q. When did he first advise you to go into school books i A. He never ad\'ised me
to go into school books.

Q. Has he never given you any advise in regard to the conduct of your business, in

regard to school books ? A. He has not, so far as I recollect.

Q. Who first suggested to you to start the Caruida School Journal i A. I do not

remember any person first suggesting it to me.
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Q. Did you not have a conversation with Mr. Hughes on that subject ? A. I did.

Q. How long ago is that ] A. About two years ago.

Q. You discussed the propriety of starting the Canada School Journal with j\Ir.

Hughes 1 A. I did.

Q. Do you remember the conversation 1 A. I do not ; but I remember that Mr.

Hughes advised me against starting it.

Q. Did he say that if you started the Caimda School Journal it would gradually bring

the whole of the text-books into your firm ? A. He did not.

Q. Did Mr. McLellan suggest to you that you should start the Canada School Jour-

nal ? A. He did not.

Q. When did you first have a conversation with him ? A. Just before his starting

for England. I think it was some time in the summer or the fall of 1876, that I first

met him.

Q. This was just before he went to England? A. It was a short time before, but I

do not remember how long.

Q. Do you remember the conversation which you had with him 1 A. I do not re-

member the conversation, but I remember the subject of my conversation.

Q. What was it '] A. I had called on Prof. Loudon at the University, to ask him
to adapt or prepare for me, an edition of Robinson's Arithmetic, but he said that he did

not wish to undertake it. He referred me to Dr. McLellan, I saw Dr. McLellan.

Q. Where 1 A. In his study in Yorkville. He was then very ill, and he said that

he did not care about the work. I do not remember any details of the conversation. It

was in a general way.

Q. Did you give him any introductions when he was going to England 1 A. I did.

Q. To whom 1 A. I gave him one to Riviugtons.

Q. Did you give him a mission then ? A. I did not.

Q. Did you tell him to speak to Rivington about any text-books ? A. I did not.

Q. What was the object of giving him an introduction 1 A. He spoke about going

to Cambridge, and I said that I had a friend there, Mr. Potts ; and that he would be

pleased to meet with him and also Hamblin Smith, who was there. If I gave him an in-

troduction to Rivington's, no doubt they would introduce him to Hamblin Smith.

Q. Did he correspond with you from London ? A. He did not.

Q. From any part of England 1 A. He did not.

Q. Did he write to you after he came back about Hamblin Smith 1 A. He did not.

Q. Did he communicate with you about Hamblin Smith 1 A. He did not.

Q. Tou saw his letter recommending Hamblin Smith 1 A. I did.

Q. When that letter appeared, did you have a conversation with Mr. Hughes regard-

the publication of Hamblin Smith ? A. I did not.

Q. Did you have a conversation with any member of the Central Committee ? A. I

did not.

Q. The lecommendation of Mr. McLellan then was the basis on which you went in

publishing Hamblin Smith's Arithmetic ? A. It was not the sole basis.

Q. What was the other basis or foundation ? A. We had previously published two
ef Hamblin Smith's books, six or nine months before, and we had been in communication

with Rivingtons about publishing a couple of other books of Hamblin Smith's.

Q. Did Mt. Baker speak to you about it ? A. He did not.

Q. He edits one of Hamblin Smith's books for you, does he not ? A. If you caU edit-

ing, supplying some examination papers, he does.

Q. He is one of the editors of the Canada School Journal ? A. He is.

Q. He is preparing books for you ? A. I think not, I do not know of any.

Q. He praises some of your books, published by Mr. McLellan and Mr. Kirkland,

does he not ? A. I cannot answer from memory.
Q. Look at that number of the Canada School Journal. Do you not find him praising

one of Mr. Kirkland's books ? A. He praises HambUn Smith's Statics.

Q. As edited by Mr. Kirkland ? A. Yes.

Q. When did you decide finally to start the Canada School Journal ? A. I think in

May of this year—^just before I started for England. Probably it was in June. I think

that it was in June. I am not positive. It was either May or June.
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Q. Had you not frequently conversed regarding the propriety of publishing it, with
Mr. Hughes ? A. No, I do not remember ever speaking to Mr. Hughes about it, except
a couple of years previously, when he advised me strongly against it.

Q. Did you speak to Mr. JIcLellan, at anytime] A. Yes, just about a month before

it was is.sued—sometime in May or June.

Q. When did you get authority from all these people to put their names as they

appeared ? A. Just as we were about to issue it, or making preparations for the issue

of it.

Q. Did you see them all about it? A. Do you mean the Editorial Committee or the

Provincial Editors ?

Q. The Editorial Committee, and Mr. McLellan ? A. I saw Dr. McLellan.

Q. Did you get his permission 1 A. At first, he would not give it.

Q. How did you overcome his scruples ? A. He said that his health was so bad.

Q. How did you overcome his scruples ? A. Well, there was not much orercoming
to be done, I think ; I told him that much work would not be required of him. He said

that if his name then would be of any importance, we might put it down, but that we
could not get much work from him.

Q. How did you agree to pay him for it ? A. I never told him anything.

Q. Did you say that he was to do it for love i A. I said at a meeting with Dr. Mc-
Lellan, Mr. Kirkland, and Mr. Baker, that we could not offer any remuneration to the

Editorial Committee.

Q. They were to edit this journal for nothing 1 A. 1 did offer something to Mr.
Houston.

Q. How much did you offer to Mr. Houston ] A.I asked him to fi.x his sum, but
he declined. He said that it did not occupy much of his time, and he did not think that

it wa.s worth anything.

Q. He edits it for love, also ? A. I cannot say for what.

Q. He edits it for nothing 1 A. Yes.

Q. And Mr. McLellan edits it for nothing ? A. He was told distinctly that we
could offer no remuneration.

Q. What is Mr. Houston's profession or occupation 1 A. The reason of my offering

him or expecting that he would take anything, was on account of his being a journalist.

Q. Did he, like the others, scorn pay ? A. He declined to receive anything.

Q. Did Mr. Kirkland decline 1 A. He did.

Q. And Mr. Hughes ? A. He did.

Q. And Mr. Baker ! A. Yes.

Q. Do you pay any of the Provincial Editors—Mr. Buchan, Mr. Ross, M.P., Mr.
Glashan, Mr. Dale, or Mr. Sumichrast.. Are they paid anything ? A. Some of them
are.

Q. Mr. Buchan t A. He is not.

Q. Mr. Ross ? A. He is not.

Q. Mr. Glashan f A. He is not.

Q. So you got the great mathematical abilities of Mr. Glashan for nothing 1 A. He
has not contributed anything. He is nominally put down. These are the provincial edi-

tors for Ontario. Mr. Buchan was not asked to become an editor at all.

Q. When you talked with these gentlemen about getting their editorial services, did

you say that if they were not paid any money, they would be paid in puffs in this paper ?

A. I did not.

Q. How does it happen that these gentlemen give you their services for nothing? A.

Neither Mr. Buchan nor Mr. Glashan have written anything.

Q. How does Mr. McLellan expect to be paid ( If not in money, how 1 A. He does

not expect to be paid in any way, from what I have said.

Q. He gives you his editorial services and the weight of his name, for nothing ? A.

He has given no editorial services yet, I think.

Q. Ho gives you the weight of his name as Inspector of Scliools, and Examiner, and
President of the Teacher's Association for nothing ) A. He does.

Q. And 'Sir. Kirkland also, for nothing ? A. He does.
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Q. And Mr. Hughes, your relative, gives you his services for nothing ? A. He
does.

Q, Have you paid Mr. Hughes any sums of money ? A. I think that we have—yes,

I remember that we have.

Q. Have you any doubt about it 'i A. I have not now.

Q. How much have you paid Mr. Hughes ! A.I think that we have paid him
something like fifty dollars. I cannot tell the precise figure-

Q. Any more than fifty dollars ? A. I think not.

Q. Have you not given him two fifty-dollar bills ? A. I do not remember giving

him any more ; perhaps, some three years ago we did give him more, when he edited the

Reciter for us—a book of dialogues.

Q. But since that, have you not given him two fifty dollar cheques t A. We have

not, so far as I remember ; but perhaps the sum was not fifty dollars.

Q. How large was it ? A. I am giving it as near as I can recollect ; it was about

fifty dollars.

Q. When was that ? A. It was for the preparation of some composition and exercise

books.

Q. Composition blanks ? A. Yes.

Q. How much does that sell for at the retail price ? A. I think that twenty cents is

the retail price.

Q. Is there any other copy-book in use ? A.I think that there are two of that series.

Q. Are you aware that there is another copy-book 1 A. That is not a copy-book.

Q. What do you call it ? A. A composition blank exercise-book.

Q. Are there any other composition blanks in use 1 A. There are two of that series

in use.

Q. But not of that series—not prepared by Mr. Hughes? A. None that I remember
in Canada ; but perhaps there are, I cannot say positively.

Q. Are you aware that there is another book like this in all respects, except the cover

and Mr. Hughes' name ? A. I am not.

Q. You are not aware that that book sells for very much less than this 1 A. I am
not.

Q. Then Mr. Hughes gives you the weight of his name and prepares the composition

blanks for you— all for fifty dollars ? A. The composition blanks were prepared a year

ago ; I am not sure but what they were prepared eighteen months ago.

Q. How much did you give him for that ? A. For the three books, I think fifty

dollars.

Q. And that is all the money you have paid him ? A. I said that two or three years

ago—perhaps three years—during Adam Miller's connection with the firm, in his life-

time, Mr. Hughes was paid something for the preparation of a couple of books of school

recitation.

Q. How many of these have you sold ? A. I cannot really say. There are three

exercise books—do you mean No. 3 or No. 2.

Q. Let us have all 1 A. It is impossible to say.

Q. Are they all prepared by Mr. Hughes 1 A. Yes.

Q. How many did you turn ofi"? A. Perhaps -30,000 altogether.

Q. What is the wholesale price of them ? A. Of that book—$1.60 a dozen.

Q. There is a nice little profit on that ? A. That is just what we are doing business

for.

Q. Has Mr. Hughes used his influence to introduce this book? A. Not that I know of*

Q. Is it an authorized book ? A. It is not.

Q. Do you give Mr. Hughes a royalty on that 30,000 ? A. We do not.

Q. His services, in preparing three editions of this book and editing the Canada

School Journal, are all paid for with fifty dollars ? A. Yes. I do not say positively fifty

dollars. I am speaking as near as I can recollect. I do not think that it is more.

Q. You never intend to pay him any more 1 Not a cent more, in connection with

these books or the Canada School .Journal, as far as I know of.

Q. Is he sub-rom a partner in your concern ? A. He is not.

Q. And all he gets for doing all that work is fifty dollars ? A. Most positively.
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Q. When did Mr. Kirkland speak to you about the Elementary Statics ? A. I think

it was sometime in the Fall of 1876, but I would not say positively. We have been

speaking about books for the last few years.

Q. How many have you published of it i A. I think that the first edition was
something like fifteen hundred, and the second edition, probably two thousand. I think

that is all we have published.

Q. Do you intend to get out another edition 1 A. I hope so.

Q. The book is having a good sale ? A. A very good sale.

Q. When did you publish it ? A. This year.

Q. At what date ? A. I cannot tell you the precise date.

Q. In May ? A. 1 think that we were probably able to send to the trade the copies

sometime in May. I think it was before I went to England.

Q. Was it in the hands of any one before May ? A. It was.

Q. In whose hands ! A. I prepared a number of copies—perhaps 30, or more copies

—to give to Mr. Kirkland and to send to the members of the Central Committee.

Q. Did you send one to Dr. McLellan 1 A. I think that I did.

Q. How much did you pay Mr. Kirkland for that book ? A. Do you mean
altogether ]

Q. Did you pay him by royalty, or in a lump sum ? A. By royalty.

Q. How much royalty do you pay him I A. I think it is a little wide of the mark
to ask such a question, but we pay him a royalty of fifteen per cent.

Q. On the retail price ! A. Yes.

Q. That book costs one dollar ? A. To the public, yes.

Q. Is it not a high price for a little book like that? A. Not of that class of

books.

Q. How did you get this book authorized ? A. We simply submitted it for author-

ization.

Q. To the Central Committee ? A. Yes.

Q. Did you submit it in proof ) A. I did not.

Q. You never submitted it to the Central Committee, until you submitted it in book
form ? A. I did not.

Q. Did you have any assurance before, that it would be authorized ? A. I had
none.

Q. Did Mr. Hughes tell you ? A. No.

Q. Did Mr. Hughes, who seems to have a premonition in regard to these matters,

teU you ? A. He did not.

Q. Did any of your editorial committee ? A. No.

Q. How came you to take the risk ? A. Mr. Kirkland was asked to publish a book
by several Teacliers' Associations, and I know that Mr Kirkland, at le;vst by the

reputation which he had—w.as a good teacher ; and tliat a book at any rate, issued on
that subject by Mr. Kirkland, would have a considerable sale among the teachers. I

think that these were the sole reasons, as far as I know, for publishing it.

Q. Did you have any conversation with any body as to the probability of its being

authorized 1 A. I had not.

Q. Did you converse with Mr. Kirkland as to the probability of its being authorized ?

A. I did not.

Q. You swear that you took the risk of publishing that book without any conversa-

tion with anybody as to the probability of its being authorized ? A. I do.

Q. Is that your custom t A. It is.

Q. When did you first decide to publish Hamblin Smith's Arithmetic ? A. I only

know by the letter which was read by you, that it was on the 25th of November.
Q. Did you c<jnverse witli .Mr. Hughes as to the probability of that book being au-

thorize<l f A. I did not.

Q. On what condition was liie book authorized 1 A. The condition, it seems from
the report, was that it be adapted to Canadian currency.

Q. Has it bee!i submitted to the Central Committee? A. It has not.

Q. And yet it is advertised as authorized 1 A. Yes.
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Q. You advertised it as authorized before you submitted it to the Central Committee 1

A. It seems so.

Q. It is not in point of fact authorized ? A. It seems not. We have complied with

the requirements in the case.

Q. Have you been assured by any member of the Central Committee, that it would
be cei'tain to be authorized t A. No.

Q. Did Mr. Hughes never speak to you of that ? A. No.

Q. Did Mr. McLellan ? A. No.

Q. Did Mr. Kirkland i A. No.

Q. Why did you publish it l A. Because it is.

Q. How do you know that it will be authorized I A. I only know that we have
adapted it to Canadian currency.

Q. You judge that you have adapted it to Canadian currency ? A. Yes.

Q. And you are perfectly confident that the Central Committee will endorse your

judgment ? A. I am not.

Q. How came you to advertise it as authorized ? A. I simply have in the list, Ham-
blin Smith's Arithmetic authorized, conditional on being adapted to Canadian currency.

It has been adapted.

Q. How do you know that the Central Committee will endorse it, as adapted i A.

I do not know that.

Q. Why did you advertise it t A. Simply because we advertised it as stated on the

official Ust.

Q. You never have spoken to any member of the Central Committee, as to the pro-

bability of its being authorized? A. I have not.

Q. Or as to the probability of any of your books being authorized ? A. To the best

of luy knowledge, I have not.

Q. You have never conversed with any of these gentlemen about the authorization

of any book? A. I have not, to the best of my recollection.

Q. You swear that ? A. I do.

Q. Where is the office of this Journal 1 A. In my office.

Q. Have you any editorial rooms ? A. No ; nothing special.

Q. Who acts as the go-between, between these editors and yourself? A. I do not

understand.

Q. Who acts as editor? A. Mr. Houston is supposed to be, and is virtually, the

editor.

Q. What process does he take to get articles ? A. I cannot tell you ; the editors of

the Provinces send their matter to us, and we give it to him.

Q. And he brings out the Journal ? A. We bring it out.

Q. Do you see him every week ? A. No;

Q. Have you spoken with him as to the propriety of any books being authorized ?

A. No.
Q. You have never asked Mr. Houston as to Mr. McLeUan's opinion ? A. I have

not.

Q. How comes it that you are so reticent with these gentlemen ? A. I am not re-

ticent.

Q. You do not say anything to them 1 A. It would be prostituting my friendship

with them, if I did.

Q. Books are forbidden subjects? A. Not books, they are talked about sometimes,

but not the authorization of them.

Q. How many books have you published ? A. Do you mean those of which we have

the copyright, or altogether ?

Q. How many school-books have you published altogether ? A. Nineteen books, I

think.

Q. Nineteen books appear as authorized text-books ? A. I do not think they are all

authorized.

Q. They are all in the list ? A. They are not all authorized text-books.

Q. Which are uot ? A. Those which are recommended for teachers' use.
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Q. Were they published by you ? A. We have published " Help in the House," and
Swinton's Language Lessons.

Q. So that out of the nineteen, two are not authorized ? A. I think that is all.

Q. Is that so ? A. Yes—if my addition is correct.

Q. Seventeen are authorized ? A. Yes.

Q. Is not Swinton's " Language Lessons," as good as authorized i A. No.

Q. How many of it have you published ? A. The first edition I think numbered 1,200 ;

and the second edition, I think, 2,000 ; and the third, 5,000.

Q. 8,200 of these you have published ! A. Yes.

Q. When did you get the manuscript of it ? A. Sometime in March, I think, or in

February.

Q. Wlien did the book appear i A. I think, when I was absent from the country, in

June or July.

Q. So in a few months you have published over 8,000 i A. We have.

Q. Is not that as good as if it were authorized ? A. What do you mean 1

Q. For your purpose of spreading it throughout the country ? A. It depends upon
how we attempt to spread it.

Q. Is it not as good for your purpose as if it were authorized, when you publish 8,000

in a few months 1 A. It is not.

Q. How many would you have published if it were authorized '( A. We might not

have published any more.

Q. Do you know that that is in use in the schools 1 A. I do not know that.

Q. You do not believe that it is in use ? A.I cannot say. I have never visited the

schools personally.

Q. And you cannot say that it is not ? A. I cannot.

Q. You have no opinion whether it is or not ? A. I think that it is. That is what
we publish books for.

Q. That is, in use in the schools without being authorized. A. I think that it is.

Q. Did Mr. Hughes use his influence to get that spread ? A. No.

Q. Or Mr. McLellan ? A. No, as far as I know.

Q. With whom did you treat for that book ] A. Mr. McMillan, of Ottawa.

Q. Did you glance over the manuscript ? A. No ! I did not ; there was simply the

memorandum taken, and the pages marked with what omissions should be made.

Q. What is the royalty to the author of that ? A. None at all.

Q. Nothing ? A. No royalty.

Q. Did you pay him a lump sum ? A. We did.

Q. What was the sum ( A. .8250.

Q. You will make a good thing out of that ? A. That is what we publish it for.

We have not sold the 8,000, but we hope to do so.

Q. How many books have you published that are not authorized ? Are there any
but what appear on this list ? Have you published any school books that do not appear
on that list ? A. We have.

Q. How many ? A. I can tell you from the catalogue.

Q. Would you publish a school book unless you thought that there was good proba-

bility of its being authorized ? A. I think that I would, and so would many other pub
Ushers in the city.

Q. Both Mr. Clark and Mr. Campbell say that Hamblin Smith's Arithmetic, and
Mason's Grammar would have been on their hands if they had published them without

their being authorized ? A. It may have been so. We can only say about our own
business.

Q. Would it have paid you to publish Mason's Grammar, if not authorized ? A. Yes,

—the Elementary.

Q. And Hamblin Smith 1 A. Yes. Wlien Dr. McLellan, and Mr. Hughes wished

to reduce the price of Hamblin Smith, we stated that we would not submit it for authoriza-

tion, if it were put down one cent or five cents lower.

Q. You dictated to the Central Committee the price i A. We did not.

Q. You did so in that case '? A. No.

Q. Are you aware that they fix the price of the book ? A. I am not.
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Q. Did they fix the price of Kii-kland's Statics 1 No.
Q. Who did? A. I did.

Q. You fix the price of all your authorized books 1 A. Yes.

Q. You find no dilficulty with the Central Committee ? A. I do.

Q. Did they object to the price of Kirkland's Statics ? A. I do not remember.
Q. Did they object to the price for Mason's Grammar 1 A. No the price is 25 per

cent, less than that of the English edition.

Q. Show me wh.at authorized books they have objected to the price of? A. They spoke
of the price of Hamblin Smith's Statics. The price was 90 cents. We have made it 75
cents.

Q. What others ? A. I do not remember any others.

Q. The rule is that they take whatever price you fix ? A. I do not know what they
do about it ; I cannot say what they do. We furnish the prices, and it is for their con-

sideration.

Q. Do you take any means whatever to find out the opinion of the Central Committee
in regard to any book which you intend to publish ? A. No, I do not remember having
sought their advice.

Q. You take no means whatever to find out what passes in the Central Committee i

A. So far as I know, I do not.

Q. None of the Central Committee give you the slightest hint as to whether a book
will be authorized or not ? A. To the best of my recollection no person has.

Q. Try to plump up your memory. Will you say that you do not try to find out
what passes in the Central Committee in regard to text-books 1 A. I do not.

Q. And neither Mr. Hughes nor Mr. Buchau 1 I believe that Mr. Buchau is also a
relation of yours ? A. I have never discovered it.

Q. Is he a relation of Mr. Hughes ? A. I do not know.

Q. Is he a relation of Mr. Kirklaud 1 A. I do not know.
Q. Do you know Mr. Scott, one of the editors of Hambliu Smith ? A. I do.

Q. Is he related to you in any way? A. Not that I know of.

At this point Mr. Delamere stated that he appeared for the publishers of the School

Journal.

The Commissioner said that he (Mr. Delamere), was appearing for parties who were
not before him in any way, and refused to allow him to appear for Messrs. Adam Miller

& Company.
Witness.—A memorandum has been handed to me by the Deputy-Minister, as fol-

lows :

—" It is stated in Saturday's evidence that I have supplied you with a Ust of the

post-office addresses of trustees throughout the Province. I have no recollection of this.

Please let me know." I may state that I applied to Dr. Hodgins after we issued the

Canada Sclwol Journal, for a list of the teachers, and he declined to give me any list. He
stated that other publishers and parties had applied for a similar list, and that it had been
refused to them.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. When you published the Canada School Jowmal, did you get a list of the subscri-

bers to the Jo?tr»iaZ o/.E'rfMcn<io?i. ? A. I did not.

Q. Did you get any information in regard to the Journal of Education i A. I do not
remember.

Q. Did you find out its circulation ? A. No.

Q. Did you get a list of its subscribers ? A. I did not.

Q. Have you a list of the teachers throughout the country ? A. We have a hst of

the large majority of them
Q. Do you know all the school sections \ A. We do not.

Q. Do you know most of them ? A. I think that we have a list of a large number
of the teachers in all the school sections.

Q. How did you get that list % A. We applied lo the teachers and Inspectors through-

out the country.

Q. You did not get it from any one connected with the Jourrud of Educalimi ? A.
We did not. We did not get it either with the view of issuing the Sclwol Journal.
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Q. Mr. Hughes did not give you any information as to the teachers throughout the

country ? A. He did not, but he did for the city. He sent me a printed report.

By Mr. Hughes.

Q. Is that printed report open to any ratepayer in the city ? A. It is as far as I

know.

By Mr. Edgar.

Q. Mr. Campbell stated that he believed you had got a list from the Department.

Did you l A. 1 will state again that I applied to Dr. Hodgius for a list but he declined

and not only declined to give it to us but to other publishers and other parties who
%vished it.

Q. Did you get it from the Department otherwise ? A. I did not.

Q. What is your practice as to that. Do you issue circulars to teachers in order to

get your books disseminated 1 A. We do. We send them sample books as a rule.

Q. Where do you get the addresses of the teachers 1 A. We receive them from some
teachers and from a number of the Inspectors, but that has to be got almost every year in

order to be of service, as the teachers are changed.

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. You state that I declined to receive pay. Do you imply that I was ever offered

any ? A. I stated I think at the meeting that no person on the Editorial Committee,

could we think of paying ; and that I would like to pay Mr. Houston on account of his

being a professional journalist. I will state how Dr. McLellau, Mr. Buchan, and Mr.

Kirkland were put on the Editorial Committee. I asked Mi\ Houston to take in hand the

editing of the Hchool Jonrnal. He stated that his work in connection with the Globe,

would prevent it. but that if I got the help of a number of educationalists, he would join.

If I had my choice I would prefer to have one editor only.

Thomas Kirkland, recalled.

By Mr. Hughes.

Q, Did any other publishing house offer you 1.5 jjercent. for the work on Statics, after-

wards published by Adam Miller and Company ? A. Yes.

Q. In Toronto 1 A. Yes.

Q. Was this offer made before Mr. Gage made the offer ? A. Mr. Gage offered me 10

per cent., and I said that I would not take it as the sale was likely to be small.

Q. This offer was made before the book was authorized 1 A, Yes ; before it was com-

menced to be printed, three or four months.

By Mb. Davin.

Q. What made you prefer Adam Miller to Mr. Campbell ? A. I do not know anything

except that I was doing othei- work lor them. I had an apf)endix to be added to Hamblin

Smith's Statics, and I was collecting examination questions and doing other work.

Q. Was that all 1 A. That was all.

Q. Mr. Hughes did not urge you to take it to Adam Miller and Company. A. I never

spoke to him about it in my life.

Q. You had already made an arrangement with Mr. Campbell, had you not? A. No,

I said that I would not take any offer until it was all completed.

Q. You had made an arrangement with Mr. Campbell, had you not 1 A. No, not an

arrangement, just the same as with Mr. Gage.

Q. Did not Mr. Campbell feel aggrieved at your taking it out of his hands ? A. Yes, I

think he did ?

Q. You had it in his hands 1 A. No. I received his offer and told him that I would

consider it when 1 got it finished.
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William Houston swom :

—

By Mr. Edgar.

Q. The two charges which are being investigated here are—first, that there is within

the Central Committee a ring, the members of which have dishonourable relations with the

publishing house nf Adam Miller and Company, of Toronto ; and second, that in the prepara-

tion of examination papers in connection with the public and high schools, there has been,

collusion between members of the Central Committee and other parties interested in the work
or result of the examination. You are not a member of the Central Committee ? A. I am
not.

Q. But your name has been mentioned by one or two witnesses, and questions have been
asked about you ; I want to know from you, if you have any knowledge of the existence of

such relations between any member of the Central Committee and any member of the firm

of Adam Miller and Company 1 A. I have no knowledge of any such relations.

Q, As to the second charge—have you any knowledge or information on that point? A.
None at all.

Q. Have you any statement to make 1 A. It is in connection with Mason's Grammar,
one of the authorized text-books. Mr. (Jage came to me sometime in June of ISTfi, 1 believe

—as near as I can recollect the date—and asked my advice as to what he should do. He
told me that he was getting out a series of school-books, and asked my advice about the

grammar to form part of the series. I recommended that he should publish Mason's Grammar
a.s being on the whole the best I knew, for school purposes in Canada ; I gave him that

advice perfectly gratuitously—that is, there was no consideration or remuneration whatever
brought up at all between us ; and furthermore, there was no question of the probabilty of

the authorization of the book talked of that I recollect, and the matter was never mentioned
between us at that time that I remember. I do not know of my own knowledge whether
Mr. Gage applied immediately for the copyright or not, but I do know that he secured it and
afterwards published the book. I may add that he asked me subsequently to prepare an
appendix of examination questions for the book, and that I consented to do so.

Q. Had you any special reason for being competent to advise on the subject of Eng-
lish Grammar ? A. Mr. Gage stated to me candidly the reason why he asked me—as a
person who had taken an honour course in English in the University ; and also as an
examiner at that time in the University ; and also a person who had considerable exper-

ience in Public and High School teaching;—and at the present moment, I have no idea

that he intends to offer me anything, and I have no intention of accepting anything. I

never had any conversation with any member of the Central Committee as to the proba-
bility of any particular book being authorized. I have had conversations with two
members of the Central Committee respecting Mason's Grammar. Early in 1876, Prof
Young, the Chairman of the Central Committee, mentioned to me the fact that the
Minister of Education had committed to them the question of the authorization of text-

books ; and he asked me to name to him any books that I thought would be useful to the

Committee in pursuing their labours ; and I recollect mentioning to him, amongst others,

Mason's English Grammar, and Abbott's " How to Parse," and spoke favourably of both
books. Subsequently to that time, I got a copy of Mason's English Grammar in my
posse.ssion, and handed it to Prof Young. I had no copy of Abbott's work. He returned

it to me some time afterwards, stating that it was not called for, as the Committee had
already a copy of the book in their possession, that is the extent of my conversation

on the matter with Prof Young, as far as I know. The other member with whom I had
an incidental communication was Mr. Glashan. In a conveisation late in 1876—my im-

pression is that it was in August, or later—I asked Mr. Glashan on one occasion his

opinion on some question of parsing, this led to some conversation on English Grammars
and English Literature in general, in which both Mason's and Abbott's were mentioned,

but no mention was made of the probability of authorization ; that was a question which
I studiously avoided. In conversation with Mr. Glasiiau on that occasion, I learned

incidentally Mr. Glashan's opinion on the relative merits of these two books. He pre-

ferred very much Abbott's to Mason's. I was brought more directly into connection with
this matter by Mr. Campbell's evidence, than in any other way ; and if his evidence is to

be believed, I must have known something of the intentions of the Committee. He is
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labouring under a mistake in reference to the conversation which took place in Willing &
Williamson's book store. That conversation was between Mr. Willing, Mr. Campbell and

myself ; and in the course of that conversation, the question of authorized text-books came

up. I made a remark then to Mr. Willing that, if he had acted on my opinion of Mason's

Grammar, which I had frequently given him early in the year, he might have had that

copyrighted instead of Adam Mdler & Company. Mr. Campbell seems to have thought,

from his evidence, that the remark was made to him. The remark was made to Mr.

Willing, and not to Mr. Campbell. He said, he thought that hint was given to him in

his own ware-room. I do not remember, either in his own ware-room or anywhere else,

having mentioned to Mr. Campbell Mason's English Grammar. I may have done so
;

but I have not the slightest recollection of it.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. Did you tell Mr. Gage of your conversation with Prof. Young ? A. I do not

recollect doing so.

Q. AVhen you were making arrangements with him as to the Grammar—you are the

editor of the Grammar, are you not 1 A. I am demi-semi editor of it, I believe.

Q. When you were making the demi-semi arrangements, did you mention this con-

versation with Prof Young, to him ^ A. I do not remember mentioning his name.

Q. You did not say you had no doubt that it would be autlu)rused "! A. I did not.

Q. You knew that it would be authorized ] A. I did not.

Q. Did not Prof Young oak you to give him the book ? A. He asked me to give

him a list of books which would be useful to the Committee in prosecuting their work.

Q. You say that this w;is early in 1876 ? A. I think so.

vj. He mentioned to you the fact that the Minister of Education had committed to

them the authorization of text-books ? A . Yes.

Q. And he asked you to recommend him books ? A. If you put my sentence in your

words—yes. Prof- Young asked me to name some books, which, in my opinion, would be

useful to the committee in prosecuting their labours.

Q. And you intended to mention Mason's Grammar? A. I did mention it.

Q' There and then ? A. Much about the same time, I do not know that it waa at

the same time.

Q. When did you have the conversation with Mr. Gage about Mason's Grammar ?

A. In Jnne, 1876.

Q. You recommended him to publish it ? A. I did.

Q. Had you previously visited Mr. Campbell I A. Several times.

Q. Did you talk about Mason's Gi-ammar 1 A. I am not aware that I did at any

time.

Q. What books did you refer to ? A. I talked about Campbell's Geography on the

occasion ho refers to, that I have a recollection of.

Q. What <ioes he mean by the courtesies which passed ? A. I am not aware except the

ordinary oues between two gentlemen.

i-l. You made no arrangements with him about any books 1 A. Not at all.

Q. That was before you saw Mr. Gage, in 1876 ) A. I do not know, he is an old

acqurtintiince of mine, of I U or 12 years' standing.

Q. Have you talked with Mr. Gage as to the probability of Mason's Grammar being

authorized ? A. I have.

Q. You have expres-sed an opinion that it would be ? A. I have, I lielieve.

Q. Have you as to the others i A. Yes. I do not recollect any distinctly
;
yes, I have,

as to Fleming's books. I was equally interested in that. I was deuii-serai editor of that

also.

Q. Then it is not true that Mr. Gage never took any means of finding out whether a

book would \>e authorized, or not. He conversed with you, did he not, as to the

probability of Fleming's Analysis beinj; authorized ? A. I think that he did.

Q. And as to the pi-obability of Fieniirifr's Aniilysis i A. Y'es.

(4. As to that couversatiou in Willing ami Williamson's shop,—were you addressing
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Mr. Wiiling or Mr. Campbell when you said :
" If you had taken the hint, you might

have had the book "
? A. I did not say " hint."

Q. What ? A. My opinion as previously expressed to him—to Mr. Willing.

Q. Was that given in the way of advice ? A. I do not know that it was, I knew that

Mr. Willing was not a publisher, and therefore it was not likely that I gave it as advice.

Q. Do you remember the conversation very distinctly t It is more likely that you
gave the tip to Mr. Campbell than to Mr. Willing ^ A. I did not give it to anybody.

Q. Did you say anything about Mason's Grammar to Mr. Campbell? A. I am not
sure.

Q. What he says, may be quite true ? A. It may be, I have no means of confuting

it.

George Paxton Young, sworn :

By Mr. Edgar.

Q. You are Chairman of the Central Committee ? A. Tes.

Q. You are aware of these two charges that are being investigated under this Com
mission ? A. I am.

Q How long have you been Chairman of the Committee 1 A. Since it was first

established.

y. Will you state for the information of the Commissioner what knowledge you have of

either of these charges ? A. In regard to the first, I have no knowledge— that there is any
ring within the Central Committee of the kind referred to. For myself, I may say, I was
so ignorant of Toronto celebrities that until this enquiry took place, I did not know that any
such persons as Beattie and Gajje existed. I thought that Adam Miller was existing in the

flesh. As to my colleagues, I know nothing causing me to have a suspicion that there is

any such thing in regard to them. No such suspicion was ever created in my own mind by
anything which ever passed in the Central Committee.

Q. Or out ot it ? A. Or out of it.

Q. With reference to the second charge, have you any knowledge of that? A. Person-

ally there has been no collusion between me and any person interested in the result of the

examination or any other person whatever ; and with respect to my colleagues, I have no
reason to believe that anything of the kind has happened in any case—none whatever.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. Do you remember the conversation with Mr. Houston ? A. I remember indistinctly

the fact of the conversation ; but unless Mr. Houston had refreshed my memory, I could

scarcely have repeated the details. I remember the fact of the conversation.

Q. You are very much occupied in metaphysical studies, are you not ? A. I am
Professor of Metaphysics.

Q. And mathematics ? A. No.

Q. But you still pay a great deal of attention to mathematics ? A. No, I have not

for many years.

Q. You do to metaphysics ? A. That is my profession.

Q. Do you write on metaphysics ? A. I write metaphysical articles.

Q. You have written on it for Etiglish journals? A. No.

Q. For American journals ? A. For journals in Canada.

Q. Metaphysics is a fascinating study, is it not ? A. I like it very well, but people

generally have a different opinion.

Q. Do you see that book of examination papers of Dr. McLellan ? A. Yes.

Q. You are aware, I suppose, of the similarity between his examination papers in

1877, and certain questions in that book ? A. I iiave listened to the evidence brought
forward, and I am aware of the facts which have been brought out. I have also com-
pared the facts mentioned in the memorandum published in the Alail with Dr. ilcLellan's

book and with tlie examination papers.

Q. As the chairman of the Committee, you know who sets the examination papers ?

A. I do.
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Q. Did Dr. McLellan set the examination papers for Physics and Chemistry in July,

1874 1 A. 1 take it for granted that he did ; I have no doubt of it.

Q. Did he profess to do it—was it his business to do it 1 A. As far as I recollect,

it was.

Q. Was it his business to set them for 1876 ? A. I believe so.

By Dr. McLellan.

Q. You and I have been associated in the committee since its first establishment ?

A. Yes.

Q. Have you ever found me urging the authorization of any single book whatever ?

A. You have taken your part in the discussions in the Central Committee, but you never

took any special part or any such part, which would lead me to believe that you were
acting unfairly.

Q Did I recommend the authorization of Kirkland's Statics? A. I think that I

was the first who introduced it and recommended it. You approved of the idea of recom-

mending it, 1 think.

Q, Did I recommend Hambliii Smith's Arithmetic, or Mason's Grammar, or Swin-

ton's Grammar ? A. I do not distinctly recollect in regard to Hamblin Smith's

Arithmetic.

Q. You remember about the Youngs ? A. Though my memory of what Mr •

Houston said is not very distinct, my impression is that it is correct, and that the boo *
was first brought to my recollection by what he said to me about it. I think that I m^*
him on Yonge Street, and as the matter of text-books was then before the Committee, I

asked him as an acquaintance and a gentleman whom 1 knew to be well acquainted with

that subject, if he knew of any grammars that would be suitable for the Committee. 1

thought it my duty to obtain iufonuation from any source 1 could. I ;vsked him that

question though as I repeat, tlie details of that conversation are very iudistinctlj' before

me. I have a recollection of looking over the book. Whether I took it home or not, it

was afterwards laid on the t:ible ; I do not remember by whom.
Q. Do you remember that I was not on the sub-Committee which recommended this

book ! A. Yes, 1 recollect that. The work of the Committee w<is divided without

any formal appointment of sub-Committees, as a rule, among the different members. One
set of members taking those with which they were familiar, and others those with which
they were familiar. You were not one of those to whom English grammars were
committed.

Q. Do you remember my asking your opinion as to the propriety of my issuing a

book of problems for teachers ? A. I have no distinct recollection of it.

Q. What was your opinion as to the propriety of it ? A. I saw no impropriety in it

whatever. I, for my part, saw no impropriety in it whatever.

Q. You say that you compared the memorandum in the Mail with the books on
Natural Philosophy and Arithmetic ? A. Yes, I compared both memoranda. I had a

rea.«on for not doing it at the time, but after his Lordship was appointed Commissioner,

I did.

Q. Since Natural Philosophy is set for young students, do you consider it improper
to take the questions from any ordinary text-book ? A. I do not.

Q. As a matter of fact, when yon were Examiner in Natural Philosophy and Algebra,

did you not do it yourself? A. Very little. My own practice was to prepare any
riders I wanted myself ; that was the rule. I did deviate sometimes from it, but not

often.

Q. You sometimes copied the exact riders from the text-books in your Examination
Papers, for instance, in Natural Philosophy and Algebra ? You have staled in some
cases " text-book ? " A. That is the case.

Q. You do not consider that there is any impropriety in it? A. If I thought that

there was any impropriety in it, I would not have put down " text-book," and called the

attention of the world to the impropriety.

Q. Do you consider that it was in effect, where the papers were so set, equivalent to
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the Examiners giving the students the Examination Paper before hand ? A. Certainly

not.

Q. Or in Arithmetic ? A. Certainly not.

Q. Do you consider the Arithmetic Paper a fair test question for all candidates

whatever ? A. I thought it rather difficult.

Q. Tou have examined the Book of Problems ? A. So as to become acquainted with

the general nature of it. I do not profess to be acquainted with all the details.

Q. Can you form any idea as to the variety of the type que.stions ? A. No ; my
time was fully occupied, and I have contented myself with looking at the general charac-

ter of the book.

Q. Do you think that it would be easy, after looking at the book, to set a paper and
avoid these type questions ? A. Certainly not.

Q. You think that it would be difficult? A. In the first place, I think that it would
be perfectly impossible ; and in the second place, most undesirable.

By Mr. Glashan.

Q. Have you ever asked questions that you thought were original, and afterwards

found that they had been actually proposed before ? A. Something like that happened
in regard to one rather peculiar question—one which I flattered myself I had discovered

for myself. It turned out afterwards that the question which I gave in that particular

case had appeared in the Examination Paper, presented in a general form.

James Alexander McLellan, sworn :

—

By Mr. Edgar.

Q. You are a member of the Central Committee ? A. Yes.

Q. You know these two charges which are being investigated by his Lordship. The
first is, " that there is within the Central Committee a ring, the members of which have
dishonourable relations with the publishing house of Adam Millar & Co., of Toronto."

The second is, " That in the preparation of Examination Papers in connection with the

Public and High Schools, there has been collusion between members of the Central Com-
mittee, and other parties interested in the work or result of the Examinations." Give us

your evidence as to any facts within your knowledge relating to these charges, and relat-

ing to the particulars which you have heard brought forward in relation to your own name,

and Mr. Kirkland in this evidence. Is there a ring to your knowledge within the Central

Committee having dishonourable relations with the publishing house of Adam Millar &
Company, of Toronto 1 A. 1 am not aware of the existence of any such ring.

Q. As to the second question of collusion, do you know of collusion in the prep.ara-

tion of Examination Papers in connection with Public and High Schools between mem-
bers of the Central Committee, and any parties interested in the work, or result of such

examinations 1 A. I do not.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. You asked Professor Young whether he took any questions from textbooks in his

Examination Papers, and he told you that when he took any questions or riders he gave

the word " text-book ;
" when you take a rider, do you put down the source from which

you take it ? A. Not generally.

Q. Did you put " Teefy " after the questions which you got from Mr. Teefy ? A.

What questions. These two questions that he sent me and that were used in the Decem.-

ber Paper of 1873?
Q. You did not put " Teefy " after it 1 A. I do not think so.

Q. Where were you educated ? A.I graduated at the University of Toronto.

Q. Were you a fellow student of Mr. Kirkland ? A. Yes.

Q. You have been very intimate with him ? A. Exceedingly so.

Q. What books have you prepared with him for publication i A. I have been asso -

ciated with him in the preparation of the Book of Problems, that is all, I think.
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No.
Q. Have you prepared any of your Examination Papers in his private room ? A.

Q. Do you ever enter iti A. Yes.

Q. Do you ever work there ? A. No, I have sometimes noted down an elegant

problem, or one I thought so from his selection.

Q, You have been accustomed to talk with him about the results of examinations,

have you ? A. I do not know of any special conversation. We have talked, I suppose.

Q. Have you received hints from him as to what the Examination Papers should be ?

A. I do not think so.

Q. Did you ever receive from him a hint as to setting an Examination Paper 1 A. I

cannot say. I might have received a hint for the setting of the paper for the interme-

diate, or something of that kind.

Q. Did he ever supply you with questions ? A. No.
Q. Problems? A. No.

Q. Eiders? A. No.

Q. Do your questions test the capacity of students educated at different institu-

tions throughout the country ? A. They are supposed to do so.

Q. Would it not be an advantage to Mr. Kirkland's students over others, if you based
your examination papers on his lectures ? A. I think not. Of course, if he knew before-

hand what questions I was going to set, no doubt his students would have an advantage
;

but I do not think that it would be worth while if you take into consideration the com-
parative insignificance of those subjects in which collusion has been attempted to be

established, in the whole 3,000 marks, these subjects not amounting to more than one-

eleventh.

Q. Have you a good knowledge of Chemistry 1 Have you paid special attention to

that subject? A. I have read a good deal, I do not profess to be an expert.

Q. Did you take high marks at the University 1 A. I think that 1 took honours in

some part of the course.

Q. Did a candidate for the certificate in 1875, write to you as to the Chemistry
papers set "i A. I think that he wrote to Prof. Young. I think that there was something
also in regard to the Arithmetic.

Q. Was he dissatisfied with the marks which you gave him ? A. I think so. I think

that I gave him 80 or 8.5 per cent., and he wanted 100.

Q. Did you answer the letter? A. I think so.

Q. In answer did you send the Examination Papers ? A. I do not know. I showed
the letter to Dr. Ryerson. He wrote to Prof Young.

Q. lu answering the questions, did you quote from four or fiive books 1 A. 1 do not

remember.

Q. Did you .show that Examination Paper of 1875 with the letter of the student in

question to ^Ir. Kirkland ? A. Which Examination Paper?
Q. The Examination Paper of 1875 ? A. Not that I remember.
Q. Did you get any assistance from Mr. Kirkland in answering the questions which

you sent 1 A. If I answered the questions, I did not.

Q. When did you become High School Inspector? A. In 1861.

Q. Was Mr. Kirkland the only High School Master who supported you then? A.

I do not know.

Q. Did you two months afterw,ards use your influence to have Mr. Kirkland appoint-

ed Normal School Master ? A. I used whatever influence I had, to do so.

Q. You are associated with him as one of the editors of the Canada School Journal f

A. Yes.

Q. And member of the Senate. A. Yes.

Q. Did you canvass together ? A. 1 think that we very likely wrote to our

friends.

Q. Do you write to your friends to get appointed examiners ? A. I cannot say.

Q. Do you make a rule of appointing only your friends as sub-examiners ? A. We
do not.

Q. Are you paid as one of the editors of the Canada School JoumcdJ A. I am not.

Q. How are you paid ? A. I never received a cent. I am simply working for the
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.„„d of th, profession »t l.rge ; 1 do, I soppo»,, t.n li™. « .nuoh work thro.gl.ut Ih.

irki»Vfi3.toTfXMr^-«^^Air. mcnan anu ±
4i,„,,„v,f fW formerlv he had not been friendly to me.

him an excellent man. I thought that Jormeny ne

Q. Do you take your questions from books? A. i take them lar^eiy

§. WhL you do not .ick the brains of^ome
^^^^^J^'Z tlt."'""^' ^

""^Q^^C:;o:rrot ^iesS' f"om M.' Baler , A. I have, I suppose got four or five

^""0%0Zit; a^nVSrencXr^n taking questions from the Examiner, and taking

questls LTthe t^Xr. A. I do not know that any teacher gave me any questions,

Tho.?students dfd not come up for examination. I took the precaution not to set those

"itr^rsSrrs^^^^^^^
Arithmetic ancl hints to answers thereto ] A. I am interested in it.

I J:i 7:^t:^:i ZSal b^an circu^e as widely as possible ? A. It is,

no doubt.
n » T +!, 1 t

I have my own friends among them.
,„ „„„ r,r.f ? A Well Yes

Q. You are in a position to help these gentlemen, are you
ifj ±-J^'l' l\^^^^ j

Q. You promised Mr. Teefy to ««« y°^"'^"fl'^«'^'=«'

^Sf,tTd it^ 1 am helpinrmen
suppose, a little vanity Uke others. I may have over-estimated it

, 1 am help.n, me

"'°"0 'Trm'etSkTJ £ok between these gentlemen, is equivalent to canvass

in.
."^^

A I th^knoT Mr Robertson had prepared a couple of Examination Papers for

^'"^t You'sS^S'of TvL'tralfhrr' A. I do not. I say that would be the outside

'"^'.Do^'you remember when Hamblin Smith's Arithmetic was authorized^ A. I do

'"''

Q. Was it authorized before publication ? A I do "O* ^hmk so.

Q. Has it ever been submitted to the Central Committee ? A. i think not,

^'^'^Q'°Then, in point of fact, it is not authorized? A. No. I suppose that the publisher

could lead as you liked 1 A. I certainly did not^

*™'
Q Did you seek to pack the Central Committee with your friends ? A. No.

I go ^trw^hlT'^sX^" Editotof^L^^^^^ Smith, is a brother-in-law of

'''
ttols any-siat of°'marital relationship bind you to that lucky firm ? A. Not that

'

'"r y'ou
'
re aware that the copyright for Hamblin Smith was secured six or eight months

before it was authorized ? A. I did not know that it was secured^

Q Did Mr. Gage ever consult you respecting Hamblin Smith? A. He aii not,

Q,. He never wrote to you 1 A. Never
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Q. And you never wrote to him ? A. No.
Q. He has never consulted you at all "> A No

he coLS^me n :r.^d\'rTectSrs?:oiJ^
consulted you

1 A. I do not know whether

Canada School J.^m^/'od I di cotrag ^ hL ?"
id hat' it T\^A

"'^' "^
-t"^*

'}'
refused to be put upon the Editorial oflit" e a I'uppo d tCtt t'ouKld

""'' '°^ ^

s.ble for wr.t,ng a good deal, which n,y health would nofalio; .J: do
""' "'P""

Q. Did you ever give Mr. Houstou a hint? A No

Q. In what month did you go to Eno-land ? A r thinl- fK„f t i i r
on the 8th of July 1876

J^iia'ana f a. i think that I sailed from Quebec

y. where did you see Mr. Ga^e % A I think- ^t r,,,, i

'"'<•'"»

went away.
'^ """'' ^^ ">> '^""«''' '"^ month or so before I

Q. Did you have a conversation about visiting England ? A. I mentioned itQ. Did he ask you to look out for text-books thent A. He did not

w\T "° ""S,^° y°" «
,
A. Nothing in connection with that

•IS to Z\TrZw. '''l?r''" "^ '^' ''^"^•- °'' introduction which he gave you 1 -V Itas to Rivington s, with the view to get a further introduction from them I" Hamblin

said l^'Z :Sn:Sr fS5 ^'- ' "''-'
^I'^^^

^'^^ '^"''^'- °^ Education

^^q. Wh.. ™,e I A. Th,. i. .11. w. h,„ „„ l,„d ,1,. „„e,„.g „.^„„, „„,„ ,,,,,

or *.\;;p.£ t:j^^ r'rnt'T^-ti^'rjr-- "^' " -'•-
g. What IS the royalty you get ? A. Ten percent.
y. .So for every book that is sold you i;et ten cents ? A Yes

^
^_Q. W hen you were in l.ngland, did you receive a present of book, from Rivington 1 A.

Q. '.Vhat was the value of it i A. I could not say.
Q. Has it worth .£100 1 A. Certainly not

y. Having received that present, you wrot<i a letter on the 8th of November recommend-
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ing Hamblin Smith ? A. I do not know whether before or after receiving the books. I

remember writing the letter but I do not know the date.

Q. Has Hamblin Smith's Arithmetic been authorized ? A. The facts have been placed

before you.

Q. How came you to recommend that book ? A. Same friends had sent me news-

papers, which showed that there was a great storm raised in consequence of the supposed

difficulty of the Arithmetic Papers. I had been lecturing before the teachers, trying to

get them to adopt the independent method of investigation. I found that Hamblin
Smith's book gave prominence to the independent or unitary methods, and I thought that

by bringing it before the teachers, it would enable them to pass the examination.

Q. Was it the Arithmetic Papers of 1876 that the storm was about? A. There

were storms every year.

Q. Were all the questions in 1876 original ? A. I think that most of them were.

Q. Whom did you get those that were not original from ? A. I am collecting ques-

tions for examination papers all the time. One or two of these might have been furnished

by Mr. Baker. I got them from no teacher whatever.

Q. Have you any doubt that Mr. Baker assisted you 1 A. He did not assist me in

preparing that paper. I may have used a question or two that he furnished me on a

previous occasion.

Q. Are you not positive f A. I am sure of one ; but not of any other.

Q. Did "he assist you in preparing any of the Examination Papers in 1875? A. I

think not.

Q. Or in 1874 ? A. In none of these years. I may have got in the course of time

some five or six questions in Arithmetic, not to be u.sed for any particular examination.

Q. Could your Examination Paper for 1876 have been answered in three hours ?

A. I intended 75 per cent, to constitute the maximum, but unfortunately, no note of the

fact was put at the head of the paper. I think that Mr. Glashan, in examining the paper,

made allowance for the difficulty or length of the paper.

Q. In 1874, you prepared papers on Chemistry and Physics ; and in 1876 ? A.

Yes.

Q. And Natural Philosophy anil Arithmetic papers for 1877 ? A. Yes.

Q. Was the meeting which elected you President of the Ontario Teachers' Associa-

tion packed ? A. Not that I am aware of

Q. When were you elected I A. I think sometime in August.

Q. How many teachers were there ? A. I do not know. I have heard some

estimate the number at three hundred.

Q. Did yon semi for teachers from various parts of the country to come and vote for

you ? A. 1 do not think so.

Q. Did you send for one 1 A. I don't remember.

Q. Did Mr. Kirkland interest himself very much in that election ? A. I do not

know that he did.

Q. Did Mr. Hughes ? A. I do not think that he was considered favourable. I have

no special reason for thinking so ; but I think that he was not very favourable, in the

first instance, at all events.

Q. Under the Act of 1874, liberty was given to the booksellers and publishers to

comptte with the Depository Branch Department—did you have a conversation shortly

after this with Mr. Gage ? A. Do you mean with regard to the prices of text-books ?

Q. I mean with regard to books, which it would be advisable for Mr. Gage to pub-

lish ^ A. No ; I certainly had not.

Q. Each member of the Central Committee is a committee to report on library and

prize books ? A. I am not aware of that.

Q. Mr. Crooks stated it in his evidence ? A. I do not think he said that every

member is a committee. If so, I think that he is not con-ect. I was not aware of it.

Oh yes, to examine prize books. Yes, that is correct. I misunderstood—I thought that

3'ou alluded to text-books.

Q. Have you reported on any prize or library books 1 A. No.

Q. Mr. Crooks stated that one of his objects, in making the change, was to prevent

a monopoly 1 A. Yes.
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Q. With you and other members of the Central Committee, editors of their journal,

and with their relations with the Central Committee, have not Adam Miller & Co. a
monopoly ? A. I do not think so.

Q. Have they not the inside track, as Mr. Campbell said ! A. No.
Q. Are they on the road to a monopoly ? A. Not as far as I am concerned. I do

not intend to play into their hands, or the hands of any other man.
Q. What effect does authorization have 1 A. It depends upon whether the book will

have a great circulation, then it means a good deal.

Q. The Act says, that no book shall be used in the schools, unless authorized t A.
Yes. No teacher can force its adoption unless it is authorized.

Q. Mr. Crooks says :
" Clause G, to avoid any imputation of partiality it is intended

to exclude all officials in the Department of the Minister and members of the Central

Committee from being iu any way concerned in the preparation of new books or interested

in works which may be retained." Have you not broken that rale. A. I think not.

Q. In publishing your E.'caminatiou Papers ? A. I think not. Mr. Crooks has
decided on that.

Q. Is not your book being introduced into schools by the teachers that you canvassed ?

A. I think that you ought to take that back. As a candid man, you know that I have not
canvassed

Q. Are the Examination Papers being used in schools by teachers whom you
asked to introduce it ? A. Teachers use it themselves pretty largely. Pupils, I think,

do not use it very much, except advanced pupils preparing for certificates.

Q. But they use it ? A. I think that they do—not very generally, I am sorry to say.

Q. One of the duties of Trustees is to see, that no unauthorized books are used in

the school and that the pupils are duly supplied with a uniform series of authorized text-

books sanctioned and recommended by the Council of Public Instruction. Have you not
contributed to the breach of the law and the breach of the rule laid down by Mr. Crooks?
A. I have not. The teachers in the High Schools are at liberty to use any book of problems
whatever. They u.se Hamblin Smith's Book of Problems in Algebra for the sake of getting

good examples on that subject.

Q. Mr. Crooks says that he is guided by the Central Committee in roference to the

books he will sanction, so that it has become an Advisory Board as well as a Board of Ex-
aminers ? A. I suppose so, to a certain extent.

Q. The Central Committee can secure the authorizitioo of what books they please,

practically ? A. I would not say that. We recommend books after careful examination
;

there is a sub-committee appointed to ex imine tie book ; thit sub-committee reports, and then

generally, some members of the Central Committee reexamine or look over the books again.

Q. Copp, Clarke & Co. wrote to thy Minister of Education in 1877 :

—

"Toronto, May 11th
Hon. Adam Crooks,

Minister of Elucation.

Dear Sir,—As the publishers of the authorized arithmetics, we beg most respectfully

to draw your attention to a work just i.s3ued, of whicli one of the inspectors, Dr. McLellan,
is joint author, " Examination (^)uc.stioDs in Arithmetic," in which announcement is made
and commendation given to an arithmetic to be published, thus throwin'.' official sanction over

an unauthorized book, in direct opposition to one of the duties of an Inspector. The fact of
Mr. Mclycllan, an Examiner, hiving a permanent jiecuniary interest in any book, the certain

result of which must be to induce him to use influence to promote its sale, is, we submit,

incompatible with the proper discharge of his duties, and a position which we think you will

view with disfavour. Respectfully submitting this matter to your consideration,

We remain,

your obedient Servants,

Co?p, Clark & Co."

Q. Is not that so ? A. The Minister of Educ.ition decided that.

Q. Can you discharge your duties as Examiner properly, having published that book ?

A. I think so. I shall try to do so, as long as I am Examiner.
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Q. Should not a man in your high position be above suspicion 1 A. It is hard to be so,

so far as some minds are concerned. Of course, I should try to act discreetly so as not to

give even the most malignant persons ground for complaint.

Q. Can you be above suspicion, having published that book and being liable to use your

great influence to promote its sale t A. I think so. It is common for Examiners to publish

books of that kind.

Q. Copp, Clarke and Company say that for an Examiner and Inspector to publish a

book and retain a living pecuniary interest in it, must have a certain result; what result

would that be ? A. I do not know what result that means. Probably it would have the

result of preventing his Book of problems from having so large a sale.

Q. Would it not lead you to canvass the teachers whom you might promote ? A. No.

Q. Did you not canvass Mr. Robertson ? A. The fact is there, you can call it what
you please. Mr. Robertson stated that when he asked me to use influence to get him in a

head-mastership if I thought him worthy, he did not suppose that I would do it because I

asked him to introduce the book into his classes. No man will ever say that.

Q. You do not think it induced him to introduce a book—^you being an Examiner and

a member of the Central Committee? A- I agree with Professor Young, that it is a proper

thing to do.

Q When did you speak to Mr. Gage about the Cannda School Journal? A. Sometime
before its publication, I do not know how long. I tried to discourage him at first. I gave him
to understand that I could not help him very much at all events.

Q Did you converse with any one else besides Mr. Gage, about the publication ? A.

I do not think that I did—not to my recollection.

Q. Mr. Crooks said in his evidence in regard to your Examination Papers, " that

the first objection that arose to him, was that the book W3uld be sent forth with the par-

ticular advantage that the examiner and the author was the same person. Is that so 1 A.

Is what so ?

Q. That the Examiner and the Publisher of th e book is the same ? A. I suppose it is.

Q. And Mr. Crooks further says, that candidates who were being examined on these

subjects would naturally derive great advantage from being familiar with your mode of illus-

tration." Is that so 1 A. I dare say that the 'very fact of the author being an Examiner,

would make his book more valuable and sought for.

Q. Especially if the Examiner and the Inspector is also the President of the Teachers'

Association ? A. I do not see that there is any connection.

Q. Then especially if the author and Examiner, and Inspector, and member of the Cen-

tral Committee canvassed for his book, it would promote its sale t A. I have addressed

hundreds of teachers—perhaps a thousand teachers, and have not canvassed them at all.

Q. Mr. Crooks said that your position would probably make, your book more valu-

able, commercially 1 A. It is very likely that it would ; but the commercial value, I have

the vanity to think, does not depend wholly on my being an examiner.

Q. He said that your position would facilitate the use of the book 1 A. I have

already said that the fact of the author being an examiner, would perhaps lead to the book

being more souglit after.

Q. He said, that if you took all your questions from that book you would fall into

the evil which, in his consideration, it would be most desirable to avoid. Did you not

fall into that evil ? A. I do not think so.

Q, You have heard the evidence as to the similarity between the Examination Papers

and the questions in your book? A. Certainly.

Q. And you do not think that you fell into the evil? A. No ; because these ques-

tions are found in preceding Examination Papers, and are in all text-books. The book is

a collection of the best problems that can be found in English and Irish text-books.

Q. Has a member of the Committee a right to take an nmlue advantage of his posi-

tion ? A. He has no right to prostitute his position in any way, of course.

Q. Or an examiner 1 A. Do you mean that the examiner has no right to publish a

book?
Q. I want to know whether you have, as an Inspector and a member of the Central

Committee, any right to have an undue advantage in regard to publications ] A. I con-
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suited Mr. Crooks in regard to it ; and would have taken his advice. I have been asked

to get out another book ; and before doing so, I asked ilr Crooks whether it was right

or not, that I should do so.

Q. All your evidence ami the whole argument on your side, has gone to show that

the teacher can prophecy with almost certainty what the examination papers will be ?

A. Not what the identical examination papers will be ; but, of course, a provident te.acher

will be able to form a very good conjecture what the examination paper will be, when the

paper is set to illustrate a very narrow course.

Q. Is that a good thing] A. As far as the elementary classes are concerned, I do
not see much objection to that.

Q. In Mr. Kirkland's case, you seem to have made the certainty absolute ? A. I do
not think so.

Q. Had you any conversation with him before the examinations in regard to the

papers of 1874, and 1876, and 1877 ? A. Not that T am aware of. There might have been
some talk of the examination.s, but nothing in regard to what was going to be set.

Q. In regard to that book of Examination Papers, did you, in setting the questions

for the arithmetic of 1877, take them ouc of the book? A. I did not. I may have taken

one or two questions, but the great majority you have referred to, certaitdy I set without
reference to it.

Q. You had the book before you 1 A. Undoubtedly the book was on the table.

Q. You looked up certain questions and took one or two from the book ! A. I think

it is likely I took one or two suggested by the book.

Q. You did not take care that the examination questions should not be .similar to the

questions in the book ? A. Professor Young has stated that it would be impossible to set

such a paper. On the whole, I took very great care. The fact, that out of 45 questions, 50U
can only find three or four similar, shows that I took great care ; the first-class questions

aflected only 30 or 40 candidates. The other papers were set for 10,000 or 12,000 candi-

dates. Is it not fair to think that if I wanted to sell the book, I would have set the other

.papers from it.

Q. When you do not take the questions from other examiners, do you become a plagiarist

of yourself > A. I constructed that Examination Paper myself mainly, I think.

Q. Mr. Crooks said that it would be a deplorable thing if there were auy similarity be-

tween the teaching of Mr. Kirkland and the examinations of yourself ; do you think so ? A.
Mr. Kirkland does not teach the subject at all.

Q. I am not speaking of the subjects which he teaches and you examine in I A. I do
not think that Mr. 'Jrooks could have meant that, because if the teacher confines hini«elf to

the officiid programme, and the examiner sets fairly on the leading topics of that paper,

there must be a similarity, otherwise an examiner will bo pilloried as I have been again and
again.

Q. If the teacher can always anticipate the questions of the examiner, is not the

examination a farce ! A. That is not putting it fairly ; of course, we can anticipate the

subjects, and .sometimes the questions.

Q. Have you ever described yourself as the directing mind of our Institutions I A. I

have been honored with the title by the Afail. I may have said it jokingly. I never assum-
ed such a position.

(^. Did you ever say that you ran the whole machine ? A. Not much.

Q. Nothing equivalent to it ? A. No.

Q. Has the house of .\dam .Miller and Company an advantageous position because of its

connection with you and others / A. Not so far as I am concerned. I worked as readily for

Mr. Campbell's books as for Adam Miller's, when I thought that they were good books.

Q. If they had such an advantage, you could not say that you never had any idea of the

existence of a ring i ,\. I do not understand.

Q. If Adam Miller & Co., owing to the fact that you an<l others of the Central Com-
mittee are their editors, had any advantage from that, would not there be a ring ] A. That
means I understand, that if there is a ring, there is a ring. As far as my knowledge is

concerned, there is no ring, neither Adam Miller i Co., nor any other publishing firm have
obtained from me any information which would warrant the insinuation or intimation that

there is any corrupt ring.
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Q. But tliej' may gather from you the books to be authorized 1 A. No. They do uot
gather it from me, I will say that not one member of the firm has ever even hinted to me,
that they desired the use of my influence to get any book authorized.

Q. They never said it directly ? A. No ; nor dropped a hint.

Q. Can you conceive their journal condemning a book published by Adam Miller &
Company ? A. I can, if I am one of the editors of it.

Q. Mr. Crooks said that he could not expect it ? A.I tell you that as far as I have
any right lo it, I claim to be afflicted a little with the malady of thought, and if a book is sub-

mitted to me tor review, I will do it to the best of my ability, no matter whose it may
be. If that does not suit the journal, of course my name vanishes as one of the editors.

Q. The Central Committee are absolute as to the price of books ? A. I cannot say ;

but we have to submit the price to Mr. Crooks.

Q. He says :
" I would not assume to come to a different conclusion unless I thought

the price excessive ;" he never has objected to the price ? A. I do not remember that he
has.

Q. What principle puts a price oa a book 1 A. I think no principle particularly.

Mr. Hughes and 1 were appointed a committee to wait on the various publishers and dis-

cuss the prices of books to be authorized.

Q. When did you discuss the price of Kii'kland's Statics ? A. I do not know.
Q. It is sold for a dollar 1 A. Yes.

Q. Mr. Baker stated that Mr. Kirkland's book was cribbed from other books on the

subject :—is not a dollar too high for a plagiarism 1 A. I do not think, compared with
other books—Hamblin Smith's and others—^which we have been using, that a dollar is

too high. It does not matter where it is taken from so long as it is a good book and well

adapted for the wants of the country. I do not think he meant that the book work did
not have some originality ; but he referred to the problems, the same as Professor Clierri-

man's work.

Q, When you were examining Mr. Slater, why did you quote from the marks he made
in 1876? A. It was the only one I had before me.

Q,. Was it in order to terrify persons from coming and giving evidence ? A. Certainly

not.

Q. For what reason was it that you wanted the list of teachers who had written to the

Mail? A. I do not know. There has been what is called a ring of sore-head teachers.

Q In Mr. Belford's evidence, you said that it was thought " we should get at these

parties ? " A. I think that it is a wrong report. If I wanted to get at the parties it was
merely to show all the grounds.

Q. Was it that they should be marked men t A. No.

Q. Have you not power to promote and help the promotion of school-teachers 1 A. I

have some power in that way. I suppose every inspector has.

Q. If you got at these men, you would not be likely to promote them ? A. If a man
proved to be a malignant enemy I do not think that I should recommend him, if I had a

friend who was equally well qualified.

Q. Not a man opposed to you ? A. I do not think that.

Q. With your iufluence with Professor Young—and you stand well with the Govern-
ment— you would use that against any such man ? A. I will injure no man, but in a choice

between two parties for a given position, if one man has attempted to seriously injure me and
the other has not, I should choose the latter.

Q. Have you not been very angry indeed that any criticisms have been offered on the

Central Committee ? A. No. I have asked for fair criticisms. I have asked teachers

throughout the country to criticise our work in regard to the intermediate examinations, and

BO on.

Q. Did you prepare the Examination Papers in 1873 ? A. Yes, except the two pro-

blems which Mr. Teefy furnished. I do not think there was any other source that I

know of.

Q. You do not think that you got help from any other source? A. I do not remember
getting any assistance.

Q,. Was it a wrong thing to take these problems and helps from him ? A. As long as I

believed that he had no pupils coming up for examination, I do not think so.
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wn,.lS' .1 I Tf ^^
^^°^°^ "^"""^'y' ^^^^' y*"^ ^'^y' "% tbe way I am very hardwo ked this balf-year would you have time to make me up a few problems and nuestLs nmathematics m strict confidence." What did you mean by " in strict confideuce ^ " T Isupposed he would not divulge anythiuf? to any person.

candidati""'"
^"^ ^""^ ^^""^ ^°" """'" ''°'"^ '""'"'^

'

'^- "' ^°"''^ °°' 'l'^"'g« "> 'he

Q. You knew you were doing wrong « A. I did not
Q. Why did you say that? A. I supposed that he would be confidential ; for the Uni-versity examinations, it is a common thing.

'

Q. It is a common thing for one examiner to take from another? A. It is a commonthing for examiners to take questions Irom friends who are not interested in any oLrdrescoming up for the examinations. ' ^''""'"aies

Q^
Is it common for examiners to get questions from teachers and teachers nrecarin-r

He^td 1w Tl
-ammations ? A. He was not preparing pupils for ,heseTxSS

dons
^^ examinations, but these were set tbr the December oxamLa-

k; k '^'u'T'll'
'° the preparation of examination papers in connection with the public andhigh schools there has been collusion between members of the Central CbmmitteeCd otherparties m the work or result of the examinations." Mr. Teefy was preparing students for thevery examinations that you prepared examination papers for : Can you, on your oath answer

forindllr. tSJT ^frttnr""'' '° ''- -^--—'t there^coHusionbere:

examSatllrpt^a-pliTri ^now 't^^^^'
^^ ''' ^''^'"'""'°"'^

' ^- "^ ^^ "' ^'^ ^^^^

nn r''"
;""':!

^^"l"
^''^^ ^^ ''''"''^ ^^'-""^ ^""^ """''^ '^'"''«°t'^ f*"- tli« examinations I A I sun

n'^riLrsS'at'lir"
''"^ ^^^""°" ''' ^"^^ ^°™^'' '"''°"' ^--—

«. - which l. wl
Q. He was not teaching students for the Normal School, coming up for these vervexaminations A. Not the Normal School, hut f„r the Provinciar Examinations Theformer t.ke place in June. It is probable that I intended to use them for that Examb-Uion

m?S t::^::^ ::;s "• ''-' ^"' "-' "'-' ^-^ ^^^ '^^^ ^-"-^-- ^^^-
Q. You say on the 2fith of January, 1873 • " I accent vonr ntf^i- a,;,i, .• r.

(1-, 2nd, 3rd da.) for Teaeiier's Examination an/fiT^^/Z^J^ars^^^lJ^^'
m:i:cp^;r

'^ "'*""'• '°" "'''' •^'^ ' '^- ^^^^ ^« °ff-' '<^ prepare the 1;;!:-

Q. Do you attach tiie usual meaning to the word " collusion "l \ I think so
Q. Will you swear that there was no collusion between you and Mr

'

Teefy I \'l ,l,.„uthere was none. I will tell you why. I had two examinations in my hands that vJr.Normal School ,n wliich neither he nor any other teacher could bo in7r et« d hrPrTw"cial f.xamination
;
but, if he sent me any (luostion^ it i« litnl„ T „„ u . . V^"^'"-

Normal School Examinations. I had ^^oIToii^tp.L^^^^ '^^ ">«

justified in getting assistance I think I was then
^^ ^ ^^ ""^ °°' "'-^

him,L y°o: f";."?," -n'k'n?
"

'" ' ""'^ ''^"^^^'' ^ ^''^ ''^^ '^^^ -re taken fro.

Q. Were you not as an Examiner taking those papers from Mr Teefv which v,,,, a,»~e.xpected to prepare Were you not imposing a fraud on those who were fuVToylru TTI took no questions for the teacher's examinati,,,,. No one in his senses will s./ t/^
there are two questions on a paper prepared by him, he pre ."red thlpper

' """^

g. You say, " I accept your oiler for Teach-r's Examination Paoers' A H,- ,I>M „.,aend them unfortunately. I will take questions fr.m any one
; but I^ them diL':!;"

q. Are you not imposing a frau.l on tho.se who employ you ; A If I ^et th,. wl.„lpape. i,o.a question or two. If so,thereis not an exam'inJr ^who U not iL^o^f^I. al^Jt
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Q You have tried to show that all examiners prig from each other ! A. Yes. We can

^""'Q^'Horm'So'Torget as examiner^ A. Not nearly as much as Sandfield Mac-

donald g^we^me.^
$200 > A. Yes, lor that and all other matters connected with the Central

^^'"'S'Tf it is a case of universal crib, would it not be better to take the questions right out

nt the booksT A No. 1 here has never been a paper which has gone out of my hands

which has not' h3tsome original questions. If I am required to set every question, 1 should

requii^e P-^^^
^'fJ^fy-^.j^, ,,,, i, ,, regard to a pass paper >. A. Wuh reference to the

""""o" Yo^^r ''mX up two or three stiff problems for first class Arithmetic
_

Paper
"

« Tf I succeed you need have no fear as to your prospects, and if I don't, 1 11 have influence

at all evenr' dlla ,s a mean place. Til surely get you something better this year if

nciwp ' Was not that an attempt to corrupt that teacher ? A. No. I think his letter of

r87 hows dearly eioih that th'at was not' the case. I have never promised any single

teacher any assistance whatsoever with a view to get his assistance m any way
_^

teacher any _,. ^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^ ^..^^^ f I thmk

rUhl nflueacerno.,.hto'getyo'u\n. ^he appointment o^Mathema.cal Ma^^^^^

others will be largely influenced by our (my O reports. I have given a highly flattermg .just

"oorreport of your school." Why' did you give too flattermg a report of his school
>,

A. I

did not five a too flattering report.

Q."just too flattering, I suppose I A. No. Just, also, it means

O Do vou mean to say that the report was just ? A. Undoubtedly.

Q. If iHa^ just, how could it be flattering I A. I should have said perhaps, a too

f,^r,„rahlp renort The letter was written in a hurry.
favourable report

_ ^^ ^^^^^.^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^ p^^j^ y,^

Pould aid me W te Mr. O'Donohoe." Do you think it w«s a right thing to influence

Tteachfr iTihat way, you occupying the high position you do .A The^e was a warm personal

have endeavoured to secure the influence of Archbishop Lynch undoubtedly, through tnends

°^
'"o'-On the 8th of March, you say :-" Thanks for your kindness. The N. Schools can-

nnt he lon.^ delaved There w 11 doubtless be other good positions ere long. Was that in-

Tattle mrlrirttfu^u^^^^^^ I^ht that he had he'en harshly treated in conse-

,.ence of^^ertain ^^^^;:!^^^^, fo, ,he problems. Don't be discouraged. I

thinkHhat ere long we hill have a place with 81,000 a year for you, and I have no doub

hat when the Normal Schools are established I shall be able to get you a mastership^ Was

Ihat to compensate him fj^^^^^:^^^r';::X^l'^^^^ °f

Q In your l«"«;fl^^2f'^h^^°;Jf;};/,' Jiff^^^^^ ^an myself, but don't know where

Toronto The other Universities had their representatives elected.

O 'Did vou exnect to control Dr. W. 1 A. Not at all.

Q. Were you a-ming to get the Council of Public Instruction within your grasp and

;„fl„.^„np 1 A T was not quite so ambitious as that.

Q Why would not another do? A. I do not think it necessary to answer that ques-

tion.
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Q. Is Professor Croft an eminent authority on Chemistrv ? A T «hm,M .i,- . ., .
IS an eminent practical chemist.

v^uemistry
( a. 1 should think that he

Q. Is Tate a high authority on Natural Philosophy t A Yes

Q. <:ompare question 9 with Brown's note-book ? A Ti,.f ;

Q. Oan you point out that question ? A. I do not ki.„w tl,of t
Q. Look at the Physics Paper of July, 1874 A I have not L'']";^"''

°°"'-
•

or compare very carefully the asserted resemblances in thu
'"^' '° "^'''"'"^

and tl fZ^^:rPS^^^rTfl^l'frr'^ ^"-^^ - ^--'« note-book
them very fnlly/l can tel?;^ thetur e 4enTe T £^7 ""^^^^^ ^"' ^ ''^^" °°' ^"""^^--d
-from the Universitv of London Jestions mai >lv ?nH r'^ -I^"'' ° these questions

stan.lard works in Chemistry
'l"*^^^'""^ mainly, and from Thorpe's Problems, and

not riemtr"
''"'''^ '°^' '^""'"'^^ '""^ *^^ ^^-^-gl^ University Calendar 1 A. I do

burgh Calendar or not, I cannot say
^"'"^"'''^^ ^°"'^S''' l^"' whether it was the Edin-

EdinSii|;^iir ir^oi;i^:::^tv;t l^l^-'^
^^^ ^- ^ ^'^^'^^

^ -^-her . was

tion or two of his selection.^vhi.'h I con.;i«4l t be rltireTZt "' ""'''' '""' ' ^"^«-

shoullJamL^o^rT'Tthfnk't;'"''"^'' ''""'' '^"^'^^^"'^ ^" ^^ ^l^^ Po-ts you

questLs''fr:;Uit^,:,::;,thrhrSe;\tLL\ir"-'"^ '''^'"'^'"« ^^ "-"y
turned from England, Mr K rkland c^led mvInT \ " ^'"^ P*P«'-«. '-^"J after I re-

resemblances, and I s ated ^en tliat I loTiW .T ,? '"' ''^M'"'
''""•« "-« '«•««

papers, and I have not, I have g"ot {hern fr: te^ttoks
'"' "''" ''"""^'^^ °'" ^""^^^

y. lou prepared the ].apers for 1870 ? A Yes

noteSoIri:i2:r^^:^rf:' '•^^rV
^'-P-^P—

•

^I- Montgomery's
on the prescribed cours K teX o^erX wtl

'""''' ".'^ ^'^'- ^'^'^''^"^ ^"/^t
include the less.

^''^^'^ "'^ ""^"'^ '=°"'"««' '''« fe'realer must of couree,

Q. It was proved that these were L'iven sneci-nllv ? A T ,ln „„, .i,- t

If any examiner will set ei.-ht or ten ouostinnV, n p. • L ""^ ''"°'' '^ ''«^" P-'O'e*"-

gone thoroughly over the cou se Iw Uak";'' ^^^^V' ^^T'^'^^
'""^ =' '^•''•'"'•<"- b^^

that they corrJpond exac.i;"o the exlLation/ " ^^"' ""' ^'^'^ ''^ •""'^'°^ -'-''<>-.

tionsti:t,^,:;:i.rKr/"Si;?';&'^^ '-^ ^^^^'
^-^ y- -^^ those ques.

coup^o^^;;;\S:^i^-^---^^^^^ ^ ^^^0.^1...^.^^
Ci. Did you not take seven from Kirklaud'« ( A. No 1 did not.
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Q. Not the seven that were alike ? A. No. Some of the seven I did not know were
in Kirkland's until the memorandum was published in the Mail.

Q. The Arithmetic Papers, you took from your own book ? A. I said that a couple of

questions were suggested hy my book. I generally have several books before me.

Q. When did Mr. Kirkland send you the proofs ? A. From time to time.

Q. The moment it was found that you took the questions or some of them, from Kirk-
land's book, would it not precipitate the sale ? A. I do not think it would precipitate the

sale, when the examiner was found to have taken his questions from other sources as well.

Teachers' Associations all over the country had asked for the publication of the book.

Q. You said you heard some talk about the similarity ; are you not aware that it was
a matter of common gossip for the last three or four years ? A. No ; I knew that, in 187i,

an anonymous writer published a letter in the Mail, and I came out and challenged him to

give the proofs.

Q. Did you not say, you prepared your own Examination Papers, recently ] A. I did.

Q. Was that true ] A. I think it was, from my stand-point, the charge was made iu

this way :—The writer had reference I supposed, to the collusion between Mr. Kirkland and
me ; and he referred to the memorandum, and I said I had set the Examination Papers,

which was true, and literally true, because no one ever set an Examination Paper which I

adopted.

Q. You say you got proofs of the Statics from Mr. Kirkland ? A. Yes.

Q. Were you aware that book was the substance of his lectures to the students ? A. I

suppose it would very likely follow ; I do not remember having any thought about it.

Q. You have said you got these proofs from Mr. Kirkland and took these questions *

A. Yes.

Q. We have these letters to Mr. Teefy, showing that you got assistance from him when
he was teaching three students : can you give the same answer to me now that you gave to

Mr. Edgar, when he asked you if the charge of collusion was true? A. If collusion means
that there was an understanding between me and any teacher or person interested in any can-

didates whereby such a one should have any advantage over others, I can answer as I did
before.

Q. Can you repeat the answer in the negative ? A. I say there was no such collusion,

if my understanding of collusion is right.

Q. If the teacher and an examiner interchange confidences as to what the examination
papers are to be, there is collusion .' A. Certainly, if I give the teacher to understand there

is going to be something.

Q. Did you not say you would use some of his teaching in your letters to Teefy, and
you tell us you actually used his questions? A. I did not use any of his questions for any
examination in which he was interested.

Q. In which he might have been interested ? A. Yes, he possibly might have been.

Q. It was not his fault that his students did not come up here ? A. He might have
been scoundrel enough to give information to some party ; if he had, no great evil would
have followed, for two questions out of twelve are not many.

Q. This does not say anything as to the question of the collusion. Was not there col-

lusion between you and Mr. Kirkland when you took his proofs and took questions from
them ? A. No, there was none ; I am not sure whether it was from the proof or from the
author's copy which was sent to me.

Q. There was none between you and Mr. Teefy, when you took his questions I A. His
Lordship must decide on that, I think.

By Mb. Kirkland.

Q. Did I ever prepare, either in whole or in part, any of your examination papers ?

A. You did not.

Q. Did you, either directly or indirectly, give me any information previous to any of
the examinations, that I could in any way use for the benefit of my pupils ? A. I did not.

Q. Do you know where you got those two examples taken from the University of Edin-
burgh calender, or can you give any cause for their being there ? A. I cannot say positively.

I think that one involving the " return shock," is a natural one to be asked. I was surprised
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reference to subsequent examinations
^^^^ selection, once or

Q. Where did you note a question or two trom me !
-a-, x i

j

twice. , . , . No I do not think that you did.

Q. Did I know anything about It ? A. .^°'
^J'"

""'^
^^en you returned from Eng-

W°y«u .ouH »te c„e ..t .. repeal iU A. 1 »id I

-°"'f "^f
i'^" ""''' '™

the .^peSoIof evil, ..d »ouia eo«l,u.t „, qu..u.»s fr.» . d.ff..e.t .o»ce.

By Me. Hughes.

If .,0 tack. ,e,. a,thori»d 0. Ih. «m. .»bj»t ™e ,e ..p.r.ic.l., i. M,^

'"
Tws;: 2'y*":dtoEVe,,t:».TX.e

«» ». p.,u»,„ ,. »^..

the price ? A. Certainly not.

Edwaed G. Cuthbektson, sworn:—

By Mr. Davin.

Q. Are you bookkeeper to Mr. Gage ? A. Yes.
^^^^ cheques.

Do the cheques of the Brm pass through your hands i A.

Have you paid Mr. Hughes any money? A. 3tes
^^ ^j^^

Q. How much ? A. I could not exactly say at present. I have not

books to see.
, i o * -Mr,

§• g^r^y^nitr^K^^^ not think that we did. I recollect

^''-'^%lnlTn::7^trm? a. I do not think it-at least, not from present

"•'"y-Does Mr. Hughes go a good deal to your establishment 7 J^ He goes occasion-

^""^
'q. Tncfa mUfrA^ y's, I suppose he is there twelve times within a year at any

"'*^"

Q. Once a fortnight ? A. I could hardly say
j^^

Q Does he ever speak with you about books ^ A. Wot specially

Q. About the management of the concern? A. m
^^^,^

q! What about ^ A. As an acquaintance, he passes the time oi aay

^ ^"^Q. Does he speak to you on business 1 A. No.

James Ratcliffe, sworn :—

By Mr. Davin.

Q. What are you 1 A. A student at present
^ •

„f i874 and 1876 and

O Did you go in for the examination in ibi i I a. xes
t^- ki-^j ^s to the

Tan the whole year, because there are two sessions ? A. No.

§: Sid j:u\no\v'aLdtt'Smed Barnes, who has been examin^^ A. Yes.
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Q. Did he say anything to you respecting the similarity ? A. He did.

Q. What did he say ?

The Commissioner overruled the question.

Q. You attended the examination of 1877 "i A. Yes.

Q. You did not study in Mr. Kirkland's class. A. No.
Q. Did you receive any hints as to what the Examination Papers would be from any-

body attending his class 1 A. I do not know whether you would consider it hints on Ex-
amination Papers. I received hints from one who had attended his class—that is notes.

Q. Who was that ? A. Miss Hunt.

Q. Did you go to her to find out what was given 1 A. Yes ; and I got hints of the

work that Mr. Kirkland had taken up within the last few weeks.

Q. Did she tell you what to look up ? A. She mentioned certain points to look up.

Q. Did you find these points in the Examination Papers 1 A. With one or two ex-

ceptions we found them all.

Q. Did you first speak to Mr. Dickson about Brown's note-book 1 A. Yes.

Q. Before Mr. Dickson spoke to you ? A. As far as I recollect, he did not know that
Brown had the note-book until I mentioned it.

Q. And you spoke of the similarity 1 A. Yes ; that I had noticed in the last

examination.

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. You say that you spoke to Miss Hunt ? A. Yes.

Q. What did you ask her 1 A. 1 asked her for some of the main points that Mr.
Kirkland had dwelt on during the last few weeks.

Q. What did she give you ? A. In Chemistry, she said—Look up particularly all

about the Atomic Theory.

Q. Had not you done that at Hamilton ? A. No ; I studied scarcely any chemistry at all.

Q. If you had been studying chemistry, would you not have looked up aU about the

Atomic Theory in preparing for the examination t A. It would depend on how thoroughly
I went in.

Q. You were examined in 187-1 t A. In second-class.

Q. Do you know if that question is asked in the Papers of 1874 ? A. I do not

know it.

Q. Look at the July Papers, first class of 1874 ; what is the last question on that

Paper ? A. " Give an outline of the Atomic Theory."

Q. So Miss Hunt told you to get up an old question 1 A. It appears on this Paper.

Q. If you had been preparing for first class, would you have looked over the back
Papers^ A. Yes.

Q. You would have got this question ? A. Yes.

Q. There was nothing strange in telling you to look up that question ? A. That
was one.

Q. What was the next ? A. All about arsenic.
'

Q. You have attended my lectures in the Normal School t A. Yes.

Q. Did we ever take up arsenic ] A. The subject was taken up partly.

Q. Not very fully in the second edition ? A. It was not very fully in the first edi-

tion while I was there ; but I was only there part of the time.

Q. Does the question of arsenic occur in many of the back Examination Papers ?

A. I could not answer that 'i

Q. Does it occur in the paper which you have in your hand ? A. Yes.

Q. So what you were told to get up would apply to 1874 as well as to 1877 ? A.
Yes.

Q. Anything strange about that ? A. No.

Q. What was the next point 1 A. The salt cake process.

Q. Do you know if that occurs in any of the preceding papers 1 A. I do not know.
Q. Is it a common question 1 A. Not as far as I have studied.

Q. But you have not studied Chemistry 1 A. Yes—a little.

Q. Did not you get it up 't A. I never got it up in my life.
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Q. What was the next 1 A. The usual impurities of water. These four were the

points which she mentioned in Chemistry.

Q. Did you ever see that question before ? A. Yes.

Q. Does it occur in many examination papers, do you know ? A. I do not know.

Q. Is it one of Brown's notes that you refer to ? A. I refer to no note except what
she gave me verbally.

Q. Arsenic, the usual impurities of water, the salt cake process, and the Atomic
Theory, are what she told you to get up 1 A. Yes.

Q. All of which occur in the back examinations 1 A. Yes.

Q. Is that what you came here to give evidence about i A. I came to give evidence

as to the similarity between what she told me before coming up, and the Examiaatiou
Paper.

Q. Would you ask these questions if you were teaching Chemistry ? A. I never

knew enough about it to teach it. I was struck by the fact that three of the four points

should be on tlie Examination Paper, and make about fifty per cent, on the paper.

Q. How do you know that they would occupy fifty per cent. 1 A. Possibly fifty per

cent, is a little high.

Q. Three questions out of how many ? A. Ten ; the atomic theory enters into the

first three. It is the whole of the second one.

Q. Would you not expect that ? A. The points she gave were in more than three

questions.

Q. They are only points or heads to get up t A. They amount to more than that

numlier of questions on the paper. The atomic theory is all the second, and the third of

the first question.

Q. It is not the first at all ? A. Is it not.

Q. Is atomic weight the same as the atomic theory ? A. I took it thus far—that if

we got up the whole of the atomic theory, it would include that.

Q. What is the atomic weight of copper ? A. I do not know.

Q. Point out what connection the first question has with the atomic theory ! A. It

is the third of it, considering the atomic weights in connection with the atomic theory; if

not, it is no part of it.

Q. You got up the atomic theory under her directions, did you not ? A. J got up
as many of tlie points as I had time for.

Q. Kquivalent to molecular weights—is that atomic weights ? A. No.

Q. Did you read up " Atomic, equivalent and molecular weights, give the atomic

and equivalent weights of mercury, zinc, chlorine, iodine, sulphur, iron and copper 1

"

A. I do not know whether I did or not.

Q. Did you read the answers to any of the second part of that question in studying

under Miss Ilunt's directions i A. I looked up the atomic weights of some of the chemi-

cal substances the night before the examination.

Q. Do you see any substance there that you looked up f A. I looked up all of them
except iodine, so far as I remember.

Q. What is the atomic weight of sulpliur ( A. I do not know.
Q. You have forgotten 1 A. I never liked Cliemistry or cared to study it, and I

only crammed a little for the examinatiou; I never remember it after it is over.

Q. Not mucli about it then ! A. So long as I get through, I do not care on that

subject.

Q. In Physics ! A. We were to look up the Rheostat.

Q. Anything extraordinary in that i A. It is not contained in our authorised book at

all. I thought it rather strange, she should mention that when it had to be got from another

source altogether.

Q. The half of your book was not in your book ? A. I do not know. I did not answer

much of that paper. We had Home's Law, the Leyden Jar, the Rheostat, and the best way of

arranging batteries so as to get the full benefit of tlie shocks. So far as I know, they were all

the points mentioned in Physics and they were all on the paper.

Q. What wa.s the number uuder which you wrote in the examination 1 A. 2,654.

Q. Did I not always consider you a good student J ^V. In muthematics, I suppose.

Q, I advised you 1 A. Certainly.
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Q. Under Miss Hunt's direction, a man of your ability would make some progress ; how

many marks did you make ? A. In Chemistry, 40 per cent.

Q. Was that anything extraordinary 1 A. It was far better than I expected before I

left Hamilton.

Q. With special directions 1 A. I had not special directions before I left Hamilton.

Q. But you had afterwards ? A. Certainly. I considered when I left Hamilton that

if I did quarter of the Examination Papers, I would do very well.

Q. Your particular grind did not make you much better ? A. It made me fifteen per

cent, better on the paper.

Q. How did you do in Physics 1 A. 32| per cent ; 49 marks out of 150.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. What was not in the text book ? A, The Rheostat.

Q. Miss Hunt gave you that t A. Yes.

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. What do you mean by the text^book. A. Balfour Stewart.

Q. Who set the paper on Physics ? A. Mr. Glashan.

Q. Not Dr. McLellan 1 A. No.

George Paxton Young, recalled :

—

By Mr. Hughes.

Q. Did the Central Committee ever take any steps to protect the public in fixing the

price of text-books ; and if so, what ? A. They ofi'ered recommendations to the Minister

with that view, and the following is a summary, which I have taken verbatim from a com-

munication which I addressed to the Minister on the subject :

—

" Before any work is authorized the Minister should be satisfied in regard not only to

style of printing, accuracy and binding, but also as to the price at which the book is proposed

to be retailed. For this purpose a copy of each edition of every work proposed to be author-

ized should be submitted for approval and the authorization of the book should be made con-

ditional on the publishers coming under an agreement that it shall be furnished to schools at

a price not exceeding a specified sample copy.

It would be well likewise to keep in the Depository a large stock of the books likely to

be most in demand, and to make known through the Journal of Educatitm, the prices at which

they could be there obtained. This would provide really efiective competition. The majority

of the text-books used in the schools could be furnished through the Depository at consider-

ably cheaper rates than the rates at which booksellers if freed from such competition, would

be disposed to sell.

If these suggestions be adopted, and if the recommendation which the Central Commit-

tee have given ; that a variety of text-books be authorized in the leading subjects, so as to

allow teachers the privilege of selection under certain limitations, be also adopted, it is be-

lieved that all that is possible will be accomplished in the way of securing school books at

reasonable prices."

By Dr. McLellan.

Q. You have observed a point made against me, because I set a Natural Philosophy

paper closely resembling the text-books. You have set papers in natural Philosophy for

the same classes 1 A. I have.

Q. Was it your custom to make the papers similar to the text-books? A. I do not

commonly refer very much to the text-books ; but I certainly in preparing my papers,

framed them with the intention and the hope that they would be found to resemble very

closely the sort of instruction which the students had received from good teachers. T hoped

that there would be a resemblance ; and I intended that there should be, as far as I could

bring it about, deliberately.
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Q. You thought it desirable ? A. I thought it most desirable, considering the exceeding-

ly low attainments, especially of the majority of candidates for second-class certificates. I

thought it unjust to do anything else.

Q. To deviate much from the text-books ? A. No. I do not say that. I do not re-

fer much to the text-books.

Q. But you must have kept the course 1 A. T kept the course in view ; and knew what
teachers dealing with these students, not very well instructed in these subjects, would deal

with as the prominent points ; and I framed my papers so as to bring about a similarity

between my papers and—not any one teacher, but the general run of teachers.

Q. A fortiori, you would think it necessary to do that with the Intermediate Papers ?

A. Yes ; decidedly. But not with first-class teachers.

Q. What is the second-class Natural Philosophy paper set for ? A. The paper is for

second-class teachers.

Q. Do you know it was set for the Intermediate alone, in the first place,, and that

only by accident, it was afterwards used for second-class teachers ? A. I am not sure of

that. I dare say it was so.

Q. Do you know that Mr. Glashan was to .set the second-class paper ? A. I believe

that is correct, though unless you brought it to my mind I would not have been perfectly

certain of it.

Bt Mr. Kirkland.

Q. Mr. Davin urged something about collusion in that paper, but if the paper were set

for intermediate candidates, would I be interested in the result of that class of candidates at

all ? A. The examination for second-class was the same. It comes to the same thing because

we all understood the examinations to be the same ; if the examination for intermediate had

been distinct from that for second-class, you would not have been interested in that, as far as

I see.

Q. When the paper was set, was it not understood that they were to be distinct alto-

gether ? A. It is perfectly possible ; but if so, some other member of the Committee will be •

able to speak on that.

Bt Mr. Davin.

Q. What is Mr. Kirkland's salary. A. I do not know.

Q. Was his salary raised to your knowledge ? A. I heard that it was ; but I have

nothing to do with it. We never recommend anything in regard to the salaries of Normal

School teachers.

Q. You have heard it was ? A. I have.

Q. How much—.?300 ? A. I suppose I have heard the sum, but my impression is. that

it is not so much as that ; but the Central Committee have nothing in the world officially

to do with the Normal School masters.

Q. If his salary was raised, it would be because of his success as a teacher 1 A. The

Minister of Education is the best judge of that. I think it is likely. I think that the Min-

ister would be acting very foolishly if he raised the salary of any master, who wa.-; not an

efficient teacher.

Q. The only way in which he could know that he was efficient, would be the position

taken by his students in the examinations ? A. That is one way. He might know by report

of the Principal, for instance.

Q. Or the Report of the Central Committee ? A. They would only know by the

result of the Examinations.

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. Before my salary was raised was there any change of duty ? A. There was some
alteration, I think, in the subjects taught by the different raa.5ters in the Normal SchooL

Dr. Carlyle used to teach certain t-ubjects, and you others, and there was a change. I

am speaking simply from rumor. It is only in that way, 1 know that your .salary has

been rai.sed at all.
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By Mr. Davin.

Q. You are Chairman of this Cummittee? A. Yes.

Q. A great deal of work seems to be clone without your supervision ? A. Very little.

There has been a great deal of work, but on all the important subjects, I have given per-

sonal attention to it. Of course, a number of points require to be dealt with. The work
must be distributed—some points given to some, and some to others ; but all important

points, I have given personal attention to ; and even when a sub-Committee reported,

I saw that it was in accordance with my own mind, before I consented to its being

adopted.

Q. Is it true that each member of the Committee is a committee to report to the

Minister on library and text-books 1 A. Yes ; but not on text-books.

By Mr. Edgar.

Q. To the Minister 1 A. Each is a sub-Committee to sit in judgment on library and
prize books ; but it does not at all follow that this is ratified by the whole Committee in

its report.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. In the Committee, it is a majority rule ? A. Yes. There has very seldom been
a vote—in not very many instances. The rule is, that the majority rule wherever there

is want of unanimity.

James Vannkvar, sworn :

—

By Mr. Hughes.

Q. You are a retail bookseller ? A. I am.

Q. You reside in Toronto ? A. I do.

Q. About how long have you been a retail bookseller in Toronto ? A. Ten or twelve

years.

Q. Have you been in the habit of selling school-books during that time ? A. Almost
exclusively.

Q. Have you a list of the price of the authorized and other text-books for sale at the

Depository Branch, Education Department ? A. I have.

Q. Will you please state for the information of the Commifsioner, whether prices on
that list are higher or lower than the prices you were accustomed to receive up to the first of

June this year? A. The prices mentioned here are lower.

By the Commi.ssioner.

Q. Lower than what i A, Lower than the present rates.

By Mr. Hughes.

Q. The First Reader, part one ; what was the regular retail price ? A. Five cents.

Q. Second part I A. Ten cents.

Q. Second Reader i A. Twenty-five cents.

Q. Third Reader i A.I consider the regular retail price of a book, the price at which
it is published—the price which the publisher puts on the book, on which there is always a

trade discount. Forty cents was the regular retail price put by the publisher, but I sell

them for thirty-five cents ; and I have heard of them being sold as low as thirty cents,

and in fact, I did it myself a year ago.

Q. Fourth Reader i A. Fifty cents is the regular public retail price.

Q. Fifth Reader I A. Sixty cents.

Q. Sixth Reader ? A. Sixty cents.

Q. Companion to the Readers I A. Thirty cents.
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Q. Lewis' " How to Read ? " A. Seventy-five cents.

Q. English Grammar and Primer, by the Eev. R. Morris ? A. Twenty-five cents.

It was thirty cents before the 1st of June this year.

Q. Mason's English Grammar 1 A. $1

Q. Fleming's Analysis ? A. .$1.50.

Q. Miller's Analytical and Practical > A. 37i cents.

Q. English Grammar for junior classes ? A. 25 cents.

Q. Advanced Arithmetics, Smith and McMurchy ? A. 50 cents.

Q. Elementary Arithmetic Smith & McMurchy i A. 25 cents.

Q. HamWin Smith's Arithmetic ? A. $1.

Q. Orr's Dominion Accountant i A. 50 cents.

Q. Abbott and Clark's Book Keeping I A. 70 cents.

Q. Hamblin Smith's Algebra ? A. 90 cents.

Q. Loudon's Algebra for Beginners ! A. 40 cents.

Q. Elements of Algebra, by Loudon ! A. 75 cents.

Some discussion at this point took place, as to the efifect of the witness' evidence.

The Witness

:

—I am giving what is sujiposed to be the retail price of the book, at

which it is published.

By the Commissioner.

Q. What is the difference between the maximum and the minium? A. The book-
sellers charge is the maximum price. Of course they have cause not to be very well pleased
with the Depository iu selling at these prices. I think that they do the book-sellers

injustice in fixing these prices.

By Mr, Hughes.

Q. Is there in this list a single text-book that is not reduced in price at the Depo-
sitory, below what it was sold for on the 1st of June i A. I know nothing of the Depo-
sitory prices, except what I have here.

Q. Compare these with what was paid by the general public before the 1st of June.
A. They are lower, for instance, .Mason's English Grammar was always sold by rae at •?!.

It is 3s. 6d. in England. It is placed here at 75 cents.

Q. Have you been in the habit of selling Mason's Grammar for the past few years ! A.
For the last three or four years.

Q. Can you state the number of Mason's Grammars that you have sold during the past

two or three years. A. During the four years that I have been selling it the number has not
been very large, because it is not an authorized book : and also because of the multiplicity of
English Grammars. I suppose that I have sold forty or fifty, which I consider a very fair

number, for a grammar out of the usual routine of works, which are applied for.

Q. You sold these by retail ? A. Yes. Single copies.

Q. Take the maximum price—English Grammar Primer : what was the price ? A. 30
cents.

Q. The maximum price now is 25 cents ? A. Yes.

Q. Mason's English Grammar was '. A. SI.00
Q. Reduced to ? A. 75 cents.

Q. Fleming's Analysis was $1.50? A. Yes.

Q. It is now -SI.00? A. Yes.

_Q. Orr's Dominion Accountant formerly retailed at what price I A. My impression is

that it was 75 cents, I could not say positively, but it \,-as much higher than at present.

Q. At present it is I A. 40 cents.

Q. Loudon's Algebra for Beginners is marked 40 cents ( A. That has been the price

since it was published.

Q. No change I A. No change.

Q. Frcem.in's European History—what was the price ( A. It has been always SI. 00.

Q. History of England, by ?]dith Thompson f A. That has been 75 cents.

Q. How Plant.s Grow f A. 81.00 ; no change.

Q. Oliver's Les.sons in Botany, 31.20 ( A. Our regular retail price is -Sl..^?.
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Q. Chemistry Primer formerly ? A. 30 cents.

Q. Physical Geography Primer, 25 cents—what was the price 1 A. 30 cents.

Q. Introductory Text-Book, 65 cents ? A. 75 cents.

Q. Statics, by Hamblin Smith, marked here 80 cents and 75 cents ? A. Those were
90 cents.

Q. Hydrostatics, by^Hamblin Smith ? A. 90 cents.

Q. Mechanics ? A. That is comparatively a new book.

Q. Were you before the 1st of June in the habit of selling any book, whose price is

marked on this list, at as low or lower rate, than is marked here ? A. I was not.

Q. Was the retail price of several books higher than it is here ? A. It was.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. When a book is authorized, I suppose you sell it more than before it is authorized ?

A. I cannot say that I do, because often times I take a risk and get out certain books
from England, and consequently have the exclusive sale of them ; but when an authorized

book comes out it gets into the hands of all book-sellers, and my sales are rather

diminished.

Q. Of course you know that if the sale of a book is largely increased, you can afford

to sell it at a less price. A. I suppose so.

Q. You say that you sold 40 or 50 of Mason's Grammars during four years
;
your

business is principally with University students, is it not ? A. I do a good deal with

University students and also with teachers throughout the country ; there were very few
Mason's Grammars bought by University students ; they were more generally bought by
teachers.

Q. Are you the only school-book-seller who devotes his attention almost exclusively

to school-books in Toronto 1 A. I do not know that I can say that
;
perhaps I do as

fully as anj- one.

Q. Hamblin Smith's Statics was to be 90 cents ? A. Yes.

Q. Is it the same price now ? A. It has been reduced, I think, to 75 cents.

Q. Since it was authorized ? A. Yes ; in regard to that I do not begin to sell one-

twentieth part of the number that I used to sell before; I used to sell them by the thous-

and at one time.

Q. You know Kirkland's book ? A. Yes.

Q. Do you sell many ? A. A good many.
Q. Do you think it dear at $1.00 ? A. It is much cheaper than Hamblin Smith's was

at 90 cents.

Q. How do you know ? A. .Judging from the size, as many do, in regard to the price

of a book.

Q. Mason's English Grammar at 75 cents, is not that the price that it costs the buyer

in England ? A. The Canadian edition is sold exclusively.

Q. What was the book selling for in England ? A. 3s. 6d. sterling—what we would
sell here at $1.00.

Q. Seventy-five cents is enough for that book, is it not ? A. It was not for the English

edition.

Q. For the book as published here ? A. I think that it is a very fair price.

Q. Has it not been always the case, that people apply to the Depository to get books

cheaper than in the shops ? A. I regret to say that is the fact.

Q. It is no new thing since June ? A. I did not think that they had gone so extensively

into the general books.

Q. At the Depository the books have always been sold cheaper ? A. I imagine that

they have.

By Mr. Hughes.

Q. Were the text-books kept for sale in the Depository to the general public before this

year ? A. That is something I could not say anything about.
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John M. Buohan, sworn :

—

By Mr. Edgar.

Q. You are a member of the Central Committee ? A. I am.

Q. I wish to ask you as to your knowledge of the truth or untruth of these two

charges, which you have heard read. On these two points I wish you to tell all you know ?

A. I have nothing to tell.

Q. Do you know of any ring in the Central Committee ? A. I have no reason to believe

that there is any ring.

Q. As to that question of collusion, what do you say } A. I know nothing about it.

I have no reason to believe that there is any between any member of the Committee and any
teacher.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. Are you related to Mr. Kirkland > A. My wife is a relation of Mr. Kirkland's

wife.

Q. Are you one of the editors of the Canada School Journal ? A. I am a Provincial

Editor.

Q. Are you paid 'I A. No.

Q. You do your work for love, too ] A. Well, I have not been able to discover yet what
the duties of a Provincial editor are.

Q. Have you had any conversation with Mr. Gage about the textrbooks l A. None to

my knowledge—that is, none bearing on this inquiry ; Mr. Gage may have told me he waa
going to publish such and such a book.

Q. You meet him occasionally ! A. Very seldom.

Q. He tells you what books he is going to publish ? A. He may have ; I have no dis-

tinct recollection that he ever did.

S. Arthur Marling, sworn :

—

By Mk. Edgar.

Q. You have heard the charges read ] Do you know anything of the truth or falsity of

these charges 1 Do you know if they are true 1 A. I have not the slightest knowledge about
either of them.

By Mb. Davin.

Q. Are you a member of the Central Committee 1 A. I am.

Q. Do you know Mr. Gage ? A. I have not the pleasure of Mr. Gage's acquaintance.

Q. Do you remember when Hamblin Smith's Arithmetic was authorized ? A. I am not

aware that it is authorized.

Q. It is authorized conditionally 1 A. [ am not aware that the conditions have been
complied with.

Q. Have you seen it advertised nevertheless as being authorized ? A. I have not seen

it advertised as authorized.

Q. Do you remember when Mason's Grammar was before the Central Committee 1 A.
I have some recollection of it.

Q. Do you know Mr. Houston ? A. I have a slight acquaintance with him.

Q. Did you have any conversation with him about Mison's Grammar ! A. Never about
that or any other text-book.

John C. Glashan, sworn :—
Bv Mr. Edgar.

Q- You are a member of the Central Committee f A. I am.
Q. Do you know whether there is within the Central Committee a ring, having dis-
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honorable relations with the publishing house of Adam Miller and Company, of Toronto ?

A. I do not.

Q. Do you know anything of the kind ? A. I know nothing of the kind.

Q. Do you know whether in the preparation of Examination Papers, there has been

collusion between any members of the Central Committee and any teachers interested in

the work or result of the examinations 1 A. I do not.

Q. Do you know of any fact that would lead you to believe there has been ? A. I

know of no fact that would lead me to believe there has been.

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. Did you look over the Examination Papers, in Chemistry and Physics, for 1876 ?

A. Those in Physics, I did. I may state that I looked over the Physics because they

were sent from the Department. I had no authority direct from the Central Committee.

Q. Did you see anything in looking over that, which would lead you to expect that the

teachers had access to the questions 1 A. I did not see anything. I can state some obser-

vations I made at the time. I do not wish to give any opinions. Question No. 4, in Physic's

Paper, in 1876, is a very peculiar question. It does not belong to the course. It is partly

geometrical optics, and partly physical optics. All the other questions are either on the

principles which should be taught in this course, or on very common experiments, except one,

which was on a very prominent experiment at the time. I exclude the answers of three can-

didates which were sent after the others. I had read the others, and noted these things,

and paid no attention to the answers of these other three—Samuel McAllister, Bertha

Symmes, and a third, whose name I do not know. A number of candidates attempted to

answer question No. 4, but not one of them even understood it. Question No. 1, is, perhaps

the most important question that can be asked in Heat at the present time. It is easy fol-

lowing Tyndall, to give, not what is asked for here, but a general experiment, that a student

of Elementary Physics can deduce more easily ; but an experiment that could not possibly

be an actual experiment. The experiment asked for here, is a long and difficult one,

very fully treated in the book. Not one candidate answered this question. They gave the

general experiment, which was perfectly useless, and for which I gave them nothing. With

regard to the answers to the other questions, some candidates answered one, and some

answered another, but no one answered the whole paper. No one answered number 4, or

number one ; but no one answered all the remaining eight questions. I had to raise the

marks of the candidates.

Q. What was the general character of the standard ? A. It would have been low. I

think it was low as it was.

Q. Do you think it possible that a teacher could have drilled up his students on that

paper ; and that they could have passed such an examination ? A. My opinion is, that no

candidate had been drilled up on that paper.

Q. What is the reason why you think so 1 A. Because if any candidate had been drilled

on that paper, they would have shown by their answers their acquaintance with the points,

and they all show only a very elementary acquaintance, and in some cases a mistaken acquain-

tance. They misunderstood the question.

By Dr. McLellan.

Q. Are you acquainted with the work of Clark-Maxwell's here referred to ? A. Matter

and Motion. I am. I have read it carefully.

Q. Is that an elementary treatise in the ordinary sense t A. It is not. It assumes a

very considerable knowledge of mathematics, that is not generally called elementary.

Q. You have read the work of Todhunter / A. Yes.

Q. When he speaks of Elementary Natural Philosophy, does he mean the same as when

we use the term ? A. He is speaking of an entirely different subject from what Clark Max-

well's treats of. There is no comparison between Clark-Maxwell's book and any other work

on Physics or Dynamics, that I know of.

Q. Could any one set a question for Intermediate and Second Class from that book I

A. In the First Class Natural Philosophy Paper of 1877 you will find the question from it
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Q. You thought that you would try them once, did you t A. The last part of question

3 is taken from that book. It is the authorized problem, I found worked in the book, which
only contains a few problems.

Q. That was for First Class 1 A. Yes.

Q. Did any one answer that question ? A. No—not even the candidates who had
the papers three weeks before the Examination.

Q. The book is established on Newton's, is it not ? A. It contains part of the third
and second sections of Newton's work without the first section.

By Prop. Young.

Q. Read the first line in the article from Nature that Mr. Davin quoted from ? A.
" Clark-Maxwell's book is not very easy reading."

Q. Look at that 1 A. Art. 94. I know that article, " Centrifugal Force." " This
is the force which must act on the body M in order to keep it in the circle of radius V
in which it is moving with velocity V. The direction of this force is towards the centre
of the circle."

Q. Do you think that a Second Glass student would be astonished at that ? A.
Tate was astonished at the peculiar use of the words, " Centrifugal Force." He alludes
to it in the review.

James Hughes, sworn :

—

By Mr. Edgar.

Q. You are one of the Central Committee t A. I am.

Q. Do you know if it ia true that there is within the Central Committee a rinc;, hav-
ing dishonourable relations with the publishing house of Adam Miller and Company, of To-
ronto ? Do you know anything that would lead you to believe that such is the fact ? A. I
do not.

Q. Do you know that in the preparation of Examination Papers, there has been collusion

between certain members of the Central Committee and teachers interested in the work or re-

sult of the examinations I Do you know that, or do you know anything that would lead you
to that conclusion 1 A. I do not know it ; and have no reason to believe that such is the
case.

Q. Who are the members of the Central Committee ? A. Prof Young, Chairman, and
three High School Inspectors, Dr. McLellan, Mr. Buohan, and Mr. Marling ; and three Pub-
lic School Inspectors, Mr. Glashan, of Ottawa ; Mr. J. .1. Tilley, of the County of Durham

;

and Mr. G. W. lioss, late Public School Inspector for Lambton, and myself.

By Mr. Davin.

Q. You are one of the editors of .Xd.am Miller ' A. What ?

Q. You are one of Adam Miller's editors ! A. I am one of the Editorial Committee of

the Canada School Journal.

Q. Then you are one of the editors of Adam Miller ( A. I am one of the Editorial Com-
mittee, and they publish the Cannda School Journal.

Q. Are you the author of " Hughes' Complete Compo.sition Blanks ?" A. Ye.i.

Q. What is the retail price of that \ A. Twenty cents, I believe.

Q. How much were you paid by Mr. Gage for this book produced f A. That is

number three. There are three in tlio serie.s ; and for the preparation of the matter, the

method and the proof reading, and everything connected with the three, I received the

sum of seventy dollars, not as a royalty, but as a lump sum.

Q. You have no royalty ? A. I have no interest whatever in the sale of that or any
other book. I never had.

Q. How much are you paid as one of the editors of the Journal ? A. I am not paid
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in any way, except by the thanks of the teachers throughout the country, which I hope
to receive. I have no interest in it in any way whatever.

Q. Are you not puffed in the Journal'! A. Not that I am aware of.

Q. Are any of your colleagues puffed in the Jowriial ? A. My editorial colleagues

—

I do not remember any of their works that have been puffed, except one work of Dr.

McLellan's ; and there is an article copied from the Globe, which appears in the Journal
relating to it.

Q. Read that paragraph by Mr. Kirkland on Hamblin Smith's Algebra, in the
October number 1 A. This is in the advertising part :

—" It is the text-book on
Algebra for candidates for second-class certificates and for intermediate examination. Not
the least valuable part of it is the Appendix by Mr. Baker."

Q. Read the other on Hamblin Smith's Statics ? A. " There are few books in

elementary mathematical science that I can more confidently recommend. The arrange-

ment of the ' book work ' is admirable, its treatment clear, and the subject made as

elementary as it can be, consistent with a scientific treatment of it. In such a study, the

working of problems will excite the same pleasure and impart to the subject the same
interest that the conducting of experiments does in chemistry. The examples at the end
of each chapter are well selected—simple at the beginning, progressive, and ending with
problems of sufficient difficulty."

Q. Who is that written by ? A. Alfred Baker.

Q. One of the editors of the Jourtud ? A. Yes.

Q. We were told by one of the editors that it was an arrangement that the editors

were not to puff each other in this Journal ? A. It is an arrangement—that is an adver-

tisement by the conductors of the Journal. It was an arrangement that nothing of the
kind should be done in the editorial columns. That is an advertisement. Any publisher

may advertise his books in the Journal.

Q. Nevertheless, it is one of the principal editors of the staff puffing another ; and
even on the principle of scratch me, scratch you, Mi-. Kirkland puffs Baker, and then
Baker puffs Mr. Kirkland ? A. I believe those paragraphs were written before the
Jov/mal had an existence.

By Mr. Kirkland.

Q. Does that article of Baker's refer to anything in the part of the book that I had
anything to do with ? A. I never saw the book enough to know.

Q. Have the editors anything^to do with the advertising columns ? A. We have
nothing to do with them. The editorial members of the Canada Sclwol Journal Aistiucily

informed Mr. Gage that no part of the School Jottr/ia^ properly including editorial columns
was to be used as an advertising medium for his books ; and he was to be in the same
position as any other publishers ; and it is only on these terms that I will be connected

with it.

Q. But any publisher can puff his works in the advertising columns as much as he

likes'! A. Yes.

The evidence was then closed ; and the Inquiry was adjourned until Wednesday
next, for the purpose of hearing arguments.

Wednesday, November 21st, 1877.

The Inquiry opened at 11 o'clock.

Hon. Adam Crooks was recalled, and said :—When I referred to any similarity between

Dr. McLellan as an examiner, and the Books of Problems, the similarity I should dis-

approve of was an undue, improper similarity, and the result of design, not something

which could be explained by other circumstances.
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By Mk. Edgar.

Q. That would apply to whatever expression of opinion you gave on that subject 1

A. It was in regard to that class of questions that was being interrogated. I answered
in regard to what we aU understood to be the purport of the questions of the learned
counsel.

Mr. Davin, Professor Young, and Dr. McLellan then addressed the Commissioner on
the bearing of the evidence taken, and Mr. Davia having replied to the arguments of the
other gentlemen, who had addressed his Lordship.

The Commission was closed.
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KETURN
To an Address of the Legislative Assembly to His Honour the Lieuten-

ant-Governor praying His Honour to cause to be laid before the

House a return of all correspondence between the Government and

the License Commissioners for the County of Carleton,or ;,ny other

parties, with reference to the granting of a tavern hcense m the

Township of March, after the adoption in said Township of a By-

law for the purpose of prohibiting the sale of intoxicating liquors

under the Temperance Act of 1864.

Presented to the Legislative Assembly, by command of His Honour the

Lieutenant-Governor.
ARTHUR S. HARDY,

Secretary.

Provincial Secretary's Office,

Toronto, 17th January, 1878.

To the Ron. Oliver Mowat, M.P.P,

Attorney General, &c., Toronto.

The petition of the undersigned duly qualified Municipal Electors of the Township

of xMarch, in the County of Carleton, and Province of Ontario,

Humbly Showeth as Follows :

^ a,, m a „f „f i qra "

1 Under and in accordance with the requirements of ' The Temperance Act ot 18b4

uDwards of thirty qualified municipal electors of the said township, by a requisition signed

hv them, proposed a by-law for a.loption by the electors of the said township and required

that a poll be taken to determine whether or not the electors would adopt the by-law for pro-

hibiting the sale of intoxicating liquors and the issuing of license therefor within the said

township^^
„r about the 10th day of July, A.D. 1876, a poll was taken and the said by-law

so proposed was adopted by the said electors by a majority of ten.

3 A copy of the said by-law so adopted and a copy of the requisition therefor, duly cer-

tified' bv the clerk of the said township, and a certificate of the fact of its adoption was duly

communioatpd to the Collector of Inland Revenue within whose official district the said town-

ship is situate, and all steps and proceedings necessary to give force and validity to the said

by-law was taken and the said by-law is now, and was at the time the license hereinafter

complained of was issued, in full force and effect.
j j j

4 On or about the first day of May last,.1877, a tavern license to be used and enjoyed

in the "said Township of March was granted and issued by the Board of License Commissioners
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for the County of Carleton, to one William Boucher, and the said Boucher is now and has

been since about the first day of May last, carrying on the usual business of a tavern-keeper

in the said Township of March, and has the said license (which is apparently complete and

valid) exposed in the bar-room of his tavern in the said township, and the said Boucher is now

and has been since the said first day of May last selling intoxicating liquors by retail, under

the sanction and authority of the said license.

5. That the said license was issued, to the said Boucher, and in the said township, con-

trary to the provisions of "The Temperance Act of 18G4," and to the present Act in force

in Ontario, referring to the sale of fermented and spirituous liquors.

6. That the said license was granted and issued to the said Boucher by the said Board

of License Commissioners with knowledge that the said " The Temperance Act of 1804 " was

in full force and virtue in the said township, and that the same had been adopted by a majority

of ten.

7. That an application has been duly made to the License Inspector for the said County

of Carleton to institute proceedings to have the said license quashed, but he has refused to do

so, or to take any action in the matter.

8. That your petitioners feel deeply aggrieved in the premises by the action and conduct

of the Board of License Commissioners for the County of Carleton and of the License

Inspector for the said county.

Your petitioners therefore pray :

—

1. That you would be pleased to cause an investigation to be made of

the matter referred to in this petition.

2. That some steps be taken to have the said license quashed if found

to be illegally issued.

3. That the parties who shall have been found to have violated the

existing license laws be dismissed from their office or appointment.

4. That such other action be taken in the premises as to you may seem

meet or necessary.

And your petitioners as in duty bound will ever pray ;

G. H. Morgan, William Hopewell,

Irvine Vance, John Gourlay,

Thomas Vance, Hugh Gourlay,

Joseph Hurston, J. H. Richardson,

Robert Ervin, William McCurdy,
George Gilchrist, Thomas James,

Samuel Gilchrist, Richard Buris,

John G. Street, Benjamin Buris,

James McCord, Richard Richardson,

Thomas McCord, Thomas Richardson,

Samuel Mooney, William Richardson,

William Kennedy, Ferdinand Richardson,

Hugh Gainsforth, Thomas'Buris,

William Gow, Thomas Kennedy,

Frederick Richardson, Joseph Davis,

William Gainsforth, John J. Younghusband,

James Erskin, 6. H. Younghusband,

Hugh Connolly, Joseph Smyth.

Provincial Secretary's Office, Licekse Branch,
Toronto 13th November, 1877.

Sir, I am directed by the Hon. the Provincial Secretary to advise you that a petition

signed by a number of ratepayers in the Township of March, in the County of Carleton, ad-

dressed to the Hon. Attorney-General has been received by him.

2
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A complaitit is therein made that the Dunkin Act being in force in that township the board
illegally issued :i tavern license to one Boucher, who under the authority of such license has
continv.ed to sell liquor by retail since the first day of May last.

You are requested to report on the matter at your earliest convenience.

I have the honour to be Sir.

Your obedient servan*,

Henry Totten,
For the Secrehiry.

H. D. Smith, Esq.,

Inspector, ,

Merrickville.

Merbickville. Nov. 17th, 1877.

Sir,—I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your favour of 13tb inst., calling for

a report of facts connected with the issuing of a tavern license in the Township of March,
County Carleton, where it is claimed a prohibitory by-law passed under the Dunkin Act is

in force.

In compliance therewith, I beg leave to submit this enclosed report together with other

papers bearing upon the case.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

H. D. Smith.
Hon. Provincial Secretary, Toronto.

To tlie Hon the Prorincial Seeretary of Ontario.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the following report of facts connected with the

issuing of a tavern license for the current year in the Township of March, County of Carle-

ton, where it is claimed the Dunkin Act is in force.

It was a matter known to the commissioners by common rumour that some kind of a

prohibitory by-law had been passed in said township, but nothing otfieial throuLrh the Collector

of Inland Revenue or directly from the promoters of the measure had reached them.

The enclosed papers were, however, submitted to the Board on the day of their meet-

ing, by Mr. Boucher, who was apparently under the impression that the whole proceeding was
rendered invalid by reason of the Council failing to take action in the matter. It was the

opinion of the Board, however, that these papers pretty clearly established the fact that the

law was fairly complied with, down to the point of certifying and communicating to the Col-

lector of Inland Revenue, but they considered themselves bound by the provisions of Sec-

tion six and eight of the Temperance Act, noncompliance with which they decided had ren-

dered the by-law up to that time inoperative.

They, therefore, considered it their duty to grant Mr. Boucher a license.

AU of which is respectfully submitted.

H. D. Smith
Itispedor.

Township op March.

The undersigned qualified municipal electors of the Township of March, hereby require

that a poll be taken in terms of the Temperance Act of 1864, to determine whether or not the

qualified electors of the said municipality will adopt, under authority and for enforcement of

the said Act, the by-law following, which we hereby propose for their adoption, to Wit :

The sale of intoxicating liquors and the issuing of licenses therefor, is by the present by-

law prohibited within the Township of March, under authority and for enforcement of the

Temperance Act of 1864.

3
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Witness our han(}s, this third day of June, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and seventy-»ix :

G. H. Morgan, William Gow,
Ii-vine Vance, H. Connolly,

Robert Ervrin, Francis Bradley,

Joseph Hurston, Hugh Guinsforth,

John Kelly, Joseph Davis

Thomas McCord, Thomas O'llara,

James McCord, Thomas Armstrong,

Daniel Lahy, David McMurt3',

George Gilchrist, Pat. Burke,

Fraflcis Johnston, Alex. Gow,
Samuel Mooney. Thomas Kelly,

William Kennedy, .Jacob Logan,

Nathaniel Connolly, Robert Duncan,

Joseph Gainsforth, John Rea,

William Hopewell, William Gainsforth,

Joseph Smith, M. W Connolly.

William Colbrot,

To the License Commissioners of the County of Carleton and all others whom it may
concern.

J, the undersigned Township Clerk of the Township of March, in the County of Carle-

ton, do hereby certify that early in the month of June, 187G, I received the petition of some

of the Electors of the Township of March, a true copy of which is hereunto annexed ; that

upon receipt thereof I caused notices to be given, a true copy of which is also subscribed to

the copy of said petition : That the council of the township were not consulted about

submitting the by-law, and did not order the submission to the vote of the elector?.

As clerk, I thought it was my duty to submit it. A vote w:xs taken on it and it was car-

ried by a majority of ten, on the tenth of July la.«t.

The council of the Township did not afterwards pass the by-law nor take an)' notice

thereof, and there never w-is any notice taken thereof in any of their proceodings either before

its submission to the electors or afterwards.

Dated at March, this .sixteenth day of April, A.D. 1877.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your obedient servant.

Mr. Boucher asked me to .sign the foregoing as Township Clerk of March. I read it over.

It is perfectly correct, but as towushio clerk I have no instructions to sign it.

G. W. iMONK.

Notice

Is hereby given that a poll will be taken in accordance with the above requisition on Mon-

day the 10th day of July next, at the Town Hall in the Township of March, commencing at

10 o'clock in the forenoon.

G. W. Monk,
Toicnship Clerk.

March, June 10th, 1876.
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Provincial Secretary's Office, License Branch,
Toronto, November,23rd, 1877.

%

Sir, I am directed by the Hon. the Provincial Secretary, to acknowledge receipt of

the explanation of the Board having reference to the issue of a license to one Boucher, in

the Township of Marcli.

The Board have evidently acted in good faith in supposing that until the notices men-

tioned in section six and eight in the Temperance Act of 1864 were given, the by-law cnuld

not take effect, and consequently, licenses could be issued as usual.

In Blakely and L.ike the (Jourt have recently held that it is not now necessary to give

notice to the Collector of Inland Revenue ; under this ruling, therefore a license should not

have issued in " March," and although issued it is absolutely void.

The Board will therefore be good enough to call upon Mr. Boucher to return the license

upon the understandiug that he is to be refunded the value of the unexpired term thereof,

and should take all proper proceedings to cancel it. It is of no practical use to Boucber, as

the sale of spirituous liquor by him, even while possessing it is illegal.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Henry Totten,
For the Secretcvry.

H. D. Smith, Esq.,

Inspector,

Merrickville.

Provincial Secretary's Office. License Branch,
Toronto, November 23rd, 1877.

Sir, —In answer to the petition .signed by you and others, addressed to the Hon. tl>e

Attorney General, having reference to the issuing of a tavern license to one JiSouoher, in the

Township of March, in which you allege the Dunkin Act to be in force.

I am directed by the Hon. the Provincial -Secretary to say that explanations were asked

from the Board of Commissioners, who replied, that although the by law had been carried at

the polls, no notice thereof had been given to the Collector of Inland Revenue in accordapce

with section six of the Temperance Act of 1864, and as section eight of the same Act pro-

vided that as " regards the prohibition of issue of licenses, every such by-law shall come into

force from the day of communication thereof to the Collector of Inland Revenue,'' the Board

concluded that until such notice had been given the by-law could not take effect.

The language of section eigbt is very explicit, and any Board of Commi.'isioners would

be very apt to conclude that until the Collector of Inland Revenue had been notified, licenses

could be issued, but the Court has recently decided that it is not now necessary to notify the

Collector of Inland Revenue. Of this deci.sion it is not probable the Board had any know-

ledge.

The Board has been advised that a license should not have issued, and directed to re-

quest Mr. Boucher to return it with a view to its being immediately cancelled.

As the Government is of opinion that the Board acted in good faith and upon their view

of what the law actually required, it is not deemed advisable to take further proceedings as

requested by the petition, and it is hoped this will be entirely satisfactory to you and your

petitioners.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Henry Totten,j
For the Secretary.

G. H. Morgan, Esq.,

Township of March,

County of Carleton.

Try, March P. 0.

5
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Merrickville, Deo. 5th, 1877.

Sir,—I have the honour to encbse two resolutions of the Board of License Commis-

sioners for County of Carleton.

The first was passed at the time of granting license, the second on the 4th inst. . from

which you will perceive that the Commissioners repudiate the views attributed to them in my
report on the Boucher case, I frankly acknowledge that in said report, with tlie view of main-

taining the reputation of the Board, I gave my own views instead of theirs, for which I am
very properly snubbed.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient serv.ant,

H. D. Smith.
Hon. Provincial Secretary, Toronto.

Copy of resolution passed by the Board of License Commissioners for the County of

Carleton, December Ith, 1877.

Moved by Judge Ro.ss, seconded by Mr. Dawson, that the License Commissioners for the

County of Carleton, when they determined that a license should be granted to William

Boucher, of the Township of March, in the said county, for the license for 1877-8, had no

knowledge except rumour and some unofficial papers which the commissioners had no means
of knowing whether genuine or not, nor have they now any knowledge that the Dunkin Act
was or is in force in the said township.

That the License Inspector for the said county misapprehended the views of the com-
missioners in stating in his report of the 17th November, 1877, that " It was the opinion of

the Board, however, that these documents pretty clearly established the fact that the law was
fairly complied with down to the point of certifying and communicating to the Collector of

Inland Revenue," whereas in fact the commissioners were not of said opinion.

That the commissioners are of opinion that the proper course to be pursued by those w!w)

contest the legality of tlie license issued to said Boucher, is to take the proper proceedings at

law against him to test the v.alidity of the license.

Carried. A true Copy,

H. D. Smith,
Secretary.

Copy of resolution passed by the Board of License Commissioners for the County of
Carleton. April .30th, 1877.

Moved by .Mr. Dawson, seconded by Judge Ro.ss, that as it appears from the certificnte

of the Township Clerk of the Township of Murch, laid before the License Commissioners for

the County of Carleton, that the Township Council of the Township of Marcli, did not take

any action in the matter of the propo.sed by law for prohibiting the s.ile of intoxicating

liquors, that a license be gr.inted for the license year 1877-8 to William Boucher of March
Corners.

Carried. A true Copy,

H. D. Smith,
Secretary.

Thr Hon. the Provincial Seoretart, License Branch,
Toronto.

SiK,—In reply to your communication of 2.3rd November, as respecting tlie i.ssue

I for the Township of March, in which township the Dunkin Act is in force, I beg

Dear
of a license

to say :

1. That the by-law passed under authority and (ox enforcement of the Temfierance Act
of 18G4 w.osduly communicated by delivery of a copy thereof to Mortin Battle, the Collector

of Inland Revenue, on tlie 11th day of Angust A.D., 1876.

6
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2. That there appears endorsed thereon in the handwriting of the Clerk o Town-

ship of March, the following words :
" The By-law proposed by the foregoing reqi'^ition for

adoption by the Municipal Electors of the said Township of March, has been by them duly

adopted in terms of the Temperance Act of 1864."

Witness my hand, this 10th day of March, A.D. 1876.

,

G. W. Monk,
Tp. Okrk.

March.

3. That when Mr. Boucher applied to the License Commissioners for his License there

was produced before the Commissioners a copy of the by-law, and at the time of the issue of

such license, the Commissioners were thus made aware of the existence and validity of the

Dunkin Act in the Township of March.

4. Those interested in the enforcement of the Act in the Township of March were given

to understand by the License Commissioners when they complained of the issue of the license

that it was no part of the business of the Commissioners to go to Mr. Battle to see if the by-

law was duly filed, and that as no certified copy of the by-law was filed with the License Com-

missioners they had issued the license to Boucher.

.5. The License Commissioners have at a meeting held in the City of Ottawa, on the .5th

day of December, instant, refused to comply with the suggestion of the Government in the

matter, or to request that Mr. Boucher deliver up his license to be cancelled.

6. Your petitioners although they feel themselves deeply aggrieved herein, would be

satisfied with the caueellacion of the said license, and would earnestly request that the Gov-

ernment would take such means to secure that end as may by them be deemed most expe-

dient.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

(Signed) G. H. Morgan,
On behalf of Petitioners.

South March, 12th Dec, 1877.

Toronto, Dec. 19th, 1877.

Sir,—The License Inspector has forwarded to this department a copy of the resolution

passed by the License Board of Carleton, on the 4th inst., relative to a license granted to one

Boucher in the Township of March, in which it is stated as a ground for not cancelling the

license " that the board had no knowledge, except by rumour, of the passage of the Dunkin

Act in that Township."

The Board no doubt had the same knowledge of the passage of the Act as had the pub-

lic who are expected to observe it, and as no distinction is made by law as to knowledge be-

tween the board and the public, I fail to see that a sufficient reason is by the resolution

assigned either for the granting of the license originally or for declining now to cancel it.

Should the Board insist upon declining to do what appears to be their plain duty, such

steps will be taken as will accomplish the result and vindicate the law.

Where the people have thought fit to impose upon themselves the Temperance Act of

1864, this Department cannot consent to be its principal violator but on the other hand is

bound to do what reasonably may be done to uphold that law in common with other laws

relating to the same subject, and the undersigned cannot concur in the suggestion that it is

the duty of the Government or of the officers of the Government, first to issue the license in

violation of the law and then of Government officials to prosecute with a view to determining

whether the action taken has been legal or otherwise.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Abthue S. Hardt.
To His Honour Judge Ross,

Chairman of License Board, Ottawa. ,
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REIUKN

To an Order of the House, dated February •26th, 1877, for a Return

of all Accidents and Casualties (whether to life or property) wliich

have occurred on the Railways in the Province of Ontario, under

the jurisdiction of the Legislature of the said Province, for the

years 1874, 1875, and 1876, which shall set forth :

1st. The names of the respective Companies.

2nd. The causes and nature of such accidents and casualties.

3rd. The points at which they respectively occurred, and whether by

day or night.

4th. The full extent thereof and all the particulars of the same.

By Command,

Arthur S. Hardy,

Provincial Secretary

Provincial Secretary's Office,

Toronto, '21st January, 1878.
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Ist.—NAMES OF THE RESPECTIVE RAILWAY COMPANIES.

Brantford, Norfolk and Port Burwell.

Cobourg, Peteiboro' and Marmora.
Hamilton and North Western.

Kingston and Pembroke.
London, Huron and Bruce.

L Orignal and Caledonia.

Midland.

Port Dover and Lake Huron.
Toronto, Grey and Bruce.

Whitljj, Port Perry and Lindsay.

Toronto and Nipissing.

Victoria.

Wellington, Grey and Bruce.

20th December, 1877.

C. T. JGlLLMOR, Esq.,

Clerk Legislative Assembly, Toronto.

Brantford, March 31s.t, 1877.

Dear Sir,— In reply to your circular of 29th, I beg to make the following returns of

accidents, as required.

1st. Brantford, Norfolk and Port Burwell Railway.

2nd. The only casualties during 1876 have been the killing of live head ofiittleand six

sheep ; no accidents of any kind to passengers or employees having occurred.

3rd. The cattle, &c., killed on the track at different points were in all cases in the day

time.

4th. The above is a full account of all.

Yours truly,

W. .J. Imlaoh,
8ecreta/ry,

Cobourg, Peterboro' and Marmora Railway and Mining Company,

Cobourg, March 30th, 1877.

Chas. T. Gillmor, Esq.,

Clerk, Legislative Assemhly, Toronto.

Dear Sir,—In reply to your communication of yesterday, I have to report as follows:

—

Sept. 4th, 1871.—An Indian named Shippigo killed in Harwood yard by cars pas-sing

over him, at 10 p.m., he being intoxicated, and sleeping on the track under a loaded car which

was being attached to freight train.

May 24th, 1875.—Henry Thomas, aged 14, killed un wharf at Cobourg by lumber

train, he, with other boys being at play, fell from i)ile of lumber as train passed down.

May loth, 1876.—Grand Trunk freight train ran into lumber train at Cobourg Junc-

tion, causing damages to amount of .S800. No one hurt.

Sept. 27th, 1876.—McDonald killed on track at Cobourg, trying to get on moving train.

A^ed about twenty yeare, and subject to fits.

Trusting this report meets your requirementB,

I am.

Yours faithfully,

P. R. BONHER,
Suferiniendent,
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KlNQSTOV AND PEMBROKE R AILWAT COMPANY,
SeCRETAI'Y and TF,EAf5URFR'S OFFICE,

KiNOSTox, Canada, Dec. 22nd, 1877.

The Clerk oftlie Legislative Assembly, Toronto.

Sir,—Your favour of the 20th to hand. Last April. T furnished Mr. Brydaes, General

Superintendent Governme-it Railways, with the infornuition ' ou now a'^k upon a form sent me
for that purpose. I do not remember ever having received a similar application from you.

Only one accident occurred on this road durinir the years 1875-6—in 1874 it was under con-

struction. In 1876. Francis Dumaine fell between the cars when in motion on the afternoon

of Nov. 13, at Kingston, and broke his arm. Should you require this information on a form,

if you will send me one, I shall be pleased to give the matter my immediate attention.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Geo. Osborne,
Secretary.

Chas. T. Gillmor, Esq.,

Clerk Legislative AsserrMy

Toronto.

London, Huron anp Bruce Railway,
Hamilton. April 10th, 1877.

Sir,— In reply to your letter of the 29th March, addressed to the President of this Com-
pany, I beg to inform you that no accident or casualties have occurred on the L., H. & B.
Railway since its opening.

Yours obediently.

Chas. Perry,
Secretary.

Ottawa, SIhI March, 1877.

Cha8. T. Gillmor, Esq.,

Clerk Legislative Assembly.

Ontario.

Sir,— I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of yours of the 29th instant, and in

reply I have to state that the L'Original and Caledonia Railway has not been completed, and
that there were no accidents on the romi during the season cf 1876.

I remain,

Yourb, itc,

E. McGillivrat.

The .Midland Railway ok Canada.
General Offices. Port Hope, April 17th, 1877.

Charles T. Gillmor, Esq.,

Cierk of the LegisliUive Assemldy ofOntarin.

Toronto.

Sir,— I have the honour to submit you a statement of accidents and cnsnaltieo on the

Midland Railway for the years 1H74, 1875 and I876_in accordance with the order made by
the Legislative Assembly of Ontario.

Your obedient servant,

A. Hcoel,
PresidetU.

4
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March 6th, 1874.—Engine and three empty platform cars collided with five empty

platform cars a^ Millbiook station in diiy time. Cause, misplaced switch. Damage, broke

draw heads on four cars and punched hole in the tender of engine.

April 22nd, 1874.—Engine on mixed train ran oflF track one mile north of Lindsay,

breaking two truck springs, ash pan, centre pin, tender brake and cylinder cocks. Cause,

bad joint and rail ; in day time. Detained train three and a half hours.

April 23rd. 1874.—Box car on freight train ran off track one quarter mile north of

Reaboro. One truck badly broken. Cause, wide gauge ; in day time. Detained train three

hours.

April 3(ith, 1874.—Coach, smoking caboose and three box cars on mail train off track

about two miles north of Millbrook on Peterborough branch. Cause, track spread, ties rotten ;

day time. Oars considerably damaged.

May 5th, 1874.—Engine on wood train ran off track at Lindsay. Cause, switch open.

No damage ; day time.

May 11th, 1874.—Caboose car on freight train backed into the river at Lindsay swing-

bridge. No damage ; day time. Cause, carelessness of train men.

May 23rd, 1874.—Engine and six cars of lumber on freight train were thrown into the

ditch about two miles north of Franklin. Cause, rail removed from the track by some un-

known person or persons. Day time. Line blocked for seven hours.

June 30th, 1874.-—Two cars on freight train ran off track half mile south of Franklin,

badly breaking two trucks. Cause, broken wheel. Day time.

July 17th, 1874.—As a special freight train was pas.'^ing Bethany station, Silas Dickson,

one of the trackmen, attempted to get on front end of van and fell on track, two wheels pass-

ing over his right leg, above the knee. Train was running about five or six miles per hour.

Time, 9 A.M." He died the following day at 3 P.M.

March* 18th, 1875.—Two cars on mixed train ran off track about six and a half miles

north of Port Hope. Cause, broken rail. Day time. One car slightly damaged. Train

detained two hours and a half

March 2'^nd, 1875.—Tender and eleven cars on wood train ran off track at switch at

Nassau Mills. Cause, pin out of bottom of switch rod. Day time. Seven cars badly

damaged.

April 5tli, 1875.—Box car on mixed train ran off track about two and a half miles north

of Franklin. Cause, frost heaving track. Night time. One truck broken. Train detained

two hours ar.d a half.

July Sth, 1875.—Mixed train ran over and killed John Corrigan, about nine miles

south of Orillia ; he was lying across the track, between the r.ails, with his head on rail, boots

off, supposed to be asleep. Time, 7 A..M.

August 6th, 1875.—As firemen's excursion, special from Lindsay, was about a mile and

a half south of Millbrook, Louis Truscott, while walking over train, fell between two plat-

form cars, and eight cars ran over him, killing him. Time, 1.15 A.M.
September 11th, 1875.—Two cars on mail train thrown off track. Cause, cow falling

under train after being struck on road crossing by engine. Day time. One truck under each

car broken.

October 12th, 1875.—John Mimms, conductor on mixed train, was killed by striking

his head against the second telegraph pole, noith of Beamish's bridge, near Port Hope.

Time, 8.30 A.M.
February Sth, 1876.—John McLean, hrakeman on mixed train, got two fingers on right

hand broken while couplin;: cars at Port Hope. Time, 3 30 P.M.
February 10th, 1876.—Seven cars on mixed train ran off track about two and a half

miles north of Omemee. Cause, broken rail. Cars loaded with grain in bulk. Three cars

badly damaged. Line blocked for twenty-one hours. Day time.

May 8th, 1876.—Engine and tender, baggage car and two freight cars, ran off track

about half-mile north of Oakwood. Time, 3 P.M. Cause, rotten stringer on cattle guard.

June 30th, 1876.—-Joseph Mirams. hrakeman on mixed train, got three fingers on left

hand broken while coupling cars at Millbrook station. Day time.

August 14th, 1876.—Engine of mail train ran off track in Peterborough yard, caused

by misplaced switch. Day time. Detained train two hours.
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September fith, 1876.—Eight loaded cars on mail train ran off track mile and a half

north of Reaboro, five of them badly smashed. Cause unknown Day time.

September 20th, 1876.—Platform car on mail train struck a little boy on crossing at

Uhthoff. Day time. Badly hurt, but subsequently recovered.

September 26th, 1876.—Mail train ran four cars off track at Beaverton station. Cause
unknown. Day time. Cars considerably damaged

October 4th, 1876.—Loaded car on mail train lost front pair wheels out of front truck,

about three miles north of Orillia. Cause unknown. Day time. Detained train two hours
and a half

December 23rd, 1876.—Nine cars and Tan on wood train ran off track about three-

fourths of a mile north of Bethany. Cause, broken rail. Time, 7.30 A.M. Van turned
over on its side, seven section men, conductor, and two brakemen considerably cut about face

and head. Line obstructed about three hours and a half.

Port Dover and Lake Huron Railway Company.

Chaeles T. Gillmor, Esq.,

Dear Sir,— I beg to submit the following information in reply to your circularof the 29th
ult :—

No. 1 . James Renley, a labourer in the ballast gang, while in the act of throwing stones

at cattle on the road, fell between two cars, and died in a few minutes after. This occurred

near Siracoe, in the month of August, 1875.

No. 2. John Sullivan, in same gang and near the same place, attempted to get on the

pilot of the engine while in motion, fell and lost a leg. This occurred in September, 1875.

No. 3. Hugh Dodds, a brakesman, while coupling cars in the Woodstock yard, got his

hand bruised in August, 1876. Off work tliree days.

No. 4. John Crawford slipped while coupling cars in same yard, in Npvember, 1876.

Hand bruised. Off work one week.

No. 5. Same brakesman, in January, 1877, slipped while going to oil engine ; fell on
the oil-can, injuring one eye. Was off work ten weeks. This occurred at Stratford.

All the above occurred in the day-time.

I have the honour to be,

Your obedient servant,

R. W. Saavtell,

Secretary.

Woodstock, April 13th, 1877.

The Toronto, Grey and Bruce Railway.
SECRETAKT-TRKASURnR's OFFICE,

Toronto, 14th September, 1877.

Chas. T. Gillmor, Esq.,

Clerk, Legislative AMembly.

Sir,—In compliance with the order made by the House, as contained in your letter of

29th March, 1877, addros.ied tn the President of this Cmnpiiny, T now betr ffl hand you re-

turn of accident." on thi'< road for the years 1874, 1875 acd 187B.

Yourh truly.

W. Sutherland Taylok,
Secretary Treasurer.
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The Toronto and Nipissing will not furnish any return.

Chables T. Gillmor,
'

Glerk Legislative Assembly.
January 18th, 1878,

Victoria Railway, General Manager's Office.
Lindsay, 24th December, 1877.

Sm,—I beg leave to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 20th instant, request-

ing a statement of all accidents which have happened on the Victoria Railway, and, in reply

to inform you that on the night of the 10th November, 1876, a man named Samuel Niven,

while under the influence of liquor, either fell, or lay down and went to sleep on the track

at Kinmount, and was killed by a construction train. No inquest was deemed necessary by
the Coroner in attendance.

The above mentioned accident is the only one which has occurred on our line.

I am. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

James Ross,

General Manager.
Charles T. Gillmor, Esq.,

Clerk Legislative Assembly,

Toronto, Ont.

The Wellington, Grey and Bruce Railway,
Hamilton, Ont., Canada, April 10th, 1877.

Sir, —I beg to enclose a return of accidents and casualities which have occurred on this

Railway during ftie years 1874, 1875 and 1876, as requested in your letter of the 29th March,
addressed to the President of this Company.

Yours obediently,

Chas. Perry,
Secretary.

Chas. T. Gillmor, Esq.,

Clerk Legislative Assembly,

Toronto.
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Return of Accidents and Casualti^g which have occurred in

the years 1S74,

Date.
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Canada on the Line of the Wellington, Grey and Bruce Railway, for

1875 and 1876.

Name of Person
Injured.

Aaron Tremaine

J. MitcheU

Mr. Styles

Wm. Csaig, 24 years old

T. McDermott
J. Long
C. Waldron

Mrs. Srigley

Jacob Greane

James Gregg

D.Todd
— McLeod

E. Carey

Whether
Passenger or

Employee.

Wayfarer

John Taggart

Son of Trackman

Labourer .

Brakeman

.

Particulars of

Accident.

Wayfarer .

Brakeman

.

Horee took fright from
cars

Eun over by train, lying
on track

Eun over by wheel of
car

Struck by locomotive of
train

Run over by lorry
Run over by lorry
Run over by cars .

.

Extent of Injury.

Warehouseman

.

Wayfarer

Brakeman

Passenger

Car running off track.

.

Run over by train

Coupling cars and feU
in cattle guard

Run over by car .

.

Struck by engine
train

Train running oflt track

of

CoUar bone broken

Fatally injured

Toes crushed

Killed

Leg broken
Ribs broken
Killed

Verdict of Coroner's
Jury.

Accidental death, no
blame attached to Co.

That death was caused
by being struck by lo-

comotive of train, and
was purely accidental

Slight bruise on
arm and shoulder

KiUed

Armbadly crushed

Foot crushed
KiUed

Killed

Jumping from train in
motion

Shoulder strained

That deceased came to
his death while coup-
ling cars, having had
his foot caught in the
frog of the track

Company exonerated
from blame

Accidental death

Edward Carey came to
his death on Sep. 7th,
1876, by being run
over bypart ofagravel
train, and that said
death wa« purely ac-
cidental and no blame
can be attached to
any person

CHAS STIFF,

Superm,tendent.
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(No. 15.)

Correspondence between George O. Hays and others, and the Govern-
ment, or any of their officials, relating to the discovery of gold

on the west half of Lot No. 9, in the 9th Concession of the Town-
ship of Marmora, ai 1 also in reference to the claims of the dis-

coverers, and to the subsequent purchase and sale of such lands.

{Not Printed.)
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(No. 16.)

CoTTespondence relating to the application of the Reverend J. W. E.

Beck, for indemnity in respect of the purchase of Lot No 6,

second broken front Concession of Haldimaud ; also copy of so

much of the Return from the CroAvn Lands Department to the

Registrar of Northumberland, pursuant to Con. Stat. U. C, cap.

89, sec. 80, as relates to the lot. {Not Printed.)
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